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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION (1928)
IN preparingthis

revised third edition, I have removed a
number of minor errors and have made, I hope, some improvements in analysisand exposition. I have also tried, so faras
possible, to bring my references to facts and laws up to date.
The main changes in the structure of the book are as follows.
A portion of what used to be Chapter VIII. of Part 1V. and
the Appendix entitled “Taxes
on Windfalls” are omitted,as
the matt.ers there discussed are now dealt with in A Study of
Public Finance. The following Chaptersare
new : Part I.,
Chapter IV. ; Part II., Chapter VIII.; Part III., Chapter XVI.;
Part IT.,Chapter VII. Chapter XI. of Part 11. replaces,
under a new title, what used to be Chapter X. and has been
entirelyrewritten.The
first five divisions of Appendix ’III.,
which are concerned with the snhject-matterof that Chapter, are
also new. I n these divisious I have made free use of an article
entitled “ A n Analysis of Supply,” which appearedin
the
Economic Journal in June 1928 ; and in the new Chapter VII.
of Part IV. I have used part of an article on “Wage Policy
and Unemployment,” which appeared in the mme journal in
September 1 9 2 7.
The scheme of the book, which is displayed in more detail
in the Analytical Table of Contents, is as follows. In Part I.
it is argued, subject, of course, t o a large number of qualifications, that the economic welfare of a community of give? size
islikely to be greater (1) the larger is the volume of the
national dividend, and (2) the larger is the absolute share of
V
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that dividend that accruesto the poor. Part 11. is devoted
to a study of certain principal influences of a general kind by
which the volume of the dividend is affected, and Part 111. to
a study of influeuces specifically connected with labour. In
Part IV. the question is raised in whatcircumstances it is
possible for the absoluteshare of the dividendaccruing to
the poor to be increased bycauseswhich
at the same time
diminishthe volume of the dividendasawhole;and
the
relation of disharmonies of this character, when they occur,
to economicwelfare is discussed. Thetwo Parts contained
inthe firstedition, whichdiscussed
respectively the Variability of the NationalDividend
andPublicFinance,are
omitted from this,asthey
werefrom
the second edition.
Their subject-matter is now treated more fully in my Industrial
Fluctuutions and A Study in Public Finance.
I have done my best, by restricting as far as
possible the
use of technical terms, by relegating specially abstract discussions to Appendices, and by summarising the main drik of
the argumentinanAnalytical
Table of Contents,torender
what I have to say as little difficult as may be. But it would
be idletopretend that the book is otherthanasevere
one.
I n part, no doubt, the severity is due to defects of exposition.
Butinpart
also it is dueto
thenature of the problems
studied. It is sometimesimagined
that economic questions
can be adjudicated upon withoutspecialpreparation.The
“plain man,” who in physics and chemistry knows that he
does not know,has still to attainin economics to that first
antechamber of knowledge. I n reality the subject is an
exceedingly difficult one, and cannot,without being falsified,
be made to appear emy.
I n publishing so comprehensive a book, I have had to face
one somewhat special dificulty. Legislative and other changes
both here and abroad are so numerous and rapid that some of
the legal enactments and general conditions to which I have
referred in the present tense are certain, by the time the book
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isinthe reader’s hands, to have beensuperseded.
I do not
think, however, that the impossibility of being completely up
to date in a world of continuous change matters very greatly./’
ations I have used are not brought forward for
their own sake. The service I ask of them is to throw light
on principles,and that purpose can beperformed as wellby
an arrangemeut or a fact that lapsed a year or two ago as by
for any sthdent beginning economic ’
by theseverity of the effort
which the study, as he will find it exemplified here, seems to
require of him. The complicated analyses whicheconomists
endeavourtocarrythrough
are not mere gymnastic.They
areinstruments for the bettering of human life. Themisery
andsqualor that surround us, theinjuriousluxury
of some
wealthy families, the terrible uncertainty overshadowing many
families of the poor-these
areevils too plainto be ignored.
By the knowledge that our scieuce seeks it is possible that
theymay
be restrained. Out of thedarknesslight
! To
search for it is the task, to find it perhaps the prize, which
the ‘‘ dismal science of Political Economy ” offers to those who
face its discipline.
A. C. P.

/

KING’SCOLLEGE,
CAMBRIDQE,
November 1928.

NOTE TO THE FOURTH EDITION (1932)
THE principal changes made in this edition affect Chapter IV.
andChapter VI. $f
12-13
j
in Part I. ; Chapter XI. 9 2 and
Chapter XV. in Part 11. ; and Chapter IX. $$ 2-3 and Chapter
XlV. tj 1 in Part 111.

ANALYTICAL TABLE OF CONTENTS
PART I
WELFARE AND THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND

CHAPTER I
PAOE

WELFARE AND ECOKOMIG
WELFABE

.

.

3

5 1. The main motive of economic study is to help social improvement. §§ 2-3. Economic science will, therefore, be “realistic ” rather
than “pure” ; but u o t merely“descriptive.”
5 4. It isvery

difficult tomakeitsanalysisquantitative.
5 5 . Economicwelfare
may be defined roughly as that part of welfare t h a t can be brought
intorelationwiththemeasuring
rod of money. 55 6-9. Inhtances
can be multiplied in which
economic causes, that affectecononlic
5 10.
welfare i n one way,affect total
re ina differentway.
Nevertheless
there
is a presum
that qualitative conclusions
allouteffects upon economicwelfarewillhold
good also of etfects
upon total welfare.
11. Andreasonably adequate conclusions about
effects uponeconomicwelfare
can often be obtainedbyeconomic
scienoe, in spite of the partial and limited character of that science.

C H A P T E R I1

.

D E S I E FAND
~ SATISFAOTIOBS.

I 1. The

relationbetween satisfaction and the money measureis not
direct, but is mediated through desires, the intensity of which need
not always bear the same proportion to the satisfactions that their
fulfilmentyields.
§ 2. For the most part thiscircumstanceis not
important. 5 3. But for the choice
between
using
resources
for theresentand
for thedistantfutureit
is very important.
% 4-6. %upledwith the fact of individual mortality, it suggests
t h a t people are likely t o save less and to use up nature’s exhaustible
stores more quicklythan consists withthe generalinterest.
6.
There i a a presumption, therefore, against taxes
t h a t differentiate
against saving. 5 7. And i n favour of Stateaction t o conserve
natural rwurces.

ix
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C H A P T E R 111

.

THE NATIONAL
DIVIDEND

PA01

31

5 1. For the most part economic causes act upon econonlic welfare,

not directly, but through the national dividend.
@2-3. In spite of
the paradoxes involved, this is most conveniently taken to embrace
only things purchased with money income, together with theservices
a man obtains from inhabiting a house owned byhimself.
@ 4-7.
The national dividend andthenational
consumableincome
are
distinguished, and various
problemsconnected with the definition
and evaluation of the dividend are examined.

C H A P T E R IV
WHAT IS

MEANT BY MAINTAINING

CAPITAL INTACT

55 1-7. A number of difficultiesconnectedwith

.
thismatter

.

43

are

studied.

CHAPTER V
CHANQICS IN 'THE SIZE OF THE

NATIONAL
DIVIDEND .

.

50

55 1-4. If it were feasible we should wish to define changes ill the
size of the national dividend in physical terms without reference t o
people's tastes. §§ 5-8. But this is not feasible : and the definition
we are forced to adopt has serious defects.
C H A P T E R VI
THE

]LIEASUREYENT OF

DIVIDEND

.

CHAKQES IN
THE
SIZE

OF THE
NA'L'IONAL

.

66

§§ 1-3. Subject to the conditio11 t h a t prices and quantities are the

only data accessible to us, we requiretoconstructa
meusurc of
changes in the size of the national dividend which will conform as
nearly aa may be t o our deJiniticw, of thesechanges.
5 4. This
involvesthreethings:
(1) to devise a measurewhich
would be
applicable if data about prices and quantities were available for all
commodities; (2) t o deviseapracticableapprorimstionto
this
measure from the limited data which are in fact available ; (5) to
determine how reliable this practicable approximation is likely to
be. $5 5-14. The first of these problems is discussed. 55 15-21.
Then the second. 5 22. Finally the third.

C H A P T E R VI1
ECONOMIC
WELFAREANDCHANQE8
DIVIDEND

.

IN THE SIZE OF TEENATIONAL

.

55 1-4. Provided that the dividendaccruing to the poor is not
diminished,increases intheaggregatenationaldividend
of the
community, unless they result
from coercing people to work more
than they wish to do, carry with them incresses ineconomic welfme.

82
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CHAPTER VI11
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ECONOMIC
WELFAREAND CHANQES IN
NATIONAL
DIVIDEND
,

DISTRIBUTION
OF

THE

THE

.
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1-2. Changes in the distribution of thenationaldividendin
favour of the poor may be brought about in several ways, the most
important of whichis byatransference
of purchasing ower to
them fromricherpersons.
5s 3-4. Exceptinvery speciaycircumstances such a transference must increase economic welfare. 55 5.6.
Particularly in a countrywhere income is distributed a8 unevenly as
it is in England.
5 7. This, however, is not quite the same thing
as saying that a diminution in the inequality of distribution must
increase economic welfare.

C H A P T E R IX
REACTIONS THROUGH THE

NUMBERS
OF

THE POPULATION

.

.

ga

5 1.

I t may be objected that the consequences of an increase in
the dividend accruing to any group, partictilarly to a poor group,
discussed in Chapters VII. and 1'111. are nullified by reactions on the
numbers of t h e population. 5 2. Even apart from changes induced
by greaterwealthinwantsandtastes,thisthesis
is nottenable.
5 3. And, when account is taken of them, the case for it is further
weakened. 5 4. But the fact of migration between countries complicates the issue. 5 5. And transferences of income present difficultiea.

CHAPTER X
THE

NATIONAL
DIVIDENDAND
THE

QUALITYOF

THE
PEOPLE

.

106

5 1. The conclusions reached in Chapters VII. and VIII. must now
be reviewed in the light of modern biological knowledge. 5 2. That
knowledge warrants the belief that generalwelfareand
economic
welfare alike could be increased by measures restricting propegation
among the obviously degenerate. This belief, however, is additional
to, and does not disturb, our results.
3. It is sometimes held t h a t
modernbiology,by
demonstratingthedominantpart
played by
heredity aa comparedwithenvironment,has
proved
economic
inquiries, which are, in the main, concerned with euvironment, to
be unimportant. Reasons are offered for rejecting this view. 8 4-6.
It is sometimes held, further, that the advantaget o economic welfare
claimed in Chapters VII. and VIII. t o result from (1) an increase in
the magnitude and (2) an im rovement in the distribution of the
national
dividend
are
canoefled
by
indirect biological effects.
Reasons are offered for rejecting these views.

C H A P T E R XI

THE METHODOF DINXIMIONTO

BE FOLLOWED

.

.
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PART I1
THE SIZEOF

THENATIONALDIVIDEND

AND THE
DISTRIBUTION

OF RESOURCES AMONG DIFFERENT USES

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY

.

.

PAGE

127

55 1-2. The general problem of this Part is to ascertain how far the
freeplay of self-interest,actingundertheexistinglegal
system,
tends to distribute the country‘s
resources in the way most favoumble
to the production of a large national dividend,
a d h o w far i t is
feasible for State action t o improve upon “natural” tendencies.

C H A P T E R I1
THE DEFINITION
OF

JfARQINAL SOCIAL AND
PRIVATE

NET PRODUCTS

131

§§ 1-4. The nleaniugof the term mrgincsE net pad& is explained.

5 5. Marginalsocialand
tinguished.

marginal privatenetproducts

are dis-

4 6. As also their respeclivevelues.

C HA P TE R 111

THE VALUESOF MARQINAL SOCIAL
NET PEODUCTS
AND TEE SIZEOF
THE NATIONAL
DIVIDEND .
.
5 I . In the absence of costs of movcment, it can be shown that,

136

provided there is only one arrangement of resources whichmakes
the values of the marginal social net products e ual in all uses, that
arrangement willmaximise thenationaldivilend.
5 2. Thereis
difficulty inextending this analysis to differencee in degrees of
inequality.
3. In so farasthereare
costs of movement, the
optimum arrangement, which is, of course, not so good as the optimum arrangement in the absence of costs, ie different, and, within
limits,indeterminate.
5 4. In reallifethere
are likely to be a
number of different arrangements of resources,eachone
of whioh
will make the values of the marginal social net products equal in
all uaes. Hence, equality of values of marginal social net products
does not imply that the nationaldividend is maximised. 5 5. There
is here a poasible opening €or the beneficial use of bounties.

CHAPTER IV
RETURNANDTHEVALVE6
PBODUCTS .

U T E S OF

I-1. Values of merginnlprivatenet

equal t0 rates of return.

0

O F MARQINAL
PRIVATE

NET

.

producteare,ingeneral,
2. In t h e absence of Costs of movement,

142
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self-interest tends to make ratea of return everywhere eqnal ; where
there are coats of movement to make them as nearly equal 8s those
costsallow.
8 3. This implies that,exceptin
EO far as marginal
private andmarginalsocialnetproductsdiverge,anything
that
obstmcts thefree playof self-interest is likely to damage the dividend.

CHAPTER V

TEE EFFECTBOF

ELIYINATINQ OBETACLE8 TO nfOVEMENT

.

.

144

I 1-5. In a general way the

eliminationof obstacles, in theform of
costs of movement or lack of knowledge, to the free working of self
interest i a likely to promote equality of returns. But this statement
isaubject to qualifications. § 6. It is important to distinguish
between the effecb on economic welfare of a real reduction in costs
and thoseof a mere transference of costs from the persons who control
the movement of resources to the State.

CHAPTER VI
HINDRANOES TO
LEDGE

.

EQUALITY
OF RETUEXSDUE

TO IMPERFECT KNOW-

.

149

1-5. The tendeucy towards equality
of returns in ditrerent occupations is obstructed by imperfect knowledge, resulting partly from
and partly from thegeneral
thecharacter of businessaccounts,
organisation of businemfinance.
6. Theintervention
of banks,
mere1 toimmediate
whichnaturally look topermanentandnot
profit, in the work of promotion may, if other conJtions allow, do
something to improve matters. 5 7. The control exercised i n minor
fields of investment by Peo le's Banks of the Raiffeisen type is a
eafeguard against the wastat% employment of borrowed resources.

C H A P T E R VI1
HIRDRANCES
TO

EQUALITY OF
BII~I'IT OF THE UNITE IN
CONDUCTED

.

HETUILNEDUE

TEILMBOF

TO

WHICH

IMPIWFECT
DIVISI-

TMNSACTIONS
ARE

.

158

When the unit0 i n which transactions are made are large,

or
when they are compounded of two kbrs i n a fixed proportion, the
tendency of self-interest to m a k e the rate of returns e ual in all
usea is obstraeted. 8 2. In modern times the
size of t%e unit in
which tranrrsctions in respect of capital take place has
been diminished
in a twofold maaner, partly with the help of the Stock Exchange.
5 3. "he oompound character which formerly belonged to this unit
haa sho, in g e e t part, been eliminated by arrangen~entswhich the
great growth of securities adapted to m e w collateml has facilitated.
4 6 . The devi? of divi%
&tam into several grades and the
holding of them in their risklest early a e by financiers, who afterwarda pam them on, work in the seme %rection. 5 6. In general,'
in premnt aoditionn, imperfect divisibility in the units of transactions har, but little effect.
§ 1.

f
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C H A P T E R VI11
PAGE

HINDRANCES
TO EQUALITY
OF RETURNE
DUE
OF

RELATIVE
VARIATIONS
IN DIFFERENT
OCCUPA-

TO

DEMANDFOR PRODUCTIVE
RESOURCES
PLACES .

TIONS AND

.

167

Relative variations in demand are
defined. 5 2. The larger
they are the morewidely the values of marginal net products a t
different points are likely t o diverge. 5 3. Their size depends upon
the extent of the independent variations in the demands
for different
products. 5 4. Theextenttowhich
differentfirms work for one
another on commiseion. 5 5. The extent to which fashions and the
distribution of income vary. 5 6. And the range of general cyclical
fluctuations. 5 7. The effect of relativevariationsamdifferent
5 8. And
according tothe wa e policypursuedbyworkpeople.
aceording to the speefi with which they occur.

5 1.

C H A P T E R IX
D I V E U G E NBETWEEN
C~~
MARGINAL SOCIAL NETPILODUCT A N D
PRIVATE
NET PILODUCT

.

MARQINAI,

.

5 1. Private net product and social net product are distinguiahed.
In so far aa self-interest tends t o brin about equality in the values
of marginal private net products in fiEerent fields, equality in the
velues of marginal social net roductais obstructed whenever marginal
rivateandmarginal
socia! netproductsdiverge.
Some sorts of
%vergenceoccur under aimplecompetition ; furthersortsunder
monopolistic com tition,andyetfurthersortsunderbikteral
monopoly. 5 2. yhe meaning of an increment of productive
resources, where severalformsofproductiveresourcesarebeing
employed, is defined.
3. The source of the &
s
t sort of divergence
distinguishedin 5 1 is that, in nome occupations,a
art of the
effects of the employment of 8 unit of reaources fails t o t e reflected
in the remuneration of the person responsible for t h e investment.
5 4. This may happen when tenancy and ownership are aepsrated.
6-9. The point is illustrated by a diecussion of laws providing
compensation for tenants’improvementsand
of kindredmatters.
5 10. Diverncesnndersimplecompetition
may alao ariseisdependently of!?maing arrangements, i n respect of forms of investment
which render uncompeneated services
or d h r v i c e s to the general
public. Illustrations are given. 5 11. But it ia a n error to suppose
t h a t divergence is involvedwhen the investment of resonrcwin
improved plant or methods reduces the value
of plant already in
exbtence. 5 12. Diver ence mayalsoarise through the aetting up
of certain paychologim! rwtione. 5 13. The above
claasaa
of
diver ence mn be mitigated by a judicious employment
of k e . 6
and %mnties, and sometimes by direct coercion. 5 14. Under
monopolisticcompetition
further divergences arise inwnneation
with remlllc~8invested in advertisement.
15-17. Underbilateral
monopoly divergences a& in regpeat of mources devoted to “bargaining’and to fraudulentpractieeaThese
can be mitigated to
some extant by penal lawe.

172
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5 1. Therelation between marginalprivatenet
productsand
i n respect of
marginal social net products, besidesbeingdifferent
investments in different uses, is ale0 different i n respect of investments made under different forms of industrial organisation.
f, 2.
For some forms do, and others do not, yield a return in the shape of
trained ca acity among the workpeople engaged in them, as well as
5 3. In present conditions investa return of!commcdity products.
menta in Workers’ Copartnership Associatlons and in various kinds
of small holdings probablyyield a marginal social net product greater
than the marginal private
net product. 5 4. But the opposite is
of
probably true of investmentsleadingtothe“trustiEcation”
industry. 5 6. And possibly, after a point, of investmentsto
promote standardisation. 5 6. It mayalso be true of investments
made in connection with some aspects of “ scientific management.”

C H A P T E R XI
INCBIEASINO
AND DECBEABINC
SUPPLY
PEICE

.

.

investment in any particular
1-2. Undersimplecompetition
industry is carried up to the point a t which the marginal private
netproduct of remumea there is equaltothemarginalsocial
net product of m n r c e s in general: and the marginal
social net
product
in
the
particular
industry
differs from this
to
the
extent t o which it differsfrom the marginal private net product
3-4. The lam of increasing, constant,
in
that
industry.
anddecreasingsupply
price make assertionsaboutanalysis,not
about hietor . 5 5. We mustdistinguishbetweenincreasing,
constant,
decreasing supply prices simpliCite7, and increasing,
constant. and decreasing supply pricea from the standpoint of the
community. 5 6. Deareasing supply pricefrom t h e s t a n d p i n t of
the community is possible over a wide range. $5 7-8. But increeaing
nu plyprice from thisstandpoint only in aspecial CBBB.
9. The
vafne of themarginalprivatenetproduct
of investment in any
industry is greater or less than thevalue of t h e marginal social
netproductaccording
BB this industry conforms t o conditions of
increeaing or decreasing aupply price from the standpoint of the
community. $ 10. This implies that the value of the marginal social
net product is the greatar in all indwtries that
conform to the
conditions of decreasing supply price SimpZiciler ; but not that it is
lass in all industries of the muverse type.
11-12 It is possible, by
mort. to bountiea and taxes, to correct the error8 of investment
ooneequent, under aimplecompetition, upon divergenciesbetween
the valuee of marginal social and marginal private net products.
5 13. dnelogonsreasoningsug
ate t h a t economic welfare might
be increased by tax- upon t t i n g s which are desired for their
une~mmoane%g
and bybountiea on things that are d e w for their
o~mmonneas. 0 14. This analyais is verydiflieult
to apply to
p r s c t i d probIeme, but it ie not, therefore, otiwe.

a
n
i
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CHAPTER XI1
SPATE

.

REQULATION
OB COMPETITIVE
PRICES

.
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5 1.

Apart from the qualifyingcircumstancesconsidered
iu the
preceding chapters, our discussion
suggests that State interference
with competitivepricesmustinjurethenationaldividend.This
presumptionhas now to beconfronted with the extensiveprice
regulation of the warperiod.
$5 2-6. An account is given of the
problems and practice of price control in the United Kingdom during
that period. # 6-7. Owmg to a variety of cause8 it is improbable
that price control, in the special circumstances of the Great War,
damagedproduction t o any significant extent. 5 8. But there is
of control
strong reason to fear t h a t a generalpermanentpolicy
overcompetitiveprices,designed
to preventgroups of producers
Born reaping abnormal profits on favourable occasions, would not be
thus innocuous.

CHAPTER XI11
%PATE

REQULATIONOB SUPPLIES
.
5 1. State regulation of prices during thewar involved State regula-

243

'

tion of distribution also.
2-4. Supplies of materials were allocated
to different use8 on the basis of their comparative R'ar urgency ; a
criterion for which it wouldbedifficult
t o find asatisfactory
substitute in normal times. 5 5. Within each use materialswere
allocated to different $wns on the basis of their pre-war purchases ;
an arrangement impossible i n normal times. 5 6. Fillished products
were allocated among u l t i d consumers on the basis of a n eetimate
of their necessaryrations.
5 7. Arrangements of this kind do not
directly atfect the volume of the national dividend, though the
price
regulations to which they are supplementary, as
was explained in
the preceding chapter, do have this effect.

CHAPTER XIV
THE CONDITIONSOF MONOPOLISATION

.

.

5 1. it will presently be necessary to inquire how far the values

of

marginal private net products indifferent uses tend t o ualitg under
monopoly. As apreliminatothisinquiry,thecoaitionswhich
determine the appearance oymonopoliatic power have to be studied.
2. Circumstancea, which, when the aggregate scale of an industry
is given, make it structurally economical for the ty i d individual
establiehment to belarge,arefavourable
to the axrent of monopolistic y w e r . 5 3. So also arecircumstanceswhichmake
it
atructuw ly economical for the typical individual unit of business
management(embracing, perhaps, a number of establishments) to
be large. 5 4. So also are conditions under which amalgamation
is
ablegreatly
to reduceexpensesby
cutting down competitive
advertisement. $ 5 . f
h ale0 ia the existence of ahighlyinelastic
demandforany
commodity,since this im lies the pomibili
of
large gains ifmonopolisation takes place. $he influences b w%ch
the degree of elastieity of demandfordifferent
c o m m d t i e s is
determined are discuesed. 5 6. On t h e other hand, anything that
renders it difficult for negotiations aiming at amalgamation to be
opened up is nnfavourable t o the ndvent of monopolistii power.
5 7. The mame thing ia trne of those obstacles to a reammt which
arise out of conflicting claims s h u t " participation.

,B
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C H A P T E R XV
MONOPOLJSTKC
COMPETITION

.

.

PAQE

266

5 1. Under monopolistic competition, self-interest does not tend to
make the value of the marginal social net product of resources in
of the mar,s$nal social net
product of resources i n general. b 2-3. Rather, it leaves the value
of t h e marginal social net product indeterminate over a range, the
extent of whichdepends upon certain influences thatare briefly
discussed.

the industry affected equal to the value

C H A P T E R XVI

.

SIMPLE

269

monopoly p h s restriction of entry to the
industry affected it is probable that the value of the marginal social
net product of resources inthatindustry
will diverge from the
value of the marginal social net product of resources in general more
widely t h a n it woulddo undersimplecompetition.
5 6 . If the
entry t o the monopolised industryis not restricted, the national dividend will also suffer in another way.
$§ 1-5. Under simple

C H A P T E R XVIl
DISCRIMINATING
MOWJPOLY

.

.

276

5 1.

Under certain conditions monopolists are able to charge discriminatmg prices. % 2-4. Thenature of theseconditions,which
depend essentially upon the non-transferability of the commodities
affected, is discussed.
Of three distinguishable forms of d&criminating monopoly, the only one of practical importsnce ia
discriminating monopoly of the third degree, under which different
prices are chargedbetweenmarkets,the
composition of whichie
determined otherwise than by t h e monopolist‘s own choice. $5 8-11.
But a brief analysis of the other two forms is given.
12-16. Under
discriminating monopoly of the third degree, pEus restriction of
entry to the industry affected, the output may, not improbnbly i n
certain circumstances, approach
more nearlyto the ideal out which
ut,
makes t h e value of the marginal social netproduct OPresources
inthatindustryequaltothe
value of themarginal social net
product of resources in general, than it would doundersimple
monopoly ; b u t it is unlikely to approach more nearly to thie o u t u t
simplecompetition.
5 17. Under listhan it would dounder
criminating monopoly, without restriction of entry t o the induatry
affected, the situation is still less
favourable.

s5-7.

C H A P T E R XVIII
THE SPECIALPROBLEM
OF RAILWAYRATES

.

.

5 1. “he diucuasion of the preceding Chapter throws light on the
controversbetweenadvocates
of “ t h e coat of service principle”
and of IatKe value of service principle” in respect of railway rateq; .
8 2. The meaning inconcrete form of “ t h e cost of service principle
ie explained, and this principle is shown to imply uniform charges
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to different purchasers of ton-mile8 of transportation, so far aa the
ton-miles sold to different purchasers are not “jointly supplied.”
3-4. Thecommonview
that railwayservices are in large part
jointly supplied-that the carriage
of copper and the carriage of
coal, or the carriage of coal destined for A and the carriage of coal
destinedfor B, over a given pieceof line are joint products-is
incorrect. 5 6. However, some measure of jointneas, as, for instance,
between outand home journeys, does in fact prevail. 5 6. The
meaning ill concrete form of “ t h e value of service principle ” is
explained. Q 7-8. “The cost of service principle”correspondsto
simplecompetition,and
“ t h e value of serviceprinciple”to
discriminating monopoly of thethirddegree.
In general, the former
is the more advantageous to the national dividend ; but, as stated
inthe precedingchapter, circumstances mayariseinwhichthe
more advantageous.
55 9-10. Thesecircumstances,
latteristhe
however,
are
less common than writers on railway economics
usuallysuppose.
5 11. Moreover, such benefit as the“value of
service principle ” is competent to bring about can often be attained
moresatisfactorilybymeans
of abounty.
5 12. The policy of
permittingdiscriminatingcharges,subject
to the conditlon t h a t
profits arepreventad from rising above the normal, is discussed.
5 13. Lastly, something is said of zone systems of railway tariffs.

CHAPTER XIX
PUKCHABEKG’ASSOCIATIONS

.

318

5 1. The preceding chapters have shown that, in many industries,
neither
simple
competition,
nor monopolistic
competition,
nor
simple monopoly, nor discriminating monopoly will make the value
of the marginalsocial net product of rmurces investedinthem
equal tu the value of the marginal social net product of resources in
general. We have next to inquire whether this result can be secured
by resort to the device of Purchasers’ Associations. f 2. The answer
isclearlyintheaffirmative;but
no inferencefollows as tothe
effect on the national dividend, until the comparative advantages
in respect of productive eficiency of Purchasers’Associations and
ordinary commercial bueinessee have been ascertained. 5 3. Not
much light can be thrown on that matter by histolical examples.
4-6. Purchasers’ Asaoeiations have
advantages in respect of production, so far as they save costa in advertisement, are exceptionally
well fitted to spread knowledge of the best methods of roduction
amongtheir
members, endhave
exceptionally srnalf need of
bargainingandsafeguardsagainstfrand.
These advanta eshave
led to theirsuccessfdestablishment
over a considerabye field.
5 6. But for various reasons this field is limited,andastudy
of
further remedies for the imperfections of ordinary business forms is,
therefore, still required.
CHAPTER XX

.

INTEBVBNTION
BY PUBLIC
AUTHORITIES.
g 1. This chapter is concerned with the general merits of public

intervention in Industry, including both control and operation, asa
remedy for the hilures of private enter riae. 5 2. For various reason#
the erparience of the war can a5orcfmuch less guidance on this
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matterthanmight
be expectedfrom it a t first sight. 5 3. The
problem is essentially the aame in industries whose operation does,
and in those whose operation does not require resort to the right of
eminent domain. 5 4. The mere failure of private industry, when
left free from public interference, to maxinhe the national dividend
does not of itself warrant intervention; for this might make things
worse. 5 5 . Certainmoderndevelopmentshave,however,rendered
governmental agencies better fitted for intervention than they
were
in former times.

r A m

CHAPTER XXI

.
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PUBLICCONTILOLOF MONOPOLY

336

5

1. This chapter is concerned with attempts by the State so to
control private monopoly that su ply shall be adjusted to demand,
and the national dividend shall, t f k f o r e , be as large as i t would be
undersimple competition. 5 2. Thelicy
of maintaining actual
competition by refusing t o allow rivarconcerns to combine is discussed. 5 3. A second indirectmethod of control is embodiedin
the policy of maintaining potential competition. This is worked by
or
enalising the“clubbing”
devices of cut-throatcompetition,
f;estructive dumping, and of boycott. # 4-5. The uature and elfect
of these “clubbing” devices are exlained
5 6. In spite of nrang
difficulties, it is probable that legisPation directed against them, if
carefullypreared,ma
at allevents, lessen theextent to which
they are ern$oyed.
5 But such legislation, even if successful in
itaimmediateobject,
mould notserve
com letely t o maintain
5 8. The inadequacy oPindirect methods of
potentialcompetition.
control makes it neceswry ta supplement them by direct methods.
5 9. The policy of encouraging the formation-over against combinations of sellers-of conlbinations of sellers ale0possessing monopolisticpowers, is discussed. § 10. And the policy of publicity.
§ 11. Controlover
the terms of salein
nlonopolised industries
intolves a specialcomplicationwbereiucreasing,butnot
where
decreesing supply price mulea 5 12. War
experience
affords
little
guidance. 5 13. Control may be either
negative-forbidding
“ uureasonuble I ‘ prices-or positive-establishing maximum prices.
§§ 14-15. The problem of “sanctions”is discussed.
16-20. And
the very difficult problem of settling the basis in accordance with
which the reasonableness of prlces shall be determined.
21-25.
Several methods designed to prevent or limit errors on the part of
theprice-regulatingauthority,includingthe
device of sliding
scales,areexamined.
5 26. There is also, in old-established monopolies, the difficulty t h a t price limitation may disturb “legitimate
expectations.” § 27. Moreover,control is necessarilycumbersome
and expensive.

$:

‘

CHAPTER XXII
PUBLICOPEPATIOWOF INDUBTRIES

.

.

&$1-3, The difficulty of satisfactory public control suggests t h a t
the national dividend might be i n c r w e d by the public operation
“which is not the same thing as the publio ownership-of certain
industries,provided that this would not involve 8 aeriom loss of
ecronomy in production. 5 4. Theexperience of the wardoes not
give muoh guidance.
5. The economicefficiency of public and of
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joint-stockoperation of industry cannot be successfdy compared
by reference t o statistics. 55 6-9. The public o ration of industriee
mayaeaume a number of different forms, a n r from the point of
view of technical efficiency, it need not be inferior to private
operation-particularlycontrolledprivateoperation.
5 10. But,
first, under public operation there
is a danger that the operating
authority maybe tempted to maintain its entarprimbytheuse
of unfairextra-commercialmethods
athe
expense of rival
enterprisescafable of satisfyingthe Barn8 wants morecheaply.
5 11. Second y, underpublic
o ration efficiency islikely
to
risks and make experiments.
suffer through unm5llingness to
12-13. Thirdly, efficiency ia likely t o suffer through the establishment of units of management of an uneconomical size ; though,
in industries where thenormalstate
of things ia monopolistic
com etition, public operation is, in this respect, superior to jointstocR operation. g 14. On the whole, apart froma few special
exceptions, the proposal for public operation is a live one only where
there is monopoly ; andherethe
case for it, aa a ainst that for
nbliccontrol, works out differently in differentintfustries.
5 15.
h e n public operation is determined upon for a concern hitherto in
pfivate hands, the determinationof a proper purchase price presents
d a c u l t i e s . 5 16. But, even when a heavy rausom has to be paid to
vested interests, it may still be for the general good that a public
authorityshould
buy up a private monopoly, in order t o stop
artificial restriction of' output.

tac

PART I11
THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND A N D LABOUR

CHAPTER 1
INDURTRIAL
.
Industrial
beingobviously relevant to themagnitude of the
national divi end, the machinery designed for maintaining it must
be examined.

411

C H A P T E R I1

THE CLASBIFICATIONOF INDUSTRIAL
DIFFEEENCEE .

.

415

.

420

55 1-6. Variouspossible lines of claclsikation are comparedand
discussed.

CHAPTER I11
ABBANGEMENTS
FOR &NCILIATION AND ARBITRATION
5 1. The United Kingdom is t h e classical homeof voluntary arrangements for dealing with d8erences about
broad general queations.
5 2. A permanent organ of negotiation is more effeative than ad

vOLUXTARY

meetin s called specially todealwith
differences as the arm.
e constitution of this organ and methodsof procegure nre
discussed. 5 5. Agreementa foroonciliationalonearecompared
withagreementawhichalsoprovide
for arbitration in the lpst
resort. 8 6. Theualitiesrequired
insrbitrators, their number,
and the best metho! of appointing them, are diacuseed.
7-8. Also
the quention of a referendum,and
t h e question of monetsry
guarantees.
s3-4.h
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CHAPTER 1V

.

MEDIATION

PAGE

434

b 1-6.In the

event of a failure on the part of employem and workpeople in an industry toreach agreement, mediation may be usefully
undertakenbyeminentoutsiders,nou-governmental
Boards or
governmental agencies. But care should be taken not to allow the
existence of this machinery to check the development of direct
voluntary arrangements betweeu the parties.

CHAPTER V

.

COERCIVEINTERVENTION

*

439

5 1. Coercive intervention

mayprovide fordisputants ta enter a court
of compulsoryarbitrationifboth
of themwishtodo
EO.
2. Or
for “extending ” agreements made between associationsof employers
and employed so as to make them binding on outside employers and
workpeople. $ 3. Or it may follow the model of the Canadian
IndustrialDisputesInvestigation
Act. 5 4. Or it may take the
form of compulsory arbitration as understood i n Australasia.

CHAPTERVI
A X ANALYTIOAL VIEW OF INDUsrRIAL PEACE

.

.

451

J 1. Dieputes between associations of employers and employed are
in Borne respecta analogous to disputes between nations.
2. Within
limits the wage rate subject to P bar ain between two organisatione
isindeterminate.
$5 3-11. Theinfuenceabywhich
t h e range of
idetemninatenerrs and the range of practicable bargains are determined
are examined. 5 12. The beering of tbis study upon the prospects
of industrial peaae i n various circumstances is explained. 5 13. And
also its bearing upon a common view of an arbitrator’s functions.

C H A P T E R VI1
HOUREOP

LABOUR

.

5 1. In each several industryfor each class of workers there is ~ o r n e
length of working day, varying with the cimumstances of diEerent
mupations, the overstep ing of which is disadvsntageoue to the
nationeldividend.
5 2. there is evidence t h a t in factthialimit
tends to be p
e
d
. 5 3. Theway in which this can anddoes
happen i a explained.
4. The length of day best for the UatiOMl
dividend may be too long for economia well’are. 5 6. Thereis a
ptirna fa& oawa for State intervention to preventunduly long
hours. 5 6. In thie aonneotion the pmblem of overtime is discussed.
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THE METHODSOF INDUSTRIAL
REMUNERATION
.

.

473

J 1. Broadly speaking, the worker’s output will be larger, and the
national dividend more advantaged, the more nearly his remuneration is adjusted to
servicesrendered.
6 2. Adjustment is complicated by the fact that a man’s services t o his firm include more than
hisinlmedbtephysicaloutput.
J 3. By the fact thatoutput is
liable to vary in quality as wellas in quantity. J 4. And by the
fact that even quantity of output cannot, in some occupations, be
5. Under time-wages some degree of adjustment is
measured.
feasible.
6-7. Under
piece-wa
es adjustment
could
be
made
closer if it were not for the dificuyty created by the ‘‘ cutting” or
“ nibbling ” of rates.
§§ 8-9. Premium bonus plana and piece-rate
plans arecompared.
J 10. The difficulty of “cutting” and “nibbling” may be dealt withby means of collective bargaining. $5 11-12.
Thetask-wagesystem is discussed. J 18. The conclusionreached
is that the interests of the national dividend will be best promoted
of piece - wage scalescontro€ledbycollective
underasystem
bargaining.

CHAPTER IX

TEE DISTRIBUTIONO F

LABOURAMONG OCCUPATIONS

AND

PLACES

.

5 1. In eneral thenationaldividendisinjured
bycauses that
prevent lafour being so distributed that the demand prices for and
the wages of labour of any given grade are equal in different places
and occupations.
2-3. This ia subject t o animportant qualification. J 4. Thechief of the abovecauses are ignorance,costsof
movementandrestrictions
im osed upon movement. I 6-6. The
most fundamental way i n whicg ignorance operates ie by impairing
the initial distribution of new generations of workpeople as they flow
intoindustry.
$7..Ignorancealsointerfereswiththecorrection
of errors in the mtlal distribution of labourbysubsequent
morement. 5 8. Theextent to which it does this dependsupon the
form
in
which
wage-contracts
are
made.
9-10. The effects of
“costs of movement” as an obstacle t o adjustmentarestudied.
5 11. Including the peculiar element of cost involved in’ the geographical unity of t h e family. J 12. The most important instance
ofrestrictions im ed from without is affordedby the traditioual
and customary exOKion of women workers from certuin occupations.
5 13. The foregoing obetacles to what may be called the ideal distribution of labour may (1)crnmble from within, (2) $e pulled down
a t public mat, or (3) be leapt over. 5 14. When they crumble from
within, the netionel dividend is practicall certain to be increased.
J 15. When they are pulleddown at pnllic cost, there is a preanmption t h a t it will be diminished, but this presumption ma be
rebutted.
16. When t h e y ere lea over, the e l k t on t h e d i v i & d
is bound to be beneficial if the o&ade ie ignorance, but there is
a prssamptiun that it will be injurious if the obstacle ie

s

costs.
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1. Workpeopleareliable,notmerelyto

be distributedbadly
between different employments,
but, sometimes, t o be unemployed
altogether. 5 2. Their liabilitytothis,andthe
loss of dividend
associated with it, can be lessened by the development of Employment Exchanges. 5 3. And by the utilieation of them as centres of
upon which .the
engagement. §§ 4-5. Someprincipalinfluences
efliciency of these Exchanges depends are considered.

CHAPTER XI
UNEMPLOYMENT
VERSUS SHORT TIME

.

,

5 1. The analysis of the two preceding chapters is relevant
to a comparison of the three principal waysopen t o employers of meeting
periods of depression : namely, (1) working full time and dismissing
some of the staff; (2) working full time and rotutin employment
amon the whole staff; (3) working short time with t i e whole staff.
5 2. $he muses determining the choice between the short-time plan
andboththeothertwoplans
we considered.
3-4. Thosedetermining the choice between the dismissal plan and both the others.
5 5. And those determining the choice between the rotation plan and
both the others. 5 6. The short-time plan and the dismissal plun
arethe most usual. $ 7. Prime fucie the dismissalplan seems
certain to be the more injurious to the national dividend, because,
through the unemployment it creates, it reacts adversely on the
quality of the workpeople. 5 8. But against the other method is to
be set ita tendency to prevent workpeople from moving to other jobs
or plsces when the interests of the dividend require that they should
do 80. 5 9. The suggestion that manual workersshould be placed
in the same position as the permanent salaried staff is discussed.

519

’

CHAPTER XI1

THE PBACTICABILITY
OF INTERFERENCE
TO RAISE WAQES
.
5 1. The “natural course of wages is understood to mean

.

the
system of wage rates that would prevail in the absence of interference on the part of enme person or body of persons external to the
workmen and enlplogers involved in the discussion of then]. 5 2.
Interferencemay be attemptedby consumers’associations or by
governmental authorities. $ 3 . I n some conditions interference can
be bafaed by undetected evaTion ; but this cannot generally be done
when workpeople are organised. 5 4. There are special opportnnities
for evasion when the regulating authority is only able to determine
minimmu day-rates for ‘‘ordinary” workers. $ 5 . Where undetected ’
evasion is not rscticable,thereare
various sanctions bywhich
interference can Be mads effectiva
”
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g 1. Three methods, the casual method, thepreference method, and
the privilegedclassmethod,aredistinguished.
J 2. Examplesare
gven. $ 3. The influenceswhichfavour
theadoption of one or
other of these methods are indicated.
5 4. The relation between the
casualmethodandshortengagements
is brought out. 9 5 . The
suggestion t h a t the State should intervene t o encoorage continuity
of engagements is discussed.

CHAPTER XIV
IITERFEBENCE

TO BAIBE

TEEY ARE UNPAIB.

WAGESI N PLACESAND OCCUPATIONSWHEEE

.

.

s

0 1. Fair wages a r e defined. 2. In the concrete several kinds
of unfairnessmay be combined in a single unfair wage, butthis
complicationmay be ignored in our analysis. $ 3. Unfair wages
may be distinguished into two broad clssses, those which, though
unfair, areequal
to the value of themarginalnetproduct
of
labonr in the place or occupation to which they refer, and those
whichinvolve an element of exploitationandare
lws thanthe
value of thismarginalnet
prodnct. 5 4. As regardsthe former
type, the effectwhichinterferencewill
Y d r i c e on the magniis indepenent of the wumn why
tude of thenationaldividend
the generalconditions of demand for labour at any point where
wages are unfairly low are what they are, and depends exclusively
on the nature of the cause by which the distribution of labour has
been prevented from adjustingitvelf to those conditions. J 5. When
wage rates areunfairly low because costs of movementpreventa
redlstribution of labour in ways t h a t would make them fair, interferencewill injurethenationaldividend.
$ 6. When wa e rates
are unfairly low, becauee ignorance prevents the desired reS$tribution of labour, the eflect of interference will be different in different
circumstances, being dependent in part upon the methods of engagThe way in whioh the iatter type of
ing labour' that prevail. J
unfair wages distin uished m J 3 (that, namely, i n which the wage
is l e a t h a n t h e v i a e of the workman's marginal net product) is
liable to ariee is exphined. 9 8. I t is shown t h a t interference
directed against unfair wages of this kind is likely, in genera& to
benefit the national dividend. 5 9. When the wage r a t a of women
workera, in any oormptiort, while fair relatively to those of women
workers ekewhere, are unfairlylow reletively io those of men workera
in the same occupation,interferencedesigned
t o make them fair
reletively to men's %ea
will, in general, injure the national
dividend. g 10. In practice the detailed discriminating forms of
interfarenue to which the preceding discuasion pinta may need to
give place to rougher methcda.

7.
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CHAPTER XV
FAIB WAQ&SINSIDE PARTICULAR
INDUBTI~IES.

.
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5 1. Inside any industry fair

wages a3 between different men engaged on the same c l w of j o b mean wages proportionate to efficiency.
5 2. Under time-wages more can be accomplished in this sense than
is Bometimes su posed. 5 3’. Underpiece-wages the difficulties are
lese, and eevera! allowances must be made. 5 4. First, an allowance for differences in the asaistance which different men receive
in
their work from machinery and nature. This allowance can be calcu5-6. Secondly, an allowance for differences in the
lated closely.
exact character of the operation which different men perform. This
also, withthe he1 of “elementaryrate-fixing,” can becalculated
closely. 5 7. T h i A y , an allowance for differences in the amistance
they receive from the co-operafion of managing r w e r . The calculation of this is much more difficult ; but somet ing oan be done by
the establishment, alongside of the piece-rate acale, of a minimum
day wage.

.

CHAPTER XVI
FAIRNEWAS

A

VARIABLE
RELATION

.

.

586

8 1. What is fair as between diasilnilar persona of given characteristics dspends not only on what those characterilrtics are, but also on
the surroundiug eircnmetanoes. % 2-3. This is worked out as regards
personspossmsingdifferentdegrees
of the Bsme kind of ability.
5 4. And 88 betweenpersonspossessingdifferent
kinds of ability.
5 5. The practical significance of this analysis is illustrated.

CHAPTER XVII
INTEBFEBENGE
TO RAISE WAQEBIN PLACES
AND OCCUPATIONS
WHERE
THEY ARE
FAIR ALBEADY

.

.

s 1 - 2 . Interferonce to raise w q e s that are already fair may benefit
the national dividend if, as a result of it, employers are stimulated to
improvetheir organisation and technique. $5 3.4. General movements
mayoocur of a kind that wouldmakeachange
in all wage rates
advantageousfortheuationaldividend
; and that, therefore, the
existence of fairness in a wage rate cannot beregarded as a wnclu.sive m n -st
change. 5 5. This consideration is especially
important when general prices have heen euddenlyandlargely
altered by aurrency changes ; but there are severs1 distinctions to
be borna in mind. 5 6. It is sometimes chimed that, evenwhen
the wages in an industry are fair, they should, nevertheless, always
be f o r d up if they are less than “living wages.” 55 7-10. This
claim is ~ x ~ t ~ i in
n edetail
d
; aud t h e g e n e d conclusion is reached
that to kt on it effectively waul!, injure thenationaldividend.
g 11. The system of “family wages is discussed.
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CHAPTER XVIII
WAQERATES AND CAPACITY
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1. Whereworkpeople

arehighlyincapable,and,therefore,
in
receipt of very low wages, it appears prim0 facie probable that the
nationaldividendmight
be indirectlyadvantagedbyforcingup
wages above what previous considerations suggest ; because higher
wages might improve capacity. 8 2. Not much li h t can be thrown
on this matter by statistical comparisons. 9 3. d e n low wages are
due to exploitation, the forcing np of wages will not cause the workpeopleaffected to lose their jobs, and so there is full scope for
reactions on capacity.
4. Apart fromexploitation,
the prospect
of thesereactionsismostfavourable
i n occupationswherethe
demand for labour is inelastic. 5 6. Where interference with wages
other than exploited wages is warranted by its reactions on capacity,
it is essentially a temporary interference.

CHAPTER XIX
A NATIONAL
MINIMUMTIME-WAGE

.

.

613

5 1. In this chapter we have to consider the

effects of establishing
by law B national minimumtime-wage. 8 2. This,being of eneral
apiliytion, throughout the country,
could not beevaded fy m y
re lstrlbutlon of workpeople of different qualities amongoccupations.
5 3. It would, incidentally, prevent a certain amount of exploitation,
and would so far do good. § 4. But ita main consequence would be
to drive a number of low-grade workpeople out of privata industry
altogether. 5 5. If the State took no further action in regardto
these people, the dividend would be certain
to suffer ; and, even if
it undertook to organise training for them, the driving out of old
and incapacitated people who are past trainingwould still be an evil.

CHAPTER XX
FIXEDA N D
1.

FLUcTUAT1h.Q W A G E RATES.
.
It remains to examine the comparative effects on the national

dividend of wage rates fixed by a rigid settlement and wage rates
fluctuating on both sides of a standard set np by the settlement in
accordancewith
temporarychanges of circumstance.. 8 2. Wage
rates fluctuating (or plastic) i n response to temporary changes of
demandcan
be shownto
be directly moreadvantageous to the
national dividend than fixed wage rates. 5 3. And the result of a
comparison of the direct effects is rarely up& when the indirect
effecta also are taken intoaccount. 5, 4. But for practical reasons
wage changea cannot be o r e a at lntervds of lese than two or
en the ehticities of the demand and
three
months.
5-9.
supply of labour in any occupation are given, t h e wa e fluctuation
appropriatetoanyvenfluctuation
of thedemanf
schedule is
larger, the larger is t f e fluctuation of that schedule. The practical
implications of this proposition are d r s n out ; and the cornequemea
of the practice of making forstock are indicated.
10-11. When
the demand schedule for labour in any occupation fluctnatea in a
given manner, the "age fluctuation appropriate to that fluctuation

x
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is smaller t h e more elastic is the supply of labour in the occupation.

fail to take account.

P A R T IV
THE DISTRIBUTION O F THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND

C HA P TE R I

TRE GENERALPROBLRM
OF DISHARMONY
.
The purpose of this Partis to inquire whether

645

any important
causes
can be distinguishedwhich affect in different senses the size of
the national dividend as
a whole and the size of that part of it
whichaccrues to the poor; and t o studythe practicalproblems
which the existence of such causes suggests.

CHAPTER I1
PABETO'S LAW

.

.

64f

8 1. Certain statistical investigationsconducted by Pareto seem, a t
of the
firstsight, to show thatthemagnitudeanddistribution
dividend are rigidlybound together, in suchwise that. it is impossible
for the dividend as a whole and the real income of the poor to move
otherwisethan in the samedirection.
5 2. But the statistics set
out are not adequate to su port this conclusion. §§ 3-5. Nor are ita
logicalfoundations
son!.
5 6. The poesibleopening8 for dlaharmony must, therefore, be studied in detail.

C H A P T E R I11
THE SUPPLYOF CAPITALAND LABOUR.

.

5 1. The distribution of income among people ix analytically quite
distinct from the distribution among factors of production d i e c u d
in eeanomic text-books. Neverthelesa no great error is introduced
if we identify the income of the poorer classes with the receipts from
wages of t h e factor labour.
I
2-6. I n an elaborak discussion it is
shown t h a t a cause operating to increase the national dividend by
increasing the supply of eapital cannot, in present oonditions, st the
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income of labour. I7. A cuuse h i l i t a t .
ing the investment of capital abroad may act discordantly fmm the
stand int of a short period, thoughhardly from that of along
p e r i x 5 8. On the basis of a proof' that the demand for labour in
general in any one country is likely t o be highly elmtic, it is shown
that a cause operating to increase the national dividendby increasin
thesupply of labourcannot at the samelImediminieh
the reaq
income of labour. 5 9. A complicating s i d e - h u e is examined.
5 10. And some practicalimplications of the resultsattained are
noticed.
same timediminishthereal

CHAPTER I V

.

INTENTIONSAND IMPROVEMENTS

.

671

5 1. The problem of this chapter is to determine in what, if any,
conditions, aninvention
or improvement,
which
increases
the
a gregato dividend, will diminish the absolute share
of labour. 5 2.
8 1 s problem is not settled
by determiningwhether an inventlon
increases or decreasesemploymentin
the industry in which it is
made. 5 3. Its solutionturns on the cvmpara.tiw proportions in
which the quantities of labour and capital respectively avrrilable in
occupations outside the one to which theinventionappliesare
a5ected. 55 4-6. An analysis on this basis is carried out in detail.
5 7. The conclusion 1s reached t h a t an inveution that benefits the
national dividend may a t t h esame time lessen the real income of the
poor ; but that this is a very improbable contingency.

CHAPTER V
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.
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1. It is next required to determine in what, if any, conditionsthe
forcingup of the wage rate of a group of workpeople will a t the

same time injure the national dividend and increase the real income
of labour as a whole. 5 2. The particular workpeople directly
concerned, if they are not themselves purchasers of the commodity
they produce, will be benefited if the demand for their labour has an
elasticity less than unity. 5 3. The influences which determine this
elasticityindifferentcircumrrtancesam
examined. 5 4. The whole
body of work o le, if they are not purchasers of the commodity,
rill be b e n e g g if thedemand for thelabonr of the particular
workpeople has an elasticity less than unity. 5 5. Since, in fact,
workpeoplearethemselvesplvchasers
of moat of the things that
work eople make, the prospect of a net gain is not, prima fa&,
very Fwight. $6. Moreover, when socount is taken of the cumulative
reactions set u on the side of capital, this prospect, and with it the
likelihood of {isharmony between the effect on the dividend and
the effecton
the absolute ahare of the oor, is lessened. 8 7.
This conclusion must, however, be ulifiei, in so far as the Etate
undertakes t o help with public fun& persona thrown into distresa
through unemployment.
,
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5 1. P & a f a c i e the policy of rationing discussed in Cha ter XIII.

of Part 11. maproducedisharmony.
It has to be askerf whether
in fact it can i o so. $ 2. In the Great War rationing beneEted distributionwithoutdamaging
production. §$ 3-5. In normaltimes
rationing, so arranged as to check the consumption of rich people,
would, if applied to commodities of decreasing supply price, lessen
both the aggregate national dividend and the share accruing to the
poor. $ 6. Ifappliedwithinsuitablelimits
t o comnlodities of increasing supply price from the standpointof the community, it would
increase both these things ; whereas, if pressed beyond these limits,
it would injurethedividend whilebeneEting the poor, thus involvingdisharmony.
$ 7. The possibility of net social advantage
from rationing,broughtoutinthemurse
of thischapter,must
not be taken, in view of the friction and administrative difficulties
involved, to prove that it is on the whole desirable.
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0 1. I n e community where wage-rates are everywhere adjusted to
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the conditions of demand and supply there is little to be said for a
policy of subsidising wagea eitherin
selectedindustries or i n
general. 0 2. I€, however,wagesanywhere
areestablished a t a n
“uneconomiclevel,”both
the dividendas a whole andthereal
income of workpeople might be improvedbysuitablyarranged
subsidies. 0% 3-5. The argument to this effect is developed.
55 6-7. The practical ob.jections to such a policy are serious.
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5 1. It is sometimes argued that transferences from the

rich to the
poor areimpowible because (1) all money taken from the rich is
rally taken from the poor, or (2) the beneficiaries will giveback
what they have received by accepting lower wages. §$ 2-3. Neither
of these argumeuts is valid. 5 4. The following chapters will
consider in turn the effect of ((I) the expectation of transferences
from the rich, ( b ) the expectation of transferences to the poor, and
(c) the fact of transferences.

CHAPTER I X
TEE EFFECTON TBE NATIONAL
DIVIDENDOF THE EXPECTATION
OF
TEANSFEEENCEE
FROM TEE RELATIVELY
RICE
.
. 710
t 1. The expectation of voluntary fiansferences from the rich tends
to incraase the contributions they make to the upbuilding of the
national dividend.
55 2-3. Specialopportunitiesforthesetransferences a m open to weelthy employers as regards their workpeaple,
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and to wealthy citizens as re ards their fellow-townsmen. J 4. They
maybefurtherstimulatef
by a judicious use of honoursand
decorations.
5 5. Voluntary
transferences
are
not,
however,
sufficient,andtransferencesby
taxatiou are alsorequired.
55 6-9.
The effect on the national dividend of the expectation of transferences from the rich through an
income tax not differentiating
aqainst
saving
is
studied.
5 10. An income taxthat
does
differentiate
against
saving
is considered. J 11. Transferences
throughdeathdutiesare
discussed. 1 12. On the whole, the
expectation of substantial coercivetransferences from therich is
likely to damage the national dividend tosome unknown extent.
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1. Transferencea may be distinguishtd according as the ( 1 )
ditferentiate against idleness and thriftlessness,
(2) are neutraf, (3)

ditferentiate in favour of idleness and thriftlessness.
J 2. Transferences that differentiate
against
idleuesv andthriftlessness
arc
illustrated ; the expectation of them tends t o augment the dividend.
S 3. Neutral transferences are illustrated. 58 4-6. If they are made
In money orthingsreadilyconvertibleinto
money, the expectation of themtendsslightly
t o lessen thedividend ; but if they
aremade inthings that poor peoplewould nototherwisehave
have the opposite
bought a t all,they need notdothis,butmay
in
effect. 5 7. Theexpectation of transferenceswhichdifferentiate
favour of idlenessandthriftlessnessdamages
the dividend. 5 8.
Such trausfereucesmaybe
in part, but only inpart,avoided
by
deviceslikeuniversal
old-age pensions. 5 9. Theirinjurious cousequences are small when they differentiate in favour of a failure to
makeprovision by insurance. 5 10. But they are large
when they
diffcrentiate in favour of idleness, so far as this is volantary. J 11.
In some circumstances, therefore, deterrent conditions, the form of
which is discussed, have to be coupled with relief.
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of bountyaredistinguished.
g 3. They all
involveneutral transferences. 5 4. And sre likely in general to be
somewhat more injarions to the national dividend than the direct
neutral transference discussed in §J 3-6of the preceding chapter.
@ 1-2. Threeforms
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THE EFFECTON THE NATIONAL
DIVIDENDOF THE FACTOF TUNSFERENCEB Fmm THE RELATIVELY
RICH TO THE Yooa
. .
1-2. A transference of maourcea from the rich to the poor is
bound to benefit the national dividend if the rate of ratnm yielded
by investment in the poor ia larger than the normal rate of intern&.
$ 3 . Among the degenerate and the old there ie little chance of this.
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PART I
WELFARE AND THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND

CHAPTER I
WELFARE AND ECONOMIC WELFARE

1. WHENa mansetsout
upon any course of inquiry, the
object of his search may be either light or fruit-either knowledge for its own sake or knowledge for the sake of good things
to which it leads. I n various fields of study thesetwoideals
play parts of varying importance. I n the appealmade to our
interest by nearlyallthegreat
modern sciences some stress
is laidboth upon the lighb-bearing and upon the fruit-bearingqualityy,but
the proportions of the blend are different
of the scale standsthe
in different sciences. At oneend
most general acience of all, metaphysics, the science of
reality. Of thestudent
of that science it is,indeed,
true
that “ h e yet may bring some worthy thing for waiting souls
to ~ e e ;” but it must be light alone, it canhardly be fruit
that he brings. Most nearly akin to the metaphysician is the
student of the ultimate problemsof physics. Thecorpuscular
theory of matter is, hitherto, a bearer of light alone. Here,
however, the otheraspect is present inpromise; forspeeuone day
lationsabout thestructure of the atommaylead
to the diecovery of practicalmeans for dissociating matter
and for renderingavailable to human use the overwhelming
resources of intra-atomic energy. I n the science of biology
thefruit-bearing aspect is more prominent.Recentstudies
upon heredityhave,indeed,
the highesttheoretical interest;
but no one can reflect upon that without at the same time
to which they
reflecting upon thestrikingpracticalresults
have already led intheculture
of wheat, and upon the
are beginning
far-reaching, if hwitating, p r o d thatthey
8
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to offer for thebetterculture
of mankind. In the sciences
an individualthere
isthe
whose subject-matterismanas
Bame variation of blending as in the natural sciences proper.
I n psychology the theoretic interest is dominant-particularly
on that side of it which gives data to metaphysics ; but
psychology isalsovalued
in somemeasure
as a basis for
the practical art of education. I n human physiology, on the
is subotherhand,thetheoreticinterest,thoughpresent,
ordinate,and
the science has longbeen
valuedmainly
as
a basis for the art of medicine. Last of all wecome to those
sciences that deal,notwithindividual
men, but with groups
of men ; that body of infant sciences which some writers
call sociology. Light on the laws that liebehind development in history,even
light uponparticularfacts,has,in
high
value
for its own sake. Rut
the opinion of many,
there will, I think, be general agreement that in the sciences
of human society, be theirappeal as bearers of light never
so high, it is the promise of fruitandnot
of lightthat
chiefly meritsour regard. There is a celebrated, if somewhat
too strenuous, passage in Macaulay’s Essay on History : ‘‘ No
past
event
has
any
intrinsic
importance.
The knowledge
of it is valuable, only as it leads us to form just calculations
A history whichdoes notserve
withregard to thefuture.
this purpose,though it may be filled withbattles,
treaties
and commotions, is as useless &B the series of turnpike
Mite.” That paradox is
tickets collected by SirMatthew
partly true. If it were not for the hope that a scientific
may
lead,
not
necessarily
study of men’s social actions
and
in some
directly or immediately, but a t some time
way, to practical
results
in social improvement, ,not a
few students of theseactions would regard the timedevoted
to their Btudy aa time
misspent.
That is true of all
social sciences, but especially true of economics. For
economics “ i s a study of mankindin the ordinarybusiness
of life” ; and it is not in the ordinary
business of life that
who desired
mankind is mostinteresting or inspiring.One
knowledge of man apart from the fruits of knowledgewould
seek it in the history of religious enthusiasm, of martyrdom,
or of love ; he would not seek it in the market-place. When
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we elect to watch theplay
of human motives that, are
ordinary-that
are sometimesmean anddismaland
ignoble
“ o u r impulse is‘ notthe
philosopher’s impulse, knowledge
of knowledge, butratherthe
physiologist’s,
for thesake
knowledge for the healing that knowledge may
help
to
bring. Wonder,Carlyle declared, is the beginning of philosophy. It is not wonder, butratherthe
social enthusiasm
which revolts from the sordidness of mean streetsandthe
joylessness of withered lives, that is the beginning of economic
Comte’s
great
phrase
science. Here, if in no other field,
holdsgood : I t ie for theheart to suggestourproblems
;
it is for theintellect to solve them. . . The oulyposition
for which the intellect is primarily adapted is to be the servant
of the social sympathies.”
§ 2. If this conception of the motive behind economic
of science that
studyis accepted, it follows thatthetype
the economist will endeavour to develop must be one adapted
to form the basis of an art. It mill not, indeed,itself be
anart, or directlyenunciateprecepts
of government. It is
a positive science of what is and tends to be, not a normative
to be. Nor will it limit itself to
science of whatought
those fields of positive scientific inquiry which
have
an
obvious relevance to immediate practical problems. This course
would hamperthoroughinvestigation
andshutoutinquiries
that mightultimatelybearfruit.
For, ashas beenwell said,
‘ I in ourmosttheoretical
moods we maybe nearest toour
most practical applications.” Rut, though wholly independent
in its tacticsand ita strategy, it willbe guided in general
direction by practicalinterest.This
decides its choice of
essential form. Forthereare
two maintypes
of positive
science. On the one sideare the sciences of formal logic
and pure mathematics, whose function it is to discover
implications. On the other
side
aretherealistic
sciences,
and
biology, which are consuch as physics, chemistry
cerned with
actualities.
The
distinction
is drawn out
in
Mr. Russell’s Principles of Mathemtics.
Since the growth
it has appeared that
pure
of non-Euclidean
Geometry,
mathematim has no concern withthe qnestionwhether the

.

’
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axiomsandpropositions
of Euclid hold of actual space or
not:
this
is
question
a
for
realistic
mathematics,
to be
any decision is possible, by experiment
decided, so faras
is merely
and observation. Whatpuremathematicsasserts
thatthe
Euclidean propositions followfrom
the Euclidean
axioms, i.e. it asserts an implication : any space which
has such andsuchpropertieshasalsosuch
and suchother
with
in pure
mathematics,
the
properties. Thus, as dealt
Euclidean and non-EuclideanGeometriesareequally
true :
in each nothingis
affirmed exceptimplications.
All propositions as to what actually exists, like the space we live in,
belong to experimental or empirical science, not to mathematics.”
This
distinction
applicable
is
to
the field of
economic investigation. It is open to us
to
construct
an
economic science either of the pure type represented by pure
mathematics or of the realistic type represented by experimental
physics. Pure economics in this sens-an
unaccustomed sense,
no doubkwould study equilibria and disturbances of equilibria
among groups of persons actuated by anyset of motives x.
Underit, amonginnumerableothersubdivisions,
wouldbe
economy, in
included a t once an Adam-Smithianpolitical
which x is given the value of the motivesassigned tothe
economic man-or
to the normal man-and
a non-AdamSmithianpolitical
economy, corresponding tothe
geometry
of Lobatschewsky,under which x ’consists of love of work
and
hatred
of earnings. For pure economics
both
these
political economies
would
be
equallytrue;it
would not
be relevanttoinquirewhatthevalue
of 2 is among the
actual men who are living in the world now. Contrasted with
this pure science stands realistic economics, the
interest
of which is concentrated upon the world known in experience,
and in nowise extends to the commercial doings of a
community of angels. Now, if ourend
is practice, it is
obvious that apolitical
economy that did so extend would
be for us merely an amusing toy. Hence it must be the
realistic, and not the pure, type of science that constitutes the
object of our search. We shall endeavour to elucidate, not any
%nczples of ddalhcmaties, p. 6.
Ruseell’s word appZlicd in thia pastage.

I have subtitoted rcalidie for Yr.
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generalimdsystem of possible worlds, buttheactual
world
of men and women aa they are found in experience to be.
3. But, if it is plain that a science of the pure type will
not serve our purpose, it is equally plain that realism, in the
sense of ameredescriptivecatalogue
of observed facts, will
not serve it either.Infinitenarration
by itself can never
enable forecasts to bemade, and it is, of course, capacity to
make forecasts that practicerequires.
Before this capacity
can be obtained facts must bepaused upon by reason. Besides
the brute facts, there must be what Browning calls, ” somethiug
of mine, which, mixed np with the mass, made it bear hammer
and be firm to file.” It is just the presence of this something
which is essential to a realistic science as distinguished from
mere description. I n realistic science factsarenotsimply
brought together ; they are compelled by thought to speuk. A s .
M. Poincarhwell writes : Science is built up of facts as a
house isbuilt of stones; but an accumulation of facts is no
more a science than aheap of stones is a house.”’ Astronomical physics is not merely a catalogue of the positions which
certain stara have been observed to occupy on various occasions.
Biology isnot merely a list of theresults of a number of
experiments in breeding. Bather,
every
science, through
examination and cross-examination of the particularfacts
which it is ableto ascertain, seeks to discover the general.
are instances.
laws of whose operationtheseparticularfacts
The motions of the heavenly bodies are exhibited in the light
of the laws of Newton; the breeding of the blue Andalusian
laws, furthermore,
fowl in the light of that of Mendel.These
are not merely summaries of the observed facts re-stated in a
shorthand form.They
are generalisatiolzs, and, aa such, extend
ourknowledge to facts that have not beenobserved,maybe,
that havenot as yet even occurred. On wbat philosophical
baais generalisations of this sort rest we are not here concerned
to inquire. It is enough that in everyrealisticsciencethey
are d.
As Mr. Whetham, speaking of physics, puts it, m y
describe
such ecience “ seeks to establish general rules which
It is only
by
the sequence of phenomena in all caaes.”

5
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1 SGienoe and H e i s , p. 141.
DeOelopmlsts in Phyeical Scisnec, p. 30. The italics are mine.
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reference to thesegeneral
rulesthatthe
forecasts, which
practiceneeds, are rendered possible. It is intheirfundamental aspect as an organon of laws, and not in their superficial aspect as a description of facts, that the realistic sciences
havebearing upon the conduct of affairs. Theestablishment
of such an organon adapted andready
for applicationto
particular prohlems is the ideal at which they aim.
5 4. To say this withoutsayingsomething morewould,
however,be
very misleading. It is not pretended that, at
the present stage of its development, economic science is able
toprovide an organoneven remotelyapproaching to what it
imagines for itself as its ideal. Full guidance for practice
out
requires,to borrow Marshall’s phrase,capacitytocarry
quantitative, not merely qualitative, analysis. “ Qualitative
analysis tells the ironmaster that there is some sulphur in his
ore, but it does not enable him to decide whether it is worth
while to smelt the ore at all, and, if it is, then by what process.
For that purpose he needs quantitativemalysis, which will
tell him h o much sulphur there is in the ore.”’
Capacity to
provide information of thiskind economic science at present
almostentirely lacks. Before the application of generallaws
toparticular
problems can yield quantitative results,these
laws themselves must be susceptible of quantitative statement.
The law is the major premiss and the particular facta of any
problem the minor. Whenthestatement
of the lawlacks
precision, the conclusion mustgenerally suffer from the same
defect ; and,unfortunately, the task of settingout economic
laws in precise form has scarcely been begun. For this there are
three reasons. First, the relations which have to be determined
are extremely numerous. In physics the fundamental%hing, the
gravitation constant, expressing the relation
between distance
and attractive force, is the eame for all sorts of matter. But
the fundamental things in the economic world-the
schedules
expressing the desires or aversions of groups of people for
different sorts of commodities and services-are
not thus
position in which the
simpleand uniform. We areinthe
physicist would be if tin attracted iron in the inverse ratio of
the cube of its distance,lead inthat of the square of its
Marshall, The Old G m r d h of l&munn&
a d tlie New, p. 11.
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distance, and copper in some otherratio.
We cannotsay,
as hecan
of hisattractions,
thatthe
amouut offered or
required of everyseveral
commodity is one andthe same
specified function of the price. All
that
we can
say
in
thisgeneral way is thatit is some OM of a specified large
family of functions of the price. Hence, in economics there
is not,
as
in dynamics, one fundamental law of general
application, but a great number of laws, all expressible, as i t
were, in equations of similar form but with different constants.
On account of this multiplicity, thedetermination of those
broadly, the measurement of
constants, or to put the matter
theelasticities
of demand and. supply of the various cornmodities in which economics is interested, is a very large task.
Secondly, this task is one in attackingwhichtheprincipal
weaponemployed by other sciences in theirinquiriescannot
be fully used.
Theory,” said Leonard0 da Vinci, “is the
general ; experiments are the soldiers.” Economic science has
already well-trained generals, but, because of the nature of the
material in which it works, the soldiers arehard to obtain.
“The surgeondissectsa
deadbody before he operates on a
living one, and operates upon an animal before he operates upon
ahumanbeing;themechanicmakesa
workingmodel and
tests it before hebuilds the full-sized machine. Everystep
is,whenever possible, teskd by experiment in thesematters
before risksare run. In this way the unknownis robbed of
most of its terrors.”’ In economics, for the simple reason that
its subject-matter is living and free
men, direct experiment under
conditions adequately controlled ishardlyever
feasible. But
there is a third and even more serious difficulty. Even if the constants which economists wish to determine were less numerous,
and the method of experiment more accessible, we should still be
faced with the fact that the constants themselves are different
at different tima. The gravitation constant is the same always.
But the economic constants-these
elasticities of demand and
aa they do, upon human consciousness,
Supply-depending,
of theatom, as it were,
are liable to vary.Theconstitution
the influence.
and not merely its position, changesunder
of environment. Thusthe red injury done to Ireland by
1 Lord Hugh Cecil, C
d
, p. 18.
I‘
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the earlierEnglishadministration
of thatcounty was notthe
destruction of specific industries or even the sweeping of its
commercefrom the seas. “The real grievance lies in the fact
that somethinghad been taken from ourindustrialcharacter
of the
whichcould
not beremediedby
the mereremoval
restrictions. Notonly had the tree been stripped,butthe
roots had been destroyed.”’Thismalleability
intheactual
substancewith whicheconomic study deals means thatthe
goal soughtis itself perpetuallyshifting, so that, even if it
were possible by experiment exactly to determine the values of
the economic constants to-day, we could not say with confidence
thatthis determinatiou wouldhold good also of to-morrow.
Hence tileinevitableshortcon~ings of our science. W e can,
indeed, by a careful study of all relevant facts, learn somethiny
about the elasticities of demand and supply for a good number
of things,but we cannotascertaintheirmagnitudewithany
degree of exactness. I n other words, our fundamental laws,
and, therefore,inferences from these lawsin particular conditions,
cannot a t present be thrownintoanyquantitatively
precise
form. Theresult is that, when, as often happens,apractical
issue turns upon the balancing of opposing considerations, even
thoughtheseconsiderations
are whollyeconomic,economic
science must almost always speak with an uncertain voice.
5. Theprecedingparagraphhas
been somewhat of a
just
as
the
digression. It has now to be added that,
inquiry
govern its form, so
motive and purpose of our
also theycontrol
its scope. The goal sought is to make
welfare-practical
more easy practicalmeasurestopromote
measureswhichstatesmen
may build upon the work of the
economist, just as Marconi, the inventor, built uponthe
discoveries of Hertz. Welfare, however, is a thing of very
wide range. There is noneed here to enter upon ageneral
discussion of its content. It will be sufficient to lay down
moreor
less dogmaticallytwopropositions;
first, thatthe
elements of welfare are states of consciousness and, perhap,
theirrelations; secondly, that welfare can be brought under
the category of greater and less. A general investigation of all
the TOU UPS of causes by which welfare thus conceived may be
Plnnkett, Ireland in the New century, p. 19,
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affected would constitute a task so enormous and complicated
asto be quite impracticable. I t is, therefore, necessary to
limitoursubject-matter.
I n doing
this
we arenaturally
attracted towards that portion of the field in which the
methods of science seem likelyto work at best advantage.
Thistheycanclearlydo
when there is presentsomething
measurable, on which analytical machinery can get a firm grip.
The one obvious instrument of measurement available in social
inquiry
becomes
life is money. Hence, the range of our
restricted to that part of social welfare that can be brought
directly or indirectly into relationwith the measuring-rod of
money. This part of welfaremaybe called economic welfare.
It is not, indeed, possible to separate it in any rigid way from
which can be brought into relation
other parts, forthepart
with a money measure will be different according as we mean
by can, “ can easily ” or IC can with mild straining ” or “ can
with violent straining.” The outline
of our territory is, therefore, necessarily vague.Professor
Cannanhaswell observed :
“ Wemust
face, and face boldly, the fact that there is no
precise line betweeneconomic and uon-economic satisfactions,
and,therefore, the province of economics cannot be marked
out by a row of posts or a fence, like a political territory or a
landed
property.
We can proceed
from
the
undoubtedly
economic a t one end of the scale tothe undoubtedlynoneconomic attheotherendwithout
finding anywherea fence
to climb or a ditch
to
cross.”
Nevertheless,
though
no
precise boundary betweeneconomic and non-economicwelfare
exkts, yet the test of accessibility to a money measure serves
well enough to set up a rough distinction. Economic welfare,
as loosely defined by this test, is the subject-matter of economic
science. The
purpose
of this volume is to studycertain
importantgroups of causes that affect economicwelfare in
actual modern societies.
6. At first glance this programme, if somewhat ambitious,
one. But reflection soon
appears, at dl events,alegitimate
Shows thatthe
pmpoeal
to
treat in isolation the causes
affecting
one
part
of welfare only ia open to a serious
objection. O w ultimateinterest is, of course, in the effects
1 W d ,p p 17-18.
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which the various causes investigated are likely to have
is no guarantee that
uponwelfare
as a whole. Butthere
the effects producedon
the part of welfare that can be
brought iuto relation
with
the
measuring-rod
of money
may not be cancelled byeffectsof
acontrarykindbrought
or aspects, of welfare ; and, if this
about i n otherparts,
happens, the practical usefulness of our conclusions is wholly
destroyed. The difficulty, it must be carefully observed, is
not that, since economicwelfare
is onlya part of welfare
as a whole,
welfare
will
often
change
while
economic
a change
in
welfare remains the same, so that given
economic
welfare
will seldom syuchronise
with
an
equal
change in welfare asa whole. Allthatthis
means is that
economicwelfare will notserve for a barometer or index of
total welfare. But that, for our purpose, is of no importance.
What wewish
tolearn
is, not how large welfare is, or
has been, but how its magnitude wouldbe
affected by the
introduction of causeswhich it is in the power of statesmen
or private persons to call into being. The failure of economic
welfare to serve as an index of total welfare is no evidence that
thestudy of it will fail to afford thislatter information :
for, thougha whole mayconsist of manyvaryingparts,
so
that achange
in one part never ~neumres the change in
afect
the whole, yetthe
change inthepart
mayalways
the change in
the
whole by
its
full amount.
If this
of economic
condition is satisfied, the practicalimportance
studyisfully
established. It will not, indeed, tell us how
total welfare, after the iutroduction of an economic cause, will
differ from what it was before ; but it will tell us how total
welfare will differ from what it would have been if that
cause hadnot been introduced : and this, and not the other,
is the information of which
we
arein
search. The real
objection then is, not that economicwelfme is a bad i h
of total welfare, but that an
economiccauae may affect noneconomicwelfare in ways that cancel it8 effect on economic
welfare. This objection requirescarefulconsideration.
7. One very important aspect of it is ae follows. Human
beings are both ends in themselves ” andinstruments of
production. On the onehand,
a man who is attuned to

5
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the beautiful innature or inart, whose character is simple
and sincere, whosepassions
arecontrolled
andsympathies
developed, is in himself an important element in the ethical
value of the world ; the way in which he feels andthinks
actuallyconstitutesapart
of welfare. On theotherhand,
aman
who canperform
complicated industrialoperations,
sift difficult evidence, or advance some branch of’ practical
activity, is an instrument well fitted to produce things whose
use yields welfare. The welfare to which the former of
these men contributesdirectly
is non-economic ; thatto
which the
latter
contributes
indirectly
is
economic. The
fact we haveto face is that, in somemeasure, it is open to
the communityto choose betweenthese two sorts of men,
and that, by concentrating its effort upon the economic welfare
embodied inthe second, it mayunconsciously
sacrifice the
first. Thepoint
is
Ron-economic welfare embodied inthe
easy of illustration.The
weak and disjointedGermany
of
Kant
acentury agowas the home of GoetheandSchiller,
old Germany gave the
and Fichte. “ W e know whatthe
world,” says Mr. Dawson in a book publishedseveralyears
before the war, “ and for that gift the world will ever be
grateful; we do not know what modern Germany, the
Germany of the overflowing barns and the full argosies, has to
offer, beyond its materialistic science and its merchandise. . .
The Germansystems of education, which are incomparable
SO farastheir
purpose is the production of scholars and
teachers, or of officials and functionaries, to move the cranks,
turn the screws, gear the pulleys, and oil the wheels of the
complicated national machine, arefar
from
being
equally
successful inthe making of character or individuality.”
In
short, theattention
of the German people
was
so concentrated on the idea of learningto do thattheydidnot
care, as in former times, for learning to be. Nor does Germany
stand
alone
before thie charge; as witness the following
description of modern England written by an Englishman from
“ By your
works
thestandpoint of an Orientalspectator.
mechanical arts
you may be known. Your triumphsinthe
are the obverse of yourfailure in all that callsfor spiritual

.
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insight.Machines
of everykind you canmakeand
use to
perfection ; but you cannot build a house, or write a poem, or
paint a picture;still
less can you worship or aspire. . . .
Your outer man as well as your inner is dead ; you are blind
and deaf. Ratiocinationhastaken
the place of perception ;
and your whole life is an infinite syllogism from premises you
have not examined to conclusions you havenotanticipated
or willed. Everywhere means, nowhere an end. Societya
hugeengine and that engineitself out of gear. Such is the
picture your civilisation presents to my imagination.” - There
is, of course, exaggeration in this indictment; but there is also
truth. At all events
it bringsoutvividly the point which is
here a t issue ; that efforts devoted to the production of people
who are good instruments may involveafailure
to produce
people who are good men.
8. The possibilityof conflict between the effects of economic
causes upon economicwelfare and upon welfare in general, which
theseconsiderations ernphasise, is easily explained.Theonly
aspects of conscious life which can, as a rule, be brought into
relationwith
a money measure, and which,therefore,fall
within economic welfare, are a certain limited group of satisfactiow and dissatisfactions. But conscious life is a complex
of manyelements,andincludes,
not onlythesesatisfactions
satisfactions
and
disand dissatisfactions, but also other
satisfactions,and,along
withthem, cognitions, emotions and
to change economic
desires. Environmentalcausesoperating
satisfactionsmay,therefore,
eitherinthe
sameact or as a
consequence of it,alter some of theseotherelements.The
ways in which they do this may be distinguished, for purposes
of illustration, into two principal groups.
First, non-economic welfare is liable to be modified by the
mannerinwhich income is earned. For the surroundings of
work react upon the quality of life. Ethical quality is affected
by the occupations-menial service, agricultural labour, artistic
creation, independent as against subordinate
economic positions,2
Diekinaon, fitters of J o h chinaman, pp. 26-6.
Thns it is important to notioe that machinery, M it comee to hu mom
ehborate and expensive, makes it, pro tanlo, more difficult for small men, alike
in indnatry and ogricultnre, to a t s r t independent businof their m. Cf.
Quaintance,Farm Muhinmy, p. 68.
1
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monotonous repetition of the same operation,’ and so on-into
which the desires of consumers impel the people who work to
It is affected, too,by the influence which these
satisfythem.
people exert on others with whom they may be brought into
personalcontact.The
social aspect of Chinese labour in the
Transvaaland of theattempt by Australianpaatmalists
to
maintain the convictsystem, as a source of labour supply;
hadrelevance to welfare. So, too, have theunity of interest
as disand occupationwhichcharacterise
the farmfamily
tinguishedfrom
the town-dwelling family.’
In theIndian
village “ the collaboration of the family members not only
economises
expenses,
but sweetens
labour.
Culture
and
refinement come easily to the artisan through his work amidst
his kithand kin.”
Thustheindustrial
revolution, when it
led the cottager from his home into the factory, had an effect
on other things besides production. In like manner, increased
result
which the
efficiency in output was not the only
agricultural revolution, withits
enclosures and
large-scale
farming,brought about. There waa also a social change in
the destruction of the oldyeomanclass.
The human relations
that arise out of industrial relations are also relevant. In the
great co-operative movement, for example, there is a noneconomic side at least as important as the economic. Whereas
in the organisation of ordinarycompetitive industry opposition of interest,bothasbetweencompetingsellersandas
between sellers and buyers, necessarily standsinthe
foreof mutual
front, and results at times in trickery and a sense
suspicion, in a co-operative organisation unity of interest
1 Munsterberg writas “ that the feeling of monotony depends much less upon
the particular kind of work than upon the special disposition of the individual ”
(Psychology ~ 9 2 dladustrid E&iewy, p. 198). But, of course, the e l h i d cfed
of monotony must be distinguished from the unpleasantness of it. Marshall
maintains that monotony of life is the important thing, and ampea that varieg
of life is compatible with monotony of occupation, in 80 far 88 machines take
over straining forms of work, with the m l t that “ nervona force is not very
much exhausted by the ordinary work of a factory ” ( R - i m $ m of Emnomica,
p. 263). Obviouslymneh
turn here
on
thelength
of the working day.
Smart held that “the work of the majority is not only toilsome, monotonous,
undeveloping, but tskea up the better part of the day, and leaves little energy
for other pnreuita ” ( S d T?wnqAta of an &mid, p. 107).
a Cf. V. 5. Clark, !LVu L U ~ U TMummmi im Awh-alia, p. 32.
cf. p l o a c d i n g 8 of the Americun lhnmnic Assoeicllaol~,VOL x. pp. 234.8.
Cf. Mukejee, The Foundations of kdicsn&ommies, p. 386.
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is paramount.Thiscircumstancehas
it9 influence on the
general tone of life.
As a member of a society with interests
in common with others, theindividual consciously andunconsciously
develops
the social virtues.
Honesty
becomes
the whole group on theinimperative,and is enforcedby
dividual, loyalty to the whole group ie made an essential for
thebetter development of individual powers. To cheat the
society is to injure a neighbour.”
In the relationsbetween
employers andworkpeople in ordinary industrythe non-economic
element is fully as significant. The esprit de c q s and interest
in the fortunes of the firm, which animate the workpeople in
establishments where the personal intercourse of employers and
employed is cordial, besides leadiug to increased production of
wealth, w in itself ax1 additionto
welfare. As large-scale
industry
extended
during
the eighteenth
and
nineteenth
centuries, employers and employedbecamemore
distantin
station,
and
their
opportunities
of meeting
one
another
diminished. In the wake of thisinevitable physicalseparation there followed a moral separation-“ the personal alienation of the employer from his fellow-men whom he engages to
work for him in large numbers.”’
Thisspirit of hostility
was an obvious negative element in non-economic welfare due to
an economic cause ; and the pactial suppression of it through
Boards of Conciliation, Whitley Councils andCopartnership
Nor is
arrangementsis an equally obvious positiveelement.
this all. It is more and more coming to be recognised that, if
one rootof ‘‘ labour unrest ” has been dissatisfaction with rates of
wages, a second root, also of great importance, has been dissatisfaction with the general status of wage-labour-the feeling that
the industrial system, aa it is to-day, deprives the workpeople of
the l i b e r t i e s and reaponsibilities proper to free men, and renders
1 Smith-Gordon and Staph, Rural ReconslnLeDim in heEand, p. 240.
Of.
the enthusiastic picture which Wolff drum of the generalaoaiol benefits of
rural co-operation on the Raiffeiaen plan : I ‘ How it creatas a desire and readinem
to receive and assimilate inetrnction, techniosl and general, how it help to raiee
the character of the people united by it, making for mbriety, strict honesty,
good family life, and good living generally.” It has been ~ e n he
, mys, to
produce these effects “ among the uompamtively educated passantry of Germany,
the illiterate country folk of Ihly, t h e primitive cultivrrtors of Serbia, and it in
beginning to have something the =me effect among the ryob of India ” (2%
F d w e of Ag~imZtu~e,
p. 481).
9 ailman, A Dividmd lo I;abolM,p. 16.
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them mere h h to be used or dispensed with at the convenience
of others : the sense, in short, a~ Mazzini put-it b n g ago, that
capital is the despot of labour.’ Changes in indrzstrial organisation that tend to give greater control over their own lives to
workpeople, whetherthrough workmen’s councils to overlook
matters of discipline and workshop organisation in conjunction
with the employer, or through a democratically elected Parlialpeut directly responsible for nationalised industries, or, if this
should prove feasible, through some form of State-recognised
and State-controlled
national
guilds: might
increase
welfare
aa a whole, eventhoughtheywere
to leaveunchanged, or
actually to damage, economic welfare.
Secondly,non-economic welfare is liable to bemodified by
themanner in which income isspent.
Of different acts of
consunlption that yieldequalsatisfactions,
one may exercise
a debasing, andanotheran
elevating, infl~ence.~The reflex
effect upon the quality of people produced by public museums,
or even by municipal baths,’ is very different from the reflex
effect of equalsatisfactions in apublic bar. Thecoarsening
and brutalising influence of bad housing amommodation is an
incidentnot
less importantthanthedirect
dissatisfaction
involved in it. Instances of the same kind could be multiplied.
The point thatthey
would illustrate is obviously of large
for example, that astatesman
practicalimportance.Imagine,
1
9

CI. Mazzini, The Duties of Man, p. 99.
Cf. T b Meaning of National Builds, by Beckhover and Reckitt,

‘‘ The eeaence of LSbou~%

.

Y ’ m .

demandfor responsibility is that it should be recognlsed
aa responsible to t h e community, not tu the enpitalist” (p. 100). The goal of
National Guilds ‘‘ is the control of production by self-governing Guildsof workera
sharing with the State the control of the produce of their labour” (p.
285).
The fact that sohemea of industrial reorganbation on these linea are exposed to
serious pmtical difficulties, which their authors do not as yet seem fully to
p
i
& of this ideal.
have f a d , does not render any leas admirable the s
3 Mr. Hawtrey has criticised my analysis upon the ground thatit implicitly
makea equalsatisfactionsembodyequal
amounts of welfare,whereas, in fact,
satidactions are of various degrees of goodnew and badnw (Thc &nomic
Proldcm, pp 184-6). There is, however, no difference in substancebetween
Mr. Hewbey a d myselt We both W e account of those variations of quality.
Whether it in better to say, of two equal sstisfsctione, that one may in itself
contain more good than the other, or to say that in themselves, psstisfactions.
they are equally good, but that theirreactions upon t h e quality of the people
enjoying th%m may differ in @em,
is ohiefly a matter of words. I have substitatad in the preeent text I ‘ the qnality of people ” for my origiaal ‘:peo-ple’s
OharsdCXIL”
4 Of. Darwin, Mwakipal T d ,p. 76.
C
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is considering how far inequality in the distribution of wealth
influences welfare as a whole, and not merely in its economic
aspecta. He will reflect thatthe satisfaction of some of the
desires of the rich, such as gambling excitement or luxurious
sensualenjoyment, or perhaps, inEastern countries, opiumto
eating, involves reactions on characterethicallyinferior
thoseinvolved inthe satisfaction of primaryphysical needs,
to the securing of which the capital and labour controlled by
the demand of the rich would, if transferredto
the poor,
probably be devoted On theotherhand, he will reflect that
other satisfactions purchased by the rich-those, for example,
connected with literature and art’“invo1ve reactions that are
ethically superior to those connectedwith the primary needs,
and still moreto tl~osederived from excessive indulgence in
stimulants.Thesevery
real elements in welfare will,indeed,
enter into relation with the
measuring rod of money, and so
be counted in economic welfare, in so far as one group of
people devoteincome to purchasingthings for other people.
Whenthey do this, theyarelikelytotake
account of the
total effect, and not merely of the effect on the satisfactions
of those people-especially
if the said people aretheir own
children. For, aa Sidgwick acutely
observes:
“ A genuine
regard for our neighbour, when not hampered by the tyranny
of custom, prompts us to give him what we think really good
for him, whereas natural self-regardpronlpts us to give ourselves what we like.”
I n these special circumstances,therefore, the gap between the effect on economic welfare and the
effect on total welfare is partially bridged. Generally, however,
it is not so bridged.
9. There is one further consideration, of the great
importance of whichrecenteventscanleave
no doubt. It
has to do withthe
possible conflict, long ago emphasised

5

1 Thns, Sidgwiok observes after a careful diecnssion : “There mms, t h m fore, to be a serious danger that a thomngh-going equalisstionof w d t h among
the members of a modern civilieed community would have a tendency to cheok
the growth of oultnre in the commtmity ” (Principlce of Puldied Eeorunny,
p. 523).
8 Practical
p. 20. Cf. Effertz : ‘‘ Ce que les intheads mavent
g8nhlement mieax que lee n o n - i n t h d s , ce oont lea mvycm p r o p B +liser
ce qu’ila croient 6tre lenrint&t.
Maie, dam I s d6tenninetion de l’inthrrkt le
n o n - i n t i d v o i tg8nhlement p1.e ~ l a i r ” ( A ~ ~ t k m
pp. ~297-8).
~ ~ i p ~
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by Adam Smith, between opulence and defence. Lack of
securityagainst successful hostileattackmay
involve “ dissatisfactions” of a very
terrible
kind.
These things
lie
outside the economic sphere, but the risk of them may easily
no doubt, that
be affected byeconomic
policy. It istrue,
between economic strengthandcapacity
for war there is a
As Adam Smith
wrote:
The
certain
rough
agreement.
nation which,
from
the
annual
produce of its domestic
industry, from theannualrevenuearisingout
of itslands,
to purchase
labourandconsumablestock,haswherewithal
thoseconsumable
goods in distant countries, can maintain
foreign wars there.”
But
agreement
between
economic
and military strength is ultimate and general, not immediate
and detailed. It must,therefore, be clearly recognised that
the effect upon
economic
welfare
of the policy
which
a
State
adopts
towards
agriculture,
shipping
and
industries
producing war material is often a very subordinate part of its
whole
effect.
Injury to economic
welfare
may need to be
it
accepted for the sake of defensive strategy.Economically
is probablyto
the advantage of this countrytopurchase
the greater part of its food supplies from abroad in exchange
for manufactured goods, and to keep more than two-thirds
grass-inwhich
state comparaof its cultivatedlandunder
tively little capitalandlabour
is employedupon
i t and
In a world of
correspondingly littlehuman foodproduced.’
perpetual peace this policy would alsoprobablybeadvantageous on the whole ; for a small proportion of the population
engaged in agriculture does not necessarily implyasmall
proportion liviugunderrural
conditions. But, when account
is taken of the possibility that importsmay be cut off by
blockade in war, that inference need not follow. There can
be littledoubtthat
Germany’s
policy
of conaeriiug
and
developing agricultureformanyyears
a ta n economic loss
enabled her to resist the British blockade in the Great War
for a much longer period than would otherwisehave been
possible ; and, though there are,
of coume, alternative means
“

Wealth of N d i m . ~p.
, 333.
e

Of. Thc hkcnt DaveZqment of

p. 42 mdpassirn.

#eewnen Agriculture

[Od.
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of defence, such as the establishment
of large national grain
stores, it is, from a generalpoliticalpoint
of view, adebatable question whether in this country someform of arti6cial
encouragementshould
be given to agricultureasapartial
insurance
against
the danger of food difficulties in
the
event of war. This issue, and the kindredissueconcerning
for the conduct of war,
materialsandindustriesessential
by reference to economic considerations
cannot bedecided
alone.
5 10. The preceding discussion makes it plain that any
rigidinference
from effects on economicwelfare
to effects
on total welfare is out of the question. In some fields the
divergencebetween
the two effects will be insignificant, but
inothersit will be very wide. Nevertheless, I submit that,
inthe
absence of special knowledge, there is room for a
judgment of probability. When we have
ascertained
the
effect of any cause on economic welfare, we may,unless, of
regard
course, there is specific evidence tothecontrary,
this effect as probably equivalent in direction,though
not
in magnitude, to the effect on total welfare ; and, when we
have ascertained tbat the effect of one cause is more favourablethanthat
of anothercause
to economic welfare, we
may, on the same terms, conclude that the effect of this cause
on total welfare is probably more favourable. I n short, there
is presumption-what
a
Edgeworthcalls
an '' unverified
probability""thatqualitative
conclusions about the effect
of an economic cause upon economicwelfare will holdgood
also of the effect on total welfare. This
presumption
is
especially strongwhereexperiencesuggests
thatthe
noneconomic effects producedarelikely
to be small. But in
all circumstances the burden of proof lies upon those who
hold that the presumption should. be overruled.
11. The above result suggests pima facie that
economic science, when it shallhave come to full development, is likely to furnish
a
powerful guide to practice.
Against this suggestion there remains, however, one considerable obstacle. When the conclusion set out in the preceding
section is admitted to be valid, a question may still be raised
as to its practicalutility.
Granted,it may be said, bhat the

5
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effects produced by economic causes upon economic welfare are
probably, in some measure,representative of those produced
on total welfare, we have really gained nothing. For the effects
produceduponeconomicwelfare
itselfcannot, theargument
runs, be ascertained beforehand by those partialandlimited
investigations which alonefallwithin
the scope of economic
science.
The reaaon for this is that
the
effects upon
economicwelfareproducedby
any economic cause are likely
to be modifiedby the nom-economic conditions, which, in one
form or another, are always present,’butwhich economic science
to investigate.The
difficulty is stated very
isnotadapted
clearly by J. S. Mill in his Log&. The study of a part of things,
he points out, cannot in any circumstances be expected to peld
more thanapproximateresults
: “Whatever affects, inan
appreciable degree, any one element of the social state, affects
through it all the otherelements. . . . We cannever either
understand in theory or command in practice the condition of
a society in any one respect, without taking into consideration
its condition i n all
other
respects.
There
is no social
phenomenon whichis not more or lessin0uenced by every
other part of. the condition of the same society. and, therefore,
by everycause which isin0uencinganyother
of the contemporaneous social phenomena.”’
In other words, the
effects of economic causes are certain to be partiallydependent
on non-economic circumstances, in such wise thatthe aame
cause will produce somewhat different economic effects according to the general character of, say, the political or religious
conditions that prevail. So far as thiskind of dependence
exists, it is obvious that causal propositions in economics can
only be laid down subject to the condition that things outside
thetxonomicsphere
either remainconstant or, at least, do
condinotvary
beyond certain defined limits. Does this
tion destroy the practical utility of our ecience 1 I hold that,
among nations
with
stable
a general
culture,
like
those
inhabiting Western Europe, the condition is fulfilled nearly
enough to render theresults reached byeconomic inquiry
This is the view
reasonably good approximationstotruth.
taken by Mill. While fully recognising “the paramount
1

w,
c. p. 488.
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aecendancywhich the general state of civilisation and social
progress inany
given society mustexerdse
over allthe
partialandsubordinate
phenomena,” heconcludes thatthe
portion of social phenomena, in which the immediately
determining causes areprincipallythose
thatactthrough
the desire for wealth, do mainly depend, at least in the first
resort, on one class of circumstances only.” H e addsthat,
“ even when othercircumstancesinterfere,
theascertainment
of the effect due to the oneclass of circumstancesalone is
a su6cientlyintricateanddificult
business tomake it expedientto
perform it once for all, andthen allow for the
effect of the modifying circumstances ; especially as certain
fixed combinations of the former areapt t o recur often, in
conjunction
with
ever-varying
circun~stances of thelatter
it is
class.”’ I havenothing to add to this statement.If
accepted, the difficulty discussed in this section need no
longer giveus pause. It isnot necessarily impracticable to
ascertain by means of economic science the approximate effects
of economiccauses upon economic welfare. Thebridge that
has been built in earliersections betweeneconomicwelfare
and total welfare need not, therefore, rust unused.
‘I

Lagie, i i pp. 490-91.
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1. IN the preceding chapter economic welfare waa taken
broadly to consist in that group of satisfactions and dissstisfactions which can be brought into relation with a money measure.
We have now to observe that this relation is not a direct one,
and avewions. Thatisto
but is mediatedthroughdesires
say, the money which a persou is prepared to offer for a thiug
measuresdirectly, notthe satisfactionhe will get from the
thing,but the intensity of hisdesire for it. Thisdistinction,
obvious when stated, has been somewllat obscured for Englishspeakingstudents by t h e employment of the term utilitywhich naturally carries an association withsatisfaction-to
represent intensity of desire. Thus, when one thing is desired by
a person more keenly than another, it is said to possess a greater
utility to that person. Several writers haveendeavoured to
get rid of the confusion which this use of words generates by
substituting for “ utility ” in the above sense some other term,
such, for example, as “ desirability.” The term “ desiredness ”
seem, however, to be preferable, because, since it cannot be
taken to have any ethical implication, it is less ambiguous. I
shall myself employ that term. The verbal issue is, however, a
subordinate one. The substantial point is that we are entitled
b use the comparativeamounts of money whichaperson
is
prepared to offer for two different things as a test of the comparative satisfactions which these things will yield to bim, only
on condition thattheratio
between the intensities of desire
thathe feels for the two is equal to the ratio between the
ltmountg of satisfaction which their possession will yield to him.
This condition, however, is not always fulfilled. By this
23
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statement I do not, of course, merely mean that people’s
expectations as to the satisfaction
they
will derive from
different commodities are often erroneous. Thepoint is that,
even apart from this, the conditionsometimes breaksdown.
Thus Sidgwickobserves : “ I do not judge pleasures [and the
same thing obviously holds of satisfactious other than pleasures]
to be greaterand less exactlyinproportionasthey
exercise
more or less influence in stimulating the will to actions tending
to sustain or produce them : and again, ‘‘ I do not think it
ought to beassumed that intensity of immediate gratification
is always in proportionto intensity of pre-existing desire.”’
This consideration obviously has great theoretical importance.
When it is recollected that all comparisonsbetween different
taxes and different monopolies, which prooeed by an analysis of
their effects upon consumer‘s surplus, tacitlyassumethat demand
price (the money measure of desire) is also the money measure
of satisfaction, it is apparent that it may have great practical
importance also. Thequestionwhether
it hasinactual
faot
great practical impoitance has, therefore, to be examined.
5 2. I n a broad ‘general waywemay,
I think, safely
answerthisquestion
inthe negative. It is fair to suppose
that mostcommodities, especially those of wide consumption
that are required, a~ articles of food and clothing are,for direct
personal use, will be wanted as ameanstosatisfaction,
and
will, consequently, be desired with intensities proportioned
to
For the most
the satisfactious theyare expectedtoyield?
general purposes of economic analysis,therefore, notmuch
harm is likely to be done by the current practice of regarding
maney demand price indifferently as
the measure of a.desire
and aa the measure of the satisfaction felt when the desired thing
is obtained. To this general conclusion, however, there is one
very important exception.
3. This exception has to do with people’s attitude toward
the future.
Generally
speaking,
everybody prefers p m n t
pleasures or satisfactions of given magnitude to future p l a u r e s
orsatisfactions of equalmagnitude,evenwhen
the latter are
’I

5

1

8

Methods of Ethies, p. 126.
The ELhies of l’., H. Green, etc., p. 340.

Cf. my “Some Bemarlti on Utility,” EmwmicJmmaZ, 1909, p. 56 ct q.
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perfectlycertain
to occur. But this preference forpresent
pleasures does not-the
idea is self-contradictory-imply
that
of givenmagnitudeis
any greater than a
apresentpleasure
future pleasure of the same magnitude. It implies only that
our telescopic faculty is defective, and that we, therefore,see
future pleasures, as it were, on adiminished scale. That this
is the right explauation is proved by the fact that exactly the
same diminution is experienced when, apart from our tendency
to forgetungratifyingincidents,
we contemplatethepast.
Hencethe existence of preference for present over equally
certainfuture pleasures does not implythatany
economic
dissatisfaction would be suffered if future pleasures were
substituted a t full value for present ones. Thenon-satisfaction thisyear of a man's preference to consume this year
ratherthannextyear
is balanced
by
the satisfaction of
his preference nextyear to consume nextyearratherthan
to have consumed this year.
Hence, thereisnothingto
setagainitthefactthat,
if we setout aseries of exactly
- satisfaetim, not objects that yield
equalsatisfactions
of themabsolutelycertain
to occurover
eatisfactions-all
a series of years beginning now, the desires which aman
will entertain for these
several
satisfactions
will not be
equal, but will be represented by ascale of magnitudes continuallydiminishing aa theyearsto
which the satisfactions
are
allocated
become
more
remote.
This reveals a farreaching economic disharmony. For it implies that people
distribute their resodrcea between the present, the near future
and the remote future on the basis of a wholly irrational
preference. When they have a choice between two ~atisfactions,
they will not necessarily choose the larger of the two, but will
often devote themselves to producing or obtaining a small one
onesome years hence.
now in preference to amuchlarger
The inevitable result is that efforts directed towards the remote
future are starved relativelyto those directed to the near future,
while these inturnarestarved
relatively to efforts directed
towarda the present. Suppose, for example, that a person's
teiescopic faculty is such that he discounts future satisfactions,
which are perfectly certain to occur, a t the rate of 5 per cent
per annum. Then, instead of b e i n g ready to work far next

.
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year, or a year ten years hence, so long as a given increment
of effort will yield aa much satisfaction as an equal increment
work for next
devoted to work for the present,hewillonly
year so long aa the yield of an increment of effort employed
for that year is 1.05 times, and for ten years hence so long

as it is (1.05)” times, the yield of an increment employed for
the present. It follows that the aggregate amount of economic
iu factenjoy
is muchless
than
satisfaction whichpeople
it would be if their telescopic faculty were not perverted, but
equal (certain) satisfactions were desired with equal intensity
whatever the period at which they are destined to emerge.
0 4. This, however, is notall.
Since human life is
limited,such
fruits of work or saving as accrue after a
considerable interval nre not enjoyedby the person to whose
efforts theyare due. Thismeans thatthe satisfactionwith
own satisfaction,
which his desire is connectedisnothis
butthe satisfaction of somebody else, possibly an immediate
successor whose interest he regards as nearly equivalent to his
own, possibly somebody quite remote in blood or’ in time, about
whom he scarcelycares at all. It follows that, eventhough
our desires for equal
satisfactions
of our m occurring
at different times were equal, our desire for future satisfaction
would often be less intensethan
for presentsatisfaction,
satisfaction will
bemuse it isverylikelythatthefuture
be more in~portant
not be our own. Thisdiscrepancywill
the moredistant is thetimeat
which the aource of future
tatisfaction is likely to come into being ; for everyaddition
to theinterval
increases the chance of death,not merely
to oneself, but also to children and near relatives and friends
in whomone’s interest is likely to be most keen.’ No doubt,
1 If k be t h e fraction of importance that I attach to a pound in the hands of
my heirs &B compared with myself, and +(t) the probsbility that I shall he alive
t yeara from now, a certain Fund lo ww (w my ?&TU then attractsme now equally
with L oertain pound multiplied by ($((t)+L<l - dt))} lo me then. This is
obvioudy i n d by anything that inereasen either H t ) OT k.
If, through an anticipated chenge of fortuns or temparoment, one pound after
L years ie expected to be equivalent to (1 -a) times one ponnd now, a certain
(#(t)+k(l- +(t))} pounds of the then prevailing sort to me then attncta me
equally with (1 - a){#(t)+k(l - &(t))} pounds of the now prevailing SO& ta ma
then. Therefore, a certain ponnd to my heirs will be aa persuasive to call out
investment now (LB the above sum would be if I were cartain to live fur ever end
drsya to be eqnnlly well off and the w e in temperament.
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this obstacle to investment for distant returns
is partly overcome by stock-exchange devices. If €100 invested now is
expected to reappear after 6 0 yearsexpanded at, say, 5 per
cent compound interest, the man who originally provides the
d l 0 0 may be able, after a year, to sell his title in the eveutual
fruit for €105 ; the man who buys from himmay be able
similarly to gethiscapital
of 3105 back with 5 per cent
interest after one year ; and so on. I n these circumstances the
fact that any one man would require a higher rate of interest
per annum to induce him to lock up X100 for 50 years than
he would to induce him to lock up the same sum for one year
makes w difference. But, of course, in actual fact this device
is of verynarrow application. As regardsinvestments,such
as planting a forest or undertakiugdrainagedevelopmenton
one’s own estate, which ran only be accomplished privately, it
is not applicable at all ; and, even when iuvestment is undertaken by a company, investors cannot seriously expect to find
asmooth
and continuous market for non-dividendpaying
securities.
9 5 . Thepractical way in which thesediscrepancies
between desire andsatisfaction work themselves outtothe
injury of economic welfare ie by checking the creation of
new capital and encouraging people to use up existing capital
tosuchadegreethatlargerfutureadvantagesaresacrificid
for smaller
present
ones. Always the chief effect is felt
consequence
when theinterval of timebetweenactionand
is long. Thus, of the check t o investment, Giffenwrote :
“ Probably there are no works more
beneficial to a community
inthe long run than those, like a tunnel between Ireland
anentirely
new means of
and Great Britain, whichopen
communication of strategical as well as of commercial value,
but arenotlikely
to pay the individualenterpriser in any
short period of time.” A number of other
large
undersupply,
takings, such
as
works of afforestation or water
thereturn
to whichis
distant,are
similarlyhandicapped
by the slackness of desiretowards distant satisfactions.’ This
1 In thie oonnection the following paasege from Knoap’s Aiffeiphs and
M&m!s of M w t j x ~T T in of
~ intarsst: “To m u r e an edditional mpply
of water to a town, tan or more yeam of mntinuoua work may easily be
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same slackness of desire towards the future is also responsible
for a tendency to wasteful exploitation of Nature’s gifts. Sometimes people willwin
whattheyrequire
by methods that
more thanthey themdestroy, aa against thefuture,much
selves obtain. Over-hastyexploitation of the best coal seams
by methods that cover upandrender
unworkable for ever
fishing operations so conworse, butstill valuable,seams
ducted m to
disregard
breeding
seasons, thus threatening
certain species of fish withextinction;farming
operations
so conducted as to exhaustthefertility
of the soil, areall
instances in point. There is also waste, in the sense of injury
to the sum total of economic satisfaction, when one generation,
though not destroying more actual stuff than it itself obtains,
uses up for trivial purposes a natural product which is abundant
now but which is likelyto
become scarce and not readily
available, even for very important
purposes, to future generations. This sort of waste illustrated
is
when enormous
quantities of coal are employed in high-speed vessels in order
to shorten in asmall degree thetime of ajourney thatis
alreadyshort.Wecutan
hour off thetime of our passage
to New Pork at the cost of preventing,perhaps,one of our
descendants from making the passage at all.
6. In view of this ‘I natural ” tendency of people to devote
too much of their resources to present service and too little
tofuture service, anyartificialinterference
on thepart
of
Governmentinfavour
of that tendency is bound,unless it
hascompensatingadvantages
on the side of distribution,to
diminish economic welfare. Subject to that coudition,therefore, all taxes which differentiate against saving, BS compared
with spending, must diminish economic welfare. Even without

;’

5

required. This means that for several years L large amount of capital will
be unproductive, thus e e r i o d y affecting the profits of the undertaking and making boards of directoravery chary a b u t entering upon any large scheme. . .
It is almost inconceivable that a water company would have undertaken the
p u t achemas by whichManchestar
dram ita mpply of water from Lake
Thirlmere in Cumberland, a distance of some 96 milw ; Liverpoolita supply
from Lake V p w y in North Wales, a distanoe of some 78 milea ; and Brighton
its supply from the men valley in Mid Wales, a distance of mme 80 milea ”
(lot. c
it.p. sa).
1 Cf. Chiozza-Money, %
! e Trihumpk of NizthaZ“
p. 199.
2 Cf. Sidgwick, Primiplco of Polaid &
onomy,p. 410.
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differentiationthere will be too littlesaving:with
it there
will be much too little saving. Property taxee, where they
exist, and death duties, obviously diff’erentiate against saving.
be neutral,
TheEnglish
income tax, though it appearsto
in fact,as
is shownelsewhere,
also does this.lThe
foregoing analysis shows that there is a prima facie case for
softening the differentialelement in theBe taxes.Proposals,
therefore, for exempting
saved
income
from
income
tax,
balancingpropertytaxes
by heavy ‘ I indirect ” taxes upon
important objects of expenditure,exempting from local rates
improvements contributed during the preceding twenty years,
and so on, deserveto
be carefully weighed. Inthe
construction of apracticaltax-system,
however, considerations
as to whatis “fair” betweenpeople
of different degrees of
wealth and as to what is administratively feasible may compel
us to accept arrangements which differentiateagainstsavings
in spite of our knowledge that such differentiation is in itself
undesirable.’
5 Our analysis also suggests that economic welfare could
be increased bysome rightly chosen degree of differentiation
in favour of saving. Nobody, of course, holds that the State
should force its citizens to act as though so muchobjective
wealth now and in the future were of exactlyequalimportance. In view of the uncertainty of productive developments,
to say nothing of the mortality of nations.andeventually of
the human race itself, this would not, even in extremest theory,
be sound policy. Butthere is wide agreement that the State
should protect the interests of the future in some degree against
the effects of our irrational discounting and of our preference
for ourselvesoverourdescendants.The
whole movement for
“ conservation ” in the
United States is based on this conviction. It is the clear duty of Government, which is tlie trustee
for unborngenerations as well as for its present citizens, to
watch over, and, if needbe,
bylegislativeenactment,
to
defend, the exhaustible natural resources of the country from

’7.

Cf. my A S t d y in Public Firlance, Part 11. ch. x.
For example, the case agninst the imposition of equal taxation upon two
men, each of whom spend8 €450 a year, but the first baa an income of €1000
and the second an income of €500 a year is, from the point o f view of equity,

overwheluting.
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rashand reckless spoliation. Howfar it shoulditself, either
out of taxes, or out of State loans, or by the device of guaranteed
which the
interest, PEES resourcea into undertakingsfrom
business community,ifleft
to itself, wouldhold aloof, is a
more difficult problem. Plainly, ifwe amumeadequate competence on thepart of governments, there is avalid
case
for some artificialencouragement to investment,particularly
to investmentsthereturn
from which will only begin to
appearafter the lapse of many years. It must, however, be
remembered that, so long as people are left free to decide for
themselves how much work they will do, interference, by fiscal
or any other means, with the way in which they employ the
resources that their work yields to them may react to diminish
the aggregte amount of this work and so of those resources.
It does not follow, in short,that, becauseeconomicwelfare
would be increased if a man who now invests, say, one-tenth
of his income, chose t o invest one-half, themfore it would be
increased if he were
compelled
by legislative decree, or
induced by taxes and bounties, to make this change.

CHAPTER 111
THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND

5

1. GENERALT,Y
speaking, economic causes act upon the
economic welfare of' any country, not directly, but through the
makingand using of that objective'counterpart of economic
or
welfare
which
economists
call
Lhe national
dividend
uational income. Just as economicwelfare
is thatpart of
t o t a l welfare which can be broughtdirectly
or indirectly
into relation with a
moneymeasure, so the national dividend
is that part of the objective income of the conmunity, includfrom abroad, which can be
ing, of course, incomederived
measured in money. Thetwoconcepts, economicwelfare and
the national dividend, are thus co-ordinate, in such wise that
of thecontent
of one of themimplies
a
anydescription
corresponding description of thecontent
of the other. I n
the preceding chapter it was
shown
thatthe
concept of
economicwelfare isessentiallyelastic.Thesame
lnewure of
elasticity belongs to the concept of thenational
dividend.
It is only possible to define this conceptprecisely by introLine intothe
continuumpresented
by
ducing anarbitrary
plain thatthe
nationaldividend
is
nature. It isentirely
composed in the last resort of a number of objective services,
Borne of which are embodied in commodities, while others are
rendered direct. These things are most conveniently described
a8 goods-whether
immediatelyperishable or durable-and
services, it b b g , of coume, understood that a service that has
already been counted in the form of the piano or loaf of bread,
which it haa helped to make, must not be counted again in its
own right aa a eervice. It is not, however, entirely plain which
p T t of the stream of services, or goods and services, that flows
31
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annuallyinto being can usefully be includedunder the title
of the national dividend. That is the queetion which haa now
to be discussed.
§ 2. Theanswer which first suggestsitself is that those
goods and services should be included
(doublecounting,
of course, being avoided), andonlythose,thatareactually
it wouldseem, must place 11s
sold for money. Thisplan,
in the best possible position for making use of the monetary
meltsuring
rod.
Unfortunately, however, for thesymmetry
of thisarrangement,
some of the services whichwouldbe
excludedunder it areintimately connected, and even interwoven, with some of the included services. The bought and
theunboughtkinds
do not differ fromone anotherinany
fundamental reepect, andfrequently an unboughtservice is
transformed into abought
one, and vice versa. Thisleads
to a number of violent paradoxes. Thus, if amanhires
house
a
and
furniture
belonging to somebody else, the
services he obtains from them enter into the national dividend,
as we arehere provisionally defining it, but, if he receives
agiftandcontinues
to occupy
the house andfurnitureas
it, they do so no longer. Again, if a farmer sella the produce
of his farm and buys the food he needs for his family in the
market, a considerable amount of produce enters into the national
to enterinto it if, instead of
dividend whichwouldcease
buyingthings in the market,heheld
back part of his own
meat and vegetables and consumed them on the farm. Again,
thephilanthropic work done by unpaid organisers, Church
workersandSunday
school teachers, the scientific work of
disinterestedexperimenters, andthe political work of many
among the leisured classes, which at presentdonotenter,
or, when there is a nominal payment, enter a t much less than
dividend, would enter
their real worth, intothenational
into it if those people undertooh to paysalaries
to one
another. Thus, for example, theAct providingfor the payment of members of Parliament increased the nationaldividend
by services valued a t some € 2 50,000. Yet again, the services
dividend when they am
rendered by women enterintothe
rendered in exchange for wages, whether in the factovor in
the home, butdonot enter into it whentheyarerendered
by

I
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mothers and wives gratuitously to their own families. Thus,
if a man marries his housekeeper or his cook, thenational
dividend is diminished. These thingsare paradoxes. It is a
pamdox also that, when Poor Law orFactoryRegulations
divert women workers from factory work or paid home-work
tounpaidhome-work,
inattendance on their children,preparation of the family meals, repair of the familyclothes,
of housekeeping money, and BO on,
thoughtfulexpenditure
the national dividend, on our definition, suffers a loss against
It is a
which there is to be set no compensating gain.'
paradox, lastly, that the frequent desecration of natural beauty
through the hunt for coal or gold, or through the more blatant
on our definition,
forms of commercialadvertisement,must,
if it had been
leave thenational
dividendintact,though,
to make
practicable, as it is in some exceptional cir~urnstance~,
a charge for viewing scenery, it would not have done BO.'
8 3. Reflection upon theseobjections makes it plain that
they are of a type that could be urged in some degree against
any definition of the national dividend except one that coincided
in range with the whole annual flow of goods and services.
But to adopt a definition so wide as that would be tantamount
to abandoning dependence upon the measuring rod of money.
We are bound,therefore, either to dispensealtogetherwith
or to fall back upona
compromise.
anyformaldefinition
The former policy, though there is more to be said for it than
is sometimes allowed, would certainlywousedistrust,even
though it led to no confusion. The latter, therefore, seemson
1 I t would be wrong to infer from the above that the large entry of women
into industry during the war was associated with an approximately equal loss
of work outside industry.
For, first, a great deal of war work was undertaken
by women who peviously did little work of any kind ; secondly, the place of
women who entered induetrywas taken largely by otherwomen who had previously
done little-for example,
many mistresses in mrvant-keeping honses themselves
took t h e p l e a of a servant ; and, thirdly, owing to the absence of husband8
and 80119 et the war, the donleatic work, which women would have had t o do if
they had not gone into industry,
would have been much leas than innormal times.
a The Advertisement Regulation Act, 1907, allows 1-1
authoritics to frame
bylaws designed to prevent open.air advertising from affectingprejudicially
the natuml beauty of e landscape or the amenities of L public park or pleasure
promenade. It is not, we may note in this connection, a decisive argument
against nndeqmnnd, end infavour of overhead, systems of tramway power wires
that t h y are more expendre. The London County Council deliberately chose
the more expensive underground variety for aesthetic reasons.
1
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the whole to be preferable. Themethod I propose toadopt
is as follows. First,in
accordancewith
the precedent set
byMarshall, I shalltake, asthestandaldmeaning
of the
termnationaldividend,that
suggested by the practice of the
include
British
Income
Tax
Commissioners. I, therefore,
everything that people buy with money income, together with
the services that a man obtains from a houseowned
and
inhabited by himself. Rut “ the services which a person
renders to himself and those which hereudersgratuitously
to members of hisfamily or friends;the benefits which he
derives from usinghis own personal goods[such as furniture
and clothes], or publicpropertysuch as toll-free bridges, are
not reckoned as parts of the national dividend, but are left t o
be accounted for separately.”
Secondly, whileconstructing
in this way mystandard definition of the nationaldividend,
I reserve full liberty, with proper warning, to
use the term in
a widersense on all occasionswhen
the discussion of any
problem would be impeded or injured by a pedantic adherence
to thestandard use. There is, no doubt,a good deal that is
unsatisfactory about this compromise. Unfortunately, however,
the conditions aresuchtllatnothingbetter
appears to be
available.
Q 4. The above wmlusion does not complete the solution
of our problem.Given
the generalclass of things which are
relevant tothenationaldividend,afurther
issue hasto be
faced. For the dividend may be conceived i n two sharply contrasted ways : as the flow of goods and services which is produced
during the year, or as the flow which passes during the year into
the hands of ultimate consumers. Marshall adopts the former
of thewalternatives.He
writes : Thelabourandcapital
of
the country, acting on its natural resources, produce annually a
certain net aggregate of commodities, material‘ and immaterial,
including services of all kinds. This is thetruenetannual
income or revenue of the country, or the national dividend.”
Naturally, since in every year plant and equipment wear out
and decay, what is produced must mean what is produced on
the wholewhenallowance
has been made for this process
1

of&eanomies, p.
Ibdd. p 629.

Marahall, Pn&@ca

624.
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of attrition. To makethisclear,Marshalladdselsewhere
:
If welook chiefly a t the iucome of acountry, we must
allow for the depreciation of the sources fromwhich it is
derived.”
In concreteterms,hisconception
of the dividend
includes an inventory of all the new things that are made, and
of all the services not embodied in things that are rendered,
accompanied, as a negative element,. by an inventory of all the
decay anddemolition
thatthe
stock of capital undergoes.
Anyone,on the otherhand, who had been so far convinced
by Professor Fisheras to hold with him that savingsare, in
no circumstances, income, would identify the national dividend
with those goods and services, and those only, that come into
the hands of ultimate consumers? According tothis view,
Marshall’s national dividend represents, not the dividend that
actually is realised, butthe dividend t h a t would be realised
if thecountry%capital
were maintainedand
nomore
than
of new
maintained. In a stationarystate,wherethecreation
machinery andplantinanyindustryexactly
balances, and
no more than balances, loss by wearandtear,thesetwo
on either
things wouldbe ntaterially equivalent. The dividend
of the flow of goods and
definition would consistsimply
services enteringintothehands
of ultimate consumers ;
for all new materials at earlier stages in the productive process
that came into factories and shops would be exactly balanced
by the correspondingmaterials thatleft‘themin
worked-up
would
products ; and all newly created machinery and plant
“

”shall, PrincipEcs of Economics, p. 80.
ProfessorFisherhimself
takes the position thatthenational
dividend,
or income, consish solely of ,oervim as received by ultimate consumers, whether
from their materiel or from theirhumanenvironment.Thusapiano
or a n
overmatmade for me thisyearisnota
psrt of this year’s income, but an
addition to capital. Only the services rendered to me during this year by these
things are inaome (Thc Nature of Capital and Iamne, pp. 104 d seq.). This
way of looging at the matter is obviously very atkrsotive from a msthematical
point of view. But the wide departure which i t makesfrom the ordinary use
of langwge involves disadvantages which seem to outweigh tbe gain in logical
clarity.. It is easy to fallinto inconsistencies if we refuse to follow Profewor
Fisher’sway ; but it L not necessary to do EO. So long as we do not do so,
the choice of definitions ia a matter, not of principle, but of convenience.
3 For oonllietency it would be necessmy to exempt new houses that are built
to be mupied by their o m e m from the category of income and to place them in
that of capital, if a money valuation of their annual rental value is included in
home.
1
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exactly take the
place, and no more thap take the place, of
correspondingmachinery
andplantthat
became worn out
of a
duringthe
year. In practice, however, theindustry
country is hardly ever in this kind of stationary state. Hence
it isextremelyrare
for the two versions of thenational
dividend to be materially equivalent, and it is impossible for
themto
be analyticaEZy equivalent.Thequestion
how the
choice between them should fall is, therefore, an important one.
8 5. Theanswer to it,as I conceive thematter,turns
upon the purpose for which we intendthe conception to be
used. I f we areinterested
in the cornparative amounts of
economicwelfarewhich
acommunityobtains
over along
for an objective indexwith
series of years, andarelooking
which this series of amounts can be suitably correlated,
then, no doubt, the conception which I have attributed to Professor Fisher’shypotheticalfollower-is
the proper one. T t
is also much‘morerelevantthanthe
other when we are
considering how muchacountry
is able to provide over a
limitednumber of years for the conduct of a war; because,
what
is theutmost
for this purpose, we want to know
amountthatcan
be squeezed outand
consumed,” and we
do not
premise
that capital
must
be maintained
intact.
is concerned, not
The major part of this volume,however,
with war, butwith peace, andnotwith
measurement, but
withcausation.
The general form of our questions will be :
‘ I What effectoneconomicwelfare
as a whole is produced by
such and such a cause operating on the economic circumstances
of 1 9 2 0 ? ” Now it is agreed that the cause operates through
the dividend, and that direct statementsof ita effects must refer
tothe dividend. Let us consider, therefore, the results that
follow from the adoption of those two conceptions respectively.
On Fisher’s follower’s plan, we have to set down the difference
made by the cause to the dividend, not merely of 1 9 2 0 , but of
every year following 1920 ; for, if the cause induces new
savings, it is only through a statement covering all subsequent
years that its effect on the dividend, as conceived by Fisher’s
follower, can be properly estimated. Thus, on his showing, if a
large new factory is built in 1920, not the capital establishment
of that factorp, butonly the flow of servicee rendered by it
“
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in 192 0, should be reckoned in the dividend of 19 20 ; and
the aggregate effects of the creation of the factorycannotbe
dividend of a
measured without reference t o thenational
long series of years. OnMarshall’s
planthisinconvenient
elaboration is
dispensed
with. When we have statedthe
on the dividend, in his sense, for the year
effectproduced
1920, we haveimplicitlyincludedthe
effects, so far as they
can be anticipated, on the consumption both of 1 9 2 0 and of
all subsequent years ; for these effects are reflected back in the
capital establishment provided for the factory. The immediate
effect on consumption is measured by thealtemtioninthe
1920 dividend as conceivcd
by
Fisher’s follower, But it
is throughtotalconsumption,and
not throughimmediate
consumption, that economic welfare and economiccauses are
linked together. Consequently, Marshall’s definition of the
national dividend is
likely,
on the whole, to
prove
more
useful than the other, and I propose in what follows to adopt
it. Theentityalso, of course, an important one- which
Fisher’s follower calls by that name, we may speak of as the
nntionnl income of consumption goods, or, more briefly, eonsumption income.
8 6. We havethus achieved adefinition which, unsatisfactory as it is, is still reasonably precise, of the concrete
national
dividend. This definition carries
content of the
to the way in which
with it certainplainimplicationsas
that dividend must be evaluated. The first and most
obvious
of theseisthat,
when the value of a finished productis
counted, the value of materials employed inmaking
that
productmust
not be counted also. Inthe British Census
of Production of 1907 this form of doublecounting
was
carefully avoided. The
Director
described his
method
as
follows : Theresult of deducting thetotal cost of materials
used, andtheamount
paidtoother
firms for work given
out, from the value of the gross output for any one industry
or group of industries is to givea
figure which may,for
convenience, be called the“netoutput”
of theindustry
or the p u p . Thisfigure “ expreases completely and without
duplication the total amount by which the value (at works) of
the products of the industry or the group, taken a8 a whole,
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exceeded the value (at works) of the materials purchased from
outside, i.e. it represents the value added to the materials in
sum constitutesfor
any
the course of manufacture.This
industry the fund fromwhichwages,
salaries, rent, royalties,
rates,taxes,depreciation, and all other similar
charges, have
to be defrayed, as well as profits.”
When, however, it
is desired to evaluate the national
dividend
as a whole,
these allowances are not sufficient. Thereis no real difference between the flour, which is used up in making bread,
and bread-making machinery, which is used up and worn out
in the process of effecting the conversion. If addingtogether
the flour andthebreadinsummingthenationaldividend
so also does adding
together
involves
double
counting,
the
machinery
and
the
bread. “Logmally,”
as
Marshall
observes, “ w e ought to deductthe looms which aweaving
factory buys as well as its yarn. Again,if thefactoryitself
wm reckonedas a product of the buildingtrade, its value
should be deducted from theoutput (over a tern of years)
of the weaving trade. Similarlywithregardto
farm buildings. Farm houses oughtcertainlynot
to be counted, nor
for somepurposes
any housesused
in trade.”
In a broad
general way these considerations can be taken into account by
subtracting from the sum of the values of thenetproducts
of various industries, as deiined in the Census of Production,
the value of the annual depreciation, which signifies the annual
cost of renewal and repair of all kinds of machinery and plant’
Thus, if a particular sort of machinery wears out in ten years
”Professor Taussig’s estimate for the average life of machiney
in a cotton mill’-the
value of thenational dividend over
ten years will fallshort
of the value of the aggregated
net
product
by the value of this rnachi~ery.~ Again,

[a.
63201, p. 8.
Marahall, Primip.?t?s of &mwmaeS, p. 614 n.
Cf. Flux, Slatidieal Jounwzl, 1913, p. 659.
4 Q u a r h l y Journal’of E
e
o
m
d
e
s
, 1908, p. 842. T h e report of the Cerunur
of €’~od&Wn, 1907, sanctions the view that an average life of ten yeam m y
ressonably be w i g n e d to buildiugs and. plant in general (Report, p. 36).
E. In industrieawhere largeindividod itema of assets need replacement at
fairly long intervals, i t is naual to meet this need by the seeamulntion of
a depreciation fund built up by annual instelmenb during the life of the
wasting e t . For machinery which weara out in about equal quantitien
every Jeer, Profeeeor Young agnea k’st,
provided the mewala and
2
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in so far ae anysort of crop wastea the productive powers
of the soil, the value of the dividendwillfall
short of
the value of the aggregated netproduct
by the cost of
returning
to
the
soil those chemical ingredients that it
removes.’ Yet again, when minerals are
dug
out
of the
ground,adeductionshould
be madeequal to the excess of
the value which the minerals used during the yearhad in
their
original
situation-theoretically
represented by the
royalties paid on their working-ver
the value which whatever is left of them possesses to the country after they have
been used. If “ using”meansexportingin
exchange for
imports that are not used as capital, this latter value is zero.
If, on the other hand, it means inducing Nature nliraculously
into something possessing greater
to transmutethemineral
the mine, then,inordertoobtain
value than it hadin
the value of the nationaldividend
from the value of the
to
aggregated netproduct, we shall need to add, andnot
subtract, something. This is suficient for ourpresentpurpose. More delicate issues co~~cerning theprecise significance
in
of the notion “maintainingcapitalintact”aretreated
detail in the next chapter.
repairsrequiredeveryyeararedulyfurnished,capital
will be maintained
intact by t h a t factalone,and
no depreciationfundis
neceaasrg (Qua7tcrEy
J O Z L To “f f~i o m i e s , 1914, pp. 630 et seq.). It is true that by this method,
when theplanthas
been running for some time, thecapital is maintained
inany one year a t t h e level a t which it stood in the precedingyear.
But
Professor Younghimeelfshows
that, in static
conditions,when a plant haa
been establishedforsometime,
i t willnormally
be about halPworn
out
(loc. e& p. 632).
If half-worn-outplant,
thatis
to nay, planthalf-way
throughitanormal
life-is technically of thesamee5ciency
aa new plant,
tlria factdoes
notinjurehis
conclusion. But, in so far m the efficiency
of plantdiminish-with
age, the cam is otherwise. Ifthecapital
is to
be maintained at the level at which it s t o o d wh~njirstinv&dcd, it is nemassry,
not merely to providerenewals andrepairs aa needed, but a h to maintain
apermanentdepreciationfund,
ta balance the differencebetween the values
of a wholly new p h n t a n d of one the constituents of which are, on the average,
half-waythroughtheir
effective life. (Cf. alsoa diseurreion betweenProfessor
Young and Mr. J. S. Davia under the title “ Depreciation and Rete Control ” in
the Qna&rly J o u d of Ecoounnies, Feb. 1915.)
1 Professor Carver writas of Me U n i a States : “Taking the country over,
it is probable that, other thin@
equal,if the farmerehad been compelled to
buy fertilisem to maintain the fertilitg of their lroil without depletion, the whole
industry would have become bankrupt . Theaveragefarmer
had never
(up to about 1887) collnted the partiil exhaustion of the Boil aa a part of the ~.
wt of his crop ” (Sketch q f d m c h n AgncLlltu~~,
p. 70). Against this capital
loss, however, must be set the oapital gain due to the eettlement of the land.
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’7. It remains to consider the relation between the
nationaldividendas
thus evaluated-an
addition, of course,
beingmade for the value of incomereceivedfromabroadandthe moneyincome accruing to the community. On the
face of things we should expectthese two sums to be subman’s receipts
stantiallyequal,justas
we shouldexpecta
and his expenditure (including investments) to be equal. With
properaccount-keeping this clearlyought to be so. I n order
thatit may be so, however, it is necessary for t h e money
income of the communityto be so defined as to exclude all
income that is obtained by one person as a gift against which
no service entering into the inventory of the national dividend
is rendered-all allowances,
for example, received by children
from their parents. In like manner, if A sells existing property
or propertyrights
to R for €1000,the 51000, if already
counted as a part of B‘s income, mustnot be counted as a
part of A s incomealso.These
pointsare, of coume, well
less fully
understood But certainfurtherimplicationsare
realised Thusthe incomes constituted byold-age pensions
and special war pensions must beexcluded ; though ordinary
‘‘ because these
civil service pensions areproperlyincluded,
the pension
maybe said to beequivalenttosalaries,and
system is only an alternative topaying a higher salary to those
renderingexisting services and leaving them to look after
Theremust also be
their own superannuation allowance.”
excludedall incomereceived by nativecreditors of the State
in interest on loans that have been employed “ unproductively,”
i.e. in such a way that they do not, as loans to build railways
would do, themselves lead to the production of services which
are sold for money and thus enter i n k the national dividend
aa evaluated in money. ThiR means that the income received
as interest on war loan must be excluded. Nor is it possible
to overthrow this conclusion by suggesting that the money spent
on the war has really been productive,” because it indirectly
prevented invasion and the deatruction of material capital that
is now producing goods sold for money ; for whatever product
war expenditure may have been responsible for in this wayand a similar argument applies t o expenditure on school buildIr

‘ Stamp, W d t h

and

T&Zc

Capeity, p. 67.
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in,os“is already counted in the income earned by the material
it would
seem
that income obtained
capital.
Yet
again,
been
by force or fraud,againstwhichnorealservicehas
rendered,ought notto be counted.Thereare,furthermore,
certain difficulties about
payments
made to Government.
or
The moneys that governingauthorities,whethercentral
local, receive in net profits on services rendered by them, e.g.
the profits of the Post Ofice or of a municipal tramway service,
shouldclearly
be counted. Whatthe Treasury receives in
income tax or death duties should, on the other hand, clearly
not be counted, because this income,which has already been
hauds, is not passed to the
reckoned as suchinprivate
Treasury in payment for any services renderedby it, but is
merely transferred
to
it asanagent
for the tax-payers.
Whatthe Treasuryreceives in(the now abolished) exce~sprofit dutyand
corporationtax,
as operated in England,
stands, however, on a different footing. I t ehould be counted,
because the incomes of companies and individualswere reckoned
as what was left after thesetaxeshad
been paid, so that, if
the income reprasented by them had not been counted when in
the hands of the Treasury, it would not have been counted a t
all.’ Finally, the main part of whatthe
Treasury receives
as it may
incustoms and excise dutiesought,paradoxical
seem, to be counted, inspite of the fact that it is already
countedwhenin
thehands of the tax-payers and that it is
not paid against any service. The reason is that the prices of
the taxed articles are pushedup (we may suppose) by nearly the
amount of the duties, and that, therefore, unless the aggregate
money income of the county is reckoned in such a way that
it is pushed up correspondingly, this aggregate money income
divided by prices, that is to say, the real income of the country,
would necessarily appear to be diminished by the imposition of
these dutiea even though it were in fact the same as before.’
Whenthe nominal moneyincome of thecounty has been
should
“corrected”
in
these
various ways, what is left
Cf. Stamp, FVCatth and TazabEe Capacity, pp. 55-6.
The reason why it is onlyclaimd that the main part, not the whole, of
what the Treasuryreceivesunderthia
head ahould be counted aa income is
( 1 ) that commodity taxes may not always raise prices by their full amount, and
(2) that they m a y indirectly cause production to aontrect.
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approximate fairly closely to the value of the national dividend
(incluaive of incomes from abroad)estimated on the plan set
out above.’
1 It should be noticed, however, that one paradox still remains uncorrected
by the qualifications set out in the text. If
a service, for which hitherto fees
have been charged to business men, the fees being of a sort that it is Iswful to
deduct a8 a business expense before incomes are reckoned, comes to be provided
for and to be paid for by an addition t o income tax, the money income of the
country is increased, though the rwl income is onchanged (cf. Stamp, WeaZth
avod Tuxahle Capacity, pp. 52-3). The only way t o get rid of this paradox would
be to allow business men to deduct the cost of any services which, if paid for
by fees, would count as a business expense, whether in fact they are
paid for
by fees or not.

CHAPTER I V
WHAT IS MEANT BY MAINTAINING
CAPITAL
INTACT

$ 1. THEissue, deferred from 6 of the precedingchapter, a~
to the precise significance of “ maintaining capital intact” has
now to be taken up. We are debarred by the conventions we
haveadopted from countingascapitaldurable
goods-other
than houses-in
con~umers’hands, in spite of the fact that, so
far as giving employment to labour is concerned, a motor car,
for example, belonging to anybody other than an owner-driver,
is indistinguishable fromonebelonging
to ahiringestablishFor the prpent
ment. This, however, is asecondarymatter.
purpose the precise content of capital is immaterial.However we define it, it may be likened to a lakeinto whicha
greatvariety of things,which are thefruit of savings, are
continually being projected. These things, having once entered
the lake, survive there for various
periods, according to their
severalnaturesand
the fortunes that befallthem.
Among
them are things of long life, likeelaboratelybuiltfactories,
of very
thing8 of moderatelife, likemachinery,andthings
short life, like material designed to be worked up into finished
goods forconsumption or coal destined to be burned. Length
of life i n this connection means, of course, length of life
ca@al in the
industrial
machinefunctioning
as a going
concern, not the length of life whicha thing wouldenjoy if
nobody interferedwith it. Coal, forexample, if left alone,
will laat without change of form for an indefinite number of
yeam ; but, none the less, the “ life ” enjoyed by coal in the
lake of capital, $.e. the period coveredbetween its entrance
short. Allthingsthat
and its exit, is almostalwaysvery
enter the lake eventually p s out of it aggn. Some of them
43
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pass, so to speak, in their own persons, embodied as material
in Rome finished product, as when cottonyarn emergesa
cloth garment. But exits are not always, or indeed generally,
made in the form of a passage outward of the actual elements
that originally came in.When
coal isburntinthe
process
of smelting iron, which isto heused eventuallyin making
cutlery, it is the cutlery, embodying the
virtue” of the coal,
and not the coal itself, which passes in person out of the lake.
I n like manner it is, of course, the “virtue” of machines that
are worn out in makiug finished goods, and not the machines
themselves, which passes out in person. In one form or another,
however, whatever enters also leaves. There
is
then of
necessity always a stream
flowing out of the lake so long as
it has any contents at all, and in practice there is also always
a stream flowing into it, Its contents at any moment consist
of everything that has flowed into it in thepast
minus
anythingthat bas flowed out. It is theoretically possible to
makeaninventory
of themand also toevaluate them ti-om
day to day. When we speak, in connection with our definition
of the national dividend, of the need for ‘ I maintaining capital
intact,” something is implied
about
the
relation
between
successive inventories
or
successive evaluations of the
we have been describing. I t is the
contents of thelake
task of thepresentchapter
to makeclear what precisely
that something is.
2. For our present purpose it is plain that maintenance
of capital intact doea not require that the money valuation of
the contents of thelakeshall
beheld constant.Thereare
certainsorts of change in this valuation to which everybody
will agree that, in our reckoning of the national dividend, no
attention whatevershould be paid. Thus, if in consequence
of a contraction in the supply of money in any year, money
values all round are substantially reduced, the money value of
the stock of capital will contractalongwith
the rest : but
nobody would suggest that this should be reckoned when the
is being estimated. Again, Marsball Bas
nationaldividend
observed : “The value of the capital already involved in
improvingland or erectingabudding
; in making a rail?
way or amachine ; ‘is the aggregate b u n t e d value of
‘I
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its estimated
future
net
i n c o n ~ e . ” ~This
implies
that, if
the general rate of interest rises, the moneyvalue of the
be restock of capital will, otherthingsremainingequal,
duced.Such
reductionsareirrelevanttothemagnitude
of
the national dividend. When the value of particular items in
the c,apital stock falls because people’s taste for the things they
helpto produce has declined or because foreign competitors
offer these things a t adiminished price, that fallalsoought
not, I think, t o be deemed relevant; and the same conclusion
holdswhen the creation of a new item of capitalequipment
diminishes the value of an existingitem ; e.$. when the construction of an electric lighting plant depreciates a neighbouring
gas plant, or when the introduction of a new type of battleship
or bootmakingmachinerendersexistingbattleships
or bootmakingmachines
obsolete. In fact we may, I thipk,say
quite generally that all contractions in the money value of any
parts of the capital stock that remain physically unaltered are
irrelevant to the national dividend ; and that their occurrence
is perfectly compatible with the maintenance of capital intact.
$ 3. I t might seem a t first sight to follow from what has
been said that the maintenance of capital intact must
mean
the maintenance in an unaltered physical state of the inventory
of things lying in the capital lake. Plainly, if this inventory
is in no way
modified,
capitalismaintainedintact
in an
absolute sense ; and, if some things fall out of the inventory, it
isnotmaintainedintactinan
absolute sense. But, for the
special purpose of this analysis, maintenance of capital intact
does not mean maintenance in an absolute sense. CeTtain contractions in the physical stock of capital will have to be held
compatible with ita maintenance intact, as the phrase is here
understood. For, it must always be remembered, our concern
is to define the nationaldividend withoutparting from the
phraseology madefamiliar by Marshall.Thus,suppose
that
an earthquake or the onslaught of a hostile nation destroys in
one year half this country’s accumulatedstock of wealth. It
would be paradoxical andinconvenienttoconclude
that our
national dividend was thereby automatically rendered negative.
We must say rather that the loss is a loss on capital account, .
1
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not on incomeaccount.
In other words, this sort of lms,
though, of course, it is incompatible with the maintenance of
capital intact in any literal
sense, is not relevant to estimates
of the national dividend. Hence for our purposemaintenance
of capitalintactmust
be d$nd to mean maintenance of it
intact,not absolutely, butonly when thisparticular t y p of
loss does not occur.
5 4. It mayperhaps be thought that this opens the way
for an endless string of further prevarications; that, for example,
the loss of housesby fire or of ships by storm should be put
on the samefootingas
the losses just discussed. That, howof capital goods other
ever, is not so. Alldisintegrations
thancatastrophicdestructions
of thetype described inthe
preceding section are really incidental t o the use of them, and
are involved iu the production of the dividend. This is most
obviously true of the ordinary wear and tear which machinery
and
plant
undergo when
carrying
out
their
functions.
Weathering by lapse of time apart fromuse is in like case ;
for a necessary condition of use is subjectionto t h e p w a g e
of time.Even
the accidents of fire and storm are in like
case; for the use of houses impliestheir subjection tothe
risk -of fire andthe use ef shipstheirsubjectionto
that of
storm.Thenationaldividend
i~ not truly reckoned until
allowance has been made for thereplacement of allthese
types of capital loss. Maintenance of capitalintactinour
sense is thus equivalent to maintenance in an absolute sense
save only that provision must not be made against destruction
by ‘I act of God or the King’s enemies.”
tj 5. We have now
reached
the conclusion thatthe
maintenance of capitalintact for our purposerequires that
all ordinary physical deteriorations in the capital stock should
be made good. Butwhatexactly
do we mean by making
good ? When acapital stock deteriorates, e.9. throughwear
and tear, its materialcomponents do notdisappear from the
world, but merelybecome rearranged in a way that renders
Thus
what haa really disthemless
useful to mankind.
appeared is a physical arrangement embodying
a certain sum
of values, which we may €or convenience measure in money.
To make this good there must be added to the capital atocir
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new arrangements of matter embodying a sum of values equal
tothis sum. Thus, if a macl~inebecomes worn outaudhas
no value a t all, we require to add to the capital
stock somethiug whose value is equal to that which the machine, had it
remained physically intact, would have now. Theoriginal
cost of the machine, whether in real terms or in money terms,
is not relevaut.
Thus it may have cost a thousand pounds
to
make ; but, if its wearing out reduces its sum of values below
what it would otherwisehave been, not by €1000 b u t by
€500 or by ;El500, the replacing machine must have one or
other of these values, notthe value of €1000. It follows,
inter alia, that if any piece of capital stock, e.y. the equipment
of asteel works, hasfallen in value in consequence, say, of
intensified foreign competition, and if wear and tear depreciates
the equipment 1 0 per cent per annum,tomaintaincapital
intact weneed 1 0 per cent,not of the original cost of the
equipment nor of its presentreplacement
cost, but of. its
present value. If the foreign competition is so strong or if
popular taste has turned away
from the product made by the
equipment so completely that its value has become nil,
in it by wear andtear
or lapse of
physicaldeterioration
time involves no loss of value, and so calls for no replacement.
Maintenance of capital intact for our purpose means then, not
replacement of all value losses nor yetreplacement
of all
physical losses (not due to acts of God and the King's enemies),
but replacement of such value losses as are caused by physical
losses other than the above.
6 . It is easy to see that different sorts of capital stock
undergo losaes of this sort-flow out
of the capital lake-at
coal and so ondifferent rates. Working capital-materials,
usually only has a few months of life in the lake ; and fixed
capital a life of a number of years, greater or less according
the annual amount of replacement that
to its nature.Hence
is needed.keep
El's worth of working capitalintact
is
much larger than the amount required in
respect of a ;El's
worth of fixed capital Professor Mitchell quotes some
of
figureswhichsuggest that in the United States the part
b e d capital represented by '' movable equipment ""machinery
and so on"engaged in indwtry and agriculture is about
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equalto the stock of workingcapital,eachbeingvalued
at
9000 million pounds.' If the normallife of movable equipment be put at ten years and
that of working capital at one
year, this implies that the a n n u l replacement of fixed capital
must, to maintain it intact,amount to 900 andtheannual
times
replacement of working capital to 9000 millions-ten
as much. H e w e if, inany year,a E l 00 millionsworth of
deterioration in fixed capitalis madegoodby
addingtothe
capitalstock a new 100 millionsworth, not of fixed but of
in
workingcapital,thevalue
of annualreplacementneeded
future years to keep the aggregate stock of capital intact will
be pro tanto increased. I n converse conditions it will be
diminished.
8 7. I n conclusion a word may be said about the. effect of
failure to provide sufficient replacementtomaintaincapital
of
intact. Let us suppose that we start from acondition
stability ; that continually for a long time past savings
at the
rate of 2 million E per day have teen required for maintenance, andhave in fact been forthcoming.Something
occurs,
only 1 million ;E will be
as a result of whichhenceforward
forthcoming. It is obvious that the level of the lake must fall.
But it will not continue to fall indefinitely. For, $s a result of
the decline in the inflow, the outflow also must diminiah, since
the progressive fall in the stock of capital involves at the same
timea progressive fall in the daily wastage. Presentlythe
outflow will so far decrease that the reduced inflow of 1 million
a day suffices to replaceit.The
contraction inthecapital
stockthereupon comes to an endand a new equilibrium is
establiahed. The period of time that willneed
to elapse
before this happenswilldepend
on the proportionsexisting
initially between capital items of various lengths of life and
on such changes as may take place in these proportions during
the course of the decline. If the failureto providereplacements is carried to the point that henceforward none whatever
are forthcoming, the stock of capital must, of course, eventually
disappear altogether. Items with a short remainder of life will
become extinctfirst;thenothersandyet
others.The
outflowing stream will diminish to a smaller and smaller trickle,
Buai7u.w Qmk~(1927), p. 98.
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until, with the demise of the longeat-lived item, it and the
lake from which it came alike go dry. In this event, however, humanity will take no interest, for the demise of the
lastcapital itemwill certainly havebeenpreceded
by that
of the “last man.”

E

CHAPTER V
CHANGES IN THE SIZE OF THE
NATIONAL
DIVIDEND

5

1. THE economic
welfare
of thecountryisintimately
associated with the size of the national dividend, and changes
in economic welfare with changes in the size of the dividend.
We are concerned to understand, so far as may be, the nature
of these associations. To thisend an essentialpreliminaryis
to form clearideasastowhat
precisely changes inthe size
of the dividend mean. It will be convenient, inthe
first
instance,topostulate
thatthe
size of that group whose
.
dividend we arestudyingremains unchanged.
5 2. The dividend is an objective thing, consisting in any
period of such and sucha collection of goods and services
the
period. Since i t is an
that flow into being during
objective thing, we shoufi naburally wish, if we were able, to
define changes in the size of it by reference to some objective
physical unit, and without any regard to people’s attitude of
mindtowards
the severalitemscontained
init.
I do not
mean that changes in public tastes wouldbe thought of ~LI
incapable of affecting the size of the national dividend. They
in
are obviously capable of affecting it bycausingchanges
the objective constituents of the dividend. I mean that, given
those objective constituents, the size of the dividendshould
depend on them alone, and not a t all on the state of people’s
tastes. This is the point of viewwhich everybody intuitively
wishes to take.
5 3. If the nationaldividend consisted of one single sort
of commodity only, there would be no difficulty aboutthis.
Everybody would agree thatan increase inthe size of the
dividend should mean an increase, and a decrease a decrease,
60
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in the number OF units of this commodity, I n likemanner,
if the dividend consbted of a number of different commodities,
but the quantities of all of them always varied in equal proportions, there would be no difficulty. Thedividend would
at any time consist of a certain number of complex units, each
of them made up of so much of each commodity, and increases
and decreaaes in the dividend would meanincreases and d e
creases in the number of these complex units.
4. If the nationaldividend
consisted of anumber of
different sorts of things,the proportionbetween whichwas
it imnot fixed, but some pre-establishedharmonymade
possible for thequantity of any one of themto
diminish
when the quantity of any other was increasing, we should no
longerbe able to say that the dividend a t any.moment consisted of sucha number of units and at anothermoment of
such another number of units. But we should still always be
able to determine by a physical reference whether the dividend
of one moment was greater or less thanthe
dividend of
for many purposes,would be all
anothermoment:andthis,
that anybody would need.
5 . I n actual life, however, the national dividend consists
of a number of different sorts of things, the quantities of some
of which areliable to increase atthe same timethatthe
quantities of others
are
decreasing. I n these
circumstances
there is no direct means of determining by a physical reference
whether the dividend of one period is greater or less than that
of another; and it becomesnecessary to seek €or a definition
along other lines. Plainly the definition chosen must be such
that, supposing the dividend consiated of one sort of thing only,
we shouldalways
be able to say thatan increase in the
quantity of thii thing constituted an increase in the size of the
of this wouldbe
dividend, A definition that didnotadmit
paradoxical. From this 8tarting-point we me led forward as
followe. Considering
single
a
-individual whose tastes
are
taken as fixed, we say that his dividend in period 11.is greater
than in period I. if the item8 that are added to it in period 11.
are itamer that he w m h m e thaa the items that are taken
away from it i n period 11. Passing t o agroup of persona (of
given nurnbe~~),
whose tastes are taken as fixed and amoug whom
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the distribution of purcbasing power is also taken as fixed, we
say that the dividend in period 11. is greater than in period I.
if the items that are added to it in period 1I;areitems to
eonserce which t h y would be willing to give mwe money than
they would be willing to give to eonserve the i t e m s that are taken
away from it in period 11 This definition is free from
ambiguity.However
thetechnique of production has altered,
-though it has becomemore costly to make one thing and
less costly to make another, though it has become possible to
make some entirely new things and at the same time impossible
tomake some things that used to bemade before,-it
can
yield one conclusion, and one only, as to the effect on the size
of the national dividend of any change in its content that may
tastes andthedistribution
of
have taken place. If,then,
purchasing powerwere really fixed, there would be nothing
to set against the advantages of this method of definition. It
would be the natural aud obvious one to adopt.
Q 6. As a matter of fact, however, tastesandthe
distribution of purchasing power both vary. The consequence
of this is that our definition leads in certain circumstances to
results which, inappearance at leash, are highly paradoxical.
Thus in period I. tastes are such and such, and in period 11.
theyaresomethingdifferent;
in period I. the dividend is a
iu
period 11. a collection C,. It may
collection C, and
group with period I. tastes would give
happen both that the
less money for the items added in period 11. than for the items
subtracted in that period, and also that the group (of equal
numbers) with period 11. tastes would give mow money for the
items added in period 11. than for the items subtraded
In this case our
definition
makes C,
in
that
period.
both less than C, and also greaterthan
C, ; which is a
violent paradox. The only escape from this is to admit that,
in theue circumstances, there is no meaning in speaking of an
inorewe or decrease in the nationaldividend in an absolute
sense. Thedividend
decreases from thepoint
of view of
period I. tastes, and increases from the p,oiut of vigw of
period 11. .tastes ; and there is nothing more to say.' It is
An exactly analogow difficulty emerges whenwe attempt to compare the
size of the national dividend, sa d e M above, in two

countries
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easy to see that the sameparadoxmayarise,
andthe same
solution be forced upon us, when the distribution of purchasing
power alters between period I. and period 11. Here again we
can only speak of an increase (or decrease) in the size of the
dividendfrom the point of view of period I. distribution or
from the point of view of period 11. distribution : we cannot
speak of an increase or decrease in any absolute sense.'
§ 7. We are thus confrontedwith the awkwardfact that
be certain changes in the constitution of
therearelikelyto
the national dividend, of which it is not possible to say that
they areeither increases or decreases in an absolute sense.
Plainly there is serious objection to a definition which leads to
thisresult.
On theotherhand, though it willrarelyhappen
that a modification of the dividend, which constitutesan upward
(or downward) change of so much per cent from the point of
view of period I., will constitute an equal
percentage changefrom
the point of view of period II., if between these two periods
tastes or distribution have altered, yetit will, we may reasonably
expect, usually constitute a changerin the Same direction from
GermanpopulationwithGerman
tastes were given thenationaldividend
of
England, they might get
leas economic satisfaction than before ; while, if the
EnglishpopdationwithEnglishtastes
were given the Germen national
dividend,they
also mightget
leas economicsatisfaationthan
before. The
proposeddefinitionwould, in these circumstances,compel us to say both that
theEnglishdividendis
larger (from the Englishpoint
of view) thanthe
German dividend, and also that the German dividend is larger (from the German
point of view) than the English dividend.
It may be added, though the pomt
is notstrictlyrelevant,
t h a t differences incomparative
tasteabetween
the
people of twocountries
a n sometimes,though
not always, be detectedby
ststistical methods. For example,Germansbefore
t h e war
would
not ent
muttonthough it was a pennycheaper than pork,whileEnglishmen
ate it
readily (Cd.4032, pp. xlviii and xlix). Again Germans eat rye bread, whereas
English people eat white bread. We know that this is not due merely to the
fact that rye bread is relatively cheap in Germany and t h a t Germans are poorer
than Engliehmen, becauee, if it were cheapneas alone t h a t waa responsible for
theconsumption
of rye in Germany, there wouldpresumably
be a higher
consumption of white bread among better-to-do Germane. This, however, is not
found. Hence, we maylegitimatelyinfer
that Germans hare ateste for r y e
bread, aa against wheuten bread, ditferent from the English b t e .
1 Cf. Dr. Bowley's observation : " The values included in incomes are values
in exchange, which are dependent, not only on the goods or services in question,
but also on the whole complex of the income and purchases of the whole of a
society.
. Thenumericalmeesurement
of totalnational
income is thus
dependent
on
thedistribution
of income and would alterwithit"
(%
Heusurenwut of Social PhnnnLcna, pp. 207-8). Cf. also
&amp,
British

..

hrcslau 4 p7crpml~,pp.

419-20.
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the point of view of period 11. Most causea, in short,will
increase the dividend from bothpoints of view or diminish
it from both
points
of view. USUdlY, therefore, we can
or complicated reference to two
say,withoutcircumlocution
points of view, that a given cause eitherhasor
has not
The
defect
increased the size of the national dividend.
in our definition is thus
not
a fatal defect. Moreover,
continued reflection fails to reveal any other definition that is
noteven more defective. In spite,therefore, of allthathas
been said, I propose, for the purposes of this volume, to define
an increase inthe
size of the dividend for a group of
given
numbers
as
follows. From the point of view of
period I. an increase in the size of the dividend is achange
in itm content such that, xf tastes in period 11. were the same
aa those prevailing in period I. and if the distribution of purchasing powerwere also the same as prevailed in period I.,
the group would be willing to givemore money to conserve
willing
theitems added in period 11. thanthey wouidbe
to give to conserve the items that are taken away in period II.
Waivingthe
distinction, discussed in Chapter II., between
desire and the satisfaction that results when a desired thing
is obtained, we may statethe above definition alternatively
thus. From the point of view of period I. an increase in
the size of the dividend for a group of givennumbers is a
change in its content such that,
if tastesin period 11. were
the same as those prevailing in period I., and if the distribution
of purchasingpowerwerealso
thewme
as prevailed in
period I., the economic satisfaction (88 measured in money)
duetothe
items added in period 11. is greater than the
economic satisfaction (a measured in money) due to the
period 11. From the point of view of
itemstakenawayin
period 11. an increase in the dividend is defined in exactly
analogous ways. From an absolutepoint of view an increase
in the size of the dividend. is a change which conetitutes an
increase from both the above twopoints of view. When, of
twodividends, one is larger from the point of view of one
period and the other from that of the other, the two are, from
an absolute point of view, incommensurable.
9 8. Hitherto we have been concerned with g r o u p Con-
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tainingequalnumbers
As between groups of different sizee
adirect comparison of dividends would be of little service.
We may,.however, in imaginationreduce the number-all
the larger group
classes of persons being treated equally-in
inthe proportionrequired tomake it equaltothesmaller
group, and reduce its money income in anequal proportion.
The dividend of the group so obtained may then be compared,
on the lines of the preceding analysis, with that of the smaller
group. The result is roughly a comparison of the per capita
dividends of the two original ~IQUPS.

CHAPTER VI
THE
MEASUREMENT

OF CHANGES IN THE SIZE OF THE
NATIONAL
DrVIDEND

3

1. THEdiscussion of the preceding chapter has provided us
witha
critel-ion by which to decide whetherthenational
dividend of oneperiod is larger or smaller than the national
dividend of another periodfrom the point of view of one or
other of the periods. Butto provide a criterion of increases
and decreases inthe size of anything is notto providea
measure of these changes. We have now to study the problem
of devising an appropriate measure.
8 2. Our criterion of increasefrom the point of view of
any period being that, with the tastes and distribution of that
period, the moneydemand
for the things that have been
added to the dividend exceeds the money demand for the
thingstakenaway
from it, it is natural to suggest that we
should employ ps a measure of increase, from the point of view
of the period, the proportionin which the aggregatemoney
demand for the things contained in the dividend of that period
(in the sense of theamount of money that peoplewouldbe
willing to give ratherthan do withoutthosethings) exceeds
the aggregate money demand for the things contained in the
dividend of the other period. A measure of this kind would
conform exactly to our criterion. We should have two figures,
one giving the change from the point of view of the tastes
and distribution of period I. and the other that from the point
of view of the tastes anddistribution of period 11. Plainly,
given the criterion decided upon inthe last chapter,this is
the measure that we should adopt if we were able to do so.
3. Unfortunately, however, this type of measure ia

5
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altogetherimpracticable.
I n t h e way of it therestands, a~ a
final obstacle, the fact that the
aggregate money demandfor
the thingscontained inthe dividend of any period, inthe
sense
explained
above, is an unworkable conception. It
involves the money figure that wouldbe obtained by adding
together the consumers’ surpluses, as measured in money,
of commodity contained in
derivedfrom
each severalsort
the dividend, As Marshall has shown,however, thetask of
addingtogether consumers’ surpluses inthis way, partly on
account of the presenceof complementary and rivalcommodities,
presents difficulties which, even if they are capable of being
overcome in theory by means of elaborate
mathematical
formulae, are
certainly
insuperable
in practice.’
Even
apart from theseremoter complications, it is evident that no
measure of the kindcontemplated could be built up which
did not embraceamong its terms the elasticities of demand
for the variouselementscontained
in the dividend, or, more
that axe
exactly, the forms of the variousdemandfunctions
involved. These data are not, and are not likely, within any
reasonable period of time, to become, accessible to us. Any
type of measure
which
involves
the use of them
must,
therefore, be ruled out of conrt.
€j4. Continuing along theline
of thought which this
consideration suggests, we are soon led to the conclusion that
the only data which there is any serioushope of organising
on a scileadequateto
yieldameasure
of dividendchanges
are the quantities and prices of various sorts of commodities.
There is nothing else available, and, therefore, if we are to
constructanymeasure
at all, we must use these data Our
problem then becomes : in what way,if at all, is it possible,
out of them, to construct a measure that will conform to the
definition of changes inthe size of the dividend that waa
reached iu the
last
chapter?
An
attempt
to
solve thh
problemfalls
naturallyintothreeparts
: first,ageneral
inquiry as to what measure wouldconform most nearly to
that definition if all relevant information about quantities and
prices were accessible ; secondly, a mathematical inquiry as to
what practiwble measure built up from the sample idormation
1

%w.plcs ofl%w?nkpp.
, 131-2,- footnote.

- .
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about quantities and
prices that we can in fact obtain would
approximatemost closely to the abovemeasure ; thirdly,a
mixed generalandmathematical
inquiry M to how reliable
the practicable measnre, as an index of the abovemeasure,
is likely to be.
5 5. In attacking the first and most fundamental of these
issues we have to admit at once that complete success is
unattainable. According tothe definition of the last chapter,
the national dividend will change in oneway from the point
of view of a period in which tastes and distribution are of one
sort, and in adifferent wayfrom that of aperiod in which
theyare
of anothersort.
In orderto
conform withthis,
our measure of change wouldneed
to be double, being exof view of the first
pressed in one figure from thepoint
period, and, if tastes anddistribution were different inthe
two periods, in another figure from the point of view of the
second period. A measure built up on quantitiesand prices
only cannot possibly answer b this requirement. For, though
we may know the quantities and prices that actually ruled in
period I., when tastes anddistribution were of sort A, and
the quantities and prices that ruled in period II., when trtstee
anddistribution
were of sort B, we cannot possibly know
eitherthequantitiesand
prices whichwould haveruled in
period I., if tastes anddistribution
had then been of sort
B, or those whichwouldhave
ruled in period IT., if tastes
aud distribution had then been of sort A Hence, the utmost
which will be independent
we can hope for is ameasure
of whatthestate
of tastes anddistributionactually
is in
either of the periode to be compared, but which will always
increase when thecontent of the dividend has changed in
such a way that economicwelfare (as measured in money)
would be increased whatever the st& of hates and distribution,
provided only that this was the same in both periods. Even
if the whole of thedata a b u t quantitiesand prices were
accemible to us, it would be impossible to construct a measure,
b w d on thesedata
alone, conforming more closely than
this to our definition; and, plairrly, thie degree of conformity
is very incomplete.
6. So much being undersbod, let UB. turn to the problem

5
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of constructing from fulIdata a measure-we
may call it
fromhenceforth
thefull-data
measure-that
will conform
88 closely as possible to the modest ideal specified inthe
preceding section. What is requiredisameasure
which will
show increases inthe
size of the dividend whenever its
content is changed in such a wag that, in terms of the money
of either period,’ for a group of given size with constant tastes
been
and distribution, the money demand forthe items that have
added is greater than the money demand for those that have
been subtracted ; or, in other words, that the economic satisfaction (asmeasured in money) obtained by the group in the
secondperiod is greater than it was in the first period. It is
not, of course, required that, if, when the excess of economic
satisfaction (as measured in money) ie E, our measureshows
an increase of 1 per cent, it shall, when the excess of economic
satisfaction (as measured in money) is ZE,show an increase of
2 per cent. This is not only not necessary, but, in the special
m e of a dividend consisting of one sort of commodity only,
it would evenlead
to paradoxicalresults.
It is required,
however, that, when the excess of economic satisfaction(as
measured in money) is E, our measure shall show some increase,
and that, when the exceea of economic itisfaction (asmeasured
in money) is more than E, it shall show a greaterincrease
than it doeswhen the excess is E. This is the framework
within which our conetruetion must be made. The problem
is to discover whatconstructionwillbest
fulfil the purpose
that has been specified’
These W O ~ Sare neceasery to taki account of the fact that, if the aggregatemoneyincome
of our group be altered,a second period € will not be
the aame thing as a first period &.
It is p e r h a p well to repeat here in aymbols what hna been stated
previously in words, that, the equation of the demand curve for any commodity
being p=&z), the moneydemand for an iucrement of h units means, not

{ ( ~ + W z + h -Wd},
)
but

r’ -[

Hz).

dz)

0

ProfeseM Irving Fieher, in hisadmirablestndy
of Thc Makvng
Indcz
Numbem, appeare to take the view that there ie a way of making measures
of this sort which is right in an abeolute s e w , and not merely in the Benee that
i t will yield a measureconeonant
withtheparticular
purposewhich
we
want the measa& to mrve. Having examined a great m y ditkrent wrta
of index numbers, he fannd thot,after thoae mtfering from definite defects
of a technied sort hsd bean eliminated, the remainder, though formed on widely
differentplana, gave approxirmrblyequivalent d
t
s
,
and concluded : “Humanly
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7. I n the first of any two periods that we wish to compareanygroup
of givensizeexpends
its purchasing power
uponone collection of commodities, and in the secondon a
different collection. Each collectionmust,
of course, be so
estimated that the same thing is not counted twice over, that
is to say, it must be taken to include direct services rendered
to consumers-e.g. the services of doctors, finished consumof the finished durablemachines
ablearticles,andaportion
raw materials or the
produced during the year,’ but not the
services of labour that are embodied in these things, and not,
of course, “securities.” Let us, a t thisstage,ignore
the fact
that in one of the collections there may be somenewly inventedkinds of commodity which are not represented at all
inthe
other. The first collection, whichwe
may call C,,
then embraces x,, yl, z1
units of variouscommodities;
units
andthe second collection, C,, embraces zp y2, z2
of the same commodities. Letthe prices per unit of these
several commodities be, in tbe first period, a,, b,, c,, . . .;

...

...

speaking, then, an index numberis a n absolutely accurate instrument ” (p. 229).
Now, the close eonsilieuce of the reaulta reached by different methods llndoubtedly
suggests to the mind that there existasomewhere an absolutelyrightresult
to which they are all approximating. But there
is, 80 far as I can see, no real
groundforaccepting
this metaphysicalsuggestion.Consider
the analogy of a
measure designed to ascertain the average height of a group of trees. It is easy
to find the arithmetical, the geometrical, or any other arerage of their heights.
In many conditions all ordinary forms of average will work out very nearly the
=me.
But this is no proof that there is stored up in heaven an ideal average
height different from these and, in an absolutesense, more accurate or truer than
any of them. There is a true arithmetical average, B true geometrical average,
a trueharmonic
average ; butthe concept of anarchetypal average right
inan absolutesense is, as it w m s t o me, an illusion.
When we want to
satisfy a given purpose it is proper to ask : Will the arithmetical or the geometricalaveragebestserve
our purpose ? If the twoaverageshappen
to be
nearly the same, we are in the happy position that it does not much matter
should we acoidentally choose the wrong one. But we cannot properly say
more than this. There is some r e m n to believe, however, that, when Profemor
Fieher claims that the choice of the formula for a price index number
is independent of the purpose to be served, he is using the term purpose in a narrower
=me than mine, and would not diesgree with what ia here said.
1 This is necessary inorder
to conform to the debifion of t h e national
dividend given inchapter 111. Had we defined the dividend 80 that it included
only what ia actually consnmed during the year, no machines would came into
i t On our definition we ought strictly to include all new &hinery
and pknt
over and above what ie required to maintain capital inbt, rnillwa dlowanm
for t h e t part of the value of thig maohinery and p k n t that ie wed up in
producing 8onsumtrble goods during the year itself.
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and, i n , the second period, a2, b,, c2.
. Let the aggregate
money income of our group, in the first period, beI,, in the
second I,. The following propositions result :
1. If our group in the second period purchased the several
commodities in the sameproportion in which it purchased
them in the first period, that is to say, if it purchased in both
periods a collection of the general form C,, its purchase of each
commodity in the second period would be equal to its purchase
of each commodity in the first period multiplied by the fraction

2. If our group in the first period purchased the several
commodities in the sameproportion in which it purchased
them in the second period, that is tosay, if it purchased in
both periods a collection of the general form C,, its purchase
of each commodity in the second period would be equal to its
purchase of eachcommodity in the first period multiplied by
the fraction

I-.
, $a, + y,b, + zpcl +
I, x2a2+ ypb, + zzc, +

...
. . .'

On the basis of these propositions, provided that a certain
assumption is made, our problem can be partially solved.
8. If in period 11. asingleman who had been purchasing
a collection of the form C,. i.e. made up of elements in the
proportions (z2, ys, z, . . .), chose instead to purchasea
collection of the form C,, it ia certain that his action would
leave prices unchanged, so that he could buy the items in his
new collection at prices a,, b,, cE, . . . An analogousproposition holds of a single man in period I. who should choose
to shift from a collection of form C, to one of form C,. Rut,
or, if we prefer it, a
when it is the whole of agroup,
way,
representative man, who shiftshisconsun~ptioninthis
it k no longer certain that prices would be unaffected. If the
group in period 11. shifted from a collection of form C, to one
of form C,, it would have to pay, let us suppose, prices
a,', b:, . :e
In likemanner, if thegroup in period I. shifted
from a collection of form C, to one of farm C,, it would have to
pay prices a:, b:, cp'. The assumption referred to a t the end of

-
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the preceding section is that (5 a‘ glhl’ +zlcl’+
.) L
equalto
(
.
,
a
ylbl +zlcl
. .’) and that {s2u,’ + y2b:
z2c;
. . is equal bo { z2a2 yeb2 zzca . .}. This
means that the group in period 11. could then, if it chose, buy
as much of a C1 collection, in spite of the shift of prices cawed
by its decision to dothis, as it would have been able to do
had that decision caused no shift of prices;and
that an
analogousproposition holds of thegroupin period I. If all
the commodities
concerned
were
being
produced
under
price, the aboveassumption
conditions of constantsupply
wouldconform exactly to the facts. In real life, with a large
number of commodities, it is reasonable to suppose that the
upward price movementscaused
by shifts of consunlption
would roughly balance the downward movements ; so that, in
general,ourassumption
will conform approximately to the
facts. It isimportantto remember, however, throughoutthe
following argument, that this assumption is being made.
9. Let us begin with the case in which both the fractions
3 7 lie upon the Rame side of unity;theyare
setoutin
or both leas than unity. If
either both greaterthanunity
our group,
they are both greater than unity, this means that
if it wishes, can buy more commodities in the second period
than i n the first, whether its purchases arearranged in the
form of collection C, or in that of collection C,. Hence the
fact that in the second period it chooses the form C, proves that
the economic satisfaction (as measured in money)yielded by
what it then purchases inthe form C, is greaterthanthe
economic satisfaction (asmeasured in money) that would be
yielded by a collection of i h e form C, larger than the collection
of that form which i t puxchased in the first period? A fmtio7.&,
therefore, it is greater than the economic satisfaction (88
measured in money) that would be yielded by the actual collectiou of the form C, which it purchased in the Erst period.

+ . f

+

+

+ !
+

+ + .

’
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1 Thls propositionand the resulta based upon i t dependon
the condition
that o m group is ablc to buy st the ruling prim the qwtity of any tomodity
which it wiahes to buy at that price. When ofieial maximum prim have bem
hed,and people’s purchasee at those prim are restricted, either by i ppwa of
Rtdoning or by the faot that at thoss prim there ia not enongh af the mmmodity
to satisfy the demand, this condition is, of mume, not d
i
s
e
d
. During the
are& War the Bitnation waa further wmpIioatd by the fact thst the legs1 prkw
were often departed -from-at least in &many-in prectioe.
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But, since tastes and distribution are unaltered, the economic
satisfaction (asmeasured in money) that would be yielded by
the actual collection C , in the secondperiod is equalto the
economic satisfaction (asmeasured in money) that was yielded
by the actual collection in the first period. Hence, if both our
fractions are j p a t e r thanunity, it necessarily follows that
the economic satisfaction (as measured in money) yielded by
the collection C, bought in the second period is greater than the
economic satisfaction (as measured i n money) yielded by the
collection C, bought in thefirst period. By analogous reasoning
it can be shown that, if both the above fractions are less than
unity, the converse result holds good. In these circumstances,
therefore, either of the two fractions
&.%al + y,b, +zlcl
zlaz+ ylbz + z,cz

I,

. . . or I2 -x&+ y,bl +zzcl + . . .
. . . I, x,az + yeb2+ z#, + . . .,

or any expression intermediate between them, will satisfy the
condition, set out in 6, which our measure is required to fulfil
as a criterion of changes in the volume of the dividend.
$ 10. In the above circumstances, therefore]the condition we
have laid down does notdetermine the choice of a measure,
which that choice must
but merely fixes thelimitswithin
lie. Thewidth of theselimits depends upon theextentto
which thetwo fractions differ from one another. I n some
conditions there exists between them a relation of approximate
the
later
nineteenth
century,
the
equality. Thus, during
dominantfactor
inthe
Englishman's increased capacityto
obtain almost everyimportant commodity was one and the same,
namely, improved transport ; for a main part of what improvements in manufacture accomplished was to cheapen means of
transport. In otherconditions the difference between the two
fractions is considerable. Illustrationsthat would be directly
be found I mustcontent myself,
applicablemightperhaps
however, with one drawn, not
from an inter-temporary comparison of two states of the same group,but from a contemporary
comparison of the stakes of two groups. Thisilluetration is
oniy relevant to the present purpose on the unreal assumption
that English and German workmen's tastes are the =me and
that their purchasea differ solely on account of differences in

5
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their income andinthe
prices charged to them. It is
taken fmm the Board of Trade's Report on the Cost of Livang
in Gemam Towns. TheReportshowsthat,
at the time when
it was made, what an English workman customarily consumed
cost about one-fifth more in Germany than in England, while
what aGermanworkmancustomarily
consumed costabout
one-tenth more in Germany thanin England.' If, then, the
letterswiththe
suffix 1 be referred to Englishconsumption
and prices, and those with the suffix 2 to German consumption
and prices,

9 11. Though our condition, in the class of problem so far
considered, only fixes these two limits witllinwhich the measure
of dividend changes should lie, considerations of convenience
suggestevenhere
the wisdom of selecting,though it be in
an arbitrary manner, someone among the indefinitenumber
of possible measures. When weproceedfrom
this class of
problem to another more difficult class, the need for purely
arbitrary choice is narrower in range. It sonletimes happens
that one of the above two fractions is greater than unity and
it is clear that both of them
the other less than unity. Then
cannot indicate the direction in which the economic satisfaction
(as measured in money)enjoyedby
the grouphas changed.
I11 the second period, let UB suppose, the group's later
income commands a larger amount of the collection of form C,
than its earlierincome commanded ; but it commands a smaller
amount of the collection of form C, than its earlier income
commanded. I n thesecircumstances COIILII~OD. sensesuggests
that, if the fraction
&, .xlal+ ylb, + zlcl + . .
I, %a, + ylb2 -t zlcp + . . .
I

.

falls short of unity by a large proportion, while the fraction
I-.
, x@, + y2bl + zfiL+ . . .
I, zp* + y2b2 + Z2CB + .

..

exceeds unity only
by

a small proportion, the economic
[cd..4052],~p.vii and dv.
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sstisfaction (asmeasured in money) enjoyed by our group ha$
probably diminished;andthat,
if conditions of an opposite
' A likeincharacterarerealised, it hasprobablyincreased.
less conference, it wouldseem, may be drawn,thoughwith
fidence, when one fraction differs from unity in only a slightly
greater proportion than the other. If this be so, the economic
satisfaction-it will be understood that we are speakingof eatisour group probably
faction as measured in money-obtained by
decreases or increases in the second period according aa either
-I,. -xla,+ y,b, + zlcl + . . . x "I2 . xp, + y2b, + z2cl + . . .
I, ~ , a +, y,b, + zlcZ+ . , , I, x2u2+ y,b2 + z2c2 + . . .
or any power of this expression, or any other formula which
movesmore or less as it does, isgreater or less thanunity.
Any fraction constructed on these lines will, therefore,probably
satisfy the conditions required of our measure.
9 12. I n former editions of this work the above commonsense viewwas defended by directanalysis as follows. If

I, . Z1U1+ y,b,
_
I,

z1a2+ y,b,

+ ZlCl+ . . .
+ ZIC,+ . . .

is less than unity by alargefraction,thismeansthat,
were
ow group to purchase in the second year a collection of the
form C,, its purchases of each item wouldbe less by a large
percentage than they were in the first year, and thereforetastesanddistribution
being unchanged-itwould
probably
first year
enjoy anamount of satisfaction less thaninthe
my by Kl. Thefactthat,instead
of
by a largeamount.
doing this, it purchases in the second year a collection of the
form C, proves that the satisfaction yielded by its purchase of
this collection in the second year does not fall short of that
yielded by itm purchase of theother collection inthe first
year by more than K,. In likemanner, if
I, , x,al + y,b, + zzcl +
.
I, x,a, + y2b, + z& + , ,
isgreaterthanunity
by only 8 smallfraction,thismeans
to purchaseacollection
of the form
that, wereourgroup
C, inthe first year, ita purchases of each item would be
less by only a small percentage than they are in the second
year, and-tastes and distribution being unchanged-it would

..

.
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probablyenjoy an m o u n t of satisfaction less thaninthe
K2. Hence, the
Becond year byonlyasmallamount,say
satisfaction yielded by the collection actually purchased in
the second year does nob exceed that yielded by the collection
first year by more than E2.
actually purchased in
the
Since,therefore, in view of the largeness of JK, relatively to
K2,there are moreways in which t,he satisfaction from the
ways in
second year's purchasecan be less, thanthereare
which it can be more, than the satisfaction from the first
year's,purchase, and since, further, the probability of any one
of thesedifferent ways is prima fa& equaltothat
of any
other, i t is probable that the satisfaction from the second year's
purchase is less than that from the first year's. Thisline of
ieasoning now seems to me to depend on a priori probabilities
in amanner that is not correct. I t is necessary to look at
the matter more closely. To this end let us write
q, for the
quantity
of collection C, obtainable
(and
obtainedj with the then income in period 1. :
q2 for the quantity of collection C, obtainable with the then
il~come in period If. : .
rl for the quantity of collection C, obtainable with the then
income in period 1. :
T~ for the
quantity
of collection C, obtainable
(and
obtained) with the then income in period 11.:
and +(ql), +(y,), F(r,) and F(rJ for thequantities of s a t k faction (as measured i n money) associated withtheseseveral
actual and potential purchases.
We are given that
41'92

(1)
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Thus A, B, H and K are all positive, and, by simple transposition, r#t(ql) - F(T,) = &(A- B+H - K). The inequality (Y),
at all events if the excess of

41 over 2 is considerable, permits
92

T1

us to say that probably H>K. But
we know nothingabout
the values of A and B. The so-called principle of nonsufficient reasondoes
notentitle
us to educe out of this
nescience the proposition that probably (B - A)<(H - 9).I t is
only, however, with the help of some such proposition that we
can infer that +(PI) is probably > F(T ) Hence no general
2 :
proof of our common-senseview is possible. It is true that,
7

the larger the excess of
above 2, the moTe likely it is‘ that
Pe
rl
Satisfaction in the second period will be less than satisfaction
in thefirst;but
we cannot specify any values for these
quantitiesin
respect of which satisfaction in the second
period is moTe l i h l y than not to be less than satisfaction in
the first. As Mr. Keynes puts it,“ We are faced with a problem
in probability, for which in any particular case wemay have
in the absence of such data, is
relevantdata,butwhich,
simply indeterminate.”’
§ 13. If this conclusion iscorrect it follows that, when
of the expressions
_I2. a p , + ylbl+ zlcl+ . . .
and
I, x1a2+ y1b2+ z1c2 +. . .
5 . x p l + y2bl + z2c1 + . .
one is greater and
I, x9a2+ yeb2 + z2c2 + . .
the other less than unity, there is no intermediate expression
of which we can say in general terms that the economic satisor decreases
faction obtained by our group probably increases
in the second periodaccording 88 the expression is greater
or leas thanunity.
Nevertheless, when bothour
limiting
expressions are on the same side of unity, 80 that there is no
doubt BB towhether economic satisfaction, as between the
two periods, has increased or diminished, it is practically much
more convenient to write downsome single expression intermediate between thetwolimitingexpressionsratherthan
both of these. There are an inbite number of intermediate

.

.

.

A Bealisc on M q , voL ip. 112.
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expressions available. In making our choice among them, since
there is no deeper ground of preference, we may, as Mr. Keynes
writes,“legitimately be influenced by considerations of algebraical
elegance, of arithmeticalsimplicity, of labour-saving, and of
internal consisteucy between different occasions of using a
particular system of short-hand.”’ It is thus,I suggest, properto
make use of tbe two fundamental tests of technical excellence
in price index numbers-for, of course, the measure we are seeking is simpIy the reciprocal of a price index number multipliedby
the proportionate change that h a s taken place in money incomes
-which Professor Irving Fisher has brought into prominence.
First, the formula chosen should be such that ‘‘ it will give the
same ratiobetween one point of comparison and the other point,
no matter which of the two istaken aa base.”
If, calculated
forward, it shows that in 1910 prices were double what they
were in 1900, it must not, as a so-called unweighted arithmetical index number of the Sauerbeck type woulddo,show,
when calculated backwards, thatin 1 9 0 0 prices weresomethingotherthan
half whatthey were in 1910. Secondly,
the formula chosen should obey what Professor Fisher calls the
factor-reversal test. “Wheneverthere is aprice of anything
exchanged, there is implied a quantity of it exchanged, or
produced, or consumed, or otherwise involved, so thatthe
problem of an index number of prices implies the twin problem
of an indexnumber of quantities. . . No reason can be
given for employing a given formula for one of the two factors
the formula
which does not apply to the other.”Hence,
money
chosen should be such that,assumingtheaggregate
values of all the commodities we are studying to have moved
between two years from E to (E+e), then, if the fomulaJ &B
applied to prices, gives an upward movement from P to ( P + p )
and, aa applied to quantities, an upward movement from Q to
(Q-k P>J
is eQmlto E.+ c

.

?{’.

Besides conformity withthese

’ A lha4i.W

tests we may also properIp

012 ~~, vot ip. 119.
Thc M&?q of Islrdcz Nusn6eTs, p 64.
La. eil. pp. 72 and 74.
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require in our measure simplicity of structure and convenience
These various
considerations
taken
together
point, on the whole, to the formula
of handling.

zlul
+ ylbl + zlcl + . . . zfla,+ y,b, + z2cl + . . .
=, xlaz-t ylb2 + zlc2 + . . . * x2az + y2b, + z2c2 + . . .
I,

J

as the measure of change most satisfactory for our purpose. The
portion of this expressionto

theright of

isthe

reciprocal

I1

of that form of price index number to which Professor Fisher
assigns the firstprize for generalmerit,and
which he proposes to call “ the ideal index number.”
14. Theformulae discussed so far,alikethe
Limiting
formulae and the intermediate formula, have been built up on
thetacit
assurnptiou that no commodities areincludedin
either of the collections C, and C,, which are not included in
both
If,
’ therefore, a commodity
is
available
for purchase in one of any two years
but
not
in
the
other,
the satisfaction yielded by this commodity in
the
year
ignored
by
these
in which it is purchased is wholly
measures. So far then aa “ newcommodities ” are introduced
betweentwo periods which are beingcompared, the measures
are imperfect. Thismatter is important, becausenewcommodities, the
in
sense here
relevant,
embrace,
not
merely
commodities that are new physically, but also old commodities
thathave
become obtainable at new times or places, such
which railways
as strawberries in December, or thewheat
have introducedintoparts
of India where it was formerly
unknown.Obviously,we
must nob count December strawberries along withordinarystrawberries, and so makeinventions for strawberry forcing raise the price of strawberries, but
as a new anddistinct
mustreckonDecemberstrawberries
commodity. Since, however,
new
commodities
seldom
play
an important part in the Consumptiot~of nny group till some
little while afterthey are first introduced, the imperfection
to be veryserious for comparisons
due to thisisnotlikely
between two years that arefairly close together. We can

’

5

!i!k.M&wof In&z

Numbers, p. 242.

- .
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ignore the existence of the newcommodities and confine our
calculations to the old ones without serious risk of invalidatingour results. As between distant years, however, in the
later of which a great number of important commodities may
be available that did notexist
a t allintheearlier
ones,
ameasure
that ignorednewcommoditieswouldbe
almost
worthless as a gauge of changes (as defined in the preceding
chapter) in the size of the national dividend.’ Unless, tberefore, someway can be found of bringingthese
thing into
otherthan
account, the hope of makingcomparisonsover
it wouldseem, beabandoned.
A
very shortintervalsmust,
way out of this impasse is, however, available inthechain
method
devised
by
Marshall.2 On this method, the price
level of 1 9 0 0 is compared with that of 1 9 0 1 on the basis of
the commodities available in boththoseyears,
new
commoditiesintroducedand
oldcommodities dropped out during
1 9 0 1 being ignored ; the price level of 1 9 0 1 is then compared
with that of 1902, thenew commodities of 1 9 0 1 this time being
counted, but those of 1902 ignored; and so on. Thus we may
suppose prices in 1 9 0 1 to be 95 per cent of prices of 1 9 0 0 ;
those of 1902, 8’7 per cent of those of 1 9 0 1 ; those of 1903,
1 0 3 per cent of those of 1902. On this basis we construct a
chain, the price level of 1 9 0 0 being put at 100.
With the
above figures the chain will be :
1901

.
.

1902

.

1903

.

1900

.

.
.

100
95

85

(i.8.

a2*6

100

Whet1 the reciprocals of thesepriceindices,

’””>.
whichobviously

1 Similar considerations suggest that the existence of ‘‘ new commodities,”
or rather, in thls case, different commodities, is a more serious obetacle in the
way of comparing two distant than two neighbouring placw, became it is much
more likely that one of the two distant places (e.8. a tropical as ngainst a

polar region) than it is that one of the twoneighbouring places will purchase
commodities that are not known in the other. ds Lwtween ahstant plaeea the
chain method, about to be described, conld theoretically be applied miz a chain
of intermediate places ; but practioally this method of comparison would
prohablg prove unworkable.
Cf. Mamhal~ Gbiat9-r~
lkmktc, Mamh 1887, p. 371, etc.
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constituteindices of thepurchasing power of €1, areput
of thenational
dividend, we obtain an
into ourmeasure
instrument by which years, too. distant fromone another to
process, can be combe effectively compared by anydirect
pared by achain of successive stages. It is it9 though we
were unable to construct any measuring rod capable of maintaining its shape if carried more than 100 miles. It would
comparison between
then be impossibletomakeanydirect
by
theheight of the trees in places 1 0 0 0 milesapart.But,
comparing the trees at the first mile with those at the 100th
mile, thesewiththose
atthe199th
mile, and so on continually, it would be possible to make an indirect comparison.'
It must, indeed, be conceded that, if the successive individual
of which
comparisonsembodied
inthe chainmethod,each
admittedly suffers from a small error, are likely for the most
part to suffer from e r r m in the same direction, the cumulative
erroras between distantyears may be large. Were people
equally likely to forget how to make things now in u.3e aa to
1 ProfessorFisherdoesnot,
as it seems to me, take suficientaccount of
thisaspect of the chainmethod.
If there were no newcommodities to be
considered, or if new Commodities as between distant yearn were upimportant,
I shouldnotquarrelwithhis
position. It would then be true, as heargues,
that, in acomparison of 1900 and 1920, our index number should bebaaed
directly on t h e p r i m and quantities ruling in
those two years, and that the
prim and quantities ruling in 1910, which, if the chain pethod were used,
would bemvolved, are irrelevant, and resort to them a
~ourceof error. It is
easy to see, forexample, that, i f the position of 1900 as toquantitiesand
prioes is exactly repeated in 1920, an index made on the ehain method would
probably not give, IW it ought to do, a number for 1920 equal to that for 1900.
(Cf. TAe Rcview of hbmrnic Statistics,May '1921,p. 110.) But if, say, half
the expenditure in 1920 is on commodities that did not exist in 1900, a chain
c o m e o n L no longer an inferior substitute for a direct comparison :.it is the
only sort of cornparisoh that it is possible to make a t all. For this m n it
seems to me on the whole best that, in mnstructing a series of index numbers,
we shouldemploy
the chain method, andnotthe
method of calculatinga
numberfor each year relative to one (the same)base year. I n t h e abeence of
uew commodities the issuewould
be balanced, beasuse, whereas thechain
method gives, perfectlycorrectresult8only
as betwwn auouessive years, t h e
other method--except withconstant-weightformulae,whichareinadmissible
on other grounds-givee perfectly correct m u l t a only as between the base year
andeach other yen'.
But the argument .fromnew commodities t i p the scale
in favonr of chain series. Of coum, if, having conetructed a chain series, we
desireamorespecialcomparisonbetween
two years (other than successive
years)covered by it, and if, as betweenthoae years, the "new commodity "
trouble happens to be unimportsnt, it will be well to crlCulate a new number
directly for thie purpose innteed of using the seriw number.(ForFisher's
view compare T h Making of I
&
Numkm, p. 308, ete.)

.
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invent new things, a large cumulative error would be unlikely.
But, in fact, we know that the great march of inventive progressis not offset in this way. Hencetheerrorsintroduced
by the chain method are
likely to be predominantly in one direction, in such wise that, if the method, as between two distant
years, gives equal purchaaing power for the E,it is probable
that the € reallybrings more satisfaction to the representative man of given tastes in the later year that in the earlier.
Consequently, if our chain measure in 1 9 0 0 gave 90 as the
index of a Es pwchssing power, and gave 1 0 0 as the index
in 1920, even though meanwhile a large number
of new commodities had been introduced and old commodities abandoned,
we mightconfidentlyinfer that, in the conditionspostulated
in $ 5, theamount of economic satisfactioncarried to our
group by a f,was larger i n 1 9 20 than it had been in 1 900.
:But, if theseindices were reversed, we could not inferwith
equal confidence-indeed,
unless thefall of theindex were
very great, we could not infer with any confidence-that
the
sum of economic satisfactioncarried by a € was smaller in
1920 than in 1900.
5 15. We now turn to the second mainproblem of this
chapter. The formula of 9 13 is the one we shouldselect if
our choice wm completely free. But it cannot be employed
in practice because, in order to constructit, a greatdeal
of information mould be necessary which isneverinfact
available. It is, therefore, necessary toconstruct, from such
informationas
we canobtain,a
model, or representative,
measure that shallapproximate to it as closely as possible.
Our full-data measure, apart from ita multiplier 1,
- represent11

ing change of income, is built up of two parts : the reciprocal
of the price change of the collection C, (containing quantities
of different commodities equal to zl,yl, 3, . .) andthe
reciprocal of the price change of the collection C, (conhining
quantities equal to z2,yz, z2, . . .). Our approximatememure
of twopartsconstituting
will, therefore, also be builtup
approximations to theprice changes of C, and of C, respectively.
By what use of the method of sampling can these approximations best be made ?

.
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5 16.

Whatever be the collection of commodities with .
which we are concerned, whether it be that purchased at any
time bypeople in general, or by artisans, or by labourers, or
by anyother body of persons, it islikely to contain com.
modities drawn from several different groups, the broad characteristics of whose price movements are different. A good
samplecollectionshouldcontainrepresentatives
of all the
groups with different characteristics that enter into the national
of it which we aretrying
to
dividend, or of thatpart
measure.’
Unfortunately, however, practical
considerations
make it impossible thatthisrequirement
should be satisfied,
it necessary that resortshould behad to
and evenmake
commodities that do notthemselves enter into the purchases
of ordinary people, but are, like wheat and barley, raw materials
of commodities that do. For the range of things whose prices
our sample collection
we are able to observe andbringinto
is limited in two directions.
First, except for certain articles of large popular consumption, theretail prices charged to consumers are difficult to
ascertain. Giffenonce went so far as to say: “ Practically it
is found that only the prices of leading commodities capable of
being dealt with in large wholesale markets can be made use of.”
This statement must now be qualified, in view of the studies of
retail prices of food that have been made by the Board of Trade
and the late Ministryof Food, but it still holds good over a considerable field. Even, however, when the difficulty of ascertaining retail prices can be overcome, theseprices are unsuitable
for comparison over a series of years, because the thing priced
is apt to coutain a different proportion of the services of the
retailer and of the transporter, and, therefore, to be a different
fresh
thing a t onetime from what it isat another.When
sea fish could be hadonly atthe seaside, its averageprice
1 Profeasor Mitchell writes : ‘‘ The sluggish movement of manufaptured g d s
and of consumere’ oommodities in particular, the capricious jumping of farm
producta, the rapidly i n c m i n g dearnew of lumber, etc., are ell part end parcel
of the fluctuations which the price level is actually undergoing. . . Every
restriction in the scope of the dsts impliea a limitation in the significance
of t h e ~asnlts”(Bulktin of th.5 U.S.A. Barmu sf h b o u ~
Slatzkdies, No. 173,
pp. 66-7). This IS quite correot aa it stands, but it must not be interpreted to
mply that both finished producta and the raw mlLterisle embodied i n those mrne
finished pmducta l o n l d be included.

.
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that railwaysenable it to be sold inland,its
average retail price includes much higher charges for distribution than it used to do. Thesimplest plan for dealing with
this difficulty is to take, as a rule, the wholesale price of a
thing at its place of production, and to allow fullweightto
the cheapening of thetransport of goodtl,of persons, and of
news as separate and most weighty items.”’
Secondly, it is very difficult to takeaccount even of the
wholesale prices of manufacturedarticles, because, while still
called by the same name, theyarecontinually
uudergoing
changes in character
and
quality.
Stilton
cheese, once a
a
cheese. Clarets of
double-cream, is now single-cream
different vintages arenotequivalent.
A third-classseat in a
railwaycarriage is notthe same thing now as it was forty
years ago. ‘<Anaverage ten-roomedhouseis,
perhaps, twice
as largein volume as it used to be; and a great part of its
cost goes for water, gas, and other appliances whichwere not
inthe older house.”
“Duringthepast
twelve years, owing
to more scientific methods of thawing and freezing, the quality
of the foreign mutton sold in this country has steadily improved ;
on the other hand, that of foreign beef has gone down, owing
to the fact that the supply from North America has practically
ceased, and its place has been taken by a poorer quality
coming from the Argentine.”’
The eame class of difficulty is
metwith inattempts to evaluate manydirect services-the
as Paretopointedly
services of doctors, forexample,which,
cotton industry4
observes, absorb more expenditurethanthe
“ f o r these,whileretainingtheir
name, often varytheir
nature.
It would thus seem that the principal things available for
observation-though
it must be admittedthatthe
official
Canadian Index Number and more than one indexnumber
employed in the United States have attempted a wider survey
+re raw materials in the wholesale markets, particularly in
the large world markets. These things”apart, of course, from
1 Cf. Marahall, Contcnporory &
me
’zo, Maroh 1887, p. 374.

wm low.Now

2 Ibicz. p. 375.
Cf. also firshdl, Jfmwg, Credit, and Cmnmmc,
p. 2.3.
3 Mrs. Wood, &WSOVR~~J d , 1913, pp. 622-3.

4

Coterr d‘t!wm& poliliqru, p. 281.
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the war-have probably of late years fallen in price relatively
to minor articles, in which the cost of transport generally plays
a smaller part ; they have certainly fallen relatively to personal
services ; and they have probably risen relatively to manufactured articles, because the actual processes of manufacture
have beenimproving.
The probabletendencyto mutual compensation in the movements of items omitted from our samples
makes the omission a less serious evil than it would otherwise
be. But, of course, the approximation t.0 a true measure is p r o
tanto worsened ; and it is almost certain, since the value of raw
materialsisoften
only a m a l l proportion of thevalue of
finished products, so that a 50 per cent change in the former
might involve only a
5 per cent change i n the latter, that it
will give an exaggerated impression of the 0uctuationsthatoccur.
Nor does what has just been said exhaust the list of our
the several
disabilities. For the sampleswantedtorepresent
“collections”is alist,not
merely of prices, but of prices
information
multiplied by quantitiespurchased : and our
information
aboutquantities is evenmore limitedthanour
about prices. There are very few records of annual outputat
still less of annual purchases-ofcommoditiesproduced
home. Quantities of imports are, indeed, recorded, butthere
are not very many important things that are
wholly obtained
by importation.The
difficulty can,indeed,beturned,
for
somepurposes,by
resorttotypicalbudgets
of expenditure.
of the average
These make it possible togetaroughidea
principal
articles
thatare
made
by
purchases of certain
particular classes of people. Butthis method can scarcely
as yet provide more than rough averages. It will seldom
enable us to distinguishbetween thequantities of various
things which are embodied in the collections representative of
different years fairly close together.
17. Let us next suppose that these difficulties have been
SO far overcome that asampleembracingbothprices
and
quantities atall
relevant periods is available. The
next
problem is to determine the way in which the pricesought
to be ‘‘ weighted.” At first sight it seems naturalthatthe
weights should be proportioned to the quantities of the several
commodities that are contained in the collection from which

5
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the sample is drawn. But, in theory at all events, it is sometimes possible to improve upon thisarrangement.For
some
of the commodities aboutwhich we haveinformationmay
be connected with some excluded commodities in such a way
thattheir pricesgenerally
varyinthe
same sense. These
commodities, being representative of the othem as well as of
themselves,may properly be given weights in excess of what
theyareentitled to intheir own right.Thus,ideally,
if we
had statistics for a few commodities, each drawn from a different
it
broad group of commodities withsimilarcharacteristics,
would
be
proper to “weight”the
prices of our
several
sample commodities in proportion, not to their own importance,
but to that of the groups which they represent. This, however,
isscarcelypracticable.There
may be certain commodities
whose representativecharacter is so obvious that a doctored
weight may rightly be given to them, but we shall seldom have
enoughknowledge
to attemptthiskind
of discrimination.
To use oursampleas
it stands is, in general, the best plan
that is practically available.’ Hence,thefull-data
measure
of the price change of the collection C, being
qa,+y,b,+z,c,+
...
zpl + ylb, + z15 + . .’
the best available approximation to this will be
%a2+ y,b2 + . . .
Z1U1 + y16, + . . .’

.

I This propositioncan
be proved by means of the principle of inverse
probability. Thereare more ways in which a sample that will change in a
given deee m n be drawnfrom a completecollectionwhichchanges
in that
degree t g n there are ways in whichsuch a earnple could be drawnfroma
oollection that changed in a differentdegree.Therefore
any givensample
that has been taken without bias from any collection is more likely to repreaent
that collection correctly as it sbnds than it would do after being mhjected to
any kind of doctoring. It must be confessed,however, thatthe question,
whether a commodity whose price .has moved very di5erently from the main
part of our aample ought to be included, is a delicate one. The omission of
“extreme observations ” is sometimes deemed desirable in the mlcnlstion of
phpical measurernentg What should be done in this matter depends on
whetherornot
a primi expectations, coupled with the general form of uur
sample, show that the originaldistribution,fromwhich
the Bample ia taken,
obeys some ascertained law of error. Whether they do thia or not will often be
hard to decide. It should be added t h a t t h e prsctical effect of omitting extreme
observations is only likely to be imporhnt when the number of cornmoditiea
included in our w n p l e is small; and that it ie just when thin number ia small
that adequate grounds for exdwion are most difficult ta m a by.
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where thenumber
of terms is limitedtothenumbq
of
articlescontained
inthe
sample. It fdlowsthatthe
best
-approximation to thefull-data
measure of dividendchange
set out at the end of § 1 3 is

/xlal + ylbl +
Il.L/ xlap+ ylbz+

1,

. . .“ X zzal t y2bl + . . .
. . . z2a2+ y2b, + . . .’

5

18. In practice,ashasalready
been hinted, we cannot
usually find a reasonable sampleset of articles,inregardto
which thequantities of the same articlespurchased in each
of the twoperiods (or places) we are comparing are known.
I n these circumstances we may have to content ourselves with
asample in whichquantitiesare
given only for one of the
yearsinour comparison. In this case we are forced to truncate our formula and adopt the form
I, xlal + y,b, + . .
I, xla, + ylb, + . .’

.

.

This is the type of formula (inverted) employed by tbe British
Board of Trade in the cost of living index number. Obviously
a sample of this truncated sort is inferior to a full sample. But
Professor Fisher’s investigations show that it does not usually
yield results very widely divergent from thosegiven by the
full sample. We need not,therefore,attackthevery
difficult
question whether there may not be some other formula founded
on the samedata that would givea closer approximationto
the full sample.
19. It is, however, desirable a t thispoint
t o make
plain the exactrelationbetweenthe
above formula and that
such
implicit in a so-called unweighted”indexnumber
as Sauerbeck’s. In that type of indexnumberacertainyear
or average of years is taken as base, the prices of all commodities for this base-year or he-period are put at 100, and
t h e p r i m for other years a t the appropriate fractions of 100,
If a,, b,, cl, aretheactual
prices in thebase- year,and
%,A,, $, the actual prices in the other year, the index of a €‘s
purchasing power for this other year will be
100 f 100 + 100 . . .
‘I

loo%+ 100% t 1005 . . .
I

4

%
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This is equivalent to the formula givenin
the preceding
section if andonly if zl,yl, z,, . . . inthat formulahave
1 0 0 100 100
-, --, . . That is to say, the
values proportioned to -,
a1

b,

.

c1

Sauerbeckformula measures the changes thattake place in
the aggregate price of a collectiQn made up of such quantities
of each sort of commodity as would, in the base-year or baseperiod, have sold for equal multiples of H O O . It is extremely
improbable that, as a matter of fact, those quantities were the
quantities actually sold in the base-year or base-period. Therea formula
fore, it is only by anextraordinaryaccidentthat
constructed 011 the Sauerbeck plan withany givenyear or
period as base will coincide withaformula
modelledon the
plan of the precedingsection and designed to display the
changes that occur in the aggregate price of the collect~ionthat
was actually sold in bhe base-year or base-period.
tj 20. To whathasjust
been said an obvious corollary
attaches. We have seen that
an
index
number
on the
Sauerbeckplanis
builtup
with anyyear or period R as
base; it measureschanges in the aggregate price of a collection made up of such quantities of each commodity as in the
year R wouldhave sold for €100. I t follows that, when the
base is shifted from the year R, to the year R,, the collection
whose aggregate price movements are beingmeasured is, in
general,
altered.
Since, then, a different thing is being
measured, i t is to be expected that adifferentresult will be
attained;andthere
is no reason why theresults should not
differ so far that an index number on base $ shows a rise in
the purchasing power of money, while a similarnumber (of
the Sauerbecktype) on the base & shows a fall. Thus, if
we have to do withtwo
commodities only, one of which
doubles in price while theother halves, this type of index
number will show a 2 5 per cent rise in the price of the two
together if the first year is taken as base and a 20 per cent
practical
fall if the second year is taken. An excellent
certain
illustration of thistype of discrepancy is afforded
tables inthe Board of Trade publications concerning the
cost of living in English and German towns respectively.
In the BIue-book dealing with England the real wages of
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London, the Midlands and Ireland are calculated by means of
indexnumbers, in whichLondon (corresponding in ourtime
index, my, to the year 1890) is taken as base, and the price
of consumables and the rents prevailing there are both represeuted by 100. On this plan, prices of consumablesand
of 4 and 1 respectively, the Board
rents beinggivenweights
of Trade found real wages in London to be equal to
those
those of the Midlands, and 3 percenthigherthan
of Ireland.
If,
however, Irelandhad
been takenas
base,
the indices of real wageswould have been in London 98, in
the Midlauds 104, in
Ireland
100. A similar
dilbculty
emerges inthe Blue-bookon German towns. The Board of
Trade, taking Berlin as base, found real wages higher in that
on their list.’ “If the
city than in any place saveone
North Sea ports, instead of Berlin, hadbeen takenas base,
Berlin would haveappearedfourth
on thelistinstead
of
second, andthe
order of the otherdistricts
would have
; and, by takingCentralGermanyas
base,
beenchanged
even greater changes in the order would have been effected.”
I t is true, no doubt, that large discrepancies of this sort are
not likely to occur, except when there are large differences, or,
as between different times, largefluctuations, in the prices of
commoditia that are heavily weighted. But that fact, though
practically interesting, is not relevant to my present point.
5 21. It mayhappen in 80me circumstances that we
have no knowledge of, and no data for guessing, quantities for
any of the years we wish to compare, and are, therefore, forced
back, for the price index number involved in our measure, on
asample of price relatives alone without any weights
at all.
I n thesecircumstances the preceding discussione makeone
by
thingquite
clear. We mustnotconstructourindex
combining the price relatives in a simple arithmetical average,
after %hemanner of Sauerbeck. The paradoxes
to which that
method leads me avoided if either the simple geometric
mean-this
will not work if the price of any of our
commodities is liable to become nothing !-or
the median
of the price
relatives
is taken. Professor Fisher
has
an
a
f

[Cd.40321, p.

d r .

J. Y. Keynea, Exmnnic JOCWMZ, 1QQ8, p 478.
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interesting discussion of the comparative advantages of these
are
plainly
inferior
to
the weighted
two forms.' Both
for that formula
formula of 8 18, where thedatarequired
are available.
9 22. In conclusion we havetoconsider the reliability
of the various practicablemeasures which are availableas
representatives of the full-data measure. Let us firstsuppose
of the samegeneral
form as
that we canobtainasample
the full-data measure, quantitiesas
well as
prices
being
available for both (or all) of the periods that we wish to
compare. Five
general
observations
may
then
be
made.
First, when the sample isdrawn frommost of the principal
sets of commodities
included
in
the
full-data
collection,
which have
characteristic
price
movementa, the probable
less than it is when a less
error of our measurewillbe
the sample
representative field is covered, Secondly,when
is large, inthe sense thattheexpenditure
upon the items
included i n i t comprises a large part of the aggregate expenditure of our group upon the whole collection, the probable error
is less than it is when the sample is smalL With random
sampling in the strict technical sense, the reliability increases
as thesquare root of the number of itemscontained inthe
sample. Thirdly, when each of the items constituting the fulldata collection absorbs individually a small part
of the aggregate
expenditureupon that collection, the probableerror is less
part
than when some of the items absorb individually a large
of thetotal expenditure. Fourthly, when the itemsincluded
in the sampleexhibit a small " scatter," the variousprices
changing a.~between the years we are comparing in very
similar degrees, the probable error is less than it is when the
item exhibit
a
wide scatter.
From
this
consideration
it
follows that the magnitude of the error to which our measure
is liable is greater-apart altogether.from the difficulty of '' new
between distant years
commodities"referred to in $ 14"
than as between years thatare close together. The reason
is, as Professor Mitchell, on the basis of a wide survey of
facts, has shown, thatthe distribution of the variations in
wholesale prices as between one year and the next
is highly
1 Cf. %.H&iq
O j I h Nwmha, p. 211, ete., and p. 260, etc.
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concentrated,-more concentrated than the distribution proper
to the normallaw of error,-but
the distribution of variationsasbetween
one yearand asomewhat distantyear is
highlyscattered.
“ With somecommodities
the trend of successive price changes continuesdistinctlyupwards
for years
at time
a
; withother
commodities there is a constant
downwardtrend ; with still others no definite long-period
trend appears.”
Finally, if we are unable to obtain a sample
of tlle same general form as ourfull-data measure, andhave
to be contentwith one of thetruncated formdescribed
in
5 18, our measure will, of course, be less reliable than one
of equd range of the better type. If we have to dowithout
quantities altogether, and mustuse the simple geometric mean or
the median of price relatives, the measure will be less reliable
to
stilL But, it is important to notice, the damagedone
reliability by the use of an inferiorindexformula,like
the
damage done by the use of a small sample, is not very great
when the scatter of price movements between the years we are
comparing is small or moderate, but may be very great when
the scatter is large.
U.S. Bulletin of Labour, No. 173, p. 23. ’
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CHAPTER VI1
ECONOMIC
WELFARE
AND
CHANGES
IN THE SIZE OF
THE
NATIONAL
DIVIDEND

5

1. IT is evidentthat,
provided the dividendaccruingto
diminished,
increases
inthe
size of the
the poor is not
aggregate national dividend, if they occur in isolation without
anything else whateverhappening, must involve increases in
economic welfare. For, though,nodoubt,
economic welfare
aa measured in money, and, therefore, thenational dividend
as here defined, mightbeincreasedand
economicwelfare
aa measured in money-at
the same time
in itself-not
diminished, if an additionto thesupply of rich men’sgoods
wasaccompanied
by a contractioninthesupply
of poor
men’s goods, thissort of doublechange is ruled out by the
proviso thatthe
dividendaccruing
’tothe poor shall not
be diminished. But it does not follow that every cause,
which, whileleaving
the dividend of the poor unharmed,
dividend,
must bring
increases the size of the aggregate
a b u t an increase in economicwelfare ; because it is possible
that acause which increases the size of the dividend may
atthe sametimeproduce
other effects adverseto economic
inquire how farthis
welfare. It is desirable, therefore,to
possibility needs to be reckoned with in practice.
2. Changes in consumption that come about in consequence of an increase in facilities for obtaining some of the
itemscontained
inthe
dividend areliabletobringabout
changes in taste. But, when any particular kind of commodity
bemmes more readilyavailable the resultant change of. taste
ia usually an enhancement. Thus, when machinesare sent

5
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out on trial, or articlespresented
insample- packets, or
picturesexhibitedfree
tothe public, tbe populardesirefor
theseobjects
tendsto be augmented.When
public-houses,
or lotteries, or librariesare easily accessible, the taste for
drink, or gambling, or literatureisnotmerely
gratified, but
is also stimulated.
When
cleanliness,
or light,’ or model
dwellings, or model plots of agricnlturallandare
set up,
though it is only
to
be
seen, and not owned, by the
neighburs,the
object lesson may still succeed andmake
Thus, “ free
plain
superiorities
hitherto
unrecognised.’
for creating
the
habitual
power of
libraries
are
engines
enjoying high-class literature,” and a savings bank,
if confined
In like
to the poor, is an “ engine for teachingthrift.”’
in subsidising
manner the policy of many Germancities,
theatres and opera-houses and in providing symphony concerts
two or three eveningsa
week a t averysmall
admission
fee, -is an educational policy that bears fruit in increased
capacity for enjoyment. It is truethat an increase in taste
forone thingisgenerally
associated withadecline
intaste
for any other things that fulfil the same or a similar purpase,
8.9. wool as against cotton or a new “ best type” of motor car
as against what used to be the best type, and sometimes with
decline
a
intaste
for otherquitedisconnectedmeans
of
enjoyment. But it isreasonable, in tbesecircumstances, to
hold that, the provision made for the new tasteislikelyto
yield aome excess of satisfaction over that made for the old ;
Cf. Walple’s account of the way i n which the introductionof street l a m p
for illuminants within the neighbouring hounes
An elaborate method of advertising electric light
is quoted in Whyte’s Bec8d Idustry (p. 57). A company underhkea to
instal six lamps in a house free of all chsrge for a six months’ trial, t h e householder paying only for the current that he urns. After the six months, the wmp n y mdertakes to remove the whole arrangement if the customer 80 desires.
2 Cf. Miss Octavia Hill’s practice of insieting on the cleanliness of the stairc a w s of her houses, andSir H. Plunkett’eaccount of the Cork Exhibition,
1902 (1S.ela.lodin the New Century, pp. 285-7).
3 Jevons, Methods of S&Z
&form, p. 32. It should be noted, however,
that Dr. Marshall believea this order of consideration to have a relatively small
range. He writes : “Thoas demands,whichshow high elasticity in the long
run, ahow a high elasticity almost a t once ; 80 that, subject to a few exceptions, we may speak of the demand for a commodity as being of high or low
ahticity without apeoifying how far we are looting ahead ” ( X m j d m of
1

led

to an incrsaseddemand
(Hisof EngZund, i 86).

&mum&, p

468).
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so that the net result of an increase in facilities for obtaining
some of the items contained in the dividend will be to increase
economic welfare.
3. The above argument does not, however, go to the
root of things. It is
relevant
to
immediate
short-period
effects ratherthan
to ultimate effects. When group
a
of
peoplehavepassedfrom
a state of relative poverty, to which
they were accustomedandadapted,toa
state of relative
wealth, to which they have become adapted, will they really
of their environderive more satisfaction from the last state
changed
ment
than
they
did
from the first ? Withthe
conditions the whole scheme of their desires andhabitsand
expectations will also bechanged.
If aman who had all his
life sleptinasoft
bed was suddenly compelled' to sleep on
the ground under the sky, hewouldanffer greatly ; but does
aman who has always slept on asoft bedenjoy his nights
more than onewho hasalways slept under the sky ? Is it
certain that ahundred
Rolls-Royce cars in a Rolls-Royce
world would yield a greater sum of satisfaction than a hundred
chapterthat
dogcartsin
a world of dog-carts 2 Inthe
followssome reasonswill be givenfordoubtingwhethera
substantialreduction in the realconsumableincome
of rich
people, provided it were general, would, after time had been
diminish
their
allowed for adaptation to it, appreciably
economic welfare. Analogous considerations hold good of an
is a
increase in theirrealconsumable
income. Thepoint
very important one. If the per capita income of this country
were, say, twenty times what it actually is, it may well be
that a further increase in it .wouldnot
ultimately-the
populationbeing supposedconstant-add
anything at all to
economic welfare. As thingsare, however, in view of low
level of average real income, we may, I think, safely conclude
that an increase inthe dividend-apart
from thefantastic
hypothesis thatthe whole increase goes to personsalready
very rich-would
carrywith it, ultimatelyandnotmerely
immediately, an increase in economic welfare. The goal of
economic betterment is not a mere illusion.'

5

Cf. Id. Bouquet ( WeUmivkwhaftlicha Arehie, Oet. 1929, pp. 174 d q.)
for an opposite view. M. Bouquet argue~that euonomic wdfnre depende on t h e
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§ 4. There is, however, a furtherpointto be considered.
The economic welfare of a community consists in the balance
of satisfactions derived from the use of the national dividend
over the dissatisfactionsinvolved in themaking of it, Consequently, when an increase inthenational
dividend comes
about in association with au iucrease in
the quantity of work
done to produce it,thequestion
maybe raised whether the
in
increase in work donemay
not involvedissatisfaction
excess of the satisfaction which i t s product yields. Now, in
so far as extra work is called out because, through inventions
and so on, new aud more advantageous means of employing it
have beenopened up,thereis
nofear of this. Nor is there
any fear of it if the extra work is called out because obstacles,
such as quarrels between employers and employed, which used
toprevent peoplewho wantedtowork
fromdoing s o , have
Nor again is there any fear of it if the extra
beenremoved.
work is called out because methods of remuneratingworkpeople, which rewardextra work withequivalentextrapay,
have been introduced. It is possible, however, thatextra
work may be called outinother
ways than these. Suppose,
for example, that the whole community was compelled by law
day, and-which
is infact
to work for eighteenhoursa
improbable-that
this
policy made the
national
dividend
larger. It is practicallycertain thatthe satisfactionyielded
by theextraproduct
wouldbe
enormously less thanthe
is herea
dissatisfaction causedby
theextra labour.There
cauaewhich hasincreased the size of the nationaldividend
while lessening, and not increasing, the sum of economic welfare.
Thistype of cause is not, inthe modernworld, practically
important, because, apart from militaryconscription, we have
It is,
to do withvoluntary,notwith
compulsory,labour.
however,conceivable
that, evenunderavoluntarysystem,
something analogousmaye&erge.
From amistaken view of
their own real intqest, workpeople may welcome an addition
to the hours of labour of a sort which augments the dividend
relationbetween inaomes and needs, and that an increase in income involves,
after time for adjtlatment haa been allowed, auch au increase of needs that the
original relation betweeb income and needs is re-eatabliahed. Henee, he concludes, the economio welfare of a representative man is a constant, unaffected in
the long m n by chengea in hie iworne.
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but damageseconomic welfare. Again, underthe exploitation
to assent to an
of
employers,
workpeople
may be
forced
increase of work as a less evilthan reduced earnings. There
are hereanumber
of possible causes of additions t o the
dividend associated with damage to economic welfare. Plainly,
however, among the general body of causes relevant to our
discussion theparttheyplay
will be small. I n general,
causes which increase the size of the national dividend while
involving an increase in work, as well as causes which increase
it withoutinvolving this, will, the conditions of distribution
being assumed, increase economic welfare.

C H A P T E R VI11
ECONOMIC
WELFARE
AND
CEIANGES
IN THE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND

9 1. IF income is transferred from rich persons to poor persons
the proportion in which different sorts of goods andservices
Expensiveluxuries will give
areprovided will bechanged.
place to more necessary articles, rare wines to meat and bread,
new machines and factories to clothes and improvedsmall
.dwellings ; andthere will be other changes of a like sort.’
It should be noticed t h a t one of the tbings to which people will divert
consumption, if distribution is altered in favour of the poor, is the quasicommodity,leisure.
It is well establiabed that the high-wagecountries and
industries arc generally also both the short-hour countries and industries and the
countries and industries in which the wage-earning work required from women
and children i n supplement of the familybudget is the smallest. Theformer
point ie illustrated by some statistics of the wage rate and hours of labour of
carpenters in the United States, Great Britain, France, Germany, and Belgium,
publiahed in No. 54 of the Bulletin of the U.S. Bureau of Labour (p. 1125).
In illustration of the latter point, S i r Sydney Chapman notes the assertion that,
wherees the German collier finds only 65.8 per cent of his family’s earnings, the
wealthier Americnn collierfinds 77.5 per cent ( Work and Wqes. i. p. 17).
Mr. Romtree’s interesting table for York pointa, when properly analysed, in the
same direction (Poxertg, p. 171) ; and Mis Veaaellitakgshowe that loa-paid
home-workamongwomen
is found principally inthme districta, c.g. East
Anglia, ‘ I where the bad conditions of male labour make it almost indispensable
for the wife to supplement the husband’s earnings,” where% in districta where
men’s wagen are good, women only work a t industry if tbey themeelves can
obtain well-paid joba (The Bomw-w&,
p. 4). Again, refemncs may he made
to the familiar correlation found in recent English hietory between rising wagea
andfalling hours. Yet again, a study of the rates of wages and hours of
laboar in diEerentdistricte in England would, I susped, reveal a correlation
of the mme t y p It does 80 for the wages and houra atatiatica of bricklayern
as given in the Abstrad of Labour S&t&iesfor 1908 (pp. 42, eta. j. T h m facta
are somewhat awkward to fit in to the method of expeition followed in this
book, because leisure io not included ISE a commodity in my definition of the
nations1dividend:sndin
80 far, therefore, BB improved distribution caum
leisun, to be suhtitnted for things, it mnst involve a dearease in t h e n ~ t i 0 ~ 1
dividend. Plainly, however, thie aort of decreawr nhould be ignored when we
87
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I n view of this fact, it is inexact to speak of achange
in the distribution of the dividend in favour of, or adverse to,
the poor. There is notasingle definitely constitutedheap of
things coming into being each year and distributed now in one
way,now in another. I n fact, there is no such thing as the
dividend from the point of view of both of two years, and, therefore, there can be no such thing as a change in its distribution.
$ 2. This, however, is a point of words ratherthan of
substance. What I mean when I say that the distribution of
the dividend haschanged in f3vour of the poor isthat,the
general productive power of the community being given, poor
people are getting more of the things they want at the expense
of rich people getting less of the things they want. It might
be thoughtat firstsight thatthe only way in which this
could happen would bethroughatransference
of purchasing
power from the rich to the poor. That, however, is not so.
I t is possible forthe poor to be advantaged andthe
rich
damaged,even though the quantity of purchasing power, ;.e.
of commandover productive resources, held by bothgroups
remains unaltered.
This
might
happen
if the
technical
methods of producing somethingpredominatingly
consumed
and a t the sametime those of
by the poor wereimproved
producingsomethingpredominatingly
consumed by the .rich
were worsened, and if the net result was to leave' the size of
the nationaldividend
as defined inChapter
V. unchanged.
It might also happen if, by asystem of rationing or some
other device, the rich were forced to transfertheirdemand
away from things which are important to the poor and which
are produced undersuchconditions
that diminisheddemand
leads to lowered prices. Per contr-and
thispoint will be
seen in Part IV. to be very important practically-the
share,
both proportionate and absolute of command over the country's
productive r w u r c e s held by the poor may be increased, and
yet, if the process by which theyacquirethisgreatershare
involves an increase inthe cost of things that playa large
part in their own consumption, they may not really gain.
are considering the effect of changes of diatribntion an e c o ~ o m i owelfare ; for
the ioap of welfare associated with the consbriction of production to which they

1 4 ie aeoegeorily lese than t h e gain of welfare due fa the leisure iteelf.
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Thus a change in distribution favourable to the poor may be
brought about otherwise than by a transference of purchasing
power, or command over productive resources, to them, and it
does not mean a transference of these thingsto them. None
of’ transferenceis
the mostimportant,
the less, thissort
and may be regarded as the typical, means bywhich changes
in distribution favourable to the poor come about.
5 3. On this basis it is desired, if possible, to establish some
connection between changes in the distribution of the national
dividend and changes in economic welfare, corresponding to
the connection established in the preceding chapterbetween
changes in the size of the nationaldividend and changes in
economic welfare. In consideringthis matter we mustnot
forget that the economic welfae enjoyedby anybody in any
period depends on the income that he consumes rather than
on the income that he receives ; and that, the richeraman
is, the stnaller proportion of histotal income he islikelyto
consume, so that, if his total income is, say, twenty times as
large as that of a poorer man, his consumed incomemaybe
only, say, five timesas large. Nevertheless, it is evident that
anytransference of income fromarelativelyrichman
to a
it enables
relatively poor man of similartemperament,since
more intensewants
to be satisfied atthe expense of less
intense wants, must increase the aggregate sum of satisfaction.
The old “ law of diminishing utility ” thus leads securely to the
proposition : Any cause which increases the absolute share of
reel income inthehands
of the poor, provided that it does
not lead to a contraction in the size of the national dividend
from anypoint of view, will, in general,increase economic
we1fare.l This conclusion is further fortified by another
: “Men do not
desire
to be
consideration. Mill
wrote
rich, butto
be richer thanother men. The avaricious or
covetous man would find little or no satisfaction in the
1 T h e difEonlt cane in which a tramference lead8 to a contraction in the size
of the dividend from the point of view of either the pre-change or the postchange period, and not from that of the other, will not he considered here.
Hmoeforward it will be asnurned that we have to do with changes in the
dividend that m e either positive or negative From both the relevant points of
view, and, therefore, except for epecial re81180118,we shall s p k simply of increases

and d-

in the dividend.
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possession of anyamount of wealth, if he were the poorest
More
amongst all
his
neighbours or fellow-countrymen.’’
: “ As for the needs
elaborately,
Signor
Rignano
writes
whichvanitycreates,theycan
be satisfied equally wellby a
of energy. It isonly
the
small as by alargeexpenditure
existence o€ great riches which makes necessary for such
satisfaction a very large, instead of a very small, expenditure.
In realitya
man’s desire to appear ‘ worth’ doublewhat
another man is worth, that is to say, to possess goods (jewels,
clothes, horses, parks,luxuries, houses, etc.)twice as valuable
as those possessed by another man, is satisfied just as fully, if
the first has ten things and the secondfive, as it wouldbe if
the firsthadahundred
andthe second fifty.”
Now the part
played by comparative, as distinguished from absolute, income
is likely to be small for incomes that only suffice to provide the
necessaries and primary comforts of life, but to be large with
large incomes. In other words, a larger proportion of the satisfaction yielded by the incotnes of rich people comes from their
relative, rather than from their absolute, amount. This part
of
it will not be destroyed if the incomes of all rich people are
diminished together. The
loss of economicwelfare suffered by
the rich when command over resources is transferred from them
to the poor will, therefore,besubstantiallysmallerrelatively
to the gain of economic welfare to the poor than a consideration of the law of diminishing utility taken by itself suggests.
9 4. It must be conceded, of course, that, if the rich and
the poor were t w o races withdifferent mentalconstitutions,
such thatthe rich were inherently capable of securinga
greater amount of economic satisfaction from any
given
incame than the poor, the possibility of increasing welfare by
thistype
of change wouldbe
seriouslydoubtful.
Furthermore, evenwithoutanyassumptionaboutinherentracial
difference, it may be maintained that 43 rich man, from
thenature
of hisupbringingandtraining,
is capable of
obtaining considerably more satisfaction from a given income
,-say
a thoueand
pounds-than
a poor man would be.
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For, if anybody accustomed to a given standard of living
suddenly finds his income enlarged, heis
aptto
dissipate
pleasure,
which,
the
extra
income in forms of exciting
when theirindirect, as well as their direct, eff‘ects are taken
into account, may even lead to a positive loss of satisfaction.
To thisargument, however, there is a sufficient answer. It
is true that at any given moment the tastes and temperament
of persons who have long been poor are more or less adjusted
rise of
to their environment,and that a suddenandsharp
income is likely to befollowedby
a good deal of foolish
expenditure whichinvolves little or no addition to economic
welfare. If, however, the higher income is maintained for
anylength
of time, this phase will pass ; whereas, if the
increase is gradual or, still better, if it con~es about in such a
way as not to be directly perceived-through a fall in prices,
for example-theperiod
of foolishness need not occur at all.
I n any case, to contend that the folly of poor persons is so
greatthat arise of income amongthem will not promote
economicwelfare inany degree is to press paradoxbeyond
to which discussion can reasonably be called
the pointup
upon to follow. Thetrue
view, aa 1 conceive it, is adJackson
in
their
mirably stated by Messrs. Yringle and
special report to the Poor LawCommissioners : “ It is in
the unskilled and least
educated part of the population that
drink continuesto hold its ground ; as greaterregularity of
employment and higher wages are achieved by sections of the
working-classes, the men rise in respectabilityandcharacter.
is diminishing,while wages are rising
Thatthedrinkbill
throughout the country, is one of the most hopeful indications
of progress we possess.”1 Theroot
of thematteristhat,
even when, under existing conditions, the mental constitution
of poor persons is such that an enlarged income will a t
the moment yield them little benefit, yet, after a time-more
especially if the time is long enough to allow a new generation
to grow up-thepossession
of such an income willmake
possible the development in them,througheducationand
otherwise, of capcitiesand facultiea adapted for the enjoyment of the enlarged income. Thus in the long mn differences
(Cd. 47961, p. 46.
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of temperamentandtastebetweenrichand
poor are overcomeby the very fact of a shifting of incomebetweenthem.
Plainly,therefore, theycannot
beused
as an argumentto
disprove the benefits of a transference.’
tj 5. After all, however, generalreasoning of the above
type, though perhaps necessary to provide formal justification
for our thesis, is not necessary to convince u s practically that
i t is valid. For that purpose it is sufficient to reflect on the
way in which, inthiscountry,
income has in fact been
distributedinrecent
times. There arenot sufficient data to
enable thisto
becalculatedwith
ally degree of accuracy.
On the basis, however, of work doue by Dr. Bowley? we may
hazard the following rough estimate for the period immediately
priorto the war. The 12,000 richestfamiliesin the country
received about one-fifteenth of the total national income; the
richest jfiieth of the population received aboutone-quarter,
andtherichest ninth of the population received nearly onehalf of that total income. Theremainder of it, a little more
than a half, was leftto be sharedamongsmallindependent
workers and salary-receiversearning less than €160 ayear
andpracticallythe
wholebody of wage-earners. Thetable
below, giving Dr. Bowley’s estimate of distribution among a
portion of this last group in 19 11, carries the matter a little
farther.
1 Similarly, of course,when weare taking a long view, the argument that
areduction in the real income of the richinflictsa special injury, tJemuae it
forcea them to abandon habits to which they havegrown mcustomed, 1most of its force.
3 Quarterly Jmrnnl of Eeorwmies, Feb. 1814, p. 261 ; and TJw Diviseim. of
the Prolzucl of I d w t r y befme & War, 1918, pp. 11 and 14.
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WEEKLYMONEY WAGES
OB ADULTWORKMENIN ORDINARY
FULLWORK
(INCLUDMQ

Wage.

. .
.
.
.
.
.
. .

Under 15115/-t o 201- .
201- to 251.
251- to 301.
301- to 351.
351- t o 401- .
401- to 451451- and over .

VALUATION FOR PAYMENT IN KIND)1

Number of Meu.

Per cent of
whole.

320,000 (mainly agriculture)
640,000
1,600,000
1,680,000
1,680,000
1,040,000
560,000
480,000

4
8

20
21
21

13

7
6

I n studying t-hese figures we must, indeed, remember that
infauilies where the man has a small income the wife and
childrenare more likelyto be earning wages thantheyare
in families headed by richer men; so that distribution among
families wm probably more satisfactory than distribution among
individuals. This, however, is comparatively a small matter.
What the figures citedmeant in the concrete isbroughtout
very clearly in the same author’s pre-war study of the conditions
of life in four indnstrial towns. Together these towns embrace
about 2 1 5 0 working - class households and 9’720 persons.
Of these households 2 9 3 or 136 percent, of these persons
1 5 6 7 or 1 6 percent,areliving
in a condition of primary
poverty,” i.e. with incomes so low that, even if expended with
perfect wisdom, they could nothave provided an adequate
subsistence.
Out of 3287 children who appear in ourtables,
8’79, or 27 per cent, are living in families which fail to reach
the low standard takeu aa necessary for healthy existeuce.”
The excess incomes of the richer classes didnot, of course,
represent corresponding excess consumption. The dominant part
I‘

F m the Contcmnprarg &&w, Oct. 1911, p. 1.
fiveli’hood a d Poverty, pp. 46-7. The mmon for the exin the
proportion of children in poverty is the twofold one, that poor familiea are apt
to be larger than others, and that a large family ie itself a cam of life in poverty.
Cf. Bowley, Thc
of Gucdcsl PktRBnzcpaa, p 187.
1
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of the annual new investmenb of the country-before the war
alarge part of the expenses of
perhaps 350 million-and
centraland
local government-over
200 millions-had
to
be provided out of them ; so that not more than 300 millions
annuallycanhave
been spentbythe
rich andmoderately
well-off on any form of luxury. Moreover, estimates of
moneyincome
tendto
exaggerate the relativereal
income
of wealthy persons, because thesepersons are oftencharged
higher prices than poorpersons payfor the eame services. A
number of London shops, for example,discriminateagainst
good addresses,” and hotel charges are also often diecriminatory. I t haseven beensuggested
thatas muchas 25 per
of the rich,as
spent by them,
cent of the moneyincome
represents no equivalentinreal
income.’ I n likemanner,
estimates of moneyincome sometimesmake it appearthat
are less thanthey really
the real incomes of poorpersons
are,by ignoringdiscriminationsintheir
favour. Thus Dr.
Bowley points out : “ A butcher can perhaps raise his prices
to hisdaycustomerswithoutmuch
affecting the sale, but
not
to
those inthe
evening. I n this case the working
class would suffer asmallerrise
thanthericher
class. This
of
considerationapplies especially to the verylargevolume
purchases made late on Saturday night.” But, when all qualifications have beenmade,
the figures cited above leave no
room fordoubtthatthere
wasbefore the war, and is still, a
of the richer classes
substantial excessincome inthehands
of
available, in Dr. Bowley’s phrase, “for attack” byway
transference.
6. Some study of the post-war distribution of income in
GreatBritainandNorthernIrelandhas
been made by Dr.
Bowley andSirJosiahStampwith
special reference to the
year 1924. Fromthis it appears that the proportion of the
total accruing,
pre-tax,
to the richest clases, i e . those
with incomea in exceas of E9400, which roughly corresponds
to 5 5 000 at the pre-war price-level, has somewhat diminished.2
In generalthese writers conclude as follows. The distribution
of income between wage-earners, other earners and unearned

5

1

Urwick, hmwy and thc W& of 9 e , pp. 87 rrnd 90.
T’h Ndivnd l
a
c
o
m
c
,1924, p. 58.
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incomes wtls changed slightly in favour of the earning classes.
Manualworkers on the averagemakeslightlyincreasedreal
earnings, and there have also been transfers for their benefit
in insurance schemes and other public expenditnre. In addition
they have the advantage of a reduction of about one-tenth of
the
the workingweek.
Thischange can beconnectedwith
reduction i n the real income derived from house property
and inveetments bearing fixed rates of interest. The indications
arethat
profits as a whole, reckoned before tax is paid,
form nearly the sameproportion of total income at the two
dates (i.e. 191 1 and 19 24). Within the wage-earning classes
women and unskilledworkershave
received a substantial
real advance in wages; the great majority of skilledworkers
made a t least as much (after allowing for the rise of prices)
in 1 9 2 4 as in 19 11.’ That these changes have meant a great
deal tothe lives of the very poor is well brought out by
Dr. Bowley’s second investigation, made after the war, into the
to in the preceding
conditions of the fourtownsreferred
Even,” he writes, “on the assumption that all the
section.
week
families suffering from unemployment in aparticular
hadno adequate resources, and that their unemployment was
chronic, the proportion in poverty in 1 9 2 4 was little more than
half that in 19 13. If there had been no unemployment the
proportion of families in poverty in the towns taken together
would have fallen to one-third (3.6 per cent ~ F I against 1 1 per
cent),and of persons tolittle over a quarter (3.5 per cent
Again :
against 12.6 per cent) of the proportion in 19 13.”
“The proportion of families, in which a manis
normally
earning,foundto be in poverty, was in 1 9 2 4 only one-fifth
of the proportion in 1913, if full employment is assumed;
while, if the maximum effect of unemployment is reckoned, it
is little over one-half.”
Thislargeimprovement
.is partly
of the whole) to a
due(to the extent of aboutone-third
decrease in the averagenumber
of childrenperfamily
;
‘I

17re N d h d

1-8,

1924,pp. 68-9.

a Has Powrhy Diminished, p. 16. The discrepancies between the peroentagges

givenin this passage for 1913 m d that givenin Livelihood and Poverty js
apparently due to the hct that in the latter work 460 housea inhabited by the
middle and upper clsssas were excluded from the calculation (cf. Li.oelihood a d
Po&y, p. 46, footnote).
gas Pvaurty D i m i n i s h e d , p. 21.
J
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but chiefly (to the extent of the remainingtwo-thirds) to a
rise intherate
of real wages of unskilled labourers. In
spite of this improvement, however, and in spiteof the fact that,
" when the full effects of taxation are taken into
account, the
real income availableforsaving or expenditure in the hands
of the rich isde6nitely less than before the war,'" the distribution, not merely of incomes prior to taxation, but of what
is left over after taxeshave been taken away, is still very
uneven. I t was stilltrue, for example, in 1924, that something like 1 0 0 millions a year &, i.e. about 2 6 per cent of
the total income of the country, was enjoyed by 3000 families.
We must not hesitate,therefore, to concludethat, so long as
the dividend as a whole is not diminished, any increase, within
wide limits, in the real income enjoyed by the poorer classes, a t
the expense of an equal decreaae in that enjoyed by the richer
classes, is practically certain to involve an addition to economic
welfare.
5 7. It should be noticed that theconclusion set out above is
not exactly equivalent to the proposition that economic welfare
will be increased by anything that, eeteris paribus, renders the
dividend leas unequal. If the
distribution of thenational
community consisted of two members only, it would, indeed,
of more
coincide with this. But, in acommunityconsisting
than two members, the meaning of "rendering the distribution of the dividend less unequal" is ambiguous. Pareto
measures inequality of distribution by dividing the logarithm
of the number of incomes in excess of any amount x into the
logarithm of R This measure is very difficult to apply unless
we accept Pareto's view that,inany given income distribution, the ratiobetween his twologarithms is approximately
the same for all values of z; and, even so, it is a matter of
disputewhether
the reciprocal of his measure,-which,of
course, would indicate lees equality when the measureitself
not to be preferred to that
indicates greater equality,-is
of inequalitythe
most
measure?
Among
other
measures

.

1 Ths N d a Inconre, 1924, p. 59.
It mmt, of ccmrse, be held in mind
that B large part of the heavy taxation of rich persona goss to p y interest on
war loan held by rich peraom.
9 Cf. Gini, VariabdiM.a m W & , p. 72.
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familiar is t.he mean square deviation from the mean. With
thatcriterion
it can be proved that, assumingsimilarity
of temperament among the members of the community,a
diminutionin the inequality of distribution probably, though
not necessarily, increases the aggregate sum of satisfaction:
1 I f A be the mean income, ?z thenumber
of incomes, and al, a2 .
deviations from the mean, aggregate satisfaction, on our assumption,

.

.

”

But we know t h a t { a l + a z +
. .} =O.
We know nothing to suggest whether the sum of the terms beyond the third
is positive or negative. But it is certain that +{a,2+ :
a
. .} f” is negative.
If, therefore, the fourthand following terms are small relatively totlle third term,
it is certain, and in general it is probable, that aggregts satisfaction is larger,
the smaller is (a? +a;+ . . .). This latter sum, of course, variea in the same

+.

-

sense as the mean square deviation or standard deviation 2
/
Z
:

Dr. Dalton,

in the course of an interesting article on ‘‘ The Measurement of the Inequality of
Incomes,” has shown that., in a community where many incomes diverge widely
from the average, the probability which the above argument establishes is only
of a low order ( h m o m i e Journal, Sept. 1920, p. 355).

CHAPTER I Y
REACTIONS THROUGH THE NUMBERS OF THE POPULATION

p 1. IN the twopreceding chaptersnothing was saidabout
the possible reactions which the changes we have been
ou thenumbers of the population.
contemplatingmayhave
To the broad
conThia
omission
must now
be
remedied.
clusions whichwere reachedrelatingrespectivelytothe
size
and distribution of the national dividend, it may beobjected
that an increase in the income enjoyed by anygroup causes
its numbers t o increase uutil income per head is again reduced
to its old amount,and, therefore, that it leadsto no lasting
benefit. I n practicethisargumentis
most often used about
the effects of an increase in the income of manual worke1.s ;
and it is, of course, much more plausible in this field than in
any other. It will,
therefore,
be
enough
to examine this
aspect of it. I shall consider it first from the point of view
of the wholeworld,
or of asinglecountryimagined,for
the pnrposes of the argument, to be isolated, andafterwards shall inquire how far
the
results
achieved need
to modified
be
for single
a
country
conatituting
one
nations.
In the
among
the
associated family of modern
it must
argument to be developed underthesetwoheads
be understood thatthe
additions to the income of wageearners that we have in mind do not
include
additions
brought about by the offer, on behalf of the S t t e , of deliberate
and overtbounties
upon the acquisition of large families.
Under the old Poor Law in the United Kingdom bounties were,
in effect, given;our presentincome-taxlawacts
in aslight
alaw passed in France
degree in the same sense;andin
Cf. Emwmk Jouml, Dm. 1913, p. 641.
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shortly before the war asimilar policy was adopted.This
class of addition tothe income of the poor has, of course,
a tendency to augmentpopulation,and,
i n some practical
For the present,
problems, the point is of importance.
however,
we
are concerned with
additions
that do
not
offer a special differentialinducement
to the begetting of
children.
0 2. If we provisionally ignore the deeper-seated reactions
whichincreasedincomemay
exert upon wantsaudtastes,
our discussion virtually resolves itself intoaninquiryinto
thevalidity of the celebrated “ ironlaw of wages.”Accordnumbers
continually
press
ing to this “ law,” expanding
the earnings of the workpeopledown to “ subsistence level,”
it impossible for theirreal
income per h e a d
thusmaking
inany
circumstances
to
increase. It should be noted
in
really
were such
law,
a the
passing that, even if there
proposition that better fortuue for the workers
increases
economic
welfare
would
not be definitely disproved. For
it mightstill be urged that, provided the average working
familyattainsinthe
wholeperiod
of life anysurplus
of
satisfaction
over
dissatisfaction,
an increase of numbers
implies by itself an
addition
to
econonric
welfare.’
But,
purpose,
there is uo need to
press
this
for my present
doubtful
point.
Population
does not
tend
to
expand
in
such
manner
a
as
to
hold
down
income
per
head
to a
true,
no
doubt,
predetermined ‘‘ subsistence level.” It is
that the direct
and
immediate
result
of an increase in
the dividendaccruing
toanygroupis
likely to be some
increase of population. It is well known thatthe English
marriage rate w m negativelycorrelatedwithwheatprices
nineteenth
century
and
was
inthe
earlier part of the
poeitively correlabdwith
exports,clearing- house returns
1 But cf. Sidgwick’e observation: “ I t Beeme at least highly doubtful
whether a mereincrease in the number ofhuman beings living as an average
unakilled labourer lives in England can be regarded as involving L material
incwure in the quantum of human happineas ” (A-imliples of Political Eanunny,
p 522, nota). A population, which, in given conditions, maximisea this quantum,
seems to have a much better claim to be called the optimum population than
a population which maximisem red itvmne per had. The praatice, which has
gained a mrtain ourrang, of using the tern in thia latter mnne ia, therefore,

anfortunste.
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and so on in the latter part:’ and that the rate
of mortality
fallswith growing wealth, and vice vema. Hut it is contrary
to experience to assert
that
increased income stimulates
individualearnings
population to so largeau exteut that the
of workpeople are brought down again to the level they
occupied
before
the improvement.There
are two ways in
which themanual
workers can use their increased claims
over material tlrlngs, namely, to increase their
nanlbers
andto
increase theirstaudard
of comfort. The distinction
between these t w o ways iswell illustrated by the following
contrasted passages
from
Malthus’s Principles of Political
Xcononzy. On the one hard, he
found
that
the
greater
wealth resulting from the introductiou of the potato into
Irelnnd
the
in
eighteenth
century
was “spent almost
frequent
exclusively ill the maintenance of large aud
when the price of‘ corn in
falrlilies.” 011 the otherhaud,
England fell between 1 6 6 0 and 1720, a considerable portion
of the workpeople’s “increased
real
wages
was
expended
in a marked improvement of the quality of‘ the food consumed
of their comforts
arid a decided elevatiou inthestaudard
It is not
pssible
to prophesy a
and conveniences.”
priori the proportion in which increased resources will be
devoted to these two uses. The
proportion
will
vary
at
different times and in different places. Leroy-Beaulieu, for
example, suggests thatthe
population use has beeu predominantly followed in recent times in Belgium and Germany,
and the standard-of-comfort use in other European countries?
is practically certainthat
But-and
this is thepoint-it
the population use will not beallowed to absorb the whole
fruits of increased command over nature.
5 3. The preceding argument, aa waa indicated atthe
outset, leaves out of accouut the deeper-seated reactions
t,hat may be set up by expanded earnings. An iruportant
1 Cf. Pareto, Cours d ’ i w m a i e polilique, pp. 88 st aeq.
Cf. alsoMarshall,
Principles of E
m
n
u
m
b
, pp. 189-90.
2 PTineiples of Political E m m y , pp. 262 and 254.
Mr. Wright, cornmenting on the fall in the birth rate in the later nineteenth centnry, sug~esta
that increesed commandover nature is more likely to be taken out in an improved
standard of comfort when it manifests itself in a Fell of y r i c a than when it
manifeats i h l f in higher money wages ; fop people do not d i l y we behind
money (Pcpulalion, p. 117).
La RdpartilWn des ridmw, p. 489.
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school of writers, headed by Professor Brentano,
admits
thatthe
directandimmediate
effect of enhancedmaterial
prosperity inany class will, i n general, be to increase the
marriagerateand,therewith,
thebirth rate. They maintain,
however, that the enhancedprosperity will, in the long run,
and
bring
about
the development of a higher spiritual
cultural level, in whichmore forethought is exercised about
children
and
more satisfactions
rival
to that of having
they urge, inthe long
children come t o the front.Hence,
runan increase in the income of any class islikely to lead
to no increase at all,butactuallytoa
decrease, intheir
Thus Professor Rrentano
birth
rate
and
their
numbers.‘
declares that permanent
a
improvement
wealth
in and
comparison of different ranks, as well as
culture, asa
people at different stages
of the same ranks audthesame
of development,
has
shown
us, results
diminution
in
a
of births. . . . As prosperity increases, so do tile pleasllres
which compete
with
marriage,
while
the feeling towards
childrentakes
on a new character of refinement, and both
to diminishthedesire
to heget and to bear
thesefactstend
children.”
Those persons, for instance, who have something
to leave b theirchildren are more affected by the factthat,
if their fanlily is large, what isleft
at theirdeath
must
be divided into anumber
of smallparts,
than those who
havenothiug to leave andactapart
from econonlic motives.
Detailed coufirlnation of this view is afforded by Dr. Heron’s
statistical study of London in 1906. In certain selected districts
hefound the correlation co-efticients between thenumber of
births per 1 0 0 wives and various indices of social status.
Theindices
chosenwere
the proportion of occupiedmales
engaged in professional occupations, the number of female
domestic servantsper 1 0 0 families, thenumber of general
labourersper 1000 males, the proportion of the population
living more than two in a roonl, and the number of paupers
and of lunaticsper 1 0 0 0 of the population. A low index
of prosperity and a high birth rate were found to go together.
‘I

1 Cf. Mombrt, Anchis fur Sd-enachaft,
vol. xxxiv. p. 817. Cf. alao
Aftalion, Lea Crises pkiodiqeres & swproduclkm, vol. i. pp. 208-9.
h m k Joumd, 1910, p. 385.

*
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Against this result therehad t o be set the fact that a low
index of prosperity was also accompanied by a high rate
of infant
mortality.
Investigation,
however,
showed
that
the
the excess of luortality was not sufficien,t tobalance
conclusionemerged,
that “ the
excem o i births;andthe
of leastprosperity andculture(and,
wives inthedistricts
of course, these poorwives weremarriedto
poor husbands)
have the largest
families.”’
Furthermore,
a
comparison
between the conditions of 185 1 and 190 1 broughtout
‘‘ thattheintensity
of thisrelationship
thestartlingfact
Heron’s results
hasalmost doubled in thelast fifty years.”
have been amply confirmedby
laterinvestigations over a
wider field. Thus Mr. Yule writes : “ At thepresent date ( 1 9 20)
there is no doubt that marriage fertility iR, on the whole,
broadly speaking, graduated continuouslyfrom a very low figure
for the upper and professional classes to a very much higher
figure for unskilled labour.”’ In likemanner Dr. Stevenson,
as the result of an elabo~ate study,concludes : “ The difference
in fertility between the social classes is small from marriages
contracted before 186 1, and rapidly increases to a maximum
for those of 1 8 9 1-9 6. The slight subsequent approximatiou
between the classes may be apparentratherthan
real. The
social classes is,broadly
difference in fertilitybetweenthe
till the middle of last
speaking,a new phenomenon.”4Up
century, though the upper classes, whose full earning capacity
develops later than that of manual workers, tended to marry
later, and so to have somewhat fewer children, this tendency
was nearly balanced by the lowermortalityamongthem.
1 The Rclalion o
f Fertility in Man to Saciul Status, pp. 16 and 19.
M, Bertillon haa shown that,in
general, a high birth rate anda
high
death rate are correlated (La Ddppu.ldiun de la Frame, pp. 66 at 889.).
Thie correlation is partlydue to the fact thatthedeath of children inducea
p r e n b to get more, and partly to the faat that a high birth rate often means
born in poor cirrmmstenoes and BO likely to die. Thus,
many
children
Dr. Newsholms auggeata thatthe observed correlation “ia probably due in
great part to thefactthat
largefamilieamecommonamong
the pooreat
clwse~,and these clseses are upmially exposed to intluences producing excessive
infantmortality“ (Second Report on Infant Mortality [a.
69091, p. 57).
A similar conclusion a~ regards the North ofEngland ia reached in Elderton’s
Repml on thc Eaglish Birth-rate, Part I.
8 D e R
e
l
a
t
h of FmMity in dim to Sueid S t u k . ~ ,pp. 15 and 19.
The Fall in t h Bi~tk-ratc,p, 31.
J m d of the Royal J’tatistiml W y , 1920, p. 431.

.
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Theirfertilityafter
marriage was notmuch
less, andthe
survival
rate
among them
only
little
a
lower. Now, in
consequence of the relatively large fall in their fertility, the
survivalrate among them is very much lower.’Theinferences
suggested
by
thesestatisticalfacts
are, indeed,less
firmly based thantheyappear
t o be at first
sight.
The
correlation between highprosperityand
low birthrate may
be partlydueto
the factthat amanwithasmallfamily
is in abetter
position to accumulateafortune,
andthat
between richdistrictsand
low birthrate
maybe
partly
due to the accumulation of domestic servantsandother
dependants-a
particularlyinfertile cIass-in
thesedistricts?
Moreover, a part of the correlation between wealth and small
t o the fact that physiologically
families is probably
due
infertilestocks,haviugtheirpropertydivided
amongfewer
on the average, to be more
personsoninheritance,tend,
than
ordinarily
rich.’
But these
considerations,
important
as they
are,
do not, there is reason to believe, completely
account
for the observed facts.
What has been
deeper-seated
reactions
of prosperity
appresaid of the
ciably strengthens our conclusion that an
in~provenlent
in an isolated
inthefortunes
of the poor is notlikely,
community,tocancelitself
by causingalargeexpansion
of
population.
§ 4. When account is taken of the fact that,inthe
modernworld, no country is isolated from the rest, the issue
Cf. JouneQl sf the Royal Skzthtical Society, 1920, p. 417.
Cf. Leroy-Beaulieu’s argument : ‘‘ I1 ne trouve dens lesqunrtiers riches
nne plus forte proportiondcmenages
BgQs, degensretrait&,
de domeatiquee,
c l a m particuli4rementstkrile, et personnes qui ne p s e n t qu’une p r t i e de
l’annee 21 laville ; lanatalit4enregistrkdoit
donc J Btre plus faible, sane
qu’on p u k e rieu en infhrer. On qualifie le XVIe arrondissementqui compte
135,000 habitsntu comme uu arrondissement riche et le VlIIe @dement qui,
de 8on cab, compte 104,000 hsbitants.
Or, ileatmanifesteque
les gens
vraiment riches ne r e p h e n t e n t pas la dixikme partie, put-Btre pas mBme la
vingtSme partie, de la population de
ces arrondissements dits riches ; lea gens
opulents ne &e comptent pas, mBme
Pais, par cantsines de mille ; le groa
de la population de ce8 urrondiasementa est compoeb de domeatiquea,de
concierges, de petits boutiquiera e t d’ouvriera d’8lit.e. Les conclusions que l’on
tire de Ilunatalitk dam les quartiers dits richea de Paris sont donc BBUS valeur ”
(Lo QumtimL de 2a popuZath~
p.
, 399).
3 Cf. Darwin, “ Eugenics in Belation t o Economice and S t a t i ~ t i ~J~ ,m
” d
of 1
L Royd SWi.dica2 Socidy, 1919, p. 7.
1

2
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becomes less plaiu. Of course, if the real income of the manual
working class anywhere is increased because the average level
of capacity among that class has been raised, no inducement
is thereby offered toimmigration
from
elsewhere.
But, if
their real income isincreasedthrough
some discovery, or
invention, or stroke of policy that improves the economic
position of one countryconsiderably more thanit improves
off'ered. Thesame
thing
that of others, an inducementis
transhappens if legislative or othermeasuresbringabouta
ference of incomefrom the richer tothe poorermembers of
someonecommuuity-provided,
of course, that poor persons
who haveimmigrated arenot excluded from the benefits of
these measures.'These
considerations are very important ;
for they show that many causes tending to increase thereal
income per head of the wage-earners in a single country will
ultimatelyexerciseasmaller
iufluence in that direction than
It should ]lot be
theyappearlikelytodo
at firstsight.
forgotten, however, that that veryimmigration, which lessens
their effect at the point of primary impact, involves indirectly
of labour elsewhere. Hence,
animprovementinthefortunes
in any event, the beneficial influence of the chauged conditions
isnot destroyed,but is merely spreadoverawiderarea.
In
the country primarily aff'ected some addition to economic
welfare is necessarily secured.
3 5. The above discussion disproves the suggestion that
t h e beneficial effect 0 1 1 economic welfare of an increase in
the real income of wage-earners will be neutralised by an
expansion of population. It does not, however, disprove
the suggestion that the beueficial effect on eco~~omic
welfare
of transferences of incomefrom
the rich to the poor mill
be so neutralised. For, in order to that result, it is not nemasarythatthe
gain of economic welfare tothe poor should
than
be
destroyed-only
t,hat it should be madesmaller
the loss of economic welfare to the rich. It cannot bedenied
that this might happen. But,in a country where the distriThe inducement to irnmipation offered by old-aga pensions might be kept
very small by a rule requiring pre-viotrs residence of, easy, 20 gears &B a condition
of qualilcetion ; for a far-off benefit sffecta action but slightly, t h e more so if,
aa in thia m e , the possibility of death makes it uncertain M well an diatant.
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bution of wealth is as uneven as it is in the United Kingdom;
and where, therefore, there are many high incomes which could
be largely cut down with very little injury to ecouomic welfare,
the chance thatit will happen mayreasonably be regarded
HS small.

CHAPTER X
THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND AND THE QUALITY OF THE PEOPLE

5 1. THE general conclusions of Chapters VI1.-VIII. might,
been statedastheyarethere
untilquiterecently,have
or dispute. But of late years
stated,withoutevokingquarrel
agreatadvancehas
occurred in biological knowledge. In
formertimes economists had,indeed,
to take some account
of the reactions of economiccausesupon
thequantity
of
the population, and upon its quality so far as that was
determilled by environment : but questions about the reaction
of economiccausesupon
thequality of the population,as
determined by fundamental biological attributes, were not
is
different. Biometricians and
raised. Now, the situation
Mendeliansalikehave
turnedtheirattentionto
sociology,
andare insisting upon the fundamentalimportance for our
science of aproperunderstanding
of the laws of heredity.
Economists, it is said, in discussing, as I have done, the
direct effect of the state of the national dividend upon welfare,
are wasting their energies. The
direct
effect is of no
significance ; it is only theindirect
effecton
the size of
the families of good and ba,d stocksrespectively that really
of welfare dependsultimately on
matters. For everyform
somethingmuch
more fundamentalthan econonlic arrangementa, namely, the general forces governing biological
intentionally
stated
these
claims
in a
selection. I have
somewhat indefinite form, because I am anxious to investigate
in
the problem thus. raised in a constructiveratherthan
a critical spirit. I shall endeavour, in the following sections,
to indicate, as precisely a~ possible, how far
the
recent
advance in biological knowledge really affects our science.
106
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To this end, I shall distinguish, first, certainresults of that
of great value, arenotstrictly
knowledge, which,though
claim
that
relevant
to
economics ; secondly, the general
preceding
the method OF economic study indicated inthe
chapters is rendered by the new knowledge trivialand unimportant;and,thirdly,certain
points,inrespect
of which
the new
knowledge
comes
directlyintocontactwith
the
it
problems I haveundertakentoinvestigate,andmakes
necessary to qualify the conclusions that have been reached.
$ 2. Byfar the mostimportantcontribution
of modern
biological study to sociology is the assurance, which it
affords, of the definiteheritablecharacter
of certaininborn
defects. Whatever view be taken of the physiological
same.
mechanism of inheritance, the practical resultisthe
We know that persons withcongenital
defects are likely,
if theymarry,
to hand down a defective organisation to
some of their
children.
We do not possess this definite knowledge withregardtogeneraldesirablequalities,
particularly on the mental side. Bateson issued a wise
caution when he wrote : Whereas our experience of what
of unfitness is fairlyreliableand
constitutestheextremes
us in estimating the
definite, we have
little
to
guide
use, or the
qualities for which society has or mayhavea
numericalproportions in which they may be required. . . .
Thereis as yet nothing in the
descent of the higher mental
qualities to suggest that they follow any simplesystem of
and
the
more
trausmission. It is likely that both they
markeddevelopments of physical powers resultrather from
the coincidence of numerousfactors than from the possession
of any one geneticelement.”Again,
Mr. and Mrs. Whetham
rightly observe that desirable qualities, such as ability, moral
character, good health, physical strengthand
grace, beauty
of view of heredity,
and charm, “are, from the
point
essentiallydifferent fmm some ‘of the bad qualitieshitherto
on the conjunction of a
considered, inthat
theydepend
greatmany factors.Such
a conjunctionmust be very hard
in the hereditary process, where possibly each
to
trace
character maydescend independently,ordifferentcharacters
1

M d l ’ s Prirmplm of Heredity, p. 305.
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may
be
linkedtogether,
or be incompatible, infar
more
complicatedways
than we havetraced
inthequalities
of
plants and auimals. Our
present
knowledge is
quite
iusufficient to enable us to predict how a complex combination
of factors, making up the personality of an able or charming
their
offspring.”1 We
man or woman, will reappear in
are, in fact, ill this region, surrounded by so muchignorance thatthe
utmostcaution
is essential.Doncaster
well
common
observed : “ In this directionempiricalrulesand
sense rnust still be followed, untilthetimeshall
comewhen
science canspeakwithnouncertain
voice.”
Morerecently,
the late Sir Francis Galton lentthe weight of his authority
those who
to this opinion : “ Enough is alreadykndwnto
intheirminds
havestudied the question to leavenodoubt
aboutthegeneral
results,butnot
enough isquantitatively
known to justify legislative or other action, except in extreme
cases.”
I t is well notto forget that Beethoven’s father was
anhabitualdrunkardandthat
his
mother
died of consumption.‘ About
definite
defects
our
ignorance
is much
are theextreme cases of which Galton
less profound.These
was thinking.
Not
a few medical men
have
long been
urging thatauthoritatively
to prevent
propagation
among
those afflicted with imbecility, idiocy, syphilis, or tuberculosis
source a long stream of
would mean cutting off atits
defective humanity.Thismatteris
especially urgent among
the mentallydefective, on account of the except~ionallyhigh
rateat which, if leftto themselves,they
tendto produce
children.Thus,
before the RoyalCommissionon
the FeebleMinded, “ Dr. Tredgold, an especially experiencedwitness,
pointedout
thatthe
averagenumber
of childrenin
the
families which now use the public elemeutary schools is about
four; whereas, in t h e degeuerate families, whose children are
passed overtothe
special achools, there is an average of
7-3 children,
not
including
those
still-born.”
Further1

T?MFamily and t h e Ilrbt&m, p. 74.

Repielo, May 1906, p. 183.
Probd-dity the Basis of Eugenia, p. 29.
Cf. Bateaon, Presidential Addreas to the British Association, Nature,
Bag. 1914, p. 677.
b T h Family and Ule N&n,
p 71.
3 IndependeM

’
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more, feebleminded women often begin child- bearing a t
an exceptionallyearly age; and it must be remembered that,
even if the size of familiesis unaflected, earlymarriage is
not a matter of indifference; for, when the
normal
age
of marriage inany groupis reduced, ‘ I generations succeed
one anotherwithgreater
rapidity,” so that the proportion
of the whole population embraced among thedescendants
of the originalmembers
of that groupis increased.’ The
mentally defective are not, however, the onlyclassamong
which propagation
might
with
advantage
be restrained.
Some writerssuggest
that certain forms of criminalityand
certainqualities conducive t o pauperismmight be eradicated
from the race inthe
same way.
Professor
Karl Pearson
makes a suggestion, which, if correct, strengthens considerably
the probability thatthissort
of policy would reach its goal.
Hethinksthat
imperfections of quite different kindsare
to germinal
correlated,and
that “ there is somethingakin
degeneracy,
which
mayshow
itself i n different defects of
the same organ or in defects of differentorgans.”2
Bateson,
to the same practical, thoughnottothesametheoretical,
that,
in
effect, speaks of the existence of “indications
theextreme cases, unfitnessiscomparativelydefinite
in its
geneticcausation, and can, notunfrequently,
berecognised
asdue to the presence of asimplegeneticfactor.”
In sum,
asthelast-quotedwriterstates,thereislittledoubtthat
“some seriousphysical andmental defects, almost certainly
also Borne morbid diatheses,and some of the forms of vice
and criminality could be eradicated i f society so determined.”
This is a conclusion of extremeimportance.
It is one, too,
Haycraft, Darwinimnand Raec Progress, p. 144.
27u S q e and I~npwhnccof Nutimud Jhgenics, p. 38.
3 MendeZ’s PrinapZes of Heredity, p. 305.
4 Bid. p. 306.
It is, however,important to remember that abad recessive
quality cannot be eliminated merely by preventing p r o w t i o n among persons
whomanifest it ; for it will also be borne in the germ-plasm of anumber of
apparently
normal
persons.
Feeble-mindedness
appears
to be recessive
a
quality (of. Gates, Heredity and Eqenics, p. 159). Calculationshows that, if
3 per cent of a population nom is feeble-minded, it would require 250 generations
(Le. about 8000 years) to reduce the proportion to 1 in 100,000 by merely
segregating or sterilising those who show the characteristics. To distinguish and
to prevent propwtion among those apparently normal persons who besr feeblemindednees MI L recessive quality would,however,be a task far beyond our
present powera (of.ibid. p. 178).
1

2
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that seems prima facie susceptible,without great difficulty,
of some measure of practical application. Occasions frequently
on account of crime
arise when tainted perssns,whether
or of dementia, are compulsorilypassed
into governmental
institutions.
When
this
happens,
propagation might be
prevented,aftercarefulinquirybad
beenmade,
either by
permanent segregation, or possibly, as is authorised bylaw
in certain American States, by surgical means.l Theknowledge we possess seems clearly sufijcient towarrant
us in
taking some cautioussteps inthis direction.Therecan
be
no donbtthat
sucha
policy would redound both to the
generaland to the economicwelfare of the community. For
this conclusion, aud for thegreat step forwardwhich
it is
hoped may follow from it, we are indebted t o modernbiology.
The conclusion, however, is outside the sphere of economics,
and does not in any way disturb the results that were attained
in the preceding chapters.
8 3. I pass, therefore, to something of whose relevance a t
alleventsthere
can be no doubt, the view, namely, that
biological science proves all such inquiries as we are pursuing
hereto betrivialand
misdirected. P u t broadly, the charge
isthis.
Economicchanges,
such as alterationsin
the size,
affect
composition, or distribution of the nationaldividend,
environmentonly;andenvironment
is of no importance,
because improvements in it cannot react on the quality of the
the improvements.This
children born to those whoenjoy
view was crystallised by Professor Punnett, when he declared
that hygiene, education and so on are but “fleeting palliatives
at best, which, in postponing, but augment the difijculties they
profess to solve. . . . Permanent progress is aquestion of
breeding rather than of pedagogics ; a matter of gametes, not
of training.”
Mr. Lock’ is even moreemphatic in the same
s e m The opinions of these writers on the practical side are
substantially in agreement with those of Professor Karl Pearson.
The scientific foundation on which all such views rest is,
1 The standard work on this eubjsct ie Eugenkl StCriZiaation.ia t l u U
rn&&
S U , by Dr. H. H. bughlin, 1922.
Meadelism (seoond edition), p p 80-81.
Of. Recent PrOgrm in the Study of Vanhtim, Hwsddly and Eml&%cliun,by

X. H. Lack.
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of course, the thesis that acquiredcharacters,
which ariae
out of the influence of environment,arenotinherited.
It is
held, at least as regards the morecomplicated
multicellular
organisms, that the germ-cells, which will ultimately form the
off,,pring of a living being, aredistinct a t theoutset from
those which will form the body of that being. Thus, Mr.
Wilson writes : ‘‘ It is a reversal of the true point of view to
regardinheritance
as taking place from the body of the
parent to that of the child. The child inherits from the
parent g e m - c e l l , not from the parent body, and the germ-cell
owes its characteristics, not tothe bodywhich bears it,but
to its descent from pre-existing
a
germ-cell
of the same
kind. Thus, the body is, as it were, an offshoot from the germcell. As far as inheritanceis concerned, the body is merely
the carrier of the germ-cells, which are held in trust for
coming generations.”
Doncastertakes‘ upsubstantiallythe
theories of heredity it was
same position : “ I n theearlier
assumed that the germ-cells wereproducedby
the body, and
thattheymust,
therefore, be
supposed
either to contain
samples of allparts of it, or a t least some kind of units
derived from those parts and able to cause their development
inthenext
generation.Gradually,as
thestudy of heredity
and of theactual origin of the germ-cellshas progressed,
biologists havegivenup
this view in favour of a belief in
germinalcontiuuity,
that is, thatthe
germ - substanceis
derived from previous gern~-substance, the bodybeing a kind
is, thus,like its parent,not
of offshoot from it.Thechild
because both
because it is produced from theparent,but
child and parent are producedfrom the same stock of germplasm.” % If this viewbe sound, it follows that those definite
characteristics of an organism, whose appearance is determined
by the presence of definite structures or substances in the
germ-cella, cannotbe directly affected by any quality“ acquired ”
byan
ancestor. It is only characteristics of an indefinite
quantitative kind, such as may be supposed to arise from the
cells of
intercommunicat.ion of the germ-cells withtheother
1 Wilson, Ths Cell ia Dcaclqpmoet and I
-=,
E.H.Lock, Vasialion, &eredi@and Eorolt&ion,p.

€ T e d 4 y , p. 124.

p 13 ; quoted by
68.

’
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the body and the reception of 0uid or easily soluble substances
fromthem, that can be affected inthis way. Thecharacteristics thus reserved are
not,
of course, wholly without
significance. The.questionwhether the submission of germupon
cells to a poisonous environmentreactspermanently
the descendants of those cells does not seem to be a closecl
one.Professor
J. A. Thomson writes : “ Thereis
agreat
difference between a poisoning of the germ-cells along with
the body andthe influencing them in amanner so specific
thatthey a n , when they develop, reproduce theparticular
do not lead “ a
parental modificatiotl.”
The
germ-cells
charmed life, uninfluenced by auy of the accidents or incidents
On the
of the daily life of the body which is their bearer.”
contrary, there is someevidence that, not onlydirect poisons
like alcohol, but even injuries to the parent,
may, by reacting
on the nutrition of the germ-cells, cause general weakness and
resultant bad properties inthe offspring, though how far the
ofspring of their ofspring wouldbe affected is doubtful. But
the generalopinionamong
biologists appears to be thatthe
effect of the acquiredcharacteristics of onegeneration upon
thequality
of the succeeding generation is, at all events,
very small compared with the effect of the inborn characteristics of the one generation.’ “ Educationis to man what
manureis to thepea
Theeducated areinthemselvesthe
experiencewill
alternot
one jot
better for it,buttheir
the irrevocable nature of their offspring.”‘ In liketuanner
“ neglect,
poverty,
andparental
ignorance,serious as their
results are, (do not) possess auy marked heredit,ary effecL”’
This biological thesis,which,since it isdominant among
I have
experts, an outsider has no title to dispute,is,as
said, the scientific foundation o€ the view that economic
circumstances, because theyareenvironmental,arenot,
from
a long - period standpoint, of any real importance.
The

’

J. 9. Thomson, Heredily, p. 198.
Bid. p. 204.
Lock, Yaridiun and Heredity, pp. 69-51.
4 Punnett, Memielism, p. 81.
6 Eichholz, “ Evidence to the Committee on Physical Deterioration,” Report,
11. 14. Dr. Eichholz’s riew appears to be formed R poslcriori, and not to be
nn inference from general biologid principlea.
I
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biological premise I accept. To the sociological conclusion,
however, I demur. Mr. SidneyWebbhasuttereda
genial
protestagainsta
too exclusive attentiontothe
biological
aspect of social problems. “After all,” he writes, “ it would
not be of much use to have all babies born from good stocks,
if, generation after generation, they weremade to grow up
into bad
men
and women. A world of well- born but
physicallyandmorallyperverted
adultsisnotattractive.”’
My criticism, however, goes deeper than this. Professor
Puunettandhis
fellow - workers would acceptMr. Webb’s
plea..
They freelygrant
that environingcircumstancescan
affect the persons immediatelysubjectedtothem,butthey,
nevertheless, hold that thesecircumstances areunimportant,
because, not being ableto
influence the inborn quality of
succeeding generations, they
cannot
produce any
lasting
of onegeneraresult. Myreplyisthattheenvironment
tion eun produce alastingresult,
because it can affeot the
environment of future generations. Environments,inshort,
as well as people, havechildren.Thougheducationand
so
forth cannot iu0uence new births in the physical world, they
can influence theminthe
world of ideas ; 2 and ideas, once
Eugenia Revkw, November 1910, p. 236.
An interesting comparison cun be made between the process of evolution
in thesetwoworlds.
In both we find three elements, t h e mumme of, propagalion OL and eonjiet between, mutations.
In both worlds the k i d of mutations that ocour appear t o befortuitous,
and cannot be controlled,thoughinboth
it is sometimessuggested that the
tendency to mutate is encouraged by large changes in, and particular kinds of,
environment.
For example, Rae suggested, aa conditionsfavourable to the
emergeuce of inventions, general upheavals, such as wars or migrations, and the
adoption in any art
of a new material-such aa steel in building-4ther
for
lack of theold m a t e d or throughthe pomession of aspecially effective
new one, andhemaintained
thatthestableagriculturaldistrictsrarely
yieldinventions
(TAe Sociological Theory of Capital, pp. 172-3). I n both
worldsagain, with everyincrease of m k b i l i t y , the chance that a “good”
mutationwill m n r is increased. Hence, celePis paribus, environmentsthat
make for variability
are
a
means to good.
Thus,
of local
governments
Marshallwrites : “All power of variation that is consistentwith order and
economy of administration ia a n almoat unmixed good. The prospects of pmgres~are i n c w d by the multiplicity of parallel experiments and t h e intercommunion of ideas betwcen many people, each of whom haa some opportunity
of testing practically the vaIuue of his own suggestions ” (Meemarandunz to the
Royal Cornmissiopa on Looal Tamtion, p. 123 ; cf. a h Booth, I n d u d ~ v.
,
p. 80 ; and Hobhouse, Democracy and Rcacth, pp. 121-3).
The p r o p g u t i o n of mutations, on the other hand, d m not .proceed in the
&me way among idcas as among organisma. Among t h e latter €he fertility of

I
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produoed or once accepted by a particular generation, whether
or not theycan be materialised into mechanicalinventions,
maynotonlyremodel
from its very base theenvironment
whichsucceeding generations enjoy,' but mayalsopave
the
way for further advance. For, whereas eachnew man must
begin where his last ancestor began, each new invention begins
where itslast aucestorleft oKz I n this way a permanent
or, rather, a progressivechange
of environmentisbrought
is admittedlyabletoexert
about,and,sinceenvironment
animportant influenceonpersonsactuallysubjected
toit,
such achangemayproduce
enduring consequences. Among
anirnals, indeed,andamong
the primitive races of men this
point is
not
important.
For there
what
the
members
of
onegenerationhavewroughtin
the field of ideas i6 not
easily communicated to their successors. " Thehumanrace,
whenwidely
scatteredandincapable
of intereomrnunication,
makes the same discovery hundred
a
times.
Its efforts
of the
and
its
triumphs
are
annihilated
with the
death
member of the fanlily in which
individual, or of thelast
theinventionhas
beenpassedonby
oraltradition."
But
of writingaud
of printing
among civilised men thearts
have renderedthought
viable through time, andhavethus
each generation power tomould
and remodel
extendedto
the ideal
environment
of its successors. Tarde grasped
the mutated members that survive ia not, but among the former it is, affected by
their adaptation or otherwise to successfulstruggle.Aninlals
that arefailures
and those that are successes are equally likely, if they survive, to have offspring.
But, among ideas, those t h a t fail am likely to be barren and those that succeed
to be prolific.
Still more marked f the differencebetween the character of the struggze
t h a t taka place between mutated members in the two groups. In the physical
world the process is negative-the failures
a r e cut off. I n the world of ideas it
is pitive"successfu1ideas
are adoptedandimitiited.
Oneconsequence of
thie is that, in general, a successful experiment diffusesitaelf much more rapidly
than a successful ' r sport."
1 This consideration affords a powerful argument for the expenditure of Btate
of the presentgeneration to become competent
funds upon training the girls
mothers and honeewivw, because, if only one generation were 80 taught, a family
tradition would very probably become established, and the knowledge given in
the first indnca a t pnblic cost would propagate itself throughsucxasive
generationswithoat any further cost to anybody. (Cf. &port of the Intardepartmental Committee on Physical Deterioration, p. 4 2 . )
2 Cf. Fiake, I n d i m , p. 253.
a Mjewaki, La Science de h CidiaaZk,p. 228.
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thispoint when he wrote : To facilitatefurtherproduction
istheprincipalvirtue
of capital,as that termought to be
is it inherent ? In commodities
understood. Butinwhat
or in particularkinds of comn~odities? Nay, ratherin those
fortunateexperimenh
of which the memory has been preserved. Capital
is
tradition
or social memory. It is
to
term,
societies whatheredity or vital memory,-enigmatical
-is
to living beings. As for the products that have been
savedandstored
uptofacilitatetheconstruction
of new
copies of the models conceived by inventors, they are to these
models,which are the true social germs, what the cotyledon,
amere store of food, is to the embryo.”Bacon
hadalready
exclaimed: “ Theintroduction of new inventionsseemethto
benefits of uew
be the very chief of all humanactions.The
inventionsmayextendtoallmankinduniversally,but
the
goodof
politicalactivities
can respect but some particular
country of men: theselatter
do notperdure above a few
writes
in
the
same
ages, the former for ever.” Marshall
spirit:“The world’s materialwealth
would quicklybereit was
placed if i t were destroyed, butthe ideas bywhich
madewereretained.
If, however, the idem werelost, but not
the materialwealth,then that would dwindleand the world
most of ourknowledge of
would go back to poverty.And
mere facta could quickly be recovered if it were lost, but
of thoughtremained ; while, if the
the constructiveideas
ideasperished,
the worldwould
enter again on theDark
Ages.”
Nor is even this a full account of thematter.
As
Any change that
Marshall observes in another
place:
awardstothe
workers of onegenerationbetterearnings,
better opportunities of developing their best
togetherwith
qualities,willincrease
the materialandmoraladvantages
which they have the power to offer to their children ; while,
by increasing their own intelligence, wisdom and forethought,
such a change will also, to Borne extent, increase their willingness to sacrifice their own pleasures for the well-being of their
children.” a Those children, in turn, being themselves rendered
‘I
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strongerandmoreintelligent,willbeable,
when they grow
up, to offer a better e n v i r o n m e n t n d underthe.term environment I include the physical
circumstances
of the
mother before, and immediatelyafter,child-birth
‘”totheir
children, and so on. The effect
goes
on
p i h q itself up.
Changes in ancestral environment start forces, which modify
contiuuously andcumulatively the conditious of succeeding
for
environments,and,throughthem,
the humanqualities
which currentenvironmentis
inpart
responsible. Hence,
Professor Punnett’sassertion is unduly sweeping.2 Progress,
not merely permanentbut
growing, C Q ~be broughtabout
by causes with which breeding and gameteshave nothing to
the .word can.
do. Nor, indeed, must we restcontentwith
There is strong reason for holding that the enormous developmentinthe
mental function of mankind,which hastaken
place during historic times, haa not been associated with m y
significant germinal change. With growing density of population the machinery of thoughthas beendeveloped
through
contactand co-operationamong persons of notsubstantially
greater germinalendowment
than waspossessed
byearlier
generations. “This is the paradox of the population problem.
Change among species in a state of natare is based upon
germinal change alone ; change among our pre-human ancestors
was equally a matter of change in the quality of population ;
buttheexplanation
of the mostoutstandingfact
in recent
historybroadly viewed (i.e. the great acceleration of progress
in knowledge and power) is to be sought in a change in quantity,ratherthan
in qnaIity, of population.”
We conclude,
.then, that there is no fundamental difference of thekind
sometimassupposed
between cau~esoperating on acquired,
twoare of
and causes operating on inborn,qualities.‘The
coo-ordinateimportance;andthestudents
of neitherhave a
fight to belittle the work of those who study the other.
~

I The importance of thispoint
is illustrated by the observation of the
London Education Committee of 1905, that the ehildien
in a ymr whan
infant mortality is low have more than average physique, a d wiu wsa fcf.
Wells, New Worldsfw Old, p. 216.)
In later editions of his book Professor Punnett’e argument ia steted in a
lea eweeping form and does not conflict with what has been said above. (Cf.
i K c n d c Z i m n , third edition, p. 167.)
3 c8rr-bnndera, 117Ge PopuWon Problem, p p 480-81.
born’
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9 4. I proceednow tothethird of the topics indicated
for discussion inthe first section of thischapter,namely,
to which new biological knowledge
makes
it
the
extent
necessary for us toqualify
the conclusions laid down in
Chapters VII. and VIII. These conclusions, it will be
remembered, were to the effect that,
other
things
being
equal, (1) an increase in the size of national dividend-proby the exercise of undue
vided that it is notbroughtabout
pressure upon workpeople,”and (3) achange
inthe
dispoor, would
tribution of the dividend
fivourable
to
the
be likely to increase economicwelfare and, through economic
welfare, general welfare. Againstthese conclusions the bioit
logically trainedcriticurgesanimportantcaution.May
not be, he asks, that advancealong the first of theselines,
by checking the freeplay of natural selection and enabling
feeble children to survive, will set up a cumulative influence
making for national weakness ; .and that advance along the
second line, by mfferentiating in favour of inferiorstocks,
willhaveasimilarevil
effect? Is therenot ground for fear
thatthe brightuess of thestream of progress isdeceptive,
thatit bears along, as it flows,seeds of disaster,and that
the changeswe have pronounced to be productive of welfare
are, at the best, of doubtfulimport ! The two parts of this
thesis must now be examined in turn.
5. Thedanger to nationalstrength
that results from
a growth of wealth in general has beenemphasised by many
writers. In a softened environmentchildren of feeble constitution, who, in hardercircumstances, would have died, are
enabled tosurviveand
themselves to have children.’ It has
secret of
even been suggeeted thatinthisfactmayliethe
theeventual
decay of nationsand
of aristocracieswhich
great wealth.
There
are, indeed,mitigating
haveattained
circumstances, whichmaybe
urged in extenuation of thia
view. Firht; according to the mostrecent biological .opinion,
thesurvival of weakly children, if their weakness is, aa it
were, accidental, andnotdue
to inherited defect, is not
ultimatelyharmful to the stock, because the children of the
weakly children arequitelikely
to be strong. Secondly,
GI. Haycrbft, hrainisna and &ccc! hqress, p.

58.
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weakness in infancy is not
necessarily
a
good index of
Mr. Yule, after reviewing
essentialinbornweakuess;and
the availablestatistics by mathematical methods, is led to
suggest that, perhaps, ‘‘ themortality of infancy is selective
and
its
only as regards the special dangers of infancy,
influencescarcelyextends
beyond the second year of life,
whilst the weakening effect of asicklyinfancy is of greater
duration.”
These mitigating
circumstances
somewhat
limit,
to overthrow, the thesis that
thoughthey
may wellfail
growth in wealth, unaccompaniedby any safeguard, is likely
to deteriorate theinherentquality
of the m e . There is
alsoavailable
a furthermitigatingcircumstance,
which is
lessfundamental,thonghnot
less important. For, even if
the inherent quality of the race is somewhat injured, it does
not follow thatthe
finished products,
which
contain,
of
course, at once inherentandenvironmentalqualities,
are so
injured. If increasedwealth. removes influences that make
for the elimination of the unfit, it also removes influences
that make for the weakening of the fit. The total effect
of this twofold action maywellbe
beneficial ratherthan
is in
fact
so is suggested by an
injurious.
That
this
importantreport published by the Local Government Board
on the relation of infantilemortalitytogeneralmortality.
the view
Inthat
report Dr. Newsholmedirectlycombats
that improvements making for a rednction of infant mortality,
to survive, must beinimical
by enabling more
weaklings
tothe average health of the population. H e finds, on the
contrary, “that the countieshaving
high infantmortalities
continue, in general, to suffer somewhat excessively throughout
the first
twenty
yean of human life, andthat
counties
having low infantilemortalitiescontinuetohaverelatively
low death-rates in the first twentyyears of life, though the
so great atthelaterasattheearlier
superiorityisnot
ages. .
It isfair to assume, in accordancewithgeneral
experience, that the amount of sicknessvariesapproximately
with the number of deaths; and there can
be no reasonable
doubtthat,inthe
countieshaving a highinfantdeath-rate,
there is-apartfrommigration-more
sickness and a lower

..
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standard of health in youth and in adult
life than in -counties
Dr.
in which the toll of infant
mortality
is less.”
Newsholme’s argument is, indeed, open to thereplythat
ascertained differences between the several
counties
in
both be due
infantiledeath-rateandlaterdeath-ratemay
to differeuces in the quality of the inhabitants of the several
counties.Theargument,
therefore, failstoprove
thatthe
direct beneficial effect of betterenvironmentsduetogreater
wealthoutweighs the inhrect injurious effect of the impedimentthey
place inthe
way of natural selection. I t may
be thattheinjurious
eflect isreally the stronger, butthat
it is masked inthe statistics because it is exercised upon
personswho are ab initio of better physique--as is,indeed,
suggestedby
theirability
t o earn more and so tolive
in
better conditions-than
the average. This criticism lessens
Still
the force of Dr. Newsholme’s statistical argument.’
thedirectly
observed fact that good environment removes
influences tendingto
weaken the fit remains. In company
withthe considerations setoutearlier
i n this section, that
fact
militates
against
the
view that a growing dividend
t h a t mturally accompauy i t carry
andtheimprovements
seeds of future weakness, and so ultimatelymakeagainst,
ratherthanin
favourof,economic
welfare. In anyevent,
be readily
thedangerthatthey
mayhave
this effectcan
and completelycounteracted,
if the policy of segregating
in the second section, is adopted. As
the unfit,advocated
ProfessorThomson
pointsout,no
biological evil can result
from the preservation of weaklings,provided
thattheyare
not allowed to have children!
There is, therefore, no need
tosurrenderour
conclusion that causes, which make for
an expansion of the dividend, in generalmake for economic
and, through economic, for aggregate, welfare.
8 6. Thedanger
to national strength
and
efficiency
throughanimprovement
in the distribution of the dividend
Raport for 1909-10 [Cd.52631, p. 17.
Dr. Newsholme’s argument waa severely criticised-partly under a
misapprehension of ita purpose-by Professor Karl Peerson in his Cevendish
lecture, 1912, p. 13. Dr. Newsholme replied in his uecond (1913) report
[Cd.69091, pp. 46-52.
3 3 t ~ t d i t y p.
, 520.
1
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might seem a priori to be very important. For improved
distribution is llkely to modify the proportion in which
future generations are born from the richer and poorer classes
respectively. If, therefore, the poorer classes comprise less
efficient stocksthan the richer classes-if, in fact, economic
status is anything of aniudex of inborn quality-improved
distributionmust modify the generallevel of inbornquality,
cumulative force
and so, in the long run,mustreactwith
upon themagnitude
of the nationaldividend.
Now I do
notagree.withthose
who
hold
thatpovertyandinborn
inefficiency are obviously andcertainlycorrelated.Extreme
poverty is, no doubt,oftentheresult
of feckless character,
physical
infirmity,
and
other
“ b a d ” qualities of finished
persons. But thesethemselves are generallycorrelatedwith
bad environment;and it is ridiculousto treat m unworthy
of argument the suggestion thatthe “ bad ” qualitiesare
mainly the result, not of bad originalproperties,but
of bad
originalenvironment.’Nevertheless,
though it is not selfevident, it is, I think, probable, that aconsiderablemeasure
of correlationexistsbetweenpovertyand
“ bad”
original
properties. For among the relatively richthereare
always
a number of persons who have
risen
from a poor environment, which
their
fellows, who have
remained
poor,
sharedwith
them in childhood;
and
this
sort of movemarked, asopportunities
ment is probably becomingmore
of education and so forth are being brought more within the
reach of the poorer classes. In like manner, of course,
a
among the poor are some persons who havefallenfiom
This clam of difficulty is experienced in manystatisticalinvestigations
of aocial problems. For example, aninteresting inquiry intotheinheritance
of ability, aa indicated by the Oxford clssa lish and t h e school liats of Harrow
and Charterhouse, wm published some years ago by Mr. Schuster. But the
value of hia resulta is in some measure-it
is not poesible to my in what
measure-impaired
by the fact that the possession of able parenta is apt to
be correlated withthe reception of a good formal, and, still more, informal,
education. Mr. Schnster argues (1). 23) thatthe emor duetothiacircumstance ie not likely to be large. (Cf. also Karl Pearaon, Eiometn;Ea, vol. iii.
p. 156.) BI. Nicefero, on the other hand, in his study of L e a CEassep p u w e s ,
lays atredls on the effects of environment in promoting the physical and psychid
inferiority of these cleeses ; hut he does not aeem to juetify by evidence his
l e u racine
conclusion t h a t ‘‘ tom les fsoteurs-en dernikre analyse-plongent
bien plus dams le milieu h n o m i q u e de la societd modeme que darts la
S ~ M C ~ m6me
U ~
de I‘individu ” (p. 332).
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superior
environmeut.
Among the original
properties
of
these relativelyrichtherearepresumablyqualitiesmaking
for efficiency, which account for their rise ; while, among the
originalproperties of these relatively poor, there are, presumably, qualibies of an opposite kind.' Hence, it is probably
truethat
causes affecting the comparative rate of childbearing among the relativelyrich
andthe
relatively poor
respectively affect the comparative rate among thosewith
" better "
and worse"originalproperties
(from thepoint
of view of efficiency) inthe samedirection.
If it, were true
that increased prosperity in a poor class involved a higher
rate of reproduction, it would follow thatan improved distribution of the dividend would increase thenumberand,
therewith, the proportion, of children born from parents
of stockother thanthe best. Since, however, asis notorious,
is
practically
propagation among the lowest class of all
untrammelled by
economic
considerations, an increase in
fortune to the poor as a whole could only increase the number
of children
barn
to
sections
of the poorer classes other
thanthe worst. It would not, therefore, necessarily follow
that the averagequality of the populationas a wholewould
It is not, however,necessary
tostop
at this
belowered,
point.
Professor
Brentano's
investigations,
which
were
previouslynoticed,havesuggested
that increasedprosperity
in a classtends, on the whole, to diminish ratherthan t o
increase the reproduction
rate
of that class, and reason
tendency is not
has been shown for believing thatthis
fully offsetby accompanyingimprovements in the mortality
rate.' Hence, it wouldseem, an improvement in the distribubeexpectedactuallytodiminish
tion of the dividendmay
the proportion of children born from inferior stocks. I n
I'

1 Pareto ignores these conaiderationswheu he argues (Systdmes m i u l i s t e s ,
p. 13 ct q.)
that anincrease in the relative number of childreu born to
the rich must make for national deterioration because, since the children
of the rich are subjected to a less severe struggle than those of the poor,
feeble children, whowould die if born to the poor, will, if born to the rich,
survive and, in turn, havefeeble children. In view of the facts noted in
ths text, this circumstance should be regarded merely aa a counteracting force,
mitigating, but not destroying, the beneficialconsequences likely to result from
a relative incrense in the fertility of the rich.
9 Cr. a
&, Chapter I L $ 3 .
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ehort,this biological consideration, so far from reversing the
conclusion of Chapter VIII., that improved distribution makes
for economic and general welfare, lends, in present conditions, some support
to
that
conclusion. The
results
of
that chapter, along withthose
of Chapter VIT., therefore,
remain intact.

CHAPTER XI
THE METHOD OF DISCUSSION TO BE FOLLOWED

IN the precedingchapters it has beenshown that economic
welfare is liz,ble to be affected inanimportant
degree (1)
through the size of the national dividend and
(2) through the
of the
way in which it isdistributedamongthemembers
community. If causes affecting the size of the dividendhad
no influence on its distribution,and causes affecting its distribution no influence on its size, the remaining stages of our
of causes
inquiry would be simple. Each of thesegroups
would be examilled inturn separately. AS a fact, however,
the same causes willoften act along both of thesechannels,
of
with
the
result
that
an
entirely
satisfactory
method
exposition is difficult to devise. After
weighing
up the
of different courses I propose to
comparative
advantages
proceed as follows. In Parts 11. and III., I shallstudythe
way in whicheconomicwelfare
is affected by certain causes
that operateupon it through the size of the dividend. I do
not propose to examine all the causes that might properly be
in this connection. Inventions
and
brought
under
review
discoveries, the opening up of extensive sources of foreign
demand,improvements
inthetechnique
of marketing,and
the growth of accutnulatedcapitalwillscarcely
bediscussed
way in which
at all. Part 11. will beconcerned withthe
the productive resources of the community, looked a t generally,
aredistributed amongdifferent uses, and Part 111. with the
organisation of labour in various aspecta. These discussions
having been completed, Part IV. is devoted to an inquiry as to
123
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how far in actualfact causes that affect economic welfare in
one sense through the size of the dividend are liable to affect
it in a different sense through the distributioo of the dividend,
andto a study of the problems thatarise when thissort of
disharmony is manifested.

PART I1
THE SIZE OF THE NATIONAL
DIVIDEND
AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCES
AMONG DIFFERENT USES

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY

3 1.

IN thisPart we are concerned with causes that increase

or diminish the size of the national dividend by acting on the
of no matterwhat
wa,y i u which the productiveresources

kind belonging to the country are distributed
among different
this
discussion, except
uses or occupations. Throughout
when thecontraryisexpresslystated,thefact
that some
resources aregenerally unemployed against the will of the
owners
is
ignored. This does not affect the substance of
the argument,while i t simplifies its exposition. Thepurpose
to indicatethegeneral
scope
of thisintruductorychapteris
of the problem before us.
2. Certain optimistic followers of the classical economists
have suggested that the “free play of self-interest,” i f only
Government
refrains
from interference, will automatically
cause the land,capitalandlabour
of any county to be so
distributed as b yield a largeroutputand,
therefore, more
economicwelfare
than could be attained by anyarrangement
other
than
that
which
comes
about “ naturally.”
Even Adam Smith himself, while makingan exception in
favour of State action in “ erecting andmaintainingcertain
it can
publicworks
andcertainpublicinstitutions,which
never be for the
interests
of any individual, or small
number of individuals,toerect
and maintain,” lays it down
that I‘any system whichendeavours, either by extraordinary
encouragements to draw towards a particular species of industry
a greater share of the capital of the society than what would
to force
unturally go to i t ; or byextraordinaryrestraints
from a particular specks of industry some share of the capital

0
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whichwouldotherwisebeemployed
in it . . . retards, instead
of accelerating, the progress of the society towards real wealth
and greatness, and diminishes,instead of increasing, the real
produce of its landand
labour.”’ It
value ol theannual
would, of course, be unreasonable to interpret this passage in
anyabstract or universal sense. Adam Smithhad in mind
the actual world asheknew
it, with an organised system of
law. He would not have
civilised governmentandcontract
quarrelledwiththedictum
of a later economist that “ the
activities of manareexpended
along two routes, thefirst
being directed to the production or transformation of economic
goods, the second to the appropriation of goodsproduced by
others.”
Activities
devoted to
appropriation
obviously
do
not promote production, and production wouldbepromoted
if
they weredivertedintothechannels
of industry. We must,
therefore, understandhim
to assume the existence of laws
designed, and, in the main,competent,topreventacts
of
mere appropriation, such as those perpetrated
by highwaymen
andcard-sharpers.The
free play of self-interestis conceived
by him to be “.confined to certaindirections by ourgeneral
social institutions,especially the Family, Property,andthe
territorial State.”
More generally, when
one
man
obtains
by
goodsfrom anotherman,heis
conceived toobtainthem
the process, not oE seizure, but of exchange in an open market,
where the bargainersonboth sides are reasonably competent
and reasonablycognisant of the conditions. There is ground,
however, for believing that even Adam Smith had not realised
fully the extent to which the System of Natural Liberty needs
to be qualified andguarded
by special laws, before it will
promote the most
productive
employment
of country’s
a
resources. It has been saidby
a recentwriter
that“the
working of self-interest is generally beneficent, not because of
some natural coincidence between the self-intereat of each and
the good of all, but because human inatitutions are arranged
so as to compel self-interest to work in directions in which it
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will be beneficent.”’ Thus, though it is, apart from any
interest
of each individual that
all
institutions, to the
individuals,including
himself’, should refrain fromtllievirlg
ratherthanthatall
shbuld thieve, it would not be t o tlle
interest of any one that he personally should refrain from
thieving, unless either, by so doing,he could induce others to
follow his example-which
he could not do-or
there was a
law or other sanction imposing penalties for theft.Thiskind
of coercive legal devicefor directingself-interestinto
social
channels is well illustrated by the limitations whichsome
civilised States imposeupon
the absolute powers of owners
of property-such
limitations as the Eavarian rule forbidding
owners of forests to exclude pedestrians from their land, the
a mau from setting
FrenchandAmericanrulesrestraining
lire to his own
house,
and the practice prevalent
in
all
countries of expropriating private owners where their expropriathe
general interest.’ It is
tion is urgently required in
furtherillustrated
by theattitude
of the law of modern
debts, contracts
nations towards types of contract-gambling
in restraint of trade, agreerneuts for contracting-out of certain
legal obligations-which are deemed contrary to public policy
This adjustandare, therefore, treated by the courts as
ment of institutions to the end
of directingself-interestinto
beneficial cllannels has been carried out in considerable detail.
But even in the most advanced States there are failures
and
imperfections. Wearenot
here concerned withthosedeficiencies of organisation which sometimes muse higher noneconomic interests to be sacrificed to less important economic
interests.Overand
above these, thereare
many obstacles
that prevent a community’s resources from being distributed
uees or occupations in tlle most effective
amongdiEerent
way. The study of these constitutesourpreseut
problem.
Thatstudy involves somedifficult analysis. Butits purpose
is essentially practical. It seeks to bring into clearer light
some of the ways in which it now is, or eventually may become,
feasible for governments to control the play of economic
1
2

8

Cannan, h
r
n
e
i Beview, July 1913, p. 333.
C t Ely, Frqwrty and C d r a c t , pp. 61 and 150.
lbid. pp. 616 and 731.
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forces in such wise as t o promote the economicwelfare, and,
through that, the total welfare, of their citizens as a whole!
CF. Marshall’sobservation : “Muchremainsto
bedone,
by acareful
collection of the statistics of demand and supplj and a scientific interpretation
of their results, in order to discover what are the limits of the work that society
can with advantage do towards turning the economic actions of individuals into
those chenneh in which they will add the moat t o the sum total of happiness”
(Principles of Economics, p. 475).

C H A P T E R I1
THE DEFINITION OF MARGINAL SOCIAL AND PRIVATE N E T
PRODUCTS

Ej 1. CONCERNED
as we are with the nationaldividend
as
acontinuing flow, we naturallyunderstand by the resources
it, not
stock
a
of resources, but a
directed to
making
similarlycontinuing flow ; and we ,conceive the distribution
of these resources amongdifferent
uses or places on the
analogy,not
of a stagnant pond divided iuto anumber of
sections, butrather
of ariver
divided into anumber
of
streams.This conception involves, no doubt,manydiiliculties
of the
in connection both
with
the varying
durability
equipment employed in different industriesandwiththe
of industry ES a whole.
dynamic, or changing,tendencies
I n spite of these difficulties, however, the general
idea
is
exact enough for the present purpose. That purpose is
to provide
suitable
a
definition
for the concepts
.which
the value of
arefundamentalthroughoutthisPart,namely,
marginal privde and the valw of the marginal social net
product. Theessentialpoint
is that these too must be conthe result per year of the employment
ceived as flows-as
per Y~XZTof the marginalincrement of some given quantity
of resources. On this basis we may proceed to work out our
definition.
2. For completeaccuracy it is necessary to distinguish
between two senses in which the term marginal increment of
resourcea may be employed. It may be conceived either aa
beingadded, BO to speak, fromoutside, thusconstituting a net
addition to the sum total of resources in existence, or as being
transferred t;O the particular use or plece we arestudying

’
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from some other use or place. If the effect on production in
a particular use or place of adding an increment of resources
is indepeudent of the quantityof resources employed elsewhere,
the net products of these two sorts of marginal increment will
be the same. It oftenhappens, however, thatthis condition
of independence is not satisfied. Thus, will be shownmore
fully in a laterchapter, thenthunit
of resources employed
in a particular firm will yield different quantities of produce
in other
according as thequantity
of resourcesemployed
firms in the same industryis
larger or smaller. Thenet
productsderived from marginalincrements of resources, interpretedintheabovetwo
ways, mightperhaps be distinguished as additivemarginalnetproductsandsubstitutive
In general, however, thenet products
marginalnetproducts.
derived from the two sorts of marginal increment of resources
in auy use or place are not likely to differ sensibly from one
another, and for most purposes they may be treated w equivalent.
5 3. Waiving, then, this point, we have next to define more
precisely what is meant when we speak of the marginal net
product of the resourcesemployed in any uBe or place as the
result of the marginal increment of resources employed there.
Thisis tantamountto saying thatthemarginalnetproduct
of a given quantity of resources isequal
to the difference
that wouldbemade
to the totalproduct of theseresources
by addingto or subtracting from them a smallincrement.
This, however, is not by itself sufficient. For the addition
or subtraction of asmallincrementcan
be accomplished in
severaldifferent ways with correspondinglydifferentresults.
Weare here concerned withaparticular
way. For us the
marginal net product of any flow of resources employed i n any
use or place is equal t o the difference between the aggregate
flowof product for which that flow of resources, whm a p o p i u t e l y organised, is responsible and the aggregate flow of product for whicha flow of resources differing from that flow
by a small (marginal) increment, when appropiate& wganised,
would be responsible. In thisstatementthephrase
when
a p p v p i a t e l y o r g a n a is essential. If we were thinking
of marginal net product in the sense of the difference
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between the products of two adjacent puntdies of resources,
we shouldnormallyimagine
the resources to beorganised
suitablyto one of these quantities and, therefore, notto the
other.
Since,
however, our interest is in the difference
between the products of twoadjacent flows of resources, it
is naturalto conceiveeach of the two flows as organised in
the manner most appropriate to itself. This is the conception
excellently
illustrated
by
Professor
J. R.
we need. It is
Clark.
The
marginal
increment
of capital
invested
in a
‘‘ a difference
railwaycorporationis
inreality,hewrites,
between two kinds of plant for carrying goods and passengers.
One of these is the railroad as it stands,withallitsequipof perfection that is
mentbroughtuptothehighestpitch
possible with the present resources. Theother is the road
builtand equippedas it would have been if the resources
had been by one degree less. A difference in all-round quality
between anactualand
a possible railroad isinrealitythe
final increment of capital nowusedby the actual corporation.
of capitalisthe
difference
Theproduct
of thatlastunit
between what the road actually produces and what i t would
have produced if it had been made one degree poorer.”’
4. One further point must be made clear. The marginal
netprodnct of afactor of production is the difference that
would be made to the aggregateproduct by withdrawing any
(small) unit of the factor. Themarginal
unit is thusnot
any particular u n i t Still less is it the worst unit in existen&
-the mostincompetentworkman who is employed a t allaa some writers have supposed ! It is any (small) unit out of
the aggregate of units, all ezactly alike, into which we imagine
this aggregate to be divided. Though, however, themarginal
unit is thus any unit, it is not any unit however placed. O n
the contrary, it is any unit coneeivcd as placrd at the margin.
The significance of this is best understood with the help of an
illustration. To withdraw a man attending a new machine or
working in an easyplace in any industry and to
do nothing
else would, of course, affect aggregate output more seriously
than to withdraw a man attendingan
obsolete machine or
T?u Dis6Wiun of Wealth, p. 250.
for ‘‘earned ” in the sentence quoted above.

1 haveaubstituted“produced

”

-
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working in a difficult place
would
do.
Themarginalnet
is thenthe
difference
product of work inthatindustry
that wouldbemade
toaggregate output by withdrawingfor
a day any (similar)
man andredistributing, if necessary, the
me11 that are left in such wise that the machine consequently
of work left unfilled is theleast
leftunattendedorplace
productive machine or place of work of which use has hitherto
been made.
9 5. So rnuch being understood, we have next to distinguish
precisely between thetwo varieties of marginalnetproduct
which I have named respectively social and private. The
marginal social net product is the total net product of physical
things or objective services due to the marginal increment of
reso~:rcesin any given use or place, no matter to whom any part
of thisproduct may accrue. It mighthappen,
for example,
aswill
be explained more fullyinalaterchapter,that
cost,s are thrown uponpeople not directly concerned, through,
say,unconlpensateddamagedonetosurrounding
woodsby
sparks from railway engines. A l l such effects must be
of them will be positive, others
negative
included-some
of
elements-in
reckoning up
the
social net
product
the marginalincrement of anyvolume
of resources turned
intoany use or place. Again an increase inthequantity of
resources employed by onefirm in an industry may give rise
to external economies i n the industry as a whole and so lessen
the real costs involved in the productionby other firms of a
givenoutput.Everything
of thiskind m u s t be countedin.
For some purposes it is desirable tocount in alsoindirect
effects induced in people’s tastes and in their capacity to derive
satisfaction from their purchases and possessions. Our principal
objective, however, is the national dividend and changes in it
8s defined in Part I. Chapters 111. and V. Therefore psychical
consequences are excluded, and the marginal social net product
of any given volume of resources is taken, except when special
notice to the contrary is given, to consist of physical elements
and objective services only. The marginal private net product
is thatpart of thetotalnetproduct
of physical things or
objective services due to the marginal increment of resources in
any given use or placewhich accrues in the fir& in~tmce-
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i.e. priorto sale-to
the person responsible for investingresourcesthere.
I n some conditions this is equal to, in some it
i n others it is less thanthe marginal social
isgreaterthan,
net product.
§ 6. The value of the marginal social netproduct
of
anyquantity of resources
employed
inany
use or place is
simplythesum
of money which the marginal social net
In like manner the value of
product is worth in the market.
the marginal private net product is the sum of moneywhich
the marginal private net product is worth in the market. Thus,
when the marginal social net product and the marginal private
netproductareidenticaland
the personresponsible for the
investment sells what accrues to him,
the value of both sorts
of ruargiual netproductinrespect
of agiven
volume of
resources isequal to theincrement of productmultiplied by
the priceper unitat which theproductis
sold when that
For
volume of resources is beingemployed i n producing it.'
example, the two sorts of marginal net product per year of a
million units of resources invested in weavingbeingassumed
to be identical, the value of both is equal to thenumber of
bales of cloth by which the output of amillion plus a small
increment,saya
million and one, exceeds theoutput
of
a millionunits,multiplied
by the money value of a bale
of cloth when this
output
is
being
produced.'
This, it
should be observed in passing, isdifierent
from, andmust
there is an
by no means be confused with, the excess-if
excess-of
the money value of the whole product when a
million and oneuuits of resources are being employedover
the money value of the whole product when a million units
are being employed.
1 This definition tacitlywumea
that the realisedprice is equal to the
(marginal)demand price. If governmentlimitation of price causes it to be
temporarily less than this,thevalue
of themarginalnetproduct
will need
to be interpreted as the marginal
(physical)
net product multiplied by
the marginal demand prim, and the marginal demand price in these conditions
will not be equal to the actual eelliig price.
Cf. Marshall, Principles of Emwmics, p. 847. It will be noticed by
the careful reader that, even when the uddidipre marginal net product and the
adstitutn've marginalnetproductare
equal, the d m of the marginal net
pioduotwill be different acaordiig aa marginal net product is interpreted aa
additiveandassubstitutivemarginalnetproduct.
The difference will, however, in general, be of the second order of emella.

,
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1. LET us suppose that agiven
quantity of productive
resources is beingemployed, that there are no costs of movement between different occupations and places, and that conditionsaresuch
that onlyone arrangement of resources will
make the values of marginal social netproducts everywhere
equal.' On thesesuppositions it is easy to show thatthis
arrangement of resources willmake
thenational
dividend
largerthan it would beunderanyotherarrangement.This
size of the
follows from the definition of changes inthe
nationaldividendgiven
in Part I. Chapter V. Thevalue of
the marginal social net product of resources in any use is the
money measure of the satisfaction which the marginal increment
of resources in that use is yielding. Whenever, therefore, the
value of the marginal social net product of resources is less
in any oneuse than it is in any other, the
money measure of
satisfaction in the aggregatecanbeincreased
by transferring
resources from the use where the value of the marginal social
net product is smaller to the use where it is larger. It follows
that, since, ex hypothesi, there is only one arrangement of
resources that will make the values of the marginalsocial
net products equal in all uses, this arrangement is necessarily
the one that makes the nationaldividend, as here defined, a
maximum.'
1 The considerations developed in Part 111.Chapter IX. 5 2 are here provisionally ignored.
2 A minor point shonld be noticed in passing.
In m p t i o m in which ~ 1 0
m u m w are employed, the vnlue. of the marginal net product of r m r w will,
in Benerd, be smeller than it is in occupations whgrp p n e reebarcBB are epployd,
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§ 2. This conclusionmay be extended to show that, when
complete equality among the values of marginal social net products is wanting, a diminution in the degree of inequality that
exists among them is likely to benefit the national dividend.
This result cannot, however, be set down without explanation.
If the uses in which resources are employed were only two in
number, its meaning wouldbe perfectly clear and its validity
undoubted. In fact, however, these uses are very numerous.
This circumstance gives rise to a difficulty, which has already
in another ‘connection.’ Themeaning
of
been referredto
the concept of greater or less equality among a large number
of values is ambiguous. Are we tomeasure the degree bf
equality by the mean deviation from the averagevalue, or
by the standard deviation, or by the probable error,” or by
some otherstatisticalmeasure
? If we use thestandard
deviation as our criterion, reasoning akin to that of the footnote on p. 97 shows that a decrease in the degree of inequality
subsistiug among the values of marginal social net products in
different uses will probccbly lead to an increase in the national
dividend. But it is not certain to do this unless the decrease
of inequalityisbroughtabout
by agroup of (one or more)
change8 of individual values, each om of which taken by itself
tends to decrease inequality.
Thus,
if the distribution of
raources is BO altered that a number of values of marginal social
net products which are below the average areall increased,
or if a number which are above the average are all diminished,
itis certain thatthe dividendwill be increased. But, if a
cause comes into play, which, whiledecreasing the degree of
inequality among the values of marginal social net products on
the whole, yet increases some values that are above the average
certain.
and diminishes some thatare below it,thisisnot
Thistype
of difficulty is not, however, of greatpractical
‘I

This circumstance clearly d m not imply the exktence of inequality among the
values of marginal net products in any sense incompatible with the maximisation
of the nrtional dividend. But, if it should anywhere happen that the value of
the marginal net produot of resources in nu occupationwherenoresourcesare
employed is lergor than it is in occupations where some resourcea are employed,
4 . g . a profitable venture which for some reSBon people have failed to axploit,thmt ineqnality would be an effective inequality and would be incompatible with
the maximimation of the dividend.
1 Cf. a&,
Part I. Chaptar YIII. $ 7.
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importance, because the obstacles to equality
with
which
for the most part, general obstacles,
wehave
todealare,
andoperateinthe
same sense at nearlyallpointswhere
they operate at all.
3. Let us next take account of the fact th'at in real life
costs are often involved in moving resources fromoneplace
or occupation toanother,and
let us inquire in what, if any,
respects this fact makes it necessary t o modify the conclusions
setout above. Thekernel of themattercan
be displayed
as follows. Suppose that between two points A and B the
movement of a unit of resources can be effected at a capital
cost
equivalent
to an
annual
charge of n shillings
for
everyyear during which a unitthatis
moved continues in
I n thesecircumstances the
productive work in its newhome.
national dividend will be increased by the movement of resources
from A to B, so long rn theannual value of the lnarginal
social net product at €3 exceeds that at A by more than w
shillings ; and it will be injured by any movement of resources
which occurs after the excess of the value of the marginal
social net product at B has been reduced below n shillings. If
the initial distribution of resources between A arid H is such
that the value of the marginal social net product at B exceeds
(or falls short of) the value of the marginal social net product
at A by any number of shillings less than n, say by ( n - h )
shillings, the existingarrangement-thatunder
which the
values of the marginal social net products at the two poirlts
the best arrangement, not indeed
differ by (a- h) shillings-is
absolutely, since, if there were no costs, a better arrmgement
would be possible,' but relatively to the fatof the ilaitial d i s t r i b
tiun and the existing costs of movement. I t is uot, be it noted,
the best arrangement relatively to the existing costs of movement alone. We cannot say that, when the costs of movement
areequivalent to n shillings, thenational
dividend is best
served by a distribution under which the values of the marginal
social net prodncts at A and B differ by such and such a defined
number of shillinp. The only accurate statement is : wlren the
costs of movement betweenA and R are equivalent to ~dshillings,
the nationaldividend is bestserved by themaintenance of .
Cf. post, Ch. V. 8 6.
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theexistingdistribution,
whatever that may be, provided
thatthisdistribution
does not involvea divergence inthe
values of nlarginal social net products greater than n shillings ;
and, if the existingdistribution
does involvea
divergence
greater than n shillings, by a new distribution brought about
by the transference of sufficient resources to bring the divergence down to n shillings.
€j4. Theresultssetoutin
the twoprecedingsections
rest upon the assumption that there is only one arrangement
of resourceswhich
makes the values of marginal social net
productseverywhere equal-or
aa nearlyequal as, in view
of costs of movement, it istotheinterest
of the national
dividend thatthey shouldbemade.
Thisassumption would
be justified if the value of the marginal social net product of
resources employed in each several use was alwayssmaller,
thegreaterthe
volume of resourceBemployed there.There
of conditions in which this is not
are, however, twosets
so. First,the
employment of additional resources inthe
production of a commodity may, after a time, enable improved
This means that demethods of organisation to bedeveloped.
creasing supply price l prevails, in such wise that the marginal
(physical) net product of a greater quantity of resources exceeds
the marginal(physical) net product of a smallerquantity :
and,whenever this happens, it is possible, though, of course,
it is not necessary, that the value of the marginal social net
product of several diff’erent quautities ofresoL1rces that might
beengaged
in producing the commodity will be the same.
Secondly, the employment of additional resour’ces in the production of a commodity may, after a time, lead to an increase in
the price per unit offered by consumers of any given quantity
of it. For their taste for it may be lastingly enhanced-obvious
examples are afforded by thetaste for music and tobacchappens the valueper
throughexperience o€ it.Whenthis
of
unit of a larger product will (after an appropriate interval
time) be greater than the value per unit of a smaller product.
It follows that, evenforcommoditieswhose
productionis
not subject to conditions of decreasingsupplyprice
inthe
sense defined above, there m y be, though, of course,
For B study of this concept cf. post, Chapter XI.
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there need not be, severaldifferentquantities
of invested
resources, the values of whose marginal social net productsarethe
same.' Hence, the conclusions setout above
modified form. Allowancebeing
requireto be restatedina
made for costs of movement, it is true that the dividend cannot
unless the values
reach the maximum
attainable
amount
of the marginal social net products of resources inall uses
are equal. For, if they
are
not
equal,
the
dividend
can
always be increased by atransference of resources from the
to themargin of others. But,when
margin of someuses
the values of the marginal social net products inall uses
need not attain
an
unequivocal
are
equal,
the
dividend
maximum. For, if several
arrangements
are
possible, all
of which make the values of the marginal social net products
equal, each of thesearrangements does, indeed,imply what
may be called a relative maaimurn for the dividend ; but
only one of thesemaxima isthe unequivocal, or absolute,
as i t were, the
maximurn. All of therelativemaximaare,
tops of hills higherthanthesurroundingcountry,butonly
highesthill-top of all. Furthermore, it
one of themisthe
is not necessary that all positions of relative maximum should
representlargerdividendsthanallpositions
which arenot
maxima.On
thecontrary, ascheme of distributionapproximatingtothat
which yields the absolute
maximum,
but
not itselffulfilling the condition of equalmarginalyields,
a largerdividendthan
most of the
would probablyimply
schemes which
do
fulfil this condition and so constitute
of minor
a
character.
A point near the
relativemaxima
summit of the highest hill may be higher thananysummit
except the highest itself.
If equality of the valuea of marginal net products ia attained wheu 1000
units of resonrcas are devoted to the prodnction of a particular thing, and also,
bec4mb-e of d
e
e
7
e
a
s
q
i supply price, when 5000 units are BO devotad, the national
dividend is necessarilylarger
underthelatterarrangement.
If equality is
attained with 1000 unit8 and also, because of reaclions upon tmh, with 5000
units, both eoonomic welfare and the national dividend, from the point of view
of the period in which the 5000 units are operating, are necessarily larger under
the latter arrangement. Bat the national dividend, from the poiut of view of
the other period, may be amnaller nnder the 5000 unita arrangement. I n these
circumstances, the definition of p 54 oornpela u8 to conclude tbat, from an
abeoluta point of view, the
dividends
ander the two atrangementa are
incommensnrsble.
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These considerationsshow
that, eventhough
the
values of marginal social net products were everywhere equal or
differed only in ways “justified” by the costs of movement,
there might still be scope for State action designed to increase
the magnitude of the national dividend and augment economic
welfare. Benefit might besecured by a temporary bounty (or
temporaryprotection)
so arranged a~ to jerktheindustrial
system outof its present poise at a position of relative maximum,
and induce it to settle down again at the position of absolute
maximum-the
highesthill-top of a l l This is the analytical
basis of the argument for the temporary protection, or other
encouragement] of infant industries ; and, if the right infants
are selected] the right amount of protection accorded, and this
protection removed again at the right time, the argument is
perfectly valid. Benefit migbt also besecuredby a permanent
bounty at adifferent rate from that contemplated above, so
arranged as to force the industrialsystem from the summitof the
hill-top on which it is found to any position, that overtops
its presentsite, on the slope of ahigherhill.Theconditions
in whichbounties arelikely to have this effect, ratherthan
that of shifting the economic system to a different position on
thehillthatit
is on already, are somewhat special. Butit
can beproved that,incertainstates
of demand andsupply,
some rates of bounty must have this effect.‘
The shapes of the demand and supply curves and the size of the bounty
must be such thut, when the demand curve is raised by the bounty, it does not
cut the supply curve st any point correapondingto ita former point of interaection,
but doea cut it at a point corresponding to a point of stable equilibrium further
to the right than this. This condition can readily be depicted in a diegram.

CHAPTER IV
RATES OF RETURN AND THE VALUES OF MARGINAL
PRIVATE
NET
PRODUCTS

0 1. THKrate of return per unit in money obtained from any
quantity of any kind of productive resource in any use is, in
general, equal to the value of the marginal private net product
of that quantity of that kind of resource there. As between
different occupations and places, therefore, the relation between
rates of return is the same aa therelation between values of
marginal private net products;
so that equality or inequality
au~ongrates of return is the same thingasequality
or inequalityanlongvalues of marginalprivatenetproducts.
In
this and the four following chapters I shall, for convenience,
sometimes use the term of rate of returns-or,more
loosely,
returns-in place
of the louger synonym.
3 2. Anybody who has control of anyquantity of any
form of productive resource will try so to distlibute it among
various uses that it bringshim the largest possible money
from cost of carriage and
receipts. If hethinksthat,apart
so on, he can get more money by transferring a unit from any
one use toany other, hewill do so. It follows that the free
play of self-interest, so far as it is not hampered by ignorance,
tends, in the absence of costs of movement, so to distribute
resourcesamongdifferentuses
and places 88 to renderrates
of return everywhere equal. By an easyextension
of the
are costs of
argument it can be shown that,wherethere
movement, the free play of self-interest,again so far a8 it is
not hampered by ignorance, tends, not to bring about equality
in rates of return, but to prevent any divergences from equality
in excess of those that,relatively
to the fact thatthere
142
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are costs of movement, allow the sum total of returns to attain
a maximum.
5 3. It follows that, if privateand social netproducts
everywhere coincide, the free play of self-interest, so far as it
is not hampered by ignorance, will tend to bring about such a
distribution of resources among different uses and places aa
will raise thenational
dividendand,with
it,thesum
of
economicwelfare to a maximum.' Thedistinctionsdrawn in
thelast sections of the precedingchapter show, indeed, that
several maxima are possible, so that the one which self-interest
tends to bring about need not be the highest maximum attainable. This, however, is a secondary
matter.
The
essential
point for ourpresentpurpose is that, when marginalprivate
net producbs andmarginal social netproducts coincide, any
obstacles thatobstructthe
free play of self-interest will, in
general, damage the nationaldividend.
In real life, of course,
marginal private and marginal social net products frequently do
not coincide. In Chapters V.-VIII. this fact will be left out of
account : but in later chapters, particularly Chapters 1X.-XI.,
the consequences that follow from it will be fully examined.
1 Theconception of the free play of self-interest must, ofcourse, for this
purpose,betaken to exclude monopoly adion. Cf. p a , Chapters X1V.-XVIL.

CHAPTER V
THE EFFECTS OF ELIMINATING
OBSTACLES

TO MOVEMENT

3 1. THE purpose of thischapter is to studythe way in
which the size of the nationaldividend will be affected by a
movement of -productive
reduction of the obstacles tothe
resources that are set up by ignorance and costs of movement.
It is legitimate for this purpose to ignore diflerences between
marginal social net products and margiual private net products ;
for, though particular obstacles to movement may prevent
equality between the values of marginal private net products
in such wise as to promote equality between the values of
marginal social net products, there is x10 reason to suppose
that obstacles to movement in general act inthis way. It
is proper to regard divergences between social andprivate
net products as one factor making for inequality irk the values
of marginal social net products, and obstacles to movement as
a second factor superimposed upon this; so that t o weaken
the force of either factor may be expected, in general, to
promote pro tanto the equality that is desired. Assuming
this, I shall, for simplicity of diction, in this and the following
chapter, speak of marginal net product without any adjective.
$ 2. If the total quantity of productive resources a t work
be taken as given, it would seem a t first sight that a reduction
of obstacle mnst
effected without expense in eithersort
necessarily make the rates of return in different uaes and places,
that is to say, the values of marginal net products, less unequal,
and, consequently, must make the dividend larger. I n reality,
that
however, things are not so simple as this. Thefact
obstacles to free movement con~priseboth costs of movemeut
and imperfections of knowledge complicates the situation ; for
144
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we have to contemplatereductions of costs while knowledge
is still imperfectandimprovement
of knowledgewhile coats
remain.
5 3. It is plain that, if people think that a larger return
can be obtained by sending resources away from A for employment at B, adiminution in costa will cause resources to be
sent, which, as a matter of fact, would have beenmore productive if left where they were. It is thuscertainly possible
that a reduction of costs in actual life may render the values of
marginal net products more unequal, and so lessen the national
dividend. In theappended footnote, however, it isshown by
a tecl~nical argument that this is, on .the whole, unlikely.’
5 4. There is a different kind of complicationwhen costs
of movement remainunchanged but knowledge is improved.
Thisimprovement need n o t lead to an increase inequality
1 The proof is aa follows.
Let people’s judgment concerning the value of
the marginal netproduct of resources invested a t B be correct, but let their
estimate of the corresponding value a t A differ from fact by a defined quantity k.
Let the costa of movement between A and B be equated to an annual sum spread
over the period during which the unit of resources that has moved may be
expected to findprofit instayingin
ita new place.This
annual sum is not
necessarily the same in respect of movements from A to B and movements from
R to A . Transport, for example, “acta more easily down than up hill or stream
[and] . . . the barrier of language acta more strongly from England to Germany
than vicG versa’‘ (Macgregor, Industrial Combination, p. 24). For the present
purpose, however, we may ignore this complication and represent costa in either
direction by anannualsumequal
to 71. Constructa figure in whichpositive
values are marked off to the right of 0 and negative values to the left. Mark
off O N equal to k ; and M&, MP on either side of M each equal to 2. It is
then evident that theexcess of the value of the marginal net product of resourcea
a t B over t h a t a t A”.
t h i s e x e w be known as h-is indeterminate and may
lieanywherebetweenavalue
OQ, whichmay be either positive or negative,
and a value OP whichmayalso be either positive or negative. A diminution
in the value of n is represented by movementa on the part of the t r o p i n t a P
and Q towards M. So long 88 the valuea

M
P

Q

O

. o

Q

O

M

P

of k and R are such that P and Q lie on opposite sidea of 0, it is obvioue that
these movements make impossible the largest positive and the largest negative
values of h that were possible before, and have no other effect. When, however,
P and Q lie on the m e side of 0-in which c a , of course, all poesiblevalues
of h are of the -me sign-they make impossible both the largest ralnea of h
t h a t were possible b e f o r e and also thesmallest values-. This doublechange
seem equallylikely to increase or to diminish the value of h. Hence, if it

L

.
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among thevalues
of marginalnet
products. For suppose
the conditions to be such that, if perfect knowledge prevailed,
the value of the marginal net product of resources a t one
point A wodd exceed the corresponding value a t another
point B byone shilling,and that the cost of moving n unit
of resources from B to A would just balance thisadvantage.
But, in fact, let us further
suppose,knowledge is imperfect;
people believe the value of the marginal net product at
A to be higherthan it reallyis ; they thereforesendmore
resources from B to A than they would do if better informed ;
and,therefore, the excess of the value of the marginalnet
product at A over that 3t B stands at less than w shillings.
In thesecircumstances the growth of a more correctjudgment would evidently increase the degree of inequality
prevailing between the values of the marginal net products
same time, however, it
of resources at A and B. Atthe
would evidently also increase the size of the national dividend.
A reduction effected withoutexpense in the obstacles set up
by ignorance will thus always increase the national dividend;
though it will not always do it by promoting equality among
the values of marginal net products.
5. At this point, however, we are brought up against a
serious difficulty. Hithertothetotalquantity
of resources at
work has been taken as given. 111 fact, however, the elimination
or reduction of obstacles tothe
movement of productive
resourcesmaymodify
thequantity of these reRources that
come into action. W e have,therefore, t o askwhether the
quantity of resources at work mill ever be reduced,asa
consequence of obstacles beingremoved, in sucha way that
thenational dividend is madesmallerandnotlargerthan

5

were the fact that the pinta P and Q always lay on the same side of 0, we
could not infer that diminutions of the value of 1z would be like!g to affect the
value of h either way. In fact, however, it must often happen that
P and Q
lie on opposite sidea of 0. When account is taken of t h w cases as well ea of
the others, we can infer that, over the masa of many casea, diminutions in the
value of w am likely to reduce the value of h. I n other words, diminutions in
t h e coeta of movement are likely, in general, to make the values of the marginal
wt producta of resources a t A and B leas unequal. Furthermore, it ia evident
that, when the diatancea MP and M Q are given, the probability that P and Q
will both lieonthe
mrne side of 0 and, therefore, the probability that a
diminution in the distances MP and M Q will be misted with an incin
t h e value of h, is smsller the smaller is the value of k.
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before. Thatthisresult
may be possible is suggestedby an
argument of Cournot’s, in which he shows that, when “cornmunication is opened between two markeh, previously separated
by abarrier, thetotalquantity
produced of any commodity,
one
market
and
which now begins to be exported from
imported to the other, will not necessarily be increased.”
Theincrease in the output of the(hitherto) cheapermarket
will not, in some conditions, be as large as the decrease in that
of the (hitherto)dearermarket.By
analogy it wouldseem
thatthe opening up of communication between occupations
and places hitherto
separate
might
cause the aggregate
quantity of labour at work, or of capital created, to be reduced ;
andthe
reductionmight,
in some circumstances, suffice to
cause a reduction in the size of the uational dividend in spite
of the fact that part
of the labour or capital still left would
more favourableconditions thau before.
be operatingunder
We must, I think.admitthat,as
a result of the opening
up of communication, theamount of labour at work or of
capital created maybe reduced. I have difficulty, however, in
imagining conditions in which the national dividend, as I have
conceived it, couldbe diminished. For whyshould anybody
choose more leisure t l ~ a nbefore unless the new conditions had
given him a bigger aggregate income from work than before ;
andwhyshould
any onechoose to save less than before unless
the new conditionshad given hima bigger aggregate income
from savings than before ? It may be that a full analysis
I have failed to
would reveal possibilities in this matter that
see; but the possibilities arecertainlyremote.Therecan
be
no doubt that, in a broad general way, the conclusions reached
in the preceding sections on the assumption that the quantity
of resources at work
is
given
are alsovalid
when that
assumption is removed.
Q 6. It remainstoclear up an important issue. Thishas
to do with the effect of Statebounties designed to lessen
ignorance or to reduce the costs of movement.’ A cheqening of knowledge and movement to individuals, brought about
Cf. Cournot, ddatkcwmtieal Tlceory of Wedth, ch. xi., and Edgeworth,
‘‘Themy of International Valuea,” Eeonmnie Jasmal, 1894, p. 626.
* Cf. pad, Part 111. Ch. IX. 8 11-14.
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by the transference of a part of the cost of thesethingsto
the State, is quite a different thing and works quite differently
from a cheapeningbroughtabout
by a real fall in cost. The
two sorts of cheapening have the eame tendency to promotenoticed
above-increased
apart from the exceptional case8
equality among the values of marginal net products a t different
points.But,
when the cheapeningis due to transference, the
resultant increase of equalityis
an increase beyond what,
relatively to misting c d t i o n s , is most advantageous. Prima
facie thissort of cheapening,though it will generallymake
the values of marginal net productsmore equal, is likely to
injure the national dividend.’
1 To obviatemisunderstandingtwomodifyingconsiderationsshould
be
added. First, the
presumption just established against the grant of abounty
to the industry of promoting mobility is merely a special cnae of the general
It may,
industry.
presumption againstthe
grant of abountytoany
therefore, be overthrown if there is specialreason t o believe that, inthe
inquestionwouldnotbe
absence of n bounty, investmentintheindustry
carried so far as is desirable.Secondly,when
theStatetakes over the work
of providingeitherinformation
or the mean8 of movement, and elects for
any reason to sell theresult of its efforts either for nothing or below cost
price, we have, in general, to do, not merelywith
thegrnnt of abonnty
on thesethings,but
st the anme timewith a realcheapeningdue
to the
iutroduction of large-scale
methods.
Even,
therefore,
though
the
bonnty
elementinthe
newarrangement were proved to he injurious, it mightstill
happen that that arrangement as a whole was beneficial.

CHAPTER VI
HINDRANCES TO EQUALITY OF RETURNS DUE TO
IMPERFECT
KNOWLEDGE

E
j 1. IN the present chapter I shallstudy insome
detail
the obstructive influence of ignorance. A flowing stream of
resources is continually coming into being andstruggling, so
far as unavoidable costs of movement allow of this, t o
distribute itself away from points of relatively low returns
towards points of relativelyhigh
returns. Success i u this
struggleisinterferedwith
by imperfect knowledge on the
part of those in whose hands the power to direct tlle various
branches of the stream resides. To obtain an idea of the scale
of the damage which results from this cause, it isdesirable
to study briefly certain aspects of modern business finance.
5 2. First, it must be observed thatthereturns, which
are important as a guide to the right distribution of resources,
are those thatare accruing in different uses from resources
turned into them a t each successive moment. Thequotient
obtained by dividing the net income of a business by the sum
of allthe money investment made in it inthepast
would,
in a stationarystate, afford a true measure of thereturns
to current investmentthere.
Butinactual
conditions the
measure thus obtained will often be hopelessly misleading. For
put 2100,000 into a factory for
example, a manmayhave
making some particular thing, and the factory may have been
destroyed by fire or may have become worthless through
obsolescence. An investment of €10,000 now might have
just yielded him a return of S2000, or 20 per cent on the
new investment, but the return
on the total investment will
appear as €2000 on €110,000, or lessthan 2 per cent. This
149
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sort of difflculty could hardlyfailtoobscurerelevantfacts
however excellently business accounts were drawn up and
however fully they were published.
5 3. The nextthing
that calls for comment is the
geueralcharacter of the accounts as theyactually &e. In
businesses
conducted
by private firms no statement of
profits is made public. I n businesses conducted by joint
stock companies acertainamount
of publicit,y is enforced
by law. But stock-watering and
other
devices are often
of returnthatis
used to conceal from outsiders therate
obtained on the capital actually invested, so that, even when
this would atiord a reasonable guide to the return on current
investment,and,
therefore, to future prospects, the way is
blocked to anybodyother than a specialist. l’he difficulty is
still further enhanced by the fact that the prospects which it
isnecessary to forecast refer, not to immediate returns only,
but
to
returns
spread over considerable
a
period. It is
evident that, as regards these returns, even correct knowledge
of the immediatepastgivesbutimperfect
guidance. In view
conditions, ignorance
of these facts,it might seem that, in existing
will almostentirelyinhibitthetendencytowardsequality
among the returns to resources flowing a t any time intodifferent
uses. Sucha
view,
however,
would
be unduly pessimistic.
“ Though it maybe
difficult,” Marshallwrites, “ to read the
lessons of an individual trader’s experience,those of a whole
trade can never be completely hidden, and cannot be hidden at
all for long. Although one cannot tell whether the tide isrising
or falling by merely watching half-a-dozen waves breaking on
the seashore, yet a very little patience settles the
question ;
andthereisageneralabeement
among businessmen
that
the average rate of profits in a trade cannot rise or fall much
without general atLention being attracted to the change before
long. And though it may sometimesbe a more difficult task
for abusinewman
than for a skilledlabourer to find out
whether he could improve hi&prospects by changing his trade,
yetthe businessman has great opportunities for discovering
whatever can be found out aboutthe present andfuture of
other trades ; and, if heshould wish to change histrade,
he will. generally be able to do so more easily than the

IMPERFECT
KNOWLEDGE
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skilled workman could”
In short,thoughindividual
firms
may successfully conceal their position,industriesas
wholes
can hardly do so. Ignorance as to the comparative returus to
be got by using resources to start new businesses in different
occupations maybe very great among the general public, but
it is probablymuch
less importantthanit
appearsto
be
a t first sight among those persons bywhoseagency
the flow
of resources is, inthe
main, directed. Nevertheless, there
is clearly room for improvementin
thematter of busiuess
publicity: and, if suchimprovement
weremade,
ignorance
wouldbe
lessened, equality inthe values of marginal net
products promoted, and the size of thenational
dividend
consequently increased.
fj 4. I turnnexttothe
relationbetweenignorance
and
the quality of the persons bywhom the employment of resources is controlled. I n aprimitivecommunityinvestment
iscarried
on almost exclusively by entrepreneursactually
engaged in the various industries and devoting. to the conduct
of them resources belonging to themselves.
Theirquality
alone is relevant to our problem;and it is obvious that the
range of error in the forecasts that are made is likely to be
larger or smaller according as able meu are or are not content
to adopt business 88 a career. In the modern world a very
large part of theinvestment made inindustrystill
comes
from the people actually engaged inparticular
businesses,
who reinvest their profits inthem
or obtain
funds
from
partners or friends of their own who are fully conversant
It has been suggested
with
all
relevant
circumstances.
lying
outside
the organisathat methods of this sort,
tion of the money market proper, are employed to direct
of newhome investment8
more than half thetotalstream
In addition, however, to thesemethods,
the modernworld
also has -sort others.
to
A very important
part
of
industryis
financed from resources belonging to a great
number of other people besides those who actually
manage businesses. These other people include, on the one
1

3

Pri&plee P f l h n m n C S , p. 608.

Cf. Layton, Cizpitd and L a b o w , oh. iv.
Lsviagton, Thc English Capital bfltrkd, p. 281.
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hand, professional financiers, company promoters or promoting
syndicates, and, on the other hand, moneyed people among the
general public, whom these promoters induce to invest in their
The promoter’s special province,” writes Professor
ventures.
of investors
Mitchell, is to find andbringtotheattention
new opportunities for making money,new natural resources
tobe exploited, newprocesses to bedeveloped, a e w products
to be manufactured, new organisations of existing business
enterprisesto be arranged, etc. Butthe promoteris seldom
way for fresh
more than an explorer who pointsoutthe
. Therearealways
advances of the army of industry.
being launched moreschemes than canbefinanced
withthe
of
available funds. In rejecting some and acceptingothers
these schemes, the men of money are taking a very influential,
though not a very conspicuous, part in determining how labour
shall be employed, what productsshall
be used, andwhat
localities built up.’”. I n modern industry,then,thedirection
of a large part of the community’s investment is in the joint
control of professional financiers interestedincompany
propublic.
motion and of the moneyed part of the general
What is to be said about the capacity and business judgment
of this complex directing agency ?
5. Thecomparativecapacity
for detecting good new
openings for enterprise of the professional financier and of the
ordinary businessman-the
entrepreneurinvestor of former
days-is
not difficult to determine.First,
the professional
financier is a specialist in this particular work, whereas to the
ordinary business man an opportunity for undertaking it would
come, if a t all, only a t rare intervals. Clearly the specidist is
likelytomakebetter
forecasts thanthe generalpractitioner.
Secondly, the internationalcharacter which the development
of the means of communication has in recent times given to
manyindustrieahasmade
theadvantage
enjoyed by the
specialist much greater than it used to be when a knowledge
of loud conditions, such as an intelligent business man would
naturally possess, afforded a sufficient basis for a good forecast.
h t l y , the fact of specialisation gives iieer play to the selective
agency of bankruptcy, ineliminatingpersons who undertake
I‘

‘I

..

3

1

Mitohell, B w ’ w Cyda, pp. 34-5.
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to chooseopenings
for new enterprisesandcannot
choose
well. Whenthe functions of financier andmanufacturerare
rolled together in one man, the man may flourish through his
manufacturing skill-good
business
tactics-despite
of incompetent business strategy.Whenthetwofunctionsare
separated,anybody who undertakes the one in which he is
incompetentrelatively
to other people is apt to lose his
money and be driven from the field. Furthermore, the
efficiency of thisnatural selection isaugmented by the fact
that a professional financier undertakesagreatnumber
of
transactions,and that, therefore, the element of chanceplays
a small part, and the element of efficiency a large part, in the
result. Hence there
can be no doubt that the advent into a n y
industry of professional financiers means the advent of persons
better able than those immediately
concerned in the industry
to forecast future conditions. Againstthishas
to be setthe
fact"thatthegreat
bulk of those members of the general
public, who ultimatelysupply the funds for the enterprises
that professional financiers have organised, are much less
of forecasting future
capable thanordinary
business
men
conditions. If promot,ers always looked for the openings
most profitable on the whole, as distinguished from those
that can be so manipulated as to become most profitableto
themselves, this ignorance on thepart of people who follow
theirlead would not,perhaps,greatlymatter.Unfortnnately,
it isusually .in the
however, it is often totheinterest,and
power, of the professionals, by spreading false information
andinother
ways, deliberately to pervertthe
forecasts of
theiruntutored colleagues. It is this fact that makes the net
effect of the modern system upon thedistribution
of the
community's investments amongopenings
of varyingmerit
of advantage is probably
somewhatdoubtful.Theprospect
increased when, as in Germany before the war, the flotation of
new companies on the bask of shares of extremely low nominal
value is forbidden by law; for then a certainnumber of the
poorer and, perhaps, more ignorant persons, who might be easily
tricked,aredriven away.'Again,
anylegislativeenactment,
In Germany ahares were, in no w e , permitted of a lowerdenomination
tlwa €10, and they were not uaually permitted of a lower denomination than
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capable of being enforced, that checks the fraudulent exploitation of incompetent investors by dishonest professionals tends
pro tanto to diminish the range of error to which the general
mass of operative forecasts made in the community is liable.
“The public regulation of the prospectuses of new companies,
legislation supported by efficient administration against fraudulent promotion,more rigid requirementson thepart of the
stockexchangesregarding
thesecuritiesadmittedto
official
lists,and more efficient agencies for givinginformation
to
investors fall under this head.”l
6 . A more fundamental remedy is introduced when the
work of promotionitself is kept in the hands of bankerawhose reputation, of course, depends upon the permanent
success of the business undertakings that they have founded.
staff
This is done in Germany. Big Germanbanksretaina
of technical
experts
to
investigate
and
report
upon any
industrial ventures thatmay be proposed, decide, after elaborate
inquiries, which ventures to promote and, in short, constitute
themselvesafinancialgeneral
stafftoindustry.The
contrast with the English system is well pointed out in the followingpassage:
“The Englishjointstock
companies ( L e . tbe
banks),conforming to thetheory, haveabstained in a direct
way from flotations and theunderwriting business, as well
as from
bourse
speculation.
But
this
very
fact causes
another great evil, namely, that the banks have never shown
or inthe
anyinterestinthe
newly
founded
companies
securities issued by these companies, while it is a distinct
advantage of the German system thatthe German batlks,
of their own issuecredit,have
even if only intheinterest
been keeping a continuouswatch over the development of
the companies
which
they founded.”’ No doubt, this
as promotersinvolvesgreatrisks
practice of banksacting
and absolutelyrequires that theircapital resourcea shall be,
as theyareinGermany?very
much largerrelatively
to

5

850. (Cf. Schuster, X l u Principles of O e m n Ciml Luw, p. 44.) In 1924
the minimum denomination waa teduoed to €1 (20 marks), and the usual
denomination to €5 (100 marka).
1

Cf. Mitchell, B I & Cycled,
~
p. 686.

a Biesaer, The Berman Great B
a
h
,p. 655.
9 The general pwtioe of the
Englbh
banka is to mpply “bsnking
lwilitia,” that is to ssy advances, whether by discount of b i b or o t h k s a ,
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their liabilities than is usual among EnglLhbanks ; for
otherwise losses sustained in the promotion business, or even
of funds locked upinthis
the temporary“solidification”
business, might render the banks unable to meet their obligations to their depositors. Moreover, it must beremembered
of
thatthe position of thiscountry as the bankingcentre
the world, and, until recently, the principal free market
for gold, would make the locking up of bank resources in
I
long venturesmoredangerousthan
in other
countries.
make no suggestion, therefore, that the general policy hitherto
pursued by British banks has been otherthan well advised.
be nodoubtthat,
when conditions
Nevertheless,therecan
the work
are such as to allow banks safely toundertake
of promotion, a real advantageresults.They
are more likely
thanare certaintypes of ,private financiers to look out for
openings which really are sound, as distinguished from openings
which can bemade for a shorttimetoappear
sound. It is,
indeed, possible that,
in
some circun~stances, where the
rivalinterests of differentnationalities are affected, powerful
banking institutions
operating
along
these
lines
may be
made theil~struments of a political movement, and may
allow their conduct to be swayed by other than economic considerations. Butthis
aspect of thematteris
unsuitedfor
discussion here.
8 7. It is not, however, only by acting as promoting
agents that bankers
can
help
direct
to resources
into
that haveashort
currency only, and not “financialfacilities,”
i.e. advances
witha long currency. It is aometimeaclaimed thatthis practicehandicaps
thoseBritishindustriesinwhichopportunitieamay
arise for the profitable
expansion of plantatshort
notice,-to
meke possible,for
example, their
accepbnce of somelargeorderwhichmightthrowopen
for themtheentry
into 60me new market ; for the raising of fresh capital by an issue of shares
or debentures
necessarily
takes time. It is also
sometimes
claimed
that
our bankingpracticamakes
it difficult for British traders to maketheir way
in those foreign markets where purchasers are accustomed
t o expect very long
credits. It WBB with a view to meeting these complaints t h a t Lord Farringdon’B
Committee on FinancialFacilitiea
(1916) recommended thataninstitution
should be eatablished witha large capital, not undertaking ordinary deposit
banking, but prepared to providefinancialfacilitiesboth
for the development
of industries a t home and,where n-ary,
for the conduct of foreign trade.
This reaommendation WBB acted upon, and an institution of thekind cont€rmplsted-tbe British Trade Corporation-wsr, granted a Charter in April
1917.

- .
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productive
channels.
It istruethatordinarybankersin
their loans to traders,whethermadedirectly
or through
bill-brokers, are concerned only withthe safety of the debt.
of wouldThe judgmentthatthey
makeaboutthecapacity
their
obligations
involves, when
be borrowers to meet
acceptable
security
is offered, no
judgment
as to
the
comparative profitableness of theundertakingsintowhich
different would-be borrowers will put the money they succeed
in raising. But, when bankers are requiredtomakeloans
to personswho
arenotin
a position to offer full banking
more important
security, theyare
compelled to assumea
r61e. They
cannot
lend
on a mere
promise
to pay, but
are bound, intheir own interest,to makeelaborateinquiry
of the borrower and also
both as to thetrustworthiness
as to the purpose to which he proposes to devote the proceeds
of the loan. Speaking of the peasant borrowers of India,
Sir Theodore Morison writes : I‘ It is useless, however amiable,
to believe thattheryot
is only thirsting for capitalinorder
to invest it at once intheimprovementand
development
of his
estate.”
Again, inthe
Report on the working of
the Co-operative Credit Societies ActinBurma,
issued in
1 9 0 7, it is urged that “in Burma borrowing is mostly due
of forethought, and not to necessity ; that
to habit and want
the capitalreallyrequired
to finance cultivation(apart from
luxury) is verymuch less thanwhat is generally supposed,
and that mere provision of cheap money, through co-operative
societies or otherwise, tends, owing to the existing u t a t e
of public feeling, toinduce
waste of income ratherthan
will be
thrift; and,lastly, thatin Burmaveryspecialcare
necessary to see thatthe societies are managed in sucha
way thatthe prevention of wadeand inculcation of thrift
The
are effectively impressed
on
the members’
minds.”
recognised machinery for exercising this type of control and
Banks, such a~ the
supervision is provided by
People’s
RaifFeisen Banks in Germany andtheirItaliancounterparts.
These banks evoke the necessary knowledge by a double
process, First,
the
persons
brought
together
as members

’

‘ Thc Indudkd Orgmimtion of rzn Indion Prmiw,p. 110.
Report, p. 15.
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of the Bank,
and,
therefore,
as
potential
borrowers, are
gathered from small
a areaonly,
in such wise thatthe
controlling
committee
can easily
obtain
intimate personal
Only
those
persons
information
concerning
all of them.
are allowed to become members, of whose probity and general
good characterthe committeehave satisfied themselves. In
somebanks-in
theItalian BanchiPopolari,for
instancethe committeedrawup,
ab initio andindependently of any
a list of the sumswhich,
intheir
particularapplication,
opinion, may safely be lent tothe various members.’ This
listis afterwards used as a basis for loans, just as the lists
of the communal bureaux de bienfaisance in France are used
as a basis for the
grant
of Poor R,elief.
Secondly,
the
grant of a loan is often made conditional on its being
employed for a specified purpose, and subject to certain rights
of supervision
reserved
for the lender. Thus,
whereas
in
most land-banks (where materialsecurity
is taken) “ the
proceeds of mortgagesmay be used as the borrower pleases,
e.g. in paying off loans, in portioningyounger sons, etc.,” in
the Raiffeisen Bankscarefulinquiryisundertakeninto
the
purpose for which the loanisrequired,
and provision is
made for its recallshould the borrower divert it from that
purpose.’ The general tendency of this arrangement is to lessen
the number of investments made under the impulse of
ignorance in undertakings that yield
an
abnormally
low
return, and EO indirectly to augment the national dividend.
Cf. Wolff, Pmplc’s Banks, p. 154.
For an account of Raiffeisen and kindred Banks, cf. Fay, Co-qwnztion
at Horn and Abroad, Part I.
1
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CHAPTER VI1
HINDRANCES
TO
EQUALITY
OF RETURNS
DUE
TO
IMPERFECT
DIVISIBILITY OF THE UNITS IN TERMS OF
TRANSACTIONS
ARE
CONDUCTED

WHICH

0 1. ALONGSIDE
of imperfect knowledge, as discussed inthe
precedingchapter,stands
the cost of movement. Some part
of this cost is, of course, represented by the paymentsthat
have to be made to various agents inthecapitalmarket,
promoters,financingsyndicates,investment
trusts, solicitors,
bankers, aud others, who, in varying degrees according to the
nature of the investment concerned, help in the work of transportingcapital
from its places of origin to its places of
etnployment.’
Rutthereis
also a less obvious and more
peculiar part of the cost of movement, of whichsome more
detailed studyis desirable. A puren~athematicaltreatment
of economicproblems
always assumes that, wheu there is
opportunity anywhere for the profitable employment of given
quautities of the several factors of production, each factor Can
be received there in units that are indefinitelysmall and are
capable of being separated completely from units of any other
notwarranted, it is
factor. In so far as thisassumpt,ionis
readily seen that the tendencytoequality
of returns will be
imperfectly realised. For, on the one hand, if anenterprise
is only financed, in respect of any one factor, by means of
units, each of which has the value of €1000, it may wellbe
of €1000 worth of the factor
that,thoughthetransference
t o or from elaewhere could not, when equilibrium is established,
bringabout an increased aggregate return,the transferenoe
For an excellent amount of these agencies cf. Lsvington, The hkg.li.d
Cupitd dparksl, ch. xviii.
1b8
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of a sum less than €1000 could, if it were permitted, do this.
In short,when the units,interms of which transactionsare
made, arenotindefinitelysmall,
the tendency toequality
of returns in all uses degrades into atendency tolimitation
of inequality-a
limitation the extent of which is diminished
witheveryincrease
inthe size of the units. On the other
is only financed, in respect of any
hand, if anenterprise
factor A
two factors, by. means of units whichcombine
andfactor B in adefiniteproportion,
it maywell be that,
though the transference of one of these complexcombined
units to or from elsewhere could not, when equilibrium is
established,bringaboutan
increased aggregate return,the
transference in isolation of some quantity of either of the
twofactorsmighthavethis
effect. Hence, when theunits,
made, are compounded
interms of which transactionsare
of fixed proportions of' two or more factors, the tendency
of returnsinall
uses again degrades into a
toequality
tendency to limitation of inequality. It follows that largeness
of whichtransactions
andcomplexity in theunitsinterms
are made actinthe
same way as costs of movement. In
generaltheyobstruct
the tendency of self-interesttomake
thereturns obtainable byeach severalfactor of production
equal in all uses.
2. At one time it may11avebeen
truethattheunits
in which capital
transactions
were made were noticeably
large. Of recent years, however, the size of those units
has been greatly
reduced
in two
ways.
Of these one is
obvious, the other
relatively
obscure. The obvious
way
is the diminution inthevalue
of individualdeposits which
banka will accept-the
Savings Bank, for example, allows
asimilar,though
pennies to be depmited separately-and
less extensive,
diminution
in the value of the individual
shares issued bycompanies.'
The more obscure way depends
upon the fact that a unit of capital is atwo-dimensional
thequantity
of capital which
entity. A man canreduce
he provides,notonly
by alteringthenumber
of pounds
thathelends
overa defined time, but also by alteringthe

5

It must be remembered, aa WBB indicated in 6 of the precediig chapter,
that this tendency ia not without incidental diaadvantagea

F
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time over
which
he
lends
a
defined number of pounds.
lieduction in tlle time-extension of the units in which capital
is borrowed is of great importance in practice, because,
for along
period,
whereas most enterprisesrequirefunds
manylenders
are only willingto
cut themselves off ina
period. There
exorably f r o u their resources for short
havebeenevolved
in the modernworld two devices through
which the requiredreduction
in time-extensionhas
been
etfected. The first of theseis theactual acceptance of loans
for short terms by entrepreneurs, in dependence partly on the
on the
elasticity of the wants of theirenterprise,andpartly
chance of opportuuities for reborrowing elsewhere. The
second is the organisation of the Stock Exchange, by resort
to which the fundeddebts of enterprisescan be transferred,
is, from the lender’spoint
of view, the
-a
devicewhich
next stage to permission to recall his loan from the enterprise
itself. These two devices have
fairly
distiuct
spheres.
To
rely too largely on shortloans is feltto bedangerous.
“ In
upon short-time
credits
proportion as enterprises
depend
upon paid-up
capital
or permanent
loans
rather
than
of failure in times of stress” ‘“through
aretheyindanger
has, therefore, grown
inability to renew the credits.There
up a rough general
understanding
that short-time
paper
is an unsuitable means of raising money for things like new
equipment, fromwhich theturn-over is necessarily slow ; it
only to finance expenditure on materids
should be
used
and labour employed in making commodities thatarelikely
to be sold before the maturity of the paper.’ Thisdistinction
between the two devices is not, however, important for the
of the devices are essentiallysimilar,
present purpose.Both
for bothdepend on the generalprobability that the willingness of the aggregate community to lend mill be less variable
In consequence of
thanthat of arepresentativeindividual.
this, on the one hand, a company, by discounting bills through
banks, borrows part of its capital for aseries of shortterms
from different people, thus enabling any one of them to lend
for a few months only. 00 the other hand, a man, who makes
Burton, Fiplaaeial C-,

p. 263.

Cf. Meade, Cop.pmratW7a pinalrce, p. 231.
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savings for a ‘‘ treat ” or to meet an accident,instead
of
storingwhat
he expectstowant,invests
it in long-time
securities, in reliance on the organisation of the Stock
Exchangetoenablehimto
realise his capital at need. These
devices arenot
perfect. In times of stress the discounting
of new bills mayprovevery
difficult and costly, andthe
realisation of capital by the sale of shares may not be
possible except at heavy loss. Theyhaveavailed,
however,
tobringaboutalarge
andimportant reduction in the timeextension of theunits in terms of which capitaltransactions
are conducted. As ,regardslabourtransactions,
it is plain
enough that the units are fairly small. Hence, in the modern
world, apart from certain special problems of land transfer that
cannotconveniently be discussed here, the onlydepartment
in whichlargeness in the units of transactionsobstructs the
of returns
tendency of self-interesttobringaboute.quality
in different occupations wouldseem to be that of employing
power. The average wielder of employing power cannot
be
regarded
as indefinitely
small,
as
compared with the
in actio11
aggregate quantity of employing
power
thatis
it about thatthereturnsto
inany
use. Thisfactbrings
employing power in different uses are checked from approaching very closely towards equality ; and, hence, that the national
dividendisrenderedsmaller
than it wouldbe if employing
power were more fully divisible.
9 3. Let us next considercomplexity, or compound charterms of whichtransactionsare
made.
acter, intheunitsin
Here, as before, it k capital which calls for thegreatest
amount of discussion. For capital, as ordinarily conceived
of production.
in business, is not a pureelementaryfactor
In the concrete, of course, it appears inthe form either of
of a system of connections called
plantandequipmentor
capital
is always
made
up
goodwill. But this concrete
of’ combination,
a
in varyingproportions,
of two factors,
namely, waiting and uncertainty-bearing.l Underprimitive
The nature of the

servica of

“waiting” h u been much miaundemtood.

Sometimes it haa been supposed to consist in the provision of money, aometimm

in the provirrion of time, end, on both suppositions, it haa been argued that no
contribution whatever is made by itto the dividend. Neither supposition is
correct. ‘‘ Waiting” simply meatu postponing consumption which a pernu
31
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conditions, if an enterprise was undertak,en by more than one
person, it wm practically necessary for eneh of the several
in
contributors to furnishwaitinganduncertainty-bearing
the proportious in which these factors were requiredin the
their capital, taking
aggregate. They would, in effect,pool
upon each 3 lentan equal measure of uncertainty-bearing.
They would be partners, or, if wewish tosupposethem
in
theenjoyment of limitedliability,jointshareholdersina
company whose capital consisted entirely of ordinaryshares.
I n modern times, however, thisis nolonger necessary. An
enterprise that requires, say, x units of‘ waiting plus y units
of uncertainty-bearing, need no longer obtain from each
subscriber of one unit of waiting Y- units of uncertaintyX

bearing also. By the device of guarantees its demandcan
be separated into twostreams,
in such wise that waiting
alone
is
drawn
from
one
set of people and uncertaintybearing
alone
from another set. Guarantees
may
msume
a greatvariety
of form. Theyare
p e n to industrialists
by insurance companies,which undertake, for a consideration,
thatthe industrialists’earningsshall
beunaffectedby
fire
or accident.
They
are
given
by
Exchange
Banks,
such
as those which, inIndia before 1893, bought importers’ and
exporters’ bills atthetime
of theirbargaiu, and so, for a
”~

ha9 power to enjoyimmediately,thus
allowingresources,which
mighthave
been destroyed, to assume the form of productiveinstrumentsand
t o act as
“ hameas, by which natural powers are guided so as to assist mankind in
hia
efforts” (Flux, Principles of Eeomrnies, p. 89). Theunit of “waiting
is,
therefore, the use of agiven quantity of reaources-for example,labour
or
machinery-for a given time. Thus,totake
ProfessorCarver’sexample,
if a
manufacturer buys one ton of coal a day on each day of the year and buys each
day’ssupplyone day ahead, the waiting he supplies during that year
is one
ton of coal for one
year+
year-ton
of coal (Di~tribution of Wealth,
p. 253). In moregeneral terms, we may aay thatthe unit of waiting is a
year-value-unit, or, inthesimpler,
if leas accurate,language of Dr. Cassel,
a year-pound. The graver difficulties involved in the conception
of nncertaintpbearing are diacassed in Appendix I. A caution r i i q be added
against
the commonview
thatthe amount of capitalaccumulatedinanyyear
is
necessarily equal to the amount of “savings ” made in it. This is not so even
when savings are interpreted to m a n net eavinge, thns eliminating the savings
of one man that are lent to increese the consumption of another, and when
temparery accumulations of u n d claims upon services in the form of bankmoney are ignored ; for many saving which are meant to become capital in
fact fail of their purpose through misdirection into wateful ma. .
’I
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price, insured then1 against loss (or gain) from any 0uctuations
inthe exchangewhichmight
occur in theinterval between
the bargainand
the realiantion of thebillsWhere
industrialistshavetodowithstaple
goods, for which grading
permis the establishment of futuremarkets,they are given,
for the more generalrisks of business, by speculators.For
an order to supply
amiller or cottonmerchant,undertaking
0our or cotton gods, canbuythe
speculator’s promise to
bis raw
material
inthefuture
for a
provide
him
with
stipulatedsum,irrespective
of the’ price which may then
prevail in
the
market. Like guarantees
are
given to a
bankerpreparing to discount a bill for anindustrialenterprise, when a second banker, or a bill- broker, or some
independent person, consents to accept, or endorse, the bill,
or, a~ is usual with ‘‘ cash credits”in
Scotland, to stand
surety for the original borrower.’
They
are given to a
CentralBank,
when a People’s Bank,working,
either on
unlimited liability or with a subscribed capital of guarantee, in
on behalf of its local clients?They
effectborrowsmoney
are given finally to a banker or other lender when a borrower
obtains a loan from him by a deposit of “ collateral ” security.
By far the most effective form of security consists in government scrip and the share certificates of industrial enterprises.
For the deposit of these, unlike the deposit of chattel security,
involves no present loss to the depositor, while their ultimate
assumption,unlike
the foreclosure of a mortgage, threatens
no difficulty tothe person in whosefavour the deposithas
1 The w e n m of the guarantee givenby
the acceptor’ssignature is the
samewhether the bill is drawn in
respect of goods received,or is an accommodation hill endorsedby
anacceptinghouse,whichlendsitaname
for a
consideration. Thevariety of accommodationbills known as (‘pig-on-bacon,”
where the Bcceptor is a branch of thedrawing honse nnder an a l k , is, of
course, different, bemuse thesebills, in effect, bearonly one name ; and the
same thing is substantially true when the fortunes of the endorsing house and
the original borrower are 80 cloeely interwoven that the failure of the one would
almost certainly involve the failure of the other.
a The controversy between the advocates of limited end unlimited liability
has sometimes been keen. In the ordinary hanks and in the Schulze-Delitzsch
People’s Banks limited liability is theuniversal rule. On the otherhand, in
the People’s Banks of Italyand
originally, before theirabsorption by the
Imperial Federation, in the Eaiffeisen Banks of Germany (except that the law
insiata on some d
l shares) the method of unlimited liability waa adopted,
for the r w n t h a t t h epoor people, for whom the banks were designed, would find
difficulty in becoming shareholdera to any mbatantial .extent.
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beenmade.
Furthermore,the ‘’ continuous market ” provided
for securtties by the StockExchanges
of the world safeguards the holders of themagainst the danger of slumps in
value so sudden and large as those to whichpersons holding,
as collateral, the title-deeds of parcels of real estate are liable.’
I n recenttimes, partlyin consequence of the supersession
of partnerships by joint stock companies,2 the proportion of
national wealth represented by stocks and shares, and, therefore, available as collateral security, has enormously increased.
According
to
Schmoller’s estimate of a few years before
the war, whereas 1 0 0 years ago only a very small proportion
of any country’s wealth was in this form, to-day in Germany
1 7 percent-Riesser
says 3 3 per cent-andinEngland
40 per cent, of it is coveredby paper counterparts.’ According t o Mr. Watkins’s investigations, 7’7 per cent of the capital
value ownedby residents in the United Kingdom, on which
was “persondty,”and,
estateduty
was levied in1902-3,
pr0perty.l
As
out of personnlty, 70 per cent was paper
a natural consequence the
area
over which the device
of guarantees can be employed, and, therefore, the segregation
of waiting from uncertainty-bearingbroughtabout,has
been
greatly extended.
5 4. This device is not, however, the onlymethod by
whichmoderningenuity
has broken up the complex unit
It enableswaitingto
of capitalinto its componentparts,
be separated from uncertainty-beariug. But
uncertaintyTo expose a
bearingis
itself not
single
a simplething.
€ to an evenchance of becoming 2 1s. or 19s. is a different
chance of becoming
thing from exposing it toaneven
or 2d. Thereare,
inshort, agreatnumber
of
39s.10d.
differentschemes of uncertainty,which different people are
ready to shoulder. Over against these there are a great number
of differentschemes
of uncertainty which theundertaking
of various business enterprises involves. It is evident that
what is offered can be adjusted to what is wanted more
satisfactorilywhenanygivendemand
of industry can be
Cf. Brace, The Talw of Organized SpmEatim, p 142.
Cf. Fisher, Tisr &e of Intmcst, p. 208.
Qnoted by W s t b , Z!b Br&k of Law F ~ w p. ~42. ,

4

Ibid. pp. 48-8.
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met by combining together a number of different schemes that
individually do not fit with it. This
can
now
be
done.
be prcvided by
When enterprises, for which capitalhadto
o n the
partnershipplan,
all
several people, were
worked
those concerned submitted the resources invested by them
of uncertainty.
Consequently,
unless
tothe
same
scheme
a suficient number of peoplecouldbe found ready to undertake that particular scheme of uncertainty, profitable enterprises
were liable to be hung up. I n the modern world this difficulty
has been, in great part, overcomeby the device, which joint
stockcompanies now invariablyadopt, of raisingcapital by
means of differentgrades of security. Instead of an arrangement,underwhichevery
pound invested inanenterprise
of uncertainty, we have
is submitted to the samescheme
systems of capitalisation combining debentures,cumulative
preference shares,noo-cumulative preference shares,ordinary
shares
and,
sometimes, further special
sub-varieties.
Each
of these classes of securityrepresentsadifferent
scheme,
or sort, of uncertainty-bearing.Thisspecialisation
of shares
into a number of different classes has the same kind of effect
in facilitating the distribution of resources in the way most
advantageous to the national dividend as the si~nplerspecialisation into two grades, one involving m n e uncertainty and the
other involving none.
3 5. There isyet
one
more
form
of specialisation.
Hitherto we have tacitly assumed that a given type of holding
in acompanywillalwaysremain
what it waswhen it was
first taken up. In fact, however, this is not so : for, as a
companybecomes established,holdings, that at firstinvolved
much uncertainty-bearing,often cease to do so. Themodern
system of industrial finance enables adjustment to be made to
this fact, so that shares of companies are, i n general, held by one
set of people while the companies are new, and by a different
set of peoplewhen they become established.Thus,
when an
important“proposition ” is floated, thefundsare
provided
are
in the firstinstance
by a contributing syndicate-or
of
guaranteed by an underwriting
syndicate-consisting
personswho are willingto risk large losses inthe hope of
large gains, but am not prepared to lock up their capital for
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long. The
syndicate
in its early stages may succeed in
disposing of many
shares
to
speculators
on margins and
others, who are similarly willing to
provide
uncertainty; and these, inturn,after a short
bearing butnotwaiting
“flutter,” may sell
again
to others
like
unto
themselves.
At a later stage, when trialhasshownwhat
the concern
is really
like,
and
so has
greatly
reduced
the
element
of uncertainty-bearing involved in
taking
up
its
shares,
t o furnish
the“investing
public,” those who areanxious
waiting without much alloy, come into the field and purchase
the shares. I n this wayproviders of uncertainty-bearingand
providers of waiting are both afforded anopportunity
of
playing the parts for which they are respectively fitted.
$ 6 . The broad result of thesemoderndevelopments
has been tobreakup
into simple and convenient partsthe
compound units in terms of which it was formerly necessary
for capital
transactions
to
be
conducted.
I n transactions
affecting labour and land-apart from
the fact, to be examined
inPartIII.,thatthe
family must sometimesbe
takenas
of migration-there
has
never
been any
great
the
unit
complexity inthe units. I n the field of “ enterprise ” compower can only
plexitystill rules, in so farasemploying
of
find an engagement if it brings with it acertainamount
capital. Buttheadvent
of salaried managers, working on
behalf of joint stock companies, has done much to break down
the complex unithere
also. I n general, therefore, we may
conclude that, in the modern world, complexity in the
structure of theunits in whichtransactionsareconducted
is notanimportanthindrancetoadjustments
making for
equality of retnrus in different occupations.

‘

1

For details cf. Yeade, Co:orpo7ntiorr Finam, pp. 153-7.

C H A P T E R VI11
BINDRANCES TO EQUALITY
OF
RETURNS
DUE TO RELATIVE
VARIATIONSOFDEMAND
IN DIFFERENTOCCUPATIONSANDPLACES

8 1. WE have now to introduceanew conception, that of
the relativevariations of demand in different parts of the
of anysort
of productive
industrial field. If theamount
resource demanded at agiven price at allpointscollectively
is constant,and the amountsdemanded at the severalpoints
of demand
individuallyarevariable,therelativevariation
between two periods, say, between two successive years, may he
measured by the sum of the excesses of the amounts demanded
iu the second year, at thosepoints where there are excesses,
over the amounts demanded in the previous year at the same
resource at all
points, If the demand for theproductive
may
be
points collectively is notconstant,thisvariation
measured, either by thesum of the excesses o l theamounts
demanded in the second yearover the amountsdemanded in
the previous year at the samepoints, or by the sum of the
deficiencies of the mounts so demanded over the corresponding
amounts of the previous year, according as the one OT theother
of these sum is the smaller.
tj 2. On the basis of this description, it canreadily be
shown thatthe
influence of impediments to movement, in
causing departures from equality of returns, is, in general,
greater, thegreateraretherelativevariations
of demand in
the Sense just explained. For letattention be concentrated
to prevent
upon thoseimpediments, which arenotadequate
returnsfrom being equalised inthe long run,” butsufficeto
prevent the movements required to equalise them immediately.
167
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If the various parts of theindustrial field arefluctuating
relatively to one another, impediments of this order will keep
reburns &ways unequal. Mill's illustration fromwavemovements on t,he ocean is wholly apposite.Under
the influence
of gravity, there is a constant tendency to equality of level in
all parts ; but, since, after any disturbance, this tendency takes
time to assert itself, and since, before the necessary time has
elapsed, some fresh disturbance is always introduced, equality
of level does not in factever occur. It is evident thatthe
average amount of inequality of level depends in part on the
magnitude of these
disturbances.
It is, similarly,
evident
thatthe average degree of inequality of returns depends in
part,in
respect of anysystem
of impedimentsto
movement, upon the size of therelativevariations
which the
demands for productive resources a t differentpoints inthe
industrial fieldundergo.
It is the task of the present chapter
to distinguish the principal influences upon which the magniin differentcircumstances
tude of theserelativevariations
depends.
$ 3. First, it is plain, in so farasthedemands
for the
services of productive resources in different occupations and
places are affected by independent causes, anything
t'hat
promotesvariationsinanyparticularoccupation
or place is
likely to enhance the relative variations of demand FLS a whole.
Thus all the factors affecting particularindustries, which we
ehall be studying for a different purposein Chapter XX. of
Part III., are also relevant here.
9 4. Secondly,when the demandsforacommodity that
is being produced in several centres fluctuate a~ between the
of demand for the
centres, anything that prevents variations
commodityfrom being reflected in variations of demandfor
productive reRources lessens the relative variations of demand
for these resources. Thepractice followed by some firms of
giving out work on commission in times of over-pressure to
other firms inthe same industrythataretemporarily
slack
has this effect. When the firms engaged in an industry combine into a single concern, this device can, of cou~go,be carried
further. Orders, at whatever point they originate, can be spread
among the members of the Combination in such wise that
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therearenorelativevariationsintheseveraldemands
for
resources to meet these orders.
5. Thirdly,therearesometimes
a t work mums which
bringaboutdefinitetransfers
of demand fromone group of
occupations to another. The most obvious of these are eeasonal
changes in climaticconditions ; in the summer, for example,
people want less gas for lighting but more petrol for motoring
thanthey
do inthe winter.Shiftings
of taste,underthe
influence of fashion, from one class of luxury article to another
are on the same plane. Yet again, even when every individual's
tastesremainunaltered,
the transfer of income from people
a
withone set of tastes to people withanothersetinvolves
transfer of demand from theproducts favouredby the first
class to thosefavoured by the second. Thusanimprovement
in the incomes of the poor at the expense of the rich would
:awe the demand for poormen'sgoods
to grow, and that for
rich men's to contract: and this change wouldbe reflected in
thedemands for productive resources tomake the two sorts
of goods.
8 6. Fourthly,thereare at work certaingeneral causes,
which affect thedemand forproductive resources in alarge
number of occupationsin the same sense, butin
different
degrees. Thus
the
psychical, n~onetary and
other
factors
thatunderliewhatare
commonly called cyclicalfluctuations
inindustry involve, for reasons which I haveendeavoured to
explain elsewhere: much more violent swinga in the demand
for instrumental goods thaninthat
for tllegeneral run of
consumption goods. This, o i course, means that demands for
productive resources to producethesetwosorts
of goods
fluctnaterelativelytooneanother.Any
policy, therefore,
that succeeded innlitigatiugtheswing
of cyclical industrial
fluctuations, would, incidentally, also lessen the relative variations in the demands of different industriea.
Q 7. If we auppose ourselves starting from a position of
equilibrium and imagine amy relativevariation of demand to
occur as between two occupatione, until
the
appropriate
tranefer of yrodnctive resources has taken place thenational
dividend mustfall below its maximum. But,nevertheless, it
* Cf. my Id&'& Bzletolal.ias,Part I. chapter ix.

*
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is for some purposes important to distinguish between relative
variationsin which the demands in both occupations have
in which
moved in the same direction and relative variations
one
demand
has
risen
and
theother
fallen. Where wage
earners nmintain rigid rates of wages i n the faee of falling
demand, it will be possible for those displaced from a depressed
industry to find employment in an expanded one, butnot
possible for themto find employment in onewhich, though
less depressed, is itself depressed in some degree. To eliminate
obstacles to movement-provided
that the expense of doing
therefore,help the national
this were not too great-would,
dividend in the first case, but would have no effect upon it
in the second.
$ 8. I n conclusion it should be noted that relative
variations inthe
demand for productive resources, whether
between places or between occupations, may be expected to
or
havedifferent effects according as theytakeplacerapidly
slowly. If one
occupation
or place declines slowly
while
another expands slowly, adjustment maybemade to the new
conditionswithout it being necessary for any actual transfer
of resources to
take
place between then]. Allthat
need
happen is that in the declining occupation or place, capital, as
it wears out, and workpeople, as theyretire or die, are not
fullyreplaced; whilenewly createdcapital and youngmen
to industrial age are turnedinto
the
and womencorning
expanding place or occupationto theextentrequiredto
fit
the enlargeddemand.
I n theseconditions,noactualtransfer
of capital or labour being required,obstacles
inthe
way
of transfer do noharmto
the nationaldividend.
When,
however, relativevariations
of demandtake
place rapidly,
ndjustmentcannot be fully made in the way described, and,
if it is to be made, actual
transfers
must
take
place.
Here, therefore, obstacles to movement necessarily injurethe
dividend, andthe
elimination of them (if this could
be
accomplished without too great cost) would benefit it. Where
exactlytheline
between “gradual ” and “ rapid ” relative
variations lies from the standpoint of this discussion, depends
on the rates a t which, in the occupations and places concerned,
capital
equipment
normally decays andthelabour
force

a.
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normallyrequiresreplacement.
As will beobserved presently
i u another connection, the proportion of theannual 00w to
total stock is, in general, much larger amongwomen workers
than among men workers.’
1

Cf. post, Part 111. Chapter IX. J 6.

CHAPTER IX
DIVERGENCES
BETWEEN
MARGINAL
SOCIAL
NET PHODUCT AND
MARGINAL PRIVATE NET PRODUCT

0

1. IN generalindustrialistsareinterested,notiuthe
social,
product of their operations.
but only intheprivate,net
Subject to what was said in Chapter V. about costs of movement, self-interest will tend to bring about equalityin thevalues
of the marginal private net products
of resources invested in
different ways. But it will not tend to bring about equality in
when
the values of the marginal social netproductsexcept
marginal private net product and marginal social net product
are ideutical. Whenthere is adivergence between thesetwo
sorts of marginal net products, self-interest will not, therefore,
tend to make the national dividend a maximum
; and, consequently,certain
specific acts of interference
with
normal
economic processes may be expected,not to diminish,but to
increase the dividend. It thus becomes important to inqnire
i n whatconditions the values of the social netproductand
given
(T”)
increment of
the
private
net
product of any
investmentin
anindustryare
liable to diverge from one
anotherineither
direction.There
arecertain general sorts
of divergence that are found even uuder couditions of simple
sorts that may be introduced
competition,certainadditional
underconditions of monopolistic competition,and yet othem
that may be introduced under conditions of bilateral monopoly.
2. If there existed only one type of productive resource,
say,labour of agivenquality,
thisstatement of the issues
It would also be complete if several types
wouldbecomplete.
of productive resources existed, but they were everywhere and
in all circumstances combined together in exactly the Bitme

0
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proportions. I n real life there are a number of different types
of resource and they are combined in various proportions, not
same industryin
onlyin
different industries, but inthe
respect of different quantities of output. Hence the expression
" the rth increment of investment in an industry," which
was
employed in the preceding section, calls for further elucidation.
I n a given industry y units of output are produced as a result
of the joint operations of a, b and e (physical) units of three
types of productive resource, or factors of production. When
of theindustry
is increased to (y+Ay), the
theoutput
quantities of the severalfactors become a', b' and e'. There
a'-a V - 6
e' - c
being no reason t o Ruppose that - - and - will
a l b
C
be equal, it is impossible to describe unambiguously the change
inthequantities
of productive resources taken collectively
that has led to a given change in the output of the commodity.
If, therefore, the rth increment of investment is tohave a
precise meaning, it must be interpreted as the ptb (physical)
increment of someone sort of productive resource (e.g. labour
of a given quality) plus whateveradditionstothequantities
of the othersorts
popcrly go with that increment. These
quantities
are
perfectly
definite, being determined by the
condition tha,t, in respect of any given quantity of output, the
various factors of production must be combined in such wise as
to maketheir aggregate money costa minimum.'
The above
definition appears a t first sight objectionable, because under it
the rth " unit " of investment is, in general, of different.physica1
constitution from the (r R)th unit." This objection would,
of course, be fatal if we were concerned to compare the net
products of differentincrements or units of investment.But
in fact we are concerned to compare two sorts of net product
"social and private as yielded by gi.ven inmemen& of investment. For this purpose the relation in which different incre-

+

'I

hus, let y be the output of the commodity in queetion,and a, b, c the
(phyaical) quantities of the several factom of production combined in making it.
Then y=F(a,B,c). Let fi(a), fkb) and fkc) be the prices of these factors.
Then, in respect of any quantity of output, the quantitiee of the several factors
are determind by the equations
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ments, or different units,” stand to one another is irrelevant.
Our definition simply removes an ambiguity,andenablesus
to proceed unhamperedwith theline of analysisoutlined in
the preceding section.
tj 3. The source of the general divergences between the
values of marginal social and marginal private net product that
occur uuder simple competition is the fact that, in some occupat i o ~ a~ part
~ , of the product of a unit of resources consists of
something, which, instead of coming in the first instanceto
the personwho invests the unit, comes instead, inthe first
instance (ie. prior to sale if sale takes place), as a positive or
negativeitem, t o other people. These other people mayfall
: (1) the owners of
intoany one of threeprincipalgroups
durable instruments of production, of which the investor is a
tenant ; (2) persons who are not producers of the commodity
(3) persons who are
in which the investorisinvesting;
producers of this commodity. The divergencesbetween
the
values of social and private net product that are liable to arise
in respect of thislast
class of persons will bediscussed
separalely in Chapter XI. In thepresentchapterattention
is confined to the other two classes of divergence.
tj 4. Let usconsider first the class connectedwith
the
separationbetweentenancy and ownership of certain durable
instruments of production. The extentto which theactual
owners of durable instruments leave the work of maintaining
and improving them to temporary
occupiers varies, of course,
i n diKerent industries,and
is largelydetermined
by considerations of technical convenience. It also depends in
part upon tradition and custom, and
is further liable to vary
in different places with the comparative wealth
of the owners
andthe occupiers. It appears, for example, thatinIreland,
owing to the poverty of many landlords, the kinds of expenditure on lend which they leave wholly to theirtenantsare
more numerous thaninEngland’
Details thusvary,.but
there can be no doubtthat overa widefield ~ o m epart of
the
investment
designed to improve
durable
instruments
of productionisoftenmade
by persons otherthantheir
owners. Wheneverthishappens,
Borne divergencebetween
‘I

1

of. Bonn, M O & r~ r h d , p. 68.
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the private and the
social uet product of thisinvestment is
liable t o occur, and is larger or smaller in extent according
to the terms of the contract between lessor and lessee. These
terms we have now to consider.
5. The social netproduct
of an assigned dose of
investment being given, the private net product will fall short
of it by an especiallylargeamountunder
a system which
merely provides for thereturn
of theinstrumenttothe
owner atthe end of the lease inthe
condition in which
to be. Underthisarrangement
theinstrumentthenhappens
theprivatenetproduct
of any rth increment of investment
whole
falls short of the social netproductbynearlythe
of the deferred benefit which would
be
conferred
upon
theinstrument.
It need notfallshort
of it byquitethe
whole of this deferred benefit, because a tenant, who is known
to leave hired instrumentsin
good condition, is likely to
obtaiu them more easily and on bettertermsthan
onewho
an
is known not to do this. So far,carefultenancyyields
element of private, as well as of social, net product.Since,
however, separatecontractsareoftenmade
at considerable
intervals of time, this qualification is not especially important.
Passing it over, therefore, we notice that, since the effects
of investment
in
improving
and
maintaining
instruments
generally exhaust themselves after a while, the contraction of
private net product below social net product, which the form of
tenancy just described bringsabout, is notlikely to be considerable in theearlier years of a long lease. In thelater
years of sucha lease, however, andduring the wholeperiod
bf a short lease, it may be very considerable.
Indeed,
itis oftenfound that,towardsthe
close of histenancy,a
farmer, in the natural and undisguised endeavour to get back
as much of his capital as possible, takes 90 much, out of the
land that, for some yearsafterwards, the yield is markedly
reduced?
6. The form of tenancy just described isillustrated
of contractbetweenlandlordand
by that primitivetype
tenant, in which nothingis
said
about
the
condition
of
the land at the end of the lease. Rut it is by no means

5

5

1

Cf. Richoleon, Adleciplu of

Ewmm~,vol. i. p.,418.

.
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confined to thistype
of contract.Anothervery
important
field in which it is present is that of “ concessions ” to gas
companies, electric
lighting
companies and so forth. An
arrangement,
under
which the
plant
of a concessionaire
company passes ultimately,without
compensation, intothe
hauds of the town charteringit,correspondsexactly
to the
system of land leases without provision forcompensation for
tenants’improvements.Such
anarrangement
at onetime
governed the Berlin
Tramways.
The
Company’s charter
provided that, “ at the end of the contract, all property of the
road located inthecitystreets,including
poles, wires, any
waiting-rooms built on city property, and patents,come into the
charge.”
From the yregent
possession of the citywithout
point of view, this system is similar to that of theBritish
of 1881,
TramwaysAct of 18’70 andElectricLightingAct
which provided for thetaking over of the company’s plant
“ upon terms of paying the then value (exclusive of any allowanceforpast
or future profits of the undertaking, or any
compensation for compulsory sale or other consideration whatever).” For the “ reproduction cost,” which value inthis
sense seems to represent, of a concern established many years
back might be expecLed to fall far short of ita value as a going
concern. I t follows that, under the German and English plans
alike, the terminating franchise system must, unless some plan
is adopted to obviate that result? reduce the private net product
of investments, alike in the original plant and in later extensions, below their social net product, thus causing them to be
carried less far thanthe bestinterests of thenational dividend require.Furthermore,
it iEl obvious that the restrictive
1
1

Beamish, Mrmnuipl Problems, p. 505.
Of coume, the English plan is not 80 severe as the German in respect of

investments in plant made U ~ the
T
end of the lease ; for, premmably,for a
short time the cost of manufacturing such plant will remain fairly constant.
But for investments designed to creategoodwill,and.
throughthis,
future
similar.
Thus,
after
the agreement of 1906, by
bnsiness, i t is exactly
which the Poet Offim undertook to buy up in 1911 such prt of the National
Telephone Company’s plant as proved euitable, a t t h e ooet of replacement, the
Chairman of the Company stated t h a t “ t h e Companywould not attempt to
build up businem t h a t wouldrequire nursing sa well an time to develop; it
would confine itself to operations t h a t from t h e start would pay interest. and all
other proper charges ” (H. Meyer. MZic Ownership amd the Telepkmres, p. 309).
A device for gekkiug over the di&dty oon#idemc? in t h e text WBB embodied in
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influence will be most markedtowards the close’ of the concession period. I n view of this fact, M. Colsonrecorntnends a
policy, under which negotiations for the renewal of concession
charters would be taken up some 1 5 or 20 years before these
charters are due to expire.’
’7. The deficiency of the private, as compared with the
social, net product of any T~~ increment of investment, which
arises in connection with what I have called the primitive type
of tenancycontracts,
can be mitigated in various degrees
by compensation schemes.
These
may
conveniently
be
Arrrtogeillustrated from the recenthistory of landtenure.
for compensatingtenants,
when they
tnentscanbemade
leave their holdings, for whatever injury or benefit they may
havecaused to the land. Negative compensation for injury
is practicallyeverywhere provided for inthe terms of the
leases.
In its simplest
form
it consists.
monetary
in
penalties for failureon thepart of tenantstoreturntheir
landtothe
owner in I C tenanhble repair.’) Thesepenalties
maybemade
operativedirectly,through
an explicitlegal
by a
contract; or they may be madeoperativeindirectly,
rule forbidding thetenanttodepart
from the local customs
of husbandry; or, again, they may be made operative through
a ruodification in
this
rule
concerning
local
customs, so
arrangedas
t o free enterprisingtenants
from the burden
which the rule in its simple formimposes, without sacrificing
of the rule.
Thus,
under
the Agricultural
the
purpose

5

the contract extending the franchise of the Berlin Tramway Company to 1919.
This contract provided, inter alia : “ If, during the life of the contract, the city
authorities require extensiom within the city limits, which are not specified in
the eontract, the company must build as much aa 03 milea, double track being
counted ~8 single. But the company should receive from the city one-third of
the cost of construction of all linea ordered between Jan. 1, 1002, and Jan. 1,
1907 ; and one-half of the cost on all lines ordered between Jan. 1,1908,end Jan.
1, 1914. For all linea ordered after that the city mustpay the full costs of construction, or 8 full allownnce towards the cost of operation, as determined by
later agreemmt The overhead trolley was to be employed a t first, except where
the city demandedstorage batterias ; but, if any other motor system should later
prove praaticeble and in the jlldgment of the cityauthoritiea plhould appear more
suitable, the company may introdurn it ; and, if the city authoritiea request,
the oompany must introduce it. If increasedcoataccrne
to the company
thereby, due allowance being made for benefits obtained from the uew system,
the city must indemnify the company ” (Beamiah, Muuiei@alProblems, p. 663).
Cf. Ooleon, Cwm d‘&mm&pditipu,~ o l vi
. p. 419.
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Holdings Act, 1906, a tenant may depart from local custom,
or even from a contract, as to cropping arable land, provided
suitableandadequate
provision to
thatheshallmake
protect the holding from injuryordeterioration""except
in the year before the expiration of the contract of tenancy.
If the tenant'sactionunder
this section does injure the
holding, the landlordisentitled
to recover damages and
to obtain, i f necessary, an injunction against the continuance
of thetenant'sconduct.Positive
compensationwas of somewhat later growth. Rulesabout it were at firsta matter of
voluntary arrangement in the yearly leases made by landlords.
Mr. TaylorquotesaYorkshire
lease, inwhich the landlord
covenants to allow thetenant " whattwo different persons
shall deem reasonable," in payment for the capitalputinto
the land in the
course of ordinary farming operations during
of the lease:
Gradually
conlpensation
the laat
two
years
schemes have been givenalegal
status. Something inthis
direction wm done in IrelandundertheAct
of 1870"the
need for it being specially great in a country where the English
custom,
under
which the landlord
provides
the buildings
andpermanentimprovemeuts,
seldom applied.' In 187 5 an
Actlaying
down conditions for compensating the outgoing
tenantinEnglandandWales
was passed, butcontractingout was permitted. In 1 8 8 3 a new Act,theAgricultural
Holdings
Act,
was
paused,
in which contracting-out was
forbidden.
This
Act
distinguished
between
improvements
for which the landlord's consent waa necessary and those
for which it was not necessary.' Scotland is now undera
similar Act. It has largelysuperseded the old long leases,
and these are now practically being modified out of existence?
In the detaileddrafting of all Acts of this class difficulty is
caused by the fact that some '' improvements " do notadd
to the enduringvalue of the atate the equivalent of their
coat of productiou. If the compensation for theseimprovements is baaed upon theircmt,the
private netproductis
raised above the social net product. I n practicethisdanger
'I

1

Cf. Taylor, A p ' d t u d E m m i w , p. 306.

2

Of. Smith-Gordon and Staples, B u d

4
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o
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s
&
i
m in Zrekamd, p. 20.

Cf. Taylor, Ag-icultumZ lhmmnies, p p . 813 d ueq.
Cf. Taylor, ibid. p. 520.
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is largely overcomeby the rejection of initial cost as a basis
of compensation value, coupled withtherequirement
of the
landlord’s consent
to
some kinds of improvement. Under
t;he Town Tenants(Ireland) Act, 190 6, for example, when
a tenant proposes to makeanimprovementhemustgive
notice to the landlord, and, if the latter objects, the question,
whether the improvement
is
reasonable
and
will
add
to
the letting value of the holding, is determined by the County
Court. The British Landlord and Tenant Act
(1927) contains
asimilar provision for compensation for improvementsand
goodwill on the termination of tenancies of business premises.
But even on this
plan
the private
net
product
may
be
slightly in excess. I n order that private
and
social
net
product
may
coalesce, the value of an improvement, for
be
estimated
compensation
purposes,
should i n strictness
subject tothefactthat,atinterchauges
of tenants,the
landmay stand for atimeunlet,and
thatduringthistime
theimprovement is notlikely to yield its full annual value.
I€ this is not done, it will pay a tenant
to press investment
slightly-veryslightly-further
than it will pay eitherthe
landlord or society to have it pressed ; andhence,where, as
in market-gardening,
improvements
can
be made without
the landlord’s consent, it will check landlords from letting
land. It is,
thus,
theoretically
an
error
inthe
Agricultural
Holdinga Act of 1906, that it defines the compensation,
which an outgoing tenant mayclaim
for improvements, as
“such sum as fairly represents the value of the improvements
to an incoming
tenant.”
The
standard
ought
to be “ t h e
value to the landlord.”But,when,
ae isusual,improvements
exhaustthemselvesin
R few years, the practical effect of
thisslighterror
is negligible, aud does notcause theprivate
and social net products of any rth increment of investment
to diverge appreciably.
5 8. These compensation arrangements, as so far considered,
possess oneobviousweakness,which
generallyimpedes the
adjustmenttheyare
designed to effect betweenprivate and
that
a tenant
can
claim
social net product. It is true
compensation forimprovementsonquitting.
But he knows
that the rent may be raisedagainst him on thestrength of
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hisimprovements,andhis
compensation claim does not come
of giving up his
into force unless hetakestheextremestep
farm. Hence the private net product of investment is still conis partially
tracted below the social netproduct.Thisresult
mitigatedunder the AgriculturalHoldingsAct
of 1906somewhatstrengthenedin 1320”where it is provided that:
“Whenthe landlord,without good and sufficient cause, and
estate management, terfor reasons inconsistent withgood
minatesatenancy
by notice to quit,” or when thetenant
leavesin consequence of a proved demand for increased rent
consequent upon tenants’
improvements,
the
tenant
may
clairrl, not merelycompensation
for the improvements, but
also ‘‘ compensation for the loss or expensedirectlyattriquittiug
the
holding,” in connection with
butable t o his
goods,
implements of
the sale or removal of household
The
above remedy is, however,
husbandry, and so forth.
a
defective in
several
respects. In the first place, since
tenant quitting his holding under the conditions contemplated
obtainsnocompensation
for the loss of r r good-will” or the
wo-monetary inconveniences of achange of home, he will
still be veryunwilling to leave, and the landlordwillstill
possess a powerfulweapon with which to force him to consentto an increase of rent. I n the second place, notice to
quit on account of sale is not held to be “incompatible with
good estate management.”
Consequently, when the
land
farmed by a sitting tenant is sold by one landlord to another,
the tenant, if he leaves, obtains no secondary compensation of
the kindjust
described. H e will, therefore, be even more
unwilling to leave. Shouldheelect,
however, to rentthe
farm under the new landlord, he “is liable to the rent on any
has executed,withoutreceiving
any
improvementwhichhe
compensation.”’ I t is probab€yarecognition
of this danger
that has given rise to the growing demand among farmers
for
legislation permitting them, when the landlord wishes to sell,
1 &port of the Cormnitlee on Tenan4 Fannew {Cd.60501, p- 6.
Notice given
to a sitting tenant on the ground that his l a d ia wanted for building is also
I ‘ not incompatible with good husbandry ”and carries no secondary oompensation.
There would plainly be danger in the grant of such compensation here, Bince it
would encourage the investment of ree.ources in agriculturalimprovements atthe cost of a mwe Ulan equdvaZe?a social injury in postponing the urn for
building of land that has become ripe for it.
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to pnrchaetheir holdings on the basis of the old rent. A
provision forsecondarycompensation
on disturbancesimilar
to that of the Agricultural Holdings Act is contained in the
Town Tenants(Ireland)Act, 1906. Here,underthecircumstances specified, compensation may also be claimed for “ goodwill.” But even withthis provision it isapparentthatthe
adjustment secured cannot be more than partial.’
5.9. I n view of these
imperfections
in compensation
arrangements, it is often contended, in effect, that for a really
adequateadjustment,notmerely
compensation for tenants
vacating their holdings, but legalsecurity of tenure, coupled
with the legal prohibition of renting tenants’ improvements, is
required. Of course, in some circumstances the state of things
which this policy is designed to bring about ia attained withoutany
legislativeintervention.
I n Belgium, for example,
it issubstantiallyestablishedeverywhere
by the force of
custom : and, no doubt,manyEnglishlandlordsconduct
the
a likespirit.
It is plain,
management of theirestatesin
however, thatthe willingness of landlords to refrain from
usingeconomicpower for their own advantage, when the uae
of this power is permitted by law, cannot always be assumed;
the whole elaborate developindeed, if it couldbeassumed,
ment of compensation laws, whichwe ha\Te been discussing,
would have beenunnecessary.
Wearethus
led forward to
consideration
a
of the policy of legally enforced security
Inthe
way of this policy
of tenure plus “fair rents.”
therearetwoprincipal
difficulties. In the first place, the
security of tenure that is granted cannot be absolute ; for, if
it were,considerableeconomicwaste
might sometimes result,.
It would appear, therefore, that security n ~ u s tbeconditional
npon reasonably good farming.
Furthermore, it must be
“conditional upon the landnot being requiredinthepublic
The argument for cornyeneation, it should be noted, ia not that it would
benefit the tenant. Professor Nicholson is right when he cjbserves “that
compensation for improvements will not benefit the tenant so much as is
generally supposed, because the privilege itself will have a pecuniaryvalue ;
that is to sky, B landlord will demand,and the tenant can afford t o give, a
higher rent in proportion. Under the oldimproving
leases, aa they were
did, the rent waa low because ultimately the permanentimprovementswere
to go t o the landlord ” (Pnheilples of Eemmies, vol. i. p. 922). Cf.Morison’s
account of Indianarrangementa (% Indvstrial Organisalim of an Indian
fimiace, pp. 154-6).
Of. Rowntree, Land cnad L a h r , p. 129.
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interest,whether
for small holdings, allotments,labourers’
cottages, urban development, the working of minerals, or the
making of water-courses, roads andsanitary works. When it
is required for any of thesepurposes the Land Court should
have the power to terminatethetenancy,whileensuring
adequate compensation to thetenant.”’
Theprecisedrafting
of appropriate conditions is not likely to prove altogether m y .
In the second place, security of tenure being plainlyillusory
if the landlord can force the tenant to give notice by arbitrary
be somehow
increases of rent,it is necessary thatfairrents
enforced. Thiscannot be done by amereprohibition of any
incresses of rent, for in some circumstances an increase would
be fair. There would be no justice, for example, in taking from
the landlord and giving to the tenant the benefit of an addition
to the value of the laud brought about by some general change
in agricultural prices wholly independent of the tenant’s action.
Hence this policy seems to involve the setting up of a tribunal
to fix rents, or, a t all events, to settledisputesaboutrents,
Court, or
when invoked for that purpose. WeretheLand
whatever the body setupmay
be, omniscient and all-wise,
i n view of
there would, indeed, be no objection to this.But,
the necessary imperfection of all human institutions, there is
some danger that a tenant may be tempted deliberately to let
down the value of his holding inthe hope of obtaining R
reduced rent.UndertheIrishsystem
of judicialrents,
a
defence against this abuse was nominally provided i n the form
of permission tothe
Courts to refuse revision. Butthis
remedy was not utilised in practice. Very often “not productivity, but production, and more especially the evidences of
production in the fifteenth year, were the determining factors
i r l rent revision.’Professor
Bonn illustrates theresultthus :
“Two brothers divided a farm into two shares of equal values
“ t h e good husbandman got a rent reduction from the Courts
of 74 per cent, the bad gotone of 1’74 per cent.”
It is not,
therefore, by any means obvious that the policy of fixity of
tenure and judicial rents will really bring marginal private net
”
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product and marginal social net product more closely together
are broughtbysimplecompensationlawaThe
thanthey
gapbetween
the twomarginalnetproductscanonly
be
completely closedif the person whoowns thelandandthe
person who makesinvestmentsin it are the same. Butthis
arrangement is frequently uneconomic in other waye. For,
especially if the farmersaresmallmen,theyarelikely,
as
owners, to find much difiiculty in raising the capital required
for those larger improvements, which, under the English landsystem, it is now usual for the landlord to undertake. It is
beyond the scope of this volume to attempt a detailed di,EGllSsion of the controversialtopics thus opened up. What has
been said, however, will suffice toillustrate one type of discrepancy between marginal private
net product and marginal
social net product, that is liable to arise in occupations where
resources have to be invested in durable instruments by persons
who do not own the instruments.
5 10. I now turn to the second class of divergence between
social and private net product which was distinguished in 5 3.
Here the essence of the matter is that one person A, in the
course of rendering some service, for which payment is made,
to a secondperson
R, incidentally also rendem services or
dimervices to otherpersons (notproducers of like services),
of such
sort
a that
payment
cannot
be exacted from the
benefited parties or compensation
enforced
on behalf of
theinjuredparties.
If wewere to be pedanticallyloyal t o
the definition of the nationaldividendgiven in Chapter 111.
of Part I.,it would be necessary to distinguish further between
industriesin
which the uncompensated benefit or burden
respectively is and is not one that can be readilybrought
intorelationwith
the measuring rod of money. This disbe of formalratherthan
of real
tinction, however,would
importance, and would obscure rather.than illuminate the main
issues. I shall, therefore, in the examples I am about to give,
deliberately pass i t over.
Among these examples we may set out first a number of
instances in which marginalprivatenetproductfallsshort
of marginal social net product, because incidental services
are performed to third parties from whom it is technically

.
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diflicult to exact
payment.
Thus, aa Sidgwick
observes,
“ i t may easily happen that the benefits of a well-placed lighthouse must be largely enjoyed by ships on which no toll
Again, uncompensated
could
be
conveniently levied.”
services arerendered when resource8 are invested in private
for these, even though the public is not
parks incities;
admittedto
them, improve theair
of the nejghbourhood.
Thesame thing is true-though
here allowance should be
resources invested
made for a detriment elsewhere-of
in roads and
tramways
that increase the value of the
adjoining land-except,
indeed, where a special betterment
rate, corresponding to the improvementsthey enjoy, is levied
on the owners of this land. It istrue,inlike
manner, of
resources devoted to afforestation, since the beneficialeffect
on climate often extends beyond the borders of theestates
owned by the person responsible for the forest. I t is true
also of resources invested in lamps erected atthe doors of
private houses, for these necessarily throwlight also on the
prevention
&reek2 It is true of resources devoted tothe
of smoke from factory chimneys : for this smoke in large
towns inflicts a heavy uncharged loss on the community, in
injury to buildings and vegetables, expenses for washing
clothes andcleaning
rooms, expenses for the provision of
extra artificial light,and in manyother ways.’
Lastlyand
Primples of Pdidical E w n o m y , p. 406.
Cf. Smart, Studia ilk E m m i a , p. 314. .
3 It has been said that in London,owing to the smoke, there is only
12
per cent aa much sunlight aa is mtronomically possible, and that one fog in five
is directly caused by smoke alone, while all the fogs are befouled and prolonged
by i t (J. W. Graham, The Deslntelion of Daylight, pp. 6 and 24). It would
seem that mere ignorance and inertia prevent the adoption of smoke-preventing
appliancesin many instanceswhere,throughtheadditionthey
wouldmake
to the efficiency of fuel, they wouldbe directly profitable tothe users. The
general interest, however, requires that these devices should be employed beyond
the point a t which they“pay.”There
seems nodoubtthat,by
means of
mechenical stokers, hot-air blasts and other arrangenlents, factory chimneys can
be made prutically smokeless. . Noxious fumea from alkali works are s u p p r e u d
by the law more vigoronsly than smoke (Gbid. p. 126).
4 Thus the Interim Report
of the Departmental Committee on smoke and
Noxious Vapours Abatement 1920 contains the following passages :
‘ I 17. A d w l economic loss Dux t
u Coal Smoke.-It ia impossible to arrive a t
eny complete and exactstatisticalstatement
of theamount
of damage
occasioned to the whole community by smoke. Wemay,however,
quote the
following investigations.
’‘ A r
e
@on an exhanatise investigation conducted by an expert Committee
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most important of all, it istrue of resources devoted alike
to the fundamental problems of scientificresearch,
out of
which, in unexpected ways, discoveries of high practical utility
the perfecting of inventionsand
often grow, aud alsoto
improvements industrial
in
processes. These latter
are
often of such a naturethattheycanneither
be patented
nor kept secret,
and,
therefore, the whole of the
extra
is very
reward, which they at first bringtotheirinventor,
quickly transferred from him to the general public in the form
of reduced prices. The patent laws aim, in effect, a t bringing
marginal private net product and marginal social net product
more closely together. By offering the prospect of reward for
certain typesof invention theydo not, indeed, appreciably stimulate inventive activity, which is, for the most part, spontaneous,
but they do direct it into channels of general usefulness.’
Corresponding to the above investments in which marginal
private net product falls short of marginal social net product,
owing
to the
there
are
number
a
of others, in which,
technical difficulty of enforcingcompensation
for incidental
disservices, marginal private net product is greater than marginal
social net product.Thus,incidentaluncharged
disservices art3
rendered to third parties when the game-preserving activities
of oneoccupier involve theoverrunning
of a neighbouring
occupier’s land byrabbits-unless,
indeed, the twooccupiers
standinthe
relation of landlordandtenant,
so that compensation is given in an adjustment of the rent.Theyare
rendered, again, when the owner of a site in aresidential
quarter of a city builds a factory there and so destroys a great
of engineers, architects, and scientists in 1912 in Pittsburgh, U.B.A., estimated
the cost of the smoke nuisance to Pittsburgh a t approximately f 4 per head of
the population per annum.
c ‘ 18. A valuable investigation
was made in 1918 by the Manchester Air
PollutionAdvisoryBoard
into the comparative cost oC householdwaehing

in Mancheater-a smoky town--as aomparedwith Harrogate-a
cleantown.
The investigator obtained 100 properly comparable atatements for Manchester
and Hamgate respectively as to the cost of the weekly washing in working
class houses. Theseshowedau
extra cost in Manchester oC 74d. a week per
household for fnel andwashingmaterial.Thetotal
108s for the whole city,
taking the extra cost of fuel and washingmaterialealone,disregardingthe
extra labour involved, and assuming no greater loss for middle-cleas than for
working-clamhouseholds (a considerable under-statement), work8 o u t a t over
€290,000 a year for a population of thwe quarters of a million.”

Gf. Tanaaig, InvmLtors a d Molsey dfakem, p.

61.

-
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part of the amenities of the neighbouring sites; or, in a less
degree, when he ueea his site in sucha
way m to spoil
the lighting of the housesopposite :’ or when heinvests
resources in erectingbuildings in a crowded centre, which,
by contractingtheairspaceand
the playing-room of the
neighbourhood, tend to injure the health and
efficiency of the
families
living
there.
Yet again, third parties-this
time
the public in general-suffer
incidental uncharged disservices
from resources invested in the running of motor cars that wear
out
the
surface of the roads. The case is similar-the
conditions of public
taste
being
assumed-with
resources
devoted to the productionandsale of intoxicants. To enable
be inferred from theprivatenet
the social net productto
in this form of
product of the marginal
pound
invested
Mr. Bernard
Shaw
production, the investment
should,
as
observes, be debitedwith theextra costs in policemen and
prisons which it indirectlymakes necessary.2 Exactlysimilar
considerations holdgood in some measure of foreign investsome of the
ment in general. For, ifforeignerscanobtain
exports they need from us by selling promises, they will not
have to send so many goods; which implies that the ratio of
interchange between our exports and our
in~portswill become
For certain sorts of foreign
slightly less favourabletous.
investments more seriousreactions come into account. Thus,
when the iudirect effect of an increment of investment made
abroad, or of the diplomatic maneuvres employed in securing
war or preparations to
the concession for it, isanactual
guardagainst
war, the cost of thesethingsoughtto
be
deducted from anyinterestthattheincrement
yields before
its net contribution to the nationaldividend
is calculntd.
Whenthisis
done, themarginal social netproduct even of
investments, which, asmay often happen in countries where
highly profitable openings are still unworked and hard bargains
can be driven with corrupt oEcials, yield a very
high return
to the investors, may easily turnoutto
be negative. Yet
1 In Germany the town-planning schemes of most e i t k render anti-social
action of this kind impossible ; bnt in America individual &a-ownera a p p r ta
be entirely free, and in England to be largely free, to do what they will with
their land. (Of. Howe, Ewcpean Cwics a6 Work, pp. 46, 95 and $46.)
3 The Common Sense ofhfunkipd Trading, pp. 19-20.
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again, when theinvestment consists i n aloan e0 aforeign
government and makes it possible for that governmentto
eugage in a war which otherwise would not have taken place,
the indirect loss whichEnglishmen in general suffer, in conby the war,
sequence of the world impoverishmentcaused
should be debited against the interest which English financiers
receive. Here, too, the marginalsocial netproduct may well
be negative.Perhaps,
however, the crowningillustration of
this order of excess of private over social net product is afforded
by the workdone by women in factories, particularlyduring
the periods immediately preceding and succeediug confinement ;
for there c8n be no doubt that this work often carries with it,
besides the earnings of the women themselves, grave injury to
thehealth of their children.’ Thereality of this evil is not
disproved by the low, even negative, correlationwhich sometimes
is found to exist between the factory work of mothers and the
For in districtswhere women’s
rate of infantilemortality.
this is
work of thiskind prevails there is presumably-and
the cause of the women’swork-great
poverty. This poverty,
is likely,
which is obviously injurioustochildren’shealth,
elsewhere in
otherthings
beiug equal, t o be greaterthan
families where the motherdeclinesfactory
work, and it may
be thatthe evil of theextrapovertyis
greater thanthat
of the factory work?
This consideration explains the
statisticalfacts thatare known.They,therefore,militatein
noway against the view that, other things e q u a l , the factory
thattheytend
to show
workof
mothers is injurious.All
is that prohibition of such work
should
be
accompauied
Cf. Hutchina, Econornie Journal,1908, p. 227.
Cf. Newsholme, Second Report on Infant and Chdd Mortality [Cd.69091,
p. 66. Similarconsiderations to the abovehold good al night work by boys.
The Deprtnmdd Committee OR, Nzi~hAh p l o y m e n t did not, indeed, obtain any
strong evidence that this work injures the boys’ health. Bot they found that
it rescta injuriously on theirefficienay in another way, i.e. by practically precluding them from going on with their education in continuation classes and 80
forth. T h e l L o r y of our factory laws appears to be that boys Ltwean 14 and 18
should only be permitted to work at nightupon continuous-p
of such a kind
that great losa would result if they did not do eo. The pmd& of these laws,
however, permits them to be employed at night on unnecessary non-continuous
pMceaes whiohare camed out in the Beme faobry 88 continuous processes.
C o q u e n t l y , the Committee recommend that in fnbrra “such permib should
be @anted in terms of promsaas, and not of premim, faatories, or parts of
factories without reference to proceeses ” ([a.
85031, p. 17).
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by relief to thosefamilies
whom the prohibitionrenders
necessitous.’
fj 11. Atthispoint it is desirabletocall attention to a
somewhat specious fallacy. Some writera unaccustomed to
mathematicalanalysishaveimaginedthat,
when improved
methods of producing somecommodities are introduced, the
value of the marginal social net product of‘ the resources
invested in developing these methods is less than the value of
the marginal private net product, because there is not included
inthelatterany
allowance for the depreciation which the
improvementcauses inthe value of existingplant ; and, as
they hold, in order to arrive a t the value of themarginal
social net product, such allowance oughtto be included? If
this viewwere correct, reasonwould be shown for attempts
t o make the authorisation of railways dependent on the railway
companies compensating existing canals, for refusals to license
motor omnibuses in the interestsof municipal tramways, and for
the placing of hindrances in the way of electric lighting enterprises in order to conserve the contribution made to the rates
by municipal gas companies. Butinfactthe
view is not
correct. The marginal social net product of resources devoted
to improved methods of producing a given commodityis not, in
general,differentfrom the marginalprivate net product ; for
whatever loss the old producers suffer through a reduction in the
price of their products is balancedby the gain which t h e reduction confers upon the purchasers of these products. This is
obvious if, after the new investmenthas beenmade, the old
1 Cf. Annual Repwt of tlre h
l Bovernmnt Board, 1900-10, p. 57. The
suggestion that the injurious consequences of the factory work of mothers can
be done away with, if the factory worker gets some unmarried woman to look
hours, ie mietaken, becaw it ignores the fact t h a t a
after her home in fawoman’s work has a special personal value in respect
of her own children. In
Birmingham this fact s e e m to be reoogniued, for, after a little experience of
the bad results of putting their children out to “mind,” married women are
apt, it was wid before the war, to leave the fsctory and take to home work.
(Cf. Cdbury, W m ’ s Work, p. 176.)
9 F o r e m p l e , J. A. Hobson, S h - W w ,
J d y l Q l l , p, 197, and Gold,
h i m s and Wages, pp. 107-8. Even Sidgwick might be euspected of countenancing the argument set out
in the text(cf. A-i&pZa of Pditkd&aM.aaY, p. 408).
It does not seem to have been noticed that thiaargument, if valid,would
j u d y the Sbta in prohibiting the um of new machinery that dispenaea with
the services of skilled mechanics until the generetion of mecbnica pospesaing
that &ill haa bean depleted by death.
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machinescontinueto
produce the same output &B before at
reduced prices. If the production of the old machines is
diminishedonaccount of the change, it seems at first sight
doubtfuL Reflection, however, makes it plain that no unit
formerly produced by the old machinery will be supplanted by
one producedby the newmachinery,exceptwhen
the new
machinery can produce it at a total cost smaller than the prime
cost that would have been involved in its production with the
old machinery : except, that is to say, when it can produce it
at a price so low that the old machinery would have earned
nothing by producing it at that price. This implies that every
unit taken over by the new machinery from the old is sold to
the public at a price reduced by aa much as the whole of the
net receipts, after dischargingprime
costs, which the old
machinery would haveobtained from it if it had produced
proved that there is no loss tothe
that unit. It isthus
owners of the old machines,’in respect of anyunit of their
an equivalentgainto
former output,that is not offsetby
consumers. It follows that tocount the loss to these owners,
overfrom
them by the new
inrespect of anyunittaken
machinery, as a part of the social cost of producing that unit
would be incorrect.
An attempt t o avoid this conclusion may, indeed, etill be
made. It may be grantedthat, so farasdirect
effects are
concerned, ordinary commercial policy, under which investment
in improved processes is notrestrained by considerationfor
the earnings of other people’s established plant, stands vindicated. Thereremain, however, indirect effects. If expensive
plant is liable to have its earnings reduced a t short notice by
new inventions, will not the building of such plant be hindered ?
Would not the introduction of improved processes on the whole
be stimulated, if theywere in someway guaranteedagainst
too rapid obsolescence through the competition of processes
is,
yet further improved ? The direct answer to this question
undoubtedly, yes. On the other side, however, has to be set
the fact that the policy proposed would retain inferior methods
in use when superior methodswere available. Whethergain
or loss on the wholewould result from these two influences
in combination, ia a question to which it %em8 difficult to

..
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give any confident answer. But this impotent conclusion is not
the last word. The argument so far hasassumed thatthe
rapidity with which improvements are invented is independent
of the rapidity of theirpracticaladoption;and
it is on the
basis of that assumption that our comparison of rival policies
As a matter of fact, however,
fails to attain a definite result.
improvements are muchmore likely, to be made at any time,
if the best methods previouslydiscovered are beingemployed
and, therefore, watched in actualoperation, than if theyare
being held upintheinterest
of establishedplant.
Hence
the holding-up policy indirectly delays, not merely the adoption
of improvements that have been invented, but also the invention
of new improvements.
This
circumstance
almost
certainly
turnsthe balance. The policy proper to ordinarycompetitive
industry is, therefore, in general and on the whole, of greater
social advantage than the rival policy. It is not to the interest
of the community that business’ men, contemplatil~gtheintake account of the
troduction of improvedmethods,should
loss whichforward
action on theirpartthreatenstoother
businessmen.
Theexample of some municipalities in postponing the erection of electric-lighting plant till their gas plant
is worn out is not one that shouldbe imitated, nor one that
can be successfully defendedby reference to the distinction
between social andprivatenet
products. Thedanger
that
by
unwiseresistance
beneficial advances may be checked
o n the part of interestedmunicipal councils is recognised in
this country in the rules
empowering the central authority to
override attempts atlocal vetoes against private electrical enterprise. The policy followed by the Board of Trade is illustrated
by the following extract from their report on the Ardrossan,
Saltcoatsand District Electric Lighting Order of 1 9 10 : As
the policy of the Board has been to hold that objection on the
grounds of competitionwitha
gas undertaking,even when
belonging to a local authority, is not srlfficieut reason to justify
them in refusing to , a n t a n Electric Lighting Order, the Board
decided to dispensewith theconsent of the Corporation of
Ardrossan.”
12. So far we have considered onlythosedivergences
’ Of. ILnoop, %nci@eas d M d i m 3 of MunuipZ Tradkq, p. 86.
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between private andsocial net products thatcome about through
the existence of uncompensatedservices and unchargeddisservices, the generalconditions of popular taste being tacitly
assumed toremain
unchanged. Thisisinaccordancewith
the definition of social net product given in Chapter 11. 0 5.
As was there indicated, however, it is,for some purposes,
desirable to adoptawider definition. When this is done,we
observe that a further element of divergencebetween social
and
private
net
products,
important
to
economic
welfare
though not to theactualsubstance of the nationaldividend,
may
emerge
inthe
form of uncompensated or uncharged
eff’ects upon the satisfaction that consumers derive from the
consumption of things other than the
one
directly
afected.
For thefact
that somepeople
are now able to consume
the new
commodity
may setup
a psychological reaction
inother people, directlychanging theamount of‘ satisfaction
that theyget from their consumption of the old commodity.
It is conceivable thatthe reactionmaylead
toan increase
inthe
satisfaction they obtain from this commodity, since
it may please them to make use of a thing just because it
is supersededandmore
or lessarchaic.
But,in general, the
For, in some measure,
reaction will be in the other direction.
people’s affection for the best quality of anything is due simply
to thefactthat it isthe best quality ; and, when a new best,
superiorto the old best, is created, that element
of value in
the old best is destroyed. Thos, if an improved form of motor
car is invented, an enthusiast who desires above all “the very
latest thing” will, for the future, derive scarcely any satisfaction from a car, the possession of which, before this new invention, afforded him intense pleasure. I n these circumstances
themarginal social net product of rehurces invested in
producing the improved type is somewhatsmaller
thanthe
marginal private net product.’ It is possible that the introduction of electric lqhting into a town may, in some very slight
deogee, bring about this sort of psychological reaction in regard
It should be noticed that the argument of the text may be applicsble even
where the productformerlyconsumed ia wholly snpemedd by the new rival,
and where, therefore, nobody ia actually deriving diminished satisfaction from
the old product : for it may be thst complete superseasion would not have come
about unlaw people’s desire for the old product had been redud by the paycho-
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to gas : andthis
possibility mayprovidereal
a
defence,
supplementary to the fallacious defence
described
in
the
preceding section, for the policy of municipalities in delaying
defence, however,
theintroduction of electricity.Thisvalid
is almost
certainly
inadequate.
The
arguments
actually
employed i n support of the view that municipalitiesshould
not permit competition with their gas plant are those described
in the preceding section. They are, in general, independent of
any reference to psychological reactions, and are, therefore, like
the argumentswhich persons interested in canals brought against
the authorisation of the early railways, wholly fallacious.
13. It is plain that divergencm between privateand
social net product of the kinds we have so far beenconsideringcannot,likedivergencesdue
to tenancy laws, be
mitigated by a modification of the contractual relation between
anytwocontractingparties,
because the divergence arises
out of a service or disservice rendered to persons other than
It is, however, possible for the State,
thecontractingparties.
if it so chooses, to remove the divergence inany field By
" extraordinary encouragements " or " extraordinary restraints "
upon investments in that field. The most obvious
forms
which theseencouragementsand
restraints may assumeare,
of course, those of bounties and taxes. Broadillustrations
of the policy of intervention in both its negative and positive
aspects are easily provided.
The private net productof any unit of investment is unduly
large relatively to the
social net product in the businesses of
producing and
distributing
alcoholic drinks.
Consequently,
in nearlyall countries,special taxes areplaced upon these
businesses. Marshall was in favour of treatinginthe
same
way resources devoted to the erection of buildings in crowded
areas. H e suggested, to witness
a
before the Royal Com-

5

logical reaction we have been contemplating.
Furthermore,
the preceding
srgument ahows thatinventions m y sctually diminieh aggregate economic
welfare ; for they may muse labour to be withdrawn from other forma of
productive aervice to make a new variety of Bome article to supersede m old one,
wherea, if there had been no invention, the old one would have continned in use
and would ~ V yielded
E
aa much economie satisfaction ea the new one yielde now.
Thie is true, broadly speaking, of inventions of new W-?U~OUE of war, so far aa
these are known to all nations, bemuse it is of no advantage to one oonntry to
have improved armaments if ita rivsle have them also.
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mission on +Labour, that every pereon puttingup a house
as closely populated as is good
in a districtthathasgot
should be
compelled
to contribute towardsproviding
free
is susceptible of general
playgrounds.”
The
principle
a incomplete
application. It is employed, though in very
andpartialmanner,
intheBritishlevy
of a petrolduty
anda
motor - car licence tax upon the users of motor
the
service
cars, the proceeds of which are devoted to
of the roads.2 I t is employed again inan
iugenions way
intheNationalInsurance
Act. Whenthe sickness ratein
is exceptionally high, provision is made for
any
district
throwing the consequentabnormalexpensesupon
employers,
can
local authorities or water companies, if thehighrate
be shown to be due to neglect or carelessness on thepart
of any of these bodies.
Some
writers
have
thought
that
it might be employed inthe form of a discriminatingtax
upon incomederivedfrom
foreign investments. But, since
theelement of disadvantagedescribed in fj 1 0 only belongs
to some of these investments and not to others, this arrangement would not be a satisfactory one. Moreover, foreign
investment is already penalised to a considerable extent both
by generalignorance of foreign conditions and by the fact
that income earnedabroad is frequentlysubjected to foreign
income tax as well as to British income tax.
The private net productof any unit of investment is unduly
small in industries, such as agriculture, which are supposed to
yield the indirect service of developingcitizens suitable for
military training. Partly for this rewon agriculture in Germany
was
accorded
the indirect
bounty
of protection. A more
extreme form of bounty, in which agovernmental authority
provides all the funds required, is given upon such services as
theplanning of towns, police administration,and, sometimes,
type of bounty is also not
the clearing of slum areas,This

’ Royal Commission un Labour, Q. 8665.

The application of the principle is incomplete, b e c a u s e the revenue from
these taxes, administeredthrough the h
a
d B o d , most be devoted, “not
to the ordinary road maintenance at all, however onerow it might be, but
exclueively to the execution of new and s p i h road improvements ” (Webb,
T h e King’sHighwag, p. 250). Thus, in the main, the motorist doee not pay
for the damage he does to the ordinary roads, but obtains in return for his payment an additional aervice useful to him rather t h n to the geneml public.
0
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infrequently given upon the work of spreading-information
about improved processes of production in occupations where,
of appreciation on the
part
of potential
owing to
lack
beneficiaries, it wouldbe dificult to collect a fee for undertask. Thus the Canadian
Government
has
taking
that
establisheda
syatem, I‘ by means of which anyfarmer can
makeinquiry,without
even the cost of postage, about any
of
matter relatingto his business ” ; andtheDepartment
the
Interior
also sometimes provides, for time,
a
actual
il~structionin farming.’ ManyGovernmentsadopt
the same
principle in respect of information about Labour, by providing
the services of Exchanges free of charge. In theUnited
Kingdom the various AgriculturalOrganisation Societies are
voluntary organisations, providing a kindredtype of bounty
at their subscribers’ expense, An,importantpart
of their
purpose is, inSir Horace-Plunkett’s words, to bringfreely
I‘ to the help .of those whose life is passed in the quiet
of the
field the experience, whichbelongs to wider opportunities of
observationandalargeracquaintancewith
commercialand
industrial afiairs.”
The
Development
Act of 1909, with
its provision for grants towards scientific research, instruction,
and experiment in agricultural science, follows the same lines.
It should be added that sometimes, when theinterrelations of the variousprivatepersons
affected are highly
complex, the Governmentmay find it necessary to exercise
some means of authoritative control in additiontoproviding
a bounty. Thus it is coming to be
recognised
an axiom
of government that,in every town,power must beheld
by
some authority to limitthequantity
of bnildingpermitted
b a given area, torestricttheheight
to whichhouses may
becarried, -for the erection of barrackdwellings
may
musegreat overcrowding of areaeventhoughthere
is no
overcrowding of rooms,4--and generally to control the building
Mavor, Report m %t C a d i a n Nora-West, p. 36.
Ibid. p 78.
3 C. Webb, I d w t ~ i a l
Co-cuperdiv/, p. 149.
4 Mr. Dawson believes that this type of overcrowding prevails to a considereble extent in German towns. He writee : “ The excessive width of the streets,
insisted onby wt-iron replatione, adds greatly to the cost of house-building,
and in order to r m n p himself, and make the most of his profita, thebuilder
begin8 to extend his home vertically instad of horizontally ” (dlunk&zZ Liye
1

2
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activities of individuals. It is as idle to expect a . well:
planned town to result from the independentactivities
of
isolatedspeculatom as it would be to expect R satisfactory
picture to result if each separate square inch were painted by
No “ invisible hand ” can be relied on
an independent artist.
to produce a good arrangement of the wholefrom a combinaof theparts.
I t is, therefore,
tion of separatetreatments
necessary thatanauthority
of wider reach should intervene
and
should
tackle
the collective problem of beauty, of
airand of light, as thoseother
collective problems of gas
and water
have
been tackled.
Hence,
shortly
before the
war, there came into being, on thepattern of long previous
German
practice,
Mr. Burns’s extremely
important
townplanning Act. I n thisAct, for the first time, control over
individual buildings, from the standpoint, not of individual
structure,but of thestructure of the town as a whole,was
definitely conferred upon those town
councils that are willing
to accept the powersoffered
to them. Part 11. of theAct
begins : “ A town-planning scheme may be made in accordance with the provisions of this .Part of the Act rn respects
any laud which is in course of development, or appears likely
to beused
for building purposes, withthe
generalobject
of securing proper sanitaryconditions,amenity,
and convenience in connection with the layingoutand
use of the
land,
and
of any neighbouring lands.” The
scheme
may
be worked out,as is the custom in Germany,manyyears
inadvance of actual building, thuslaying down beforehand
of future development. Furthermore, it may, if
the
lines
desired, be extended to include land on which buildings have
already been put up, and mayprovide ‘ I for the demolition
or slteration of any buildingsthereon,
so far as may be
Finally,
necessary for carrying the scheme into effect,“
in preparingaplan
on
where localauthoritiesareremiss
their own initiative, power is given to the appropriate department of the central Government to order them to take action.
There is ground for hope, however, that, so soon as people
~~

~

and & m m c n t in Uermany, pp. 163.4). Henue German municipalities now
often control the height of ,buildings, providing a d e of permitted heights
which decreases on passing from the centre to the outlying parts of B town.

.
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become thoroughly
familiarised
with town-planning, local
patriotism
and
inter-local
emulation
will
make
resort
to
pressure from above less and less necessary.
3 14. So far wehavebeenconcerned
with forms of
divergence between social rand private net productsthat areliable
to occur even under conditions of simple competition. Where
conditions of monopolistic competition '"competition, that is
to say, between severalsellerseachproducing
a considerable
present, the way is
proportion of the aggregateoutput-are
opened up for a new kind of investment.Thisconsists
in
competitiveadvertisementdirectedtothe
sole purpose of
transferringthedemandforagiven
commodityfromone
to
another.'
There is, indeed, little
source of supply
opportunity for this as regards goods of a kind whose quality
or grain,can be easily
is uniform and, as withsalt,lumber
tested ; but, where quality cannotbe easily tested, and especially
where goods are sold in small quantities, which can readily be
put into distinctive packages for the use of retail customers,
there is plenty of ~ p p o r t u n i t y . ~Not all advertisement is, of
course, strictly competitive.
Some advertisement, on the
contrary, fulfils a social purpose, in informingpeople of the
it has
existence of articlesadapted to their tastes,Indeed,
been a i d " that advertising is a necessary consequence of sale
by description," andrepresents merelyasegregated
part of
the complexwork
formerlydone by thosemiddlemen who
exhibited, &s well as sold, their goods.4 Without it many
useful articles, such as new machines, or useful services, such
as that of life insurance,might not be brought a t all to the
notice of potential purchasers who have a real need for them.
Furthermore, some advertisement serves to develop an entirely
new set of wants on the part of consumers, the satisfaction of
whichinvolvesarealaddition
to social well-being;andthe
development of which on a large scale at the same time
enables the commodity that satisfiea them to beproduced on
1

(X.p d , Part 11. Ch. XV.

Undereimple wmptition, there ia no purpose in this advertiaement,
because, ez hypothesi, the market will take, at the market price, as much as any
one small d l e r wants to sall. Practically monopolisticcompetitioncomprises
all forms of impekfect competition.
3 Cf. Jenks and Clark, Tiu !Zhd Problem, pp. 28-7.
1.
Shaw, Qumterlg J o d Df Ikotumh, 1912, p. 748.
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a large scale and,therefore, cheaply.’ Underthis head i t is
possible to make out a w e in favour of the peculiar system
of advertisement arranged on behalf of the general body of its
currant growers (without the mention of individual names) by
the GreekGovernment : though, of course, the development
of a tmte for currants is probably in part at the
expense of
the taste for something else. It is not, however,necessary to
my purpose toattemptanestimate
of the proportion which
strictlycompetitiveadvertisementbears
to advertisement in
the aggregate-an aggregate the cost of which has been put,
for the United Kingdom, tat eighty million pounds, and, for the
world, a t six hundred million poundsper annum?That
a
considerable part of the advertisement of the modern world is
is truealike of the more
strictlycompetitive is plain.4This
obvious forms, such as pictorial displays, newspaper paragraphs:
travellers, salesmen, and so on; and of the more subtle forms,
such as a large exhibit of jewellery in the shop window, the
according of credit,withtheconsequentialexpenditureon
book-keeping and on the collection of recalcitrant
debts,
expenditure in keeping shops open at hours inconvenient and
forms. It isplainthat,
costly to the sellers, andothersuch
up to a point, investment of thi6 type, in so far as it retains,
or gains, for the investor “ a place inthe sun,” yields, like
expenditure upon national
armaments,
a
considerable private
netproduct.
A curve,representing theprivate net products
yielded by successive increments of it, would indicate positive
values for a long distance. -Whatrelation does thiscurve
bear tothe correspondingcurverepresenting
the social net
products of successive increments ?
I Of. the discussion of “ constructive ” and I ‘ combative ” advertisements in
Marshall’s Inddry and Trade, pp. 304-7.
Cf. Goodall, Aduertizi4, p. 48.
Ibid. p. 2.
It should be observed that this type of advertisement, which aims in effect
at diverting custom from a rival to oneself, may be preased to lengths that the
laws of modem States will not tolerate. Thus in some European States certain
definite false ststementa aboutawards alleged to hare been won at exhibitions
or about an exceptional offer of bankrupt stock,direct disparagement of a rival’s
character or produce, and attempts to pass off one’s owu goods as the g d of ~a
well-known house are punishableoffences. (Cf. Davies, T&
Luws and lhfair
h
p
d
i
t
i
m
,
ch. x.)
Of courae the L‘resourcea”
invested in these things are measured by the actual
capital and labour involved in the production of the paragraphs, not by a monopoly
charge-if euch is mde-exacted for them by the newspaper concerned.
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First, itmay happen that the netresult of the expenditures
made by the various rivals in conflict with each other is to
If this happens, the
bringabout an alliancebetweenthem.
expendituresinduced by a state of monopolistic competition
are responsible for the evolution of simple monopoly. It does
not seem possible to determine in a general way the comparative effects on output that will beproducedby
simple monopoly and by
monopolistic
competition.
Consequently no
generalstatementcan
be made as to whetherthecurve
representingthe social net products of succeesive increments
of investment will indicate positive values over any part of its
course.
Secondly, it may happen that the expenditureson advertisement made by competing monopolists will simplyneutralise
one another, and leave theindustrial position exactlyas it
would have been if neitherhadexpendedanything.
For,
clearly, if each of two rivals makes equal efforts to attract the
favour of the publicaway from the other, the total result is
the same as it would have been if neither had made any effort
at all. This point
was set in a very clear light in Mr. Butterworth’s Memorandum to the Board of Trade Railway Conference
in 1908. He pointed out that, under competitive arrangements,
the officers of rival companies spend a great part of their time
and energy in “scheming how tosecure traffic for their own
line, instead of in devising how best to combine economy with
much of the time and
efficiency of working. Atpresent
energy of the more highly-paid officials of a railway company
istaken up withwork in which the trddingcommunityhas
no interest,and
which i n onlyrendered
necessary in the
interest of the shareho€ders whom theyserve by the keen
competition which exists
between
panies.”
co
I n these
circumstances the curverepresentingthe
social netproducts
of successive increments of investment will indicatenegative
values throughout.
Thirdly, it may happen that the expenditures lead simply
to the substitution in a market of goods made by one firm for
the same quantity of equivalent goods made by another firm.
If we suppose production, both underA’s auspices and underB’s,

P

[Cd. 46773, p. 27.
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to obey the law of constant supply price, and to involve equal
cost perunit,
it isclearlya
matter of indifference to the
community as a whole from which of these two producers the
public buys. In other words, allunits of resources .expended
by either producer in building up goodwill asagainstthe
other have a social net productequal to zero. If conditions
are such that a diminution in the aggregate cost of production
of the commodity would be brought about by the transference
of some of the ordersfrom B to A, some units of resources
A toabstract
orders from B would yielda
employedby
positive social net product,
while
all units of resources
from A would yielda
employed by B to abstractorders
negative social net product. If we suppose the more efficient
and the less efficient firms to expend resources in these
hostilities inaboutequal
measure, insuch
wise that their
efforts cancel one anotherand
leave thingsmuch &s they
wouldhavebeen
had the efforts of both beenremoved, it is
obvious that the social net product of any compound unit of
these efforts taken as a whole is, again, zero. There is, however,
some slight ground for believing that firms of low productive
efficiency tend to indulge in advertisement t o a greater extent
thantheir
productivelymore
efficient rivals. For, clearly,
they have greater inducements to expenditure on devices, such
as special packages, designed to obviate comparison of the bulk
of commodity offeredby
themand by other producers at a
given price.
This
consideration
suggests
that
the
curve
representing the social net products of successive increments of
investment is likely to indicate negative values throughout.
The discussion of the preceding paragraphs makes it plain
that, speaking generally, the social net product of any rth increment of resources invested in competitive advertisement is
exceedingly unlikely to be as large as the private net product.
The consequent waste might be diminished by specialundertakings among competitors not to advertise, such aa hold good
among barristers,doctorsandmembers
of the London Stock
Exchange. Failingthis, the evilmight be attacked by the
Statethroughthetaxation,
or prohibition, of competitive
advertisements - if these could be distinguished from
advertisements which are not strictly competitive. It could

.
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be removed altogether if conditions of monopolistic competition
were destroyed.
15, We now turn to conditions of bilateral monopoly,
that is to. say, conditionsunderwhich
the relationsbetween
individual
buyers
and
sellers
are
not
rigidly
fixed by a
surroundingmarket.The
presence of bilateral monopoly in
this sense implies an eleme.nt of theoretical indetern~inateness,
and, therefore, opens up the way for the employment of
activities
and
resources in efforts to modify theratio
of
exchange in favour of oneorother
of the “monopolists.”
of the
indeterminateness
present
is
different
The
nature
accordingas the monopolists are, as it were, solidified units,
such
as
single
individuals
and
joint-stock
companies, or
representativeunits,such
as Trade
Unions
or Employers’
Federations, whoseofficials
negotiate to establish a rate of
pay, but whose individual members,
when
this
rate
is
established,are still free at will tocontinue or toabandon
business. Thisdistinction
is, for some
purposes,
important
and oughtnottobe
ignored.’ It does not, however, bear
For, whatever thenature
directly upon ourpresentinquiry.
of the indeterminateness, it is plain that activities and resources
devoted to manipulating the ratio of’ exchange may yielda
positive private net product ; but they cannot-even the earliest
B positive social net product,
dose of them cannot-yield
aud they may in some conditionsyieldanegative
social net
product.’ Theactivitiesherecontemplatedconsist
chieflyfor physical force exercised in direct plunder does not operate
through exchange-in
the brain work of ‘‘ bargaining ” proper
and in the practice of one or other of two sorts of deception.
These latter are, first, deception as to the physical nature of
a thing offered for sale, aud, secondly,deceptionas
t o the

5

1 With solidified units
the &iJcmed h - - i c .
the rangeofpossible
bargains-liesalong
themntract curve,and with representative units along
(or supply) curves. For atechnical
portions of the tworeciprocaldemand
discusion of this andconnected points cf. my paper “ Eqnilibrinnlunder
Bilateral Monopoly” (Zhmrnic J o u M , Jan. 1908, pp. 206 et seq.) ; also my
Primp& and dlethods of G ~ d d r i PWA,
d
Appendix A.
e It m.11 b understood thatnet
product here means net product of
dividend It ia not, of 0 0 ~ ~ 8 denied
8,
that,if a poor man outbargains a rioh
one,there is apositive net product OT economicacrtisfaction, and, if a rich
man outbargains
a
poor one, corresponding
a
negative
net
product of
scrtbfrrction.
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future yield that it is reasonable to expect from a thing
offered for sale, when the physical nature of thatthinghas
been correctly described.
3 16. Of bargainingproper there is littlethat need be
said. It is obvious that intelligenceand resources devoted to
this purpose, whether on one side or on the other, and whether
successful or unsuccessful, yield no netproducttothe
comto Professor Carver, a conmunityasa
whole.According
siderable part of the energies of business men is devoted
to, and aconsiderable
part of theirearningsariseout
of,
activities of this kind.’
These
activitiesare wasted. They
contributetoprivate,butnotto
social, net product. But
this conclusion
does
not exhaustthe
subject. It isoften
pointedout that, where their clients, be theycustomers or
workpeople, can besqueezed, employerstend to expend their
energy inacco~nplishingthis,ratherthan
in improving the
organisation of their factories. When they act thus, the social
of the earliest dose of resources devoted
neb producteven
to bargaining may be, not merely zero, but negative. Whenit
ever that happens, no t a x that yieldsarevenue,though
mayeffect an improvement,canprovidea
completeremedy.
For that absolute
prohibition
is required. But
absolute
prohibition of bargaining
is
hardly
feasible except
where
of sale are imposed upon
private
prices and
conditions
industry by some organ of State authority.’
8 17. Deception astothe
physical nature of a thing
offered for sale is practised through false weights and measures,
adulteration and misnaming of goods, and dishonest advertisement.
Before
thedays
of co-operation “ t h e back streets
of the manufacturing towns swarmed withsmallshops,in
which the worst of everything was sold, withunchecked
To less
a
degree similar
measures and unproved weights.”
practices still prevail. There is littletemptationtoadopt
production
goods,” where the buyers
them in marketing
arelargeindustrial
concerns, likcrailway companies,which
Cf. Amcriuza &mumnu Aasooialion, 1909, p.

51.

The legislation of many States concerningprivate labour exchanges is
relevanthere. For an account of this legislation, cf. Beaker and Bernhardt,
@e8elzluke &gelung dm ATbcibaennit&kehng.

Ares, Co-opmaciw Ind&dsy, p. 16.

-.
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possess elaborately organised testing
departments.
But,
semi-mysterious
in selling “ consumption goods ”-particularly
consumption goods like
patent
medicines-to
poor
and
ignorant buyers, andeven in sellingproduction goods to less
skilled buyers, such as farmers, there is still some temptation.
It is always profitable for sellers to ‘ I offer commodities which
seem, rather than are, useful, if the difference between seeming
is likely
to
escape notice.”
Deception as to
and
reality
the future yield, which it is reasonable to expect from a thing
unscrupulous
offered for sale, is practised, inthe main,by
financiers
selling
~ t o ~ kand
s shares. Among the methods
employed are
the
manipulation of dividend
payments,
of false
“matched orders,” the deliberate
publication
apractice less clearly over the border
information; and
line of fairness-the
deliberate
withholding
of relevant
point,
a
activities
information.’ It isevidentthat,upto
devoted to either of these forms of deception bringabout a
a positive
private
netproduct,but
not a positive social net
product.Furthermore,they
often lead to enhancedpurchases
and, therefore, enhanced production of the thing about which
deception has been practised.
Hence
they
divert to the

-

Sidgwick, Prim)la of Political Economy, p. 416.
e For a lurid accountof some of these methods vide Lawson, Frenzied F i m w ,
passim, and for an analysis of the protective dcvices embodied in the celebrated
German law of 1884, vide Schuster, “The Promotion of Companies and the Valuation of their Assets according to German Law,” Economic Jounud, 1900, p. 1
thatthe device of “matched orders” may
d 8eq. It should beobserved
be madedifficultbya
ruleforbidding
offcrs andbids
for largeamounts
1

of stoek on the terma 6 L all or none.” For, when such a ruleexists,there is
more chance that a seller or buyeroperatingamatchedordermay
be f o d
unwillingly to make a deal wiith some one other than his confidant. (Cf.Brace,
The Vdw of 6 r g a m z k d Specwhtion, p. 241. )
It is interesting to obaerve that, whereas the law often, and public opinion
generally, condemna a seller who withholds relevant information, a buyer who
ucta in this way i s generally commended for his ‘ I good bargain.” Thus to pick
up a piece of valuable oak furnitnw in an out-of-the-way oottage for much less
than it is worth is thought by some to be oreditable ; and nobody maintains that
the Rothechild, who fqunded the fortnnea of his house by buying governmrmt
etock.on the strength of his earlyknowledge of the battle of Waterloo, was
bound in honour to makethat informationpublic before acting on i t T h e
reasonfor
this distinctionprobably
is thatthe possespor of anarticle
is
presumed to have full opportunity
of knowing ita rsal value,and, i f he fails
ti, do thii b d , for hi^ carelessness, legitimab prey. A director of a
company who bo@t up sham in t h a t company on the strangth of knowledge
gained iu the Boardmom, and so not available to the shereholders generally,
would ha universally condemned.
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production of this thing resources that would otherwise have
been devoted to investmentsyielding the normalmarginal
return. Therefore, when thisindirect
consequence istaken
of the earliest dose
into account, the social net product even
of resources devoted to deception, is, in general, not zero but
negative. If thethinginquestionis
something the production of which involves noexpenditure of resources, like
the fictitioussituationscreated
by fraudulentregistry offices,
the social net prod'uct does not,indeed,
sink below zero,
for extra production of theseimaginary
entities involves
no withdrawal of resources from elsewhere. As rule,
a
however, the social net product of any dose of resources
invested in a deceptiveactivity
is negative.Consequently,
no taxthat yields a revenue,though it
aswithbargaining,
mayeffect an improvementscanprovidea
complete remedy,
of the
activity
is required,
and
absolute
prohibition
Attemptsto establish such prohibitionhave-been
made, on
the one side, in variouslawsconcerning'
false weights and
of foods, and, on the other
mewuresandtheadulteration
side, in various laws-laws,
which to be effective, must be
enforceable atthe instance,not of the damaged pai-ty, but
of publicinspectors or commissioners "designed to
control
and
regulate
the
practice
of company
promotion.
In
be metin
a more direct way
by
other fields the 'evilcan
theestablishment of Purchasers' Associations, in which the
interests of the sellers and the buyers are unified.%
0

1

Cf. Van Hise, Coheelltrahbn n7ld Conts.01, pp. 76-8.
4 Cf. pod, Part 11. Oh. XIX.
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CHAPTER X
MARGINAL
PRIVATE

AND SOCIAL
NET
PRODUCTS

IN RELATION

TO INDUSTRIAL
FORMS

0 1. INthe preceding chapter we wereengaged in a study of
the differences between themarginal social netproductand
the marginal private net productof resources devoted to various
occupations or industries. It is nownecessary to conduct an
analogous inquiry about resources devoted to various forms of
economic organisationwithin the several occtlpations or industries.Marshalllong
agoobserved : “ A s ageneralrule
the law of substitution-which
is nothing more than a special
and limited application of the law of the survival of the fittest-tends to make one method of industrial organisation supplant
st a
another when it offers s directandimmediateservice
lower price. Theindirectandultimate
services, which either
will render, have, as a general rule, little or no weight in the
These indirect services constitute
the
difference
balance.”
between the social net product and the private net product of
a unit of resources invested in any form of economic organisais to distinguishtheprincipal
fields
tion. Ourpresenttask
in which they play an important part.
8 2. One very importantindirect service is rendered by
the general economic organisation of a country in so far as, in
addition to fulfillingits function as an instrumentof production,
it also acts, in greater or less degree, as a training ground of
business capacities. In orderthat it maydothis effectively,
the size of business unitsmust
be so graded that persons
possessed of good native endowments can learn the principles
of enterprise in some small and simple concern, and thereafter
I

Principles of I b w m k s , p. 507.
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can gradually move upwards, as their capacity improves with
practice, to larger and more difficult posts. Thepoiutmay
be put i n this way. When the separate steps in the agricultural
or industrial ladder are large, it is difficult for a man adapted,
if adequatepractice
is obtained, for life at one stage, but
standing by some accident at anotherstage, to move to his
proper place. Thus-to
take hypothetical
a
example-if
agriculture or industry were worked exclusively in large units
by a
consisting of oneortwolargeentrepreneursassisted
number of mere labourers, any capacity for management and
direction that might bebornamongpeople
in the labouring
class would have no opportunity for w e or development.
Many personsendowed withnativecapacity
would thus be
only
and not doers. But, aa
compelled to be watchers
Jevonshas well taught, it is doing, andnot watching, that
he wrote,
trains. “ A few specimensprobedthoroughly,”
“teach more than thousands glanced at through a glass case.
The
whole
British Museum
accordingly
will
not teach
a
will learn by collectinga few fossils
youth aa muchashe
or a few minerals, in situ if possible, and taking them
home
to examine
and
read
and
think
about.”’
The
point
was
put even more forcibly by Marshall in his addresstothe
Co-operativeSociety in 188 5 : “ It is a better training in
seamanship to Bail a fishing-boat than to watch a threemasted ship,thetops
of whose masts alone appear above
the horizon’’
Thus it wouldseem that,inthe absence of a
proper ladder,agreatdeal
of the business capacity born
amoug the working classes mustrun to waste. If, however,
industry or agriculture is organised by way of units of many
different sizes, aworkman
possessing mental powerbeyond
withoutgreat
difficulty,
what is normal to his clawcan,
himself h o m e the entrepreneur of asmallestablishment,
hie powers the while,
and gradually
advance,
educating
higher up the ladder that is provided for him.
3. This train of thought suggests that, in a community
organised on the generallines of amodern industrialState,
associations of workers combined together in small co-prtner-

5

1

iU#mh of 8oeiaE Rcfonn, p. 61.
Loe. cil. p. 17.
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ship workshops .constituteanindustrial
form, investment
in which islikely
to yieldamarginal
social netproduct
considerably in excess of the marginalprivate net product.
For such workshops provide the first .&age of theladder
that is needed to lift upwardsthegreatfund
of capacity
for management that is almostcerlainlylyinglatentamong
it were, a
themanual
labouring classes. They furnish,as
first school in which this capacitycan bedeveloped, and, in
so doing, contributeforthe
service of the mmmnnity,not
merely
boots
and shoes, but well-trained,competentmen,
will afterwards be
by whose work the nationaldividend
augmented. Much the same thing holds good of the analogous
workers’ businesses inagriculture.Gardensandsmallallotmenta near their cottages for workmen in regular employment
elsewhere, largeallotments for workmen occasionally taking
odd jobs elsewhere, and small holdingsforthose who devote
to work on these holdings, provide in
themselvesentirely
combination a complete ladder from thestatus of labourer
to that of independent farmer. Thisladderyieldsaproduct
of human capacity over and above its immediateproduct of
however,
does
crops. That element of social netproduct,
not accrue to those persons
by whom the size of agricultural
holdings is regulated, and is not included inthemarginal
privatenet product of the resources invested in them. This
is enough to establisha prima f a c i e case far the “ artificial
encouragement,”by State action or by privatephilanthropy,
of Workers’ Associations and of various grades of allotments
and
small
holdings.
Such
encouragement
given
is
to
Workers’ Amociations, in England by thesupport of Retail
Co-operative Societies, and
in
France
and
Italy
by the
facilities
for tendering on Government
grant of special
work. The movement for developing allotmentsandsmall
country,
received goqernmentd
holding h a also, in this
help.
$ 4. The same line of thought, looked a t from the other
side, suggests that the mergind social net product of activities
devoted to bringing about any widespread ” truetification ” of
industry is likely to be smaller than the marginal private net
product. For large combinations-this
does
not
apply
to
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those Kartels whose memben remain separate
and
independent on the productive sid-by
lessening the opportunities for trainingintheentrepreneur
function,tend
to
prevent the level of business ability from rising as high as it
mightotherwise do.
Thedevelopment of a high order of
undertakinggenius in the fewseems to depend upon a wide
range of undertakingexperienceinthemany;”Withthe
main part of industry organised into million dollar combines,
theladder
connechg different stages of managingability
wouldbe gravely damaged. Nor would theopportunity for
obtaining positions as managers of departments in a giant
concern
go far t b make up for this ; for, apart from the limited degree
of independent initiativewhich the management of a department,
as compared with the control of a business, necessarily involves,
departments will not vary in size so widely, or reach so low
down in the scale, as private businesses may do. I n his address
to the Royal Economic Society in 1908, Marshall called
attention to the educative possibilities of small businesses, illustrating his thesisfrom the present organisation of the milk trade.
He pointed out that, s o far as the working of industries by the
State-and
the ~ a m ething, of course, applies to the working
of them by large commercialcombinations-does
awaywith
this sort of educative ladder, the mere proof that it was immediately moreeconomical
thanprivate
management would
not suffice to show that it was more economical on the whole.’
This is the same thing as saying that the marginal social net
product.The
product is less thanthemarginalprivatenet
goes, is
practical inference, so far as the presentargument
plain.Though
inthe special emergency of theGreatWar,
when immediateoutput was absolutelyessentialandhadto
suffered, theStatemight
be won even thoughthefuture
rightly intervene to enforce various forms of combination that
would not have come about without it, yet in normal times of
peace i t should always hesitate before encouraging, and should
‘I

We may notica that, when, as in such a country aa India, the narrowness
of the markets andother

CUUWE prevent the development of any Iarge-scale
industria, the top end of the industrial ladder is cut of€, and there is a difticulty,
m-mlogoua tu the dilllcnlty d i d in the text, about t h e provision of an
adequate training-ground for the higher forma of businesa ability. (Cf. Morimn,
Thc Indutrid org4njwtiaz of au I d a h &&,
p. 188.)
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perhaps in some instances impede, anythreatened excess in
the growth of giant businesses, whetherthesearepublicly
or privately owned. Whathas
been said above,
however,
obviouslydoes not exhaust the considerations relevant to this
problem. Further discussion of it will be found in Chapters
XIV. and XXI.
$ 5. Considerations of the samegeneralcharacterasthe
above arerelevanttocertain
developments in the method
I t haslong been
and practice o l standardisedproduction?
known that, by specialisatiou to a limited number of standard
forms, great economy of cost and increase of output can be
achieved. This economy, furthermore, is not confined tothe
point a t whichstandardisation is firstapplied ; for, if one
industry agrees to standardise its product, the industries which
make machines and tools for making that product are in turn
enabled to standardisetheirs.TheStandardsCommittee
of
the Engineering Trade of this country has done much work in
drawing up, for screws, nuts, certain motor parts and various
other things, standard specifications which have been adopted
throughout the engineering industry of the country generally.
The experience of the Great War, in which military equipment
andmunitionshad
necessarily to be of uniform patterns,
brought out more clearly than before the enormous scope for
direct economies which, partly by making possible theemof
ployment of relativelyunskilledlabour,standardisation
product is able, in favourablecircumstances, to create. The
at aminimum
of
urgent need forimmediatelargeoutput
cost even led to standardisation, under Government authority,
of such t h i n g as ships and boots. The essence of the matter
is that the standardisation of certain products over the whole of
an industry, by enabling the firms that make them, and the
other firms that make tools for making them, b specialise more
closely than would otherwise be possible, leads immediately to
an enormouslyincreased output of theseproducts.
This increased output we may call, if we will, the private net productof
the method of standardisation; If, however, attention is concen1 In Idmtry and Trade, Bk. ii., ohaptera i
i. and iii., Msrshall, after
distinguishing between etanderds pdetdnr to an individual producer and
standard~that are general to the greater part of an indasby, has much intareating discmion of modern devebpnr8nb in standardhtion.
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trated exclusively upon this, the net advantages of the method
will sometimes be greatly exaggerated. For standardisation
almost inevitablychecks the development of new patterns,
new processes and new ideas. It is all very well tomake
rules
for
revising
periodically
the standard specifications.
This is notanadequate remedy, because the real danger of
standardisation is, not so much that it will prevent the adoption
of new things when their superiority has
been recognised, but
that it will greatly lessen the inducement to manufacturers to
devise and
try
new things. For
in
normal industrythe
profit which a man gets out of an improvement is chiefly wou
in the period when he is ahead of his competitors, before the
With a rigidsystem of
improvement is adoptedgenerally.
standardisation nobody would be able to be ahead of anybody
else or to introduce a new pattern till the whole trade did SO.
Thewhole
line, in short,mustadvancetogether;andthis
means that no part of it has any great inducement to advance
at all. Other things
being equal, the marginal social net product of effort devotedtowardsstandardising
processes falls
so far as it
short of the marginalprivatenetproduct,in
indirectly checks inventions and improvements and
so lessens
productive powers inthe
future. Obviously the gapthus
equally
wide far
all
commodities. It is
indicated is not
difficnlt to believe, for example, thattheestablisl~ment
of
standard sizes andstandard forms for suchthings aa screws
and nuts is likely to prevent the development of any important
improvement.
In thesesimplethings
there is little or no
room for improvement. Butwith complex manufactures the
position is altogether different. Even in the course of the
Great War, when large output was of overwhelming importance,
it would have beenmadness to standardise the production of
aeroplanes ; the opening for discovery and for the development of
better types waa so wide. I n many other finished manufactures it is impossible to feel any confidence thatthe
final form
has
already
been evolved. There is, therefore,
always the danger that, by standardisation, we shall augment
of never
enormously the production of the good atthecmt
attaining to the better. In any action thatthe State mgy
take to fmterstandardisation for the sake of the immediate
P

.
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anddirectstimulus
which i t givesto
outputthisdanger
must be carefully borne in mind.
5 6 . Yet again, the analysis here developed is applicable to
certainaspects of that method of business organisation that
The
has come to be known as “scientific management.”
general characteristicsof that system are well known. Elaborate
study of the various operations to be performed is undertaken
by trainedexperts, who analysetheseoperations
intotheir
separate elements,and, on the basis of this analysis, coupled
withcarefulobservation of the methods actually followed by
a number of good workmen, construct, by combination, an ideal
methodsuperior to anyyet in vogue. Thekind of improvement to which this process leads is illustrated
by the results
of Mr. Gilbraith’s investigation of the problem of laying bricks.
He “ studied the best height for the mortar box and brick pile,
and then designed a scaffold, withatable
on it, uponwhich
all of the materials are placed, so as to keep the bricks, the
mortar, the man, and the wall in their proper relative positions.
These scaffolds are adjusted, as the wall grows in height, for
all of the bricklayers, by a labourer especially detailed for this
purpose, and by tllis means the bricklayer is saved the exertion
of stooping down to the level of hisfeetfor
each brick and
each trowelful of mortar.andthenstraightening
up again.
Think of the waste of effort that has gone on through all these
years, with each bricklayerlowering his body,weighing, say,
1 5 0 pounds, down two feet and raising it up again every time
a brick (weighing about 5 pounds)islaidin
the wall ! And
this each bricklayer did about one thousandtimesa
day.”
This device is, however, merely one example of what scientific
managementendeavours to achieve in general. Thecentral
conception involved in it is that of handing over the task of
planhingmethods to trainedexperts,and ‘thenexplaining to
the workmen in elaborate detail what it ie theyhave to do,
includingeventhe pauses andrest periods thatthey should
take between successive operationsand
movemente.
The
work of every workman is fully planned out by the management a t least one day in advance, and each man receives in
mpt wes complete written instructions, describing in detail
‘I

* Teylor, The Principka Df fkicnti$e Maqpmevtd, p. 78.
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the task which he is to accomplish, as well as the means to
be used in doing the work. And the work planned in advance
in this way constitutes a task which is to be solved, as explained
above, not by the workman alone, but i n almostall cases by
thejoint effort of the workman andthe management. This
task specifies, not only what is to
be done, but how it is to be
done and the exact time allowed for doing it.”’ The work
of
teaching the workmen how to do it,and of seeing that they
properlyunderstandandcarryouttheirinstructions,
is entrusted to a new class of officials known as “ functional foremen.’,
These
officials,
working
conjunction
in
with
the
accounting officer, can rtscertain at once how far the costs of
any particular workman’s output exceed the proper costs laid
down .beforehand,andcan
thenconcentrateattentionand
instruction at any point where there is prima facie reason to
it is perfectly plain thatthis
hope for improvement.’Now
type of industrial organisation is likely to yield large immediate
economies, and that the carefulteachinginvolved
in it must
up to a pint yield much permanent good. It is a paradox that,
“though in the athletic world instrnctors exist to teach boxers
how to balancethemselves
and use their arms,andcricket
professionals are constantly at work improving the efficiency of
batsmen and bowlers, and coaches are a necessity toteach a
boat’screw
collectively andindividually how and when to
move their bodies and hands, yet in the industrial world the
livelihood is.
value of teachingoperatives how toearntheir
hardly yet recognised.”
Nevertheless, there is realdanger
lest this new-found science should be pushed too far. Carried
to excessive lengths it may, from a long period point of view,
defeat its own ends. First, it is not proper to assume that
there is only onebestmethod of doinga thing independent
of the psychological and physicalqualities of theindividual
doing it. Theremay
be severalfirst-class
methods,
some
one man, another more
more fitted to bring outthebestin
Taylor,
Pri&pZes of Scientgc Nanagcrnd, p. 39.
Cf. Emerson, E m , ch. vii Mr. Dicksee
draws
aome instructive
comparisons between these methods and the various isms of drill practised
among soldiers. (Business Methods and th Wa?, Lecture 2.)
Health of Munition Workers Committee, Interim RcpoTt, p. i i .
1

*
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suitedtoanother
man.'
Secondly, so far as the operations
of the individual
workman
are
reduced
to mechanical
a
plan, the original source from which the directing authority
a combination of
derived its standard methods-namely,
the bestpoints in the ~a&d individualmethods of different
workmen-would
be
dried up.
Overt
suggestions
from
workpeople for improvements in method would also, perhaps,
this
loss could be
be rendered lees probable. No doubt,
partlyatoned
for by theemployment
of scientific experts
new
specially charged with the task of experimentingin
methods. But,after all,these are availableunderordinary
systems of works' management
and
cannot,
therefore, be
of the Taylorsystem, to be set
regarded as apeculiarasset
againstits peculiar failings. Nor is it only in respect of
specific suggestions and devices that injury maybe indirectly
reason t o fearlest
wrought by this system. Thereisgrave
of workpeople
the general initiative and independent activity
may be injured by their complete subordination to the detailed
control of functional foremen,much as the general initiative
of soldiers isinjured by the grinding of an over-rigid and
mechanicalmilitarysystem.
By the removal of opportunities
for the exercise of initiative,capacity for initiative maybe
destroyed, and the quality of the labouring force may in this
way be subtly lowered. I n so far
as
this
happens,
the
in the
marginal social netproduct
of resources
invested
developmentandapplication
of scientificmanagementfalls
short of the marginal private net product. Unless the State or
is adanger thatthis method
philanthropyintervenes,there
of industrial organisationmaybecarried
further and applied
morewidely than the interest of the national dividend-not
to speak of the more general interest of society-when viewed
aa a whole, demands.
Cf. Miera, Mind and Work, p. 192.

C H A P T E R XI
INCREASING AND DECREASING SUPPLY PRICE

5 1. IN Chapter

IX. Q 3 attention was drawnto a type of
divergence betweenprivate and social net productadditional
to the twotypes
that werestudied in that chapter. Thia
type of divergence arises when a part of the effect of employing a unit of resources i n any occapation consists of something,
which, instead of coming in the first instancetothe
person
who invests the unit, comes instead, in the first instance,to
other persons engaged inthe
occupation. To simplify the
study of thesedivergences I shallimagine thatthereexists
an archetypalindustry, in which the values of the marginal
private net product and of the marginal social net prodnct of
investment are both equal to one another and also stand at a
sort OF centrallevelrepresentative
of industries in general.’
In any actual industry conductedunderconditions of simple
is to say, conditionssuch that each seller
competition-that
rulingmarketprice,
produces as much aa he can atthe
inthe
hope of causing
and does notrestricthisoutput
that price to rise-investment
and output must be carried to
a point at which the value of the marginal private net product
of investment there conforms to the central value. It follows
that the value of the marginal social netproduct of investcan only diverge from thiscentral
ment in theindustry
value if and in so far am it diverges from the value
of the marginal
private
product.
net The
present
1 It is not necessary to snppose that this central value is actually attained
in any induetry; it is rather to be conceived aa the level which would be
attained under conditione of simple oompetition in B I ~industry of constant
supply prim.
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chapter is concerned exclusivelywithconditions
of simple
competition.
0 2. Let us place ourselves inimaginationina
country
where the flow of resources coming annuallyinto being has
to be distributedregularlyamongavariety
of occupations.
It is assumed that,whenanygivenquantity
of resources is
devoted to agiven occupation, the concrete formassumed by
these resources-their
distribution, for example, intomany
or few individual firms and SO forth-is the most economical
form available (from thestandpoint
of the period of time
relevant to our problem) for that quantity of newresources ;
and that, when aslightlygreaterquantityisdevoted
to the
occupation, the concrete form assumed is the most economical
form available (from the same standpoint) for thatquantity.
When this assumption is made, it is plain that, if one unit is
added to the resources of any given so& that normally flow into
any one occupation, that unit will yield the same net product
as each of the other units in the flow. All the units are interchangeable inthis sense. But,none the less, the presence of
an extra unit may alter the output of the other units, in such
wise that the addition made to aggregate output is either more
or less than proportionate
to
the difference made to the
quantity of resources invested. In so far as the other
units belong to the investor of the given unit and the difference
of theotherunits
comes inthe first
made totheontput
instance to him, it enters into the private net product as .well
aa intothe social netproduct of theextra unit.But,
in so
far as the other units belong to people other than the investor
of the given unit,thedserence
made to 'the output of
theseunits entersintothe
social net product,but notinto
sorts of
the privatenetproduct of the givenunit.Thetwo
marginalnet product inthe particularindustry,andhence
their values,therefore, differ. Since theninvestmentunder
competitiveconditionsiscarried
to thepoint at which the
of the resources
value of the marginalprivatenetproduct
value, thevalue of the
placed there is equaltothecentral
1

In view of the definition of an increment of inveatment given in Chapter

Ix.5 2, we must notapeak of nnita being added to We resources without qualifiw
tion that flow into an mupation.
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social netproduct in thatindustrymust
diverge from the
central value ; and the national dividend is not maximised.l
9 3. Thisstatementhas now tobebroughtinto connection with the familiar economic concept of increasing, constant
and diminishing returns, or, as some prefer to say, decreasing,
coustantand increasing costs. As apreliminary i t will be
convenient to provideourselves with an appropriate terminology.
Theexpressionscited
above,used in the present connection:
are designed todescribecertainrelationsbetween
the output
of a commodity andthe expenses, measured i n money, that
areincurredin
producing it. Diminishingandincreasing
returns mean diminishing and increasing yields of commodity
per unit of money expenses as the output of the commodity
mean increasing
increases ; increasing and decreasingcosts
anddecreasing money expensesper
unit of the commodity
astheoutput
increases. The two sets of termsarethus,
1 In an industry, for whose product the demand has an elasticity
equal to
unity,theamount
of reaoulms devoted to productionwillobviously
be the
same whether, the social net product of any yth increment of investment being
given, this social net product of t h a t increment is equal to or greater than the
private net product.Therefore,when
there is an excem of social over private
net product in respect of the mrginal unit of resources invested, the effect of
theexistence of this excess, in conditions of competition, is that consumers
obtain for nothing exactly this excem : and the effect of there being an exces8
of (the given) social above private net product in respect of the other units of
investedresources is thatthey obtain for nothingtheaggregate
of allthese
excesses. Inindustries, however, in which the elasticity of demand is not
equal t o unity, the existence of an excess of (the given) social above private net
product of various quantities of investment causes the quantity of investment
made to be differentfrom what it wouldotherwisehaveheen.Thir,implies
that the effeat on the consumed material estate, due
to the existence of an
excess of mocial over private net product in respect of the unit of inveatment
which is marginal when there is such an excew, is not simply the amount
of
that excesa. In like manner the effect on their material estate of the sum of all
the exmaam of the units of resources that are in fact employed is not simply
effecton
their
the s u m of those excesses. It fOllOWS, of coume, thatthe
satisfaction(asexpressedinmoney)isnotmeasured,as
it is in the cam of
unitary demand elasticity, by the exmm of their aggregatedemandprice
for
the quantity of product they do secure
over their aggregate demand price for
the quantity that they would have secured had
(the given) social net product
throughout been equal to privatenet product. These considerationsrender
it inappropriate, except when the elasticity
of demand is unitary, to speak of
the excess of marginalsocialnetproduct
over marginalprivatenetproduct
aa equivalent, i n conditions of competition, towhat “accrues” tothe conaumer in consequence of there beingsuch an excess. Forthis reason I have
in the preaent text modified the phraaeolcgy employed in the corresponding
pamages of the third edition.
3 For another me cf. p a d , Part 1V. Ch. 111.
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so to speak, reciprocals of oneanother.Bothalike,
however,
clear, on the face of
are open to an objection. It isnot
things,whether thereturnsperunit
of money expenses, or
expenses per unit of returns, to which they refer, are average
or marginal
returns
or
expenses;
and,
when diminishing
returns (or increasing costs) hold for some amounts of output
and increasing returns (or decreasing costs) for other amounts,
of
theremust, it would seem, be certainamountsinrespect
whichmarginal returnsare increasing (or marginalexpenses
decreasing)while average returnsare decreasing (or average
expensesincreasing),’ and viee versa. It is, therefore,best,as
I think, to surrenderboththe
above forms of expression,
andto distinguishindustries
according as they conform to
conditions of increasing, eonstant or k e a s i n g supply price.
It willbeshown
in Appendix 111. that,in
competitive
of anyquantity
of output is
industries,thesupplyprice
equalbothtothemarginalexpensesand
to the average
expenses of what I call the equilibrium firm engaged in the
free
from ambiguity.
industry; and that it is a concept
That discussion need not be repeated here. For the reader
notinterestedin
refinements of analysis it is sufficient to
say that my laws of increasing,
constant
and
decreasing
supplyprice correspond, for practical purposes, towhatare
ordinarily known as the laws of diminishing, constant and increasing returns, or increasing, constant and decreasing costs.’
I t is, of course, with long-period or “norn~al,”not withany
form of short-period supply price, that we here have to do.
3 4. Therelationswhichtheselawsexpress
between
variationsinsupplypriceandvariationsinoutput
arenot
necessarily the relations which
do
subsist between these
things in history, butthe
relations which
would
subsist
eiv equal. I n real
subject to the condition o t k things b
life, with the general advance of knowledge,new methods of
1 Profewr Cannan hss objected to the use of the term ‘‘law” in connection
with diminishing and increasing returns as defined above, on the ground that,
whereas in some industries diminishing, and in otheraincreasing,returns
prevail, a scientific law is a statement that holds true in all, and not only in
some,circumstances (Wealth, p. 70). I t might be answered that infact this
is only true of the moatgeneral laws of physics. Biologista, for example,
regularly speak of Mendel’s law of iuheritance,without any implication that
d l inheribme obeys this law. Bat in any event the point is a verbal one.
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production are being continually introduced and new technical
appliances
invented.
Some of these changes are
due
to
of output
factors whichwould operate eventhoughthescale
of the industry remainedconstant.
Othersaretheresult
of
the changes i n the scale of output, being called outin
response to changes in demand, Of course, in practice, it
may often be impossible to say whether a particular invention
in,say, the process of steelmanufacture is or is notdue
to changes inthe scale of output. Logically, however, the
distinctionisquite
clear. For thepresent purposechanges
not due to changes in the scale of output are definitely ruled
out of consideration. Therefore an
industry
may
display
continuallyfallingsupplypricethrough
a long
series
of
years, andyet
may not be operatingunderconditions
of
decreasing supply price 1 as understood here. I n like manner,
being
when, for example, the coal seams of acountryare
gradually worked out, anindustry maydisplaycontinually
rising supply and yet may not be operating under conditions
of increasingsupply p r k 2 An industry is said to conform
to increasing, constant or decreasing supply price, when, apart
from changes intechnique or otherinventionsnotdueto
cl~angesinthe scale of output,increase of output would be
associated, asthe casemay be, withincreasing,constant
or
decreasing supply prices.
5. Attention must next be called to a distinction, which,
we speak
for thepresent
purpose, is fundamental.When
without
qualification
of laws of increasing,
constant
or
decreasing supply price, we have in view the relation between
variations in the output of a commodity and variations in the
per unit front the standpoint of the industry
supplyprice
producing tnR commodity. Theae variations
are
not always
or necessarily the same &s the variations in the supply price
per unit of the commodity from the standpvint ofthe community.
Consider an industry which purchases from othervl factors of
production only. When,with agivenmeasure
of increase

5

Oaometricaliy the cantinnous fall in costa would be represented by a
lowering of the whole mpply cnrve.
2 In this case the extent to which the aearna are worked out at any time is,
of course, B resnlt of the scale of output that ruled in the past ; but this leaves
my dietinction inbat.
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intheoutput
of anything,the money expenses per unit of
outputincurred
by the equilibriumfirm
increase, because
for each unit of output it has to buy, at the samepriceas
before, greater quantities of one or another factor, the two sorts
of variationareidentical.But,
when the expenses per unit
the factors of production
increase because it hastopayfor
which it employsahigher
nloney price, theextrapayment
that it makes is offset by an equal and opposite extra payment
which the owners of the several factors of production receive.
From the point of view of the community as a whole no extra
expense per unit of output is incurred. In like manner, when
the expenses per unit to the equilibrium firm in an industry
decreasebecause it paysfor the factors it employsalower
money price, from the point of view of the community as a
whole there is no saving of expensesper
unit of output.
This matter is examined in moredetail in Appendix 111.
We say,then,
thatanindustry
conforma tothelaw
of
or decreasing supplyprice
simpliciter,
increasing,constant
when it so conforms from thestandpoint
of theindustry
under review, i.e. when the variations insupply price, calculated without
any
allowance for the
transfer
elements
distinguished above, that are associated with increases of output,are positive,nil or negative respectively. We say that
it conforms tothe law of increasing,constant or decreasing
supply price from thestandpoint of thecommunity, when
these variations, corrected so as to eliminate tramfer elements,
are positive, nil or negative.'
1 This conception, though mathematically simple, needs to be handled
cmrefully when transletedinto ordinarylanguage.
An industryconforms to

conditions of decreasing, constant or increasing supply price SintpEieiter wrding as the rate of incrense, from the standpoint of the industry, of the supply
price
(associated
with increasing
output)
is
negative,
nil
or positive: it
conforms to conditions of docreaaing, constant or increasing supply price from
rata of incrame from the
thestandpoint of the communityaccordingasthe
standpoint of the community is negative, nil or positive. Therate of increase
tiam the stendpoint of the industry of the snpply prim in a differential, the
integral of which is the supply price. The rate of increase from the standpoint
of the community of the supply price is alsoa differential, but the integral
which corresponde to it bss no real niguificmce. The d of c k a ~ f r mthe
stadpoini of the community in the m e l y price does 7wt mwn the rate of
h
n
p in the supply pia f r m Mc &
n
d
p
o
a
i4 of tk mnmmity. There ia
no separate supply price i h m the standpoint of the community : there ia only
one supply price from all stendpointa.

I
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$ 6. Conditions of decreasing supply price from the standpoint of the community are clearly possible in a material as well
as ina formalsense. For, when the scale of an industryincreases,
this changeoftenleadstochanges
intheinternalstructure
and methods of working of the firms engaged in it, or in the
proportions in which the severalfactors of production areemployed, of a kind which would lower the cost of production
per unit, even though the prices per unit of all the factors of
writers
production employed
were
unaltered.
Thus
many
have called attention to the fact that, when an industry is on
a small scale, the firms belonging to it all engage in producing
anumber of different types or varieties of their commodity.
a
Theyare, more or less, firms of all work. Thereisnot
sufficiently wide or assured market to allow of close spcialisagrows, it becomes
tion.. A s , however, the generaldemand
more and more worth while for firms to specialise on particular
types. Thus Sir Sydney
Chapman
has
observed thatthe
relativelylargescale
of the cotton industryinEnglandis
associated, not only with specialisation between the processes
of spinuing
and
weaving, butwithfurther
specialisation
between firms spinniug fine counts and those spinning
coarse
counts. I n contrast to this : “The range of work undertaken
by the typicalfactory in Germany is fargreaterthanthat
undertaken by the
typical
factory
England.
in
Hence
naturally the skill of the operatives is less in Germany; more
is less perfect.”’ The
time is wasted and factory organisation
increasedspecialisation of its component firms made possible
by anenlargement in an industry as a whole often involves
alargereduction
in costs. This reductionmight, so far as
puretheory goes, be accompanied by no change, or even by
a decrease, inthe size of the typical firm. I n practice it is
likely to beaccompaniedbysome
increase in this -size. Thus
Marshall writes : An increase in the aggregate volume of the
production of anything willgenerallyincreme
the size, and,
therefore, the internal economies possessed by (such) a repreThis,
however,
i s secondary
a
considerasentative firm.”
tion. The essentialpoint is thatan increase in the scale to
1
2

Wwk and Wages, vol. i p. 166.
Aiwiples of eon one^, p. 318.
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which an indwtry is producing frequently alters-in
general
diminishes-the average (and marginal) costs of the equilibrium
firm contained in it, whether or not it also altersits size.
There is, then, no difficulty in seeing that the law of decreasing
supply price from thestandpoint of the community ia not
merely formally possible, but is likely to be followed in practice
by many manufacturing industries.
f '1. Conditions of increasing supply price from the standpoint of the community are, however, in different case. W e
consider, as before, anindustry which purchases for its own
use factors of production,but no otheringredients.
Atthe
worst the equilibrium firm isin aposition to maintain its
original scale of output: and it will, in fact, do this unless some
other scale now makes possible a lower cost per unit of output.
Hence, in order that the lawof increasing supply price from the
standpoint of the community may prevail, conditions must be
such that a mere increase in the output of the industry as a
whole wodd cause the average expenses of the equilibrium firm
-which are equal, as is shown in Appendix III., to the supply
increase, even though that firm conprice of the industry-to
tinued to produce exactly the same output as before and paid
exactly thesame prices for the factors of production employed by
it. It ispossible, no doubt, that diseconomies of this characterinjuriesto the efficiency of old firms broughtabout by the
mere existence of new ones-may occur. But their occurrence
is, on the face of things,highly improbable;andthatthey
should occur in sufficient measure to outweigh the factora,
described in the preceding section, that make for decreasing
In general,therefore,
supply price is more improbablestill.
we may conclude that an industry, whose purchasesembrace
onlyfactors
of productip~,cannot conform to thelaw
of
increasing supply price from the standpoint of the community,
i.e. when variations in supply price are expressed in such a
way that transfer elements are eliminated.
9 8. When an industry, besides purchasing ultimate factors
OF production, purchases also materials, machinery and eo on,
the matter is less simple. The price variations in these things,
if such occur, do no$ now necessarily represent only transfer
expenditure. They do not do so, for example, when an increase
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in the size of the cotton indwtry enables textile machinery
to be produced with more help from specialisation and
standardisation,
and,
therefore,
more
cheaply.
The
fall
in
inthis waywhen
price of textilemachinerybroughtabout
the cotton industry expands is relevant to the law of supply
price in that industry, not merely from the standpoint of the
industry,
but
also from that of the community.
Since,
factors
however, what is sold to one industry,otherthan
of production, must be the product of anotherindustry, it
follows from the discussion of the precedingsection that an
increase intheoutput
(and,therefore,
inthe demandfor
materials and machinery) ina given industry cannot involve an
increase in the price of the things it buys, except by causing
an increase in the price of the factors of production that make
them.Therefore,
inthis complex case, no less thaninthe
simpler one, conditions of increasingsupply price from the
standpoint of the community are excluded.From
the cosmopolitan point of view they are excluded absolutely. From
the
point of view of aparticularcountrypurchasingmaterials
fromabroad they may,however, be present. For, though, if
the price of importedmaterialsrises
a.s a consequence of an
increase in the scale of the givenindustry,thiscanonly
be
because a transfer is madeto the owners of the factors that
helptomakethem,
theseowners belong toothercountries,
and,therefore, so far as the onecountry is coucerned, the
transfer does not cancel itself.
§ 9. W e may now returntotheargument
of 0 2. In
that argument, i t will have been noticed, no reference ww
madeto the prices of the several factors of production that
are at work. Quantities oE resources in a physical sense were
related directly to quantities of output, so what was said was
complete. Now, provided that (small)variations in output in
a given industry do not involve variations in the prices of any
factor of production, variations in the quantities of the several
be measured by the
&torsemployed
may,withpropriety,
variation8 in the amount of money which ia expended by the
industryinpurchasingthem
for ita use. In theseconditions
the argument of 8 2 can be translated into an inverseform
thus. The marginal private net product of the equilibrium

*
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firm is equal to the average net product of the equilibrium
firmper unit cost ; and is thus the reciprocal of the supply
price of the product. Themarginal social net product, on
the other hand, is the reciprocal of the marginal supply price
of the productto the industry, i.e. of the difference madeto
the total money expenses of the industry by addingasmall
increment of output. Hence to say that the
marginal private
net product of investment in any industry is greater (or less)
thanthemarginal
social net productis the same thing as
t o say thatthesupply
priceis less (orgreater)thanthe
marginal supply price to theindustry.
This fnct, taken in
conjunctionwith the argument of Appendix 111. §§ 16-17@
implies that
in
a many-firm industry
the
value of the
marginal private net product of any quantity of investment is
greater than, equal to
or less than the value of the marginal
as theindustry
conforms to
social netproduct,according
conditions of increaaing,constant or decreasingsupply price
from the standpoint of the industry-which
in the conditions
supposed is the sameas thestandpoint of the community.
When, in a competitive industry, variations in output involve
variations inthe price of some of thefactors of production
employed, so that the rates of change in supply price, regarded
from thetwostandpoints,
differ, au extension of the above
argument shows thatthe value of the marginal privatenet
product of investment is greaterthan,equal to or less than
the value of the marginal social net product according as the
industry conforms to conditions of increasing, constant or
decreasingsupply price from thestandpoint,not
of the industry, but of the community.’
10. I t remains to inquire in this last case what, if any,
lightcan be thrown on therelation between the values of
the marginal social and marginal private net
products, if we
know of an industry merely that it conforms to one or other of
the laws of increasing, constant or decreasing supply -price
Bimpliciter (i.e. from the standpoint of the industry). The conclusions that flow from the precedinganalysis
are then as
follows: First, it is on the face of things very improbable that
an increase in the output of any commodity will cause a f i l l in
Of. Appendix 111. 17.
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the aggregate money price that would have to be expended to
secure the same quantities of all the factors collectively m were
employed before the increase.’ Therefore, when conditions of
decreasing supply price simpliciter rule, conditions of decreasing
supply price from the standpoint of the communitymust, in
general, also rule, and, therefore, under competitiv-e conditions,
the marginal private net product of investment in the industry
will, in general, fall short of the marginal social net product.
simWhen, however, conditions of increasingsupplyprice
pliciter rule, it need not happen that conditions of increasing
supply price from the standpoint of the community also rule :
indeed,except inthe specialcircumstances described in
8,
thiscannot happen.Therefore
the law of increasingsupply
imply
that,
under
competitive
price simpliciter does not
conditions, the marginal private net product of investment in
the. industry exceeds the marginal social netproduct ; on
thecontrary it may fallshort of it. Hence, while, withrare
exceptions, simple competition always causes too little investment to be made in industries of decreasingsupplyprice
(simphider), it does not always, or even generally,cause too
much to bemade
i n industries of increasingsupplyprice
(simpliciter). On the contrary, in a number of those industriefl
it may
cause
too little
investment
to
be made. British
agriculture, for example,
though
obviously conforming
to
conditions of increasing supply price (simpliciter), may well
be an industry of decreasing supply price from the standpoint
of the community,andassuch,
in danger of suffering from
a shortage of investment.
3 11. If theamount of investment inanyindustry was
carried exactly to the point at which the value of the marginal
is equaltothecentral
value of
social netproductthere

5

1 It is not, it shouldbeunderstood,impossible
that this shouldhappen.
For example, if anindustry employedonlya
small proportion of the total
EupplietI of two factors of productiou and neerly
the whole supply of a third,
and if an increase in the scale of outpat c
a
d new methods to be introduced
which led to a n absolute decrease in the amount of this third factor that was
wanted,the prices of the first two factors would be practically unchanged,
while that of the third would fall snbstantially. As a result a units of the
first plus b units of the second plus e units of the third might cost less money
tbau before. Plainly, however,such
a combination of circumstances is not
likely to occur.
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marginal social net products, the nationaldividend, so far as
that industry is concerned,wouldbemaximised.
Disregarding
the possibility of multiplemaximum positions, I propose, for
convenience, to call the investment that would then be made
in the industry the ideal investment and the output that would'
be obtaiued the idealoutput.Underconditious
of simple
competition, if in any industry the value of the marginal social
net product of investment is greaterthanthe
value of the
marginalprivate
net product, this implies thatthe
output,
if thevalue of the
obtained is less thantheidealoutput:
value of the
marginal social net product is less thanthe
marginalprivate
net product, this implies thattheoutput
obhined is greater than the ideal output. It follows that, under
conditions of simple competition, for every industryi n which the
value of the marginal social net product is greater than that of
the marginal private net product, there will be certain rates of
bounty, thegranting of whichby
theState wouldmodify
outputin such a way as to make the value of the marginal
social net product there more nearly equal to the value
of the
marginalsocial netproduct of resources in general, thusprovided that the funds for the bounty can be raised by a mere
on productiontransfer that does not intlict any indirect injury
of
increasing the size of' thenational dividend andthesum
economic welfare;andthere will be one rate of bounty, the
the optimum efYect in this
granting of which wouldhave
for every industryin
which the
respect. In likemanner,
value of the marginal social net product is less than that of
the marginalprivate netproduct,there
will be certainrates
of tax,the imposition of whichby theState would increase
the size of the
national
dividend
and
increase
economic
welfare ; and one rate of tax, which would have the optimum
eflect in this respect. These conclusions, taken in conjunction
withwhat hasbeen said in the preceding para,mphs, create
a presumption in favour of State bountiestoindustries
in
whichconditions
of decreasing supply price simplkiter are
operating, and of State taxes upon industries in whichconditions of increasing supply price from the standpoint of the
community are operating. They do not, of coume, create a
presumption in favour of fiscal interferencewithindustries
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selected a t haphazard or operated throngh rates of bounty or
tax so selected. It is truethatparticulardrugs
consumed in
particularquantities at particulartimes may cure diseases ;
but it is no less true that the consumption of drugs in getleral
in a miscellaneous manner is highly injurious to health.
$ 1 2 . Moreover, it may be well b make explicit a further
above
that in certain
consideration. When it was urged
industries a wrong amount of resources is being invested
because the value of themarginal social net productthere
differs from the value of the marginal private net product, it
was tacitly assumed that in the main body of industries these
two values are equal, and, therefore, that there is scope for increasing thenational dividend by shifting resources between
t h i s body of
the
particular
industry
unher
review
and
industries. If inallindustriesthe
values of marginal social
and marginal private net product
differed to exactly the same
extent, the optimum distribution of resources would always be
attained, and there would be, on these lines, no case for fiscal
interference. It would still be possible, however, todefend
asystem of bounties to industries in general, thefunds for
which should be collected by some kind of lump-sum taxation,
by arguing that the
sum total of effort and waiting devoted
to industry could be increased withadvantage to economic
welfare. Moreover,evenwhen
attentionis confined to the
distribution of resources among the several industries, what has
been said does notimply thatthe mereprevalence inall
industries of some degree of decreasing supply price from the
standpoint of the community would rule out fiscal interference.
It would still be possible-at all events in theory-to increase
the national dividend by shifting resources from industries in
which the law of decreasingsupply price actedonlyweakly
to industries in which it acted strongly.
§ 13. Forcompleteness-though
strictlythismatter
lies outaide our formal 1imits”sttention
may
be called,
to a type of reaction analogous. to that
in
parenthesis,
discussed in
12 of Chapter I X The
investment
of
an
increment
of resources inan
industry, beaidecl yielding
a product tothe purchasers, not reflected inthe investor’s
profit, by altering costs of production,mayyield
a further
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product of a like kind
by altering the amount of satisfaction
which the purchasersderive from n given quantity of their
product
may
be either
purchases. This form of indirect
commodities,
the desire for
positive or negative. Among
which is partly a desire to possess what other people possess,
the creation of the 1 0 OOth unit adds to aggregate satisfaction
more satisfaction than it carries
itself,
because it makes
Top-hatsare
every unit of the commoditymorecommon.
examples.Amongcommodities,
the desire for which is partly
adesire
to possess whatother
peopledo
not possess, the
creation of the 1000th unit adds to aggregate satisfaction less
satisfaction than it carries itself, because it makesevery unit
of the c o m m d t y morecommon.
Diamondsare
examples.'
for their own
Among industries whose productsaredesired
as means
to
any
form of distinction, the
sake, andnot
creation of the 1000th unitadds
to aggregatesatisfaction
it carries itself. On the
exactly
as
much
satisfactioll
as
basis of this analysis, inferences analogous to those set out in
11 are easilyobtained.
For everyindustry, the desirefor
whose productsisenhanced
if they become less common,
there must be certain rates of tax, the levy of whichon the
industry would increase economic welfare;and
for every
for whose productsis enhanced if they
industry,thedesire
becomemorecommon,
there must be certain rates of bounty,
alikeeffectBut
the imposition of' whichwouldproduce
there is reason b believe that the great bulk of ordinary cotnmodities consumedby the mass of the population are desired
almostentirely for their own sake, andnot as ameansto
any form of distinction. The
sphere
of usefulness that
could belong, even under perfectly
a
wise and perfectly
virtuous
Government,
to these fiscal devices is, therefore,
probably smaller than it might appear to be at first sight.
14. These results, like the companion resultswhich

5

It should be added that, when commonneau or rareness is an element in
the esteem in which a person hold8 a thing, it is often not general commonnw
or generul rarenma alone, but, in many inatanma, both commonness among one
aet of people and also rarenessamonganother set. AS a.
McDongall writes
of t h e followers of fashion : " Each victim is moved not only by the prestige of
those whom he imitstes but elso by the desire to be different from the masa who
have not yet adopted the faahion " (Socdal P q c M q y , p. 336). This aspect of
the matter cannot, however, be pnfeaed here.
1
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will be establishedpresently
in connectionwith
monopoly,
areresultsinpure
theory. Attempts to develop andexpand
themare sometimesfrownedupon
on the ground thatthey
cannot be applied to practice. For, it is argued,though we
may be able to say thatthe size of thenationaldividend
andthesum
of economicwelfarewouldbeincreased
by
granting bounties toindustriesfallinginto
onecategory and
by imposing taxes upon those falling intoanother category,
we are not ,able to say to which of our categories the various
actualindustries of real life belong. I n other words, it is
maintained thatthe economicboxes and sub-boxes, labelled
increasing, constantand
decreasingsupplyprice(whether
simpliciter or from the standpoint of' the community) and so on,
are empty boxes and,therefore, useless exceptastoys.This
conclusioudoes
not, however, appearto
bewell
grounded.
to fill these
Eventhough
we should be foreveruuable
boxes and sub-boxes, the labourinvolved instudyingthem
would not be thrownaway.
By means of it we areenabled
to see, for example, what conditions areimplicitly assumed
imposition of a tax or the introwhen it is stated that the
duction of monopolistic policy will have suchandsuch
consequences. We arethusputin
a position todetectand
expose sophistical dogmatism. It is better to knowexactly
of aquestion
what facts are required to make the answering
possible, eventhoughthosefactsareunattainable,thanto
restina
fog of vague and credulous opinion. Butthisis
not
all.
Difficult as it must necessarily be to classify
industries into the categories which analysis has distinguished,
we need notyet conclude that it is impossible. Statistical
technique, by itself, in spite oP the growing volumeand
improving quality of the materialavailable, will not enable
us to accomplish this ; for statistics referonly to the past.
But able business men with a detailedrealisticknowledge of
the conditions of their severalindustriesshould
be ableto
for rough probable
provideeconomists with the raw material
judgments.Economistsunaidedcannot
fill their empty boxes
because they
lack
the necessary realistic knowledge ; and
bueiness menunaidedcannot
fill them because they do not
boxes are. With collaboration,
know where orwhatthe
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however, it is not unreasonable to hope that somemeasure of
successmay
eventually be achieved. At least the efi'ort is
worth making. It is premature, in impatience at the preeent
shortage of straw, t o scrap our brickmaking machinery. It
is the betterpart
to advertiseabroad
the urgentneed
for
straw, and to call for students to produce it.'
Cf. a papor by Dr. Clapham on '< Empty Economic Boxes " in the Eeonornie
Journal for September 1922, and a reply by the present writer in the Deaember
issue of the Bame journal.

CHAPTER XI1
STATE
REGULATION

OF COMPETITIVE
PRICES

3 1.

THE preceding discussion seems at firstsight to prove
that,
apart
from divergences
between
private
and
social
net product, State interference, designed to modify in any
is bound to injure
way the working of freecompetition,
the national dividend; for this competit,ion left to itself will
c,ontinuallypush resources from points of lowerproductivity
(interms of economic satisfaction as measured in money) to
points of higher productivity, thus tending always
away from
less favourable, and towards more favourable, arrangements of
the community’s resources. We have now to confront this
general
presumption
with
the
extensive
policy of price
regulation which was followed by tbe British, aa by most other
Governments,during the course of thegreat European War.
I propoee first to give ageneralaccount
of that policy and
then to inquire how far, if at all, the experience gained should
modify the conclusions reached in preceding chapters.
2. Broadly put,the position wm as follows. The war
On
caused in two ways a great shortage incertainthings.
the one hand, for munition articles, army clothes and so forth,
in
there was an enormous new Governmentdemandmuch
excess of normal supplies. On the otherhand, for various
articles of ordinary civilian use, the contraction of available
tonnage and the withdrawal of labour for the army and
munition work caused supplies to fall much below the normal.
The shortage brought about in one or other of these ways put.
to hold stocks of
it in the power of persons whohappened
skiorti commodities, or to be able to produce them quickly, to
charge for them prices very muchhigher than usual. When

3
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theshortage was dueto increased Governmentdemand, the
scale of business done by thesepersons being as large as, or
largerthan, before, the high prices that they were enabled
to charge necessarily yielded themabnormallylarge
profits.
When it was dueto contraction of supply (e.9. through the
withdrawal of labour or other obstacles to output),the gain
from high prices might becancelled by loss dueto lessened
sales ; so that abnormallylarge
profits were not obtained.
For agreatnumber
of things, however, the conditions of
demandaresuch that ashortage of, say, 1 0 per cent in the
supply causes the price offered by purchasers to rise by much
more thau 1 0 per cent. For the sellers of articles of this
class the shortage, even when it was due to a supply contraction, often meantabnormal profits. Of course, some of these
abnormal profits were more apparent than real, for, if prices
all round are doubled, adoubling of money profits will only
enableaman
to get the sameamount of things as before.
Very often, however, the money profits were enhanced very
much more thanin proportionto the rise in general prices.
Whereverthishappened,certainspeciallyfavoured
persons
were benefiting greatly as adirect consequence of the war.
This state of things naturally caused resentment, and suggested
State interference.
3 3. This interference might follow either of two principal
be
lines. On the onehand,fortunatelysituatedsellersmight
allowed to charge such prices aq the market would bear, thus
collectingabnormal profits inthe first instance;but, thereafter, be deprived of the bulk of these for the benefit of the
Exchequer by a highexcess profits tax. On the otherhand,
the prices they wereallowed to chargemight be limited by
authorit,yto rates at which it was estimated thatabnormal
points
of
profits would not accrue to them. Apart from
techniqueandadministration,
the choicebetween
thesetwo
seller.
plans makes no difference tothefortunatelysituated
But it dowmakea difference tothe peoplewho happen to
need theparticular
goods or services thathe
sells. For,
whereasunder
the maximumpriceplanthey
are leftuntouched,under the excess profits plan a speciallevy is, in
effect, placed upon them for the benefit of the general taxpayers.
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I t follows that, where the taxpayers themselves, throughthe
Government, are the principal buyers, or where the public are
buyers more or less in the proportion in which they are taxpayers, it does not bpatly matter which of the two plans is
chosen. But where, as with all the sbple articles of food, poor
people playamuchlarger
part, compared withrich people,
aa buyers of an article which is short than theyplay as taxpayers, it does greatly matter.For,
if theState
were to
adopt the excess profits plan in preference to the maximum
relieving the well-to-do of alarge
prices plan, it wouldbe
block of taxation, and throwing it, by a roundabout and semisecret process, upon the shoulders of the poor. Whatever
might be thought of the desirability of exactingalarger
contribution to the expenses of the war from relatively poor
persons, it was obvious that a device of that kind would never
be tolerated.Consequently,overalarge
part of the field,
the excess profits plan could not practically be made the m i n
engine for preventing fortunately situated sellers from making
fortunesout of the war. Iieaort.had of necessity to be had
to the plan of maximum prices.
f 4. Intheactual
working out of thatplan, a great
number of difficulties emerged,which it will be well toset
out in order. The first of these WAS the difficulty of definition.
The
aame
name
often
covers a great
variety
of different
qualities of article,
which
it may be extremely
hard
to
disentangle inany
formal schedule. Whenthis
condition
prevails it is impossible to exercise control over prices by
general rules, and it becomes necmsary t o fall backupon the
the
cumbrous device of individualappraisement.Thus,under
Raw Cocoa Order of March 19 18, it waa laid down that no raw
cocoa might be sold except at “ a fair value,” this fair value
being determined by a person authorised by the Food Controller
to determine the grade of the various lots of cocoa. A similar
plan was adopted at the end of 1917 for controlling the prices
of cattle and sheep sold by live weight at market. Obviously,
however, thisplan could not be employed on a large scale,
owing tothevastamount
of labour that it involves. Coneequently, in general, some modification of it was essential, and
some general clarssification of ,-des
had, in spite of the openinga
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.forevasion that this permits, to be, in oneway or another,
relied upon.
A second difficulty, when the problem of &$wing grades
‘of quality was overcome, resulted from the merefact that
task OF fixingprices
grades were oftenverynumerous.The
directly for a great variety of these might well be more than
of its
anyauthority,
a t alleventsinthe
earlier
stages
operation, was preparedto
enter upon. Whenthere
were
onlya few grades, it was comparatively easy, withthehelp
of advicefromexperts,
to do this;but,
when there were
a great many, it was thought better to rely, not on a schedule
of maximum prices, but on ageneralOrderdetermining
the
relations between the prices that might becharged
inthe
past. An
futureand
those that had
been
charged
inthe
example of this plan WBS the Order of theMinishy
of
Munitions, issued in August 1916, by whiGh sellers of
machine tools were forbidden, exceptwith
the sanction of
the Minister, henceforward to charge prices higher than they
were charging in July 1915.
An analogous difficulty had to befacedwhen
a cornmodity,about thegrading of which, perhaps, there wia no
need totrouble, wasproduced under different conditions in
a number of different localities, insuch wise that asingle
maximum price would nottreat
differentproducersfairly.
Here, too, inabilitytoconstruct
a schedule as varied as the
circumstances
required
forced the controlling authority to
fall back on the plan of fixing, not future prices themselves,
but the relation between future prices and past prices. Thus,
in May 1 9 1 7, an Order waa issued that no importedsoft
-wood should be sold at prices above those that ruled in each
mmal locality in
the
week ending 31st January 191’7.
.This Order was subsequently modified an regardsimports
from Scandinavia; but with that we are not concerned.
So far it has been tacitly assumed that the maximum
price aimed ,at for m y one commodity of agivengrade
is
a single price. For 8ome
cornmodit&,
however,
no one
uniform pricerulingthroughoutthe
year is d a p t e d to the
Conditibw of their production and sale, and a series of .maxima
is needed. Plainly, a series L more difficult to determine
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correctly than asingle price. Consequently,hereagain
the
controlling authority was driven to the method of regulating
the relation between futureand pa& prices. Thus, in July
19 1’7, it was ordered that the wholesale price of milkper
imperial gallon shouldnot
henceforward anywhere exceed
bymore
than 6@
the pricecharged inthe corresponding
monthayear
before, andthattheretail
price per imperial
quart should not exceed this corresponding price bymore
than 2d. Thesameplan
wasfollowed inthe Price of Coal
that no colliery
(Limitation)Act
of 1915, whichdecreed
companyshould chargea price exceedingbymore
than 4s.
(afterwards raiged to 6s. fid.) the pricecharged on asimilar
sale at a similar date i n 19 13-14.
Plainly,all
theseindirectandroundaboutmethods
of
control
left
the way open
for
evasion and were likely
to prove difficult to enforce. Consequently,
controlling
better knowledge
authorities, as they got a bettergripand
of thkconditions of variousindustries, tried to step forward
to the more precisemethod
of maximumpriceschedules.
More and more this became the predominant plan. The
producers’ and wholesalers’ prices of most of the more
important
articles
of food came to be fixed directly by
schedule, m were also the prices of most of the commodities
controlled by the Ministry of Munitions. For mostthings
it was found suficient to aet up single
a
schedule. Rut
sometimes different producers’ prices were fixed fordifferent
was
parts of the country. For hay,forexample,Scotland
given oneprice,Englandanother.
Sometimes, too, a series
of schedules were set up to apply to different parts of the
year. For potatoes the Order of February 191 7 fixed one
after that
price up till March 31st, and another higher price
date ; and for peas and beans an Order of May € 9 1’7 fixed
three prices,‘ diminishing in amount, for ealea in June, July
and later months. Similarly for wheat, oatsand barley, to
be harvested in theUnited Kingdom, the Food Controller,
in August 191’7, fixed a series of prices rising gradually
in each successive two monthe from November 1 9 1 7 on to
June 1918. A later Order fixing maximummilk
priw
r n d e ~ asimilardifferentiation between d s e r e n t parts of the
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year. It is plain that the directestablishment of maximum
prices is, if theappropriatepricescan
oncebeworked
out
satisfactorily,likelyto
provemuchmore
effective thanany
roundabout plan.
So far we
have
only taken
account
of industries so
simply organised thatthe producerssell a finished product
direct,
without
any
intermediary,
to ultimate consumers.
In most industries, however, there are several stages between
the originalmaterial or service and the finished product in
consumers’hands.
Thisfact gives rise tofurther problems.
Theconditions
of demand for any finished product being
given, when an artificialprice is fixed for anymaterial or
service used in the course of making and selling it, the price
of the finished product need not beloweredcorrespondingly,
but it is in the power of other persons i n a line between the
provider of thismaterial or service and the finished product
to add on totheir charges theequivalent of whateverhas
beenknocked off the charges of the regulated sellers. Thus,
if the price of coal at the pit-mouth werereducedby
State
action, andnothingelse weredone, the only effect might be
that dealers in coal could buy more cheaplywhile retaining
the old price of sale. Again, if the price of cattle were
forced down, and nothing else done, retail prices might remain
unaltered, while butchers and meat dealers p i n e d enormously.
Yet again, if freight-rates on importedmaterials were kept
artificially low
by
Governmentaction,
the various people
who use thesematerialsintheirindustriesmightget
the
Nor is it merely possible that this might
whole
bene6h
happen. I n general it w d d happen,except in so far WI the
people, on whom a power of exaction was thus conferred,
deliberately from patriotic motives, or from fear of popular
resentment, decided to forgo their advantage. I n order to
preventthis,
the fixing of maximumprices
atthe earlier
stages of production had to becoupled
withcontrol over
the profits which manufacturers or dealers at a later etage
maymake
by addiugfurther
charges ontothese
prices.
h e way in which this control wtw exercised was by limiting
the p d a g c ddition that might be made by any seller in
the line. In May 191 ’7, for example, it was decreed that
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no timber from Russia should be sold a t a n advance of more
than 1 0 per cent on the purchaseprice ; andin September
was
fixed
as between
1 9 1 7 aschedule
of prices for fish
fish-curers and wholesale dealers, and
other
sellers
(with
the exception of retailers) were prohibited from adding more
than 1 0 percent on tothe scheduled prices. Moreusually
it wm not the percentage, butthe amount, of addition that
under
the Cheese Order of August
was limited Thus,
1 9 17, first-hand prices of various sorts of British-made cheese
werefixed a8 from the maker, and i t wasprovided that no
dealer other than the maker should add on to them more than
the actual charge for transport plus, in general, 6s. percwt.
In October it was provided furtherthatretailers
should not
by them more than 2Bd.
add on to the pricesactuallypaid
In the samemonththeprices
of the varionssorts
perlb.
of leather were regulated on the samegeneral plan. I n like
manner the price of horse and poultry mixture was controlled,
in Hovember 1917, by an Order forbidding the maker to
charge a priceexceeding the cost to him of hisingredients
by more than $1 : 10s. per ton ; and the amount that other
sellersmight
add ouwas
limitedto
Is. per cwt. on sales
of 6 cwt. and more, 3s. per cwt. on sales of from 3 to 6 cwt.,
on this plan was adopted, in
and so on. I n meatavariant
the firstinstance, on account of difficulties duetothecustom
amongretailers
of obtaining different proportions of their
joints.
In an Order of
protit from the sale of different
September 1 9 1’7 it was laid down that no person shall in
any fortnight sell meat by retail at suchprices as cause the
aggregate price received by him to exceed actual costs to him
bymore than a prescribed percentage (20 per cent or 24d.
per lb., whichevershallbe less). In August 1 917 a rule on
similar lines was laid down for retailers of bacon and hams.
It is evident that plans of this kind for controlling the
charges to be made atthelater
stages of a commodity’e
progress tothe consumer suffer from the same sort of disadvantage that roundaboutattemptsto
control producers’
Concharges suffer from. They
are
Liable to evasion.
Bequently, the controllingauthorities sought, as they became
more masters of their work, to evolve some more
satisfactory
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arrangement. One stageinthisevolution
is illustrated by
theButterPrices
Order of August 191’7. Inthat
Order
it was laid down that retailers should not add to the price of
butter sold by them more than 2&d. per lb. above the actual
cost of it to them; but it wasprovided
furtherthat local
Food Control Committees miyht prescribe a scale of maximum
of the
retail prices in accordance withthegeneraldirections
Order(whichincludesrulesabout
maker’s, importer’s and
wholesaler’s prices), although conformit’y with
that
scale
should not relieve anyretailer from the obligation not to
add onmore than 2+d. per lb. . A slightly more advanced
adopted for regulating the
stage is illustrated by theplan
retail prices of coal. Thegeneralprinciple
was laid down
on to their own purchaseprice
that retailers should not add
more than1s. perton
over and above the costs of actual
handlinganddealingwith
the coal (including office expenses
apart from the trader’s owu salary). Rutthisprinciple
was
not left, as it were, inthe air. It W&B provided that local
authorities, after consultation and inquiry, should work it out
andapply it iuthe form of a definite list of retail prices
applicable to theirdistrict.Yetafurtherstage
is reached
when the controllingauthorityitself
fixes lists of maximum
prices at more than onepoint on the way from production
to consumption. The
Potato
Order
of September 1 9 1 7
was of this type. Maximum prices werefixed for growers ;
wholesale dealers were forbidden to sell in any week at prices
that yielded them more than 7s. 6d. aton
beyond their
varied
total costs on all purchases of potatoes-costswhich
with thetransport conditions of different districts ; andan
elaborate scale of retail prices w a s fixed, whichrelated the
permitted price per lb. to the priceper cwt., includingprice
of transport, that the retailerhadactually
paid for different
classes of potatoes. The final stage is reached when definite
schedulesare fixed throughout-for producer,wholesaler and
retailer equally-by the controlling authority itself. This was
the arrangement to which the Ministry of Food steadily
progressed. It was definitely attainedin regard to British
onions, most aorta of fish, beef and mutton, fruit for jam and
jam, peas and beans, and hay,oats and wheatstraw.Lest,
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throughimperfect
knowledge, the specialcircumstances
of
particulardistrictsshouldhave
beenneglected
inthe construction of these scales, a safeguardwassometimesprovided
local Food Committees,
inthe form of aruleempowering
with the sanction of the Food Controller, to vary the maxima
in
their
district.
This
provision was introduced into
the
Order of dauuary 1 9 1 8 fixing maximum prices for rabbits.
In likemanner it wm provided in an Order of September
1 9 17,that,
where the Food Controller or a local Food
Committee was satisfied that, by reason of some exceptional
notbe. sold by retail at
circumstance, flour or breadcould
“ so
asto
yield areasonable
the official maximumprice
profit,” a licence might be issued, either for the whole or for
a part of any Committee’s area, permitting higher prices to be
a
charged. TheOrder
of January191 8, fixiug schedule
of maximum prices for most kinds of fish, was made subject,
as regards Tetad prices, to similarlocal revision, as was also
theMilkPricesOrder
of March 1 9 18. A like power of
varying local retail prices, with the sanction of the Food
Controller, was accorded to the local Food Committeesunder
the Potato Prices Order of September 1 9 17.
Hitherto attention has beenconfined to commodities that
come intothe consumer’s hands in much the same form ae
that
in
which they leave the
hands
of producers. Further
complications areintroduced when we have to do with raw
materials that are worked up into elaborately finished articles.
Here, owing to the various parts which the raw material plays
in different types and gradesof finished goods, it is not generally
possible to fix schedules of prices beyond theraw materiaL
Consequently, for two important articles, boots and clothes, an
An attempt was
ingenious
roundabout
plan was
adopted.
made to induce or compel manufacturers to devote a considerable part of their plant to making I‘ standard articles ” to be
sold at prices calculated on a basis of conversion costs, in the
in themarket
hope thatthe competition of thesearticles
would indirectly keep down the price that it was profitable to
charge for similar articles that were not standardiaed. In boots,
mamfaciurers were ordered to devoteone-third of thatpart
of their plant which waa engaged on civilian work t o making
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standard boots." I n clothes, no fixed proportion of plant was
forced intomakingstandard
goods, butmanufacturers were
tempted to take up this kind
of work by relatively favourable
treatment in the matter of the quota of raw wool allowed to
them. In cotton goods, though the price of raw cotton was
artificially controlled, no corresponding control of the finished
commoditywas
attempted,theargument
being that cotton
manufacturers were sufficiently burdened by having to provide
a special levy to pay benefit to workpeople thrown out of work
of spindlesand' looms that
by the reduction inthenumber
might be operated.
5. The foregoing account of the difficulties encountered
and the expedients employed in the exercise of pricecontrol
It isplain
suggests aquestion of some theoreticalinterest.
enough that, in the earlier stages of control, practical considerations make it necessary to begin st the producer's, rather than
the retailer's, end; for the local differentiations needed in a
retail schedule are generally muchmore seriousandrequire
to allow of their being fairly made.
much moreknowledge
As has beenshown,however,
asthe
controlling authority
on its industries,
becamemore expertandgotabettergrip
it tended to make price schedules all along the line from the
producer to the final seller. Thus, in the end, retail maximum
prices often werefixed.
The point in doubt is whether, when
this has all beeu arranged, there is any real need to continue
the earlierstages of control. Will not maximumretail prices
be reflected back all along the line, and BO automatically stop
" profiteering " at earlier stages ?
The view that this will be so
seems to have guided the work of some of theMinistry of
Food's controls. For example, the prices of turnips
and
swedes were regulated by a rule that noWy might sell them
for more than lgd per lb., and the price of chocolates and
eweets by a rule that nobody mightsellthem
for more than
3d. per oz. and 2d. per oz. respectively. In general, however,
it was thought better to maintain price achedules atthe
earlier stages, separate from, and adjustedto, the retail maxima
In a world of purecompetition it does not appear that this
would really have been necessary. If the retail maxima were
rightlyarranged,everybody
in line would automatically be
"
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forced tocharge prices that yielded them about the ordinary
artificial
restriction
upon retail price
rate of profits. The
would actin exactlythe same way as a fall in thepublic
demand for the commodity sufficient to counteract the shortage
this
adjustment
of supply. It is probable, however, that
would not, in real life, bemade without a certain amount
of
friction, and that some of the traders affected might be i n a
position to exercisequasi-monopolistic pressure against particular
shopkeepers or others who happened to be mainly dependent
onthem.
Consequently, when schedules of maximumprices
for theearlier stages had already beenworked
out, to drop
them, inthe hope thatthe retailers’schedulessubsequently
superimposedwould by themselves achieve the whole of the
ends desired, would probably have been unwise.
5 6. We have now to consider the broad analytical problem
which theseexpedients of wartime suggest. What exactly is
to be said of the relation between the kind of price regulation
that was then attempted and the size of the national dividend?
The great upheaval of the war had caused the existing distribution of resources to beuneconomic, inthe sense that the
value of the marginal net product (social and private alike) of
those employed in making certain specially scarce articles was
abnormally high. Apart from outsideinterferenceabnormal
values of marginalnet products mean abnormal returnstothe
inveator ; and these abnormal returns tend to draw
resources
from occupations of relatively low productivity to those occupations of greater productivity in which they rule. When prices
are cut down by law, the value of the marginal net product of
any given quantity of resources in any occupation is, indeed,
necessarily cut down also, becausewe have defined this value
aa the marginal physical net product multiplied by the realised
price. Plainly, however, this definition tacitly assumes the
realised price to beidenticalwith
the demand price. When
these two are artificially divorced, our definition must be
changed. The valuea of the marginal net products of resourcm,
make
which it is to the interest of the nationaldividendto
equal everywhere, consist in the marginal physical net products
multiplied by the demand pricea When this is understood, it
is evident that an artificial redaction of price, while lowering
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returns in the industry affected by it, leaves the true value of
the marginal net product of any quantity of resources invested
there unchanged. The desirability, from the standpoint of the
uationaldividend, of atransference of resources is thus unaltered, while the principal influence tending to bring it about
is weakened. To putthe samepoint in more generalterms,
anyexternallimitation
imposed on the price of anarticle
produced under competitive conditions (;.e. otherwise thau by
a monopolist) must lessen the inducement that people have to
it is just throughhigh prices
make that article.Normally
and high profits that ashortage of anything correctsitself.
The prospect of exceptionalgaindirectsfree
resources into
off this
the industry which makes the thing that is short. Cut
prospect, and that increase of supply, which the interest of the
national dividend demands, will be checked, and checked more
severely the greater is the cut made from the “ natural ” price.
7. In the special circumstances of the Great War this
injurious tendency of price limitation was largely counteracted
by other influences. For the State itself, in many departments
of industry, took over the task of allocating resource^ among
different occupations. It built up munition works, controlled
on agriculturalproduction
by the
shipbuilding,andurged
promise of land,tractors, andlabourdrawn
from the Army.
Thus, though price regulation might weaken the directive force
normally exercised by economic motives, the task of direction
wns taken overby anotherand morepowerfulagency.
No
doubt, had prices in any occupation been artificiallypushed
down so low that profits tothe “ representative” firm fell
actually below theordinary money level, capitalandlabour
would have goneelsewhere in spite of governmentpressure.
But, of course, prices were not artificiallypushed down to
thisextent in any occupation. On thecontrary, complaint
were left high enough to yield
was often made thatthey
abnormally large profits, not merely to firms that could fairly
be regarded aa “ representative,” but even to those very weak
and inefficient firms which, in the ordinary comae, would have
been making losses anddecaying out of business.’ On the
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whole, therefore, we may conclude that,as things were, in
view of the abnormal activity of the State, and, it shouldbe
added, of the effectiveness of appeals to patriotism, price control
in the peculiar circumstances of the war probably caused very
little damage to the volume of the national dividend.
,
8. It would,however,be
a greaterrortoinfer
from
thisthat
ageneralpermanent
policy of control, designed
topreventgroups of producers from reapingabnormal profit
on occasions when the conditions of themarket givethem
be
-equally innocuous. People, in
power to do so, would
choosing theirinvestments,
take account of theseups
and
downs, and, so far as theirjudgmentiscorrect,
place their
resources in sucha
way that, on the average and on the
whole, the marginal yield works out about equally in different
occupations. In thesecircumstances it is obvious thatany
general State policy of cutting down prices inanyindustry
below the competitive level, on occasions when the conditions
of demand andsupply would enable that illdustrytoobtain
in effect, penalise it as compared
exceptionalpro6ts,must,
with stableindustries.
For, if, in ahilly district where the
averagelevel of peaks and valleys is the same as it is on
a plateau, the tops of the peaks are removed, the average level
that of the plateau.
there will, of course, bereducedbelow
The discouragingeffect
of this differentialactioncannot
be
auy directmanipulation of productionby the
madegoodby
State. For here we have to do, not merelywithatendency
for free resources to go elsewhere at the t i m e when the
regime of price control is a t work, butwithatendencythat
operatescontinuallyandchecks
the general flow of resources
in buildingup
the
that would otherwiseseekinvestment
of
the
threatened
industry.
If,
for
permanent
equipment
example, thiscountryadopted
a general policy of forbidding
farmers to chargehigh prices when theyhave power to do
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sought been normal profits for the pool aa a whole. Profesaor Tausaig has
pointed out that, bofore an arrangementof this kindcould he worked, very
seriousadrninietrativedifficultiea would have to be overcomeand an elaborate
system of detailed Mtetings set up (QmzrteTZy Jownal oflikunmnies, Feb. 1919).
Besidesthiutechnicalobjection,there
isthe furthermoregeneralobjection
that efficient management in individual firms would be very greatly discouraged,
shoe it would r a p very little reward.
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so on account of a bad world harvest, this would check investment in British agriculture; becausepeople expect badworld
harvests from time to time and look to high prices then to set
against low prices in bumperyears.While,
therefore, on the
one hand, our analysis does not imply that the policy of price
limitationadopted in theabnormal circumstances of the war
worked injurytothenational
dividend, on the otherhand,
the experience of the war gives no ground for doubting that
a general
permanent
policy of price
limitation,
in nonmonopolised industries, wouldproduce this effect. This conclusion is, of course, subject to the considerationsset out in
It is subject, too, to the qualification
the precedingchapter.
that, if maximum prices are fixed so high &s to leave all
ordinarysales unaffected and merely toprotectan occasional
weak purchaser from exploitation by unscrupulousdealers,
they will notinterferewiththe
way in which resources
are distributed between different uses, and will not, therefore,
injure the nationaldividend.
Moreover, if Stateinterference
to preventanygroup
of producers from making excessive
earnings
in
good times
were
balanced by interference
to
preveutthem from makingabnormally low earnings in bad
it would necessarilyinvolvea
times, thenetresult,though
redistribution of their production between good times and bad,
would not necessarily involveacontraction
inthe aggregate
amount of their production.

C H A P T E R XI11
STATE REGULATION OF SUPPLIES

3 1. IT isnot only inthematter of prices thatthe war
interference
with
comafforded examples of Government
took place
petitive
industry.
Extensive
interference
also
withthefreedistribution
of commodities
among
different
industries,
different
firms within
the
same
industry,
and
different
ultimate
consumers. This
interference
had
to
be
undertaken in order to get over
difficulties to which the price
regulations described in the preceding chapter gave rise. For,
when prices in competitiveindustries are artificiallyreduced
assume, the
below the level thattheytendnaturallyto
ordinary
market
influences regulating the distribution of
commoditiesbetween
differentpurchasersarethrownout
of
gear. When
there
are
no price
restrictions,
at any price
as much of a thing as,
everybody buys for everypurpose
at that price, hewants, and this process exhausts the whole
supply.
But,
when, in competitive industries, prices are
artificially kept down, the sum of the demands of all
maybe
much
purchasersfor
all purposes is greater,and
greater, thanthe supply. I n theUnitedStates,wherethe
wheat for the whole year comes from the nationalharvest,
the result of price limitation
unaccompanied
.by rationall he
wanted
the
in
ing was that everybody
got
to fall backon
earlier part of the harvestyearandhad
substitutesinthelater
part.'
There was, inshort, a bad
distributionthroughtime.
For mostcommodities,however,
at
production aa well as consumption is continuous.Thus,
is a
no time can everybody get all hewants,butthere
Cf. Supplement to Amndean Ecmwmk Be&, March 1919, p. 244.
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continuous shortage. Distribution becomes, if nothing is done,
the sport of accident, inhence,and ability to stand for a
longtimewithoutfaintingina
queue. There is no reason
to expect that the distribution reached through these agencies
will be, inany
sense, a good distribution.
Consequently,
when, during the course of the war, the policy of controlling
to
prices was adopted, it was, in general, foundnecessary
control distribution also, and, with that object, to establish some
criterion for fixing the shares available for different purchasers.
It was not,indeed, only where prices were regulated that
supplies to individuals were controlled. I n some instances,
where there was no priceregulation, they were controlled in
order to prevent private persons from absorbing for their own
use an undue quantity of things and services urgently needed
by the Government for war. Here the control limited aggregate
private consumption and did not merely regulate the distribution of an aggregate alreadylimited.Thetechnicalproblems
involvedare, however, the samewhethercontrol
of supplies
is or is not associated with the fixing of maximum prices.
5 2. When the commodity dealt with was a material that
could be employed for several alternative purposes, the obvious
the point of view of
criterion was relative urgency,from
nationalwar service, of theseseveral purposes. Thesimplest
method of applying this criterion was to make rules cutting off
thesupply of material from the least urgent uses eitherin
part or altogether, thus leaving more available for more urgent
uses, Examples of this methodwere :
(1) The
imposition
of Treasuryrestrictionsupon
the
investment of new capitalabroadand,
in aless degree, in
civilian home industries.
(2) Theenunciation of a rule that nobuildingcosting
€500, and no building
whatever
containing
more
than
structural steel, should be put up without a licence.
( 3 ) The reduction of railwayservice
for all forms of
civilian, as distinguished from military, use.
(4) The prohibition of the u ~ of
e petrol for pleasure.
( 5 ) The
withdrawal
of materials, etc.,
from
the
less
importanttramwaysandlight
railways to others of greater
national importanw.
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(6) Theregulation of the use of horses in towns and on
farms and the control of road transport generally.
(7) Theprohibition of the use of paperfornewspaper
contents bills, and,
under
certain
conditions, for traders’
circulars, and the abolition of “ Returns.”
(8) Theprohibition by the TimberSupplies Department
against packing various articles in wooden cases and crates.
(9) Theprohibition of the use of electricity for lighting
shop fronts, and the order restricting the hours during which
hotel and restaurant dining-rooms might
use artificial light or
theatres might remain open.
Thismethod is entirelynegative : theleasturgent
uses
are ruled out, either by a general order, or by making a licence
condition of action.
-refused to the least urgent uses-a
§ 3. Obviously, devices of thischaracterare
of limited
application.
They
take no
account
of the fact that uses
otherthan
the leasturgentarenotall
of equal urgency.
Consequently, if the material or labour available is insufficient
for all the uBes that are left when the least urgent uses have
been cut OB,it becomes necessary to an-ange for some system
of priority amongthose thatare left.Thesimplest
way in
which this was attempted was as follows. Thematerial was
left in private hands, but a system of Priority Certificates was
instituted, which onlypermittedsalesto
would-be buyers
with certificates of lower urgency after those with certificates
of higherurgencyhad
been satisfied. Goverument work had
the first grade of certificak, work of special national importance (c.9. export work deemed valuable for protectingthe
so on in successive stages.
foreign exchanges) thenext,and
Ironandsteelproducts
were dealtwith on thisplan,and
quarrystoneandother
road material on less elaborate, but
substantiallyequivalent, lines. Whenthe proportion of the
war
available commodify that. is needed forGovernment
work or other especially urgent need is very large, the plan
of priority
certificates
by itself is not always safe. The
Governmentmay get less than it needs. To meetthis risk
it is tempteditself,
either by purchsse or requisition, to
become an owner (or hirer) of so much of the commodity as
is of speciallyurgent need. It may then handover to firms
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engaged ou Government work, or other specially urgent work,
the supplies thatarerequired
for that work; but,even so,
it will need t o distributethesurplus
on some system of
priority to other firms. Thisplan was followed in a rough
general way with imported leatherand
flax and with a
number of metals.
4. The
application
in these different forms of the
criterion of comparative urgency among
competing
uses
presented very considerable difficulties during
the
war.
These difficulties, however,were necessarilymuch less than
those whichwould have to be overcome if a similar criterion
had to be applied to normalcouditions of peace. For the
comparative urgency of different use8 in war timedepends
on the contribution which theyseverallymaketonational
standard to which
war efficiency. This providesadefinite
towork
It is obvious that food and munitions andthe
support of the armed forces must take precedence over everything else ; and, though, as the rivalry between the demands
of munitions
and
of ships for steel
made
plain,
it is
impossible, byconferencesbetween
difficult, still it isnot
representativea of the various
Ministries,
to work out a
fairlysatisfactoryscheme
of priorities. The reason for this
is that everything is subordinated to a single relatively simple
end.Undera
rdgime of established p e a c e a p a r t , of course,
from possible ‘‘ key ” industries, for which the natural method
of assistanceisbounties
or a briE, andnotthe
allocation
of material-there
is no singleend of this kind. We have
no longer to deal with the Government’s wants for war service,
butwith
the wants of an immense and variedpopulation
for necessaries, comforts and luxuries. In mar time it is
clearly more important to bring steel into
the
country
than it is to bring paper, and to manufacturearmybaking
ovens than private kitchen ranges. But in peace time simple
propositions of this kindcannot be laid down. Those things
and will yield
ought to be made which are mostwanted
of satisfaction.
But
the
Government
the greatest
sum
cannot possibly decide wl-iat thewthings are; and, even if
it coulddecide
whattheyare
at one moment, before ita
decision had been putinto
effect conditions would very

5
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probably be changed, and they would have become something
easy to see how thisobstacle
entirely different. It isnot
materials
among the
to
permanent
a
policy of rationing
several
industries
of the country could
be
satisfactorily
overcome.
$ 5. To allocatematerialsto different uses accordingto
of these uses was not a
the comparativenationalurgency
of the warproblem.
Within each grade
completesolution
of use purchases aresought
by anumber
of rival firms
anxiousto work up the materialintothe
finished product.
Normally
price
would have
established
itself at such B
level that eachfirm obtained the quantity of material which,
at that price, it desired. With restricted prices it is necessary
to provide analternative basis for distribution among these
firms, as well aa among the different categories of urgency.
was that of
The basis adopted by theBritishGovernment
comparative pre-war purchases. It is illustrated by(a> The regulation of the Cottoll Control Board (19 1S),
limitingthe
proportion of machiuery thatany firm might
keep at work on American cotton ;
(6) Thecondition
imposed on importers by thePaper
Control, that theyshould supplytheir customers (ie. manufacturers) in the same proportions as in 19 16-1?’.
I n highly organised trades, likethecottonindustry,there
was notechnical difficulty inapplyingregulations
on these
lines. But in nrany of the metal trades a special organisation
had to be created for the purpose. I t is clear that this basis
of allocation could not be employedin connection withany
policy designed to last for more than a short period. For
an arrangement,whichtendedtomaintainthevariousfirms
engaged in an industry always in the samerelative position
as they occupied i n an arbitrarily chosen year, would
constitute
quite
a iutolerable
obstacle to efficiency and
progress.
3 6. Whenthe prices of finished products as well 89 of
their rawmaterials
were limited by regulation, a problem
exactly analogous to the above had to be faced as regards
distribution among ultimahe
consumers.
To organise a
plausible basis for this is only practicable in connection with

-
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commodities in wide, regular and continuousconsumption.
The basis aimed at here was, not comparative pre-war
purchases, but
an
estimate
of comparative current need.
For coal, gaa and electricity an objective measure of this
was sought in the uurnber and size of rooms and the number
of inhabitanls in different people’s houses. For food products,
while some diff’erentiation was attenlpted by means of supplementaryrationsto
soldiers, aailors, heavy workers, invalids
and children, inthe
main theknot
was cut by assuming
population
the needs of the general body of allthecivil
to be equal, and
ratiouing
all
alike. This sort of distributionalarrangementisfundamentally
different from the
othertwo kinds. The passagefrom war to peacedoes not
the criterionadopted
destroy or renderviolentlyunsuitable
€or it. Plainly, however, in peace, aa indeed in war also,
its necessarily rough and
arbitrary
character
constitutes
a very serious objection to it. “The proportion in which
families of equalmeans
use the different‘necessaries
of
life ’ are very different. In ordinary times theydistribute
their expenditure among the differentnecessaries in the manner
whichseems best, some getting more bread, some more meat
is
and milk, and so on. By equalrationingallthisvariety
done away with; eachhousehold is given the sameamount
perhead of each commodity; allowance for age, sex, occupation and other things can only be introduced with difficulty.”’
There can be little doubt that British Food Rationing during
the war, in spite of this disability, led to a much more satisfactory
result
than
would have been attained from the
scramble-a scramble in which rich peoplewould have been
able to exercise various sorts of pull upon tradesmen-that
musthaveresultedhad
food p r i m been limitedbut
distributionleft to takecare of itself. I n peace time, however,
when presumably thealternativetorationing
would be less
intolerable, the inconvenience and inequalities attaching to it
have correspondingly greater weight.
§
If we are content to regard the various arrangements
describing as merely supplementary to
which I havebeen
price restrictiom already decided upon, it is plain that, though
Uannan, &omnu f w d Dec. 1917, p. 468.
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they may affect the size of the national
dividend,
as it
were, atthe
second
remove-if,
for example, theygrant
ratherthan motorpriority t o steel for makingmachinery
cars-they
cannot affect it directly or fundamentally.They
modify the way in whichcertainelementein
the dividend
the quantities of the elements
are
shared
out,
but
not
contained init.
These are modifiedby the priceregulations
in the way that was explained in the preceding chapter. They
are not modified further by anydistributionalsupplements
of
to those regulations.Consequently,
from thestandpoint
the present Part, no further analysis is required;thoughin
Part IV., where the distributionalrelations of richand poor
areexamined,somethingmorewillhaveto
be said about
the rationing of food.

CHAPTER XIV
THE CONDITIONS OF MONOPOLISATION

5 1. WE

may now return
to
.the
main
argument.
In
Chapter XI. we
supposed
self-interest
to
act
along the
in
these
route of simple competition. We showed that
circumstances, apart fromdivergences of thetypes discussed
marginal
private
net
in Chapter IX.,the value of the
product of resources i n anyindustrytendstoequalitywith
thecentral value of marginal net products in general, and
inquired in what circumstances the value of the marginal social
net product of resources in the given industry woulddiverge
netproduct there.
from the value of the marginalprivate
along which selfWe havenow
to consider otherroutes
interest may act. As hasalready beenobserved, anessential
note of “simple competition ” isthatthesupply
of each
of the aggregate supply
sellerconstitutes so smallapart
of themarketthatheiscontentto
“ accept market prices
of set purpose, to modify
them.”
When
without
trying,
of the
any seller’s output
constitutes
substantial
a
part
whole, there is scope for varions sorts of monopolistic action;
and, when anysort of monopolistic action is present, selfinterest does nottendto
evolve anoutputsuchthatthe
value of the marginal private net product of resources devoted
to its production is equal to that yielded by resources employed
elsewhere. I n futurechapters I shallexamine monopolistic
action in detail. Before that is done, however,convenience
suggests that some study should be made of the conditions
which determine the appearance of monopolistic power.
5 2. First, other things being equal, circumstances, which,
1

Pareto, Cmrs d’dwmrnie pdiliqru, i. p. 20.
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when the aggregate scale of auindustryis
given,make it
structurally economical for thetypicalindividual
establishmentto
be large, p r o tanto increase the likelihood that a
single seller will market aconsiderable part of the aggregate
output of his industry ; for such circumstances necessarily
increase
the probability that single
a
establishmnt
will market considerable
a
part of that output.Whether
anysingleestablishment
will, in fact, become big enough,
relatively to the whole of an industry, to procure an element
of monopolisticpower, depends on the generalcharacteristics
of the variousindustries concerned.Such
aneventis
more
than usuallylikely
inindustries
that produce fancy goods
For in
these
industries
liable to become “ specialities.”
there oftenexist,within
the broad generalmarket,minor
among themmarkets, to acertainextentnon-competitive
selves ; and, when this is so, a single establishment may supply
R considerableproportion
of its own minor marketwithout
itself beiug of verygreat size absolutely. I n a few peculiar
industries,
among
those
concerned with
staple
goods and
services, it may also well be thatthe prospect of internal
economies willleadto
the evolution of singleestablishments
of the whole
largeenough
to controlapredominantpart
output of theindustry.
One of the mostnotableinstances
of this is afforded
by
the
industry
of railway transportationalongany
assigned route. I n view of thegreat
engineering c a t of preparing a suitable way, it will, obviously,
be much less expensive to have one or, at most, a few
railways providing the whole of the transport service between
any two assigned points than to have this
service undertaken
by great
a number
of railways, each
performing
an insignificantproportion of the whole service. Similarremarks
hold good of the industries of furnishing water, gas, electricity,
or tramway
service
to a town. The
existence
of many
a large number of main
separateestablishmentsinvolves
pipes, wires and rails. But
the
whole business of any
ordinarydistrict can be worked withaverysmallnumber
of these mains. Therefore the existence of many
separate
establishmentsimplies
the investment of agreatquantity
employed up to avery
of capital in maimthatareonly

.
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small
proportion
of their capacity.
There
is
an
obvious
economy in avoiding suchinvestment.This
economy isthe
ultimate reason for the tendency, which appears
strongly
in the class of industry
just
discussed, for individual
of thetotal
establishments to furnish large
a proportion
supply.
The
truth is partly veiled by the fact thatthe
immediate reason is, in general,unwillingness, on thepart
to allow the
of nationaland
local governmentauthorities,
be
right of eminent domain to beinvoked, or thestreetsto
people, than is
disturbed, on more occasions, or bymore
absolutely necessary. It is, however, theextra
expense of
such procedure that liesbehind
this unwillingnesson
the
part of the authorities. In the general body of industries
concerned with
staple
goods and services the conditions
their
allied
industries
are
not
peculiar to railways and
reproduced. Internal economies reach theirlimit at different
pointsin
different kinds of industry, at one point inthe
cottonindustry, atanotherinthe
iron andsteelindustry
;
generally at a less advanced stage where the part playedby
labourrelativelytocapital
is large and at amoreadvanced
stage where it is small ; but always long before the individual
establishmenthas grown toany appreciablefraction of the
whole industry of which it 15 a park' When thishappens,
monointernal economies evidently cannot be responsible for
polistic power.
3 3. Secondly, otherthingsbeingequal,circumstances,
which, when 'the aggregate scale of an industry and the size of
the typical individual establishment are given, make it structurally economical for the typical individual unit of business
managemenGa number of establishments, for example, controlled byone authority-to be large, pro tanto increase the
likelihood that a single seller will market a considerable parl
of the aggregate output of his industry. This proposition has,
in recent times, become of predominant importance, and it is,
therefore, necessary to examine carefully the various structural
1 Cf. Van Him's account of the development of wriow important
t
e
e( C d r a l i o n and C d d , pp. 42 et sq.)
industrim in the United %
and Sir Sydney Chapman's discussion of the normal .&e of individual factories
in the cottan indmtry ( J o u d of tL Royal ,SW&W &nxkty, April 1914,
p. 613).
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economies, for which large scale controlmay,indifferent
situations, be responsible.
Muchhas been made bysome writers of thefactthat,
when a number of parallel establishments are grouped under
a single head, the different plants can be thoroughly specialised
to particulargrades of work ; and of the other kindred fact
thatthe
orders in any place can bemet
from theplant
nearest to that place, and that, thus, cross freights are saved.
Thatthe economies resulting from close specialisation upon
particulararticles or evenparticular processes may, in some
circumstances, be very greathas been abundantlyproved in
the British
engineering
industry
during
the
war. But it
does notappear
that asinglecontrolovermanyseparate
economies.
establishments is essential in order to secure these
Eventhough
the differentestablishments
were toremain
theirgreatimseparate, it might be expected, whenonce
portance is realised, that the industrial organismwould tend,
under the sway of ordinary economic motives, to evolve them.
In the paper industry of theUnitedStates,
for example,
each mill confines itself as a rule to the manufacture of some
one quality of paper ; and in the Lancashire cotton industry,
not only are fine spinning, coame spinning, and weaving
localised separately, but individual firms frequently specialise
on a narrow range of counts for spinning2 The same thing is
true of the economies obtainable from the utilisation of byproducts. Nor does it appear that those economies in respect
of marketing, which some writers ascribe to large-scale control,
for combination. For, “if
are adominatingfactormaking
a manufacturer is purchasing raw material, there is generally
a market price for it which all must pay, and which any one
can obtain it for, so long as he buys the customary minimum
quantity; while, if what he requires is a partly manufactured
article,purchasesamounting in vnlue to hundreds of pounds
per annum, accompanied bypromptpayment,
can generally
he made atthe cheapest possible rate.The
sole advantage
enjoyed
by
the largestconcerns
inthe
purchase of raw
materials seems to me to lie in the possibility of occasionally
1

Cf. Chapman, Work and Wages, vol. i. p. 237.
2 Cf. bfarahrrll, I&&ry
and Tradc,p. 601.
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clearing the, market of raw materials or of a surplus output
of partly manufactured stuff, bysome
purchase quiteout
of the power of smaller
a
concern to compass. Such an
operation, however, partakes of thenature of aspeculation,
and the profit, when gained, is hardly to be called a cheapening of the cost of production, if only for the reason that
theopportunity for sucha special purchasecannot be relied
upon to occur very
often,
and,
when
it does occur, is
perhaps as likely to resultina
loss as in a gain.”’ Nor,
again, should much importance be attached to those
advantages of large-scale
management
which have been
summarisedas“concentration
of office work,
provision
of
central warehouse for goods, centralisation of insuranceand
of a uuiform syste~u of accounts,
banking,
establishment
to be made of the working of
enabling easy
comparison
branches, institution of uniform
a
system
of costing and
of a central d e s agency,” and so forth. For
these
economies are
scarcely
practicable
under
the lower types
of price-fixing Kartel, which are common in Germany,and,
even in fusionsandholding
companies? theyarevery
soon
outweighed by
the
immense difficulty of finding people
competent properly to manage very large businesses.
There are, however, certain structural economies of largescalemanagement which are of a different order and have
a wider reach. First, greater size, implying, as it does, greater
money
wealth, makes it possible and profitable to spend more
on experiment.The
Committeeon Scientificand Industrial
Research report : “ Ourexperience up to the presentleads
us, indeed, to think that the small scale on which most British
industrial firms have been planned is one of the principal

’

Hobson, 2% Industrial S@m, p. 187, quoted from W. B. Hamilton,
Coat of Roducth in R c Z a l i o r s to Increasing Output.
McCrosty, Eeonomie J o u d , k p t 1902, p. 359.
Dr. Liefmannwrites : ‘ I Einige Trusts, so der Zucker- und Spiritustrust,
bildeten sich zu c i m r eimigen &dlschafl um, also im Wege der volletkndigen
Vcrschmehng, der Fusion, d.h. die betreffenden Unternehmungen gehen alle
in einer einzigen derart auf, dass sic als besondere wirtsohaftliche Organisation
1

anfhoren m existieren.

Die meisten aber nshmen in muester &it nwh
verschiedenen Vemnehen die Form der aopnanntrtn Boo2dirsg Company, einsr
K d T o Z ~ e d h h a f t wie
, wir ea nennen konnen, an, d.h. die Gesellsakft erwarb
alle d e r doch die Mebrheitder
Aktien aiimtlieher zum Trust gehorender
Einzelgesellschaften ” (KavteUc u d Tpuels, p. 114).
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impedimentsin the way of the organisation of researchwith
a view to the conduct of those long and complicated investigations which are necessary for the solution of the fundamental
problems lying at the basis of our staple industries.”This
is
obviously a very important matter ; though it is not clear why
anumber
of small firms shouldnot,whileretainingfull
independence in other respects, agree
collaborate
to
in
promoting research.
Secondly, the union into one of what
would have been many firms means that,instead
of each
wielding only the secret processes discovered byitself, each
can wield the secrets of all ; and in some circumstances this
may involve large savings. Thirdly,
a
business
combining
many establishments is, in general, in contact with a number
of different markets, in which the fluctuations of demand are,
in somemeasure, independent. It is, therefore, in a position
so to adjust things that the output
of each of its component
it
establishmentsshallvarythroughanarrowerrangethan
would
do
if the severalcomponents
were underseparate
controL But, if an establishment produces an average output
A made up of (A a) units one year and (A -a) the next,
its costs are boundto be less than if it produces the same
one yearand
average outputmadeup
of ( A + 2s)units
(A - 2a) units the next ; for in the latter case it must have
acapitalequipmentadequate
to a “peak load ” of (A 28)
unitsinstead of the one of (A + a ) units.That
this is an
important matter is illustrated by the eagerness of co-operative
assure themselves of the
societies-creameries
and so on-to
“ loyalty” of their members, and of Shipping Companies to
‘‘ tie ” their customers to them by deferred rebates or in other
ways? Furthermore,eventhough,apart
from combination,
of the
thesum
of the ranges of variation in theoutput
component establishments were already reduced to a minimum,
ie. to equalitywith the range of variation in aggregate output,combinationmight
still lead to economies,by enabling
to be run steadily,and reserving,
the bulk of theplant
after thepattern of the SugarTrust,onespeciallyadapted
plant to adjust its output to the fluctuations in aggregate

+

+

1

Rqw-t, p

25.

Cf. Marshall, Industry a d

%@dp.e,24,

* Cf. post, Pert 11. Chap. XIX. g 4.

footnote.

* .
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demand.’ Fourthly, since it is much easier to forecaat the
incidence of various sorta of good and ill fortunes upon the
aggregate of a number of separate concerm than it is to forecast
the incidence upon each one individually, the operation of a
business combining
many
establishments
involves in
the
aggregate less uncertainty-bearingthantheoperation
of its
parts would involve if they were separated. The
general
economy resulting from this fact may manifestitself inthe
greaterfacilitywith
which loans can be obtained, or in the
lower price that has to be paid for them, or in the smaller
proportionate r w r v e fund that the concern needs to keep for
equalisingdividends, or in other ways. Theessentialpoint
is thatthe general economy,however it manifestsitself,is
necessarily there. T h e larger theunit of individualcontrol,
the larger is this economy. After a point, indeed, its growth,
astheunit
grows,becornea exceedingly slow. But,untilthe
size, it grows rapidly, and
unit has reached a verylarge
constitutes B powerful force making for larger unitsthough,nodoubt, amongcommodities suitable for grading,a
be developed, andmayenablesmall
speculativemarketmay
concerns, through the practice of hedging, to put themselves,
for mme sorts of uncertainty, on a level with large
Oue further point may be mentioned. In certain special
industries large-scale control not only achieves a direct economy
by lessening the uncertainty-bearing that is involved in given
fluctuations intheindividualfortunes
of different firms; it
also achieves an indirect economy by reducing the probability
that fluctuations will occur. It does this
in
occupations
where public confidence is important,and wherelargeness
of capital resource is calculated tocreate confidence. This
condition is fulfilled in banking-themore
so since publicity
of bankers’ accountshas becomecommon.
The reason that
banks differ in this respect from other concerns is, of course,
that their customere are their creditors, and not, aa in most
trades, their debtors?
Cf. Jenka and Clerk, The Tr& Boblcm, p 43.
Cf. Brace, The Pa& of Orgamzsed S’ldiom,
11. 210.
3 For a very full utudy of the snbjeat-matterof 88 2-5, cf. Manhall, I d d r y
a d Trade, Bk. iii chaps. iii-iv.
1
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4. So far we have considered exclusivelywhat I have
called structural economies. There is also another sort of
economy that,incertain
circumstances,favours the growth
of large-scale management.
So long as an industry is
occupied by a number of establishments separately controlled,
expenditure is likely to be incurred by all in defending their
market against the others. A large part of theexpenditure
upon advertisements and travellers is, as was indicated in
But when,
instead
of
Chapter IX., of this character.
anumber of competing firms, thereappear,in
any section
of anindustry,anumber
of firms underasingleauthority,
a great part of thisexpenditure can, as was also indicated
in that chapter, bedispensed with. A and B being united,
of eithertospend
money
it is no longer to theinterest
inpersuading
people, whetherthroughtravellingsalesmen
or in other ways, to prefer the one tothe
other. I t was
stated, in regard to railways, before the Board o f . Trade
Conference of 1 9 0 8 : It is well known that railwaycompanies find it necessary to spend largesums of money in
if competition were
canvassing
against
one another,
and,
of this
removedby judiciousamalgamation, thegreaterpart
moneycould be saved.”
This economyis, of course, liable
to be largest’ where, apart from unification, “ competitive ”
advertisement wouldbe largest,namely,not i n stapleindustries
providing easily recoguised standardarticles, butin various
sorts of (‘fancy ” trades.2
3 5. Let usnext suppose that the size of the individual
firm andthe size of theindividualunit
of control in an
industryhave
been adjusted
to
the
structural
and
other
economies obtainable,
and
thattheunits
evolved in this
way arenotlarge enough t o exercise anyelement of monopolistic power. It is then clear that monopolistic power will
I‘

RuiEway CmfemEe, p. 26.
The suggestion, that combination enables savings to be made in respect of
the number or quality of travelling salesmen end so on, is not upset by the
fact that, in some instances, after the formation of a combination, the aggregate
annual weges paid to salesmen have increased. For the increaae waa probably due
to attempts on the part of the combination to extend ita market into fields
which were not formerlyoccupiedby
any of ita constituent members, or in
which the business aaceasible to ~ n g kfirms WBB not enough to make it worth
while for any of them to have aaleamen there.
8
2

.
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not be called into being incidentally, as by-product
a
of
developments thattake place without reference to it.But
there still remains, as an influence tending to produce it,
of the gainsto
which it maylead.
the directexpectation
When promoters have reason to believe that amateur speculatom will expect
particular
a
monopoly to prove more
profitable than it really will do, this fact promises extra gains
to those who form amalgamated companies, because it enables
them to unload theirshares at inflated values.’ Apart from
this special
consideration,
however, we may
lay
it down
that the magnitude of the gainsobtainable frommonopolisationdepends, the conditions of supply being given, on the
by
elasticity of the demand - i.e. the fractionobtained
(small) percentage change in price into
the
dividing
a
releassociated percentage change in quantity purchased-for
The less elastic
vant quantities of the commodityconcerned.‘
the demand, the greater, cet&
pa~-ibus,are the probable gains.
Incidentally, it may beobserved, this circumstance, coupled
with that noted in the next paragraph, makes it profitable for
a monopolist to extend his control over products that compete
1 The following pasaage from Mr. J. M. Clark’s T h e E e o m i c q of Overhead
Costs is interesting in thia connection.How
great are the economies of combination ? So far M horizontal combination goes, the most ddlinite quantitative
evidence is afforded by Dewing’s study of thirty-five combinations, all of which
merged a t least five concernswhich had formerlycompeted and all of which
had had aten-yearhistory
before 1914, when thedisturbancesdue
to the
world-warmade further comparisonsirrelevant.
He finds that the promoters
of these combinations prophesied sufficient savingsto increase their net earnings,
on the average, about 43 per cent above their previous level. This average
included only serioas estimates, taking no account of what were obviously sheer
exhibitiona of m y imagination. The outcome told another story, however, for
the net earnings of the first year after consolidation averaged about 15 per cent
less than the previous earnings of the constituent parts, while the result for the
ten yeam following combination waa stiil w o w ; about 18 per cent ledls than
the previoasearninge of theconstituentparts,without
allowingfor the fact
t h a t considerableamounts of new capital wereinvested during the ten-year
period” (la.eit. pp. 146-7).
2 If x is the quantity purchmaed and )
x
(
$ the demand price per unit, the

e b t i c i Q of demand is r e p m n t e d by I.
fix)

all valoar of x, the demandcurve

If this is equal to unity for
x *(x)
ie a rectangularhyperbola.Theverbal

defhition of thetext is an approximate tranahtim of the above technical
definition, 80 long ea the term. d
Z containedin it is eruphasiaed. But,
of conwe, a 50 per m t fall in price mnst be accompanied,if the elasticity
ofdemand is to be equal to unity, by a 100 per cent rise in consumption.
It will be understood, of oo1v~ll, that, when we speslz of the pine from
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with his own ; for example, for the " Big Five " meat-packers
of theUnited States to absorbboth ( a ) non-Americanmeat
of highly
and (b) non-meat foods.' Theprincipalconditions
inelastic demand have now to be Ret out.
The first conditionis thatthe commodity shall be of a
kind for which it is not easy to find convenientsubstitutes.
Thedemand
for mutton is madecomparativelyelasticby
the existence of
beet',
the demand for oil by the existence of gas, and the demand for the service of tramsby
the existence of omnibuses. I n likemanner,
the demand
for the service of transport by rail is probably more elastic
inEngland thanincontinental
America,because " the long
broken coast-line of England and the great number o f ports "
render the competition of water
carriage
exceedingly
powerful ;' and the demand for the services of any particular
where no
line of railway is, in general,fairlyelastic,even
water
competition
exists, in consequence of the
indirect
competition of lines running
other
to
markets.' Prom
another field a good example of the point I am now considering is furnished by Jevons, in his book on the Coal
Questiolt :
When the Government of the Two Sicilies placed
an exorbitant tax on sulphur, Italy having, as it was thought,
soon had
a monopoly of nativesulphur,ourmanufacturers
resort to the distillation of ironpyritesorsulphide
of iron."
As regards thekinds of commodity for which it is likely
thatsubstitutes can be employed little of general interest
can be mid. It should be observed, however, that
the
products of a district, or a country, whose efforts are directed
'I

~

monopolisation depending on the elaaticity of demand, there is a tacit implication that the elasticities aa defined above, a t the several p i n t a on the relevant
range of the demandcurve,
do not greatly ditlerfrom
one another. Mr.
Dnlton 11es suggested ( 2 " I n e q d y Df Znum~es p. 192 d q.)
that, when the
price of anything increases by any finite percentage, the k m "arc elasticity"
should be wed to represent this percentage change divided into the corresponding percentage change of quantity. But, since there wouldgenerallybea
different arc elasticity for every different amount of priee change from a given
~tsrtingpoint, this new term might,inunpractiaed
hande, easily lead to

confusion.
1 Cf. hkpurt of the Fdwal Trade Co9w"ion,
1919, on the Mcat-packing
Iduatry, pp. 86 and 89.
P Cf. Macpherson, Tr"k
in. &mpe, p. 231.
3 Cf. Johnson, dwriam &ilway Tmmpor&dicm,p p 267-8.
1 27bs CWJ M
,
p 185.
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to leadership in quality
as
distinguished
from
quantity,
are leas exposed to the competition of subatitutesthanother
of beef and
products. For
example,
the prime
qualities
mutton in Great
Britain
have
not
been affected by the
development of the American and Australian trade to nearly
the same extent as the inferior qualities.’ It is, therefore,
acommerciallyimportantfact
that Englishmanufacturers
of quality in wall-papers, fine
enjoy a very marked leadership
textilesand
cables, whereas inthe
electricalandchemical
industries they are in a decidedly inferior position.2 Obviously,
from thepresent point of view, we mustinclude among the
substitutes for any commodity produced by a seller exercising
monopdistic power the samecommodityproducedby
other
sellers.Thelarger,therefore,is
the proportion of thetotal
output of product that a seller exercising monopolisticpower
provides inanymarket,
the less elastic the denland for his
services will be. Inelasticity of demand for monopolygoods
is, therefore, promoted inindustries where importation from
rival sources ishindered
by
high
transport charges, high
tariffs, orinternational agreementsproviding for the division
of the field between the combined producers of different
countries. Furthermore, in order that the elasticity of demand
may be affected by subatitutes, it is not necessary that the rival
source of supply shonld be actually existing. In some industries
is
manufacture
by
people who are
normally
purchasers
itselfa possible rivalsource of supply.Thus
the Committee
on Home Work observe : Unless the price at which these
articles (baby linen and ladies’ blouses and underclothing) are
sold to the wives anddaughters of thebetter-paid working
men andsmall middle-class people is low, those whowould
otherwise be purchasers will buy thematerialsandmake
to apply
the articles at home.” The =me remarkwems
to laundry-work and charing.The
poorhousewife
hasthe
power, if reason offers, to dothesethings
for herself. Consequently, the demand for the services of specialists a t such
tasks is exceptionally elastic.’ For example, it has been
I‘

9

Cf. Rase, L’A&dtwe en dngkk-re, p p 46 and 85.
Cf. byv, Mmwple, Kurtdle und T W ,pp. 227, 229, 237.
Cf. Chapman, Umm..kym& in La.Rcaskirc, p. 87.
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remarked of Birmingham : The washerwomen are among the
first to suffer in any period of trade depression, for, as the first
economy in bad times is to do your own washing, thetiny
laundry with a very local connection is soon emptied.”’
The second condition,making for inelasticity of demand,
is that R commodity shall give rise to only a small proportion
of the total cost of anyfurther commodities in the production of which it may be employed. The reason, of course, is
that, when this proportionissmall,alargepercentagerise
in the price of the commodity, with which we are concerned,
inthe price of these
involvesonly a smallpercentagerise
further commodities, and, therefore, only asmallpercentage
contraction of consumption. Dr. Levy suggests that
this
condition makes the demand for the ordinary raw materials of
industryhighly inelastic? A similarline of thoughtbrings
out the fact that the elasticity of the demand for commodities
at wholesale will be smaller, thelarger is the proportionate
part played by retailingandtransport
expenses inthecost
of the commodities to consumers.
The
third
condition
is
thatthefurther
commodities,
if any, in whose production our
commodity
is employed,
shall be such thatsubstitutescannot
easily be found for
them. Thus the rawmaterials of the buildingtradeshould
be subject, other things being equal, to a less elastic demand
than those of the engineering trade, because foreign machines
cancompete withEnglishmachinesmuch
more easily than
foreign houses can compete with English houses.’
The fourth conditionis that theother commodities or services
which co-operate with our commodity in the makingof a finished
product shall be easily “squeezable,” or, in technical language,
shall have an inelastic supply schedule.
I‘

Cadbury, W m ’ s Wwk, p. 172. I t may be added that, from a shortperiod point of view, the elasticity of the demand for new production of certain
durable goods ia made greater than it wouldotherwisebe
by the fact that
half-worn-outgarments and other suah things arepossible eubstitutes for new
onee. (Cf.Chapman, T h L a n d i r e Cotton Idustry, p. 120.)
a Mwqvole, Kartelle u d T d s ,p. 200.
It should be noticed, however, that, though houses as wholes cannot be
imported, it is becoming always d e r to import pwts of them. The imports
of wrought stone, marble and joinery doubled between 1890 and 1902 ;
whereasfrom the provincea to London the “imports ” of these thingshave
p. 62).
increased atiU.mm largaly (Dearle, Tkc Lmdm Building T~ades,
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All thesefourconditions,
which Marshall has dietinguished,
refer
directly
the
to
nature
of people's
for
different commodities. Thereisyetanother
condition,dependent on the fact that the demandschedulederived
from
agiven desire schedulefor any commodity is onlyidentical
i n form with the desire schedule, provided that the proportion
of people's incomes spent on the commodity is so small that
variations in the quantity of their purchase make no appreciable difference to the '' marginal utility " of money to them.
When this condition is not realised, the following considerations
become relevant. Suppose that there is onlyone sort of commodity in the world, and that it is impossible to store money.
Then,whatever the form of people's desire schedulefor this
commodity, their demand schedule is necessarily such that the
same sum will be spent on it whatever the amount of it available ; in other words, the elasticity of demand, in respect of all
possible amounts of consumption, is necessarily equal to unity.
From this we may generalise as follows : Given the elasticity of
the desire for any commodity, the elasticity of the demand for it
will diverge from this elasticity to a greater extent, and
will
approach more closely towards unity, the larger is the proportibnate part of people's income that is normally spent on this
commodity. Thus, the demand for commodities which absorb a
large part of people's incomes cannot be either so inelastic or
ao elastic rn it is possible for the demandfor
commodities
which only absorb a small part of their incomes to be.'
6. The preceding considerationssuggest thatunits of
control adequate to exercise monopolisticpower will often be
found, even though neither structural economiea nor advertisement economies dictate their formation. The tendency towards
thisresultis opposedby the difficulty and cost involved in
bringing
about
agreements
among competing
eellem
This
difficulty and cost depend upon the following general circumstances.
First, combination is easier when the number of
sellers is small than when it is large ; for smell numbers both
facilitate theactual process of negotiation and diminish the
chance that some party to an agreementwillsubsequently
violate it. An attempt to form a Kartel in the German

5

Of. Birok, !.7&my of M a r r i d P a l w , pp, 183-4.
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match trade in 1 8 8 3 is reported by Liefmann
to have failed
because no less than 245 separate. producershadto
be consulted.'
Secondly, combination
is
easier when the various
producerslive fairly close to one another,and so can come
together easily, than when theyare widely scattered. The
reason why combination prevails in the German coal industry,
and not i n the English, is partly that, in Germany, the production of coal is localised, and not spread over a number of
differentdistricts,as it is inthis country? A similar reason
probably accounts, in great measure, for the exceas of combination that appears among sellers in general, as compared with
buyers in general ; for, it may be observed, at auctions,
wherebuyers also m e closely assembled, combination among
combination is easier when
them is notinfrequent.Thirdly,
the products of the various firms are simple, of constant
quality,
not
adjusted
to
individual
tastes, and, therefore,
capable of being intelligentlyand
more orlesspreckely
defined. Marshall wrote : " It is almost impossible to arrange
auniform price list for carpets or curtain stuffs into which
wool of different qualities, cotton, jute and other materiab are
worked in varyingproportions
and withincessant
changes
no room for
in fabric as well as iu
pattern.
There
is
cartellisation of such
things
as biscuits, or ladies' hats,
in whichversatilityisdemanded
as well as highquality." 8
One writer suggests that a reasonwhy
English firms are
combined t o a less extentthan foreign firms is thatthey
a
withthe
higherqualities,
concern themselves,. as rule,
and the more specialised kinds, of commodities, ratherthan
with " massgoods " ; and another, in like manner, attributes
formed in
the greater ease with which Coke Kartehare
Germany,asagainst CoalKart&,
to the greateruniformity
of quality generallyfound in coke.5 Fourthly,combination is
easier when the tradition and habitof the country is favourable,
than when it is unfavourable, to joint action in general. When
employers have been accustomed to act together in Chambera
1

4

6

Ud-bande,

p. 57.

Of. Levy, Howpole, KarWb 117Ld Tr~t?,
p. 172.
Indust?y am? Trade, p. 649.
b y , kfvnqok, Kards2le umi Tm&, p. 187.
Walker, W
n
u
t
e
a
S Q t b Gemuzm Cod Id-,

p, 43.
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of Commerce, in agreements as to discounts and rebates, or in
negotiationswithunions
of workpeople, the frictionto
be
overcome in making a price agreement is evidently less
than
it wouldbe if they came together for the first time for that
purpose. Thus : “The Association-such
asthe Merchants’
indeed, no monopolypower,
Association of New York-has,
but it is, nevertheless, of very great importance, owing to its
socialising effects and its tendency to prepare the way for a
stronger
organisation,
the combination or pool.”
I n like
manner, the NewZealand arbitrationlaw “ forces employers
into unions, for only thus canthey defendthemselves under
theAct,and
theae naturally evolve into organisations for
restricting competition.”
Yetagain,therecanbenodoubt
that the various forms of joint action which British engineering
firms, for example,werecompelled
to takeduringtheGreat
Warmusthave
donemuch
to smooth the way for future
combination. Perhaps the opposing friction is also somewhat
smaller when the producers concerned are companies than it
is when they are private firms, in whose operations the sense
of personal importance plays a larger part.
9 ’1. The preceding section has tacitly implied that, where
the gain from unification exceeds the cost and trouble involved,
unification will, in fact, occur. This
implication,
however,
is not warranted. It does not necessarily follow that,
for agreementadvantageousto
all
because anopportunity
parties
exists,
an agreement
will
in fact be
made.
The
reaaon is that mutual jealousymaycause A and B to leave
thateither
the melon of common gainuncut,ratherthan
ahouldallow theotherto
obtain whathe considers ashare
unduly large relatively to
his own. Shall “ participation ” be
proportional to the capacity of the several combining firms, or
to their average product during recent years, or to the amount
of the investment that has been made in plant and goodwill,
or to some other quantity 1 “ One manufacturer has patents
and special machinery, which have cost hima great deal of
money, and by which he sets muchstore.
H e will not enter
the proposedcombination unlessthese costa aremade upto
Robinson, Anw~imnEeoaolRac A&im,
1904, p. 126.
V. 8. Clark, U n W #tala,Bdhtin of Lubmr, No. 45, p. 1261.
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him. Anothermanufacturermayhave
large
a productive
have
capacity,
fifty
nail
machines, for example. He may
been unableto find a market for theoutput of more than
half his machines, but in the combination, he contends, all his
capacity
will
become available. He,
therefore,
insists
that
productivecapacity shouldbe the basis
which the allotment
of shares inthetrust should bemade.
A thirdman, by the
excellence of his equipment and the energy of his methods, has
been able to run his plant at its full capacity, while his competitor, with a larger productive capacity but a
less favourable
location or a less capable body of subordinates,hasoperated
only half time.The
successful manufacturercontends that
average sales should be the basis OP allotment.”
Disputes on
these lines may easily prevent agreement if direct negotiation
between the different firms is attempted. It should, however,
be noticed that they can, in great part, be obviated, and that
the difficulty of combinationcan be correspondinglyreduced,
when an amalgamation is effected gradually by the process of
absorption (exemplified among Englishbanks),
or when a
companypromoter,undertaking
to buyupand
consolidate B
number of competingconcerns,negotiatestermsseparately
with each of them, without stating into what arrangements he
has entered with the others.

’

Meade, Corporation E’i~mncx?,p. 36.

CHAPTER XV
MONOPOLISTIC COMPETITION

0

1. A CONDITION of monopolistic competitionexists
when
each of t w o or more sellers supplies a considerable part of the
market with which they are connected. In these circumstances
it can be shown that there is no tendency for them to devote
totheindustryin
which theyare employed that amount of
resources which I have called the ideal investmeut, namely,that
amount which will make the value of the marginal social net
product there equal to the central value of marginal social net
A demonstration of this proposition,
products in general.’
possible differences between social and private net product of
IX. being ignored, can be
thetype
examined inChapter
given in ordinary language as follows.
2. Let us first ignore all forms of action which aim, by
sacrifice inthepresent,
at obtaininganadvantageagainst
rivals inthe future. We have, then, to do withthepure
its
problem of “mnltiple monopoly.” This problemassumes
simplest form when two monopolists only are supposed to be
present; aud, in this form, it has beenmuchdiscussedamong
mathematical economists. Cournot decided, as is wellknown,
that the resources devoted to production under duopoly are a
determinate quantity, lying somewhere between the quantities
that would have been so devotedundersimplecompetition
andundersimple
monopoly respectively.Edgeworth,
on tbe
other hand, in an elaboratecritique,maintained
thatthe
quantity is indeterminate. In more recent discussions there
is apparent some
measure
of return towards Cournot. If,
it is held, eacE of two monopolists, in regulatinghisaction,

5

1

Cf. a&,

pp. 223-4.
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assumes that the other will not alter his output in consequence
of what he does, the quantity of resources devoted to production
by the two together is determinate
at the amount calculated
that the other will
by Cournot. If eachmonopolistassumes
not alter his price in consequence of what he does, then, in a
perfect market, the quantity of resources devoted to production
bythe twotogether is determinate at the amountproperto
is to say,
simplecompetition ; in an imperfect market-that
pTefeTence for
amarket in which some of the buyershavea
onemonopolist over the other-this
quantity is determinate
a t an amount less than that proper to simple competition, and
falling short of it more largely the more imperfect the market
is.’ Moregenerally, if each sellermakesand
holds to any
definiteassumptionabout the conduct of the other, it would
seem that the quantity of resources devoted to production by
both together is determinate at some amount not greater than
that propertosimplecompetition,andnot
less, in a perfect
marketthanthe
Cournot amount,inanimperfectmarket
thantheamount
proper to simple monopoly. I n real life,
however, it is, I suggest, very unlikely that either seller will
hold any consistent view abouthisrival’s state of mind. Hie
As in B game of
judgmentwillbevariableanduncertain.
chesseach
playerwillact
onsome
forecast of the other’s
reply ; butthe forecast heactson may, according to his mood
and his reading of that opponent’s psychology, be one thing or
anotherthing.Hence,
as it seems to me,wemay
properly
say that the aggregateamount of resources to bedevoted to
productionisindeterminate
in the sense that from amere
knowledge of the demand conditions and of the cost conditions
affecting the two monopolists-whether
the cost conditions
what it
areindependent or inter-linked-wecannotforetell
will be. The
range
of indeterminateness
extends
over a
distance which is larger in a perfect than it is in an imperfect
market,andineithersort
of market is diminished as the
number of monopolists is increased above two. I n no case
can the aggregateinvestmentbegreaterthan
thequantity
proper to simple competition. We have learned, however, from
inindustries in whichimported
Chapter XI. that,except

a. Hotelling,

I‘

Stability in Competition,” Ecmmnic Jacsprcsb, March 1929.
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materials subject to increasing supply price are employed, this
last quantity cannot be greater than the ideal investment. It
follows that, except in these industries,
the investment which
is forthcoming under multiple monopoly cannot be greater than
It may,however,easily
be, and,in
the idealinvestment.
view of what has been said, ingeneral seems likelyto be,
substantially less than this.
§ 3. Hitherto we have specifically excluded the effects of
price warfaredesigned
tosecurefuturegains
by drivinga
rival from the field or exacting favourable terms of agreement
fromhim.
Theindeterminateness just described existsunder
monopolistic competition, even though neitherof the monopolists
“ hopes to ruin
theother
by cut-throat prices.”
In many
instances of monopolistic competition, however, pricewarfare
-or
cut-throat competition-does,
infact,
take place. It
consists in the practice of selling at a loss in order to inflict
It must be distinguishedcarefully from
injury on arival.
the practice of reducing prices down to, or towards, prime cost,
which frequently occurs in periods of depression. Thislatter
of price below the
practicemayinvolvelargereductions
‘‘ normal,” and it is certain to do this when demand is variable
and prime cost is small relatively to supplementary cost ; but
it does notinvolve “sellingat a loas in thestrict sense.
Cut-throat competition proper occurs only when the sale price
of anyquantity of commodity stands below the short-period
supplyprice of that quantity.When
it occurs, the range of
possible aggregate investment no longer has, as an upper limit,
thequantity propertosimplecompetition,
butis liable to
exceed this quantity to an extent determined by the opinion
entertained by each of the combatants about the staying power
of his opponent and by other strategical considerations. There
is, obviously, no tendency for it toapproximate to theideal
investment; but we can no longer my, as we could when cutthroat competition was ignored, that it is likely to be less than
the ideal investment.
I’

1

Edgeworth, Giornale dpsrli e m m i d i , November 1897, p. 405.

CHAPTER XVI
SIMPLE MONOPOLY

5 1. A

CONDITION of simple monopoly exists when asingle
seller only is exercising monopolistic
power-whether
or
notthereareother
sellers inthemarket
whoaccept
the
price fixedby this seller-andwhen,allowancebeing
made
for cost of carriage and so forth, the same price rules
In order that the effects
throughout the whole of his market.
of simple monopoly, as distinguished from simple competition,
may bemade
clear, we must, of course, presume thatthe
economies andtechnique of production arethe sameunder
both.' The fact that in real life they are often not
the same
gives rise tofurther
problems, which will bediscussed
in
Chapter XXI. Simple monopoly works outin twodifferent
ways, according as, on the one hand, the entry to the industry
is so farrestricted that no resources aredrawninto
it other
or, on the
than thoseactually
finding employment init,
otherhand,entry to the industry is free. I shallstudy first
industries of restricted entry.
2. In Chapter XI. it was shown that, in the absence of
of the
divergencesbetween social andprivatenetproduct

5

1 Thus, if y be the aggregate output of an industry and 2 t%e output of a
firm of typical size, then, writing F (z,l
y)for the total cost of its output to this

{:

F)}

firm,we have x determiued by the equation
= 0. We must not
ax
suppose monopoly to come about because the introduction of a new technique
has changed F into #, in such waise that, for a given value of y,

a{p@)}=O does, thus reducing the number
ax
of f i r m in that industry, and so making the formation of a price agreement
m i e r , We must suppoee F to be the same under both systems.
gives a larger value of z than
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types discussed inChapter
IX, simplecompetitionmakes
actualoutput less thanidealoutputinindustriessubjectto
decreasing supply price from the standpoint of the community ;
equal to ideal output in industries of constant supply price in
of
this sense ; and greater than ideal outputinindustries
increasing supply price in this sense. When simple monopoly
prevails, it is to the interest of the monopolist so to regulate
his output m to make the excess of his aggregate receipts over
his aggregate costs(includingearnings
of managenlentand
so forth) as large as possible. It follows that undersimple
monopoly output will always, other things being equal, be less
than it would have been undersimplecompetition.
Hence in
industries of decreasing supply price from thestandpoint of
the community the substitution of simple monopoly for simple
competition will cause actual output, which is now below ideal
output, to fall further below it : in industries of constant supply
price in this sense, it will cause actual output, which is now
equal to ideal output, to fall below ideal output; in industries
of increasingsupplyprice
in this sense, it will cause actual
output, which is now above idealoutput, to contract,and it
may cause it tocontractinameasure
that brings it closer
toidealoutputthan
it has been hitherto.Theconditionsin
which it will do this can bedeterminedmathematically,but,
unless unusualassumptioneareintroduced,
theycannot
be
stated in simple terms. This, however, does not greatly matter.
For in practicesimple monopoly is much more likely to be
introduced into industries of decreasing supply price from the
standpoint of the industry, which, as was shown in Chapter XI.,
in general implies decreasing supply price from the standpoint
of the community, than into other industries; and hence there
is no uncertainty about the result.
5 3. When monopolisticpower is exercisedby a combination of sellersthrough the agency of aprice-agreement,
the restrictiveinfluenceuponinvestmentmay
be enhanced
inan
indirect way by a further circumstance. It isnot
more than one
practicable to make an agreementtouching
OP two
roughly
defined grades of service. Consequently,
be made for them, the
since an adapted
charge
cannot
intermediate grades tend to disappear, even though numerous
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purchasers-some
of whom, as things are, buynothingwould haveboughtthese
grades, if theyhad been obtainable
at aproportionate charge. Therefore resources, which, under
a perfectly
constructed
monopoly agreement, would have
beendevoted to the productiou of these grades, are excluded
by the imperfectcharacter of actual agreements.This
effect
is chiefly found among
railway
and shipping companies,
which are bouud byfreight-rateconventionsbut
compete
in the frequency, speed and comfort of their trains or ships.’
Thus first-class rapid vessels may be employed to carry things
for which theyarequite
unnecessary, because agreements
preclude the offer of lower rates if slower and cheaper vessels
of resources that
are used ; and so forth.Themisdirection
arises in this way isadditionalto
the misdirection due to
a simple exercise of monopolistic power.
4. Some qualification of the above resultsis necessary
in industrieswheretemporary
low prices may lead to the
development of newdemands.
For, whena prospect of this
if conditions of decreasingsupply
kind exists,particularly
price rule and if the current rate of interest on investments
i~ low, it maypaya
monopolist to accept low prices for
time,
a even
though
to
do
so involves
production
at a
loss, for thesake of thefuturegain ; whereas it would not
payany
oneamong
alargenumber
of competingsellers
of thefuture
to do this,since only a verysmallproportion
gainresulting from hisaction
would accrueto himself. It
is important, however, to observe thatthe
creation of a
new demand, which may thus sometimes
be
credited to
monopoly, is only a social gain when the demand is really
new, and not when it is merelya substitute for some other
same time destroyed. It is not,
demand which is atthe
for example, a social gain if a railway company, by temporary
low pricea, ‘ I develops thetraffic” from onedistrict atthe
wellexpense of destroying the trafic fromanotherequally
situateddistrict;andit
is not a socialgain if, byalike

5

1 T h e agreements,ahort
of pooling,between railways sometimesembrace
agreemenb aa to a p e d ; thosebetween the members of wme, but not all,
shipping conferences, agreements &B to the relative number of sailings permitted
to the mri011~
members (Royal Cornmissdon. on Shipping Rings, &port,p. 23).
9
Cmvniseion m W L p p k g Rings, Rcpan?, p. 108.
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policy, some ring of traders causes people, who used to obtain
agivenmeasure
of satisfaction from crinolines and no satisfaction from hobble-skirts, to obtain thelike given measure
of satisfaction from hobble-skirtsand
no satisfaction from
crinolines. This considerationsuggests thatthe transitional
advantage of simple monopoIy, that has just been set out,
is not generally
very
important
in comparison with
the
long-period disadvantages previously explained.
3 5. There should be added a further consideration of some
importance. It was shown in Part 11. Ch. 111.8 11 that to hold
back new inventions and so on in order to keep up the value
of existing forms of equipment in yenerd inflicts more damage
on the publicthanthe
benefits it confers on the owners of
it was shown furtherthatunder
simple
theequipment,and
competition there is no tendencyfor this kind of hold-up to
is
occur, Under monopoly, on the otherhand,therealways
such a tendency ; for the private monopolist is interested in the
gain to him that monopoly implies, but not in the associated
loss of consumers’ satisfaction. It was recognised in the chapter
cited that, when the introduction of new nlodels of finished
goods lessens the satisfaction which owners get from existing
models, there is a substantial set-off to the gains of “ progress,”
so thatthistendency
of private monopolyneed not always
be anti-sagial. But, when it is aquestion of new instruments
and processes for making finished goods, there can be no such
set-off, and hold-up policies must be socially injurious.The
point is of great practical interest in view of the rapidity with
which new inventions and minor improvements of melhod are
normally made. This is illustrated by the fact thatin the
United States, over industry
in general, twice as much is, it
is estimated,normallywrittendownagainst
obsolescence as
againstdepreciation ; and by thefurtherfactthat,out
of
200 representative firms questioned for the President’s Survey,
43.6 require new equipment to return its cost in two years:
64.1 per cent iu three years or less?
5 6. I n the discussion so far we have assumed the entry
to industries,in which simple monopoly prevails,to
be so
1

Chngcs in the Sth&cre
2

of Wmh?Eeonomico

m cono om kc CIMW~S,p.

War, p 168.
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fax obstructed or restricted that no resources are drawn into
themotherthan
thoseactually
finding employmentthere.
As a rulethis condition is fulfilled, because, when it is not
fulfilled, the trouble of forming monopolisticagreements will
undertaking.
Still,
monopolistic agreeseldom be worth
It
menta withoutrejtriction of entryare sometimesmade.
is easy to show that,underthese
agreements, thenational
dividend suffers more than it would do if the same monopolisticprice policy prevailed in conjunction with restriction
of entry
to
the
industry.
For, broadly
speaking,
what
happens is this. Themarginal social net product of resources
actually finding employment inthe monopolised industryis
the same as it wouldbe under a system of restrictedentry.
But, besides these resources, other reBources have been drawn
awayfromemployment elsewhere andhave become attached
to theindustry.
These extra resources will either be all
corresponding quantity of
idle themselves, or will makea
resources already intheindustry
idle. Thedividend,therewhat it would have been under
fore, will bereducedbelow
asystem of restricted entry, by the difference between the
productivity of thatquantity of resources which it pays to
set to work in
the
monopolised industry and the profor which the receipta of the
ductivity of thatquantity
industry wouldsuffice to providenormal earnings. This consideration does not, of coume, prove that restriction of entry
to an industry,
in
which
monopoly
prevails, is socially
desirable ; for it may well happen that free entry would compel
the monopolist to change his policy, apd to adopt one
approximately
equivalent
to
that dictated by competition.
It only proves that restrictionisadvantageous
in thosethe removal of
probablyexceptional -monopolieswhere
restriction a n n o t affect price policy?
1 Attentionmay
be calledhere
to a peculiar case. Suppose the -e
procass to yield two joint products, one of which is controlled monopolistically
but the other is not.Then,
ea shownabove, if entry to the industry
a m be
restricted, simple monopoly will make the outputs of both products leas than
they would be under eimplecompetition.
The whole of the non-monopolised
joint product that ia produced will be sold, but, provided that the demand for
the monopliaecl prodncthas an elasticity less thanunity, and that,in respect
of the most profitable scale of output, t h e demand price for the non-monopoliaed
product exraeda the supply price of the proceea t h a t prodnaee both products, a
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part o f t h e monopolised product will be thrown away. If entry to the industry
more resources will flow into it than would 80 flowunder
simplecompetition.
On the assumption that theseareactuallysetto
work
and not left standing idle, this will mean that, in the aboveconditions, the
output and.sale of the non-monopolised joint product is larger than it would
have been undersimplecompetition.
It is possible, thoughimprobable, that,
89 a net result, there may be evolved a larger sum
of consumers' surplus than
simple competition would allow.

is notrestricted,

C H A P T E R XVII
DISCRIMINATING MONOPOLY

5 1. UP tothis

point we havesupposed that monopolisation,
which
does
when it occurs, will be of the simple form
of prices as between different
not
involve
discrimination
customers.
We have now to observe that
this
variety
of monopolisation isnotthe
only possible sort.Discriminating power will sometimesexist alongside of monopolistic
power, and, when it does, theresultsare
affected. I t is,
therefore, important to determine the circumstances in which,
andthe
degree to which, monopolists are able to exercise,
and find advantage in exercising, this power.
2. The conditions are most favourable to discrimination,
that is to say, discrimination will yield mostadvantageto
the monopolist,when
the demand price for anyunit of a
commodity is independent of the price of sale of every other
unit, Thisimplies
that it is impossible for any one unit
to take the place of any other unit, and this, in turn, implies
two
things.
The
first of these is that no unit of the
commodity sold in one market can be transferred to another
market.The
second is that no unit of demand,proper to
one
market,
can be transferred to another
market.
The
former sort of transference needs no descripbion, but the latter
is somewhatsubtle.
It wouldoccur if the promulgation of
different rates for transporting coal originating in A and coal
originating in B enabled the more
favoured
district
to
increase its production of coal, and, therefore, its demand
for carriage, at the expense of the less favoured district. I n
order thatthe
conditionsmostfavourabletodiscrimination
may prevail, thL sort of transferability, as well rn the other,
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must be excluded
Under
the
monopolistic arrangements
practicable in real life the above kinds of tranefernbility
are absent or present in varying degrees. I propose to set
out series
a
of examples
under
each
of the heads just
distinguished.
3. Units of commodity me entirely non - transferable
when’ the commodity in question consists of services applied
persons of their customers,
directly by the sellers tothe
men,
barristers,teachers,
such as the services of medical
dentists, hotelkeepers and so forth. A medicalman’soffer to
charge any one set of persons less than m y other set cannot
lead to the one set becoming middlemen for the services
which theotherset
desire. Servicesapplieddirectly
by the
seller to commodities handed to them for treatmen&,such as
the service of transporting different articles, are
also entirely
non-transferable. A railway’s offer to chargeone price for a
ton-mile of transport service to copper merchants and a lower
price to coal merchants cannot lead to any middleman device,
because it is physically impossible to convert copper into cod
for the purpose of transportand afterwards to reconvert it.
A slightly, but only slightly, lower degree of non-transferability
exists arnoug services that are normally rendered in physical
connection with the private dwellings of purchasers. Gas and
water supplied to private houses are instances in point. Here
transference is not entirely excluded, because it is p d l e , at
sufficient cost of money and trouble, to detach the commodities
from the distributing plant along which they are brought and
to carry them elsewhere. Lesserdegrees of non-transferability
existamong
commodities
whose
transference is obstructed
merely by highcosts of transportation or by tariff charges.
The degree of non- transferability in thesecircumstances
may, evidently, be large or small, acwrdingasthedistance,
or the rate of customs duty,thatseparatatwo
marketa
betweenwhich discrimination is attempted is large or small.
In like mmnep,various
degrees of non-transferability can
be broughtaboutartificially
byenforcing
uponpurchasers
contracts that penalise re-sales. For example, in the Ruhr
coal district, the (pre-war)agreementmadeby
the eyndicgte
with induetrial purchasers provided (‘that re-sale to railwaya,
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gas works, brick works or lime-kilns, or any reshipment from
the originalpoint
of destination,shall
bepenalised
by an
the selling price.”
If no
addition of 3 markspertonto
agreement of thiskind,
no cost of carriage, and no tariff
exist, complete transferability will prevail.
3 4. Units of demand are almost completely non-transferable from
one
market to another, when the commodity
concerned is something ready for final consumption, and when
the markets,between
which discrimination is to be. made,
are distinguished according tothe wealth of the purchasers.
€t is clear, for ipstance, thatthe willingness of doctors to
charge less to poor people than to rich peopledoes not lead
to any rich people, for the sake of cheap doctoring, becoming
poor. In like manner, the provision of the service of
transport at different rates to coal merchantsand to copper
merchanta does not leadto any copper merchants, for the
sake of the cheaptransportation, becoming coal merchants.
No doubt, in both these examples some slight transference may
be achieved through successful fraud,such as apretence on
the part of rich people that they belong to the poorer group,
and the smuggling of copper in the guise of coal ; butthis
kind of thing is of no practicalimportance.
It is interesting
to note that sellersoften attempt artificially to createthe
different
above type of non-transferability by attachingto
grades of their product trade marks, specialbrands, special
typee of packing and so on-all incidents designed to prevent
possible purchasers of the ,-des
that are
highly
priced
relatively to the coat of production from becoming, instead, p ~ r chaaers of the grades that are sold at a lower rate of profit.’
A smaller degree of non-transferabilityexists
between the
markets for hotel accommodation in the season andout of
a conthe season;forheavydiscriminationmightcanse
Biderable number of people to change thetime
of their
Walker, C o m b i n d i m im the @winanC d Id&ry, p. 274.
It must be added, however, that, though trade marks are sometimes mere
devices for creatingmonopoly power, there is, nevertheless, a valid renuon for
protecting them against infringement by legal enaotmenta, h o s e ‘‘ an indncem a t ie thereby given to make slrtisfactory a r t i c h and to continuemaking
them.” (Cf. Tauasig, Anurican i%mwmkRczrisra Supplemmt, vol. vi., 1916,
1

2

p 177.)
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holiday. A still smallerdegree of non-transferabilityexists
between themarkets
for railwaytransport
from A to B,
which are provided respectively by tradersin
A wishing
tosendagiven
commodity directto B, and by traders in
C wishingtosend
this commodity to B through A. For
a large difference in the rates charged would cause production,
that would normally occur at the less favoured, to take place
instead atthe more favoured, point.
Perfecttransferability
exists when themarketsare
distinguished bysomebadge,
the attachment of whichinvolvesno
cost, as, for example,
if railways charged oue fare to passengers carryingpencils
and
another
fare
to passengers
without
pencils.
The
immediate effect of this discrimination wouldbe totransfer
all demands from the less to the morefavoured market,and
discrimination would yield m advantage to the monopolist.
5 5 . When a degree of non-transferability, of commodity
units on the one hand or of demand units on theother
hand, sufficient to makediscrimination profitable, is present,
the relation between the monopolistic seller and each buyer is,
strictly, one of bilateral monopoly. The terms of the contract
that will emerge between them is, therefore, theoretically
to theplay of that bargaining”
indeterminateandsubject
whose social effectawere analysed at the end of Chapter IX.
When a railway company is arranging terms with a few large
shippers, theindeterminateelementmayhaveconsiderable
importance.
Usually,
however,
where
discrimination is
of practicalinterest,the
opposed partiesare,notasingle
largeselleranda
few largebuyers, but asinglelargeseller
of relativelysmall
buyers. The loss
and
great
a number
of an individual customer’s purchasemeans
so muchless
to the monopolistic seller than to any one of the many
monopolistic purchasers that,apart from combinationamong
purchasers, all of them will
almost
certainly
accept
the
monopolistic
seller’s
price. They will recognise that it is
useless to stand out in the hope of bluffing a eoncession, and
will buy what is offered, so long as the terms demanded
fromthemleave
to them any consumers’ surplus. In what
follows I assume thatthe
customersact
in this way. So
assuming, wemay distinguish three degrees of discriminating
‘I
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power, which
a
monopolist may conceivably wield.
A
first degreewould
involve the charge of a different price
againstallthe
different units of commodity, insuch
wise
equal to the demand
thatthe
price exacted for eachwas
price for it, and no consumers’ surplus was left to the buyers.
A seconddegreewould
obtain if a monopolistwere
able to
make n separate prices, insuch
wise thatallunitswith
a demand price greater than x were sold at a price x , all with
ademand price less than x andgreaterthan
y at aprice
y, and so on. A third degreewould obtain if the monopolist
w different
were able todistinguish
among hiscustomers
groups, separated from oneanother
more or less by some
practicable mark, and could charge a separate monopoly price
to
the
members of each group. This degree, it will be
noticed, differs fundamentally from either of the preceding
degrees, in that it mayinvolve the refusal to satisfy, in one
market,demandsrepresented
by demand prices in excess of
some of those which, in another market, are satisfied.
6. These three degrees of discriminating power, though
of
all theoretically possible, arenot, from apracticalpoint
view, of equalimportance.On
thecontrary, in real life the
is found. No doubt, we can
imagine
third degree
only
* conditions in which discrimination even of the first degree
could
be
achieved. If all consumers
had
exactly
similar
demand schedules,’ it could be achieved by the simple device
of refusing to sell in packets of less than the quantity which
each consumerrequired
per unit of time, and fixing the
priceperpacket
a t sucharateas
to make it worth the
consumer’s while, but only j w t worth his while, to purchase
the packet. Thus, if every
demander
would give for a
already has
hundredth physical unit of commodity,whenhe
ninety-nineunits,the
sum of one shilling, but would prefer
to give 300 shillings for a hundred unita ratherthanhave
no units at all, the monopolist maymake his unit of sale
one
hnndred
physical
units
and
charge
for thie
unit
of
eale a price of 300 shillings. If thereis nocombination

5

1 A person’s demand sehedule for any commodity is the list of different
quantities of that commodity that he would purchase st different price. levels.
Cf. Marehall, Aiptcip2cs of Emwmicd, p. 96.
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among the buyers, the
number
of units sold will then
be the same as would have been sold a t price
a
of
one shillingperphysicalunit,and,
in effect, the physical
units satisfying
demands
of different
keenness
will
have
been sold at different prices. But
this
method of discrimination,whether
in a complete or a partial form, is
scarcely
ever
practicable,
because the individual
demand
demandschedule
is made
schedules, of which themarket
up, are, as arule,veryfarindeed
from being similar. For
this reason an analysis of the method is of academic interest
only.’ Apart from this method,discrimination
of the first
degree might
still
conceivably
be
established by detailed
separatebargainingwitheveryseparate
customer. Butthat
method would involve enormous costand trouble. Furthermore, since it impliesseparatebargainswithindividuals,
it opens the way, not only to error, but also to the perversion
of agents
through
bribery.
These considerations
are,
in
general, sufficient tomake monopolists themselvesunwilling
to adopt themethod;and,
even if they were notthus
unwilling, it would be hardly possible for the State,in view
of the largeopportunities
for “ unfair” competitionwhich
the method aflords, to leave theirhands
free. “Whatever
financialadvantagetheremaybe
in chargingagainst each
act of transport a rate adapted to its individual circumstances,
thearbitrarynature
of a system of rates arranged on this
plan implies so much uncertaintyandlendsitself
to such
serious abuses, that we are compelled to condemn it.” * Thus
a powerful influence is always at work persuading or compelling monopolists toact on generalrules,withpublished
1 Far such an analyak, cf. my paper “ Monopoly and Consumed Snrplue,”
h m i c J m d , September 1904.
a Colson, Coura d’ceonomie pditique, vol. vi. p. 211. Special opportunities
for injurious dimximinetion of this sort exist when a railway company is
itself a largeproducer of some commodity, say cocrl, which it a h trafor rival prodnaers. To prevent the obviom abuses to which this state of things
may lead, the “commodity chum ” of the Hepburn Act
in 1906 in the
United Statee made it unlawful for any railway to engage in interntab
transport of any commodity which bed been mined or manufactured by itself.
The law does not, however,prevent a railwayfromtransporting a commodity
pmduoed by a wrnpang in which it holds a majoriky of the shsreq and if.t m ,
thefore, be evaded without great dieioulty. (Cf. Jones, TBC A&h.ecitc &$
rnddola,pp. 190 d q.)
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tariffs, guarded, as effectively as maybe, against the undermeans that
mining influence of unpublishedrebates.This
they cannot, except in extraordinary circumstances, introduce
eitherthe first or the seconddegree of discrimination, and
that the third degree is of chief p r a c t i d importance.
8 7. Monopoly p h s discrimination of thethird degree is
not determinate
a
conception. It is theoretically possible
to divide anymarket
in an indefinitelylargenumber
of
different ways, of which some would be more, and others less,
advantageous to the monopolist. If the monopolist had an
absolutelyfreehand
inthematter,the
division he would
choosewouldbe
such that the lowest demandprice in submarket A exceeded the highestdemandprice
insub-market
B, and so on throughout. If the aggregate demand of the
markets collectively had an elasticity
greater
than
unity
throughout, the resultingsystem
would be identicalwith
of discrimination,for the
that proper tothe seconddegree
lowest demandprice in each group would also be the price
monopoly revenue from that
calculated to yieldmaximum
group. If the aggregate demandhad not an elasticitygreater
than unity throughout, the maximisingprice in some groups
would be greater than the lowest demand price in thme groups,
and the ayskm would, therefore, be different from the above.
In any event the separation of markets,insuch wise that the
lowest demand price in the first exceeds the highestdemand
be better,
price inthe second, and so on, wouldobviously
from the monopolist's point of view, thananyotherkind
of
separation. Rut in practice the monopolist'sfreedom of action
is limited by the need, already referred to, of acting on general
rules, Thisconsiderationmakes
it necessary that he shall
thatare distinguishable
choose, for hissub-marketa,groups
from oneanother by some readily reeopisable mark. Moreover, since a hostilepublic opinion mightlead to legislative
intervention, his choice mustnot besuch as tooutrage the
popuhr sense of justice. Thus, he will not distinguish and
bring together entirely new groups, but will make use of
distinctionsalreadygiven in nature.Noristhis
alL For in
mme circumstances the condition of non-transferability holds
good, not generally, but only ~ E Ihetween certain markets, which
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are constitutedindependently
of the monopolist’s volition.
Thus, the existence of an import tariff or of hightransport
to allparts of his country’s frontier-a
chargesonimports
condition easiest to realisewhen that country is an islandmay make it possible for a seller to charge a lower price for
his goods abroad than a t home without the risk of inviting the
return and resale of his exports. Clearly, therefore, a monopolist
cannot hope to find a series of sub-markets that conforms to
his ideal altogether, but he may find one in which only a comparatively small number of the demand prices embraced in the
first sub-market arelower than the highest demand price of the
second sub-market, and so on throughout all the sub-markets.
9 8. I now pass to an analysis of consequences, and, as in
the preceding chapter, I shall begin with monopolised industries
to which entry can be restricted. The analysis, to be complete,
life, the
would needto take account of the fact that, in real
demand of one purchaser for any rth unit of a commodity is
sometimw, inpart, dependent upon the price a t which this
commodity is being sold to other purchasers.’ Whenmarkets
areinterdependentinthis
way, the issue is complicated, but
the broad rmults, though rendered less certain, are not,it would
appear,substantially altered.Consequently
inthe following
pages I shall assume that the quantity demanded in each submarket dependsonly on the price ruling in that sub-market.
This procedure enablesresort to behad to the same general
method that has been pursued hitherto.
9. As alreadyexplained,practical interest centres upon
monopoly plus discrimination of the third degree. But, before
studying this, we may, with advantage,glance at the simpler
problem presented by the two higher forms of discrimination.
It is easily seen that, in iadusts-ies in which the rates of
ehange in supply price from the s t a d p i n t of the industry are
identical with the rates of c h q e from the standpoint of th,e
tmmmwnity, under monopoly plw discrimination of the first
degree, it will alwayspay the monopolist to make the ideal
amount of investmentandto produce the idealoutput.This
conditions
of constant
supply
price,
impliea that, under
monopoly pZw discrimination of the firat degree wiU make
Of. a&, Pert 11. Ch. XI. 5 13.
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the nationaldividend the same assimple competition would
have made it. Under conditions of decreasing and of increasing
supply price it will alwaysimprove on the result of simple
competition. Theextent to which it improves on it will be
measured by the extent to which the output proper to simple
Thls is evidently
competition differs from the idealoutput.
greater,the more elastic isthe demand for the commodity
producedby
theindustryandthe
more markedlythe condirection from those
ditions of the industry depart in either
of constantsupplyprice.Finally,
it should beobserved that,
when conditions of decreasing supply price prevail, monopoly
plws discrimination of the first degree may increase the size of
the nationaldividend in a more special way. It may bring
about a considerable amount of socially desirable investment in
an industry, in which, under a rdgime of simple competition, it
would not have been to anybody’s interest to make any investment at alL . It is shown in Appendix 111. that this result is
most likely to be realised (1)if, other things being equal, supply
price decreases sharply, in such wise that a smallincrease
of output involves alargefall
insupplyprice per unit,and
(2) if, other things being equal, the demand for the commodity
or service is elastic till fairly low price levels have been reached.’
9 10. In indutries where therates of change of supply
price from the standpoint of the industry andof the community
are slightly morecomplicated.
As
arenotidentical,matters
was shown in Chapter XI.
6-8, we areentitledto
presume
that the rate of change from the standpoint of the community
or alargerpositive
will, in general,beasmallernegative
quantitythantherate
from theotherstandpoint.
It can be
inferred that the output proper to discriminating monopoly of
the first degree will be less than the ideal output. In industries
of decrming supply price from the standpoint of the industry,
it will be greater than the output proper to simple competition,
and,therefore,nearer
thanthatoutputtothe
idealoutput.
I n industries of increasing supply price from the standpoint of
the industry, it will be less than the output proper
to simple
competition. Buttheoutput
proper to simplecompetition
may inthis
case be greaterthantheidealoutput.
It is,
Cf. Appendix 111. 0 26.
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therefore, possible thattheoutput
propertodiscriminating
monopoly of the first degreemay be further than the output
proper tosimplecompetition
from the ideal output. Since,
however, as wasobserved in Chapter XVI. § 2, monopolistic
actionis chiefly to be expected in industries of decreasing
supply price, this possibility is of small importance.
9 11. It is readilyseen thatthe effects of monopoly
plus discrimination of the second degree approximate towards
those of monopoly plus discrimination of the first degree, as
thenumber of different prices, which it is possible for the
monopolist to charge, increases; just as the area of a polygon
inscribed in a circle approximates to the area of the circle as
the number of its sides increases. Let us call theoutput
proper to discrimination of the first degree, that is to say, the
idealoutput, a. Then monopoly of the seconddegreewould
lead to an output less than a, but approaching more nearly
towards it the larger is thenumber
of the different price
groupswhich the monopolist is abletodistinguish;andthe
value of the marginal social net product of resources invested
in our industry would, in like manner, approach more nearly
towardsequalitywiththevalue
of the marginal social net
producta in general, the larger is this number.
12. The study of monopoly plus discrimination of the
third degree is morecomplicated than that of either of the
two higher forms. I n the discussion of these we have been
able to make use of asimplerelation between the aggregate
output whichcomes about in variouscircumstances and the
According as
output which I have called the idealoutput.
actual output exceeds, falls short of, or is equal to the ideal
output, we could conclude that the value of the marginal socia1
net product of resources invested in our industry falls short
of, exceeds, or is equal to the value of the marginal soaid
But,under
monopoly
net product of resources i n g e n e d
piw discrimination of the third degree, the relationbetween
actualoutputand
ideal output no
longer
mffices for a
criterion.The
reason is thab, when a demandrepresented
by a demandprice p is satisfied, it isnot neceaaary, &B it
haa been necessary so far, that all the demandsrepresented
by demand prices greaterthan p shall have been satisfied.
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On the contrary, the monopolist may, in one market, be
satisfying all demandsrepresentedbydemand
prices higher
is refusingtosatisfy
than p , while, inanothermarket,he
any demands whose demand prices fallshort of ( p h). It
follows that the resources invested intheindustryfallinto
a number of different parts, in each of which the value of the
marginal social net product is different. Consequently, we
have no longer to ask how the value of t,he marginal social
net product of resources invested in the industry isrelated
to the value of the marginal social net product of resources
in general, but how the various values of marginal social net
eaeh of the s e w a l
products of resources invested to cater for
ntaTkets of the industry arerelated
tothat standard. Our
ideal output ceases to be single
a
output of the whole
sold
industry,and
becomes a number of separateoutputs
in separatemarkets.
A given output of the whole industry
may be broken up in different waysamongthesemarkets,
and the system of values of marginal social net products will
be different according to the way in which it is, in fact,
broken up. Hence a study of the effect whichmonopoly plus
discrimination of thethird
degree produces
upon
output
is only a first step to a study of the effectwhich it produces,
as compared with that which simple monopoly andsimple
competitionrespectively produce,upon the relationbetween
the values of marginal social net products in different
parta of theindustrial
field. Nevertheless, it is well that
To facilitate it,let
us
such a study
should
be
made.
suppose thatthe
demands for theproduct
of anindustry
can be broken upinto
twomarkets
A and B, between
is feasible ; and let UB ask, first,
whichpricediscrimination
whetheroutputunderdiscriminating
monopoly of thethird
degree will be absolutely greater or smaller than output under
simple monopoly and simple competition respectively.
Ej 13. To compare theoutput proper to discriminating
monopoly of thethird
degree with that proper to simple
monopoly,we
mayconvenientlydistinguish
threeprincipal
caaes. First,letthe
conditions be suchthat,undersimple
monopoly, some of the commodity, in which we are interested,
would be consumed in both A and B. In these
conditions

+
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there is no adequate ground for expecting either that output
under discriminating monopoly of the third de,pe will exceed,
or that it will fall short of, output under simple monopoly; if
the curves of demand and supply are straight
lines, the two
outputs will be equal.'Secondly,
letthe conditions be such
that, undersimple monopoly,some of the commodity would
have been consumed in A, but none in B. I n these conditions
it is impossible that the introduction of discriminating power
On thecontrary, if there
shouldlead to diminishedoutput.
is anysubstantial demand in B, it must lead to increased
output Theamount of the increase will be specially great
if the demand in B is elastic, and if the commodity obeys the
law of decreasing supply price (simpliciter). These conditions
are ofteu fulfilled among Eartels selling regularly a.t specially
low ratesinmarkets,
foreign andother,
where theyare
exposed to competition. Aninterestingpracticalinferenceis
the law of
that, if a commodity,whoseproductionobeys
decreasing supply price, is monopolised, it is to the interest of
the consumers inthe
producingcountry
thatthe Governmeutshould
allow the monopolist tomakesalesabroad
at
lower prices than at home, rather than that, while still permitting monopoly, it should forbid this discrimination.This
inference cannot be upset by reference to the moreadvanced
industries
that
use the commodity as raw
amaterial,
there,
because the sales abroad, being at market prices
"prices which the monopolistic exportscannotinordinary
circumstances sensiblyaffect-do not enable foreign users to get
it appreciably more cheaply thanthey couldbefore.
Finally,
let the conditions be such that, under Bimple monopoly, none
of the commodity wouldhave been consumed i n either A or
B. In theseconditions it is obviously impossible thatthe
introduction of discriminating power should lead to diminished
output. It is possible that it maylead to increased output.
The condition for this is the same as the condition, mentioned
in the next paragraph, that enablesdiscriminating monopoly
of thethird
degree to yield eome output, though eimple
mompetition would yield none.
14. We have now to compare the output proper to
Of. Appendix 111.8 28.
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discriminating monopoly of the third degree with that proper
tosimplecompetition.
Under conditions of constantand of
increasing supply price itis
obviouslyimpossible
for discriminating monopoly of any degree tomakeoutputgreater
than it would be undersimplecompetition.Discriminating
monopoly of thethird degree must make it smaller than it
wouldbe under that system.When,
however, conditions of
decreasing supply price prevail, the question is more complex.
It has beenproved in an earlier section that,inthatevent,
monopoly plus discrimination of the first degree must raise
output above thequantitypropertosimple
competition.
Furthermore, it isevident that discrimination of thethird
degree approximates towards discrimination of the first degree
as the number of markets into which denlands can be divided
approximatetowardsthenumber
of units for which any
demand exists. Hence it fullows that, under decreasing supply
price, monopoly plus discrimination of the third degree may
raise output above the competitive amount, and is more likely
to do this the more numerous are the markets between which
but not, of course,
discrimination can be made.Sometimes,
eo frequentlyaswithdiscrimination
of the first degree, discriminating monopoly of thethird degree will evolvesome
output wheresimplecompetition
would have evolvednone.
In view, however, of the limitation, which practical considerations impose, alikeupon the number of mwkets that can be
formed, and upon the monopolist’sfreedom to make upthe
in the way mostadvantageous
to him, it
severalmarkets
appeam, on the whole,exceedingly
improbable that,inan
industry selected at random, monopoly plm discrimination of
thethird degree willyield anoutput &s large aa would be
yielded by simple competition.
5 15. In the preceding paragraphs we havecompared
the absolute amount of output under discriminating monopoly
of thethird degreewith the absoluteamountundersimple
monopoly and eimple competition
respectively.
The
next
step ie to compare the meaaure of approximation towards the
is attainedunderthese
different systems.
idealoutputthat
What has been mid enabla us to conclude broadly that,
whatever law of upp ply prim prevaih, discriminating monopoly
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of the third degree is likely to yield an output nearer to the
ideal output than simple monopoly yields ; but that it is not
to it than simple con]likely to yield anoutputnearer
petition yields. When, however, the conditions are
such
a zero output),
that (1) there is an ideal output(otherthan
(2) simple competition yields no output, and (3) discriminatiug
monopoly of the third degree yields some output, this output
must benearer to t h e idealoutputthanthe
zero output of
simple competition.
5 16. I now return to the coqsiderations suggested in
8 12. It was therepointed outthatthe measure of correspondence between the actual aggregate output of an industry
andthe ideal output is not, when discriminating monopoly
of the third degree is in question, the decisive index that it
is in othercircumstances.
Suppose, for example, that discriminating monopoly of this degree bringsaboutan
output
closer tothe
ideal outputthaneither
simple monopoly or
simplecompetition would bringabout.
We cannotinfer from
this thatthe value of the marginal social netproduct
of
resources employed intheindustry is broughtnearerto
the
value of marginalsocial net products in general. For there
is no longer any such thing as the value of the marginal social
There
net product of resources en~ployedintheindustry.
are different values of marginal social net product in different
of the marginal social
portious of the industry.Thevalue
netproduct of resources that serve the needs of low-priced
of the marginal social net
markets is smallerthanthevalue
high-priced
markets.
Hence,
product of those that serve
even when, in anyindustry,discriminating
monopoly makes
aggregate output morenearly
conformable toideal
output
than simple monopoly or simple competition would do, it does
not follow that it will iuvolve greater equality between the
valuea of marginal social netproduck
over industry 813 a
we
stop at this negative result. It can
whole. Nor need
be Bhown, further, that the establishment in any industry of a
given output associated with discriminating prices is likely to
conduce less towardsequalityamongthe
valuea of marginal
social net products 89 a whole than the establishment of the
For let the
same output
wociated
with
uniform
prices.
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value of the marginal social net product of resources in general
be P ; andletthequantity
of resources iuvested in our industry be such that, if the product is sold at the sameprice
in all markets, the value of the marginal social net product of
the resources employed to supply each of then1 will be equal
to p. Then, if this same quantity of resourceB isinvested
in the industry,buttheproductis
sold at ahigherprice
in
some markets than in others, the value of the marginal social
net product of the resources utilised for thehigher-priced
markets will be greaterthan p , and that of the resources
utilised for the lower-priced markets will be less than p. This
(our measure of
implies thatthe
mean square
deviation
inequality) of thesevariousvalues
from P islikelytobe
greater than it would have been if all of them had stood at p .
Hence the probability that discriminating rnonopoly of the
third degree will bemore favourabletoequality
among the
values of marginal social netproducts than simple monopoly
or simple competition is less than the probability that it will
bemore favourable thantheyaretothe
production of the
idealoutput.Theprobability
that it will bemore favourable
than they are to the national
dividend is, therefore, also less
than that probability.
§ 17. So far we have supposed that discriminating monopoly
is coupled with power to restrict the entry to the rnonopolised
is
not satisfied, reasoning
industry. When this condition
analogous to that employed atthe
close of the preceding
be attractedinto
chapter ia applicable. Resources tendto
the industry till the point is reached a t which the expectation
of earnings thereisequal
to that ruling elsewhere. So long
as monopoly prices are maintained, this means that a considerablepart of the resources so attracted is standingidleand
is yielding no netproduct whatever. It is evident, therefore,
thatthe nationaldividend suffers morefrom
discriminating
monopoly withoutrestriction of entry than it does from discriminating monopoly plus restriction of entry.But,aswith
simple monopoly, so also here, it may, nevertheless, be
desirable that restrictionshonld
be forbidden, because, when
it is absent,there is a better chance that the entrenchments
of monopolistic power will ultimately be broken down.
U
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CHAPTER X V I I I
THE SPECIAL
PROBLEM

OF RAILWAY
RATES

8

1. THE discussion of the preceding cl~apterhas necessarily
h e n somewhat abstract. It has, however, practical applications
of verygreatimportance
i n connection withthe problem of
arranging the charges to be made for such things as water, gas,
and electricity, wl~enthese conlmodities are supplied to different
groups of consumers or for different purposes. Still greater
it inconnectionwith
therates chargeinterestattachesto
able by railway companies. Considerable
controversy has taken
place between those whohold
that theseratesshould
be
based on “ the cost of service principle ” and those who would
base them on the “ value of service principle.”
The cost of
service principle ” is, in effect, the simple competition discussed
in Chapter XI. : the value of service principle ” is discriminating monopoly of thethird degree. I n thelight of what has
been said, the issue between them caube clearly set out ; and
it will, inthe
presentchapter, be examined. We haveno
concern with the circumstance, explained in Chapter X‘VI.,that,
in certain conditions, arailway with power to discriminate
mFy find it profitable, as a tempoyary measure, to-charge exceptionally low rates for transport betweencertain places or
for certain selected commodities, with a view to building up a
this
newdemand ; nor yet with the related circumstance that
policy, if the demand is reallya new one, and not merely a
has been supplanted, may
be
substitute for another
that.
‘I

1 It is interesting to note that the problem of howretail
shops should
distribute their charges for the act of retailing over the variouscommoditiea
is very closely analogous to the problem of railway chargee.
thattheysell
Among retail shops, however, there is the additional complication that a retailer
is sometimesable to obtain ageneraladvertisement
for hie shop byselling
particular well-known goods practirally free 6f retailer’s profit.
2B0
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more advantageous to economic welfare, if not to the national
it
dividend,’ than anything which simple competition-unless
weremodifiedby
asystem of State bounties-could
evolve.
These matters call for no fnrther investigation here. Leaving
them aside, I propose toexhibitthe
meaning, in concrete
form, of the cost of service principle-or
simple competition
-andof
thevalue of service principle-or
discriminating
monopoly of the third degree,-and
to compare their respective
consequences.
5 2. It isgenerally agreed that, except in so farasthe
transport services sold to one set of purchasers are “ supplied
jointly” withthose
sold toanotherset,simplecompetition
would tendtobringaboutasystem
of uniformratesper
ton-mile for similar services.’ For these services the level
of the uniform rate wouldbe
such thatthe demandprice
andthesupply
price would coincide; and, when the service
of railway transport was sold in ‘conjunction with some other
service, suchascartage
or packing, anappropriateaddition
be
would be made tothe charge. Thisgeneralanalysiscan
briefly developed as follows.
rate, to
First,theactual
level of the uniformmileage
which simple
competition
would lead on any
particular
railway, will depend on the circumstances and position of the
railway. Ceteris paribus, specially
a
high
rate would
be
appropriate if the routelaythroughdistrictswhere,aswith
mountainrailways,
the engineering costs of makingaline
are specially great, or where the traffic is very irregular from
Cf. ade, Part 11. Chapter 111. 0 4, footnote.
It is, indeed,sometimesmaintained
thatthis
“simplecompetition ” is defined to includecomplete
1

will
only
happen
if
transferability of the
things that are sold among customers, and it is pointed out t h a t competition,
apart from this condition,has provedcompatiblewithdiscriminatingcharges
for servicessold to ditferentsets of persons byshipping com’paniesand by
retailera ; different sorts of cargoes are carried a t different rates, and the absolute
charge for retailing work is diflerent in regard to different articles.
(Cf, G . P.
Watkins, I‘ The Theory of Differential Bstes,” @uartcrZyJournal of Economies,
1916, pp. 693-5.) Reflection, however, ehow8 that, whencompetitionreally
prevails,seller A mustalways endenvourtoundereellseller
B byoffering to
aerve B’Ebetter-paying customers at a rate slightly legs than B is charging, and
thatthis process must eventually level a11 rates. Theexplanation
of the
discriminations cited aboveis, not theabsence of complete transferability, but the
fact thatcwtomandtacit
underatandingaintroduceanelement
of monopolietic action.
2
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one time to another ; because, in these conditions, the supply
prices of allquantities of transportation along therouteare
specially high. In likemanuer, cete?-is paribus, aspecially
laythrough
highrate
would
be
appropriate if theroute
sparsely populated regions where little traffic can be obtained,
or through regions where the configuration of thecountry
renders water trailsport
readily
a
available
substitute
for
land transport for certain classes of commoditiesbetween the
ternlinals ; because, in these conditions, the demand schedule
is specially low, and the supply conforms to conditions of decreasing supply price ; the expensesinvolved in building and
working a railway adapted for a small amount of traffic being
proportionatelygreater than thoseinvolved in the production
of‘ transport service on alarge
scale. It is, no donbt, in
r,ecognition of these consideratiotls that the nzcwima, imposed
intheBritishparliamentaryfreight
classification, are made
different for different lines, though the classification itself
is, of course, the same for all of them.
Secondly, departures from the uniform mileage rate would
in so faras
buyers of a
occur undersimplecompetition,
require,
along with
this,
other
ton-mile of transportation
incidental services involving expense.
The
adjustments
needed areexactly
analogous to theadjustmeutsmadein
the price of plaincottoncloth
delivered c.i.f. tobuyers who
seat
of manufacture.
live a t different distances from the
Thusratesshould
be comparatively low for the transport
of any class of goods,when the method of packingadopted
is convenient to the railway. It is more costly,otherthings
beingequal, to carrysmallconsignments than large. “ Sn~all
consignments mean to arailwaythreedistinctmurces
of
aeriow additional expense : separatecollectionanddelivery
;
separatehandling, invoicing, accounting, etc., at the terminal
stations ; and bad loading inthe
railway ~ a g g o n s . ” ~It
is, therefore, proper that,
in
the
British
parliamentary
classification, goods,
which
are placed in class A-the
cheapest claw-when
loaded in lots of 4 tons, are raised
to class B when despatched in loads of between 2 and 4
Cf. Williams, Eeonarnics qf RaaiEpuay TTaqmrt, p. 212.
Acworth, Elamnh ofh’ai&q Eccnunnics, p. 120.

’
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tons,and to class C whendespatchedinloads
of less than
2 tons. On a like principle, it isproper that Englishrailway
companies
should
voluntarily
make
arrangenrents,
under
a class lower thanthe
whichcertain
goods areputinto
parliamentary classification requires, on condition thatthey
are loaded in certain quantities or packed incertain ways.
Further, when the method of packing is given, it isproper
that rates per ton should vary with conditions that affect the
explosivecost of handling,such as bulk,fragility,liquidity,
so o n ; and also withthe
speed and
ness, structureand
regnlaIity of the service required.’ This
point
is
clearly
broughtoutin
one of the decisions of theUnitedStates
RailwayCommissioners.
They declared : “ Relativelyhigher
rates on strawberries appear to be justified by the exceptional
theirtransportation.
character of the serviceconnectedwith
This exceptiolral service is necessitated by the highlyperishablecharacter of the traffic, requiringrefrigeration en route,
rapidtransit, specially provided trains,andprompt
delivery
at destination.Thereisalsoinvolved
in thisservice extra
the
trouble in handling at receiving anddeliveringpoints,
‘ drilling’ of cars in a train, reduction of length of trains to
secure celerity of movement, partially loaded cars, the return
of cars
empty,
and,
perhaps,
other
similar
incidsntrrls.”
the
rate
for carrying from A
Finally, it is proper that
to B goods that are to go forward to C on the sameline
should, in general, be less than the rate for so carrying goods
destined for consumption at B. I n so farasterminalcbarges
are paid for inthe
rate,thisis
obvious, because,
on
the
former class of goods, terminal
charges
at
B are saved
altogether. Evenapart from terminals, however, the journey
of a longer journey,isless
costly
from A to B, asapart
than the samejourneyundertaken as an isolated whole. The
reason is that, roughlyspeaking, theinterval of idleness for
engines and plant, following upon any journey, involves a cost
properly attributabletothatjourney,andthelength
of the
of the journey which
interval does notvarywiththelength
it follows. Thus, “ long
hauls
get
more
mileage
out of
e

1 Of. Hainea, Rmtrietiue Railway Legislation, p. 148.
Quurter2y Jmmal o ~ E e o n o m i c s November
,
1910, p. 47.

I
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engines, waggons, train-staff, etc., than anumber
of short
hauls, necessarily withwaitsbetween;enginesand
waggons
are better loaded, and the line is more continuously utilised.”
This considerationpoints to someform of taperingrate for
the service of carriage, apart fromterminal
charges. The
English(pre-war) cl~sificationof merchandise rates accepts
this. It providesforone maximumton-mile rate for the first
20 miles, a lower maximum tor thenext
30 miles, a still
loweroue for theuext 50 miles, and the lowest of all for
further distances.
This
scale does not
include
terminal
charges, which are fixed independently of distance.’
Thirdly, attention must be called to the fact that services,
though
physically
similar,
are not necessarily similar
in
rendered at different times
respect of cost when theyare
or seaeons of the year. This consideration is in practice
of electricity. In
chiefly important as regards thesupply
order that it may be possible to provide the current required
of equipment
at “ the peak of the load,” alargequantity
must be erectedadditional
to what would be required if
Let
there were nohours or seasons of exceptionaldemand.
us suppose thatduring one-fifth of thetime 2 million units
of the
time
per hour
are
wanted
and
during
the
rest
1+ miuionunits,and
that,in
consequence, theequipment
1Q million units
costs 8 times what i t would havedonehad
been required always. Thenthe real cost of the peak-load
current, so far tm it depends on cost of equipment,can be
equipment
cost of producing
calculated as follows : the
the units needed in the aggregate of off-peak times is Q times
aths (ie. @hs) of the total equipment cost, and the equipment
cost of producing the units needed in peak times is 4 times,
Qths of the total equipment cost,plw the
whole of of that cost,
ie. @hs of the whole. That is, the Goat of providing 2 million
units at the peak is equal to Qrds that of providing 6 rrlillion
units off the peak : or, in other words, the equipment cost (apart
from primecost) of peak-load service is twice as much per
unit as the equipment cost of normal service. This shows that
simple competition, or the cost of serviceprinciple,involves

4

Acworth, EZemmkqf R a i l m y lfwnornh,
footnote, pp. 12L-3.
2 Cf. Msrriott, The Fixing of &&a
a& F a m , p. 81.
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differentchargesforelectricityaupplied
a t different times.
Thesame
thing obviouslyholdsgood
of telephoneservice
to speak of hotel and lodging-house
andcable service-not
specially for seasonal visitors.
service in places thatcater
In industries, the product of which can be stored in
slack times, and where, therefore, the equipment can
be
adjusted to produce continuously the average output
demanded,these differences shouldnot exceed the cost and
the loss of interest involved in storage. Railways,however,
of passenger transport,aredirectly
ab leastinthematter
akintoelectricity
concerns, in that theyprovideaservice
which must be produced atthetimethat
it is supplied.
Consequently, the cost of service principle wouldseem
to
warrant higherfares for travel at busy s w o n s and at busy
hours of the day than are charged at other times. Differential
charges of thischaracterarenot,
of course, exactlyadjusted.
Indeed, as a matter of fact, it so happens that, for other
reasons, it is just for the most crowded parts of the day and
week that
the
cheapest
tickets
(workmen’s tickets
and
week-end tickets)are issued. In a concealedform,however,
differentialcharges of thistype do exist : for, when aman
London Tube at 5 o’clock
travelling m a straphangerinthe
in the evening pays the same absolute price as hedoes when
travelling in comfort a t 3 o’clock, he is paying that price for a
differentandmuchinferior
service. There is just asreal
adifferentiationas
there wouldbe if hetravelledinequal
paid a considerably higher
comfort on bothjourneysand
fare a t the crowded time.
Lastly, the cost of service principlein some conditions
t o peoplewhose
purchases
leads logically to lowercharges
are oontinuous than to those who buyintermittently.One
reason for this is that man
a takingcontinuousservice
cannotcontributetothepeakiness
of a peak load, whereas
one taking intermittent service is likely, in some degree, to
do this.Hence,
if it is impracticable to chargediflerential
aa between peak and of€-peak service, this
ratesdireetly
indirectly
by differentiation
may sometimes be attempted
betweencontinuous andintermittent services. The device is
animperfect
one, because a consumer, whose demand is

.
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intermittent but wholly off-peak, involveslesscost
than one
In practice this
type
of
whose demand
continuous.
is
differentiation is found only in industries where special equipment has to be laid down to enable the service to be supplied
tothe various customersseverally.
Obviously, if this equipment is used rarely,agreatersum
will haveto be charged
for each act of service than if it is used frequently.If
be made by exactinga lump charge,
desired,adjustmentcan
or an annual rent, for the installation of the equipment and,
thereafter,chargingthe
same rateto everybodyper
unit of
service obtained through it. This is, broadly, the plan in vogue
with telephones. When, however, for any reason thisplanis
not followed, and the whole charge is levied through the price
of the service, the cost of service principlenecessarilyleads
to overt differentiation against customers whose individual load
factor is small. But this consideration has nodirectapplication to railwayrates,
since, apart from specialsidingsfor
which direct charges are made, railways do not provide equipment specialised to the service of particular customers.
5 3. Theresults so farobtained are only valid in so far
as transport services sold to differentgroups of purchasers
arenotjointly supplied. If theyarejointly supplied,simple
competition, or the cost of serviceprinciple, would nolonger
in~plythat, subject
to
the
reservations
of the preceding
section, all ton-miles of transportationmust be sold atthe
imply
this
any
more than it
same price. It would not
implies that apound of beef and a pound of hides must be
sold at the same price. For, when two or morecommodities
or services arethejointresult
of asingle proceas, in such
wise that one of them cannot beprovided withoutfacilitatingthe
provision of the other,simplecompetition
evolves,
not identical prices per pound (or other
unit)
of the
various products, but prices so adjusted to demand that
the whole output of all of them is carried off. Thus, if
the transport of twocommodities A and B, or the transport
of commodity A for two purposes X and Y, were joint
for them
products,
simple
competition
might
well
evolve
different rates per ton-mile. It is, therefore, of great importance to determine how far the various services provided
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byrailwaycompanies
are in fact jointproducts in the sense
defined above.
§ 4. Manywriters of authority maintain that joint costs
playadomillalit
part in theindustry of railwaytransportation.
They
believe that
the
transport
of coal and
the
trausport of copperalong
a railwayfrom
anypoint
A to
any point E are essentially and fundamentally joint products ;
andthatthe
samethiugistrue
of thetransport
from A
to B of commodities to beconsumed at B andthetransport
C.
from A to B of commodities to be carriedforwardto
Thisargumentis
developedbyProfessor
Taussig as follows.
First,he observes : “Whenever a very large fixed plantis
used, not for asingle purpose, but for varied purposes, the
Further : Thelabour
iufluence of joint cost assertsitself.”
which built the milway-or, to put the same thing in other
words, thecapital
which issunkinit-seems
equally to
aid incarryingoneveryitem
of traffic. . . . Not only the
fixed capital of a railway, bnt a very large part, in fact much
the largest part, of the operating expenses, represents outlay,
notseparate
for each item of traffic, but common to the
whole OF it or togreat
groups of it..”
The
existence
of
is not, in
large
a
mass of common supplementary
costs
Professor Taussig’sview,by
itself sufficient to bring joint
supplyintoaction.Forthat
it is essential thattheplant
be used for v a d ~ U T ~ S ~ Thus
S .
he writes : “ Where a
large plant is used for producing one homogeneous commodity
peculiareffects
“say steelrails or plaincotton cloth-the
of joint cost cannot, of course, appear.”
Further,
he
is
willing to admit that the transport of tons of different things
andthetransport
of the same thing for diflerent purposes
from A to B do constitute, in o m sense, a single homogeneous
commodity, on precisely the =me footing as plaincotton
cloth.Thefact
that some “carrying of tons” is sold to
copper merchants and some to coal merchants does not imply
that two different services are being provided, any more than
the fact that some plain cotton cloth is sold to one purchaser
I‘

Principles of Economies, vol. i. p. 221. Cf. also vol. ii. p. 369.
Taussig, “Theory of Railway Rates,” iu Ripley’s Rai2zwy ProbZenM,
pp. 128-9.
a Principles of Axmmmiee, voL i. p. 221.
1

2
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and someis sold to another implies that two different commodities are beingprovided.
He holds,however, t l ~ a tthese
different transports,though
homogeneous in one sense, are
not homogeneons iuthe sense important for the purpose
, in hand-namely
as regards the conditions of danmnd.”
Thushisessential
contention is that, when a commodity, in
the production o€ which supplemeutarygeueral
costs play
a largepart,issupplied,not
to different people in a single
unified market, butin a number of separated maxkets, the
provision to one market is supplied jointly with the
provision
to the othermarkets, in snch wise that simple competition
might be expected to evolve a system of divergent prices.
Now, whether or not the term joint products should be
used of services related in the way that Professor Taussig is
contemplating is, of course, a verbal question : butwhether
these services are joint products in such wise that simple competition n q h t be ezpected to evolve a system of dioergent prices
is a real question. I n my view, the conjunction of large common
supplementary costs with separation between themarkets
to which their yield is supplied does not make railway services
joiut products in this-the
only significant-sense.
I n order
that they may be joint producta, it isfurther necessary, not
so on may
merely that additionalinvestment
inplantand
be used alternatively to facilitate the supply
to either nlnrket,,
but
that
such
additional
investment
cannot
be
used
to
the
facilitatethe supply t o one marketwithoutfacilitating
supply to the other, Thepointmay be illustrated as follows.
When cotton goods are provided for two disliuct and isolated
markets, thecosts of furnishing these different marketsare,
m m n : for they consist, to a large extent,
ingreatpart,
of the supplementary expenses of the cotton industry, which
cannot be allocated specifically to the goods destined for the
different markets. A given addition to investment does not,,
however, necessarily add anything to t,he output available
for each of thetwo markets. If, before it occurred, the first
market received x units of cotton and the second y units, after
it has occurred theextra
cottonmay
be divided between
them, or it may go wholly to the first, or wholly to the
“

QuurterZg JoulrmE of

2Zwwm&,

1913, p. 381.
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second. When, however, cotton fibre and cotton seed are
provided for two distinctand isolated markets by one a t ~ d
the same process, a given addition to investment does
necessarily addsomething
totheoutpnt
available for each
of the two markets. I n thelatter case it is easily seen that
simple competition will, in general, lead to divergent prices.
In the formercase,however, it will not do this. For, if there
art? number of competing sellers
supplyingtransportation,
or anything else, to several markets with separatedemand
schedules, and if the price in one of these markets is higher
oE each
thanin
another, it is necessarily totheiuterest
individualseller
totransferhis
offer of service from the
lower-priced market tothe
higher-priced market;andthis
process must tend ultimately to bring the prices in the different
markets to a uniforn~level. This result, when c o d i t i o n s of
simple competition prevail, obviously holds good independently
of the questionwhether
or not the comnlodity or service
under discussion is one inthe production of which supplementary costs are
large
relatively
to prime costs. Hence
Professor Taussig's argument
caqnot
be accepted.
Joint
supply,inthe
sense in which we are here using theterm,
does not prevail in the industry of railway transport in that
fundamental and general way that he supposes it to do?
On the generalsubject of the relation of the concept of joint costs to
railwayservice,
of. adiacuasionbetweenProfessorTauasigand
the present
writerinthe
&umrteerZy Journal of Erolunnies for May and -4ugust 1913.
Two further points should be added.
First, it is sometimesmaintained that the concept of joint coats, inthe
sense migned to it inthe text, is applicablewhereonlyone
sort of commodity is produced, provided that the unitsof process, by which the commodity
is made, arelargerelatively to the units of commodity.When,
for instance,
the marginal unit of p r o m produces 100 units of product, i t may be argued
that 100 unit5 must yield a price sufficient t o remunerate one unitof p r m s , but
that it is immaterial to the suppliers by what combination of individual prices
the wgregate price of 100 units ia made up. This suggestion,however, when
gtaled in the abow g-1
fcrrm, ignores the fact that 100 units of product can he
removed, not only by abstracting one unit from the fruit of each of a hundred
units of process, but also by abolishing one unit of procass, and that, under free
competition, if any u
n
t
s
i of product were refused a price as high aa +
r$h
part
of the .supply price of a unit of p-,
this latter method of abstraction would
naturally be employed. This shows that phyaioally identical products, yielded
by the same p m m at
~ the aame t i m e , are not, ingemend, joint produds in any
-me, even though the marginal unit of t h e proeesa of production ia large. But
this reply ie not relevant, andthe concept of joint supply cannot
be ruled
oat, when the ntunber of units of proceas that are actually being provided

-_
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5. Atthe
sametime
it should be clearly recognised
that, inthe
services rendered by railway companies, joint
is conspicuously true as
supply does play some part.This
betweentransportation
from A to B andtransportationin
the reverse direction from €3 to A. The organisation of a
a
company, requires that
railway,
like
that of steamship
vehicles running from A to B shall subsequently return from
B to A. Theaddition of a million pounds to the expenditure
on moving vehicles necessarily increasesboth
the number
of movements of vehicles from A to B and thenumber of
movements from B to A. Thisimplies
true jointness. It
follows that competitive
a
system
of railway or shipping
rates would not, in general,make
the vehicle charges the
same for journeys from A to B and from B to A, butthe
direction, for which the demand was higher, wouldbe charged
is, of course, the reason why outward
ahigherrate.This
is the minimumnumber t h a t i t is practicable to provide so long as any are
provided. In these
circumstances
there is nothing incompatible
with
the
analysis of thetextin
regarding the resultantunits of productasjointly
supplied.
The
costs of constructing through any region the l e u t expensive
railway that it is possible to construct a t all are joint costs of all the various
items of servicerenderedby the railway. It is possiblebyfollowing this line
of analysis to reach the results obtained by the different line of analysis to be
followed in 5 8. In the specialproblem of theleast expensiverailway that
i t is possible to construct a t all, the two linesareequallyadmissible.
(Cf.
&PlarlerLy JmrwZ of Eanwmiw, August 1913, p. 688.) Since, however, analysis
by way of j o i n t s ~ p p lisy only applicable in a single and peculiar type of problem,
whereas analysis by way of discriminating monopoly, to be adopted in the text,
is applicable to all problems, the latter method should be given preference.
Secondly, the concept of joint supply can, if desired, be applied to the same
services rendered a t different timea by the same fixcd plant. Thus the services
of railways for uight travelling and day travelling may
be called joint, and
different r&s advocatedon that ground. This consideration is especially important with electricity rates.
It justifies differentiation of a form designed to
c a ~ 0y% nearly equal supplies throughout the day or year. The same result can
be obtained on a diKerent route if we regard the services supplied at the two
timea a8 being the same Bervice but subject to varying demanda The point
of
distinction, as agaimt a railway carrying different things at the same time, is that
the railway can be adjusted to carry any quantity of things, 80 that to carry
A does not involve power tr, carry B ; but a railway fitted to carry A in the
day cannot be provided except in a form that gives power to carry A also a t
uight. Thedistinctionwould,
of courae, losemost of ita significance if the
cap~trrl equipment were expected to maintain ita full valne over a c
a
n
e
i
e
jd prid
of use and not over a detined period of time ; for then lees night use now would
makepossiblemore
day use later on. But in fact plant hrgely weara out
&out$
time independently of uee ; e.9. rails and ties deteriorate with weather
(cf. Watkins, EZec$mid Rate8, p. Z03>,and also tend to become obeolete.
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freights from Englandare gelrerally low, relatively to inward
freights, for commodities of similar value. Ourimports being
largely food andrawmaterials,
and ourexports,apart
from
coal, mainly finished manufactures, the former naturally make
for shipping accommodation. If it were
agreaterdemand
not for our coal exports, the disparity would be much greater
thetransport of
than it is. There is asimilarrelationin
goods-though
not of passengers-between
eastward and
; because ‘‘ those who
westward travelintheUnitedStates
supply
the
world with food and
raw
materials
dispose
of much moretonnage thanthey purchase.”
Thiselement
of jointnessis, however, of comparativelysmallimportance.
Contrary
to
the general opinion of writers on railway
economics, the services providedbyrailway
‘companiesare,
in
the
main, not
jointly
supplied.
Hence,
the
conclusion
emerges that, subjectto
the reservationsset
out in 9 2,
simple competition
would,
in general, evolve system
a
of
equal ton-mileage rates for all commodities, whatevertheir
character, andwhethertheyare
to beconsumed at B or be
sent on from B for some further part of a long haul.”
fj 6 . The meaning in concrete form of the value of service
principle,” or monopoly plus discrimination of the third degree,
the
last
chapter
is
more
complicated. I t was shown in
this
principle
will divide the
that a monopolist adopting
total market served by hiru into a number of minor markets,
by discriminating betweenwhich he may make hisag,pgate
advantage as largeas possible. It was shown, further,that
the kind of division best calculated to promote this end is one
so faras
under which the separatenlarketsarearranged,
practical considerations allow, in such a way that each higherpriced market contains as few demands
as
possible with
a demand price lower than the highest demand price contained
in thenext
market. When once theminormarketshave
been separated, thedetermination of therates to becharged
‘I

“

Cf. Johnson, American Railway Trarwpwrlation, p. 188. It should be
notiaed that, w h e w there is KttleJointness as between firat and third clam
passenger aervice on miilways, there is probably a considerable element of mch
jointness es between finrt nnd third claaa semi= on e h i p ; because the structnre
of a ahhip neceslvlrily involves the provision at the same time of more and of leas
comfortable parts of t h e vessel.

e
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in them presents no analytical difficulty, and can be expressed
in asimplemathematical
formula.' It is not,indeed, true,
as is sometimessupposed, thatthe relativerates charged to
differentmarkets will depend, if this plan is adopted,simply
of some unuponthecomparativeelasticities(inrespect
specified amount of output) of the demands of these markets,
nor yetthatthey
will depend simply upon the comparative
demand prices (also in respect of some unspecified amount
true determinant
of output) ruling in thesemarkets.The
is the wholebody of conditionsrepresented inthe complete
demandschedules of the different markets?Still,thoughthe
determinant is, in general, complex,
when
once
the conmarkets
has
been settled, it is
stitution of the ditferent
precise. Thereal difficulty lies inthe choice, limited,as it
is, by practicalconditions, which arailway company has t,o
make between various possible systems of minormarkets.
for the most
advantageous
system-from
the
The
search
company's point of view-has
evolved, in practice,elaborate
schemes of classification both for passenger traffic and for goods
trafic. To show the application of the value of service principle
in practice, some description of these schemes is required.
In passenger traffic railway companies
find
thevalue
of service principlemostnearly
satisfied by a classification
based, in the main, on the relative wealth of different groups
of persons, the presumption being that most of the demands
for the transport of richer people yield denland prices higher
than most of the demands for the transport of poorer people.

.

1 Thus, let
($2)r2 . . represent
the
demand
prices
in
c separate
markets, andf(z) the supply price.
The prices proper to the sepamte markets under monopoly plus diacrimina@z(z2). . . that satisfy
tion of thethird degreeare given by the values of
c equations of t h e form :

91 equations are sufficient to determine the A unknowns.
Wherethe curvesmpreaentingthedemandschedulesmestraightlines,
this complex determinant diasolves into B simple one, namely, the comparative
demand prices of those units which are aost keenly demanded in each of the
several markets. Under these conditions, ~ f conditions
'
of constant snpply price
prevail, the monopolypriceproper to each market canbeshown
to be equal
to one half of the dilTerenca between the mpply price and the demand price
of the unit that is most keenly demanded there.

These
2
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Since it is impracticable to make a classificationfounded
directly ondifferences of wealth, various indices or badges,
generally associated with
varying
degrees of wealth, are
the
United
States,
certain
railways
employed. Thus, in
make specially low rates forimnligrants-lower
than those
required from native Americans,-even
though the latter are
milling to
travel
in
immigrant
cars.'
I n certain colonies
thereis a discriminating rate according tothe colour of the
traveller ; black men, who are supposed, ill general, to be less
well-to-do, being charged lower fares than white men.'
Again, inEngland,
and still more markedlyin
Belgium,'
railway companies charge specially low rates for workmen's
tickets.
This
procedure is exactly nnalogous to
that
of
those London shopkeepers who charge t o customers with
" good
addresses" prices different from those charged to
others,and of the Cambridge boatmen who used to charge a
collective customer of five persons 5s. for the hire of a boat
foran afternoon, while to a single person they would let the
same boat for one shilling. A classificationbased on indices
of wealth alone is,however,
somewhat crude, since people
of the same wealthwilldesire
a given journeywithvery
different intensities on different occasions. I n recognition
of thisfactrailway
companies haveconstructed
a variety
a the degree of
of cross-groupings, based
on
suchincidents
comfort or of speed with which, or the hour at which, journeys
are undertaken, or the pre.su111ed purpose which these journeys
serve.Thusthe
fares
for
first-class accommodation, or for
conveyance by certain express trains, are made to exceed those
for inferior accommodation or lower speedby more thanthe
of
difference inthe
cost of providing these direrentsorts
service ; ' and specially lowfares are sometimes charged for
journeys made in
the
early m ~ r n i n g . ~I n like
manner,
attemptsare
made to separate holiday journeys, of pre@uurterZy Journal of E%Mw?nics,November 1910, p. 38.
Cf. Colson, Cours d'&mmie politique, vol. v i p. 230.
Cf. Rowntree, l h t d and Labour, p. 209.
4 M. Colso~l ~ u g g e s t sthat a plan, underwhichalltrainsshouldtuke
third
class pawengem, the fast trains charging a supplement,woold be superior to
the preeent Continental plan, under which a passenger, who wish- to travel fast,
has to pay the whole difference between third and Becond class fare.
8 Cb Mnhainh La Abonne~~zents
d'mrmiers, p. 12.

'

1
2

2
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sumed lowdemand,fromnecessarybusiness
journeys, by the
supply, on specialterms, of tourist, week-end and excursion
tickets.
I n goods traffic railway companies find the value of
service principle most nearly satisfied by a classification based,
inthe rnain, upon the relative value of the different commodities
claiming
transport,
the presumption being that
most of the demands for thetransport of' a more valuable
group of goods yield demand prices higher than most of
thedemandsfor
thetransport
of less
a valuable
group.
The reason for this presumption isas follows. The demand
price for thetransport
of any nth unit of any commodity
the excess of the price of
from A to B is lneasuredby
that commodity in R over its price in A, which would prevail
if the said nth unit were not
transported.
But,
on any
law of distribution, the probable diH'erencebetween the prices
of anyarticlein
A and B respectively, whichwould
arise
if these two places were not connectedby the assigned act of
transport, is greater,thegreateristheabsolute
price that
would prevail in either of them ; just as the probable difference inthe heights of poplars in A and B isgreaterthan
the probable difference intheheights
of cabbages. There
is no reasontoexpect
that the percentage diflerence will be
greater for valuable than for cheap commodities, but there is
reason to expect that the absolute differeuce will be greater.
A study of the details of the classification adopted for British
railwaysunder
the Railway h t e s and Charges Act shows
that,inthemain,the
value of the commoditiesconcerned
speaking,
the lower the
was taken as a basis. Broadly
position of any class inthelist,the
cheaper arethe goods
that it contains.' I n likemanner,several of the decisions of
the United States Railway Commissioners have been founded
on the proposition that less expensivearticlesought
not to
be put in ahigherclass than more expensive articles-chair
materialsthan finished chairs,raisins thandriedfruits,and
so on.'
Sometimes it is practicallyinconvenient
for acompany
1

Cf. blarriott, The Fixkg of I3aces and Pam, p. 27 el aeq., for these lista.

9

Cf. QmwterZy J w d OflZcunmth,November 1910, pp. 13, 15 and 29.
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or a regulating authority to group goods directly in accordance
is so, alikeresultcan
be
withtheir
value. Whenthis
obtainedindirectly
by grouping them according to indices
whose differences arelikelyto
correspond to differences of
value. Thus,since the valuable qualities of any commodity
are generally packed betterthanthe
cheapqualities,rates
are sometimes made to varywith
the elaboration of the
where
good
packing employed. For example, in France,
wines are generally packed " en barriquesde 2 20 B 2 30
litres " and common wines " en demi-muids de 6 5 0 A 'I0 0 litres
ou en wagons-r6servoirs," wines in barriques " are charged
on a higher scale.
It must be added that, as with passenger service, so also
with goods service, a classification based exclusively on the
value of the commodities transported is necessarily somewhat
crude. I n consequence of this, cross-groupingsbased
upon
otherincidentshave also beenemployed.
Thus, withineach
group of commodities of given value transported from A to B,
a subdivision may be made between those which B can easily
make for itself, or obtain elsewhere than from A, and those
which it cannot so make or obtain; and a higher rate may be
charged to thelatter group. Again,withina
homogeneous
groupmade up of units of the same commodity, sub-groups
are constructed. For example,
vegetables
imported from
GermanytoEnglandduriug
the weeksbefore
the English
crop is ready used to be charged more than vegetables
after
this
crop
had
imported from Germany to England
appeared ; and the same thing is true of vegetables sent from
thesouthtothenorth
of France.' Sometimes, again, an
attempt is made to charge different rates for the transport
of the samething according tothe use to which it is to be
for building,pavingbricks and fire bricksbeing
put-bricks
putin
different
classea
It should be observed,
however,
States Interstate Commerce
Commission
that
the
United
has declined to recognise the validity of a classification on
this basis? More important is the subdivision according
I'

C

1
3

Coleon, Cmrs d'bo4wmiepditipue, vol. vi. p. 2 2 i .
Cf. ibid. p. 227.
Hipley, &al.rOads, Rrstcs and RegulntaOn, p. 318.

X
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to ultimate place of destination.
Thus
commodities sent
from A to B, to beconsumed at B, are placed in a different
group, and charged, for that act of transport, a different rate,
fromcommodities
sent from A to B to be forwarded from
B to C. The reason isthat
different parts of the world
do not differ in nature in proportion as they differ in distance.
Thereisnotmuchground
for expecting a priori thatthe
cost of producing a given commodity in R will differ from
the cost in A to a greater extent if A is 500, than if it is
100, miles
away.
Consequently the demand for amy yth
mile's worth of carriage is probablylessinlongtransports
of goods thaninshorttransports.
This consideration applies
with especial force to articles of food and raw material, which
axe physically adapted to growth
over
a
wide range of
temperatureandclimate.But
it bas some relationto
all
sorts of goods and is, no doubt, partly responsible for the
not for passengers,systems of tapering rates for goods,-but
that prevail inEngland,Franceand
Germany.' The case
for discriminatingrates
is,
however,
much
stronger, when
A is connected with C by directwatertransport,as
well as
by a railway from A to B plus either more railway or water
from B to C. In these
circumstances
the demand
price
of many units of transportation from A to B, of any commodity to be consumed a t B, is likely to be much higher than
the demand price of any unit of transportation from A to B,
of the same commodity to be carried on from B to C.
Grouping in accordance withthisfactisresponsible
for the
occurrence of rates from Cheshire to London, for goods
importedthrough Liverpool, much below the rates for corresponding goods originatiug in Cheshire. On the same principle,
" special
rateshave
been granted by the PrussianState
Railways for the conveyance of grain traffic from Russia
to oversea countries (Sweden, Norway,England,
etc.), and
the rate per ton per kilometre from the frontier to the
German harbOur8, Konigsbeg, Danzig, etc., is lower than
the charge for German grain between the =me points.
. . It wgs pointedout that this specially low rate was
granted with t.he object of securing the trafic to the Prussian

.

Cf. Marriott, The E'azing of Aa&s ami Pares, p. 48.
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railways, as it need not necessarily passover
thePrussian
lines, but couldgo
via Riga,Reval and Liban,and would
have done so without this reduction in the rates.”
3 ’7. We are now in a position to compare theprinciple
of cost of service andthe
principle of value of service
from the point of view of thenational dividend. It is well
known that, in common opinion, the determination of railway
rates by the value of service principle, or, in the alternative
unquestionably
phrase,
by
what
the traffic will bear, is
its rival.
The
popular
view,
however,
as I
superior
to
understandit, rests, inthe main, upontwo confusions. The
first of thesestarts from the assumption thatthetransport
of copper andthetransport
of coal, andthetransport
from
A to €3 when furthertransport respectively is, and is not,
required,are joint products.Thisassumption
was shownto
be unwarranted in 4. It proceeds by means of thefurther
assumption thatto charge for joint productsratesadapted
b comparativemarginaldemands
is to charge in accordance
is no
with the value of serviceprinciple.Thisassunlption
less
unwarranted
than
the other. A moment’s reflection
shows that to charge for joint products in this waywouldbe
to follow the guidance of the cost of serviceprinciple, orwhat is anothername for the same thing-of
simple comis an ignoratio elenchi.
petition.
The
second
confusion
Argumentsare advancedto prove thatthe value of service
principle, in the properseuse of discriminating monopoly, is
superiortosimple
monopoly. Thus it is pointed outthat,
when the conditions are such that the rate most advantageous
to himselfwhich
the monopolist can make, subjecttothe
condition that equalratesshall
becharged for thetransport
of copperand of coal, will cause hiru to atop transporting
coal altogether while continuing to transport copper at a high
rate,thenational dividend could be increased by permission
to discriminatebetweenthetwo
rates.* Such an argument,
it is obvious, though valid in its own field, is wholly irrelevant
to the question whether discriminating
monopoly of the third
to simple monopoly, but to simple
degree is superior,not

5

1

Repwt qfthRailway confereplee, 1909, p. 99.
Cf. ante, Part 11. Chapter XVII. 13.

.
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competition. When these confusions areswept
.away, the
the cost
issuebetween
the value of service principleand
of service principle in railwayrates is seen toconstitute a
issue, setoutin
the preceding
special case of thegeneral
chapter,betweenthesaiddiscriminating
monopoly of the
third degree and the said simple competition.
§ 8. Theresult of the discussion on that issue was that
simplecompetition
is, in general, the more advantageous.
There emerged,however,one
set of conditions, in which the
advantage lies with
its
rival. These conditions art: that,
will cover the
while no uniform pricecan befoundwhich
expenses of producing any quantity of output, asystem of
discriminating prices ispracticable, which will make some output
profitable. They have been illustrated by PrincipalHadley,
with special reference to discriminations between the’chargesfor
carriage from A to B thatare made for goods going to B
forcousumption at B and for goodsgoing to B for further
transport to C. “ Suppose,” hewrites,
it isa
question
whether a road canbe built through a country district, lying
betweentwolargecities,
which have the benefit of water
communication,while the interveningdistricthas
not.” To
meetwatercompetition,
the charge for carriage from one
extreme A to an intermediate point B must below for goods
to be carried forward to theother extreme C ; 80 low that,
if it were applied to all carriage from A t o B, it would make
the working of thispart of the roadunprofitable.
Butthe
demand for carriage from A t o B, in respect of goods to
be retained at R, is so small thatthis alonecannotsupport
the road, no matter howlow or how high the rates are made.
‘‘ I n other words, in order to live at all, the road must aecure
high rates for its local traffic, and
two different things-the
thelarge traffic of the throughpoints, which can only be
attractedby low rates. If theyare to havethe road, they
An exactly analogous argument
musthavediscrimination.”
in favour of discriminations inthe toncanheconstructed
I‘

1 Railroad Trumspwtath, p. 115.
It may conceivably be objected to the
canstruotiou of n railway in these circumstances that it will injure the rival
industry of water carriage to an extent that will offset the advantages to which
i t leads. This objection can, however, be shown to be inapplicable, so long
as the railwny FLE a whole pays ib way. Cf. &e, Part 11. Chapter 1X. 5 11.
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mile rates that are charged on different commodities, when the
conditions are suchthat,apart
from discrimination, there
wouldbeno
quantity of transportationunits, the proceeds
of whose sale wouldcover their expenses of production. On
the same principle, it may be argued that in some circumstances
a roundabout line should be permitted to charge abnormally low
rates between its terminal points, with the effect of preventing
the development of adirectline
between thesepoints; for
conditionsmay be such that,apart from thisarrangement,
no roundaboutline could be profitablybuilt, and so centres
which it mightserve wouldsuffer.
I have no quarrelwith
the proposition that theseconditions may occur in practice.
Principal Kadley and his followers, however, not content wit11
demonstrating that they are possible, implicitlyadd,without
argument, that they aretypical of the whole railwayworld,
and supposethemselves,
therefore,to haveproved
thatthe
value of service principleoughtto
be followed inthedeterSuch an unarguedinference is,
mination of all railwayrates.
plainly,illegitimate.
A careful inquiry is necessaryconcerning the range over whichconditions of a sort t o justify the
value of service principle are likely to extend in practice.
9. From an analyticalpoint of view, the situationis
simple. As explained in the precedingchapter, in order that
monopoly plus discrimination of the first degree may create an
output wheresimplecompetitionfailsto
do s o - I takethe
simplest case, in which the demand in one market is independegt
of the price in the other-certain
relations, which were there
described, between the generalconditiohs
of demand and
of supply must exist. The
conditions
enabling
monopoly
plus discrimination of the third degree to lead to this result
are less precise. Circumstances, in which discrimination of the
first degree would only just succeed, will not, in general, enable
third
degree to succeed. We
may
discrimination of the
conclude, roughly,however, that discrimination of thethird
degree will have a good chance of succeeding-a chance that
is better, the more numerous are the marketsbetween which
discrimination is made, andthe more satisfactory, from the
the con- ’
monopoljst’s standpoint, is their constitution-when
ditions are such that discrimination of the first degree would

5
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succeed witha wide margin. Our problem is to determine
how far this state of things is likely to occur in practice.
First : it haabeenshown
thatthe likelihood of t h k is
greatest in forms of investment in which the law of decreasing
supply price acts strongly.' Among railwaysthere is ground
for believing that, at all events until considerable development
has been reached, this conditionisgenerally
satisfied. The
reason is that the fixed plant of a railway cannot, in practice,
be so made as to be capable of effecting less than acertain
The
aggregate
considerable minimum of transportation.
costs of arranging for railtransport for one ounce perweek
great asthose of arranging for the transare very nearly as
port of many thousand tons. For thesameheavyexpendicharges,
turemust
be undertaken for surveyingandlegal
bridging valleys and torrents, tunnelling through rock, erectingstationsand
platforms, and so on. Thisimplies thatthe
lawdecreasing supply priceactsstrongly
till a largeinvestmenthas beenmade,
andafterwards less strongly. So far,
therefore, conditions in which discriminating monopolywould
prove superior to simple competition are more likely to occur
in railway service than in some other industries.
the
likelihood of
Secondly, it has been shown that
discriminating monopoly yielding some output when simple
competitionyieldsnone
is greatestin
forms of investment
elastic.' In railway
where the demand for theproductis
sqvice, when once rates have been brought down to a moderate
level,thereis
reason to believe that a smallreduction of
rates would call ont a large increase of demand, notonly
from commodities that might otherwise have been transported
by
some
other agency, but also .from
commodities
that
otherwise would nothave been transported at alL In other
words, there is reaon to believe that the demand is, in general,
elastic. Here, too, then, it may be said that railwayservice
is more apt to yieldconditions suitable fordiscriminating
monopoly than some other industries,
Granted, however, both that the law of decreasing supply
price acts strongly until conaiderable density of traffic has been
1

Cf. ante, Part 11. Chapter XVII. 5 9, and Appendix 111. 5 26.
2

ra.
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attained, and that the demand for the service of railway transport is elastic, these conditions alone are by no means suficient
toensurethatdiscriminating
monopolywouldevolvesome
output, whilesimplecompetition
would fail to do this. It
is necemary, further,thattheactual
levels of demandprice
and
supply
price
for small
a quantity
of service-more
generally, the demandschedule andthesupply
schedule as
a whole-shallbe
related in aparticular
way. Clearly, if
the demandprice for a smallquantity is greater thanthe
supply price, some outputwill
be
evolved
under
simple
competition,and, therefore, the conditions wehave in view
do not arise. Clearly,again, if the demandprice for asmall
much
leas thanthesupply
price, it is
quantity is very
unlikely that any output will be evolved either under simple
competition or under discriminating monopoly, and, therefore,
againtheseconditions
do not arise. I n order thatthey may
arise, a sort of intermediatepositionmust,
it wouldseem,
be established.Thus,
onthe one hand, the district affected
must not be too busy andthicklypopulated;
on the other
hand, it mustnot be too little busy and sparselypopulated.
of activity and populaThere is a certain intermediate range
tion that is needed. This range, compared with thetotal
range of possibility, is naturallynotextensive.Hence
the
probability that the conditions necessary to make discriminating monopolymore
advantageous to the nationaldividend
thansimple
competition
will
be present inany
railway
selected a t random atanytime
seems a p & r i to be very
small. There are, indeed, many dicta of practicalexperts
whichsuggest
thattheyhaveinfact
a wide range. But,
88 Edgeworth, who laysstressuponthis
p i n t , recognises,
“ the testimony
of highauthorities would, no doubt, carry
if it shouldberepeatedwithafull
evengreaterweight
recognition of the a priori improbability” to which it is
opposed?
Q 10. It rnust be observed,however, that, as population
and aggregate wealthinanycountry
expand, the demand
schedule for railway service, along any assigned
mute,
though,
atany
moment selected .‘
gradually rises. Hence,
1

lhmmk J o u d , 1913, p. 223.
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at random, it is improbable thatthe
conditions affecting
any route, selected at random, are such that arailway rate
would be
system based on the value of serviceprinciple
more advantageousto the dividend than onebased
on the
cost of service principle,” it is not improbable that any
route, selected at random,will pass through a period during
which the conditions are of this kind. Suchconditionstend
to emerge
when
one
point in the growth of wealth and
population hasbeen reached, and to disappear when another
somewhat later point
has
been reached. If the cost of
serviceprinciple ruled universally, and if no State bounties
were given, certainlines would not be builttillthearrival
of thelatterpoint-whenthere
is hope of “ building up ”
ademand byexperience
of supply,thispoint
need not, of
course, be such thatthe
railwaypays
a t the m o m e n 6
despite the fact that they could have been built,
with
advantage to the community, o,n thearrival
of the earlier
is that discrimination, or the value
point. The
inference
of serviceprinciple,
should be adopted when anyroute
is
in theintermediatestage
between thesetwostages,and
that
this principle should give
place to simple competition, or the
cost of service principle, as soon as population has grown
and
demand
has
risen sufficiently to lift it out of that
stage.’ Theperiod
proper to the value of serviceprinciple
wouldseem, in mostordinary lines, to be a comparatively
brief one.’
‘I

Mr. Bickerdike (Bmmniic J o w r d , March 1911, p. 148) and Mr. Clark
(Bullelin of Ammicam Economic A&ioa,
September 1911, p. 479) argue, in
effect, that the transition from the one system to the other should occur, not
when rising demand lifts the railwayin question out of the stage just described,
but when, if ever, it rises BO high as to impinge on that point of the supply
curve at whichanegativeslope
pasea i n b apositive one. There is not,in
my opinion, any adequate ground for this view.
It is possible to maintain, on lineasimilar to the above, that,after a
railway bas been built, and has reached the stage. of profitable working on the
cost of service principle, another stage will presently arrive, a t which a retun
to the value of service principle would enable
a second track to be laid down
with advantage to the community, though, nnder a rate system baaed on the
cost of aervice principle, such an extensionwould not a% y0t be profitable to
the company. This argument juetiiies t h e establishment of a system of
a
& vn th.s new track om?y; and
discriminating rates, t4 be applied to tra& o
a m d ~ f i c a t i o nof it justifies the establishment of such a & e m , to be applied
exclnaively to t d i c carrid in any add2ioszcll traii or truck which, apart from
discrimination, it is just not worth while to mn. In practice., however, it is
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$ 11. Eventhislimitedapplication
of the principle is
only warranted on the assumption that there is no third way
between the pure value of service principle and the pure cost
of service principle. In fact, however, there is a third way.
The cost of service principle may be ulaintained and the State
may give a bounty. Plainly, with the help of a bounty exactly
the same effect in speeding up the building of a railroad could
beaccomplished under the cost of service principle aa would
beaccomplished under the value of serviceprinciplewithout
abounty.Thecommunity
86 a whole
would
be providing
out of taxes the necessary profit for the railway, which, on
the otherplan, wouldcomefrom
the charges madeto
the
people
who
buy
the most highly
charged
freight
service.
Since the building of the railway is in the general illterest, it
wouldseem, 011 the whole, to be fairer thatthe taxpayers,
and not a special class of tmjers-or
rather, in the end, the
products-should
providethese
consumers of thesetraders'
of changing
funds. I n view of the practicalawkwardness
from discriminating
a
to non-discriminating
a
system
of
rateswhentheintermediatestage
described in the preceding
paragraph is passed, the plan of giving a bounty for a time and
withdrawing it when it is no longerneeded is also superior
from the side of administrative convenience. If, on account of
theindirect advantages of cheap railway transportin facilitating the division of labour .between different parts of the country,
making possible the development of large - scale localised
of
industries,
and,
through
the
improved
communication
markets, lessening local price fluctuations-all changes which,
in one way or another, benefit prodnction-it
is held that the
railway industry is one to which ageneralbounty should be
accorded permanently, it is obvious that a second instrument
for doing what bounties can do by themselves is not required
and that no place is left for the value of service principle.
9 12. Of the relativeadvantages of the cost of service
principle,orpricesproper
to simplecompetition,
andthe
impossible to apply t h e value of service principle in this limited way. If it is
introduced for the trafflc proper to the second track or the extra truck, it must,
in r
e1 life, be introduced fot all the tratb carried on the line. The argnment
set out above does not justify this.

..
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value of serviceprinciple, or pricesproper to discriminating
monopoly, this is allthat need be said. There is, however,
yet another possible arrangement. Control might
be exercised
in sucha way that arailwaycompany
should onlysecure
competitive or normal profits on the whole, butthese profits
might be obtained by acombination of somechargesbelow
cost withothers
above cost, just as a doctor’s profits are
of low prices to poor patients
obtained by acombination
and high prices to richpatients.
I n one field of railway
pri.ma fmie case for an arrangeservice there is aplain
social advantagecan bederived
ment of, thiskind.Great
from the provision of cheap workmen’s tickets : for in f‘avourable
circumstances this makes it possible for workpeople to live in
the country, though working in .towns, and thus to bring up
their children in healthy surroundings.’ Such provision can be
ensured if railway companies (whose earnings are supposed to
be kept down by regulation to a normal competitive level) are
allowed to recoup themselves
compelled to makeit,andare
by“monopolistic ” charges upon other traffic. Plainly, however, exactly the same result can be achieved if the reimbursement required for the railway companies is provided out of the
reason
for
national revenue.
There seems to be no good
throwing this burden uponpersonswho
makeuse of the
service of railways rather than upon the general body of taxpayers. For, though it maywell be. that railway service -is a
suitable object through which to impose a tax on these persons,
we can hardlysuppose that the extent to
which they,ought
to be taxedthroughthisobjectexactlycorrespondstothe
amount of funds required for the bounty to poor purchasers of
railway service. There is still less reason for allowing discriminated rstes, determined, not in the purchasers’ interest,
1 In Belgium the system of cheap workmen’s ticketa, which haa been carried
to great perfection, seems to ect in this way. (Cf. Eowntree, Land and Labacl.,
p. 108.) Dr. Mahaim offers some canfirmation of the view that it acts EO in the

fact that Belgium is a land of “large towns” rather than of “great citim,” a
much larger proportion of the population living in communes of from 5000 to
20,000 inhabitants in that country than in France or Germany (Le8AbwtlGegnenlrr
d’ozlaiers, p. 149). A t the =me time, Dr. Mahaim edmits that the cheap
tickets have also an adverseeffect.
‘I On commence par aller b la ville ou B
l’uaine en revanunt tous les mirs OR tous lea =media chez mi ; puis on s’habitue
pen h peu au nouveau milieu, et l’on finit par e’y implanter ” (ibid. p. 143). In
fact the cheap tickets ‘‘ spprennent le chemin de l’higration.”
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but a t the choice of the railway companies themselves.
Hence
this system of discriminated chargescoupled with regulated
profitscannot, on the whole, be justified. Wearethusleft
withthe
cost of serviceprinciple, modified at need, sometimes by general bounties, sometimes by bouuties on particular
services deliberately sold for less than cost price.
§ 13. One last point remains. To apply this cost of
serviceprincipleaccurately
involves, as was shownin fj 2, a
number of delicateadjustments.
Forthe principle leads, not
to a single price for everybody, but to prices that vary with
the incidental costa attaching to each service and with the time
a t which it is furnished in relationto the peak of the load.
To provide for theseadjustmentsinpractice
is often avery
difficult matter involving costly technique' and account-keeping.
It is, therefore, always a question how near to the ideal it is
desirable to approach; at what point the advantage of getting
closer is outweighed by the complications, incenveniences and
expense involved in doing so. I n the early daysof the telephone
service the desire for simplicity and ease in rate making led to a
system in which flat rateswere chargedfor the
use of instruments,
without anyreference whatever to the number of calls made; and
water rates are even yet often based, not on any measurement
of the supply that is actually taken, but on an estimate of what
islikely to be taken,derived from therental of the houses
served.
For electricity,
while
ingenious meters
have
been
devised, which not onlyrecord
the supplytaken,but
also
of it which is taken inthe
weightmore
heavily thepart
peak hours, nevertheless the high cost of anysort of meter
still causes the service of small houees to be charged in many
districts on a flat unmetered rate. I n like manner, though for
thetransport of parcels it has been thoughtworthwhile
to
take account, in the charges made, of those differences in the
cost of service which arise out of differences of weight, for
the transport of letters this is not done : and for neither parcels
nor lettersare chargesadjusted to the distance (within the
British Empire)overwhichtheyhaveto
beconveyed.On
of simplicity
and
cheapness, a railway
similar
grounds
administration, which had decided to base its rating system
upon the cost of serviceprinciple, must, nevertheless, ignore,

.
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within considerable limits, differences in the weight of luggage
which different passengers carry. ' This class of cousideration
shows thatthereisnot
necessarily anydeparture from the
adspirit of the cost of serviceprinciple
when arailway
ministration elects to utilise a system of zone tariffs. A street
railway system obviously must do this; for the mere fact that
there is no coin smaller than a farthing makes it physically
impossible to fix different fares for every different distance of
journey. SO longas
the zones are narrow,zone
taxiffs on
ordinary railways have an equally gooddefence.
If, however,
the zones are made broad, the cost of service principle is
deliberately violated. A systemunder
which the ratesare
the same for all places in broad zonesinvolves substantial
far
from their
differentiation in favour of firms situated
markets,asagainst
firms situatednearer to them. I n effect,
it confers upon themakind
of bounty at the expense of
It can, indeed, be shown that differentiation
theirrivals.
against
another
in favour of one source of supply
sourcemay, incertaincircumstances
and if introduced in a
dividend.
certainmanner,
be advantageous to thenational
The sort of differentiation that results from the zone system is,
however, random
differentiation,
not
specially designed to
favour a carefully chosen list of selected firms. It is, thus, on
the average, like differentiation in favour of one set against
another set of similar firms. This sort of differentiation causes
the production(includingtransport)
of some part of the
commodityconcerned to be carriedout at greaterreal coat
than is necessary; for the marginalreal costs of producing
anything in the distant source and bringing it to the market
of
must necessarily begreaterthan
the marginalrealcosts
producing it in the nearer source and bringing it to the market.'
It is possible to maintainthatthedirect
loss resulting from
thismay be balanced by the effect of the zone systemin
scatteringthe producing firms belonging toanindustry,and
80 making combination, with the opportunity which this gives
foranti-social monopolistic action, more difficult.' Butthis
1

Cf. @m&rly

J G Uof ~&mics, February 1911, pp. 292-3, 297-8 and

300 : also Dcpartmentnl Chmniltce on R a i l m y Rata, p. 10.
2 Cf. &uQrtrrly Jollnaal of Eanwmim, Yay 1911, pp. 493-6.
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argument does not appear to havegreat force. It is not, in
itself,desirableto
check the formation of largeproductive
units,
since
such
units introduce economies. As will be
argued. presently, it wouldseem a better policy t o attack the
evil consequences of monopolistic action, whichcombination
threatens,directly,ratherthanindirectly
by attempts t o discourage unification.'
Ci. post, Part 11. Chapter XXI. 5 2.

CHAPTER XIX
PURCHASEXS’ ASSOCIATIONS

’

8 1. THE results of the preceding chapters make it plain that,
in manyindustries,
neither simple competition, nor monopolistic competition, nor simple monopoly, nordiscriminating
monopoly will make the value of the marginal social net product there equal to the value of marginal social net products
generally, and, therefore, that they will not maximise either the
national dividend or economic
welfare.
It will have been
noticed, however, thatthe systems so far investigatedhave
all been systems under which goods are produced by one set
of people and sold to another set.
The failures of adjustment,
to which theylead, have, therefore, all been dependent on
this fact. Hence the question naturally arises : Could not
these failures be eliminated by the device of voluntary groups
of purchasers undertaking for themselves thesupply of the
goods and services they need ?
$ 2. Now, the essence of a Purchasers’ Association,
whether it is formed of the consumers of finishedgoods or
of producers who will utilisetheirpurchasesinfurther
production, isthat its policy isdirected to maximise aggregate
purchaser’s benefit minus aggregate costs. It must,therefore,
of output, which, exceptwhere
calloutjustthatquantity
others besides the purchasers of the commodity are affected
by its production, will make the value of the maiginrtl
social net product of resourceB devoted to it equal to the
value of the marginal social net product of resources in
general.
That is to my, other
things
being equal, it
must eliminate, ingreat measure, the disharmonies belonging alike to monopoly and to simple competition. This
318
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preliminary abstractstatement doea not, however, solve our
problem. It isnot enough to knowthat, if other things are
equal, Purchasers’ Associations will advantage the national
dividend. Before
we
can
infer
anything from this
about
the effect of these Associations inactual
life, weneed
to
inquire how they compare with ordinary commercial businesses
is
that
any
in crude economic efficiency; for it clear
advantages, which aPurchasers’ Associationmay possess in
price policy, and,therefore, in respect of the distribution of
resources among different occupations, areliableto
be outweighed if it is inefficient on the productive side.
8 3. As apreludeto this task, it is desirable to guard
against
certain
confusions. First
and
most obviously, we
need to ruleoutall
appeals to the superior efficiency, in
certain fields, of Purchasers’ Associations. as compared with
the members of these Associations operating as isolated
to
services, which many
individuals. It is easy to point
persons need in smallindividual
lots, but which can be
produced much more
economically
in large lots. A good
example is the service of marketingagriculturalproducts
of variable quality produced in smallquantities
by mall
farmers. For economical selling
requires
careful
grading
of qualities and a fairly continuous supply of each grade ; and
small
farmers,
who attempt individually to market
their
butter or their eggs, are not operating on a large enough scale
to meettheserequirementssatisfactorily.Thus
Mr. Rider
Haggardwrites
of Denmark : ‘‘ I n 1882 what was called
‘peasantbutter’
fetched 3 3 per cent less than first-class
butter made on the big farms, but in 1894 the co-operative
butter, which, of course, for the most part comesfrom
the
than t,hat from
peasant farms, tookmore medalsandprizes
the great farms, and what used to be called second and third
as Danish
a
commodity of
class butter ceased to
exist
commerce.”’ The fact, however, that, for this kind of reason,
of bacon, andthe
the manufacture of butter,thecuring
marketing of eggs “ afford a splendid opening for the application of co-operative principles,” is irrelevantto the present
issue, since these things also afford a splendid opening for the
Rural Denmark, pp. 195-6.

.
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application of commercial principles.’ It is
true
that
a
Purchasers’ Association can work inthis
field muchmore
cheaply than asinglesmall
farmer;but,exactlythe
same
thing is true of an ordinary commercial firm, undertaking to
sell the service of marketing to thesefarmers. Two examples
are givenby Sir R. H. Kew.
Oneis the French butter trade.
Thishas been builtup by the merchantsinNormandyand
Brittany-some
of whom are Englishmen-who
purchase
the butter at the
local markets from theindividualfarmers,
and work it up in their blending houses. Anotherinstance
the poultry trade in the Heathfield district of Sussex. There
. the system is that the fatteners,or ‘ higglers ’ as theyare
termed,purchase and collect the chickens from those who
killed, and prepared
rear them ; they are then duly fattened,
formarket,and
again collected by the carrier or railway
agent,by
whom theyare
forwardedto
London andother
markets.Boththeseareinstances
of completeorganisation
without co-operation.”
Secondly, we must refrain from
stressingunduly the history of English Co-operative Stores.
The reason that,
is
when the device of Purchasers’
it is very
Associationswaa
introducedintoretailtrading,
doubtful if the rival methodwas fairlyrepresented.
Partly
in consequence of the imperfect competition between different
shops, notallthe
economies that were availablehad
been
taken up.’ Even from their own point of view, “ retailers
,,is

1 I n like manner, the charge that thedevelopment of Purchaaera’ Associations
on thepart of groups of persons otherthanultimateconeun~emmaymake
possible monopolistic action against these consumers is irrelevant ; for, so also
may the development of commercial firms.
2 Rew, A ~ Agriculturd
L
Faggot, p. 120.
3 Care mnst be taken,however,
not to treat as waste inthe work of
retailing those costa that are necoasarily involved in the kind of retailing that
the public chooses to ask for. “ Imagine that every one intending t o buy a pair
of shoes or a suit of clothes WBB called on to sendnotice of hisproposed
purchsee a week or two in advance, to give a preliminary account of the thing
wanted, and then t o accept an appointment for a stated place or time a t which
the purchases must be made. It is easy to see how the work of retailing could
be systematised, how the selling form would be. kept oonstsntly mnployed, how
stocks would be kept to the minimum. As t h i n e now stand, we pay heavily
for the privilege of freedom in the use af our time, for vacillation and choice,
for the maintenance of a stuck and a staff adequate for all tastea andall
emergencies. It is common to speak of the waste of competition ; much of it
is inrealitythe
waste necesearily involved in liberty” (Tauasig, American
h m i c &ukuf, vol. vi. No. 1 Supplement, 1916, p. 182).
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as a body keptfar more shops thau was necessary, spent
far too much
trouble
and money in
attracting
a few
customers, and then in taking
care that those fewcustomers
paid theminthe
long run-the
very longrun-for
those
goodswhich they had bought on credit,or, in other words,
to charge.
hadborrowed;and
for all this theyhad
Retail t r d e was the one accessible business-Marshallwas
probably not thinking of house-keeping and domesticcooking
as a business-inwhich
there were great economies tobe
effected."
This view of thematter is fortified by Pareto's
observation, that retail shops were
easily
ousted
by the
cornpetition, notonly of smidtds co-opdratives, but also of les
g r a d s magagash-ot'
whichshould
be added, in England,
the very importantmultiple shops. A comparisonbetween
retailtrading,as
it stood when our consumers' storescame
into being, andthesestorescannot,
therefore, beaccepted as
a conclusive test of the relativemerits
of theindustrial
forms they represent. It is like a comparison between a
member of one race whom there is somereason to suspect
of being less healthy thau the average of his compatriots and
athoroughlysoundmember
of another. S o greatweight,
therefore, can be attached to historical examples, and we
are driven forward to an analytical study?
4. I n attempting, from this point of view, toestimate
the economic eficiency of Purchasers' Associations, we may
observe, first, that these Associations are, in structure, a
form of Joint Stock Company.
Like
any
other
Joint
StockCompany, a Purchasers' Association is ownedby shareholders, and is controlled by ta manager under the supervision
of acommittee elected from among the shareholders. The
business andtheordinary
alternatives to it aretheprivate
In attemptingto compare ita economic
commercialcompany.
efficiency withtheim, we naturally look tothe organieation
1 Xardxd, lmtqwral Addreas to t
h Co-operatine C m p w , 1889, p. 8.

...

5

Cf. C0up.s d'hnomic p d i t i q w , p. 274.
It should he added tbt, men %ydher Ihinqn w e equd, the payment
of D dividend by a oo-operative society trading at the =me price ~9 a n o ~ e r
oonoern would not prove greater diciency of managemont ; for, if, ( ~ 8in
common, the society proceeded to a greater extent on a system of cash .sales,
the dividend would p r o t
u
& be simply payment to purchaeera of interest on
their earlier discharp oi indebtedness.
2
3
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of the management. Under
this
head the I’urchasers’
Association andthe commercial companyalike
areinferior
to theprivate business, just in so f a r as Boards of officials
lack the opportunities for quickaction andthestimulus
of
personal possession belonging totheprivate
business.’ But
the Purchasers’ Association is likely, in some degree, to make
up for this deficiency through the ardonrinstilledinto
the
manager and the committee by the fact that they are engaged
in a service suitedto
evoke publicspirit.ThePurchasers’
Association may, in fact,utilise the altruistic motives, alongside of the egoistic, as a spur to industrial eficiency. Against
this consideration, however, therehas
to be set a second.
Associations consist of poor persons,
I n so farasPurchasers’
unaccustomed tolarge business, there is adanger that they
maygrudgeadequate
freedom to theirmanagers
andmay
in thematter
of
discourage them
by
illiberal
treatment
salaries. Furthermore,theircommittee-menaredrawn
from
a more limitedarea,
andareapt
to possess leas business
experience than the directors of commercialcompanies.These
conflicting influeucea will, of course, have different weights in
different circumstances.
Secondly, when any section of a country’s industry is given
over to monopolistic competition, ordinarycommercial businesses
are bound to engage in much wasteful expenditure on advertising, inthe mannerdescribed inChapter IX. 5 14. I n this
respect Purchasers’ Associations are in a much more favourable
position. Whentheservicestheyprovide
consist of such
things aa the purchase of agricultural feeding stuffs or manures,
or the work of wholesale trading, they are practically assured,
without any direct effort on their part, of the whole demand
of their members. When they provide the service of packing
eggs, or curing bacon, or converting milk and cream into
cheese andbutter,their
membersmay,indeed, sometimes be
tempted by an offer of better terms to go elsewhere, but it is
In the United States, where the President of a company often holds a very
large individual interest, it appears that he sometimes acta on behalf of the
company, just m a privata owner would do. “Oenerally speaking, the
President of an American Corporation ecta jaet as freely and energetically on
behalfofhie
company sa he would on his own behalf” (Knoop, Americaa
Bmiw
p. 26). He only 00ndts the dimtors whenhe wishen
& l c r p r 4 S c J

to do
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possible for the Societies, by making ‘‘ loyalty,” within limits,
a condition of membership, in great measure to restrain such
actionwithoutresorttoadvertisement.Whentheyprovide
the service of retailing or of granting credit, the enforcement
oFloyalty by rule is, indeed, impracticable, and is notattempted ;
but even here loyalty will in fact be largely maintained through
the members’sense of proprietary interest in their own shop.
Among non-members, no doubt,when it is desiredtoextend
the range of any Association’s business, advertisement of
one sort or another may
be
necessary. The
Purchasers’
Association, however, hasa considerable advantage over an
ordinary Joint Stock Company,because it is ableto offer to
those who join it,not onlycheap goods, but also acertain
sense of part ownership in an important corporate iustitution.
Such advertisement as it does undertake, therefore, is likely to
provemore
effective, and less of it is needed toachievea
By so much its efficiency is, ceteris paribus,
givenresult.
greater than that of its rivals.
is another way, besides the saving of
Thirdly,
there
advertisement costs, in which “loyalty” makes for economy.
As was pointed out in Chapter XIV. 5 3, i t enables the work
of aco-operative concern to be conducted steadily without
thoselargefluctuations,
to which private concerns are often
subjectand the presence of whichinevitablyinvolves
cost.
Thus the rule insisting upon loyalty as a condition of membership of co-operative bacon factories and creameriesenables
theseeatablishments tocount on a constantsupply of raw
materialwithgreater confidence than private firms can do;
and,inlikemanner,the
practice of the English and Scotch
1 In the Danish co-operative bacon factories loyalty is generally enforced by
a provision t o the effect that members shall deliver all their saleable pigs (with
certain specified exceptions) to the factory for a period of seven years, unless in
the meantimetheyremom
from thedistrict (Rew, A n Agricultural Fuggot,
pp. 123-4). In likemannermany Irish dairying societiesprovide that “any
member who shdl supply milk to any creamery other than that owned by the
aociety forthe space of three gears from the dateof his admission to membership,
without the consent in writing of the Committee, shall forfeit his shares together
with all the money credited thereon ” (&part on Co-operutimSocieties [Cd. 60451,
1912, p. xxxix). It will be noticed that in these classes of aocieties-and it is
only in them that loyalty is enforced in the rules-the use of a considerable
plant makes the maintenance of a steady demand a more important influence i n
eliminating coat than it would be in, eay, an ngricultuml purchasing society.

.
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Wholesale Societies and of local Retail Associations, in concentrating the constant part of their demand upon their own
productivedepartmentsandthrowing
the variable part upon
outside traders, greatly lessens the fluctuations to which these
productive departments are exposed. No doubt, the econolnies
which co-operative concerns secure in this wayhave,from
a
national point of view, to be balanced against any diseconomies
fluctuathat may becaused to outside concernsbyincreased
; and so are not. a netgaintothe
tionsthrownuponthem
concerns
themselves,
however,
nation. To the co-operative
theyare a net gain. Moreover, in so far as the aggregate
demand or supply of a market is constant, and fluctuations in
thepartsareduetoother
cause8 than fluctuations inthe
of steadiness in one part
cannot
whole, the
introduction
increase, but necessarily diminishes, thefluctuations of other
it isprobable that a considerable part of the
parts.Hence
economieswhich
co-operative concerns derive from loyalty
represent a net increase in efficiency for the community as a
whole as well as for themselves.
Fourthly, the relation that is set up between the various
membem of a Co-operative Societygreatlyfacilitates the dissemination among them of knowledge about the best methods
of production. Thus Sir Horace Plunkett observes of the work
of the Irish Department of Agriculture : It wasonly where
the farmers were organieed in properly representative societies
that many of the lessons the Department had to teachcould
effectually reach the farming classes, or that many of the agriculturalexperimentsintendedfortheirguidance
could be
profitably carried out.’J1 The root of the matter is reached by
Mr. Fay when he writes : “ Both the co-operative society and the
firm are trading bodies, and they will not pay the farmers more
than their milk is worth. But, whereas the firm’s remedy is to
punish the farmer by the payment of low prices, the society’s
remedy is to educate him so that he may command high ones.”
Fifthly, when in any field of industry there is an element
of bilateral monopoly, ordinary commercial businesses and their
customers,respectively, are driven to expendenergy, if not
‘I

1

Ireland i n ~JMNew Century, p. 241.
a d A M , p. 164.

4 Co-opcralim at
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money, after the manner described in Chapter IX.
15-17,
inattemptstogetthebetter
of one another.
Where
a
Purchasers’ Association exists, this class of expenditure is
likely t o be reduced. I n co-operative
retail
stores, as
Marshall has observed, the proprietors, since they are also the
custome,rs, have no inducement to adulterate their
goods, and
costlyprecautions to prevent such adulteration are, therefore,
unnecessary? The gain is nolessclear in societies providing
for their members the services of insurance and the retailing
of loans. The insurance contract is conditional on some event
happeningto thebuyer;the
loancontract is conditional on
the buyer’s promise to repay. I n the one case the buyer
maygain atthe seller’s expense by simulating, or even by
voluntarily bringing about, the event provided against ; in the
otherhemaygain
by deliberatelybreaking, or by so acting
as to render himself unable to perform,his promise. Now, it
is, of course, true that individual buyersareable to gainby
this class of conduct,notonly when the relation of identity
between buyers and sellers collectively does not exist, but also
when it does exist.Thepoint,
however, isthis.Underthe
Joint Stockform of industrial organisation the fraudulent or
quasi-fraudulent conduct of one buyer does not matter to the
other buyers, and can, therefore, only be guarded against by an
elaborateandcontinuoussystem
of inspection. Under the
Purchasers’ Associationform,however,
theother buyers are
directly injured by such conduct, and are, therefore, interested
toprevent it. If, then, the Purchasers’ Association consists
of neighbours, all will, incidentallyandin
the course of the
and
ordinary conduct of life, constitutethemselvesvoluntary
unpaid inspectors of each. In this way small local Purchasers’
Associations for the supply of insurance or the retailing of loans
are, in effect, free from a substantial part, not merely of the
nominal, but also of the real, costs that Joint Stock Companies
attempting to furnish these eervices would be compelled to bear.
In so far as people are less willing-apart altogether from the
prospect of success-to b r y to defraud a Mutual Association than
a commercial company, the gain under this head is increased.
3 5. The varioua advantagty that have been enumerated above
I

Cf. Innuyral Address to the &operative Congress,

1889, p. 7.
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suggest that there isa wide field over which Purchasers’ Associations are likely to prove at least as efficient as any other form
of business organisation : and in many important departments
of industry theyhave proved their fitness by prosperous survival.
This is true of the so-called supply associations often formed
by farmers-associations, that is to say, which supply to their
members the service of marketing from manufacturing firms
suchthingsasmanure,
seeds andagricnlturalmachinery.
It
is true of theagricultural selling societies, which provide
such services asthe sorting,grading,selling
and packing of
eggs or of butter. It is true of the Co-operativeCreameries,
which play so important a part in Denmark and in Ireland, and
whose services include a manufacturing as well as a marketing
operation. Lastbutnotleast,
it istrue of that widespread
organisation based on consumers’ stores, which provides for the
retailing, wholesaling, and sometimes even the nlanufacturing,
of staple householdgoods (including houses themselves)for
large agglomerations of working people with fixed homes.
5 6. Even, however, in departments of work where experience gives goodhope of efficiency and success, it does not
follow that Purchasers’ Associations will always come into
being. Very poorpeople maylack the initiativeandnnderstanding needed to form
one.
Where
the
population is
migratory, attemptsare especially unlikelyto bemade - a
circumstance which explains why co-operativestores “ have
seemed toshuncapitaland
seafaring towns.” Better-to-do
persons, while fullycompetent to develop Purchasers’ Associations, if theyhad
the wish, may, in fact, not have the
very
wish. With commodities on which theyonlyspenda
small part of their income at rare intervals-commodities
that
possible
areluxuries to the main body of purchasers-the
savingsmay be too small to be worth while. Or again, even
when theyare
worth while, it may be possible to getan
equivalentadvantagein
some other less troublesome way.
British tenant farmers, for example, with their traditional right
to appeal to the squire in times of difkulty for a reduction of
rent, are slow to overcome their native individualism
for the
(to them) relatively small advantees of co-operat,ion with their
neighbours No doubt, encouragementmay be given to them

.”,
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byState action. Thusin Canada “ in 189’1 the Dominion
Department of Agriculture established a system
by means of
which loans were made to farmers who undertook to organise
themselves into Butter and Cheese Manufacturing Associations
and to send their produce to Co-operative Creameries equipped
by means of the loane.
The
Department
uudertook to
organise the management of these creameries, and to manufactureand sell thebutter for a fixed charge of four cents
(2d.)per Ib., an additionalcharge of one centper lb. being
made for the amortisation of the loans.”
Butthis device is
obviously of limited scope.Moreover,
thereare anumber
of very importantsorts
of workto
which the Purchasers’
Association form of organisationis not well suited. Whenever a large speculative element is present,
whenever, in other
words, muchuncertaintyhas to be borne, this factor of proforthcoming
from organised
duction will not be readily
purchasers. For, if capital has to be ventured at a hazard, the
peoplewho venture it will expectto exercise control,andto
harvest the profits, more or less in proportion to their venture.
Associations that raise capital at fixed interest and distribute
surplus in accordance, not with investment, but with purchases,
do notenablethemtodothis.Thegradedmachinery
of
debentures. preference shares and ordinary shares furnished by
Joint Stock Companies is much more satisfactory. I n risky
undertakings, therefore, Purchasers’ Associations will not work.
Norwill they work as regards commodities and services for
which economy demands centralised production, but of which
the purchasers arespread overwide
areas andmaketheir
purchases at irregularintervals.The
idea, for instance, that
the services now rendered by the cotton industry couldbe
by any arrangement of Purchasers’
provided
satisfactorily
“ I n many cases the users or
Associations is plainly fantastic.
consumers of the service do not form a practicable constituency,
apart from that of themselves as citizens, which could control
the administration. The national railway service could hardly
be governed by the votes of the incoherent mob of passengers
; or the
who pour out of the termini of ourgreatcities
characteristicmunicipal
services by anyother
membership
1 Yavor, &port vn the Camdim Aarth- We&,p. 44,

“
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than that of all
the
municipal electors.”
We conclude,
therefore, that, though the Purchasers’ Association, as a means
of overcoming the evils of ordinary competitive and ordinary
part to
monopolistic industry, has, undoubtedly,animportant
study
play, the fieldopen to it is limited in extent, and the
of further remedies is, therefore, still required.2
Webb, A Constitutionfor t h Sorialistic Conmnwealth, p. 252.
For a full discussion of the various forms of eo-operative activity, v i d e Fay,
Co-operalion at Home and Abroad. I am also indebted to Mr. Fay for ueeful
criticism and suggestion in connection with this chapter.
1

CHAPTER X X
INTERVENTION BY PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

5 1. OVER

the large field of industry,
where
voluntary
Purchasers’ Associations arenot anadequate means of overin industrialadjustment
whichoccur
coming thosefailnres
underthe more ordinary business forms, the questionarises
whetherthemagnitude
of the nationaldividendmight
not
beincreasedby
some kind of publicintervention,either
by
the exercise of control overconcerns left in private hands or
by dkect publicmanagement.
I n the presentchapter we are
concerned, not with the comparRtive merits of these two sorts
of intervention, but with the broadest aspects
of intervention
generally.
§ 2. It is natural at first sightto look for light on this
question from the experience of the war. Theurgentnational
need for enlargedsupplies of munitions,home - grown food,
t o extensive State interships, and certain other articles, led
vention
in
production.
National
productive
establishments
were set up, and private
establishments
mere controlled
and sometimesaccorded special grants to enablethemtoexpand theiroperations; while the Board of Agriculture took
powers to encourage, and, if need be, to compel, increased
cultivation of land, and also provided a number of facilities in
the way of soldiers’ and prisoners’ labour and specially imported machinery to assist farmers. A study of what was
accomplished undertheseandother
head8would, indeed, be
of great interest.But
it would notreallydo
much tohelp
our presentinquiry.
The difference betweenwar and peace
conditions h too great. In thosefouryears
of strainthe
underlyingmotive
of the main part of the Government’s
s29

*
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industrial action was to force capital,enterpriseandlabour,
no matterwhat
cost, intothe production
forthwithandat
of particularurgently
needed things. Nobody denies that,
when there is a shortage of anything relatively to the demand
for it,thisfact by itselfalways tends to stimulate people to
directtheir efforts towardsproducing thatthingratherthan
otherthings.
But this reaction is usuallya slow one; and in
the Great Warthe essentialrequirement was always speed.
Theprincipal purpose of governmentassistance and coercion
was to secure this; to surmount at once by directattack
obstacles that, in the ordinary course, could only be turned by
a slow andgradual
movement. The need for suchaction
was, of course, intensified in industries where the Government
itself, by artificiallykeeping down prices, had removed what
would normally have been the main stimulus to private efforts
afterincreasedproduction.
Withthe end of the war all this
has beenchanged.
The problem of national economy is no
longer to effect aninstantaneoustransformation
fromone
scheme of production to another, but to maintain permanently
the best scheme. To show that Government is fit (or infit)
to accomplish the former of these tasks is not to show that
it is fit (or unfit) to accomplish thelatter.
Moreover, the
involved
scheme of production called for in theGreatWar
an enormous output of things of uniform types for the direct
use of Government itself. To show thatGovernment, is fit
(or unfit) to control or operate industries devoted to a scheme
of this kind is not to show that it is fit (or unfit) to control
or operateindustries devoted to the morevariegatedscheme
called for in normal times. Yet again,
in the Great War, the
variouscontrols setup by Government were necessarily improvised in a great hurry in a time of abnormal difficulty and
pressure. No evidence that interventionintheseconditions
was wasteful or ineffective could prove that it wonld display
the same defects in the more favourable conditions of normal
life. For these reasons war experiencecan afford very little
real guidance, and our problem must be attacked by other
means.
3. For some persons the obvious approach towards it
ia blocked by the supposition that certain industries, those,

5
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namely, that make use of the right of eminent domain, such
as railway service (national and street), gas-lighting, electricity
supply, water supply and so forth, are, for that reason, suitable
for publicintervention, while otherindustries, because they
donotmake
use of theright of eminentdomain, arenot
suitable. Thissupposition is erroneous. It is truethatthe
exercise of eminent domain practically implies monopoly, since
neither State nor municipal authorities are at all likely to allow
doubleparallelinterferencewithstreetsand
highways. But
this circumstanceonly putsthesepublicutility
services into
the general class of monopolistic services : it does not render
them different, inany essential respect, from services that
have come into that class-like
the oil and tobacco industries
eminent
domain
in America-in
quite other ways. Thus
is in no way aconditionprecedent
eitherto governmental
licence.
management or to governmentalcontrolthrougha
Publicslaughter-houses,
licensed premises for the sale of
intoxicants,and the system of licensedcabs in London are
oE this fact.
The
broad question of
practicalillustrations
policy is different according &s we are concerned with monopolistic or with non-monopolistic industries; itis different
again,
within
monopolistic industries, according aa discriminatingprices are, or arenot, practicable ; but it is the
concerneddoes or
same, ceteris paribus, whethertheindustry
does notrequire
to exercise the right of eminent domain.
No doubt,
as
will
appear
presently,
undertakings
atthe
start of which thisrighthas
to be exercised, sincethey
in
necessarily come intocontactwiththepublicauthorities
their first beginninge, and,therefore,can
be broughtunder
control a t oncebefore any vested interests havegrown up,
can be subjected to publicinterventionmuchmoreeasily
than others.Thisdistinction
of practice is very important,
but it is not,andshouldnot
be treatedas,adistinction
of
principle.
8 4. In anyindustry, where thereis reason to believe
that the free play of Self-interest will cause an amount of rethe amount that is resources to be investeddifferentfrom
quired in the best interest of the national dividend, there is a
pima facie case for publicintervention.The
case, however,

.
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cannot becomemore than a p r i m facie one, until we have
considered the qualifications, which governmental agencies
may be expected to possess for interveningadvantageously.
It isnotsuficient
to contrast the imperfectadjustmenta
of unfetteredprivateenterprise
withthe
bestadjustment
that economista their
in studies
can
imagine.
For we
or will
cannotexpect that anypublicauthoritywillattain,
even
whole-heartedly
seek, that ideal.
Such authorities
to
areliablealike
to ignorance, to sectionalpressureand
personalcorruption by privateinterest.
A loud-voiced part
if organised for votes, may easily
of their
constituents,
outweigh the whole. This objection topublicintervention
inindustry applies both tointerventionthroughcontrol
of
private companies andtointerventionthroughdirectpublic
operation. On the one side, companies, particularly when
there is continuingregulation,mayemploycorruption,
not
only in the getting of their franchise, but also in the execution
formulationand
of it. ‘ I Regulation does not endwiththe
adoption of asatisfactorycontract, itself a considerable task.
. . . As with aconstitution, a statute, or a charter, so with
It has been
proved
that such an agreement
franchise.
a
is not self-enforcing, but must be fought for, through a tern]
of years, u vigorously as a t thetime of formulation and
council, or even
adoption. A hostile, lax, or ignorantcity
a State legislature,mayvary
the terms of the agreement
in such a manner aa totally to destroy or seriously to impair
its value.”
For thisthe
companies maintain a continuing
lobby. ‘‘ It is from them
that
the
politicians
get
their
a cumulativeeffect;
for
campaign funds.” a This evilhas
it checks theentry of upright men into government, and
so makes thecorrupting influence more free. On the other
side, when public authorities themselves work enterprises, the
possibilities of corruptionare changed only in form. r‘ The
newundertakings proposed by the municipalisem wodd lead
to dealings to the extent of m m y million dollars with tradesmen, builders, architects, etc., to the increase, by hundreds, of
MuniciN, and Prim& ope7alionof Public Utditiea (Report to the National
Civic Federation, U.S.A.), vol. i. p. 99.
Bemis, MulaicipE &%wpoliw, p. 174.
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important offices, and to the employment of tens of thousands
of additionalpublicservants.
Party leaders would have their
proportion of increasedpatronage.
Every public official is a
potentialopportunity for someform of self-interestarrayed
against the coInnlon interest.”
9 5. The force of thisargument for non-interference by
publicauthoritiesis,clearly,not
the same atall times and
places ; for any given kind of public authority will vary, alike
ineficiencyandin
sense of public duty,withthe
general
tone of the time. Thus, during thepastcenturyinEngland,
there hasbeen “ a vastincrease in the probity, the strength,
the unselfishness, and the resources of government. . , And
the people are now able to ruletheirrulers,and
to check
class abuse of power and privilege, in a waywhichwas
impossible before the days of general education and a general
surplus of energy over that required for earninga living.”
This important fact implies that there is now a greater likelihood thatany
given piece of interference, by any given
was
public
authority,
will prove beneficial than
there
i u former times. Nor is this all. Besides improvementin
the working of existingforms of publicauthority, we have
also to reckonwith theinvention of improved formaThis
of
point may
be
put thus. The
principal
disadvantages
municipal and
national
representative
assemblies, as organs
for the control or the operation of business, are four in
number. First,intheUnited
Kingdom-though
thisstateare primarily
ment is hardly true of Germany-thesebodies
chosen for purposes quite other than that of intervention in
is little reason to expect in
industry.Consequently,there
their
n~embers
any
special competence for such
a
task.
of anationalgovernment
Secondly, thefluctuatingmake-up
or of a town council is a serious handicap. Sir W. Preece
wrote : I have the experience of electriclighting in my
mind.
Large
municipalities overcome the difTjculty by
forming smallandstrongcomnlitteesandselectingthesame
chairman,andthusmaintaina
kind of continuity of policy.
Small corporations s t a r t with very largecommittees ; they

.
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are constantly changing, and the result is that you find, sometimesinabilityto
agree upon the system to be used, sometimesinabilitytoagreeupon
the means to beemployedto
is
trouble
and
conduct the service ; and i t incessant
of 0uctuating memsquabble.”
Moreover,
this
incident
bership may lead to action based on short views-views
bounded by the next election, not extending to the permanent
Thirdly,
the areas,
to
which
interests of the community.
publicauthorities are normallyallocated, aredetermined by
non- commercial considerations, and,consequently, are often
likelyto prove unsuitable for any form of interventionwith
the working of anindustry.
It is well known, for example,
that attempts, on the part of some municipalities to regulate,
and of others to operate, the service of, street-traction and the
supply of electrical power have suffered greatly from the
fact that these services, sincethe
development of modern
inventions,can
beorganised
most economically onascale
much in excess of the requirements of any one municipality.
Finally, as indicated above, regulargovernmental
agencies,
asare
elective bodies, are liable to
in so far they
injurious forms of electoral pressure. These four
disadvantages areall aerious. Butall of themcan be, ingreat
measure, obviated. The first, second and fourth are practically
doneawaywithunder
a system of municipalgovernment
suchas prevails i n Germany,where
the burgomasters and
of comaldermen, corresponding to the Englishchairmen
mit-,
are whole-time paid experts with practically permanent
tenure of office. All four disadvantages can be overcome,
perhaps
even
more effectively, by the receutly developed
device of Commissions or ad hoc Boards, that is to say, bodies of
men appointed for the express purpose of industrial operation
or control. An example of a Commission for operation is
afforded bythe Railway Department of NewSouthWales
or the Port of London Authority in this country, and one of a
Commission for control by the Interstate Railway Commission
of the United States. The members of such Commissions can be
specially chosen for their fitness for their task,
their appointment ca11 be for long periods, the areaallottedtothemcan
1 H.Heyer, Muniapl Ou%w8hip in E h e d Brit%&, p. 268.
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be suitablyadjusted, andtheirterms
of appointmentcan be
such aa to freethem, in the main, from electoralpressure.
The system of Commissions or ad hoc Boards also, in great part,
escapes a furtherimportant objection tointerventioninindustry by such bodies as municipal councils. This objection, as
stated by MajorDarwin,is
thatsuchintervention“lessens
the time which these bodies can devote to their primary and
essentialduties,and, by increasing the unwillingness of busy
men to devotetheirtime
to public affairs, it lowers the
averageadministrativecapacity
of the Local Authorities.”
Whenindustriesareoperated
or controlled by specialpublic
Commissions, this objection isinapplicable.The
broad result
is that modern developments in the structure and methods of
governmental agencies have fitted these agencies for beneficial
interventioninindustryunder
conditionswhich would not
have justified intervention in earlier times.
Darwin, Nunicipal Trade, 102.

CHAPTER XXI
PUBLIC CONTROL OF MONOPOLY

$ 1. IN the course of Chapters IX., X. and XI., reference
was frequentlymade
to devicea, bywhich theState could
interfere,
where
self-interest,
acting
through
simple
competition,failed
to makethenational
dividendaslargeas
it might bemade.
Apart from governmentaloperation
of
industriesinto which therightamount
of resources would
not
otherwise
be
turned,
and
apart
also from penal
cases, these devices were
fiscal
in
legislation in
extreme
character
and
consisted
in
the
concession of bounties or
the imposition of taxes. Where
self-interest
works, not
through
simple
competition,
but
through
monopoly, fiscal
intervention
evidently
ceases to be effective.
A bounty
might,indeed, be so contrived astopreventrestrictions
of
output below what is socially desirable, but only atthe
to
his
already
cost of enabling the monopolist to add
ransom from the State. In the
excessive profits large
a
present chapter, therefore, I propose to consider what methods
of monopoly. For simplicity
are availableunderconditions
of exposition, I shallignore
the qualifications setout
in
Chapter XI. and proceed as
though
simple
competition
might still be believed, as it was believedbysome
of the
more rigid followers of the classical economists, to make the
national dividend a maximum. The State, then, contemplating
a monopoly or the possibility of a monopoly in Aome industry,
maybesupposed
tocontrast the dividendunder it with the
dividendundersimple
competition. Its problem will be, not
to makethin@ perfect, but to make them 88 good m they
would be if monopolistic power were not at work.
a86
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2. In industrieswhere
monopolisticpower
is liable
to be introducedthroughthedevelopment
of combinations,
it is open totheState,
if it choosee, to aim at preventing
monopolypowerfrom arising, or, if it has arisen, at destroying it. TheoriginalFederal
Anti-Trust Law (1890) of the
UnitedStates,
commonly known rn theSherman Act, waa
overtlydirectedagainstactions
“ i n restraint of trade or
commerceamong the severalStates,” but was interpreted in
the earlier decisions of the Supreme Court as an Act banning
all combinations large enough to possess a substantial element
of monopolisticpower.
ThusJusticeHarlan’sjudgmentin
the Northern Securities Case, 1904, asserted that ‘‘ to vitiate a
combination,such as the Act of Congresscondemns, it need
not be shown thatthe combiuation in factresults, or will
resnlt, in total
a suppression
of trade or in a complete
monopoly, but it ie only essential to show that by ita necessary
operation it tends to restrain interstate or international trade
or commerce, or tends to create a
monopoly in such trade or
commerce andto deprive thepublic of the advantages that
flow from
free
competition.”
The Clayton Law of 1914,
whilemaking no further provision aa regardscombinations
that hadalready beenformed, follows the line of this interpretation as regards the formation of new combinations in the
future. It lays it down, not only that no person shall be .
adirector of more than one large bank or large corporation,
but also that no
corporation
shall
acquire-acquirements
or part of the
alreadymade
arenot
affected-thewhole
stock of anyother
corporation, when the effect of such
lessen competition, or
acquisitionmay
be substantiallyto
torestrain commerce inany section of thecommunity, or
to tend to the creation of a monopoly in any line of commerce.
Thisgeneral policy-trust
prohibition andtrust breakingseems, however, to be open to three serious objections.
enforce in
First, it is a policy exceedingly dificultto
an effective manner.
The
legislature
andthe
courts
may
succeed in getting
rid
of certain forms of combination,
buttheresult
will often bemerely the appearance of other
of fornu, which, as would happen if an
forms-possibly
1

Jenks and Clark, T’hc T d Problem, p. 295.
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informal price-fixing agreement took the place of acomplete
amalgamation, sacrifice the merits,
without
getting
rid
of
the demerits, of those whichpreceded them.Thedeclaration
of the Supreme Court of the United States, that the granting
of a power of attorney to common trustees by anumber
of companieswas ultra wires, led, in some industries, tothe
purchase of amajority of stock in each of the companies
by the said
trustees,
and,
in others, to the
substitution
of holding
a
company for trust.
a Governmental
attacks
onholdingcompaniescaneasily
be meteither
by comalso madeillegal, or by
plete consolidation, if thisisnot
dissolution into separate companies,
each
subject
to
the
samecontrollinginterest.
TheAustrianlawagainstKartels
likelytoinjuretherevenue
abolished Kartels possessed of
acentral
ofice;butonlywiththeresult
of substituting
informalunderstandings.TheBritish
Committee on Railway
Agreements and Amalgamations (19 11) summed up the situation thus : ‘‘ While Parliament may enact that this must be
done and that must be prohibited, past experience shows that
even Parliament appears tobe powerless to prevent two parties,
either by agreement or without formal agreement, from abstaining from a course of action,namely,activecompetition,
can, of course,
that neither party desires to take. Parliament
refuse to
sanction
Bills
authorising
the
amalgamation
or
working uBionof two or more railway companies, and may
provide that certain classes of agreement shall be invalid
or even illegal. But it cannotpreventrailway
companies
[and, of course, the same thing is true of industrial companies]
corning to understandings with each other to adopt a common
course of action, or to cease from activecompetition.”’The
recent policy of the UnitedStatesGovernmentandCourts,
in forcing the dissolution of monopolistic companies iuto their
constituentpartsaudproviding
atthe sametimevarious
regulations to prevent these from becoming subject to acommon
control, may, indeed, for atime be more effective, and,even
though it does not succeed in stimulatingreal competition
among men formerly colleagues, yet map, by its harassing
1 Deprtmm‘d Committee en Railway Agreements and Amalgamdim,
1911, p. 18.
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effect, make the task of forming new combinations less attractive.
It was stated, for example, by Professor Durand in 19 14,that
no new combinations hadbeenformed
since the Government
the Sherman Act.' This, howbegan to bringsuitsunder
ever, is no longer true. I n the Memorandum on American
Combiuations
furnished
by the Board of Trade to the
Committee on Industry and Trade in 1927, the following conpartial success -has been
clusion is reached. '<Onlyavery
achieved in preventing the growth of combination or the
lessening of competition. Theexperience of the administration of the Sherman Act between 189 0 and 1 9 7 4 seems to
have been repeated. When one
form
of combination
is
attacked and declared illegal, the lawyers advising the corporation evolve a new form, which,even if an objection by the
Federal
Trade
Commission is
eventually
upheld,
takes
a
considerableperiod to upset."
Thus it may still beclaimed,
as the teaching of experience as a whole, that lawsaimed
directly at " maintaining competition " have very small prospect of succeeding in their purpose.
Thereisa
second serious objection tothis policy. The
implies
a
root
idea
lying
behiud it is that competition
condition of things in which the value of the marginal
social netproduct of investment inthe businesses affected
is about
equal
to
the
value
of the marginal social net
product elsewhere. But,
passing
by the qualifications to
this view setoutinChapters
IX. and XI., we haveto
note that the competition, fromwhich the above good result
may be expected, is " simple competition," whereas the competition,to which lawsagainst combination lead,willvery
probably be
monopolistic
competition, namely, competition
among a few competitors. With railway cornbinations this
reault is certain; for the number of railwaysplyingbetween
is necessarily
very
small.
With
any two
given
centres
industrial combinations the issue at first sight seems more
doubtful,since thereis no such necessary limitation inthe
When,
number of industrial concerns of any giventype.
Cf. AmericanEcmwmicRroicw Supplememi, March 1914, p. 176. For a full
scaount of American Anti-Trust Lsws and Cases, of. Daviee, Tn& Laws and

Unfair Cmpelitim.
Ehclpra in IndzrstriaE a d Cmmcrcial EliriciennJ,1927, p. 107.
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however, we re0ect that cowlinations can rarely be organised
as a matter of fact, thenumber
exceptinindustrieswhere,
of leading firms is small, the force of this objection is much
reduced.Among
industrial combinations, as well as among
railway
combinations,
dissolution is much more likely to
lead to monopolistic than to simple competition. It has
Chapter
XV., that monopolistic
been shown, however, in
competition does nottend to bringabout an output of such
magnitude
a
thatthe
value of the marginal social net
product of investmentintheindustry
aEected is equalto
that prevailing elsewhere. On the contrary, theoutputis
to destroy or to
indeterminate.Whenthecompetitorshope
cut-throatcompetition,”
absorb one another, we mayget
under which production is carried so far as to involve absolute
loss; and the chance of this is made greater by the desire of
one giant busiuess to win even a barren vict,ory over another.
I n short, even if the conditions were such that laws for “ maintainingcompetition ” could reallypreventcombination,they
would still be unable to secure the establishment of competition in that sense i n which alone it can be expected to evolve
of output which ismost
the level of prices andtherate
advantageous from the standpoint of the natioual dividend.
Even now,however, the case against the policy we are
considering is not exhausted. There remains a
third objection.
Combination is nottheparent
of monopoly only, but also,
very often, of incidental benefits. Thus, as waa observed in
Chapter XIV., a combination, which is large relatively to the
market i n which it trades, has more inducement than a small
singleseller to adopt a policy of developing demand among
potential customers, since it may reckon on receiving a larger
proportion of the gainresulting from anyinvestmentswhich
i t maymakewiththis
object. In addition to this, a large
combinationwill often enjoy certain economies of production,
which, if the Government were to adopt a policy of maintainingactive competition, would fail to emerge, No doubt,
some of those forms of Kartel agreement, under which a proportion of the market is guaranteed to the several members,
since theytend to conserve weak firms, which competition
would “naturally” destroy, notonly fail to yield economies,
‘I
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but actually yield diseconomies.’ I t should be observed, however, that pooling agreements do not necessarily act in this way.
The British Committee on Trusts ( 1 9 19), for example, reports
an arraugement
thatin agreat Iuany associations thereis
under which firms, on producing less than their quota, receive
from the pool 5 per centin
value upon theamount
of
their deficiency. It wasurged
bysomewitnesses
thatthis
arrangementhad the effect of driving weak firms out of the
industry by the economicalmethod of pensioning,instead of
the more costly method of fighting them.* Against this, indeed,
we have to setthe
fact thatthe
money to provide the
pensions hasto be obtained by some kind of tax on firms
that exceed their quota-a
necessary discouragement to them.
Moreover,some forms of pool, by making the profits of each
member severally dependon the eHiciency of all collectively,may
lead to relaxed energy and enterprise. But, on the other hand,
inall
combinations that involve any measure of common
management, savings of the kind referred to in Chapter XIV.
are bound to accrue in greater or less degree.’ I n a
peculiar industry like the
telephones, where the actualthing
supplied to A is improved if B draws his supply From the
same agency, the advantageis especially great. It mayalso
be considerable in more ordinary
industries.
Inter alia,
weak or
badly
situated
plants
are
apt
to
be shut down
1 Cf. Walker, CombinatiaLa in tlu &man
Coal Indudslry, p. 322. Mr. Walker
pinta out, however, that this tendency, at all events in the Ruhr Kartel,
is

smaller than appears a t firstsight, since the largemines,by
sinking more
shaftsandbybuyingupsmall
mineq, canincrease
their“participation
”
(ibid. p. 94). Morgenroth, in his E;cportpZitik: der Ka&lle, emphasises this point
in regard toKertels generally. He pointsout ftwther that the anti-economic
effeots of Kartels are mitigated by their tendency to I d to the development
of “mixed works,”whichrefuse
to admit any limitation in their output of
rawstuff to be workod up in their own further products. Thus amongthese
important mixed works the selective influence of competition i3 not restrained
by agreements (Em cil. p. 72).
2 Report of the Committee on Trusts, 1919, p. 3.
3 Gf. Liefmann’8 statement : ‘(Verschiedene grosae Unternehmnngen erwarben
n h l i c h dime kleinenZechennurumihrerBeteiligungezifferimSyndikat
willen,€egten sie aber dann still undforderten deren A h t a q n o t e auf ihren
eigenen Sahiichten billiger. War dies auch naturlich fur die betroffenen Arbeiter
und Gerneinden aehr nmhteilig, 80 iat d w h zu beriicksichtigen, dass diese
ldeineu Zechenbei freier Kontnrrenz lingst zugunde gegangenwaren.H&hstenskannman
aagen, dass daun die Still-legungunddieEntlassnngder
Arbiter sich weniger plotzlich vollzogen hatte und laninger vorauseehhar gewesen
wire ” (Kaddk ewrd W ,
p p 61-2).
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muchmore quickly thanthey wouldbe undercompetition ;
while, among those that remain, the purposive force of "comparative cost accounting" may be expectedtostimulate
the
blind force of
energy of managers more strongly thanthe
market rivalry could ever do.'
We must, indeed, be on ourguardagainstexaggerating
the importance of these economies. For, if by combination
we mean existing combinations, it is necessaryto recollect
that, since the magnitude of the unit of control is determined
bymonopolisticconsiderationsas
well as by considerations
of structuralandother
economies, thisunit is oftenlarger
thantheunit'
of maximum efficiency. If we mean only
such combinations as it wouldbe profitable to form de novo,
were the exercise of monopolisticpowerwholly
excluded,
combination will, indeed, evolve theunit of maximum immediate efficiency, but that unit will very likely prove too large
whenultimateindirect
effects, as well as immediate effects,
aretakeninto account. For thisthereare two reasons. The
the main part of any
first is that aproducercontrolling
industry, i n considering the wisdom of adopting any mechanical
of the
improvement, is temptedto take account,notmerely
direct positive yieldto be expectedfromcapitalinvested
in
that improvement, but also of theindirect negative yield in
if he does
lessening thereturns to his existingplant.But,
this, he will, as was shown on pp. 190-92, be holding back from
it is totheinterest
of the national
improvementswhich
dividend that heshould adopt. A monopoly makes no proper
use-atall
eventa is undertemptation to make insufficient
of progress, the scrap heap.2
use-of
thatinvaluableagent
The secondreason is that indicated in Chapter X, namely,
that large combinations, by lessening the opportunities for training in the entrepreneur function, which are available when men
who have done well in one company can be passed on to more
responsible work inanother,and
byweakening thestimulus
to keenness and efficiency, which is afforded by the rivalry of
I cf. Mscgregor, Idunt&l CombiPEalion, p. 34. This device lulea prominently
in the United Statss Steel Corporation (VM Hiae, Colacentration a d Cont+d,
p. 136). A n elaborate accollnt of it is given by Jenks in the U.S.A. Bulletin
of f r , 1900, p. 675.
8 'Clark, !
l"WFOofZ2" (revised edition), p. 14.
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competing concerns, tendindirectlytopreventthe
average
it might
level of business ability from rising as highas
otherwise do.
The qualifications which theseconsiderationssuggest
are
of great importance. Theytellstronglyagainst
the claim
madebyProfessor
Clark, whenhe writes : ‘I A nearlyideal
every department
condition mould be thatinwhich,.in
of industry,thereshould
be onegreat corporation, working
without friction and with enormous economy, and compelled to
give to the public the full bene@ of that economy.”
Nevertheless, there can be little doubt that, i n some eiTcumstances, the
combination of competing institutions into “Trusts ” and consolidations that dominate the market does involve, even from
long-period
a
point
of view, considerable net economies.2
Theseeconomies may be so great thatthe favourableeffect
produced by them on the output of the monopolised commodity
exceeds the unfavourable effectproducedon
thisoutput by
the exercise of monopolisticpower.
Attempts to determine,
by a comparison of prices, or of margins” between prices and
the cost of materials, before andafter the formation of any
cornbination, whether or notthis has actually been so, are
inevitably baffled by our inability to allow for changes in
manufacturing methods and in the utilisation of by-products, or
to gauge accurately the-probably abnormal-price
conditions
that ruledimmediately before the combination w m formed?
Analysis, however, enables us to say that combination is likely,
on the whole, to diminish the output of the commodity affected
by it and to raise its price, nnless the associated economies are
I‘

Tkc C d d of T m l s , p. 29.
Professor Durand arguea in favour of a policy of trust-breakingthat,
in general, the business unite evolved apart from combination would belarge
enough to secure practically all thestructunrland
other economies of production available to trusts (Quart~Zy Jm~mal of Jknornics, 1914, p. 677
et sq.). It should be observed, however, that, even if this were true, the
policy of trust-breaking would not be shown to he EUperiOr to one of depriving
truste of monopolistic power: for both policies would then l e d to th,
eatabiishment of blisinass unita of a size yieldingmaximum efficiency. I n
faot, however, it ia plainly not true in all industries ; and, when it is not true,
trust-breaking lead^ to the estublishment OF unita too small to yield maximum
eficienoy.
For these reasons the admirable prim etudiea in Jenks’s Trust MZm are
hardly adequate to support the hvourible judgment as t o the effeot of combina.
tions that he rash on them.
I
3
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so large that, had they been introduced without monopolisation,
they would have raised output to about double its former
so large as this are improbable, and I do
amount.'Economies
not, therefore, claim that to prevent combination in any department of industry would often make the output of that departmentsmallerthan
it mighthave
been.But-and
this is
the essential point-theeffect
of cornbinationon the output
of the commodity affected by it is not the same thing as
its
For suppose
combination
effect on the national
dividend.
to bringabout economieswhich enable the same output m
before to beproducedby
the uae of half the former quantity
of productive resources, andsuppose that, in consequence of
monopolistic action, no more than this output is in
fact produced. The released productive resources will not, in general,
be idle, but will beoccupied in adding to the output of other
commodities. Hence, in this case, the output of no commodity
is diminished and the output of some commodities is increased,
which obviously implies that the size of t,he national dividend
is increased. It follows that to preventcombination would
sometimes injurethe dividend, even though it enabled the
output of the commodity immediately affected to be larger
than it would have been. Thispoint need not, however,be
certain that to
laboured further. For it isinanyevent
prevent combination,when
combinationcarrieswith
it any
net economies, must bemore injurioustothedividendthan
to allowcombination and toprevent the exercise of monopolistic power.
Q 3. A second line of policy which it is open t o the State
to pursue is as follows. Instead of endeavouring, by obstructing combination, to prevent industrial concerns from becoming
possessed of monopolisticpower, it mayseek, by conserving
potentid ratherthanactual
competition, tomake it to their
interest to leave that powerunexercised ; the idea, of coum,
being that, if theyexpect new competitors to come into the
field, should output be restricted and prices 'be raisedhigh
enough to yieldabnormal profits, they will have no inducement to charge more than '' reasonable " prices. The policy,
1 This propasition is exactly true on the hypothesis that the curve9 of
demand and anpply are straight linea.
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to which thisline
of thoughtleads,
is that of penalising
the use of “clubbing ” devices, whose reputemightotherwise drivepotentialcompetitors away.Among
these devices
the two principalarecut-throatcompetition,as
described in
Chapter XV., and various forms of boycott, namely, the exercise
of pressure upon third partiesnot to purchtme services from,
or sell services to, a rivalseller on terms as favourable as
they would have oflered to him if left to themselves.’
5 4. It is obvious that the weapon of cut-throat competicalled, “ destructivedumping,”
tion, or, as it issometimes
when practised by a business alreadylarge enough to monopolise any department of industry, must prove overwhelmingly
powerful against newcomers. The nlonopolist necessarily
be poured out,
possesses immense resources, andthesecan
for the destruction of a new,
iu almostunlimitedquantities,
and presumably
much
less wealthy,
intruder.
This
is
especially clear when a monopolist, dealing in manymarkets
or in many lines of goods, has to do with a competitor dealing
only in a few ; for in theseconditions the competitorcan
be destroyed by a cut, made either openly or through a bogus
of the
independent company? that affects only asmallpart
monopolist’s business. An
extreme
example
of this kind
of cut is given in the statement of certainopponents
of
theStandard Oil Trust, “ t h a t persons are engaged to follow
the waggons of competitors to learn who their customers are,
and that then they make lower offers to those customers ; and
it is stillfurther asserted that at times the employes in the
ofices of rivals are bribed to disclose their business
to
theStandard
Oil Company.”’ It is needless to emphasiRe
1 The weapon of boycottcanalsobe
used to force uponretailers
an
agreement to maiutain the prices of particular goods sold by them
a t alevel
dictated by the manufacturers of the goods. It would seem that manufacturers
do not wishquality-articlea
to be sold too cheap to consumere, lestthey
should“lose
caste ” withthem.
But probably theirmainmotive
is the
knowledge that, if the goods are made into “leaders,” on which the retailers
make scarcely any direct profit, and which serve merely to advertise other W B T ~ B ,
therebilere willtendnot
to push theirsale (Taumig, Amcrimn Ewnornic
Beview, pol. vi. No. 1 Supplement, 1916, pp. 172-3).
3 This n~ethodis alleged to have been pmtined by theStandard
Oil
Company. The object, of coume, is to obviate a clamour from cutamera in .
othermarkets forasimilarcut
on their purchases. (Cf.Davias, 2’m.d L ~ W E
t
a
d Unfair Cornptiiim, p. 819.)
3 U.S.A. Indust4 CmnmMon, I. i p 20.
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the immense power of this weapon.
“After two or three
attemptsto competewith
Jay Gould’s telegraphline
from
New York to Philadelphia had been frustrated by a lowering
of rates to a merely nominal price, the notoriety of this terrible
weapon sufficed to check further attempts at competition.”’
$ 5. The weapon of boycotthasanarrowerrange
than
a
that of cut-throat competition. It is worked through
with any
refusal to deal, except on speciallyonerousterms,
one who also deals elsewhere. When the worsened terms
to dealingswith himself are
attached by adominatingseller
more injurious to theclientthanthe
loss of that client’s
other dealings, the n~onopolist can force the client to boycott
his rivals. I n order thathe maybe
abletodothis,
the
goods or services that he offers for Bale must be rendered, by
art,
non-transferable;
for it is impossible
nature or by
to hurt acustomer by refusing to sell to him, if he is able
to punchase through a middleman the goods which are
refused to him by the monopolist. Hence, when nature
does not cause non-transferability, theremust
be stringent
conditions
about
re-sales
the
incontracts
between the
monopolist andanyintermediary
agents, if suchthereare,
who intervene between
him
and the ultimate consumers.
But non-transferability is not sufficient by itself. It is necessary, further, that the rival
producer’s possible supply to 0%
recalcitrant CMLSUWT at current prices shall be very small
Usually, of course, thoughany one seller’s outputislikely
to be small relatively to the total consumption of the market,
it is many times as large as that of any representative single
is so, recalcitrant
consumers
can
consumer. Where
this
successfully counterarefusal
to sell on the part of the
monopolist bypurchaeing
allthattheywant
from outside
competitors and leaving to non-recalcitrants the whole output
of the monopolist. This consideration is not, however, entirely
fatal to the weapon of boycott, because in mally industries,
though by no means in all: producers deal with their customers

C
a
m
s
iR
1
,

Hobson, Emlution of M
&
p. 219.
paper, “ Monopoly and Consumers' Surplns,” Eeolunnic Jopcnurl,
Sapternher 1904, p. 392.
3 Thus Jenka (U.S.A. BwEMin of Labosl4., 1900, p. 679) s b t a that “rbout
half the wrnbinatione reporting sell direct t o wnsumera.’’
1

*
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indirectlythroughwholesalers
or furthermanufacturers
or
transporters, who purchaseindividuallyaconsiderable
mass
of products. When intermediaries of thiskindarepresent>
effective boycott may become practicable.
First, aboycottcan
be forced when the commodities or
services supplied by the monopolist consist, notin asingle
kind of good, but in several goods, and when,among these
several goods, thereare one or more for which the demand
of which the monopolist has, through
is veryurgent,and
patents or reputation (e.9. brands of tobacco) or otherwise,
A good example is furnishedbythe boot
exclusivecontrol.
and shoe trade, in which certain firms controlimportant
patents. The patented machines are not
sold, but are let out
from
on lease, under “ conditions which debar nlanufacturers
employingthesemachinessave
and except in conjunction
with other machines supplied by the eame controlling owners
. . . one of the conditionsbeing thatthelatest
machines
must not be used for goods which have, in any other process
of manufacturing, been touched by machines supplied by other
makers.”’This
kind of boycott is also illustratedbythe
‘I factors’
agreement,”whichmakers
of popularproprietary
goods sometimes secure from retailers.
Secondly, a boycott a n be forced where it is important
for purchasers-here, as before, the purchasersare, in general,
manufacturers-to
be abla to get the service that they need
immediately the need arises, and where a n ordinary supplier,
thoughproducingmuch
more service in the aggregate than
any single purchaser wants, may not be producing more than
such a purchaser wants a t some definite single moment.
This
of goods which are
condition is realised inthetransport
so perishable, or for which the demand is so instant,that
transport, to be of use, must be available a t the moment when
it is asked for. It is in the transport by sea of goods of this
kind that themethod of boycott has been most fully elaborated.
1 Tima, 8th February 1903. Cf. Appendix to the Report of the (British)
Committee on Trusts, 1919, p. 27. Action of this kind ie directly prohibited
in Australiaunder the Patents Act of 1903. (Cf. Davies, T d Lam and
Unfair Competition, p. 247.) The British Patents Act of 1907 pennits it only
provided that the lessee k given an opportunity of hiring the patanted machine
without the tying clellseA on “reamonable,” though not, of ooum, equnl temm
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The transport of goods,which areinfairlysteady
demand
and which have no need of speedy delivery, can be arranged
tramp
for by purchasers, if they wish, wholly through
steamers;butthetransport
of urgent goods cannot be so
arranged for, because tramps and small lines cannot guarantee
regular sailings.’ Hence it comes to be practicable for shipping
rings to force a boycott
against
independent
lines. They
Of these
usually accomplish this through “ deferred rebates.”
there
are
two degrees. When
the
Royal Commission on
ShippingRingspublishedtheirreport
(1909), in the West
1 Cf. Royal Commission on Shipping Eings, 1909, Report, p. 13. The Commissioners suggest that it is for this reason thht the deferred rebate system is not
applied to our outward trade in coal or to the greater part of our inward trade,
which consists of rough goods, bnt only to those cargoesfor which a regular service
of high-classsteamers is essential. (Cf. &id. p. 77.)
2 This method was described by the Royal Commissioners on Shipping Rings,
or circular to sllippers informing
1909, thus : “The Companies issue a notice
them that, if at the end of a certain period (usually
four or six months) they
have not shipped goods by any vessels other than those despatched by members
of the Conference, they will be credited with a sum equivalent to a certain part
(usually 10 per cent) of the aggregate freights paid on their shipments during
that period, and that this Bum will be paidover to them, if at the end of a
further period (usually four or six months) they have continued t o confine their
shipments to vessels belonging to members of the Conference. The sum 80 paid is
known .sa a deferred rebate. Thus in the South African trade at the present day
the amount of the rebate payable is 6 per cent of the freight paid by the shipper.
The rebates are calculated in respect of two six-monthly periods ending with the
30th June and 31st
December respectively, but their payment to the shipper
is not
due until a further period of six months haa elapsed ; that is t o say, that, as to
following 30th June, the rebates
shipments made between the 1 st January and the
are payable on the 1st January following, and, as to shipmentsmade between the
1st July and the 31stDecember, the rebates are payable on the following
1st Jaly.
It follows that in this instance the payment of therebate on any particular
itam of cargo is withheld by the shipowners for a t leaat six months and that, in
the case of cargo shipped on the 1st January
or 1st July, it is withheld for a period
of twelve months.
If during any period a shipper sends any quantity of goods,
however small, by a vessel other than those despatched by the Conference Lines,
he becomes disentitled to rebates on any of his ehipnlents by Conference vessela
during that period and the preoeding one ” (Report, pp. 9-10). Bince the issue
of the Royal Commission‘s Report a new method of tyiug shippers, known as
the agreementsystem,has come into operation.When
South Africanlegislation in 1911 I ‘ forced the liner companies trading with South Africa to relinquish
the rebate system, an agreement waa drawn up after negotiations
between the
South African Trade Association and the South African Shipping Conference. .
The ehippers who sign agree to give their active support to the regular lines in
the Conference.
In returnthe
linea undertaketomaintainregularberth
milings a t advertiseddates,theshipstosailfull
or not full,and to provide
sufficient tonnage for the ordinary requirements of the trade ; and, fnrther, to
maintain stability of freights, which are definitely prescribed in the agreement,
and equality of rater to large and small shippers alike ” (Reporl of the Zrnpfial
cmmillu, 1923, Cmd. 1802, pp. 20-21).
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African Shipping Conference and iu all
the
Conferences
engaged in the trade with India and the Far East, the rebates
that
were paid to exportingmerchantsonly,oncondition
these merchants had not
been interested in any shipment by
was no requirement thatthe forrivalcarriers,butthere
warding
agent,
through
whom the merchant
might
have
acted,shouldhave
dealt exclusively withthe Conference in
respect of the goods of hisother&ental
In theSouth
American Conferences,
however,
“ t h e form of claim
for
rebates has, in the case of goods shipped through a forwarding
agent, to be signed by such agent as well as by the principal,
and, if the forwarding agent has not conformed t o the conditions of the rebatecircular in allhisshipments
for allhis
clients, claims to rebates are invalidated.”’
Thirdly,aboycott can be forced when the intermediary,
whom a monopolistwishes to use as his instrument, is, not
a manufacturer or a wholesaler purchasing that rival’s goods,
but a railway company conveying them. When an alternative
by
route for his own goods is available, the monopolist,
threateningtherailwaywiththewithdrawal
of hiscustom,
is sometimes in a position to compel i t to chargedifferential
rates
against
his
rival.
I n a boycott
engineered
by the
Oil Trust it is even asserted that the railways were compelled
tohand
over a part of theextra charges levied on their
rivalsto the executive of the Trust.’ Whenthe boycotting
concern actually owns the agency of transport, its power in
this matter is, of course, still greater:
A boycott of this kind
Royal Commission 011 Shipping Rings, Report, pp. 29-30.
e Ibid. p. 30. The decision of the House of L o r d s in the Mogul Steamship
Go. wse, 1892, was to the effect that the party injured
by an arrangement of
this kind had no ground of action for damages, but it did not, it would seem,
necessarily imply that the combination against which action wag brought was
p. 234). In a similar
itself lawful (Davim, T w t Luauu and Vsfaiy Cm~petitBon,
case in the German Imperial Court (1901), an injunction against diecrimination
wae granted (ibid. p. 262).
CE L!%A Great Oil Octopus, p. 40 ; Ripley, Railroads, Ibzle-s and ReguZatinn,
p. 200.
The samething is t N e when the boycottingconcern owns, as the Big
Five m e a t - p c k m do, stockyards and cold-storage warehouses which their rivals
must use and in respect of which they a n make discriminating charges against
them. The Federal T d e Cornmiasion, intheir report on the meat-pwking
industry in 1819, urged that, to obviate this, the Steta should i h l f acquire
these stockyarde and cold.storage phnta
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may also be operatedthrough banks, pressure being exerted
upon them to refuse loans to a rival producer.
5 6. Attempts to prevent the uw of cut-throat competition,
ie. destructivedumping, by legal enactmentare confronted
with
the
dificulty
of evasion. The American Industrial
Commission recommended that “cutting prices in any locality
below those which prevail generally, for the purpose of
destroying local competition,”should
be
made
an offence.
Any person damaged waa to have the right to sue for penalties,
and officerswere required to prosecute offenders.’ It isplain,
however, that, evenwhen it is possible, as it iswith public
service corporations, to insist that tariff rates shall be regularly
published, evasion may be practised through unpublished discounts and rebates to particular customers;nor, since discovery
isunlikely,will
theenactment of heavypenaltiesagainst
breaches of the law necessarily Becure obedience thereto?
Where
destructive
dumping
is threatened,
not
by public
service corporations, butbyindustrialists
engaged inthe
a t different places, the
manufacture of manycommodities
enforcement of regular
published
rates is impracticable.
Hence the problem confronting the legislatordemands the
Wherethe
form
unravelling of still more tangledknots.
of destructivedumping which is employed is that of pricecutting limited to the local market of a particular competitor
or group of competitors, the offence is a t least definite, though,
especially when worked through a bogus independent company,
it may be extraordinarily difficult to detect. Against destructive
dumping of this kind ope?-ated by foreigners the Governments
of Canada (19 04) and South Africa (19 14) have endeavoured
to guard their citizen8 by anti-dumping legislation, providing
that, when goods a10 exported to them a t prices, which,
exclusive of freight charges and so on, nre substantially below
united 8 a S Indwtrial cmmissiolL, vol. xviii. p. 154.
Itis instructive to read in M. Colaon’s great work (Cuum d‘Bconomie
poldique, vol. vi. p. 398) that abusivediscriminations “semblent Btre devenus
bien plus ram en Angleterre qn’en Am&rique,bien que I’ddminiatration J sit &a
p v o i r s beaucoup moins &andus et que lea phalitis y soient moinsdvPres,
prce que I’ententa entre Compagniee y est admiae par la loi ; au contraire en
Amkrique, lea punvoira publios s’efforcent d’empikher lea m r d m qui mettrsient
fin 8, la concurreno, came essentielle d- inAgalit& de h i b n e n t , et par suite ne
sont p8a arrivh, jusqu’ici, h ddraciner olles-ci.*
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the contemporary prices ruling a t home, these goods shall be
subjected to a special import duty equivalent to the difference
between the home and foreign prices.'
This legislation,
however, hits,not merelydestructivedumping
inthe sense
here defined, but also (1) the clearing of surplus stock on
foreign market a t less than home prices in periods of depression and ( 2 ) the permanent selling abroad at the world price,
by a foreign monopolistic producer, of goods for which at
home he is able to charge monopoly prices. The policy of
is onewhose
discouraging the former of thesetwopractices
merits are open to debate, but clearly there is nothing to be
said for discouraging the second-except,
indeed, the least
tenable of the things that can be said in favour of all-round
protection.
The
United
States
Government,
wishing
to
direct its legislative blows againstdestructivedumpingexclusively, included in the Federal Revenue Act of 1 9 1 6 the
version of the Canadian anti - dumping
followingmodified
law. I n Section 801 of the Act it is enacted : That it
shall be unlawful, for any person importing or assisting in
importinganyarticles
from any foreign countryintothe
UnitedStates, commonly andsystematicallytoimport,
eel1
or cause to be imported or sold sucharticleswithin
the
UnitedStates a t apricesubstantially
lese thantheactual
market value or wholesale price of such articles, at the time
of exporting to the United States, in the principal market of
the country of their production, or of other foreign countries
to which theyare commonly exported, afteradding to such
marketvalue
or wholesale price freight,dutyandother
charges and expenses necessarily incident to the importation
and d e thereof inthe United S t a h . Provided, that such
act or acts bedone with the intent of destroying or injuring
an industryintheUnitedStates
or of preventingthe
establishment of anindustryintheUnitedStates
or of
'I

1 For these laws cf. Davies, T m t Laws am? Unfair CmpelitiosL, pp. 550-61.
Australia (1906) has a more complicated law whioh condemns dumping in the
Canadian sense, along with certain other fonns of importation, under the
general haad of unfair competition, and meeta it with a penalty, not a special
duty. CF.for a general discasaion of anti-dumpinglegislation, Viner, Dumping
(1923), oh. xi. -xiv. For the most recent facta cf. MenurrMzdum m the LegisZation of D t f f e ~ c n t
for the Rewedim of Dumping, Economic andFinancial
Bection OF the h g u e of N a t i o ~ C.E.,
,
1.7.1927.
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restraining or monopolising any part of the trade or commerce
i n sucharticles in theUnited States.” Offences againstthis
clause were penalised, not,asin
Canada,by a special duty,
but by a fine. Underthe Emergency Tariff Act of 1 9 2 1
andthe final Act of 19 22 the reference tointention was
omitted, and the imposition of a special duty was authorised
whenever an efficiently conducted industry of theUnited
States was being, or was likely to be, injured by importation
at less thanthe price ruling in theprincipal home market
of theexportingcountry
plus f.0.b. costs. I n theUnited
Kingdom the Safeguarding of IndustriesAct 1921 provided
for the imposition of special duties on goods that are being
importedfromany
foreign countryaud sold intheUnited
Kingdom a t aprice, inclusive of fi-eight charges, less than
95 per cent of the wholesale price atthe works charged to
consumers in that.country; provided that,by reason of the
in any
industry
in
the
United
importation,
employment
be, seriously affected.
Kingdom is being, or is likelyto
An Act of the samegeneralcharacter
waa passed in AUEtralia in 1921, thoughunder that Act discretion is allowed
if it so chooses.
totheExecutiveto
refrainfroluaction
We need not concern ourselves here
with
the difficult
of thiskind
provides for the
problems
which
legislation
o5cials charged with
ascertaining
the
relevant
fa&did
under
the Federal
Revenue
Act
including, as these
for those
of 19 16, the motive actuating foreign aellers-and
who have to detect
and prevent the evasive use of nominally
independentagents,
on whose account goods maybeimported a t full price, thereafterto be sold at less than was
paid for them. The main
point
for our
present
purpose
is that, when, m intheconditions
which this legislation
contemplates,
destructive
dumping is attempted by interlocal price discriminations, the tmk of preventing it is relatively
easy, because there is Bomething definiteto go on. When,
however, m often happens in domestictrade, we have to do
with cuts made on all sales of a particular line of goods, the
offence is not definite ; for, clearly, not all cuta am destructive
dumping,and it ie difficult to diatinguishamongthem
the
innocent from the guilty.One
authoritativewriter proposes
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as a test that, “if the price of the particular grade of goods
were first put down and then put up again, and if rivals were
crushed intheinterval,this
wouldbeevidence
thatthe
been
purpose of the cut was illegitimate.”’Suchatesthas
attempted in the American Mann-Elkins RailwayLaw of 1 9 10,
which provides that, “when arailway reduces rates between
mmpetitive points, it shallnot be permitted to increase the
rates on the cessation of the competition, unless i t can satisfy
the Commission that the conditions are changed otherwise than
by the mereelimination of water competition.”
There is a
similar provision in the American Shipping Act of 1 9 1 6as regards shipping charges in interstate trade. But this test
cannot be pushed very vigorously ; for, if i t were, any firm, which
lowered prices in a time of depression or for purposes of experiment, might find itself precluded from afterwards raising
them again, should any other firm in the =me line meanwhile
have failed.
Similar difficulties stand in the way of effective legislation
against boycotts. It istruethat
suchlegislationhas
been
widely attempted.TheUnitedStates(undertheClayton
Law), Australia and New Zealand all prohibit, under penalty,
any person from making the act of sale, or the terms of sale,
of anything conditional on the buyer not using or dealing in
the goods of anycompetitor.
On similarlinestheUnited
States Federal Revenue Law of September 19 1 6 “ imposes a
double duty upon goods importedunderagreement that the
Yet
importer or othersshall use those goods exclusively.”
again, the American ShippingAct of 1 9 1 6 makes deferred
rebates illegaL It is obvious, however, that, when the condition
or agreement is made between a mannfactnrer and a dealer,
both of whom profit by it, the difficulty of preventing evasion
must be very great. When t.he boycott is worked; not through
a wholwler,but through a railway company,
the difficulty is still
Clark, The Control of 3clllsts, p. 69.
26th Jan. 1910, p. 1412. Cf. Riplep, hilroads, Rates and
&ulutim, p. 566.
3 The English Patents and Deeigns Amendment Act of 1907 prohibita
exclusive dealiug contracts of this kind, unleaa the seller, loseor or licenaee
proves that, when the oontract waa made, his competitors had the option of
obtaining the patented goods on reaaoneble terma without the exclwive condition
( h v i e s , Trwt h
w
a and Unfair CornpMia, p. 539).
1

-
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greater.American
law haslongendeavouredtopreventrailway discriminationsfavourable to the largeTrusts.
But : “A
partisan of the Trust said t o me : ‘ The Pennsylvania Railroad
could not refuse the cars of a competitor of the Standard Oil
Company,but
nothing could hinder it from side-tracking
I‘ A consignmentnote
acknowledges the receipt of
them.’ ”
’70 barrels of flour ; 6 5 only are shipped, and the railway company pays damages for the lose of the five non-existent
barrels.’’ Except when longnotice of alterations is required
by law, ratesmay be changedsuddenly,secretnoticebeing
given to the favoured shipper and no information to others ;
and so forth. It is truethattheAttorney-General
of the
UnitedStates
declared in 1903, afterthe
passing of the
Elkins law : The giving and taking of railroad rebates is now
of effective enforcement against
prohibited by alawcapable
corporationsas well as against individuals.”
This view,however, appears to have been unduly optimistic.The
Interstate
Commerce Commission reported, as to the conditions in 1908,
thatmanyshippersstill
enjoy illegaIadvantagea“Thus
the rebate, as an evil in transportation, even since amendment
of the law in 1906-10, while under control, is still far from
being eradicated. Favouritism
lurks in every covert, assuming
almost every hue and form. Practices, which outwardly appear
been shown to conceal
to benecessary andlegitimate,have
special favours of a substantial sort.’’ The boycott engineered
through railway companies thus dies hard. I t is said, however,
that,intheUnitedStates,theTransportationAct
of 1920,
of Federalsupervision over railways,
which createdasystem
has finally put an end to it.4
These considerations make it clear that a policy of legal
prohibitionagainst the exercise of clubbingmethods cannot
easily be rendered proof against evasion. It should not be
forgotten, however, that laws, which could be evaded if people
took sufficient pains, u8 a matter of fact are often not evaded.
For the mere passage of alaw reacts on public opinion and
“

’

Quoted by Ely, Momplies and Tmsts, p: 97.
Zbnmniat, 28th Feb. 1903.
9 Ripley, ~ ~ E T o LR za t~e n, and lbpllatiopc, p. 209.
4 P. de Boussiers, C a d s and l
’
b
&
a& lhd~
Den;Clpment [Jkonomic and
Financial Election of t h e League of Nationa, 1927, 11. 21), p. I).
1
2
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throws on the side of the practiceupheld by law the strong
forces of respectability andinertia.
Hence we may reasonably expect that laws of this character, if carefully prepared,
would, atall events, partially succeed intheirimmediate
observe that,
purpose. It is, therefore, of greatinterestto
Section 5 of theUnitedStatesFederalTrade
Commission
Act of 1914 declares “ that unfairmethods of competitive
commerce are hereby declared unlawful,” and establishesa
Federal Trade Commission to take proceedings to enforce this
it appears to i t to be inthepublic
declarationwhenever
Section 14 of the Clayton Act provides
interest to do so.
furtherthat,
whenever 3 corporationviolates
any of the
penal provisions of any of the anti-trust laws, “ such violation
shall bedeemed to be also that of theindividual directors,
officers, or ageuts of such corporation a8 shall have authorised,
ordered, or done any of the acts constituting in
whole or in
any director, officer
partsuch
violation.” Uponconviction
or agent is subject to a fine not exceeding 5 000 dollars, or
to imprisonmentnot exceeding oneyear,ortoboth,
i n the
discretion of the Court.
9 7. Grantedthatclubbingmethods
cau be, in some
measure, prevented, we turn to the further question, how far
their prevention would avail to maintain potentialcompetition.
Professor Clarkappears to hold that it would availcompletely
for this purpose. ‘‘ In so far,” he writes, aa legitimate
rivalry in production is concerned, it is safe enough to build
a new mill.” In reality, however, even
when
clubbing
methods are excluded, other obstacles to the full maintenance
of competitionare still present. First, when theunit firm
normal to any industry is verylarge, the heavy capital expenditure required to start a new firm will check the ardour
of aspirants.
Furthermore,
it should be noticed, in this
connection, thatinmanyindustriesthe
size of the normal
unit firm hm recently been increasing. For example, the output of the English paper industry between 1841 and 1903 row
from 43,000 to 773,080 tons, butthenumber
of firms
hastaken
fell from 50 0 to 282 ; and alikedevelopment
place inthe rawironindustry.Secondly,
theinducement
tr

Levy, dlonopde, Kartelle und T&,

p. 197.
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to new competitors to springupissmaller,thegreaterare
the productive economieswhich coucentration on the part of
the monopolistic seller has involved. For, if great economy has
been broughtabout by concentration,apotentialcompetitor
will know that the monopolistic seller, by simply abandoning
some of his monopoly revenue,can, without sufiering any
positive loss, easily
undersell
him. Thirdly, the obstacles
in t h e way of new competition arefurther enlarged, when
a policy of secrecy as to costs and profits makes it difficult for
outsiders to guess a t what rate the monopolistic seller could
sell, if he, were to content himself with the normal gains
of
competitive industry.Fourthly,
acombination,byextensive
advertising or a distinctive trade mark, may have established
a sort of monopoly of reputation, which it would require heavy
advertising expenditure on the part of any would-be rival to
break down. It may,indeed, be suggested that, even so, the
combination would be kept in check by fear of a rival concern
being started with a view to forcing the combination to buy it
out. But there is less in this than there might
appearto be
For, if a rival did succeed in this policy, the
a t firstsight.
increase in the combination's capitalmight well be so large
of profit availableper
unit of capital would
thattherate
too small to make theventureworththe
rival's
turnout
while.' Thisconsideration would, of course, tendstronglyto
comhold him back. Thusattemptstomaintainpotential
petition by preventingtheemployment
of clubbing devices
can a t best be onlypartially successful, andare,therefore,
very imperfect means of restraining bodies that possess monopolistic powerfrom making use of that power. Thisistrue
even of industry proper. I n some departments of productionroughly those covered by public utility concerns-the evident
wastefulness of competition makes it practically certain that
the publicauthoritieswillnotpermitit,and
so exempts
monopolists from any check which the fear of i t might otherwise exercise upon them.
lj 8. The inadequacy, as a method of control, of preventing
combination,whichmeans
maintainingactual
competition,
maintaining
and of anti-clubbinglegislation, whichmeans
CL Jenks and Clark, The T d problem, pp. 69-70.
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potential competition,leadsforward naturally to the
suggestion of direct methods. The
position,
which is relevant
toindustrial,
no less thanto
railway, monopolies, is well
put by theDepartmental
Comnlittee on Railway
Agree(1911) with special reference to
mentsandAmalgamations
the latter class. They write : " To sum up, we arestrongly
of opinion that, in so farasprotection
is required from
any of the consequences which may be associated withrailin the main, be
way co-operation, suchprotectionshould,
afforded by generallegislationdealing with the consequences
as such, independently of whether they occur as the result of
agreement or not. Such a method would
afford
mnch
a
more extensive protection than
the regulation of agreements.
It would protect the public in the case of understandings as
well as agreements. . . . It would nottendtointroduce
confusing
a
distinction
between what a company might
reasonably do under an agreement and what it might reasonably do if no agreementexisted."'
If this method could be
employed with perfect accuracy, there would, of course, be no
need for any accompanyingindirectmethods
of the kind we
have so far been discussing. I n practice, however, the policy
of dealing directly with the consequences of monopolistic power
is, as will presently appear, exposed to very great difficulties.
Furthermore, since in most formsit must almost necessarily work
on the basis of some standard of reasonable earnings, deduced
from the circumstances of other industries in which competition is available, these difficulties wouldbecomeenormous,
if
attemptstomaintainpotential
competition were abandoned
altogether
and
resort
had
universally
to
direct
methods.
Consequently, it wouldseem that the policy of maintaining
potential competition should be pursued everywhere vigorously,
of dealingwith
the consequences
andthatdirectmethods
ehould be employed, not instead of, but i n addition to it.
9. A t first sight it seemsobvious that directdealing
with the consequences of monopolistic power means, and
can only mean, some kind of direct interference on the
part of the publicauthority.
In the main, of course, this

3

RepM1.t of h
ganaalh,

p. 21.
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is what it does mean. But it is of some theoretical interest to
note a possible alternative line of policy which was advocated,
as regardsshipping, by the Royal Commission on Shipping
Bings.
The
Commission
recommended,
in effect, thatthe
State should encourage the formation, over against a
monopolistic seller, of a combination of buyers possessing also
It was
hoped
thatthe
combination
monopolistic
powers.
of buyers might be able to neutraliseattempts on the part
of the seller
to
charge
monopoly prices. This
plan
was
a partial remedy for the evils that have
advocated
as
arisenout of the conference system. Analytically, theplan
is a weak one, because whatthe
creation of the second
monopolistdoes
is,notto
bring prices tothenatural,
or
competitive, point, hut to render them indetermin, <L t e over a
considerablerange, within which thatpoint lies. No doubt,
the position of the purchasers is made betterthan it would
be if combinationamong
them were absent;andthereis
reason to hope that prices andoutput
willapproachmore
of the
national
nearly
what,
to from
the
standpoint
they
would
do
under
those
dividend, is desirable than
conditions. Butthe
chance thatthe
bargain between the
two combinationswilllie
in the near neighbourhood of that
proper to simple
competition
not
isvery
large. This
difficulty would exist even though
the
monopoly created
tostandagainstthe
sellers were a monopoly of ultimate
consumers.
I n practice, however, ultimate consumers are
scarcely ever j u aposition Lo combine in this way. Theonly
persons who can so combine are middlemen between the
dtimate consumers and the monopolistic seller,”middlemen
who are not particularly concerned-to fight for the consumers’
interests.’ If they combine, the goods in which they deal will
have to pass through the hands of two monopolistic combinations, instead of one, before they reach the ultimate consumers.
The effect upon the price which those people will then have
to pay is economically indeterminate. The price may be lese
than it would have been if the middlemen had not combined,
be greater. In any event,
but it may, on theotherhand,
it and,withit,thequantity
of service accessible to the
Cf. Marshall, Indzlslry and Trade, p. 625.
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ultimate consumers, arelikelyto
be exceedingly unstable.’
These considerations show that there is a serious flaw in the
Commissioners’ policy.2
3 10. Ilrterference on thepart of the public authority
does not necessarily meanordersabout the terms of sale. It
may well be that anti-social practices by powerful corporations
might be substantially
restrained
by publicity alone. An
importantpart
of the task assigned tothe
FederalTrade
to makeinvestigations
Commission of’ the UnitedStatesis
Committee on Trusts
and to publish
reports.
The
British
(19 1 9 ) recommended that the Board of Trade should obtain
report
information
about
the
and
publish
in an annual
development of organisationshaving
for theirpurpose
the
the
regulation of prices or output so far as theytendedto
creation of monopolies or t o the restraint of trade ; and should
investigatecomplaintsregardingthe
action of suchorganisations. Powers would, of course, need to be takento compel
the officers of the organisations affected to produce their books
of an adverse report
and
to
answer
questions.
The
fear
issned by an investigating body in which public opinion had
confidence mightoften turn the scale against gross abuses of
monopolypower.
There is, in short,littledoubtthatthe
weapon of publicity c.an accomplish something of importance :
but it can hardly accomplish all that is required.
0 11. Weturn, therefore, to interference by the public
authoritywith the terms of sale-a methodwhich may be
necessary even in industrial enterprises, when the “ remedies ’’
considered so far prove inadequate, and which, apart from public
operation, iscertainly necessary in public utility concerns.
Analytically, the problem may he stated as follows. Assuming
. that the outputproper to simple competition(allowing, of course,
for any economies in production which a mabinationmay
have introduced) is also the output most advantageous to the
national dividend, weneed so to regulatethings thatthat
outputwill be forthcoming. I n industriesoperatingunder
Cf. Marshall, A.i&@ of Economics, Bk. v. ch. xiv. 5 9.
T h e ImperialShippingCommittee
1923, while endorsing that policy,
observe that (EOfar aa shipping is concerned) ‘‘only hvo bodies of importance
formed on the limes recommended by the Commission and since ita appointment
have come to their notice” (Umd. 1802, p. 25).
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conditions of increasing supply price, this type of regulation
cannot be accomplished by themachinery of pricecontrol
alone. For, if the price befixed bytheStateatthe
level
propertocompetitive
conditions, i.e. a t sucha level that, if
competitive conditions prevailed, the output would be adjusted
to yield normal profits, it will pay a monopolist to produce less
thanthisoutput.
By reducing output he will, underconditions of increasing supply price, also diminish the supply price,
thusobtaining a monopoly gain measured by the difference
between the regulated selling price multiplied by the output
andthesupply
price multiplied by the output. It will be
tohisinterest
t.0 control hisoutputin
sucha way asto
makethis monopoly gain as large as possible. According to
the form of the demand and supply schedules, the resultant
or less than it would have been
outputmay
begreater
under unregulated monopoly;
but, in any event, it is certain
to be less than the output proper to competition, a t which the
Government is aiming. This difficulty, however, is only present
of the increasing supply
in industries operating under conditions
price. When constant supply price or decreasing supply price
prevails, it will not pay amonopolist, when price is fixed at the
competitive level, to reduce output below the competitive outp u t ; for he would not secure any diminution in his costs by
doingthis.
Consequently, if the Government a n succeed i n
fixing prices at the competitive level, it will alsoindirectly
securecompetitiveoutput.'
As a matter of practice,concerns
(whether industrial combinations or public utility corporations),
which it is necessary to regulate because theytendtowards
monopoly, are rarely of a kind which we should expect to be
subject to increasingsupply
price. In the main,therefore,
control means control over price.
5 12. When this has been said, there inevitably comes to
mind the sort of control over price which was exercised during
the Great War, and mmeaccount of which was given in Chapter
XII. It is very important, however, to realise that what we
are now concerned with is fundamentally different from that.
I n controlling monopoly, it is required to prevent the
monopolist from charging high prices, because, by so doing, he will
Cf. Appendix 111. 5-23.
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reduce output below the level at which he could put it with
normal profits to himself. As explained above, under conditions
of comtant supply price or decreasing supply price, the fixing
of maximum prices a t the rate corresponding to the “competitive” output will in fact cause that output to be forthcoming.
Thereis no question of the maximum price being associated
with an output for which the demandprice that the public
are prepared topay exceeds that price.’ Rut in the war
problem, as was clearly broughtoutinChapterXII.,the
whole point of intervention waE to fix a maxinlumprice
below the demand price that the public would be prepared, a t
need, to pay for such quantity of the commodity czs was forthcoming. This is the reasonwhy, at the maximum price, there
was alwaysagreater
quantity demanded than could be supplied, and why, therefore, it was necesmry to prevent accidental
inequities in distribution by rationing all consumers to purchases smaller than many of them would have wished to make.
This, too, is the reaaon why it was not sufficient to fix prices as
from the producer only. Because the demand price was bigger
than the price which the Government wished to allow, to have
limited, e.g., shipping freights, without also limiting the price of
the things brought in at the
limited freights,would merely have
enabled the intermediaries between the ship and the consumer
to takethe whole benefit for themselves. I t waa necessary,
therefore, not merely to fix maximum prices totheoriginal
producer, but also to fix maximumadditions thatmight be
put on to these prices by the various persons through whose
hands(whether as further manufacturers or as retailers) the
controlledcommodities would afterwards pass. In the regulation of monopoly charges there is, of course, no need for any
of these secondary arrangements.
13. We may nowproceed to investigate this form of
price control directly. One
way in which it may be exercised
i,as it were, negative. It may takethe form of general
provisions against “ unreasonable conduct, leaving the definition of what is, in fact,unreasonable to the decision of a
”

In technical language, the limitation of monopoly prices moves the exchange
index along the demand curve towards the right ; the limitation of competitive
p r i m pushes the exchange index below the demand curve.
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Commission or of the Courts. This waywas, in substance,
followed, for proposed chngges of rates, in the work of the
1921, and of the
EnglishRailway
Commissioners priorto
American Railway Commissioners prior to the passage of the
Hepburn law. The Commissioners had
to
decide whether
any proposed increase of rates was reasonable; and to permit
or forbid it accordingly.Thus
their task was comparatizxly
light.
They
had not
to
regulate
all prices always, but
;
only
to
intervene
against
specially
unreasonable
prices
and,
furthermore,
the knowledge of their existence was
likely to serve indirectly as a check against the setting-up of
unreasonable prices.’ Thenegative way is also followed in
certainfranchises,whichpermitmunicipalitiesto
take over
the business of a licensed corporation at a proper price-an
ambiguous phrase-should the corporation fail to “ operate and
develop it in compliance with reasonable public requirements.”2
It is followed againintheCanadianIndustrial
Combines
Investigation Act (19 10). Provision is made for determining
on the subject of which
whether, withregardtoanyarticle,
complaint has been made, “there exists any combine to promote
unduly the advantage of the manufacturers or dealers at the
expense of the consumers by fixing the price higher than is
proper ” ; and, if the charge is established, penalties are provided. I n New Zealand the ’Act of 1 9 10 applies the same
test. “ Any person commits an offence, who, either as principal
or agent, sells or supplies, or offers for sale or supply, any goods
a t a price which is unreasonably high, if that price has been
in any manner, directly or indirectly, determined, controlled, or
influencedby any commercial trust, of which that person or
his principal (if any) is or has been a member.” The Russian
Criminal Code of 1 9 0 3 had a similar proviso : ‘‘ A merchant or
manufacturer, who increases the price of victuals or other
articles of prime necessity in an extraordinary degree in accord
withothermerchants or manufacturers dealing in the same
Inall these
articles, shall be punishedwithimprisonment.”
Cf. Van Hise, Conmntratim and Cbntrol, p. 261.
NationalCivicFederntion,
lllunieipal and Pri&
Operalion of Pltblic
UliEilies,vol. i. p. 41.
3 The text of these lawe is printed in Appendix G to Jenks and Clark,
The Trust PTobhm.
1

2
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rules excessive pricware forbidden, but no attempt is made
actuallyto fix prices by decree. Theother,positive, way, in
whichcontrolmay
be exercised, consists in the authoritative
determination of definite maximum rates of charge or minimum
provision of service. This way isillustrated by the terms of
thechartersusually
accorded to companies operatingpublic
utility services under lease from city governments and by the
power, conferred on the InterstateCommerce Commission bythe
Hepburn law of 1906, to determine and prescribe ” maximum
rates for railway, telephone,and otherservices of communication.
$ 14. Whetherthe
negative or the positive way of
regulation is followed,some sort of sanction to make the law
effective must be provided. This can be done in avariety
of ways. Sometimes the penalty €or breach is adirect money
in protected
countries,
for example in
fine.
Sometimes,
Brazil,’ it consists in the withdrawal of duties on competing
foreign goods. TheCanadianIndustrial
Combines InvestigationAct of 1 9 10 provides for bothsorts of penalty.If
a Combine, the
a statutory Commission “ finds that there is
Governmentmayeither
lower or repeal the duties,and, in
addition, impose a fine of 1000 dollarsa day on those who
continue in their evil courses after the judgment of the Board
has been
officially
published.”Anotherinteresting
form of
sanctionis provided, as against the owners of vessels which
violate any of the American anti-trust laws, bya clause in
thePanama Canal Act of 1 9 1 2 forbidding the use of the
canal to their ships.’ Sometimes the sancbion consistsin the
in connection with
threat of governmental competition. Thus,
the 1892 agreement, by which the Post-Office took over the
National TelephoneCompany’s trunk lines, the Chancellor of
the Exchequer hinted that the State, while securing its right
to compete,would not be likely to exercise that right if the
Companyacted reasonably.‘ Sometimes, w i n , the sanction
of State purchase,on
termseither
consists inthethreat
fixed beforehand or to be decided by arbitration, of the whole
‘I

1

July

Cf. Davies, Trust Luw8 and Unfair Canpetidion, p. 294.
Cf. A n d 8 of thc Am&nA&my,

Economist, March 26, 1910,p. 665.
1912, p. 152.

Cf. Johnson and Hnebner, A-imZpEcs of Ocean Transpmtdion, p. 386.
56, 199.

H.Meyer, Public Ountership and tiw TeEephm, pp.
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of theplant of the regulated business. Sometimes,finally,and this, in effect, is what seems to be contemplated under the
authoritative interpretation of the Sherman Act, as given by
theUnitedStates
SupremeCourt intheStandardOil
Case
(19 11)-combinations, whose price (and other) policy is found
to be reasonable, may be leftundisturbed,butcombinations
of thepublicmay
be
whichuse
their power totheinjury
dissolved by order of the Court.’
$ 15. Though, powever, manysanctions, some of them
of great force, are available when
breaches
of the law
it is necessary toadd j that,whetherthe
aredetected,
negative or the positive
method
of control is adopted,
i t is exceedingly difficult toprevent
people from escaping
thesesanctions by evasion. Thus in the pre-warperiod our
railway companies, in effect, raised their rates without applying for the consent of the railway commissioners. Charges
for rent of sidings and 80 forth were created ; the
number of articles
which
the companies refuse
to
carry
a t owner’s risk, unless packed to
their
satisfaction, was
increased;rebates were withdrawn;andothersuch
devices
wereemployed.2 But the kind of evasionwhich it is hardest
to deal with is that which meetspriceregulation
by maniTo prevent this it is essential to couple
pulatingquality.
withrulesaboutmaximumpricefurtherrulesaboutminimum quality.Butin
aome things,such &B the comfort and
punctuality of a tramway service, or the sanitary condition of
slaughter-houses and sewers, it is difficult to dejEne a minimunl
of quality.Whenthereareanumber
of differentgrades of
quality, all of which have to be distinguished from one another
and subjected to a separate maximum price-different grades,
even of simple things like tea, and, still more, of complicated
difficulty
of effective definition is
things like hats-the
enormous. It is easy to sell a lower-grade thing at a higherthings,
such
as water
supply,
gas
grade price. I n other
supply,milksupplyand
houseaccommodation,
where tests
of quality are available to give a
basis for definition, it may
1

Cf. the judgment of Chief-Justice White, laying down in thin

c~ge
what

has now become known aa “ the rule of reawn ” in interpreting the Act (quoted
by Jenks and clerk, l%Tnd Isoblm, p. 299).
2

Cf. Raidway Conference &pd, p. 57.
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be difficult to detact departures Gom the stipulated minimum.
Something can, no doubt, be done by an elaborate system of
inspection, like that developed in support of the Adulteration
of Food and Drugs Act, but the openings for evasion are, in
any event, likely to be considerable.
0 16. Even, however, if this d i k u l t y couldbecompletely overcome, the most formidable obstacle in the way of
direct control would still remain. It is necessary to determine
as unreasonable, and, when
what prices shall beregarded
the positivemethod of fixingmaxima is adopted, whatthe
maximashall be. As was explained at the beginning of this
chapter,the goalaimed at is the competitiveprice, i.e. the
price which
would
have been arrived a t if otherthings
had been the samebut theoutputhad
been that proper to
of that properto monopoly. I n
simplecompetitioninstead
what way is this priceto be ascertained by the controlling
authority ? It is conceivable that some reader, thinking
loosely uponrecent experience, mayclaim that competitive
directly
from the recorded
prices could be determined
expenses of converting ,the raw material used into finished
full conversion
goods. Plainly, however, i n ordertogetthe
costs, weneed to know how muchshould be added to the
cost of material and labour for the share due, for the article
we arestudying,tothestanding
charges of the business.
Givena decision about that, we can, indeed, byconversion
cost accounting-"the technique of which was greatly developed
during the war-determine the proper price for any particular
product or group of jointproducts ; l but to proceed in the
reversedirectionis impossible. Thecalculation of conversion
costs is a necessary step towards anypractical
scheme of
priceregulation.
But it is a subordinatestep.
5 17. It seems clear that our problem can only be solved
by some reference to a " normal " rate of return on investment.
We kuow that, had the investmelit proper to competition been
on thethen profitable output, would
made, aprice,which,
With joint products, of c~urae,it is impasible to iaolete separate coata
of production, and the " proper"price for each of them will depend on the
comparative demands for them aevemlly as well ae upon their cost of production jointly : a fact which still further oomplicates the task of m y wonld-be

price-fixer.
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have yielded anormal return on thisinvestment, wouldbe
the price we require. Unfortunately, however, the investment
that actually hasbeen made is not likely to be equal to that
If theuonopoly has been started ab
propertocompetition.
initio,so to speak,it will he less than that proper to competition,
and, if the monopoly is aresult of acombination of unduly
uumerous concernsengaged in cut-throat competition, it will
begreaterthanthis.
Clearlythen the price we require is
notthepricethat,withtheoutput
profitable in respect of
the actual investment,would yield a normal return, unless it so
happens that that price is equal to the price which would have
yielded a normal return on the alnount of investment proper
to competition,had that amount been provided. This condition implies that the commodity with whose production we
are concerned is one that, from a long period point of view, is
produced underconditions of constantsupply price. With a
monopoly that has been started ab initio, if the comn~odity is
produced under conditions of increasing supply price, the price
that yields a norrual return on actual investment will be too
high ; if it is produced under conditians of decreasing supply
price, too low. I n fact, as has already beenobserved, there is
little likelihood of commodities subjecttoincreasingsupply
If then we calculate
price coming under monopolistic control.
our ‘ I proper price,” for controlpurposes, by reckoning wl~at
were theoutput
most
price would yield a normalreturn
profitable atthat price produced,’ the figure wereach will,
with a monopoly thab has been started ab initio, probably be
somewhat too high. With a monopoly thatistheaftermath
of excessive investment and cut-throat competition, it will, on
theotherhand, probably be too low. Thereisnot,
however,
so far a~ I can see, any other way in which a figure can be
calculated at all.z ,
1 The careful
reader
will have
noticed
that, should the equipment
possessed by the monopoliet be larger than that proper to competition, it will
not in fact be poasible, at a price determined as shove, to find a market for the
wholeof the output that it would be profitable to produce at that price. This
f a t , however, does not in any way impair the analysis of the text.
2 The dificulty dealt with inthe abovesection,which
in earlier editions
I had not n o t i d , was brought out in an illurniuatingarticle on “Control of
Inwestment v e m s Control of Return ” by Profasor Knight in the Quarterly
Journal of Ecmomia for February 1930.
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3 18. If then, f a d e de mieux, we decide to make use of
this way, it becomes necessary to determine what rate of profit,
inanyparticularenterprise,the
price of whose producthas
to be regulated, may rightly beconsiderednormal.
At first
sight it might be thoughtthatthis
issue can be settled
fairly easily. Will notnormalprofit
be such profit that,
whenallowance
is madeforearnings
of management(as
is done automatically),
what
in
joint
stock
companies
on the
left
is
provides interest at
the
ordinary
rate
capital of the concern ? This plausible suggestion is, however,
easily shown to be veryfar from adequate. Let us, to begin
with, suppose thattheordinaryrate
of interest really does
correspond in all businesses to normal profits. We have still
todeterminewhat
thecapitalis
on which this ordiuary
rateisto
be paid.Clearly
we cannotinterpret it asthe
market value of the concern, because, themarket value of
8 business beingsimply the presentvalue
of its anticipated
earnings, these earnings must yield the ordinary rate of interest
on it, allowing for the particular risks involved, whatever sum
they amount to. Indeed, if we were to take existing market
value as o w basis, since this depends on what people believe that
the system of rate regulation will be, me should come perilously
near to circular reasoning.
Capital value, therefore, for
rate control purposes, is something quite different from capital
value for, say, taxation purposes. It must mean, in some
sense, that capitalwhich has in fact been invested inthe
business in the past. But this is not at all easy to calculate.
When the sumsof money invested in any concern include commission paid to a promoter for accomplishinga fusion, the
advantage of which is expected to consist in the power to exact
monopoly charges from the public, this commission ought not,
it would seem,to be counted, except in so far as the fusion has
also broughtaboutincreasedproductive
eiliciency. That this
is an exceedingly important point h m e s apparent when we
learn that, according to high officials in mme of the industrial
combinations of the United States, "the cost of organktion,
including the pay of the promoter and financier, amounts often
to from 20 to 40 per cent of the total amount of stock issued.'"
1

Jenkrr and Clark, The T d Probkm, p. 80.
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The same dificultyhas
to be
faced
as regards thatpart
of thecapitalexpendilurewhichhas
been
employed
in
buying up existing concerns a t a price enhanced by the hope
that combination will makemonopolisticaction
practicable.
Apart from these difficult items, what we want to ascertain is
the original capital expenditure, whether employed in physical
construction, parliamentary costs, the purchase of patent rights
or the upbuilding of a connectionby advertisement, together
with such laterexpenditure,
in excesR of the repairs and
renewalsrequired to keep the originalcapital intact, as has
uot been taken out again in earninp, allowance being made for
the differentdates
of thevarious
investments.’ For new
businesses, to be established in the future, it wouldbeeasy
by law that informationabout
all these
enoughtosecure
Rut for businesses already
items should be madeavailable.
long established it may be impossible to get this information.
For example,similarexpenditures
on
good
- willand so
forth, which
one
concern
may
have
charged
to
capital,
another will havetreatedascurrentexpenditure,
in such
In view
a way that it cannotpracticallybedistinguished.
of these difficulties some roundabout way of approximating to
the truth mayhave to beemployed.Obviously
the nominal
capital is quite useless for this purpose. It mayhave been
watered and manipulated in ways that completely disguise bhe
real facts. The marketvalue of thecapital we havealready
shown to be inappropriate. I t is usual, therefore, to make use
either of the estimated “ cosf of reproduction ” of the concern’s
plant-whichmaybe
very misleading if the relevant prices
have changed substantially since the original investment waa
made-r
of a value ascertained by direct physical valuation of
the plant-the
amount of which will, of course, depend on the
principles in accordance with which the valuation is made- ;
and then to make some more or less arbitrary allowance for
c a t s of promotion, investments to build up good-will, patent
rights, and so on. These data are not wanted. for themselves,
to be made of
butare supposed to enablearoughestimate
the actual capital investment, when this is not directly ELscer1

gf

Cf. Heilman,

“

Principles of Public Utility Valuation,” QuurterZg Jotlrnd

&onomiea, Feb. 1014, pp. 281-80.
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tainable. To develop the difficulties of this process is outside
my present purpose.’
5 19. Thereremainsamorefundamentalcomplication.
Up to this point it has been tacitly assumed that the capital
inveated in any concern is properly and unambiguously representedby the money invested in it. In actual fact, however,
a real investment of 1000 days’ labour may be measured by
€20 0 if it happens to be made in one year, and by €40 0 or, in
conceivable circumstances,by €400,000 if it happens to be
made in another. I n periodsduringwhichcurrencies
are
violentlyunstable,as in RussiaandGermanyafterthe
war,
this sort of difficulty inevitably becomes prominent. It is
plain that real inv’estment, and not money investment, is the
fundameutalthing,andthat,
therefore, in strictness, when
general prices have changed, money investmentsought, for
our present purpose, to be written up or down so as to allow
for this fact. This means revising all the records of past
years and multiplying the money investment of each year by
the ratio between the index number of general prices for that
year and for the present time. In view of the acknowledged
imperfections of existing index numbers, a device of this kind
could hardly hope to win sufficient acceptance tomake it
practicable. When, a8 ofkn happens,a substantialpart of
theinvestmentin
a concern has been made in the form of
bonds or debentures, on which a fixed money interest is
contractedforwhateverhappensto
prices, it is open to a
further serious objection. Toallow
a doubled gross luoney
return to offset a doubling of prices would involve compensatingthe stockholders for the bondholders’ losses as well as
for their own andleaving
the bondholders to bear their
fate unaided?
None
the less, to ignore altogether
large
and rapid changes in general prices, such as have resulted from
the GreatWar, would be to accept and act upon a serious
These considerations, taken in confalai6cation of thefacta
junctionwith
those set outinthe
preceding
paragraph,
suffice to Show that to determine what the capital of a conceru
Cf. Berker, Public Utility Rah, chaptera v. and vi.
Cf. Bauer, I ‘ Fair Value for Effective Fbte Control,” A.meriean Eccmanic
Review, December 1924, pp. 664-6.
2
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is, on which “ ordinary” interest is to be allowed, is not an
easy task.
3 20. But this is not all. It is not true that the normal
“ competitive” profits of anyenterprisearethe
profits that
rate of interest on the capital
would yield theordinary”
that hasactually been invested inthat enterprise. For the
establishment of differententerprises involves bothdifferent
degrees of riskand different initial periods of development,
during which no return at all is likely to be obtained ; and
appropriate compensation under these heads
must be made to
those investors-the
only ones with whom the State can deal
“whose enterprises turn out successfully, and who, therefore,
must be paid enough to balance the lossed of those who have
failed.’ This circumstance need not, indeed, be responsible for
largepractical difficulties in industries in which production
inall
has attained more or less of a routinecharacter,but
industries in an experimental stage it is of dominant importance.‘ Furthermore, even if there were no risks, we could not
regard as properprices whichwould yield t,he ordinary rate
of interest in all circumstances, but only prices whichwould
yield thatrate, if the management, and, indeed, theactual
organisation of the originalinvestment also, were conducted
with ordinary ” ability ; and this is a vague and d&cult conception. As ProfessorTaussig pertinently observes : “ Every
one knows that fortunes are made in industries strictly competitive, and are to
be ascribedtounusual
busineas capacity.
. . When a monopoly or quasi-monopoly secures high returns,
how are we to separate the part attributable to monopoly from
To
thepartattributableto
excellence in management?”
allow the same rate of return to companies which invest their
‘I

.

’

*

Cf. Greene, Cwpmti.on Finu7m, p. 134.

If B concernhasbeentakenoverby
a conlpanyafter the first stage of
speculative adventure has
been successfully y
e
d
,the purchase pricewill probably
include a large s u m above oost. This may be a fairremunertltiou for the risk
takenanduncertaintyborne.
But clearly, sfter it has been paid, to allow the
new company to reap profita which are both adjusted to the risks of the occuFation and also calculated upon a capital which includes the above aum, would be
to compel the public to reward it for risk-taking for which it has not been responsible,andrecompenseforwhich
has alreadybeenmade.
For an excellent
general disclwaion of good-will cf. Laske, (?ood-wilZ, ils nuiu9.e and how lo
valw it.
A.mcrimm E m n y Re&o Supplemend, Mnrch 1918, p. lS2.
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capital wastefully w to those which invest it well plainly makes
were
against economical production.
Incidentally,
if
there
two
competing
combinations
to be dealt
with,
it would
logicallyrequireforcing
thebetter
managed one tocharge
lower prices than the other, an arrangement which would not
only haveawkward consequences a t the moment but would
effectively discouragegood
management. I n this connection
it should be noted that to extend combination further, 60 long
aa extension involves economies, is a form of good management,
and a form that would be discouraged if prices were 60 reguwho
lated that no advantage wereallowed to accrue to those
hadbrought i t about. Finally, whena plant has been built
to fit an expected future demandmuch
in excess of the
present demand, it would plainly beunreasonable to sanction
rates high enough to yield a full return on the whole investment before thatfuture demand has developed.' I n view of
these complications, and of the necessary limitations of its
as arule,
the controllersarebound
to be
knowledge-for,
public
much behind the controlled i n technical experience-a
too easy terms
authorityis
almostcertaineithertoexact
80 to leave
from the coucerns i t isseeking tocontrol,and
themwiththe
power of simple monopoly, ortoexact
too
hard terms, and so, though not permitting monopoly exaction
tothem, nevertheless to preventthe development of their
proper
to simple
competition.
The
industry to the point
BritishTramwaysAct
of 1870 appears to have failed in
thelatter way, andto have been responsible for prolonged
delay in the development of electric traction in this country.
9 21. It is evident thatthe difficulties, which areinvolved in determining what scale of return shouldbe regarded
a normal in any particular productive enterprise, complicate
alike the negative way of control, under which the Legislature
simplycondemnsunreasonable
prices, leaving the Courts to
decide whether any given price scheme b in fact unreasonable,
and the positive way, which lays down definite price maxima.
Plainly, however, they complicate the positive way more seriously than the other. An ordinary industrial concern produces
a great number of different varieties of goods, the raw materials

of. Hartman, Fair

values, p. 180 e4 scq.
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for which are continually altering in cost, and the distinctive
character of the finished product continually being modified.
For any outside authority to draw up a schedule of permitted
charges for a concern of this sort would be a hopeless task.
On the other hand, for a trained Commission or judicial body
equipped, likethe AmericanFederalTrade
Commission, to
it would not be impossible to decide
makefullinquiries,
in a broad way whether, taking one product with another and
one time with another, some selected large combination-the
Corporation, or
Standard Oil Company, theUnitedSteel
another-was
charging pricescalculated to yield to it more
than the return deemed in the circumstances to be reasonable.
For iudustrial concerns in normal times no attempt has ever
been made to gobeyond thisnegative way, and it does not
aeem, atalleventsinthe
presentcondition
of economic
knowledge and
governmental
competence, that any such
attempteither can, or should, bemade.
Imperfectas
the
results to be hoped for from the negative way are, they
arebetterthan
would be gotfrom
a blunderingstruggle
concerns, on theother
afterthe
other. In publicutility
hand, the excess difficulty of the positive over the negative
way is slight. As a general rule, the service provided by these
simple-gas,
water, elecconcerns is singleandrelatively
tricity,transport
of passengers. Notmanyseparate
prices
of courae, a very important ex“railwayfreightratesare,
ception-have,
therefore, to befixed.
Further,the demand
is generally unaffected by fashion, andequipmentplays
so
largea partinthe
cost that changes inthe price of raw
material
do
not
very
greatly
matter.
Finally,
even if
thesethinge
were otherwise, thenature
of the goodssold
make
it very deairand
the
convenience of customers
ablethatthe
prices chargedshouldnotundergofrequent
change. In these concerns, therefore, the positive way
of control by fixingmaximum
prices has generally been
adopted.
8 22. When this is done, it becomes imperative ta aeek
’ outthe
best meam of guardingagainstthetwo
opposite
sorts of error,undue laxnees andundueharshness,
to which,
as was shown in 0 20, all forms of regulation are in practice
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inclined. For
this
purpose one
device
sometimes
recomlicence to operatecertainpublic
mended is toputupthe
plan
allows
utility services to a kind of auction. This
the persons mostinterestedthemselvestopresentestimates
of terms which they would reckon profitable. It has been
described thus : I‘ According to the best plan now in vogue, the
City sells the franchise for constructing the works to the company,whichbidsto
furnish water at the lowest rates under
definitely specified conditions, the franchisebeing sometimes
perpetual, but often granting to the City a t some future date
an optionfor the purchase of the works.” Since, however,
in manycities,
the companies capable of makingtenders
will be very few in number, and since, furthermore, their own
estimatesmust
be largelytentative,the
adoption of this
errors. Thelikelihood
device is notincompatiblewithlarge
of error is madegreaterby
the fact that the conditions of
moat industriesarecontinuallychanging,in
suchwise that
the scheme of price-regulation, which is proper a t one time,
necessarily becomes improper at another.
8 23. A further effort at limiting the range of error can
be madethrougharrangementsunderwhich
the regulations
imposed are
submitted
to
periodical
revision. Franchises
“cannot be fixed, or justly fixed, foralltime,owing
to
of imrapidly
changing
couditiona”
With
the
growth
provements and BO on, it may well happen that a maximum
pricedesigned toimitatecompetitive
conditionswill, after
a while, stand above the price that an unrestricted monopolist
would find it. profitable to charge, and will, therefore, be
altogether ineffective. “The public
should
retain
in
all
cases an interestinthegrowthand
profits of the future.”
A provision for periodic revision i n a franchise may, however,
by creatinguncertainty,restrictinvestmentintheindustry
is injurious to thenational
concerned to anextentthat
dividend Further, if the revision is to occur at fixed intervals,
it may tempt companies, shortly before the close of one of these
intervals, to holdback important developments till after the
of theirfruits
revision hastaken
place, lest a largepart
Bemi?, Musi&@al Mazqpoliee, p. 82.
Municipal and B-ivah @emtion of Publie Utilities, vol. i p. 24.
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should be taken away inthe form of lowered prices;and
this dificulty cannot be wholly overcome by dauses stipulating
for theintroduction of such technicalimprovements as are,
fromtimeto
time, invented elsewhere. Oneway of meeting
thesedangers
is to
hedge
round the revising body with
conditions designed to defend the company's interest. For
example, the Railway Act of 1844 provided that, if dividends
exceeded 1 0 per cent on the paid-up capital after twenty-one
of the lines, the Lords of the
years from thesanctioning
Treasurymight revise tolls, fares, etc., on the condition that
they guaranteed a 1 0 per cent dividend for the next twentyone years. Another way isto
make the revision period
so fardistant
from thedate a t which an undertaking is
initiated that the effect upon investment due to the anticipation of it will be very small. It is evidentthat,justin
so far a either of theselines
of defence is adopted, the
e6cacy of revision, as a means of lessening the gap between
actualregulationand
idealregulation,isdiminished.But,
if regulation is to be attempted at all,theretentionby
the State of revising powers in some form is absolutely
essential. It wouldseem that this could be provided for withoat imposing a serious check either on investment or on enterprise, if the principles on which the revision wouldproceed
were clearly laid down and understood. The revisers might
be instructed a t each revision period to fix a price-or, when
they have to do with joint products, several adjusted pricessufficiently hightocontinueto
the company a fairrate
on theirtotal red investment,accountbeingtaken
of the
fact that the capital turned into
it in the first inatance was
probably subject to ,pat risk, while that added subsequently
less rewardunder
this head. Theymight
be inneedsa
structedfurther,in
deciding what constitub A fairreturn,
toconsidergenerally
thequality of management thathas
been displayed,fixingprices
to yieldhigherreturns
when
themanagementhas
been good than when it has been
indifferent or bad. No doubt, the technical
difficulty
of
thiskind
of revision would be exceedingly great, but it
1 Cf. Whitten, & g ' u E a l h of Public Smr& CmlpcmiCs in
p. 224.
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would not be nearly so great as that of the initial regulation.
It is not unreasonabletosuppose
that aclass
of official
might eventually beevolvedwhose
decision on such matters,
would a t
when founded on adequatecomparativestatistics,
once deserve and command the confidence of would-be
investors.
Such
investors
would
have
the consolation of
knowing that, while, on the one hand, the price of their
product was liableto enforced rduction, on the otherhand,
if costs of materialandlabourwentagainstthem,
it might
be raised in their favour.
3 24. Yetanother device designed tolimittherange of
errorremains.
I n allordinaryindustriesmanyvariations
in the costs of material and so forth occur within the successiverevision periods. If the guidance of simplecompetition
is to be followed, suchvariationsshould beaccompanied by
variations inthepriws
charged to consumers. No doubt,
where, as in railway service, thetechnical inconvenience of
constantlychangingprices
would be very great, it may, on
the whole, be best not to follow this guidance for short-period
movements ; but such cases are probably rare. Attempts are
sometimes madebycontrollingauthorities
to organise the
by some sort of self - adjusting
requiredpricevariations
arrangement. A crudemethod, which has been applied to
some gas companies inthiscountry,
is to fix a maximum
dividend. If the competence of the management
remains
constant, this implies that, when costs fall beyond a certain
point, the pricescharged to consumers must also fall. This
method,
however,
has the
grave
didvantagethat
it is
likely, so soon as it becomes operative, to cut away the normal
motives for skill and care in
managementand for avoidance
of waste. A lesa crude method i&to lay down a standard of
earninp, always t o allow prices to be charged high enough to
yield this standard, andto provide furtherthat, when this
standard is passed, a defined proportion of the balance shall
be used to reduce prices, while the remainder is left to augment
earnings. In the SouthMetropolitan Gas Company’s Act of
1 9 2 0 there ie an arrangement of this kind, three-quarters of
be over standard earnings being
whatever balance there may
allotted to consumera Railway
rat& in this country are now

..
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governed on asomewhat similar plan.TheRailwaysAct,
1921, lays down for each amalgamatedcompanya
standard
income, based on the earnings of 1 9 13 with allowances €or
new investments,and so forth. If experience shows that the
rates of charge fixed by the Rates Tribunal yield, or could, with
efficient and economical management, have yielded, an income
greaterthanthestandard
income, theRatesTribunalare
instructed to reduce the rates of charge " so as to effect the
reduction of thenet income of the company in subsequent
years to an extent equivalent to 8 0 per cent of such excess " ;
and, if the net incomeactually yielded turns out to
be less
than the standard income together with appropriate allowances
for new capital, the tribunal shall increase the rates of charge
provided thatthe deficiency
tobring it uptothisamount,
is not due to lack of eficiency or economy in the management.
Plainly, under this arrangement the discouragementto skill and
economy will be smaller than it would be under a maximum
dividendplan after the maximumhas been reached;but, in
view of the extreme difficulty that any tribunal must find in
adjudicatingastoeficiencyand
economy in management,
it is bound to be greater than it wouldbe under that plan
before the maximumhas been reached. Yet a third method
is that of connecting changes in the dividend paid to shareholders during any licence period with changes i n selling price
by means of asliding scale. Illustrations of this method are
furnished in a number of English Acts of Parliament dealing
with gas companies. Onepre-warAct, for example, fixed a
standard price of 3s. 9d. per thousand cubic feet, and provided
that, for every penny put on or off that price, the company
might, when there are reductions, and must, when there were
incream, move the dividend up or down a quarter per cent.
Anotherillustration is furnished by theAct governing the
LancashirePowerCompany,whichfurnisheselectricity
in
bdk. This Act " provides for adividend of 8 per centand
an additional 1.25 per centreduction
in price forevery
of dividendabove
8 per cent, in
0.25percentincrease
respect of every 5 per cent charged below the maximum
price allowed by the Act."
Sliding scales of this kind1 H
. Meyer, Man&'@ oymership Q
BmIah, p. 281.
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which, if they are to be effective, must, of course, be combined
withGovernment controlover the issue of new capitalby
the companiesconcerued-are,
likesliding
scales of wages,
for, but complements
system
to,
a
of
not
substitutes
periodic revision of the licence terms; for, if they were
treatedaspermanentarrangements,allimprovementsand
discoveries that reduced cost of production, whether made by
the concerns themselves or by others, would steadilyand
continuouslyenhance profits. Theyarenoteasily
organised
for uew companies, because the appropriate standards of price
and dividendcannot be determined till some experiencehas
been gained of the working of a concern. But it is feasible,
and before the war it was the practice of the Board of Trade
in dealingwith
gas companies, to fix a simplemaximum
price a t firstand to reserve power tosubstitute asliding
a
intervaLl
These scale
scale after the lapse of certain
arrangements, like the other methods discussed above, are open
to the objection that they push prices up, not only when the
costs of raw materials and labour rise, but equally when the
profits of a company are reduced by incompetent management.
I n spite, however, of theae difficulties, sliding scales-nd
the same thingmay be said of thestandardearningsplan
“ m a y be expected,whencarefulIyconstructed,
to make
approach
to
the system of prices
proper
possible a nearer
to simple competition than would be possible under any plan
that, over the intervals between revision periods, fixed prices
rigidly. Moreover, the danger of discouraging
competent
managementmay be met to some extent by provisions, such
aa thoae
embodied
in
the
British
railway
law, under
which the controlling authority is allowed to veto an increase
be the result, not
of charges when falling earnings appear to
of natural causes, but of incompetence.
§ 25. It should be added that arrangements of the kind
I have been describing, though they may make fair provision
for adjwting charges within the revision periods to variations
in the cost of rawmaterials, and 80 forth, are extremely illfitted to cope with variations i n demand ; for, whereas, if simple
Cf. Whitten, Regdalion of Publie Smviee Companies in
p. 129.

Great Britain,
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competition is to befollowed, upwardmovements of demand
-we
are here, of course, onlyconcerned withshort-period
fluctuations-should be
associated with upward movements of
price, underthesearrangements
they will be associated with
downward movements of price. Demand variations, moreover,
may be very important, and may call for large associated price
variations. With given
demand
variations,
the
extent
of
these should be especially great in industries where the part
played bysupplementary costs-which
are not reduced proportionately when outputis reduced-is
largerelativelyto
thepart played byprimecosts:andsupplementary
costs
of industries.
are, in fact,very importantinthegenerality
It might be possible to take account of variations in demand,
as well as of variations in cost, by a scale system that
should linkuppermitted
changes in price with changes in
the volume of service supplied,instead of with changes in
earnings. So faras
I am aware, however, no self-acting
system of this lund is as yet anywhere in operation.
8 26. Thereremains another difficulty of a different
order. Themainpart
of what has been said so farhas
tacitly assumed that, in framingourcontrol
policy, we start
with aclear table. For industrial monopolies that come into
being after the general lines of our policy have been fixed, and
forpublicutility
corporations upon
which
conditions are
imposed a t the time when the original franchise ia granted, this
is, of course, true.But,in
60 far as we have to do with
monopolisticconcernsoverwhich
at presentcontrol is either
not exercised at all or exercised in a veryimperfectmanner,
the case is different. To bring these concernsnow undera
system of price regulation of the type that we are contemplating would, in many instances, involve a large reduction in their
income andin the capital valueof their shares. So far as original
are
shareholders or persons whohaveinheritedfromthem
concerned, this does notgreatlymatter.The
fact that these
personshave made abnormal profits in the past is no Te&8on
why they should beallowed to do so i n the future. But the
positionis ditFerent with recentpurchasers of shares, whose
purchase price has been regulatedby the conditionsruling
before control, or the strict form of control here contemplated,
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was seriously thought about.Such
persons mayperhapsbe
getting now, say 8 per cent on their money, a d control may
knock this down to 5 per cent, reducingthe value of their capital
by one-third or even one-half. To makeregulations that will
on arbitrarily selected groups of
strikewith
cruelseverity
perfectly
innocent
persons
is not a thing
to
be lightly
undertaken.Therearelimitsto
theright of theStateto
ride
rough-shod
over legitimate
expectations.
And
yet
to
refrain from control that ought to beimposed,because
we
neglected ourdutyinnot
imposing it before, is to enslave
ourselves to past mistakes. Surrenderto the " widows and
orphans"
argument
means, in substance,
abandonment
of
reform. No perfectsolution of this conflict can behoped for.
But it would seem a reasonable compromise, and one adequately
careful of vestedinterests, to provide that, when the sudden
introduction of a full measure of price control on the principles
indicated abovewould
greatly depress values, thiscontrol
should only be introduced after an interval of notice, and then
by gradual steps.
9 27. Even, however, if this somewhatspecialdifficulty
be leftout of account, the precedinggeneral review makes
it evident that, under any form of State control over private
monopoly-and i t should be noticed that, though the examples
cited have to do only with special kinds of private monopoly,
the argument refers to all kinds-a considerable
gap between
to remain.Themethod
of
the ideal andtheactualislikely
coutrol, whether positive or negative, is, in short, anexceedingly
imperfect means of approximating industry towards the price
level andoutput
proper tosimple competition. Moreover,
it isaptto
proveacostly
method. As Professor Durand
observes : " Governmentregulation
of prices and profits of
private concerns alwaysinrolves alargeelement
of waste,
of duplication of energy and cost. It means that two seta of
persons are concerningthemselves withthe eamework.
The
managers and employees of the corporation muststudy cost
accounting andconditions of demand in determining price.
policy. Theoficersand employees of the Governmentmust
follow and do it all over again. Moreover, the fact that
these two sets of persons have M e r e n t motives in approaching
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their work means friction and litigation, andthese spell further
governmental
machinery
expense. To superimpose a vast
upon the vastmachinery of private businesa is anextravagance, whichshould be avoided if it is possible to do so.”
This consideration is one that ought not to
be ignored. The
expense involved in public supervision’should be debited against
the system of privateenterprise
in monopolistic industries
before the real efficiency of this system is brought into comparison with the rival system of public enterprise.
Quarterly Journal
of Economies, 1914, pp. 674-5 ; and llu TrusL Problem,
p. 57.

.

CHAPTER XXII
PUBLIC OPERATION OF INDUSTBIES

$ 1. IN earlierchapters of this book it has beenshown that
privateenterpriselefttoitself,
even when it operatesunder
conditions of simple competition, often leads to a distribution
of resources less favourable tothenational
dividend than
some other possible distributions. I n some occupations the
value of the marginalprivatenetproduct
of the resources
employed is less than %he value of the marginal social net
product, with the result that
too little is invested ; inother
industriesthevalue
of the marginalprivatenetproductis
the larger, and too much is invested ; in yet others the exercise
of monopoly power contracts output) and investment falls much
below whatthepublicinterest
requires. When competition
rules and social and private net product a t the margin diverge,
it is theoretically possible toputmattersright
by theimposition of a tax or thegrant of a subsidy; when monopoly rules, it istheoretically possible to render it innocuous
by the regulation of price,-in
conjunction, in some circumstances, withtheregulation
of output. Theprecedingdiscussion, however, hasmade it plain that to counter the bias
of private interest in these ways mustprove in practice an
extraordinarily dificult task, and one which cannot be carried
through completely. Hence the question
arises
whether,
otherthingsbeing
equal, it would not be better for public
authorities themselves to operate certain classes of undertakinginshad of trying to controltheiroperationbyprivate
enterprise.
2. It must be clearlyunderstood thatthe issuehere
raised concerns publio
operation,
not
public
ownership.

5
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Public ownership by itself, and apart from any distributional
change that may have come about if the ownership has been
acquiredwithoutthepayment
of full compensation, means
verylittle.
Suppose, for example, that amunicipality raises
in order to establish an electric
aloan of amillionpounds
andthe
supply works, intereatto
be paid at 5 percent
principal to be paid off in fifty years through a sinking fund.
Thelegal position will be thatthe municipality owns the
works from the moment they are built, subject to what is, in
effect, amortgage to the fundholders. If a privatesyndicate
had put up money, built the works, and loaned them to the
municipality on terms involving exactly the samecharges to
pass into its
the municipality and providing for the works to
possession afterfifty years, the syndicate would, during those
fifty years, be the owner. But,granted that the municipality
was free to do what it chose withthe works, whether by
altering them or adding to them, the real position would be
exactlythe same on thisas on theother plan.Thedistinction between publicownership andprivateownership
would
be a mere technicality of no practical effect. I n like manner,
a private
if apublic
authoritylends amillionpoundsto
it to build
concern at 5 per cent perpetual interest to enable
an electric works, the real position is exactly the same as if
i t built the works itself and let them to a private concern at. td
perpetualinterest
of equal amount:but
under the former
plan the private concern, and under the latter the public body,
is technically owner. There is a difference in form, but
identityin substance. Between publicoperationandprivate
operation, on the other hand, there is always and necessarily
a fundamental difference of substance.
* 8 3. I n view of the many techuical difficulties, towbich
attention has been-called in the preceding chapter, in the way
of the effective exercise of public control over private industry,
the case for public operation, at all events in industries with
atendencytowards
monopoly,is, from thepoint of view of
a rightdistribution
of national resources amongdifferent
occupations,avery
strong one. It remainsvery strong in
spite of the fact that, aa ie alleged to havehappened with
Government railwaysin certain democratically governed States,
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it maybe perverted to satisfy local and sectional, or even
; for this danger
has
been substantially
personal,
ends
lessened by the invention of extra-parliamentary ‘‘ commissions,” as described in Chapter XX., for working
public
enterprises. Butthe
comparative effect of public
control
andpublicoperation upon the right distribution of national
resources amongdifferent occupations isnotthe
only thing
them.
we have to consider in making our choicebetween
Otherthings besides thisare involved, just as otherthings
were involved in our comparison between voluntary Purchasers’
Associations and ordinary commercial businesses. We are not
entitled to assume without argument that theeconomies of production will be the mme under public operation and private
operation. It may be that public operation ie less economical
thanprivate operation, even whenprivate firms are subject
If thisis so, the disadvantages of public
to publiccontrol.
operation as regards economical production have to be balanced
against its advantages as regards the distribution of resources
amongdifferent occupations. . Hence, before any real answer
to our question can be attempted, it is necessary to undertake
mme comparison of publicwithprivateoperation
from the
standpoint of productive efficiency.
Q 4. It will be well a t the outset to clear out of the way
two argumentsdrawnfromthe
experience of the war, which
are based on a loose use of the term efficiency and are not
really relevant.
First, it has been argued as follows : “ If the individualist
it was manifestlyabsurd
principleistherightthing,then
in war timeto do whattheGovernment
did, for example,
waa
intaking over the railways. If dividedrailwaycontrol
efficient, why interfere with
it ; why not carry on as usual 2
What waa there in the way of moving trains and men that
was nottheproperbusiness
of railway companies, and why,
then, were they‘interferedwith’ ! If it becomesobviously
necessary to mobilise railways in war to movesome hundreds
of thousands or millions of men, why is it not necessary to
111obiliserailways in peace to move tothe best advantage
nearly threehundredmillion
tons of coal in a yem-the
1 Cf. Acworth, Stale Rdzcay Ownership, p. 103.
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coal which is the very life-blood of British industry ? ”
This
reasoning assumes thattheState
tookover therailwaysin
more efficient.
wartime in order to renderthemtechnically
In fact it took them over in order
to
ensure
thatthe
Governmentshouldhavefull
commandover theirlinesand
equipment,and should not have to do without services i t
needed on account of conflicting claims from private persons.
Normallyrailways,
like all other concerns that sell their
output for money, allocate thatoutputin
accordance with
the effective monetarydemand
of their various customers.
In war time it was obviously necessary to scrap effective
monetarydemand as thedirecting factor inthedistribution
of railway services among rival customers. Thefact
that
this was done with general agreement is no proof that any one
considered railways to be technically less efficient, i.e. to
requireagreater
real cost to obtain a givenresult,under
private than under public management.
to
Secondly, an analogousargument has been builtup
prove thatthe establishment of nationalmunitionfactories
enabled the Government toobtain its suppliesenormously
have
done,
and was in fact
more cheaply than it could
doing, fromprivate firms. Butthecircumstances of the war
were such thatthe privatesellers of munitions, faced with
an unlimitedGovernmentdemand, were abletoexact
prices
very greatly in excess of their own cost of production.Such
a state of affairs does, indeed, provide a strong argument for
national action, but the fact that
anationalshell-works
can
produceshells at a less cost thanthe price that aprivate
works mu force the Governmentto pay is no proof that it
is technically more efficient. Technical efficiency
concerns
real costs of production, not sale prices fixed under conditions
of shortage or conditions of monopoly. I do not here raise
the questionwhether, in fact, cost of production was less in
Governmentthaninprivateshell
factories. Whether i t was
80 or not, it certainlycannot
be proved to have been 80
by a comparison of the costs of production in Government
factories withtheselling
price of privatefachries.This
argument, like the preceding, therefore, falls to the ground.
1

C h i o m Yoneg, The Tviumpb of N&ionubizdiOn, pp. 86-7.
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5 . Anothernegative proposition of ageneralcharacter
conductsuch
may be set down. This is thatattemptsto
comparison
a
by reference to
statistics
are
foredoomed
No doubt, if it could be
shown
that, other
to
failure.
conditions being the same, agivenoutput
was, in general,
obtained a t greater, or at less, real cost underpublicthan
under
private
management,
genuine
evidence about the
relative efficiency of the two forms of organisation wouldbe
obtained. Butinreal life this is imprac.ticable. In the first
place, the qualityof services, which are called by the same name,
varies enormously in different places, and it is almost imposOur street cars,”
sible properly to allow for these variations.
say the Reporters of theAmerican Civic Federation, “ r u n
faster, carry more strap passengers, and kill and injure
more
people thanthestreet
cars,public or private, of anyother
country. Our peopleseem to like this, but the English
would
not.”
How can differences of thissort possibly be taken
into account ? Again, the conditions of production in different
places are utterly different. ‘‘ I n Syracuse (U.S.A.) the water
flows tothecity
by gravity; in Indianapolis it must be
“ To
compare
a private corporation withinthe
pumped.”
limits of a great city, where an immense supply is furnished,
and where special conditions of non-interference with adjoining
property rights am to be met, with some municipal plant in a
suburban town, upon a basis of the relative amount of supplies
and labourrequiredper
unit of electricalenergy,
would
obviouslybe unfair to both contestants. Nor
is it possible to
compare in this manner two ligbting-st.ations having approximately the same”year1y output, and which are similarly located
with reference to adjoining interests, but are situated, the one
in the Worth and the other in the South, for the
reason that
the daily period of service will vary in these two localities on
account of variation in the hours of darkness. For the same
reaaon we cannot compare the summer service of one station
with the winter service of another, even though we should
attempt to reduce them both to a common basis by obtaining
the amount of human effort employed per unit of electrical
“

’
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Utilitieu,vol. i. p. 287.

Ibid. vol. i. p. 21.
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energy.”
In short,
arguments
from
statistics,
even
apart
from the pitfalls with which unwary inquirers are confronted
i n theinterpretation
of municipal accounts: are, inthis
is of general
field, almost entirely valueless. Thisremark
application. But,in view of the exceptional psychological
conditions of war time and the temporary use by government
of a largenumber of able men normally engaged in private
business, as well as of the fact that the commodities produced
in governmentfactories duringthe war were forState use
andnot
for themarket,ithasvery
specialrelevance
to
arguments drawn from the experiences of the war period.
5 6. Statistical evidence beingthusinadequate,
itis
necessary to proceed-again
as in ourstudy
of voluntary
of generalconsiderations.
Purchasers’ Associations-byway
Let usbeginby comparing public operation with uncontrolled
private
operation.
There
is general
agreement
that, when
conditions are such a8 to allow of small scale production by
private businesses, the personal interest’ of the h a d of the
business in its success provides a stimulus to efficiency that is
lacking i n both joint stock private concerns andinpublic
concerns. Over large
a
field of industry, however, the
practical choice is, not between private businesses and
public concerns, but between joint stock companies and public
concerns. Heretheinitiative,
freedom andinterest
of the
captain of industryworkinghis
own comparativelysmall
business cannot be had in any event. The issue is a different
and more evenly balanced one. The discussion of it may
well be startedwith
an observation of the Committee of
the American Civic Federation : ‘(Thereare no particular
reasons why the financial results from private or public
operation should be different if the conditions are the same.” a
The reaaon for this remark, of course, isthat,whether
a
service is provided byaprivatacompany
or by apublic
governmentalauthority, the actualrunning of the business
must be similar. An expert staff must be appointed, controlled in a general way, in the one case by acommittee of
I
2

Bernie, Municipdl Mumpolics,pp. 269.90.
Cf., ider alia, Bump, Z+im@hs and M&&

of Munie@d
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Operation of Pubtic Utilities, vol. i. p. 23.
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directors chosenby
the shareholders,in
theotl~er case by
a committee, a commission, a council, a ministerial department,
of London Authority,to
or an ad hoe body likethePort
represent the public.Managing
power, asa whole, may be
conceived asdistributed among electors, directors-orcommittee, or whateverthecontrollingauthority
is-and
staff.
There seem no general a priori grounds for holding, without
reference to the special nature of the controlling organisations
evolved under them, that either public or private management
is likely to prove technically the more eficient.
Q 1
' . I n some matters of slight,butnotnegligible,importance experience suggests that the public authority has an
advantage.Thisadvantage
is analogous to one found in prosum of money,
ductive co-operation. It is that, foragiven
a more efficient engineer or manager can be obtained than
will be forthcoming under private management, for the reason
that the position of apublicservantis
a t once attractive in
itself and also makesappealtoaltruisticmotives;or,alternatively, that an engineer or manager of given eficiencg can
be obtainedforasmallersum
of money. Thisadvantage, it
nluat be clearlyunderstood, is a realadvantage, andnot a
kind of bounty obtained a t the expense of the engineer or
manager; for there is created a new value in the extra satiafactionwhich the saidengineer or managerderives from the
fact of servingthe public. The difference between what a
man of given ability would have been willing to work for in
a private company andwhathe
does work for in a State
department is, in effect, extra product due to the
adoption of
thepublicform of industrial organisation.This
difference is
not, of come, equivalent to the difference between the earnings
of the head of a State department and those of the head of a
private business, because in theearnings of the latter there
is generally included a return for waiting " and " uncertaintydepartments
are
bearing,"-services
which in the public
provided
by
the tax-payer. It is fallacious to
take
the
excess of the income of an Americanrailway king over that
of the administrator of the Prussian State railways in pre-war
days &B a measure of the comparative wastefulness of private
enterprise. Still there is, pro tanto, an advantage on the side
I'

- .
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of publicoperation inthefactthat
good technicalexperts
under it cost less.
9 8. A more important matter is the business capacity of
the authority above the technical managers which determines
general policy. I n municipalundertakingsthisauthorityis
generally a committee of the town council-abodywhose
members are elected for their political, ratherthan for their
commercial, qualifications, andare also more liable thanthe
directors of a company to lose their seats a t shortintervals.
There
is
the
further
difficulty thatthe
employees of a
municipalenterprisemayplay
an important part in electing
councillors. Thismaylead
some councillorstointerfere
for
political reasons with the disciplinary and other discretionary
powers of the higher officials. It has even beensuggested
that in sorne’towns city engineers have been hindered by the
councilfromintroducinglabour-saving
devices, by which the
employment of some of the councillors’ electors wouldbe
threatened.’
In national undertakings run by a government department
the higher authority is a hody of civilservants technically
subordinate to a political head responsible toParliament.
Through this political head, pressure of various sorts, some of
it probablyanti-social in character,can be exercised on the
running of the undertaking.But,
even if this does not
happen, the civilserviceorganisation, no doubtexcellent for
it isprimarily designed, is apt to
the purpcmes forwhich
cramp efficiency. When important decisions have to be taken
thereis a tradition of method in government offices that
makes for delay, hesitancy and immobility.* Thus Mr. Justice
Municipal and P r i d e O p e r a t i o n of Pwblic Utilities,vol. i. p. 23.
Mr. Hawtrey writes: “Substitute a functionary for an independent
trader, and he findshimselfprecludedfrom
doing anything which Ire cannot
explainand defendifcalled
upon, to his of6cialsuperior.
. . Thepractical
judgment is partly sub-conscious,and, in LH) far ns it is conscious, its mental
processes are not Zingz~istie. To express in language even the decisionitself is
a11 elfort ; to express the grounds on which it is taken would often be a formidableexercise inboth psychology andlitelary composition. . There is a
tendency for any official hierarchy to be limited to those decisions that can be
readilycommunicated inlanguage fromonefunctionarytoanother.
. . An
enlightened bureaucracy would try by every available means to eswpe from this
paralysing limitation, and to devolve and dwentmlise whenever possible. But
thelimitation is inherent in the system andcannot be avoided altogether”
(The lLhmcwne Problem, pp. 339-40).
1

2

.
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Sankey, in his report on the coal mining industry, speaks of
the present Civil Service syetem of selection and promotion
by length of service, of grades of servants, of minuting copies
and reports from one servant to another, and of salaries and
pensions.” I n pure
routine
work this system
may
do no
harm, but, when enterprise and quick
decisions are necessary,
it cannotfailto
provehamperingboth
in the choice of the
most suitable man for a given work and in the actual carrying
on of work. It should be noted thatthis consideration is
verymuch less important in concernsproducingexclusively,
as, in war time especially, certain concerns do, for government ;
for work of this kind must bedone on order, and there is no
scope for that forecasting of the market in which government
departnlenteare commonlysupposed to be inferior to private
businesses or joint stock companies. Thus Professor Lehfeldt
has well observed : “ Anyone-government,
conlpany or individual-who
can take over the whole output of afactory
maywell be justifiedin setting one up for himself;but the
ordinary factory has to sell ita products and to find customers :
that is quite different
a
matter.”
Tu this connection the
of telegraphic
communication
is
interesting.
early
history
Thesemaphoresystem
of opticaltelegraphyiuvented
at the
end of theeighteenthcentury was takenupbytheFrench
Government for military use, conhed to that use, and worked
In 1 8 4 5 the French‘ Governby the government exclusively.
ment, in a like spirit and for a like purpose, started an electric
need of their own,
telegraph. “ Thepublicauthoritiesfelta
and,findingno
one else tosupply it for them,set to work
t o supply it for themselves. . . . Public
ownerdlip
of
telegraphsinthebeginning
wm not,strictly
speaking,a
manifestation of thespirit
of business enterprise. It was
simply a branch of the public administration, forced upon the
government by the lack of private enterprim.’’
Whenan
industry ischiefly engaged in producing things for the consumption of the general public, the call for prevision and constructive
speculation is, of course, much greater, and,therefore, the defects
of civil service methods correspondiugly more marked.
“

f

h m i c s is the LiqM 4f Wur, p. 26.
Holcombe, Ptdlie Oeaopcrship of Tolephones on the Continent of E I L T O ~ Cp.
, 21.
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It is coming,however,more and more to be realised that
of national
undertakings
does not
the public
operation
necessarily imply
that
these
undertakings
are
run
by a
government department organised on civil service principles.
The Port of London Authority is a special authority working
quite differently from government
a
department.
Canada
hascreated the CanadianNationalIlailways
Company, with
the governmentas the onlyshareholder, butwith business
directorsappointedlikeordinarydirectorsand
endowed with
complete freedom of management.'
The proposals of the
Sankey Commission also aimed a t setting up an authority for
coal mining, which, thoughnational,
should nevertheless be
run in the main on non-bureaucratic and non-politicallines.
be associated withthe
Consumers' representativeswereto
management, asis
already done inthenational
telephone
service of Switzerland.' A comparison of a body of this type
withthedirectorate
of a jointstockcompanymight
well
work out more favourably than a comparison of, say, the
body rulingthe Post Office with such a directorate.Plainly,
it is impossible to generalise on this matter of business cornpetence, apart from a knowledge of the detailed organisation
underwhich
it is proposed thatparticularpublicundertakings should be run.
9. So fargovernmentaloperationhas
been set against
umntrolbd private or joint stock
operation.
I n practice,
already
been
made
clear,
where
public
however, as has
operationisalive
issue, thealternative is mtAtrolled private
or joint stock operation. Control
must hamper that initiative
which i R the chief merit of private enterprise, and the extent
to which it hampers it will be greater the more far-reaching
is the control. If it goes 80 far as tosettlethethings
to
be produced andthe method of production, it will hamper
initiative greatly. If, on theotherhand,
it does notextend
beyond fixing B maximum price with a liberal margin, or even

5

1 Aoworth, State R a i l m y Ownership, p. 12.
Thedirectoraare,however,
only appointed For one year, and it is, therefore, in the power of the government
a t any time to make the msnagernent, in effect, political by choosing directors
subservient to itaelf.
3 Cf. Holoornb, Ihsblic Owmr.&ip of T e Z q h s on the Continent vf Zurope,
p. 252.
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fixing a sliding scale of profits and prices in combination, as
it will, of course, hamper
under some gascompanycharters,
iuitiativemuch less. It is, thus,not possible to compare. the
technical efficiency of government operation and of controlled
private operation in general terms,because controlledprivate
operatioumaymean
any one of a greatnumber of different
thinga-just, indeed, as, on the showing of preceding sections,
governmentoperation
itself mayalso
do. Theonlybroad
inference to which we are entitled is that, aa between government operation and controlled private operation, a comparison
of technical efficiency is likely to be somewhat more favourit wouldbe
asagainst
able to governmentoperationthan
uncontrolled private operation.
$ 10. This somewhatimpotent conclusiondoes not, however, exhaustthe discussion. Thereremainthreeimportant
groups of considerationswhich, when we look beyond mere
technical competence, tend to suggest that public operation is
likely-not, of course, always, butas ageneral rule-tobe
inferior, from the standpoint of the dwidend, to public control.
The first of these has to do with the fact that, not onlydifferent.
producers within the same industry, but also different producers
in apparently disconnected industries, nreoften, in reality,
rivals. No doubt, anindustry
can
be
imaginedwhich
is
monopolistic in the widest possible sense, in such wise that
notonlyarethere
no competing fims within it, but also
is aome
thereare nocompetingindustriesoutsideit.There
reamon to believe thatthe
service of supplying a modern
citywithwaterismonopolistic
inthie sense. It would be
possible, by combiningtogetheranumber
of industriesthat
are now separate, to create other monopolies of the same sort.
For example, the various m a n s of communication, such aa
omuibuses, trams,motor cara and carriages, mightall conone hand. Themme
ceivably be brought together
under
thing might conceivably be done with all the means of providingartificiallightorall
the means of providing power.
quite out of relationtoactual
Butsucharrangementsare
facts. As thing8are at present, I should doubt if any in.
dustry, except that of water supply, can properly be regarded
as monopolistic inthe
wide eense here
taken.
Now, the

.
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interest of thenational
dividend
requires
that, where n
number of establishments,whether i u the same industry or
in different industries, are competing for the supply
of some
public need, that onewhich
cansupply it most efficiently
shall oust the others. But, when anyenterpriseisoperated
by apublicauthority,
i t islikely
to be maintained by
it is less efficient than its
artificialsupport,eventhough
rivals. The reason is that persons in control of such a n
enterprise, being naturally anxious to make
that enterprise a
success, tend to identify the good of the whole with the good
of their own department.
Hence
government
a
authority
embarked on abusiness is almost certain, if it prove commercially weak, toemployunfair
weapons
from
its noncommercial armoury, the use of which will maintain it more
or less permanently in being, despite thefwtthat
its
productivemethods are more costly than those of its rivals.
These unfair methods are of two 8orts, according as hhey are
directedprimarily
to defend the governmententerprise
or
to obstruct its competitors.
in the main,
Defensivenon-commercialmethodsconsist,
in the conscious or unconscious practice of devices for securing
adifferentialbounty from thegeneral public. A government
authority, which is engaged partly in businew and partly in
rendering general unremunerated services, may charge expenses
that really belong tothe business againsttheotherpart
of
its work. A veryglaringexample
is the practice of the
London County Council in writing down the value of land
purchased for workmen’s dwellings to the value which it has,
notinthegeneralmarket,but
a5 ear-markedfor this particular purpose. Again,municipaltramwayaccountsmay
be
given a false appearance of prosperity by the device of charging expenditure upon roads, which is properly attributable to
them,to the general road account.’ A like device is adopted
in a milder form when a municipalityfails
to set aside
a special fund to balance the advantage it possesees over
privateenterprise in beingable to borrow money on easier
terms. “ A municipality can float bonds at a lower rate
of interest than a private company, since the whole awessable
1

Municipal ami €+irate Operation of Public Utdities: vol. i. p. 469.
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property of the town isgenerallyliablefor
the payment of
interestandprincipal,
while the companycangivesecurity
only on the works.”’ Thisability on thepart of a muniit
cipalityis thus due, in the main,simply to the fact that
is able to force upon the ratepayers an obligation topay
its bondholderseven if the enterprise fails, whileaprivate
company has, by the offer of higher pay, to obtain debenture
of failure, to lose
holders who areprepared,
intheevent
fear of failure,and,
their money. Except in so farasthe
therefore, theextra
compensationaskedforby
debenture
to
public
ignorance
of facts
which
are
holders, is due
more readilyascertainable in connection withmunicipalities
thanwith
companiesa-to
thatextentmunicipal
operation
effects asmallreal
saving-the
social cost of themuniis the same asthat of the company’s
cipality’scheaploan
relatively dear loan. If the two enterprisesaretocompete
fairly, the municipality ought to transfer to the rates the bulk
of its gain from bettercredit, before balancing the accounts
of its business. If it does not do this, it is, in effect, assisting
that business by a contribution from the general public. In
so far as the lower terms on which i t can engagemanagers
and engineers are due to the fact that the shouldering of risks
by the ratepayerssafeguards themagainstthe possibility of
their employersgoing bankrupt, it is doing the same thing a
second time, unless it transfers the gain made under this head
also to the rates. Of course, if a municipally managed undertaking, o n amount of superior eficieney, is less likely t o make
concern, there is areal
a loss than acorrespondingprivate
gain. But, since, in any event, there is thegilt-edged guarantee
of the ratepayers, that gain is not reflected in the better terms
on which the municipality can borrow.
AggreRsive non-commercial methods are made possible by
the fact that publicauthorities, besides operating their own
Bemis, Municipal ilio~wplies,p. 4 5 .
Theadvantage available for municipalenterprise, thus hinted at, tuns
uponthefact that, when people inrest in any undertakingthroughan intermediary, they alwaysface the possibility thatthis intermediary mag prove
to be dishoneat and unwilling to fulfil his obligations. The uncertainty-bearing
undertaken in this wayi8 a real element in the cost of production. When the
so
State is theintermediary,ita honesty andfinancialsmengthare,illgeneral,
well known that this element ia practically eliminated.
P

’
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e n t e r p r ~ ,are often also endowed with powers of control
over other enterprises. When they are in this
position, there
is a grave danger that the public authorities may be tempted
to use their powers of control i n sucha way aa toobstruct
and
injnre
rivals.
An EducationAuthority,
for example,
which both runs schools of its own and makes regulations for
therunning of rival schools, is understrongtemptation.
So
is an authority which a t once builds houses and frames buildso also aremunicipalitiesoperating
gasingbye-laws;and
lighting or tramwaysandcontrollingelectric-lighting
or
motor omnibuses. Among the methods of aggression open to
themperhaps the simplest is that of making the conditions
aboutsinkingfunds,under
which their own establishments
work, more favourable than the conditions about purchase a t
the end of the lease, which are imposedupon private companies. A public authority, which provides a sinking fund to
extinguish the capital debt of its enterprim, as well as a fund
to cover depreciation and obsolescence, is, in effect, taxing its
presentcitizens for the benefit of posterity.’ I n like manner,
a public authority, which confers afranchise
on a private
company upon condition that the company’s plant shall pass
to itself a t the end of the lease, either free of charge or st
“cost of replacement,” is imposing
a
Eimilar tax. It is
readily seen that the terms of sinkingfundsandfranchises
respectively can be EO arranged thatthe burdenunder the
sinkingfundisthe
smaller, and, therefore, thatprivate
system,adifferential
operation suffers, &g againsttherival
injury.
Thepe are, however, grosserforms of aggression than the
above. It is notorious that those municipalities which operated
their own gas-plant vigorously obstructed, by the exercise of
their veto andinother
ways, the development of electriclighting companies. Again : “ Sinoe 1898 the desire to
protect the local municipalelectriclightplantshas
been
permitted to impede the spread of the so-called electricity-inbulk generating and distributing companim.” In like manner,
1 The b
a
r
d of Agriculturehea made a newdeparture in not reqniring the
County Councils to charge mall holders, who hire land from them, rents high
enough to provide this kind of sinking fnnd.-[Cd, 42451, p. 12.
H. Meyer, Pubzit Otmem&p and the TeEephOnw, p. 961.
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thecentral
government, in order toprotectitstelegraph
monopoly, has placed administrative obstacles inthe
way
of othermeans of electricalcommunication.
I n 1684 the
Postmaster-General declined to allow the National Telephone
Company to receive or deliver awritten message at any of
its offices, and, in defending this course, said : “It would
hole inthe telegraphrevenue,
make, I am afraid,aserious
if written messages
were
allowed
to be sent.”’
In like
manner, in Norway, when (in 1881) acompanysoughta
licence to establish a long-distance telephonebetween Drammen
andChristiania, the Governmentmade it a condition that
the company should guarantee to make good all losses occasioned to its (the Government’s)telegraphlines
between the
compensations were required of
twocities ” ; andsimilar
othertelephone promoters.’ Finally,inthechartergrmted
to the MarconiWireless Company in 1906, permittingthe
transmission of wireless messages between the United Kingdom
and North America, i t was specially provided that permission
would not be granted for messages to or fromanyEuropean
countryexceptItaly,
the purpose k i n g tosafeguard
the
interests of the cable8owned by the British and Contiuental
governmenta’
The uwof defensive and aggressive weapons of an “ unfair ”
uncommercial characterbypublicauthoritiesoperatingenterprises brings it about, as already explained, that an enterprise
run by themis oftenmaintained in existence, despite the
fact that the end served by it would be served more cheaply
by a rival enterprise. It is necessary to note, in conclusion,
that the use of these methods tends to extrude economically
superior rivals even more effectively than it appears to do at
first Bight. For it acts, not onlydirectly, but alsoindirectly
It notonly drivee out of the market
throughanticipation.
existing cornpetitom, but checks the entry of new ones. When
a mancontemplatingaphilanthropicenterprise
is given to
understand that, shouldhisexperiment
succeed, apublic
field hehas
proved fruitful, he
authority will enterthe
1 H.Meyer, Aidlie Ownership am! Iho T d a p m , p. 18.
‘I

2 Cf. Holcombe, Public Ownmahip of Telcphmra ~1 the ContiwwA of
pp. 376 and 377.
a H. Meyer, Mlic Otoncrship ami lhs l’eelspiurnes. pp. 341-2.
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does--or
should-rejoice.
But, when a man engaged ina
business enterprise is given to understand this, the end he is
pursuingisnot,likethephilanthropist’s,furthered.
It is,on
the contrary, thwarted, and his energies are, thereroore, diverted
from theundertaking.
An effect of thiskindis
claimed t o
haveresultedfrommunicipalexperiments
i n house-building.
These considerations,when
they have relevance, evidently
strengthenthe
probability thatthe operation of industries
by public authorities will be injurious to productive eEciency ;
and they Itre bound to have somedegree of relevance except
in industries thatare
monopolistic inthe
widest possible
sense.
tj 11. I pass to a second consideration. This has to do with
the fact that the working of any industrial enterprise involves
some degree of uncertainty. As will be explained a t length in
Appendix I., the exposing of money to uncertainty is a definite
factor of production, which makes output larger than it would
willingness to expose
become without it. I n thelongrun
€100 to an equal chance of becoming €16 0 or of becoming
€50 is bound to increase thenational dividend. If willingness to expose money to uncertainty on the part of people in
control of industry is artificially” restricted, enterprise and
adventure that make for industrial progress, and, therewith, for
production,will be hampered. Furthermore,theinjurythus
wrought is very much larger than appears at first sight. For,
since anyexperimentwith
an untried process may fail, a
diminished willingness to expose money to uncertainty implies
a restriction of experiment, and, hence, a diminution in the
inducement to enterprising persons to make useful inventions.
No doubt,there is reasonto believe that,withthe growing
non-commercial
science, this
dependence of industry upon
it used to be.
considerationhas become lessimportantthan
Dr. Mertz has well observed : “ The great inventions of former
ages were made in countries whose practical life, industry and
commercewere mostadvanced;but
thegreatinventions
of
the last fifty years in chemistry, electricity and the Rcienceof
heat have been made in the scientific laboratory; the former
were stimulated by practicalwants;thelatterthemselves
produced new functional requirements, and created new spheres
‘I
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of labour,industryand
commerce.”’ It still remainstrue,
however, that, though thefundamentalhscoveriesareoften
non-commercial, yettheapplication
of themthrough
“inventions,” inthe earlierstages
before the inventionshave
beenprovedby
experience,generallyrequiresa
commercial
stimuluaAnything
which
restricts
unduly
willingness
to
make ventures in any industry must still,
therefore, threaten
heavy loss. Thepoint 1 have to urge is that a public body
is likely to restrictunduly
engaged inindustrialoperatiom
this willingness.
The defence of this propositionrests
on the following
reasons. First,publicauthorities
recognise that hostilityto
government on the part of the people is a n evil, and they also
recognise that an unsuccessful State speculation, “ if it involves
repudiation or oppressive taxation for years to come, produces
a popularrevulsion and deep-seated distrust of government
itself in all its ,branches.” Secondly, the persons a t any time
in control of apublicauthority, when that authority is dependent on the party system, cannot but know that “ failure
would give their political opponents too good an opportunity
to ride into power.” Thirdly, these persons are partly able to
perceive that, if people are compelled to expose resources t o
uncertainty in proportion to the rateable value of their houses,
more real sacrifice will be involved than if the same aggregate
of resources to be exposed to the same scheme of uncertainty
were obtained, by way of voluntary contributions, in proportion
to the attractive force exercised upon the several contributors
by the prospective profita Finally, and this is really the most
fundamentalpoint, if inventorsmustappealtogovernment
officials, theyare
confronted, aa it were, withtheaverage
daring of the community, whereas, if they are free to appeal
to privateenterprise,they
can select agroup ‘of supportera
frompersons
above this average. As Leroy Beaulieu well
wrote : I‘ A man of initiative will always find, among the forty
million inhabitants of a country, mnw audaciouspersons who
will believe in him, will follow him, will make their fortunes
with him or will ruin themselves with him. H e would wmte
1

a

Merte, i?i.&ny of E u r o p n ThOqM, vol. i. p. 92.

H. leper, Plcblie Ourncrship anal Ihe Telephones in Orcat Brilaisa, p. 349,
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his time in trying to convince those hierarchical bureaus which
are the heavy and necessary thought-organs and action-organs
hope of
of a State.”’ It follows that,in general,whilethe
gain operates more strongly on private enterprise than on the
publicauthority,thefear
of loss operates more strongly on
the public authority. Of course, this is not true in war time.
Then,
as
recent
experience
has
shown,
governments
will
authoriseexperiments in new types of destructiveapparatus
it is nottruein
war
regardless of cost. Butthefactthat
time is no argument against its truth in times of peace. Just
as experience shows i t to be untrue in war, 80 also it shows
it to be true in normalconditions.
Public authorities are, in
general, less willing than private concerns to take risks, or, to
put it technically, to provide the factor uncertainty-bearing.
A good illustration of this tendency is afforded by the conduct
of theBritishGovernment
i n regard to the working of the
telephone trunk lines after they had
been taken overby the
PostOficein
1892. “ T h e Treasury compelled the Post
Office to adopt the policy of refusing to make any extensions
of doubtful prospect,unless
private persons, or the local
authority interested, should guarantee ‘ a specific revenue per
year, fixed with reference totheestimated
cost of working
andmaintaining agivenmileage of trunk-line wire.’ ”
The
opinion of Sir George Gibb may be cited in evidence that this
proceeding is representative of the general attitude of public
authorities. H e wrote : “ Whatever may be thought as to the
respective merits of private and public ownership, it cannot be
denied thatprivateenterprise
does takemoreriskthanany
government is likely to do except under pressure of military
the effect
neceersities.” a Marshall brings out veryclearly
upon inventions implied in this unwillingness of public bodies
to bear uncertainty : “ It is notorious that, though departments
of central and municipal government8 employ many thousands
of highly-paid servants in engmeering and other progremive
industries, very few inventions of any importance are made by
them ; and nearly all of these few are the work of men like
1 L’kmnodcme, pp. 55, 208.
a H. Yeyer, Public Ownerahip a d the Tdephonur iu Q r c d Brilaim, p. 65.
a Railway N&“h,
p. 9.
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Sir W. H. Preece, who had been thoroughlytrained i u free
enterprise before theyenteredGovernment
service. Governmentcreates scarcely anything. . . . A Government could
print a good edition of Shakespeare’sworks, but it could not
have got them written. . . . The c a r w e of municipal electric
works belongs to the officials, the genius belongs to free enterAgain, the Reporter of the AmericanCivicFederaprise.”
tion writes : “ The Assistant Secretary of the Board of Trade,
Mr. Pelham, told the Committee [of the Civic Federation] that
they did not encourage the trying of new inventions, or the
trying of systems in any way experimental, by municipalities.
They waited for these to be proven out by private companies.
Progress is allwiththe
companies.”Moreover,
at present,
of undertakings which are
thecomparativelysmallnumber
operated by public authorities stand in a m i l i e u where private
enterprise is dominant,and wheremost of theconstituents
of governing persons are workingunderprivateenterprise.
In thesecircumstancespublicenterprisemay
be keyed up
to a degree of daring which it would not attain if, instead of
being the exception, i t became the rule.3
NOW,it isevident that the effect of arestriction of the
willingness to take risks, and,therewith, of thestimulus to
invention, upon the economies of production will varyin
importance in different industries, according to the extent of
thespeculativeelementinvolved
iu them.Hence
it follows
that the relative inefficiency of public operation, as compared
is verylarge
inhighly speculative
withprivateoperation,
undertakings,anddwindlestonothing
in respect of those
is practicallynon-existent.
where the speculativeelement
ThiB idea is sometimescrystallised i n an attemptto group
industries into twodivisions, the specuIative andthenonspeculative, after themanner in whichtrusteesdistinguish
between
speculative
securities
and
investment
securities.
This grouping, it is sometimes suggested, can beadequately
worked out by setting on the one side new industries in an
ttre
experimental stage, and on theotherindustriesthat

’

E%olw?sic JmwmZ, 1907, pp. 21-2. Cf. a h Ryan, Distdn&ive Judice,

p. 165.
Municipal a d Priwzrale OperalimL of Public Utilitis,vol. i. p. 437.
a Cf. Aftalion, Lea F o n d d dol S
o
e
i
a
l
h
,pp. 233-4.
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alreadytried and known. Thus arecentwriterhasput
in
the former category I‘ airship construction, wireless telegraphy,
ornamental and luxury trades, the production of single special
machines and special transport arrangements, the erection of
hig anddificultbuildingsandthe
like,” andinthelatter
“ coal mines, themanufacture
of steel,cement, locomotives,
telephones, electric cables, motors, and so forth.”’ Again,
Sir George Gibbdistinguishes,from
thispoint of view, the
railwayindustry atan early, andat a mature, age. “ As
regardsthe age of construction, at all events, Englandhas
derivedincalculable benefit from thefactthattherailway
system has beenmadeby private enterprise. But the problem
of workingtherailwaysystemafter
it has been constructed
is, I admit, essentially different from the problem of securing
its construction.” In like manner, Professor Commons, writing
in 1904, while he approved of the establishment of city electriclighting plants at that time, considered that “ those cities which
entered upon municipal electric lighting eight or ten years ago
are open to criticism.” ‘‘ Private parties,” he holds, should be
fields.”
The
encouraged to push forward inalltheuntrod
on has, no doubt,considerableimdistinctionthusinsisted
portance. Two points, however, should be noticed. First,
an industry,which is old-established a t one place, may need
new construction a t another, and the conditions of construction
there may be such that a large speculative element remains.
For example,though the industry of watersupply is an old
one, different towns have to be supplied from sources situated
so differently, and along routes of such varying character, that
little guidance for one town can be drawn from the experience
of others.Secondly, no industry is likelyto be 80 far established that experimentation-which
involves speculation-as
all
to improvedmethods
is undesirable. In somemetmure
industries, inwhich possibilities of development remain, demand
readineas to take risks if further inventions are to be made,
andare, therefore,liable to be hampered by anythingthat
obstructs this readineas. It would, therefore, be an error to
“

Strobel, S&Zktim in Theory and Practice, p. 281.
a Railway NaAm~aEisdiopa,p. 11.
Bernie, Nulcicipcll Miwwplies, p. 66.
1
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suppose thatthe relatively uneconomic character of public
operation,due to the circumstances discussed in this section,
is significantonly for new industries. It probablyhas some
appreciable significance in regard to nearlyallindustries,
though, of course, its importance is greatest in regard to those
in an experimental stage.
$ 12. I pass to a third consideration. Therelativeinferiority of public operation, due to the interference which it
causes with the most economical combination of the different
factors of production-for that is, in effect, what obstacles in the
way of people’s readiness to take risks, or to brave unc.ertainty,
implies-is
paralleled, in mauyiudustries, by a furtherinferiority due to interference with the most economical size of
business unit.Practicallyspeaking,publicundertakingscan
only he operated by groups of people unitedinto someform
of politicalorganisation.
But it is highlyimprobable that
the areas of control mosteconomicalfor the working of any
industry will correspond in size with the areas covered by the
public authorities existing in a modern State, since these are
set up with regard to quiteother considerations thanthe
efficient running of industries.Consequently,
in general, it
must happen either that special public authorities are created
for the express purpose of running certain industries or that
the size of the units of control in these industries is altered to
fit the scope of existingpublicauthorities.
For verylarge
enterprises having a scope midway between that of the central
government and thatof the relevant local authority, experience
shows that special public bodies, adapted to this scope, can be,
andhave been, created. Wearefamiliar,
for example, with
the variousharbour trusts and dock trusts, with the London
Water Board andthePort
of London Authority.Another
device is that of joint boards of management representing two
ormore local authorities. ‘‘ In EnglandandWales,during
the year 1907-8, there were twenty-five joint boards or committees for the supply of water, two for the supply of water
and gas, and one for the supply of electricity and the manageThough, however, for very
ment of a tramway undertaking.”

’

1 Knoop, Principles and kfdhods of Munuqml Trading, p. 117. As Prof. Knoop
further points out, it not infreqnently happens that a municipality entcrs into
2 D
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large businesses, the creation of special public bodies isadbe
mittedly a practicable policy, it is notalwayslikelyto
adopted.
The
dauger,
that, under
public
operation,
local
authorities inadequate in area will becon~ethe agents of that
operation, is especially great in industriesoriginallyadapted
to the area covered by these agents, but afterwards fitted, as a
result ofnew inventions, for larger areas. I n former times the
areas of management most suitable for the industries of water
supply, gas lighting and electric power supply were approximately coincident with the several municipal areas. But, since
the adventof certain modern discoveries, the areas, which might
beexpected
to proveeconomically
most efficient, are often
much larger than municipal areas. Thus, " with horse traction
thelimit of each local authority was, roughly, thelimit of
commercial working. With electric traction the parish became
a mere item in a comprehensive system, which might extend
over a whole county."'
Again, withtheimprovementin
methods of distribution for electricity in bulk, the most
come to
economical area for the supply of electricityhas
extend over thousands of q u a r e miles. Eveninthesupply
of water, now that the needs of largetownsare
satisfied by
the tapping of distant lakes, theremay beeconomy
in a
joint organisation for supplying a number of towns along the
route that the pipes must follow. Indeed, it wouldseem that
gaslightingisthe
only one of the publicutilityindustries
for which the mosteconomical area of mauagement a t the
does not exceed the
municipal
area. These
present
time
changes in the area proper to management have not, however,
in general, beenfollowed by the transference of the public
ad h o c ;
utilityindustriesto
new publicauthoritiescreated
for the task of oustingthemunicipalitiesis
opposedby an
immense amount of friction, and is, therefore, little likely to
be successfully undertaken.Hence,
in practice, publicoperation often implies that industries, whose most economical area
of management is intermediate between the areas representative
of the central authority and of local authorities respectively,
anarrangement with smaller authorities to extend its tramway,water, or gas
system beyond its own bonndaries BO MI to include adjacent area9 also.
Porter, Dangers of Municipal Ouxersl~ip,p. 246.
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will, in fact, be worked by local authorities ; and this, of course,
implies a reduction of the unit of management below what is
economicallybest.'
I n enterprises whose most economical area
of management is smaller than that covered by the smallest
existing typeof public authority, the creatiou
of new authorities
for the special purpose of running them cannot even be said to
be practicable. If such industries are to be taken over by any
publicauthority,thisauthority
can hardly be otherthan
one of theauthoritiesthatalreadyexist
for other purposes.
Consequently, in these industries public operation, not merely
in general, but practically always, implies the introduction of a
scale of management larger than is economically most efficient.
§ 13. Now, if it were the fact that under private enterprise
allindustries would always evolve the mosteconomical unit
of management, i t wouldfollow that publicoperation could
not, in this respect, besuperior,and
would, in general, be
greatlyinferior,to private operation. In industries normally
conducted under conditions of simple competition, such as the
industries of baking,milk-supply,house-building or farming,
we mayfairly presume thatprivateenterprise
will, for the
most part, evolve the, most efficient size of unit.But,
where
any element of monopoly ispresent, we may by nomeans
presumethis.The
mosteconomical unitmay be prevented .
from realising itself through friction, or through the hindrance
imposed by popular dislike of large amalgamations, or in other
ways. The probability that it will be so prevented is especially
great in an industry
whose normalcouditionis,
not that of
simple monopoly, but
that
of monopolistic competition.
Here, as was pointed out iu Chapter IX., there are large
wastes due to competitive advertisement and
EO forth, which
It may be objected that the alteruative t o municipal operation is usually
municipal control, and that this control, when the area of the municipality is
too small, may render private undertakings
88 inefficient as municipal undertakings wouldbe.
But it is easier to transfercontrol than it is to transf'er
operation t o an authority of wider scope than the municipalities. The British
Light Railways Act of 1906 establishes such a wider authority in the shape of
theLight RailwayCommissioners,
(Of. H. Meyer, &caici$mZ h a e m h i p in
Oreat Brilnin, p. 69.) Again : '' When, as in Mdaclsachusetts, it is not uncommon
for a street railway company to operate franchises from ten, rtnd, in one case, from
nineteen different towns, independent municipal control is out of the question.
The State railroad commission is the recognition in law of this condition of
fact" (Rowe, Annals of t h e Amerioac dc&ny, 1900, p. 19).
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centralisationunderasinglemanagementmight
remove. Of
railways, for example, Sir George Gibb wrote some years ago:
I‘ Eachrailwaycompany
works for its own route,Theresult
train
loads are
isthat
unnecessary
mileage
is run, and
lessened.
. . If those responsible for thehandlingand
eye to
carriage of railwaytratjic could work withasingle
economical results, andinall
cases forward traffic by the
routes which yielded the best working results, great economies
could
undoubtedly
be effected.”’
This
statement
was
borne out by the experience of the joint w-orking of British
railways during the war ; though it must be remembered that
the character of war-timetrailic, withitslargetrain
loads
of munitions
and
troops, was exceptionally
favourable
to
economicalworking. Like economies are sometimes obtainable
from the combination,not of different firms enga.ged in the
same occupation, but of different occupations. There is
one hand
probably an economy inthe co-ordinationunder
of the various industries
that
utilise
the
public
etreets.
“ Watermains
may be laid before streetsare paved, thus
saving the damage and expense of tearing up good pavement
to laywater pipes.”
In likemanner, it may wellbe held
that important economieswould result if the work of treating disease couldbe brought, by means of a State medical
the work of preventing
service, into directconnectionwith
disease that is now undertaken by the
Public
Health
authorities.Though,
therefore, indirectevil consequences of
the kind discussed in Chapter X. 0 4 may emerge, and though
also certainverticalcombinations,
e.g. between a particular
coal-mine and a particular ironworks, that would yield
structural economies, may be impeded, it is at least possible
of this sort,publicoperation,instead
of
that,inenterprises
hindering,mightactuallyfoster
the growth of the most
economical unit of management.’
14. So far of generalities. When the practical issue is

.

5

Railway Nationalisation, p. 21,
h
i
s
,Municipal MmwpoZiRI, p. 46.
This conclnsion is not, of couwe, upset by the fact that, aa shown in
the recent Act for grouping British railways, itis posaible for the State to
further an expansion of the unit of mmagement in an industry, while leaving
that industry in private hands.
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raisedwhethera
particular class of enterprise could, with
greateradvantage to the nationaldividend, be publicly controlled or publiclyoperated, it will be necessary, in order to
reach a satisfactory conclusion, to take into account both
the
comparative effects which the two forms of management are
on productive efficiency andthe comparative
likelytohave
eaae with which whatever regulation the public interest may
require can be applied under them.
I n industries closelyamociated with the public health, where reliable quality is essential
and where inspection cannot easily be made thorough, public
operation may be desirable, even though the probable alternative
is competitive, andnot monopolistic, production. Thusthere
is much to be said for the public provision of slaughter-houses,
to which, as in Germany, all butchers are compelled to resort,
and for the publicprovision of milk for the use of young
children. The Reporters to the American Civic Federation
are of opinion that undertakingsin which thesanitary
motivelargelyentersshould
be operated by the public.”
On the
other
hand,
industries,
in which the
typical
private
firms, rather
than
producing unit is small, and
joint stock companies, are dominant, are hardly ever suitable
for management by publicauthorities.Apart
from a few
special exceptions, the proposal for publicoperationisalive
oneonly in industriesinwhich
thetypical producing unit
is large,andwhich,therefore,tendtowards
monopoly. The
case for it, 88 against the case for pltblic control, is strongest
in industries which have been reduced more or less to routine
and in which there is comparatively little scope for daring adventure. It is relatively weak in industries which are to an
important extent rival to other privately operated industries,
or in which the normal unit of management covers an area
from that covered by
exieting
public
widely
different
suthorities.Whetheranyparticular
monopolistic industry
should be publicly operabed or publiclycontrolled cannot be
determined in a general way. Before a decision between these
alternative methods is arrived at, adetailedinvestigation
of
the industry mu& be made, and this should be supplemented
of thequality of theparticular
by animpartialestimate
I‘

Mumidpnl and Prim& Opsrdaliosz of Public Utilildes, vol. i p. 23.
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publicauthority
whose action is involved, as well as of
the probable effect of new tasks upon its efficiency for the
purpose of its primary non-industrial duties.
5 15. If, on the strength of the foregoing or other considerations, i t is decided that an industry already in exietence
and operatedby
private personsshallbe
taken over by
public
authority,
it is necessary tosettletheterms
on
which this shall bedone.
Let us, for simplicity,suppose the
conditions to be such that under public operation the technical
efficiency of productionwill be unaltered. Public operation
is desired because, without it, a monopolistic or partially
monopolistic concern is ableto force up pricesagainst the
public and so to check the development of the industry under
its command. If, in thesecircumstances,apublic
authority
buys upthe concern at its market value, i t willhave either
itself to charge the same price for its services as the private
company was charging, or else tooperate
the concern at
a loss. In other words, if it buys the concern at its market
value, the proprietorswillhavemade
the public buy their
right to makemonopolistic exactions;forthemarket
value
will, of course, be, in part, the result of people’s belief in their
possession of that right. It is natural, therefore, to say that
the price paid ought not to be the market value as it actually
is,butthemarket
value as it would be if this anti-social
right were eliminated. But here the considerations set out at
the end of the last chaptergive us pause. Someconcession
must, it wouldseem,be made in the interests of recent purchasers who bave acquired shares in the concern in good faith
at the high existing values. How large this concession should
be cannot, of course, be laid down in generalterms. In each
separate instance a detailed review will have to be made of all
relevantcircumstances, including ‘‘ legitimateexpectations
that have been created, and on this foundation common sense
‘ I reasonable ”
compromise.
must be invokedtofurnisha
When the purchase price is aettlecl, payment will, of course, in
general be made by an issue of government, or municipal, or
public authority ” ( e g . Port of London Aut3ority) stock bearing fixed interest, and not by an actual transfer of cash.
$ 16. Thia question of the purchaseprice leads on to
”
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a veryimportant consideration,with
which thisPartmay
suitably close. A t first sight it might seem that, if the
publichas to pay the full marketvalue for amonopolistic
concern, which is charging exorbitant prices for its products,
can possibly result.The
monopolist
nonationaladvantage
simplytakesinalumpsumwhatotherwisehe
would have
got in
an
annual
tribute.
This
way of looking atthe
of monopoly is not
matter is, however, mistaken.Theevil
merely, oreven mainly, that it enables one set of people to
It is that it causes resources to beheld
mulctanotherset.
back
from
a form of investment
in
which
the
value
of
the marginal social net productislarger
than it is elseTo do
where, and therebycontracts the nationaldividend.
awaywith
this monopolisticpolicy
willincrease
the size
of the
national
dividend
and
augment
economic welfare,
inspite
of the factthat,in
ordertodo
away withit,
to pay a fine to another
one part of the communityhas
part. For this reason it is
greatly
preferable that
the
government
should
pay
the ransom demanded by the
monopolist, write off part of the purchase price, andthen
operate the concern on terms that would have yielded normal
returns if no ransom had been necessary, than that it should
by exorbitant
allow the
private
monopolist to
continue,
charges, to hold back productionand
check the flow of
resources into the enterprise.
It is true that, if it does this,
the governmentwillhave to borrow the purchase price from
the public, and,subsequently,tolevytaxationtoprovide
interest upon it,andthattheamount
of thistaxation will
be roughlyequivalent to the exactionwhich the nlonopolist
wouldotherwise have made. We maypresume,however, that
the taxes imposed willeither be direct, or, if indirect, will
be spread over several commodities, and, therefore, willnot
shift industrial effort out of its normal channels nearly so far
done.
This conasthe
monopolist’s exaction would have
sideration mustnot, of course, beallowed
to makethose
personswho
have to bargain on the public’s behalf unduly
pliant to the pressure of interested sellers. But it is, none the
leas, an important consideration. When the vested interests o f
new shareholders in monopolisticconcerns make the govern-

*
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ment unwilling to force prices down to theproper level through
a policy of control, i t constitutes a very powerful argument for

a policy of purchase. If purchase is made, the natural consequence would be for the government to operahe the industry
itself. Rut, if, for any reason, i t does not wish to do this, and
prefers to sell or lease it to private persons, on terms which
involvea moneyloss to itself but provide for the establishment of a proper price level, it will still have eliminated the
restrictiou
of output and indirectly
evil of monopolistic
benefited the national dividend.

P A R T I11
THE NATIONAL DIVIDEND ANI) LABOUR

CHAPTER I
INDUSTRIAL PEACE

WHENlabour and equipment in the whole or any part of an
industry are rendered idle by a strike or lock-out, the national
dividend must suffer in a way that injures economic welfare.
Furthermore, the loss of output for whichthesedisputes
are
responsible oftenextendsmuch beyond the industry directly
affected. Thisis well illustrated by the fact that, during
the coal strike of March 1 9 12, the generalpercentage
of
unemployment over the wholebody of trade unionists in the
United Kingdom was no less than 11 per cent, as against an
years 1903-1 2 of
averagelevel for Marchduringtheten
54 per cent ; while inthestrike
of 1921, which, i t must
be remembered, occurred in aperiod
of markedindustrial
23
depression, the correspondingpercentage
was as highas
per cent. The reason for this is that a stoppage of work in an
important industry checks activity in other industries in two
ways. On the one hand, by impoverishing the people actually
involved in the stoppage, it lessens the demand for the goods
the other industriesmake ; on the other hand,if the industry in
which the stoppage has occurred is one that furniehes a commodity or service largelyused in the conductof other industries,
it lessens the supply to them of raw material or equipment for
their work. Naturallynotallstrikesand
lock-outs produce
the range
this secondary effect in equalmeasure.Thelarger
they cover andthe more fundamentalthe
commodities or
services they supply, the more marked is their influence. Coal
and transport service, for example, are basal goods essential to
practically all industries, and a miners’ or a railway servants’
strike will,therefore, produce a muchlargerindirecteffect
411
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than a cotton-workers’ strike of the same extent and duration.
But, in some degree, all stoppages of work inflict an indirect
injury upon the national dividend by the reactions they set up
in other industries, in addition to the direct injury
that they
carry i n themselves. It is true, no doubt, that the net
contraction of output consequent upon industrialdisputesis
generally smaller than the immehate contraction ; for a stoppage of work at one place may lead both to morework a t
the sametime inrivalestablishmentsand
to morework a t
a later time (in fulfilling delayed orders) in the establishments
where the stoppagehas occurred. It must be admitted also
that, 011 someoccasions, the direct damagecaused by strikes
and lock-outs is partly compensated by the stimulus indirectly
given to improvements in machinery and in the organisation
of work. Mr. Nasmyth,inhis
evidencebefore
the Trades
Union Commission of 1868, laid very great stress upon this.
“ I believe,” he said,
that, if there were a debtor and creditor
account madeup of strikesand lock-outs withtheinterests
of society, up to a certain point they would be found to have
been bene6t.
a
Such has been the
stimulus
applied to
trikes
ingenuity by the intolerable annoyance resultiug from
nnd lock-outs, that it has developed more than anything those
wonderful improvements in automaton machinery that produce
you awindow-frame or thepiston-rod of steam-engine of
such an accuracy as would makeEuclid’smouthwaterto
as the
look at. These thingsarepouringininquantities
result of the stimulus given to ingenuity through the annoyance of strikes. It isnotbeing
coaxed on bysome grand
reward inthe distance, but I think akick fron~behindis
sometimes as useful as a gentleleading forward in front.”’
These retlex effects of conflict are, no doubt,important.But
it wouldbe paradoxical to maintain that the reaction of the
industrial organism against the evils threatening it ordinarily
outweigh those. evils bhemselves.
By adapting itself to
‘I

1 Minutes of Elidewe, p. 71.
Olifford (Agrictcltwd L u d c - o z ~ l , p. 179)
describea the way in whichfarmers were stimulated by the 1 8 7 4 dispute to
improve their organisation, and tn do the m n e work aa before with fewer men.
In like mmner, the great anthracite coal strike in the United Statcs in 1902
led to the invention of euonomical methods of ntilising other fi~els,whieb continued to be employed after normal conditions had returned.
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injuriouschanges of enviroument it can,indeed, lessen, but
it cannot altogether abolish, the damage to which it is exposed.
An excellentparallelis affordedby the eflects of a blockade
of another.The
instituted byoue Stateagainsttheports
upon
immediateeffgctbothupon
the blockaded Stateand
neutrals is an obvious, and sometimes a considerable, injury.
By alteringthedirectionand
charact.er of theirtradethey
may reduce the extent of' their losses. It is evenconceivable
the
thatthe
search for new tradeopeningsmayleadto
discovery of one, which otherwise would not have been found,
and which is possessed of advantages great enoughto outweigh allthe evils of the blockade period. Any such result
is,however, extraordinarily improbable, and nobody, on the
strength of it, would dream of suggesting that tdockades in
general arelikelyto do the worldmoregood
than harm.
So
withindustrialdisputes.
I t is conceivable that one of them
may stir to action some otherwise mute, inglorioua invenlor ;
but it is immenselyunlikely that it will, at best, do more
thanslightlyantedate
the discovery that he makes. On H.
broad view, the hypothetical gain is altogether outweighed by
the certain loss of production in the industries directly affected
and in related industries, the raw material of which is cut off,
or the product of which cannot beworked upintoits
final
stage. Moreover, there may be lnsting injury to the w-orkpeople,
in industrial careers interrupted, a load of debt contracted to
meet a temporary emergency, and permanent damage to their
children'shealththrough
the enforcedperiod of insufficient
of these
evils
varies, of course,
nourishment. Theextent
partlywiththe
degree towhich the commoditywhose prothe poorer classes, and
duction is stopped is consumedby
partly with its importance for life, health, security and order.
But, in any event, the aggregate damage with a h i c h industrial
disputesthreaten
thenational
dividend is very grave. It
has been pertinently asked : Would any Board of Managers
attempt to run arailway or start an electric-lightingplant,
or operate a mill or factory, or send a liner to sea, with a
mechanical
equipment
which
was certain to break down
periodically and lie in inevitable idleness until repairs
could
be patched up ? And. yet that is almost a n absolute analogy

-
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tothestate
of labour
conditions
throughout nearly the
whole range of such
enterprises.”
Anything
that
makes
it lesslikely that these break-downs will occur is bound to
prove of substantial benefit tothenational dividend. Hence
the
the eagerness of social reformers to buildupandfortify
machinery of industrial peace. They recognise, indeed, that
in the work of pacification constitutions and agreements cannot
negotiaaccomplish much. In industrial,asininternational
tions, perfection of machinerycounts for far less than good
faithand goodwill.
Care must, therefore, be taken not to
stress undulymatters of meretechnique.
Nevertheless, the
type of machinery employed iscertainto
havesomeeffect,
and may have a considerable effect, both directly and also by
its reflex influence on the general attitude which employers
and employees take to one another. It is, therefore, important
to the present purpose to examine the principal problems
which have to befaced in building up machinery, through
whose aid it is hoped that industrial peace may be preserved.
Goring, E n g i n e e T i n g M q a z i m , vol. xx. p. 922.

C H A P T E R I1
THE CLASSIFICATION
OF
INDUSTRIAL
DIFFERENCES

5

1. A NECESSARY preliminary to analysis is some classification
of differences. The classification which naturally suggests
itself inthe first instance is onebasedupon
the character
classification yields two
of thematters in dispute.Sucha
divisions, each inturn containingfurther subdivisions. The
divisions comprise respectively differences about the fraction
of wages ” and differences about the demarcation of function.”
Differences about the fraction of wages may be subdivided into:
(1) Thoseconnected with the reward of labour, generally
raising an issue as to the money rate of wage, but sometimes
touchingsuchmatters
as workshop fines or the amount of
special allowances, whether in money or in kind ;
(2) Thoseconnected withthe doing andbearing of the
employees, generally involving the question of hours.
Ditferences as to demarcation of function include, besides
the well-known, b u t relativelyunimportant,
“ demarcation
of
dmputes”betweenkindredtrades,allquarrelsarisingout
claims by the workpeople to a largershare in the work of
management. They generallyrelate to :
(1) The way in which work is apportioned between
different classes of workmen and machine tools ; or
(2) The sources from
which
the employer
draws
his
workpeople ; or
(3) The voice allowed to workpeople inthesettlement
of working conditions.
The second of thesesubdivisionsincludes
all questions
concerningdiscrimination against, preference to, or exclusive
employment of, trade unionists.

.
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2. For many
purposes
the above classifimtioll is
the most convenient to follow. But for the task of constructing machinery for preservingindustrial
peace it is
not of serious value, because in practicethe design of the
machinery never turns upon distinctions between
wages
differences, differences about hours, or differences about the
demarcation of work. We have, therefore, to seeksome classification better adapted to the purpose in hand. In this search
w0 are driven to follow two lines of’thought, neither of which
both of which, as
affords exact or sharp distinctions,but
will presentlyappear,
somehow run together and yield a
compound classification. They turn, respectively, upon the
degree of self-sufficiency enjoyed
by
the
parties
to
the
difference and upon the extent of the theoretical ground which
they have in common.
jE 3. Under the former of these two heads the determining
factor
is
the relatiou between the bodies
which
control
negotiations and those which aredirectly affected by their
result.Both
the employers and the workpeople implicated
may be entirelyindependent,
or both may be subordinate
branches of largerorganisations; or the employersmay be
independent and the workpeople a
branch ; or the employers
a branch and the workpeople independent. This distinction is,
however, somewhat blurred in practice, because to be a branch
no
of a wider organisation is not the same thing as to have
controlovernegotiations
affecting one’sown interests.The
extentto which local organisations aresubordinated inthis
in differenttimes
matter to nationalunionsvariesgreatly
and places. Theymaybeleftentirelyfree;they
may be
free to make, but not to denounce, agreements; they may be
or they may be
offered advice or deprived of strikepay;
of
mere brsnchea, compelled to carry outtheinstructions
thecentral executive.Consequently,
in this form of classification, no sharp dividing lines can be drawn.
4. The eame remarkapplies to thelatter of the two
forms diAtinguished
above.
I n every
industrial
difference
there is some common ground between the parties.Even
when they diverge most widely, bothsidesagree
thatthe
decision oughtto
be “jwt.” Sometimes the fulllimit
of

5
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agreement is expressedby this phraae. A caae in point is
the coal strike of 1893, in which the employers understood
by justicepayment
according to efficiency, andthe
workneeds. The
people, in a vague way, paymentaccordingto
common basis is wider when it isagreed,whetherformally
or informally, that justice, rightly interpreted, is the doctrine
general
that
the
wage level should move in the same
direction as some accepted external index. This stage is
often reached when the wages of asmallgroup of workmen
are in question ; for it is generally recognised that these
oughtnot,asarule,to
move very differently from the
average wage level of other men inthe
neighbourhood
engaged in similar
employment.
I t is also reached with
regard tothe wages of largergroups, when the doctrine is
accepted that, other things being equal, wages ought, in some
sense, to follow prima Thus, throughout the
series of arbitrations intheNorth
of Englandirontradestudied
by Mr.
Priae, there is a general agreement that the basis of award
is to be primarilythe relatiou of wages to selling price.”’
The common groundhere,
however, i~ merely that wages
and fall when prices fall. The
shall rise whenpricesrise
question of what proportionshould
hold between thetwo
movements, or what change on the one side IC corresponds to
on theother, is left unanswered. A further
agivenchange
stage is reached when the exactproportion
thatthe wage
changeought to bear to a given change inthe indexis
agreed upon. Thisis done where employers and employed,
in any locality or firm, accept, w in the spinning induatry,
theaverage efficiencywage of the tradeor districtastheir
own standard, or when wage is related to price by a definite
&ding scale. Herethe Common ground, so far ea principle
is conoerned, is complete, and differences between the parties
can only arise upon matters of fact.
5. The diecumion of thetwopreceding
sections shows
that no sharp divisions are to be found along either of the
lines of classification whichhave been dimmed. This, however, is notthelast
word upon the matter. It may still be
necaary, her0 a3 elsewhere, for the student with a practical
1 L L. price, I d w t r i d Peace, p. 62.
‘I
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end in view t o depart samewhat from the majestic continuity
of Nature,and to erect anarbitrarylandmark
of his own.
Such B landmark may be made out of the common division
of industrial differences into “those which concern the interpretation of the existingterms of employment,” and “those
which have todo withthe general terms of future employment.’” This distinction is analogous to one familiarto the
of suchgeneral
theory of jurisprudence. “Thesettlement
questions may be likened to an act of legislation; the interpretationand
application of the general m t r a c t may be.
likened to a judicial act.”
Theplace assigned to any particular difference is made to turn primarily upon the question
whether or not it is governed by a formal agreement between
the parties. All differences which arise when there is an
agreementare
called “interpretation differences,” and are
distinguished from “those which arise out of propowls for
the terms of engagement or contract of service to subsist for
a futureperiod”’Furthermore,
these differences are often
identicalwith thosewhich superior organisationa undertake
tosettle on behalf of their I d branches;they‘rare
for
the most part limited to particular establishments, of little
importanceand oftenpurely
personal ” ; dealing, it may
be, with controversies of fact concerning quantity, or quality,
or the more precise definition of the mutually accepted pattern
of quality itselt “ General questions,” on the other hand, are,
for the most part, equivalent to those in whichindependent
organisations are directly concerned ; theyare“frequently
of wide interest, affect large bodies of men,and FW the
&
u
8
e
of strikes and lock-outs on a large d e . ”
most general a
Of course it is not maintained that interpretation differences
in the above sense am rm-mxzdy of minor importance. Not
ody, as with judge-made law, may the act of interpretation
&de insensibly into that of alteration, but aleQ what S called
interpretation may cover aa wide a field, and raise questions
quiteasfundamental, rn thoes tmated in the general apem n t . Tor example, there is no difference in t h i s m p t
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between the question how many pounds a ton of coal is
to be takento
contain, or how much *‘ topping” the men
mustputupona
car-load, andthe question whatthe wage
or car-load ought to be. Moreover, it eometimes
perton
h7ppens that general questions are deliberately submitted
for
references.
diacussion on whatareapparentlyinterpretation
For example, in the pottery boomof 1871, it was arranged
that, for each branch of the trade, an individual case should
be selected for arbitration, and that the whole branch should
act in accordance withthe award.’ On subsequent occasions
exactly the same result wm achieved by general arbitrations
of the ordinary type. Similarly, it is notmaintained that
differences m to the terms of a future contract, to be made
otherwise than by the interpretation of some overshadowing
agreement, must neeesady affect large bodies of men. Where
the local branches of ill-organised trades havetonegotiate
new contracts for themselveswithout reference t o such an
agreement,thenumber
of men affected by any difference
which may arisemust be small. Nevertheless, the sentences
quoted above from the Amerian Industrial Commission and
Commission on Labour represent the facts
the British Royal
sufficiently well toprovidethe
basis of aroughpractical
chifieation.
Cf.

Owen,

Pottffies, p. 142.
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CHAPTER 111
VOLUNTAHY
ARRANGEMENTS
F O R CONCILIATION
AND AEBITRATION

3 1. IT

is well known that, as indmtries become better
organised andthe
associations of employers and employed
grow
more
powerful,
differences about mattersotherthan
genera3 questions are more and more likely to be adjusted. It
is not in the interest of powerful organisations to fight about,
a little thing, and it is generally, though not, of course, always,
in their power to controlsmall
bodies of their mernbera
Various arrangements--the
most perfect, perhaps, is the
famous system of “ professional experks” inthe Laneashire
for the prompt and effective sohcotton industry-aremade
tion of minor difficulties. We need not pausetoexamine
them. The real problems to be faced are found in connection
with those broad general questions, of the succeasful treatment
the United Kingdom
of which by purelyvoluntarymeans
may fairly claim to provide the classical example.
2. In anystudy
of the comparativeadvantages
of
differenttypes of machinerydevoted
tothis end, the first
question to decide is whether it is better to rest content with
asimple agreement-which
must, of course, be subject to
renewalordenunciation
from time to time-to
employ def i n d conciliatory processeswhen a conflict isthreatenedor
to set up and maintain permanently in being Borne regularly
constitutedorgan of negotiation Upon the right answer to
this question there is a fairly general ~n&en8us
of opinion.
Unless bhm is aome machinery already edablished, it will be
necessary to appoint negotiators a t a moment of heated controversy, and the attempt to do thia may not ody involve delay
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but also afford opportunity for obstruetion and friction.
More
generally, as Professor Foxwell observed many years ago : The
fact is that, where human beings are concerned, where personal
relations should be formed, and where moral forces are at work,
a certain permanence of conditions seems to be essential. The
altruisticand social feelings, which arethe very cement of
the social fabric, and enormously lessen the irksomeness of
effort andthefriction
of industry, seem torequiretimefor
their development, andfrequentlycannotexerttheirfull
strength unless they are embodied in the symbol of anorNo doubt, when the Associations upon both sides
ganisation.”
are exceptionally strong and the relations
between them exceptionallysatisfactory, this consideration loses much of its
importance. In general, however, there can be no doubt that
c
e will be substantiallyimproved by the
the prospects of p
establishment of permanent Boar& containing representatives
of employers and employed meeting together regularly. They
will be still further improved if these Boards are entrusted, as
wa.9 contemplated under the Whitley Scheme for national, aistrict, and local industrial councils in each principal industry,
not
merely
with
the
settlement
of differences, butwith
of work,
general
collaboration
in determining
conditions
methods of remuneration,technicaleducation,industrialresearch, improvement of proteases, and EO forth.For,working
*
jointly at these broad problems, the representatives of employera and employed will come to regardthemselvesmore
as partners and lese 8s hostilebargainers, and, consequently,
when differences between them do arise, notonlywill
the
general atmmphere of &mussion be a good one, but also both
sides will have at the back of theirminds a feeling that
extreme action must a t all costa be avoided, lest it destroy an
organisation p r o d capable of muchvaluable, work in their
common interest.
3. Theconstitution
of the Boards or Councils has
next to be considered. The
essential
point
is thatthe
representatives of either side, and particularly of the workmen,
should have the confidence of their clients. The mechanism
by which this can best ba mured varies somewhat amarding

’
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tothecharacter
of the two organhationa In some of the
Boards in the Iron andSteelindustry,
and in the Railway
Conciliation Board under the agreement of 1914, representatives are appointed by a vote of the employers and employed
connected withseparate firms or districts.When,
however,
the Asmiations are strong, this device is not necessary. The
confidence of the rank and file in the Board can be obtained
without it. The important thing is that the chief Association
officials shouldhave confidence in it. If they are convinced,
the loyalty of the rest is rn well assured as i t can be ; if they
are not convinced, theauthority of the Board is worthless.
Consequently, though delegates from different works m y still
attend to supply information, the Board ought, essentially,
to
represent the AssociationsthemselveaThe
old forms, where
they exist, may be retained, and new Boards may be started,
whose forms are copied from the old. Butthe representativesmustalways be controlled by the officials of the Associations, and, in many instances, may also, with advantage, be
appointed by them.
fj 4. The nextpointhas
reference to procedure. The
fact that “ general questions ” are important, and bear directly
upon the permanent interests of all concerned, makes the discussion of them,both on the Board itself and among those
who will be bound by its decisions, yeculkrly delicate. Consequently,even when the relatione between thepartiesare
g o o d , it is important that everything
which might engender
irritation ehould be excluded from the machinery of industrial
peace.
From this principle the mostobviousinference
is that
not be admitted before the
technicalitiesandlawyersshould
Board. Such a policy-apart
altogether from thesaving
in cost and tim-tends
to reduoe to a minimum the appearance, and hence, indirectly, the reality, of oppo&ion between
the parties.There
i5 less of astruggle
for victory,and,
therefore, less fear of the introduction of Ifmatters of eentiment.” In the practice of the chief English Bosrds and in
the report of the Labour Commkion the policy of excluding
legal reprwentstivea, snd the legal forms which may be
expected to accompany them, k fully r e q p k ed. Finally,
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the conciliatory, aa distinguished from the litigious, character
of negotiations is often still further emphasised by an arrangement, in accordance with which the chairman (a representative
employer) and vice-chairman (a representativeworkman) sit
side by aide atthe Board,thus securingopportunities for
conference a t critical points in the discussion'
A w n d inference is that the Board should not be allowed
t o pronounce upon auy matter by the vote of a bare majority.
When the solidarity of both of the two sidea is complete, there
is, of c o r n , little prospect that any vote will be given which is
not either unanimousor equallydivided. But, when organisation
is lem perfect, there is always the posaibility of defection on
To
thepart of one or tworepresentatives of eitherparty.
allow the result of the discussion to be determined by such an
danger. So much diwatisfaction
incident is toco&tgrave
might be aroused that the whole conciliatory machinery would
be immediatelyoverturned.
It is truethat these diflicultiea
do not seem to have been experienced inthiscountry,and
that, in a number of instances, the rules provide for a bare
majority vote, subject, of course, to the condition that, if equal
numbers of employersand employed happento be present,
only equl numbers shall have the opportunity of voting. In
theUnited
States, however,where, owing t o the weakness
of the Unions, there is a grater probability of cross-voting,
thinga
have
worked out
differently.
Thus,
Mr. Durand,
Secretary of theInduetrial Commieaion, werted, both that
the bare majority method will not work, and a h that decision
by unanimous agreement had become the ordinary practice.'
Thirdly and lastly, it will not, as a rule, be desirable for
the meetings of the Board to be conducted, like those of the
coal conference8, in public.
Americaninterstatebituminous
It may,indeed, be held that such a aystem haseducative
advantap; but, on the other hand, the policy of deliberation
in camera, which is usual in England, may be expected to
1

be in

t h e Midland

.

Iron and Bbel Board (Aahley, Brit& Iduatria,

p. 67).
2 Imdwtd C g a c i E i u t h COnfmeAa, p. 48.
It may, perhaps, be ~ ~ g g e a t . 4
that a decision by a largw majorig, 8.g. reven-eighths of those present, would
be a st31 better plan, aa it would eliminate the possibility of obatrnctive tactics
on t h e papt of a single faddist.
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conduce better both to frankness in the discumion itself and
also to uncomplaining acceptance of the decision reached.
8 5 . We have next to compare mere agreements to submit
differences to conciliationwiththoseunderwhichprovision
is alsomadefor
arbitration in thelast resort. Therelative
merits of the two plans have long been the subject of vigorous
controversy. A number of authoritiesargue
in favour of
the former, andthe
Lancashirecottontrade,
theBritish
engineering industry, and most of “ t h e important systems of
States” follow their
collective bargaining intheUnited
views in practice. Otherauthorities, on the contrary,agree
with Mr. Crompt,on thatall conciliationagreementsshould
containa clause providing for “some power in reserve by
which resource tostrikes
may be avoided,” and are, in
turn, followed
by
certain of the best-”developed English
industries. Thus, in important conciliation Echemea in the
coal-mining,
iron-mining,
and boot and shoe industries
provision has been made, in one way or another, for reference
to arbitration.
Before entering upon the merits of the issue as between
upon
the twomethods, we may note apreliminarymatter
which the champions of both views are agreed. Everybody
admits that, in differences so important aa “ general questions,”
a settlement by arbitration will almostalways stir up eonsiderably more irritationand bad feeling than a settlement
by mutual agreement on a Conciliation Board Consequently,
never
take
place except when it is
resort to i t should
absolutelynecessay.Conciliationshould
be developed and
arbitration reduced to a minimum. I n theUnitedKingdom
it may sibfely be said that there is no ,trade in which the
relationsbetweenemployersand
employed are BO good that
this proposition fails. In theUnited States therightline
of policy is a t i l l clearer; forthere, ~8 w a ~stronglyurged
twenty years ago, to allow the conditions under which they
shall work to be determined by an outsider is “peculiarly
obnoxious tothe
workmen,” and
they
w i l l never agree
to it till conferencee have
failed
and no other
resort
CS.A. 171dzCst7aal CornmLdm, xvii p
IndzldhJ W
a
,
p. 134.
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is left? Hence, i n general
questions,
even
when
there
is anarbitrationagreementin
reserve, it is well to enforce
delay, in the hope that the greater coolness of an adjourned
about
settlement.
a
The
Federated
diacussion may bring
Districts Coal Board realises this so fully that, when they
fail to agree, R second meeting is held, of whichtwenty-one
days’ notice must be given. Atthis meeting theneutral
chairmanis present, but heonly exercises hiscastingvote
afteranother effort has been made tobring about i~ settlement acceptable to both sides.
Granted, however, thatarbitrationis
a pis aller, the
be made
question still remainswhetherprovisionshould
for recourse to it inthe
last remrt.Theargumentin
favour of incorporating a clause tothis effect inindustrial
agreements isdrawn
from the obvious direct
advantages
In the absence of sucha
provision,
derivable
therefrom.
all the
differences may entailstrikesand
lock-outs,with
material losa andmutualirritation
which these involve :
and, even if a modw vivendi upon the immediateissue be
found, we can never be certain thatthe controversywill
pass awaywithoutincidentallydestroying
the established
conciliatory system? If, however, the means of securing
an arbitrator
are
provided
beforehand,
both sides have
possible
guarded themselves, in a calmmoment,againeta
future m s s of passion and
excitement.
Their
policy is
unable to trusthis will
similar to that of a personwho,
to be sober, goes voluntarilyintoaninebriate
home. The
vis inertiaeis thrown npon the side of peace, since there
is no escape from anamiable solutionexcept the strong
step of withdrawal from the Board.
The opposing argument depends upon certainindirect
diaadvsntages, to which the inclusion of an
arbitration
chum is said to lead. I n the first place, the representatives
of the two sides will not make BO serious an effort to agree.
Theymayhesitate
to offer eoncemion8 lest, in the subsequentarbitration,theirsuggestionsshould
be used against
Cf. Aldrich, U.S. F M i m of Labur,

1898, p. 253.
This result came about in the federated coal district in 1896 (MacPherson,
E.S.A. B d & h Of M w T , 1900, p. 478).
1

..
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them ; or, i n loyalty to theirconstituentn, they may “feel
obliged to win, if possible, through the odd man.” In the second
place, the possibility of gain, unbalanced by thedanger of
a stoppage of work, will tend t o breed speculative dfferences.
If these things happen, though one or two strikes will be
prevented, the number -of differences, which reach the stage
of arbitration, will be 80 far increased tbat a largeamount
of friction is generated, and, aa aresult, before very long
the whole arrangementbreaks down. Thisdanger is, indeed,
comparatively slight when the parties are on good terms with ’
one another and ar0 educated up to a proper appreciation of
their own ultimate .interests. It can ah0 be obviated, in
at their
some degree, by a rule enablingthearbitrators,
discretion, to order the defeated side to pay the wholecost
of an arbitration, thus obecking speculative appeals. I t cannot,
however, be eliminated altogether.
Between these two conflicting seta of arguments no general
a p34”imi decision can be made. Until we know the temper
of the parties in each particularindustry,their affection or
otherwise for a “policy of pin-pricks,” the strength of their
organisations, the power of the leaders over the men,and
the probability that an award will be obeyed, it is impossible
to judge whether a provkion for arbitration in the event
of
conciliation
failing
can aafely be put
into
an industrial
agreement. In some circumstances a third way may be
the beat. A number of conciliationagreementsamong,
for
example, the
iron-founders
of the north-east coast, the
Leicester dyeingtrade and the Scotch ma1 trade,while not
containing a regular arbitration c l a w , have, nevertheless,
provided for arbitration by “mutual wneant,)l if, when the
i
r
e it. Of c o r n an intracttrble
time arrives, both parties h
differenm is more likely ta end in a strike under thia ~ y s t m n
thanunder one backed by an arbitration clauss. But t b
m u l t is indecisive so long aa we are unable t+ gauge the
ohsncee, under the two system respectively, that the stage
* Of. the diecueaion in the boot and shoe trede &n€erence previona to
arbitretion in 1893. The employem were careful to insist that the ooncegsionlr
they proposed were not to be taken m prejudicing their . b s e in the event vi
arbihtion beobming necewury. Cf: also Mt. V. 8. Ulark’a Report on Labour
aOnditions in N e w khd, U8.A. .&&&hofLubmr, NQ.49, p p 1192-8.
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of intractabiliti’will be reached. Plainly, however, when the
conditions are such that the arbitration clause can be inserted
of indhect ill-consequenceq the direct adwithoutdanger
vantages that follow from it leave no doubt that it ought
to be adopted.
6. When it isadopted, the constitution of thearbikrating authorityhas to be determined. We have to inquire
into the qualities of the persons of whom it should becomposed, the number of these p o n s and the best method of
appointing them. These points may conveniently be examined
in the order in which they have just been stated.
The qualities mostneeded for a successful panel areobviously
a reputation for impartiality and a reputation for competence.
These requirements in combinationare, however, not e a d y
satisfied. Permns, whether employers or workpeople, who have
been brought up in a trade are inclined to believe that nobody
without a “ practical knowledge’’ of it can possibly form an
intdligentjudgment upon its problems. The natural inference is that the rule of the Midland Iron and Steel Board;
whichrequired the independentchairmanto
be personally
connected with the industry, should
be followed. Since, however, practical knowledge is scarcely foundexceptamong
employers or workpeople who have been, or are, actually
engaged in the calling, it will rarely happen that a practical
expert is available whom both sides believe to he unbiased.
It would seem, therefore, thatthe
demand for “practical
knowledge ” wiU, in general,have to be abandoned. This
can be done the more readily because, aa a matter of fact, the
decision of broad diaputee on suchmatters a~ wages and
hours cab chiefly “for a g e l z t T a l economic knowledge of the
industry concerned, and, inasmuch aa all industries are connected, an acquaintance withthe
condition .of the whole
national trade.”
When technicsl knowledge ie needed, t h i B
can be provided by associating with the arbitrator &88e8%ors
representingboth
sides, whose businem it is to give him
whatever help he requires, and not to take part in the decision.
however, the field of aelection for the arbitrator will
Even BO,

5

1 IdC”,
xvii p 500.
Behaltxe-Qsemrnitz,&wid Pmcc, p. 106.
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be limited.Employers,forexample,
will not be enthusiastic
over a politician inthe House of Commons, becanse workpeople’s votes are worth winning, while workpeople are apt to
think that any member of the professional classes must, from
the very nature of his Life and upbringing, be unconsciously
biassed in favour of capital. Hence, thoughajudge
or a
member of the H o w of Lords may satisfy the employers, the
workpeople’s ideal arbitrator can hardly be other than one of
be available
themselves. Unless, therefore, therehappensto
Lord Askwith,personally
some one like Sir DavidDaleor
known to,and trusted by, both sides, the choice can hardly
be otherthana
compromise.’ In thesecircumstances, the
best way out of the difficulty may often lie in the selection
of Pome man of outstanding eminenca, whose
conscious
motives, atall events,whatever
may be mid of his subconscious on=, are above suspicion. Such a man, moreover,
if, like the late Lord James of Hereford or Sir Edward Fry,
he serves in the sameway without payment frequently, mny
gradually win for himself a largemeamre
of respect and
confidence throughout
the
industrial
community.
Another
solution may\ be found i n thegovernmentalmanufacture of
professional arbitrators.
Something
in this direction was
attempted when an official panel of arbitrators waa setup
by theBoard
of Trade. The establishment of astanding
Industrial Court under the Act
of 1 9 1 9 is a further step on
the same lines.
What has just been wid
implicitly
determines
the
number of persona bywhom the arbitration panel should
be
constituted.Eminent
outsidersare not likelyto be obtained
in groups. If their services are to be secured a t all, it is practically necessary that the panel shall comist of a single m a n to
very likely the man
who also serves as neutral chairman
the Conciliation ’Baard. This, however, is not the only argumentagainsta
compound tribunal. Rerrsoning of a g e n a l
character shows that, even when practicable, suoh an arrangement ia to be deprecatedThe
compound body in its moat
1 Even Eir DavidDale,though
entirely h e t a d by the leaders of the employem, BWB on one OOCPBiOn to have been wspected by same of the rank end
file, who knew him 1- well. (Cf. priaa, Iiuhtriet Peaax, p. 60.)
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a t t m t i v e form compriees one repreeentative of each side, together
with an umpire, selected either by these representatives or by
their principals, to be referred to in the event of disagreement.
The argumentin favour of it is that the two representatives may
posaibly agree. On one occasion Messrs. Mundella andWilliams
wcceeded in doing this, and, in a miners’ strike on the h i r e ,
M. JaurBe andthe employers’ representative followed their
example. A decision reached in this way is likely to command
a higher degree of confidence than one imposed upon the parties
by a single arbitrator. On the other hand, agreement between
the representatives is improbable,and the real decision will
generallyrest withthe umpire. Whenthathappens, a compound tribunal resembles an elaborate machine, two-thirds of
which isornament.
Nor is this all. So often as adivision
of opinion emerges in this type of tribunal the authority of
its decisions is weakened. I t is true that the &vision can be
concealed by devices like that once adopted in a Staffordshire
potteries’ agreement. The award when given in such general
arbitration shall be signed by the umpire and the arbitrators,
award, signified by their
andshall be issued astheirjoint
be divulged
individualsignatures thereto, andnothingshall
by m y of them, or appear on the face of such award, to
signify whether the umpire and arbitratom are unanimous in
their decision, or whether it is only the award of the majority
of them.”’ It may, however, be queationedwhethermakeshifts of this kind are really of much avail. For i t is highly
probable that, in spite of, or, perhaps, partly because of, them,
the Board will be thought to have disagreed, and this is the
important point. Except,therefore,when the opinion of the
parties tends strongly in favour of multiplicity, it -1118 clear
that the panel had best be a single man.
Thirdly, we haveto
consider themethod
of an arbitrator’sappointment.There
me m v e d different ways in
which be may be chosen? Perhapsthe most satisfactory ie
l‘

d Lack-&, 1892, p. 217. There WBB the same rule for the
Arbitration h a r d , agreed upon in 1901 between the American
Nemppea Pubiishare’ Baaooition and the International Typographical Union
(1co7ams
iso
ie
l, xvii. p. 367).
T h e W i d o w G h Outters’ L e q m of North Arnarios hne the following
intmdug method of selection : I ‘ If the arbitratom cannot agree on the referee,
St&

Natiord

I

*
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that of the Durham Wages Board, where he is elected at the
first Board meeting of each year. Annual election of this
kind, while not incompatible with prolonged tenure of office,
avoids some of the dangers involved in a permanent or very
long appointment. For great friction might arise if one side
once irremovableand
came to consider thearbitratorat
biaased in favour of their opponents. Furthermore, election
at fixed periods is superior to election ad hoc, because an
arbitrator is most likely to command confidence if he is chosen
by agreement of both sides, and he will seldom be 80 chosen
if hiselection is deferred until after a difference hasarisen.
When, in spite of thew considerations, an ad hoc appointment
is preferred, the most obvious arrangement is that the parties
should first try to agree on an arbitrator, and, if unsuccessful,
should accept one nominated by an impartial outsider. There
is, however, a danger that they may try, and fail, to agree on
the very man who is afterwards imposed on them from without, or that they may have urged against some other suggested
name r-ns
which hold equallyagainst him. It kt, therefore, moreBatisfactory forthemtonominate
animpartial
person, such as the Speaker of the H o w of Commons, whose
whenrequested to
duty it shall be to appoint an arbitrator
do 80, no name havingpreviously
been discussed by the
Conciliation Board.
3 ’I. The next point to notice is relevant both to arrangewhich
mentain
which there is, and to arrangementsin
there is not, provision for arbitration in the h t resort. On
the whole it seem unwise, ;if it m n be Ldped, to &ow anything in thenature
of areferendum
from the appointed
negotiators to the main body of either employers or employed.
Theill-informed popplar discussion, which would necessarily
follow, could hardlyfail to stir ap irritation and water the
s
e
d of wnilict. When the ConciliationBoard cannot agree,
and when there ia not provieionfor
arbitration, it might,
indeed, appear at first sight as though an a p p l from the
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representatives to their constituents is worth tryingas a forlorn
hope to prevent war. Practically, however, sucha provision
will often domore
harmthan
good. If the men’s repreis on the men’s side only that the question of
sentatives-it
areferendum has any practicalimportance-thinka
point
worthfighting
for, theirconstituents
are perfectly certain
to be at least as bellicose as they. If the repreaentatives
do not think it worth fighting for, were there no referendum,
they would arrange i t ; if there is a referendum, they may
be weak enough to shift the responsibility, and the men may
elect to fight. Moreover, the employers will probably Limit
their attempts at conciliation when failure t o agree meam to
them,notthe
absolute certainty of astrike,butonly
a
probability, theextremegreatness
of whichoptimism may
lead themto minimiae.’ Hencethe chance of anagreement
is actually
being reached, 80 far from beingaugmented,
reduced. Whenthere is provision forarbitration,aniatermediate reference to the Board‘s constituents after the failure
of conciliation is at leastequally dangerous. For, again, the
men areprmtically certain to supporttheirleaderswhen
these are bellicose, and it will hardly conduce to calmness
or good feeling should they vote in a body against the very
terns which an arbitrator afterwardsfinds
it hisdutyto
ia a worse
award. The off-chance of avoiding
arbitration
argument for the referendum than the
off-chance of avoiding
a strike.
What has been said against this policy, in controversies
aboutwhichtheConciliationBoardhas
failed t o agree,has,
of couree, still greater force in those where it h a succeeded.
If there is no arbitration clauee, a referendum, in these
cipcumstances, might not improbably suwitute war for peace.
If, on the other hand, there is such a clause, the referendum
would ‘be futile, since an arbitrator,called in throughthe
refusal of either side to endorse the Board‘s decision, is
This argument is more E-g,
but the preceding one in considerably Iesa
so, when the referendam is on the plan of that pmvided for in the rules of the
AmericanAmalgamated Besocistion of Iron, 8 t d and Tin Workem. Here,
when a mderence between ernployera and employed fails to agree, “ i t
qW bo-thirds of all the members of the o’ganisation voting to insist upon
the demmda which have given rise to the diqmrnent ” ( I n d & d Coarnissi~n,
xvii. p. 840).
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practically bound to reiterate that decision, if not still further
to stiffen i t i n opposition to the dissatisfied party.
These results are, of course, subject to the general caution
that what appears to be ideally best is not always practically
possible. When
the
men’s organisation
is
weak or the
authority of their leaders slight, acceptance by referendum may
sometimes be the only form in which acceptance for a decision
can be secured a t all. In a Grimsbyfishingdispute in 1 9 0 2
the oficials of the Gasworkers’ Union even found it necessary to
take a ballot as to whether a decision promulgated, not by a
Board
conciliationcommittee, but by aregularlyappointed
of Trade arbitrator applied for by both sides, should or should
not be accepted. These dLfEcultiea must be clearly recognised.
Theydonot,
however, interferewith our conclusion that a
referendum from negotiators to theirconstituents should be
avoided whenever this is possible.
8 8. Finally there is the queation of guarantees-whether
for the observance of agreements entered into directly by the
parties, or for the acceptance of the award of an arbitrator to
whom they have agreed to submit the dispute. In some agreements each party gives a guarantee in the form of a money
deposit subject t o forfeit. Thus, afterthe
great strike of
1895, the National Associations in the English boot and shoe
trade agreed to place €1000 each with trustees, part of which
would be forfeited should either be “deemed tohavebroken
an agreement, award or decision ” ; while, if any provision
of this agreement, or if an award,agreement or decision is
broken by any manufacturer or body of workmen belonging to
the Federation or National Union, andtheFederation
or
NationalUnion
fail within ten days either to inducesuch
membra to comply withthe agreement, decision or award,
or to expelthem from theorganidion,the
Federation or
theNational
Union shall be deemed to havebrokeh
the
agreement,awardor
decision,”’ and shall, therqmn, become
‘I

1 pi.ovision 9 of t h e A p m a n t fiporl on Coucdh Agffccmencs [Cd.63661,
1910, p. 281. When the Union f d e d to expel the London strikers in 1899,
h
r
d J m m of Herebrd awarded €300 damages from the Union’s depomit to the
employers (M.p. 605). Evasion of the fine by rehusl to replooe money withdrawn nnder it cen be met by a d e that, in thie evaat, the whole of the d-it
be fortkited When the egmms?at waa renewed in 1909, the p b

providing for expulsion from the organieation WBB deleted
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liable to forfeit some or all of their deposit. No doubt,
as
to
the
power of an aswhen there is uncertainty
sociation to
maintain
discipline
among its members, its
abilityto showrecalcitrant members thattheir conduct is
causing it to be fined woulddo something to strengthen its
position against them. Apart, however,
from
this consideration-and in strong Unions it is not an important onethe value of monetaryguarantees is doubtful.The
Report
of theIndustrial
Council (19 12) on the advantagesand
disadvantages involved is as follows : r r Considerable diversity
efficacyof
a
of opinionappears to exist in regardtothe
monetaryguarantee.
Ifthefund is intendedto be one out
of whichapeualty
is payable equivalent to theamount of
damage suffered, it is clear that,in order t o provide for a
case involving a large number of persons, the sum of money
which it would be necessary to deposit would be such that
many of the smallerorganisations
would be unable toset
aside 80 large a proportion of their funds, or to obtain money
be
forsucha purpose. If, on the other hand, the penalty to
paid is merely in the nature of a fine, it does not appear that
to therestraining
the adoption of theprincipleaddsmuch
influence which is alrendy exercised by the moralobligation
to observe agreements. . . We are of opinion, therefore, that
the generaladoption of the system of monetaryguarantees,
inthe form of adeposit of money, cannot be regarded as
constituting a practicable and e6cient means of ensuring the
fulfilment of agreements. At the sametime, when monetary
guarantees are voluntarily offered, we we no objection to their
adoption.”’ This conclusion will probablycommandgeneral
assent.

.

’ Loc.

CiL.

p. 11.

’

CHAPTER IV
MEDIATION

1. THE experience of theUnitedKingdomand
of the
UnitedStates affords abundant proof thatpurelyvoluntary
arrangements entered into by employers and workpeople, when
worked in a friendly spirit, can do a great deal towards propeace. But .these
arrangementsarenot
motingindustrial
or lock-outs in all cirmmstancea.
adequate to prevent strikes
Purely conciliatory schemes may be broken into by war even
during the period of their currency; and schemes in which provision k made for arbitration may fail to be renewed when
this period comes to an end. On occasions of this kind, when
voluntary machinery within an industry is lacking or threatens
to prove inadequate, something further is n e c e a y if industrial war ia to be averted. The solution whichnaturally
is that of friendly mediation. In behal€ of
suggestsitself
thisthe
general argument ie strongand
straightforward.
accentuated,and, still
When once a differencehaebecome
more, when i t has developed into an open conflict, both sides
are apt to be striving for the “masterg,” BB wall as for the
particular object in dispute.They
stand to lose dignity ae
well aa money, and, consequently, their obstinacy w
l
i be much
greaterthanthematerial
point alone can justie. Notonly
but it is frequently known
isthis, as a matter of fact, EO,
to be so by thepartiesthemelva.They
will oftenhave
considered some matter worth the chance of a rupture,but
not worth thecertainty of one. Bence, when the rupture
actuallyarrives, all that may be needed is m e device for
facilitatingwithdrawal,withoutundue
l o a of dignity, h m
a position amumed for pnrposm of bluff Even if, in the
481
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earlierstages
of aco~flict, no way out seems acceptable,
a point ie sure t o bereached sooner or later whenone party
will be willing to yield, if it can “ save itsface”indoing
so. Hence
the
opportunity
for the
“good
of5ces ” of a
mediator. His appearance on the m n e makes
prominent
of controversy,
the fact, apt to be loat sight of in the heat
that the general public, as well as the partiesdirectly concerned, have an interest in peace. The mere suggestion from
him that a conference should be heldmay, in some circumstances, of itwlf Butlice to bring about a settlement; and, where
it falls short of this large measure of success, tact and a genial
luncheon partymay still indirectlyadvance theprospectsof peace.’
For, in the presence of a mediator> the element of ‘ I proper
pride ” and courage never to submit or yield ” ia eliminated
by the suggestion that reconciliation is made as a favour t o
a friend, and not as a concession to an adversary. Furthermore,
even when good offices do not effect an actual settlement., they
may m u r e t h a t a difference shall be resolved by arbitration
inshad of by industAa1war. Perhaps the mwt effective way in
which a mediator can forward this result is by helping the disputants in the difficult task of finding some mutually acceptable
person to decide between them. In this matter the assistance
of the Brithh Board of Trade, before itsduties were taken
over by the Ministry of Labour, used frequently to be invoked
2. Since there is, thus, scope for mediatorial intervention,
i t becomes important to examine the different institutions
throughwhich i t may be made to work. Therearethree
eminent outaider, the non-governkin& of mediatam-the
mental Board, andthe Board connected with some part of
the
governmental
system of the country. These are not
mutually incompatible, but can advantageously be used to
supplement one another. Ths g m t advantage‘ of the first
is that the intervention of men like Bishop Westcott,”Lord
Roeeberp: Lord Jam%’ Mr. Asquith; or the Prime Minister
‘I

* .

5

&a.

ct Mr. and
Webb’s opinion of the e€Ecar~yof Lord Rosebery’a
lanoheon party in conciliating t h e prtiss in the coal dispnte of 1893
( I d M D e w a t y , p. 242).
* The Dnrhern O d Strike, 1892.
The Fednmtion Cod Btrike, 1993.
The Clyde and Belfarct Engineering Dispute, 1805.
T h e London cab Strike.
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course

of events by flatteringthe&putants
with a sense of their
own importance.TheordinaryBoard
of Mediation,whether
voluntary or official, hasnot, as a rule, suchdistinguished

is, 80 far, inferior.Hence
for
names - t o conjurewith,and
a certain class of disputes theeminent outsidercannot
be
dispensed with.
$ 3. The usefulness of the non-governmental Board is less
generallyadmitted.
I t has, indeed, theadvantage over the
eminent outsider that, not being constituted ad hoc, it is more
readily brought into play, and has a better chance of runking
its voice heard in that breathing space before a strike or lockout actually begins, when mediation is most likely to succeed.
It has been urged, however, that, whereae in this country a
great number of mediatorial Boards have been set up by the
Chambers of Commerce and Trades Councils of different towns,
none of them, except the LondonBoard, has produced the
slightest effect. I n short,according to thisargument,the
system of non-governmental Boards has been tried and found
by experience to be worthless. The evidence adduced, however, is inadequate to support rn sweeping a conclusion. The .
Boards which have failed are exclusively n~unkipaJB o a r d s , and,
with labour organised a8 it is in England, the conduct even of
purely local differences isnotlikelyto
be leftaltogetherto
the men on the spot. May it not,then, be fairlyurged that
the failure of these Boards was due, not t o their non-governmental character, but to the narrownees of the area which
they covered, and does notthecomparative
m ~ s ofs the
1 If, however,
London Board addweighttothissuggestion
the facts can be thus explained, they do notwarrant us in
supposing that low1non-pvernmental Boards would faif if
tried on the less completely unionised soil of the Continent.
a non-governmental aralional
Still leas do theyprovethat
Board is doomed to, failure. Indeed, a B
o
d ofthisl
kind,
under the name of the Industrial Department of the National
Civic Federation, has had considerable succ888 in the United
ShteS.
3 4. Nevertheleee, though i t would be a mietake t0 ignore
thO possibilities of non-governmental Boards, it is plain that
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there a= certain advantages inaccessible to them, but readily
available to Boards attached to the governmental machinery of
thecountry.
In the first place, the latter possess exceptional
facilities-facilities second only to those enjoyed by voluntary
ascertaining
Conciliation Boards in particular industries-for
the existence of differences at the earliest possible moment. For
administrative officials can be required to supplythemwith
immediate information whenever a strike or lock-out occurs or
is seriously threatened. In the second place, they have greater
intellectual and financial resources, and are likely to bemore
it is probable thatthe
liberal inthe use of them.Thus
trainedabilitywhichthe
Ministry ofLabour-asonce
the
Board of Trade-can command has a good deal b do with
the preference displayed for it, as against local Boards, by the
parties to disputes covering a small area. Lastly, when, as on
the plan adopted in England, the emimries employed are sent
out directlyfrom acentral State department, instead of being, as
in France, mere local o f € & d aendowed with mediatorial powers,
they are likely to wield a modicum of reputation which may
help them considerably in their work. Consequently, i t is not
surprising t o find that in recent times the work of mediation
inindustrial disputes hm been taken over in great part by
machineryattached to some organ of government. In some
countries t h eo B r of mediationmay only be made on the
request of one or other of the parties to a difference. Thus a
Belgian law of 188'7authorised the establishmentlocally of
councils of industryand
labour with ~ectionsrepresenting
diffimnt induatriee, and provided : '' Whenever circumetances
appear to demand it, atthe request of eitherparty,the
governor of the province, the mayor of the commune, or the
president of the section for the industry in which the dispute
occ111"~ must convene that section, which is to en dead our, by
frequently, howconciliatiun, to arrange a settlement."More
ever, mediation is authorised at the discretion of the public
authority, whether it is asked for by a party to the difference
or not. This is the arrangement under the French law of 1892
and under the Engliah Conciliation Act of 1896. The latter
Act provides : Whena difference exists, or is apprehended,
BaUetirS cf U.S.A. Bwma 0 f I . u . h ~No.
~ 60, p. 421.
~
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between an employer or any class of employers and workmen,
the Board of Trade may, if they think fit, exercise all or any
of the following powem, namely : (1) inquire into the muses
and circumstances of the difference ; (2) take such steps as to
the Board may seem expedient for the purpotx of enabling the
parties to the difference tomeet together,bythemselves
or
their representatives,under
the presidency of a chairman
mutually agreed upon or nominated by the Board of Trade or
bysome other person or body, with a view to the amicable
settlement of differences ; (3) on the application of employera
or workmen interested, and after taking into consideration the
existence and adequacy of the means available for conciliation
in thedktrict or tradeandthe
circumstances of the case,
appoint a person or persons to act as concihator or as a board
of conciliators.” The Ministry of Labour, fortified with the
IndustrialCourtsAct
of 1 9 1 9 , has inheritedthese powers
from the Board of Trade. Experience shows that mediation,
skilfully and sympathetically conducted along t h e e lines, can
often bring about theadjustment of differences thatmight
otherwise very probably have led to a stoppage of work.
fj 5. Thus we may conclude generally that eminentouteiders, non-governmental
Boards
and
official
agencies
of
mediation areall
valuable in their spheres. It must not,
however, be forgotten thatthey are also dangerous. AB an
indirect consequence of their preaence, the development of
peace-promotingmachinerywithinseparate
industrie8- a
more effective solvent of differences than“good offices” are
ever likely to be-may be checked. To preventthisresult,
discretion on the part of the intervening body is essential. It
shouldnever
arrogateto itself the claim to more than a
transitory usefulness, and shouldcarefully encourage-as
the
British Board of Trade, underthe Act of 18 9 6, and i t a succeemr,
aimed a t doing-the
the Minidry of Labour,havealways
formation of mutual Boards in the industries with which it is
brought into contact.

CHAPTER V
COERCIVE INTERVENTION

5

1. JUST as differences may prove too hard for voluntary
conciliation schemes, so too they may defy the efforts of
mediatom. The possibility, or rather, except in the developed
industrim of countrieswhich have reached ahigh stage of
industrial peace, the frequent occurrence of these intractable
controversies makes i t necessary to inquire whether, and how
far, resort should be had t o the coercive powers of the State.
Intervention of thiskind may take place in fourprincipal
waya Of these the simplest and mildest merely makesproof compulsory advision for disputantstoenterthenet
judication whenever both of them wish to do SO. Examples
are fairly numerous. I n New SouthWalestheIndustrial
ArbitrationAct
of 1 9 0 1 empowered anyindustrial
union
to make an agreement relatively t o any industrial matter with
another union or with an employer, which, if made for a
specified term not exceeding three years, and, if a copy be
filed with the registrar, will be binding on the partiea thereto
and on every pereon whilehe is a member of any union
which is a party to the egreement ” ; and declares ‘‘ that any
suchagreement,as between theparties bound bythe same,
shall have the mme effect, and may be enforced in the mme
way, &a an award of the Court of Arbitration.”’ The New
Zealand k w makes industrial agreementa enforceable in the
same way a8 awards of thenationalCourt
of Arbitration.
Mr.Mudella’s abortiveBnglishAct
of 1872, the Masmc h m t t s provision that, when bothpartiesrefer
a difference.
to the State Board, the decision &utomaticslly becomes binding,
1

Lubowr Qua&%, Feb. 1902, p. 39.
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andtheFederal
Railway Act of 1898, enablinginterstate
carriers voluntarily to establish Arbitration Boards with compulsory powers,’ were similar in character andintention.
TheEnglish law has proved a dead letter, and wasrepealed
in 1896, but those of Massachusetts and New Zealandhave
had a considerable measure of success.
I n opposition to this arrangement
it may be urged, first,
that, when once arbitration haa been agreed upon, a sense of
a wholesome respectforpublicopinion
what is fairand
already afford an adequateguarantee
that awardswill
be
obeyed; secondly, thatthe introduction of alegalsanction
would so far destroy the honourable one- the payment of the
penaltybeingfeltto
condone the offence2-that
the net
sanction would be no stronger than before; and thirdly, that,
through the association in the popular mind of the idea of
compulsion withthat of arbitration, resort to [Conciliation
Roar&] for their various purposeswould be made less freely
than at present.”a It may be replied, however, that, at the
worst, since non-coercive arbitration would still be open to
those who preferred it,thereislittle
reason to believe that
differences, which, save for the change, would have been
eettled peaceably, will now involve
a
conflict. Furthermore, the effect of coercive sanctione, in checking resort even
tothoseCourtswhich
wield them,is much slighterthan ia
generally supposed. In some circumstances their influence
would actuallytend in the opposite direction I n differences
whereeach party considered itself, and knew that the other
party considered itself, the stronger, there might be no settlement,procurableundera
gptem of weak sanctions, from
which one or other of them would not think it worth while
to break away. Consequently, arbitrationmight be declined
from dialike to the risk of them ineffective wnctionaIf,
however, the sanctions offered were strong, the position would
be different. A series of possible eettlements would be
1

US.A. Indwtdd Convmiaaebn, m L xvii. p.

e Cf. T ~ A
Report of llrc l
adllst7ial Co&l
1912, p. 7.
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on IdusDriaE Agrsnncnts,
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Conmimian on J d o w , B,eport, p, 99. Of o
o
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,nnivarwl m m pulsion to eccept awards, nnsooompnied by universal compulsion of reference,
would hew. thie effect in a far more mrrked degree.
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be profitably
violated by either side, andthe risk of which both would
be willing toincur, since theextra loss involved infailure
would be balanced by anextra
gain in succew Finally,
the power to invoke legal sanctions may strengthenthe
hands of the leaders of either organisation againsttheir
discontented followers. Thisconsiderationis
especially important where, as in the United States, the direct control of
Unionexecutives over individualmembers is comparatively
this
slight. It is not, however, to be ignored even in
country, for, though, in our greater Unions, breaches of
award in defiance. of thecentralauthorityare
rare, among
the low-skilled industriestheyare
fairly common. On the
whole, therefore, the case seems to he made out for some
system underwhichopportunities for referring differences to
a Court with coercivepowers is given to those who desire to
avail themselves of it.
tj 2. The secondway in whichthe State may intervene
is by enablingorganisationa of employersandemployed
to
invoke government aid in extending to the whole of a trade
in a district or country an agreement that has been entered
into by associations representing the main body of employers
and workpeople engaged in it. In South Australia an Act of
19 10 provides that,in
trades where thereare
no Wages
Boards, three-fifths of the employers and of the employed
may make an agreementand
require thegovernment
to
promulgate it, 80 that it becomes binding upon the whole
trade.
The
EnglishMunitionsAct
of 191’7 containeda
substantiallysimilar provision. Theprincipal
argument in
favour of legislation of this kind is that, in the a k n c e of it,
agreements entered into by the grwt majority of tho= engaged
iu an industry are liable to be disrupted by the competition of
a few bad ” employers. For often an employer or group of
employers would lose nothing by paying better wages or working shorter hours, provided that all their competitors did the
m e , but wadd lose a great deal by doing this, and would,
consequently, refuae to do it, if that cundition waB not fulfilled.
Thus it has been stated that ‘ I one of the provoking cauees of
the second and dieaatrous tranaprt striie in London was ’the
opened up, which, when awarded, couldnot

‘I
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withdrawal of a firm of carters from an agreement which it had
signed, in order to compete with the other firms by paying a
lower wale of wages than theydid."' On the otherside, bowever,
several coneiderations of weight may be advanced I n the first
place, State action of the kind contemplated would dangerously
facilitate the formation of rings and alliances t o the detriment
of consumers. Secondly, there would sometimes be very great
to which expracticaldifticulty indeterminingthelengths
tensionshould
be carried. For thesimilarity between the
products of different districtsinanindustryis
often more
apparent than real, and, when this is 80, the maintenance of a
parallel movement between the rates prevailing in them might
work against peace rather than in favour of it. This difficulty
may be illustrated from certain voluntary arrangements which
have prevailed at one time or another in this country. Thus
in 1874 a combined d e was constructad for the iron trade
of theMidlandsandtheNorth
of England In theNorth,
however, iron rails were still the chief product, while in the
Midlandsmanufacturers were already engaged in producing
bars, plates and angles. Fortheformerthemarket
waa
falling, but it was rising for the latter, with the result that
were compelled, atthe
first
the employers of theNorth
adjustmentunderthe
scale, to raise wages by 3d., although
the price of their own chief w m was falling.Consequently,
Lhe scale collapsed withinthe year. Similarly, there existed
for some time in many parts of Lancashire an understanding
that the wages of eottonspinnerashould rim and fall with
in bhe Oldham district. 3 u t " t h e
advancesandreductions
increasing specialisation of districts, with respect to the yarns
produced in them, was instrumental in rendering unworkable
an arrangement which had a t least been possible, if not
desirable, some time before. What had been one market for
yarns, roughly epeaking, beosme numy markets ; snd the
prim for different ranges and qnalitia of yarn begiming to
movemore independently, rendered any &ding srrangeirnents
between the lists uneatkfactory.'"
It ie trne, no doubt, that
a policy of extension doea not absolntely exclude Sdjusbent
1-y-3
9 #spmm,

Thd kskiua upcnsl, p 109.

I&xnraRie 3 h , I#@%,p. 698.
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to thevarying conditions of W e r e n t districts. But it can
hardly be doubted thatthe
task of
theseadjustments would oftendemand greaterelasticity intheextensions than the pdtience and wisdom of the officials concerned
are competentto provide. Thirdly, it may be urgedthat,
wherethe workpeople’s organieation is powerful, extension
superfluous, because privateenterprise
is
byauthorityis
suffioient to ensure it. The employers areanxious tohave
recalcitrant competitors brought into line, and the workpeople
are no less anxious to help them Hence, I‘ TradeUnione
assist employers’ associations to coerce employersinto submission to an agreementwhichtheyhavenot
signed,” and
collective bargaining thus extends
over amuchlarger field
thanTrade TJnioniaxa”lThe
UnitedStatesIndustrial Comthe
United
mission found, for example, that in Illinois
Mine Workers’ Society is expected tostrike or threatento
strike in order to bring recalcitrant employers to terms, and
thatin
practice it is generally suocessful in securing this
result? This laatconsideration,
however, is obviously not
relevant to industries in which the workpeople’s organisation
is weak. On the whole, in spite of the possible risksto
consumers and of the practical difficulties set out above, apd in
spite also of the danger that the extension of the benefits of
organisation tothe unorganised may tendto perpetuate the
clam of non-union hangers-on of labour andunfederated
hangers-on of capitalists, men who reap thebendt
of
organisation butwfuse to paytheir share,”’ it wouldseem
that opinion in this country is not now unfavourably disposed
towards this strictly limited form of coercive intervention in
industrial disputes.Definite
support was given to it in the
&port of the Industrial Council (1912), subject to the condition thatthe
Board of Tradeshouldnotentertainany
appliwtion for theextension of an agreement, unless such
application WBB received from both the parties to the agreement.
In the Cod Mining Industry Act of 1920 it is provided that
reaommendations madeby District Commitha,by Area Boards,

m
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or by the National Board shall be made compulsory on persons
engaged in the industry, if the Board of Trade BO directs : and
of 1921-superseded
inthe Corn ProductionAct(Repeal)
threeyears later by theestablishmenb of a system of Agricultural Wages Boards-the
decisions of thevoluntary conciliation committees astominimum
wuge ratesmight, if a
committee BO desired, be made enforceable at law throughout
their districts after confirmation by the Board of Agriculture.
3. The third wayof State intervention is by laws compelling industrial differences to be referredto some tribunal
before any strike or lock-out in the industries covered by the
lawispermitted.Thissystem
is best illustrated by the
of 1907.
CanadianIndustrialDisputesInvestigationAct
ThatAct has been imitated in SouthAfrica and elsewhere,
and served as model for a United States enactment, covering
disputesextending over severalStates, passed in 1925.' In
January 1925, after eighteen years of operation, it was declared
ultra %;iresby the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, on
thegroundthatit
infringed therights
of the provincial
governments. In consequence of thisrulinganamending
Act was passed, which somewhat restricted its range but left
its substance unchanged.' The Act is not of general application, but refers exclusively to certain industries in which there
of workwould
prove
is reason to believe thatastoppage
a whole. The
exceptionally injurious to thecommunityas
industkes covered aremining,transportation,
all forms of
railwayservice, thesupply of electricityandothermotive
power, the working of stesmships, the telegraph and telephone
serv
o
i es, gaa snpplyandwatersupply.Practicallyspeaking,
the Act comes into play inthese indnstries whenever a stoppage
of work is seriously threatened, and it cannot be successfully
evaded by a joint refusal of both parties to invoke it. The
principal provisions are as follows. Thirty d a p ' notice must be
given of m y proposed change in the terms of contract between
employers and employed. If the propmd change is resisted by
th0 othermde, a strike or lock-out in reference to it ia prohibited,

5

I

Cf. Mond, Id&w and Pddics, p. 181.
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under penalties, until the dispute has been investigated by a
Board appointed by public authority and until this Board has
made a report, together with recommendations as to the proper
terms of settlement, for publication by the Minister of Labour.
Whenthe reporthas been published, there is no obhption
upon eitherparty
to
accept
its recommendations, and a
stoppage of work maylegally
take place. But,untilthe
report is published, a stoppage is prohibited by law and
renders any individual taking part in it liable to a fine ; for
employers engaging in a lock-out, of from 100 to 1 0 00 dollars
per day ; for workpeople engaging in a strike, of from 1 0 t o 50
dollars per day.
This law, it will be noticed, h a ~threedistinct aspects.
First, it goes a long way towards ensuring serious discussion
between the parties-this is practically involved in the Board‘s
investigations-and an attempt to settle their differences under
the guidance, andwiththe
help, of an impartial authority.
Secondly, i t gives full power to a tribunal appointed by the
government to investigab the matter in dispute, with similar
powers in regard to witnesses, production of documentsand
inspection as are vested in a court of record in civil caeee, with
a view, if conciliation fails, to recommendations being made as
to what a m believed to be fair terms.”’ Thirdly, i t makes
a stoppage of work unlawfuluntilthe
investigation of the . .
difference has been completed and a report presented. It
has been held by competent authorities who have atdied the
working of the law thatthe
first of themaspectsis,
in
practice, the most valuable.
The
Reporter
tothe
United
States Bureau of Labour writes : ‘‘The principal service of the
Board is in bringing the partiies to the controversy together
for an amicable discmaion and in guiding the negotiations to
avoluntarysettlement.” * He adds : “The Government in
appointing Boards, and themost successful Boards in conducting
proceedings, have interpreted the Act 88 a statute for conciliation by informal methods, looking towarb a voluntary agreement between the partia aa its object”
In like manner, Lord
(then Sir George) b k w i t h , in his Report to the British Board
‘I

’

8

1 Report by Sir George Askwith [Od. 660SJ p. 17.
UnitddStdea Bdrllc6inofLubow, Ha 86, 1915, p. 17.
Bid. No. 76, p. 666.
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of Trade in 1913, expressed the opinion “ that the forwarding
of the spirit and intent of conciliation is the more valuable
portion of theCanadian Act.”
None the less, the provision
for the promulgation a t need of an authoritative report and
recommendafions may a h , on occasions, yield good results.
It is true that in trifling disputes,in which the general public
takes small interest, little pressure from public opinion can be
evoked, andthat in all disputes,when once the passion of
conflict has been aroused, even strong pressure may be ignored.
But, when the issue is one which seriously affect8 the whole
community, by threatening to dkorganiae, e.g., the railway
service or the coal supply,publicopinion
is a force which
must at least be reckoned with;andit
isinteresting
to
observe that, on anumber of occasions, when one or other
of the parties at first refused to w e p t the recommendations
of the Bawd and a strike or lock-out took place, the dispute
was ultimately settled substantially on the basis of the Board‘s
proposals. The third Bspectof the law, that whichmakes a
strike or lock-out unlawful until after the Board has reported,
is the one aboutwhich the most serious doubtshave been
expressed. Thereisthe objection that,givendetermined opposition, it may prove impracticable to enforce the law ; and
0 u m s of a strike often depends
the objection thatthe
upon its suddenness, BO thatany enforced delay necessarily
handicapsthe workpeople.These
objeotions areundaubtedly
substantial, though there 8re mme industries, 8.9. the transport
indwtries, in which the strike weapon is not appreciably weakened by delay in resort to it. On the other side, stress is laid
upon the fact that, when once industrial war has broken out,
the isaue chiefly in dispute i~ apt to be lost i n a fight for
mastery, which only exhaustion mn end, and that, therefore,
even though the law should often fail to prevent an outbreak,
thechsnca that it will sometimes succeed, and 80 obviate
[Cd. SSOS], p. 17.
In O a d s them have, in k
t
,
been numenma illegal d~toppsgeaof work sad
varg few attempta to enforce penalties for them. The Deputy Bdinilter of
Laboar has stated publicly : ‘‘ It has not been the policy of suoeessive Ministers
n
n
d
e whose authority the atatnta hes bsen administered to mderbke the
enforcament of the proriaion.”-U+aW stolss Bul&ira of hbuur, No. 233,
1918, p: 139. Cf. 8 h BBpQrt O f tbe Delegatioa to h@i~
into induetrial C O ~ 1

2

ditions m candtr and the U.S.A. [CCma. ZSSS], p. 80.
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grave injury to the community, constitutes for it an adequate
defence. Plainly on this issue no decision of ageneral kind
is possible. What ought, in fact, to be done depends chiefly
on what workpeople and employere think ought to be done, and
are, therefore, prepared to support. It is, however, now generally agreed that an Act on the Canadian model, without penal
clauses against strikes and lock-outs prior to the promulgation
of the Board's recommendations, and accompanied, so far as
possible, by safeguards to prevent injurious reactions upon the
development of voluntary schemes of conciliation and arbitration, is, in Lord Askwiths words, " suitable and practicable for
this country." Part 11. of the Industrial Court Act
of 1919
in effect constitutessuch an Act. It empowers theMinister
of Labour, when a dispute either exists or is apprehended, to
appoint tt court of inquiry, armed with the power to compel
an
evidence on oath, whose. buiness it shall be tomake
impartial report on the merits of the dispute-a report which
the Minister, if he thinks fit, maymake public. At preaent
it could not safely include thecriticalpenal
clause. But
there is much to be said for that clause; and, if the League
of Nations proves its ability to enforce delay in theoutbreak of political war, public'opinionmaypresently
become
readyto
accept asimilarrestraintupon
theoutbreak
of
industrial war.
fj 4. The fourth and last way of State intervention is what
is commonly and looaely known ea compulsory arbitration.
UndertheCanadian
Act, if thepartiesremainintractable
alike to efforts a t conciliation and to the suaeion of opinion,
strikes and lock-outs can ultimatelytake place withoutany
infringement of the law. It WBB left to theAustralasian
colonies to initiateatype
of legislationunder
which, not
recommend term for
only does apubliclyappointedBoard
the aettlement of differences, bat the t e r n 80 recommended
are legallybinding and a strike or lock-out against them is
a punishable offence. Thistype
of legialation,whenfully
developed, closes that loop-hole for a stoppage of work which
theCanadian
l a w leavea open. Generally
speaking,
some
efTort is made not unduly to discourage aettlement by discaeeion and conciliation, but the principal stress is laid on

I
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preventingresorttoastrike
or lock-out in those difficult
conflicts where less heroic expedients have failed. In New
Zealand, indeed, a loop-hole is still left. For the compulsory
of that colony applies only to unions of
arbitrationlaw
workpeople registered under the arbitration law, other workpeople being governed, underanAmendment
of 1 9 13, by a
variant of the Canadian type of law.’ But in the corresponding
laws of New SouthWales(prior
to the relaxingamendis no euah
ment of 1 9 18) andWesternBushahathere
reservation, and the mme remark holds true. of the Commonwealth law relating to hfferences that extend over more than
one State. In all these laws thearbitrationawards
are
"sanctioned" by a money fine. I n New Zealand individual
employersandunions of workpeople who break the law are
of E500, and, if aunion of workpeople
Liable to a penalty
fails t o pay, its individual members are each held liable to a
b e of €10, which may be collected through a writ of attachment of wages. Western Amtralia,like New Zealand, r e h
wholly on money penalties, butthe New SouthWales law
provides also for the imprisonment of perm- who fail to pay
their fines, and the Commonwealth law awards imprisonment,
withoutthe option of a fine, for a aecond offence. I n 1 9 2 3
Germanyintroduced what is in effect compulsory arbitration
at the discretion of thegovernment.Conciliationcommittees
are constituted with power to intervene in industrial disputes
either at the request of one of the parties or on their own
initiative. “If the Board does not succeed in securing agreement between the parties, it may put forward a proposed
award, which, if accepted, shall have the
force of a written
collective a,wement
If the proposed awardisnot accepted
by bothparties, it may be declaredbinding if ita provisions
appear juat and reasonable, taking into account the intereats
of both parties, or if ita application ia desirable for economic
and social remom ; the conciliator of the region, or in some
c a t s theFederal
Minister, i8 tho competentsnthority for
This hendment admits that a &%e may be legal if (1) the atrikels are
not working =der en award or induntrial agment OP deeide by eeerst hllot
thst the ~ ~ a no
r longer
d
binds them, rmd (2) give fourteen b y e ’ notice to the
Minieter of Labour of their intention to begin a &ike (Z%mmnicJofolrrael,1921,
p. 308).
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declaring anaward binding.”
An importantdkputeinthe
Ruhr coal-field in 1 9 2 7 was settled by resort to this provision.
In 19 2 6 Italy passed a general law for compulsory arbitration
in industrial disputes, with fines and imprisonment as sanctions
against recusanb.’ I t is obvious, of come,that nolegal
prohibition and no provision of penalties can ensure that the
prohibitedactionwill never be performed. KO surprise need,
therefore, be c a d by the circumstance that,
in the Australasian
colonies, in spite of their coercive laws, stoppages of work on
aocount of industrial disputes have, in fact, occurred. This is
only t o be expected. The advocates of compulsory arbitration do
not deny it. Nor are they blind to the practical difficulties that
may be presentedby collusive evasions of the law or by
determined refusals togay fines. Their claim is, not that these
laws can create a “ country without strikes,” but that,by invoking a pressure more direct and potent than that of unorganised
opinion, upon which alone the Canadian law in the last resort
relies, they can renderstoppages of work less frequent than
they would otherwise be. How far this claim has been made
good in the experience of New ZealandandtheAustralian
State8
controversial
a
question,
which could only be
m s ~ e eatisfactorily
d
after
prolonged study on the spot.
But, from the practical standpoint of Englishstatesmen a t
the presenttime, that study is not
necessary. It is common
ground that legislation, to which the opinion of large m w s
of thepopulation is strongly opposed, islikely to prove a t
onc8 difficult to enforce and injurious to that general respect for
law which it is to the interestof every community to maintain.
Mr.Pember Reeves, the author of the New Zealand law, has
himself declared that “to attemptto force suchastatute
upon an unwilling peoplewould be foredoomed to diaaster.”
I n Eng1and“and the same thing would seem to %e true of the
United States-compulsory arbitration, a8 distinguished from
the system of Trade Boards in badly organised industries, is
a t present looked upon by employersandemployedalike
with very great distrust. To introduce it at a single stride in
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the face of this general sentiment would be both impracticable
and unwise. Public opinion may, no doubt,change and, at
a futuretime, welcome what it now rejects, but at present,
whatevermay be thought of ita abstractmerits, compuleory
arbitration in the United Kingdom is pot practical politics in
any department of industry. The partial resort
that was had
to it during the wardoes not suggest that it affords a satisfactory method of avoiding strikes-during
thethirty-three
months that the Munitions
of War Acts were in force they
were violated by some 1,500,000 workmen*--; and in normal
times, when the pressure of national need is slighter, it would
probablymeet with still leas acceptanceand,therefore, with
still leas success.2
Cf. Montgomery, British and Cbntinental L&
Pdtky, p. 345.
Cf. l" Rcpwl m ComiZiatirn and Arbitratiun, to the Minietry of Reconetrnction [Cd. 90991, 1918, Par. 2.

CHAPTER VI
AN ANALYTICAL VIEW OB INDUSTRIAL PEACE

5 1. WHAThas been said in theprecedingchapters
will
serve well enough for theroughpurposes
of practice. But
it is interestkg to the economist to probe somewhat deeper,
and to set out some of the broader issues that have been
of
raised in a different guise. From an analyticalpoint
viewdifferences
between a workmen's unionandanemployers' association are analogous to differences between two
nationaWhenthe
differences concern suchthings as the
general conditions of work, the methods of wage payment, the
of work, the analogy
hours of labourandthedemarcation
is close. But,whenthey
concern wages, thereisan
important distinction.Issues
between governmentsusually do
not, but issues about wage8 always do, refer to a rate of
interchange between two things, the quantitiesto be exchanged
beingleft
unspecified.' In negotiations of. this character
the oneparty does not alwaysbenefit himself by forcing
On
theother to accept more and more unpalatableterma
thecontrary,afterapoint,anyfurther
raising of therate
against an opponent will bringaboutsuchareductionin
the quantity of the thing which he is prepared to buy that,
to put it paradoxically, the victor is madeactually worse
off by getting better
terms.
Thus,
when thebargain
is
about a rate, therewill be certain upperand lower limits
outmde of which it will not pay either party to go, whereas,
when the bargain is about a thing, there are no such limits.
3 2. When, both on the side of workpeople and on that
of employers, campetition works with perfect freedom, the
cf. ccntc, Part 11. Ohapter Ix. 5 14.
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result of a bargain about the rate
of wages is determinate a t
a singledefiniterate,which
issettled by the conditions of
reciprocal demand If any worker mka for more thanthis
from any employer, that employer will refuse to engage him
and will take somebody else, and, if any employer offers any
less than this t o any workman, that workman will refuse to
work for him and will go to somebodyelse. Where, however,
wage rates are settled, not
by the action of free competition,
but by bargaining between a workmen’s association on one side
and an employers’ association on the other, the rate of wage
is no longer determinate a t a singlepoint.Thereis,
on
the contrary, a range of indetmminatelzess. The workmen’s
association will prefer to the competitive ratesomething
rate, andthe employers’ association somehigherthanthat
therate
thing lower. I n view of the fact thata risein
will lessen the amount of employmentobtainable, there will
.b a certain maximum rate above which the workpeople’s
association will not wish to g o , and, in view of the fact that
a reduction in therate
will lessen theamount
of labour
obtainable, there will be a certain minimum rate below which
the employers’ tmsaociation will not wish to go. The range
of indeterminateness is constituted by alltherates
enclosed
within these two limits. Let us guppoee thatthey are 40s.
and 30s. respectively. From anyratelying
outside this
range it is to the interest of both sides to depart in the m e
direction. It is, therefore,impossible for asettlement to be
reached withany wage rate outside that range. If there is
any settlement it must fall at some pointwithinit.The
extent of the range will be larger the lees elastic is the
demand for labour by the employem, and the leas elastic is
the demand for jobs with theae employers by the workpeople.
3. In conaidering their policy, the workpeople’s BBBociation will reflect that, if they e h t to fight a battleabout
weges, the fight will cost them 80 much and the tem~
obtained at theend of the fightare Likely to be such and
such. Weighing up t h e things, they will determine on
a certain minimum wage which it ie worth while, if necesary,
to m p t ratherthan fight. Thia will be, EM it were, their
atickiag point, If they think that a fight would cost them
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a great deal and that they would get bad terms at the end,
this sticking point will be low. It may be a good d e d lower
than the 30s., which we have supposed to be the lower
limit of the range of indeterminateness. On the other hand,
if they think that a fight would cost them very little (or, still
more, if they think that the actual process of it would benefit
them), and that they would get good terms at the end, their
sticking point will be high. It may be as high as, but cannot
be higher than, the 408, which is the upper end of the range
of indeterminateness.Thus
the workpeople’s stickingpoint
may, according to circumstances, be any wage less than 40s.
By similar reasoning it can be shown thatthe emplopem’
sticking point may, according to circumstances, be any wage
greater than 30s. When the workpeople’s sticking point
is lower thanthe
employers’ sticking point, therange
of
wages between the two sticking pointsconstitutes,subject
to B qualificationto be introducedpresently,
the range of
pyraeticable bargains. Thus, if the workpeople would take
32s. ratherthan
fight andthe employers would pay 3 ’la
rather than fight, this range is
made up of all rates between
32s. and 378. When, however, the workpeople’s sticking
point,
when, for
point is above the employers’ sticking
example,the workpeoplewould
go 88 low 88 35s., but no
lower, ratherthan
fight, andtheemployers
wouldgo
as
high as 33a, but no higher, ratherthan fight, there is no
range of practicable bargains ; and it is impossible for the
isene between the two Bides to be settled without a fight.
9 4. If bokh sides have the same expectations aa to the
way in which a fight would end and &B to the wage rate that
would be established in consequence of it,and if eaeh side
believes that’the process of the fight would involve Borne
positivecost to it,the workpeople’s stickingpoint mud be
below the employera’ ~tickmgpoint, and there must, therefore,
be BOWmge of pmticable bargains. If, however, the workpeople expect a fight to yield a h i g h wage ratethanthe
employemdo, this, is not newwry, eventhough each Bide
expeeks t b fight to involve some positive cost : and, i f , one
aide expects the fight to be actually of benefit to it,-to
involve, 88 it were, negative mt-it is not neamary, even
~
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though workpeople and employers bothanticipatethesame
result to the fight.
5 5.. It should be added in this connection that negative
cost is by no means, as might perhaps be thought at first aight,
ameremathematical figment. On the side of theemployers
it may easilybe looked for if their commodity is one the demand
of the
for whichishighlyinelastic,
and if, atthetime
conflict, they have large accumulated stocks in hand. Thus
it is sometimes alleged that coal-ownem are enabled by a conflict “ to clear their stocks at famine prices, while postponing
the fulfilment of their contracts under strike clauses.”
They
may also anticipate negative costs if they have reason to
believe that, by precipitating a conflict in times of bad trade,
they can insure themselves againstbeinghampered
by one
when trade improves.2 On the side of the workpeople, negative
cost is, inthe early stages of industrial organisation, fairly
common. For in that period what the men are really aiming
at is, notthe concession of ahigher wage, but respect for
their Trade Union and consequent increased readiness to deal
fairlywiththem
inthe future. Or again, the real purpose
of the conflict may be to solidify the trade union itself and
to attract non-unionists to its ranks. So fax aa conflicts are
undertaken for objects of this kind, the advantage anticipated
from the acquisition of those objects needs to be subtracted
and, when
from the anticipated material losses of the
so subtracted,mayleave
a net negative result. In these
circumstancesthe men may elect to fight, even thoughthey
expect both to be beaten and to be subjected to great suffering
inthe
proceas. Negative costs are, however, exceptional.
As a general rule both sides expect that the actual conduct of
a conflict w
l
l
iinvolve them in losa
3 6. Thequalification forecasted in $ 3 has now to be
introduced. Since the workpeople’s stickingpoint may be
anything below the highest point in the range of indetarminaten-, it may be below the lowest point in that range. In
like manner, the employem’ sticking point- m y be above the
Thus, with -a m g e of indeterhighestpoint in that ran-

mute,

a

I Polilical S&m @qlCrly,vol. x
ii.p. 426.
Cf. Ohapman, 17iS Imm&im &#.os I d d r y , p. 211.
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minatenessbetween 30a or OS., we mighthavetheworkpeople’s sticking point at 25s. andthe employers’ sticking
point at 48s. In these circumstances the range of practicable
bargains will not extend t o the two sticking points: for no
bargain is practicable that liea outside therange
of indeterminateness.Though
one side may be willing to concede
such a wage ratherthan
fight, the othersidewillnot
be
willing to accept it. Consequently, any wage rate above the
workpeople’s stickingpointandany
wage rate below the
of
employers’ stickingpoint, which lies outside therange
indeterminateness,is wholly ineffective. The range of practicable bargains, that is the seriea of wage rates whichboth
parties would prefertoafight,
is constitutedby the wage
rates (if any) which both lie above the workpeople’s sticking
pointand below the employers’ sticking pointand also fall
withintherange
of indeterminateness. Thisexplanation
is
w n t i a l to the practical inferences to which we now pass.
7. The extent of the range of indeterminateness is determined, as was pointed out in § 2, by the elasticities of the
reciprocal demands of the two parties. From the present point
of view, therefore, it may be taken aa fixed. Therange of
practicable bargains cannot, in any circumstances, be extended
beyond the Limits so determined. Within these limits it is increased by anything that moves the workpeople’s sticking point
downwards or the employers’ sticking pointupwardaThe
workpeople’s sticking point is moveddown by anything that
increases the cost which they look to suffer in aconthct ;
and the employers’ stickingpointis
moved up by anything
that increases the cost which they look to suffer in
it. An increase in the strength of the workpeople’s &ation alonewill
probably both lower theanticipated
cost
to themand increase it to employers. Hence it will probit is impomibleto
ably raise bothstickingpoints;but
my whether it will widen the
gap
between them. An
incream in the strength of the employers’ aseociation alone
will, in like manner, lower both sticking points. In practice,
einue the development of one rival aeeociation is h o s t
certain to lead to thedevelopment of the other also, the“
most l&dp form of incream of strength is an increase on both

..
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sides, leadingto an increase in the cost anticipated by both.
This will mean a lowering of the workpeople's sticking p i n t
accompaniedby a rise of the employers'. Within the limits
of indeterminateness it will, therefore,
aet by therange
extendtherange
of practicablebargains inboth directions,
it maybring
provided that such rangealreadyexists,and
sucharangeintobeing
if none exists.Thistendencyis
exhibited in international, as well as in industrial, negotiations.
If the adjustment of some political difference by war means
adjustment by a world warembrming powerful alliances on
both sides, the enormousprobable cost of a fightmakes it
certain that, unless the stake at issue is, or is thought to be,
immensely important, some range of practicable bargains will
be available. In like
manner,
when theorganhtions
of
workpeople andemployers in Borne industry areextendedto
embrace the whole country instead of being merely l d , so
that a strike or lock-out, if it occurred, would be national in
its scope, an issue affecting, my, the wages payable in some small
district, for which, before, it may be, no range of practicable
bargains W&B available, is likely no longer to prove intractable.
Broadly speaking, as things are to-day, with the great strength
whichnationsand
industrial a&sociations alike possess, we
may safely conclude that, for nearly all minor mattersand
interpretation differences, a wide range of practicable bargains
will be available. There will always be an enormous
number of ways of settling, say, the political status of an
obscure African village, or the exact application to a particular
pit of a general wageagreement between coai-owners and coalminers, any one of which would be very much more advantageo w to both parties than a conflict could possibly be. When the
matter in cllepute is an important one, such aa the -on
of a large andrichterritoq
or thedetermination
of the
general standard of wages in an industry, it is not, of course,
equally certain that a range of practicable bargains will exiat.
f 8. When two nations, or two
associations, representing
employersand employedrespectively, have e n t a d into an
agreement not to fight but to settle differences by arbitration,
there i~ cmattd a real co&, partly mord and partly mbrial
(through the probable 1088 of outside support), to either of
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them if it breakstheagreement.Thisis
additional t o the
direct costwhichconflictwould
involvewhether
therehad
been anarbitrationagreement
or not. Thus
thesetting
cost of wartoboth
up of suchanagreementincreasesthe
parties, and so, within the limits set by the range of indeterminateness, tends to bring into being, and, if i t is already in
being, to widen, a range of practicable bargains. Workers, who,
apart from theagreement, wouldhave
foughtratherthan
accept 32s., may, in view of theagreement, keep at work
though only 31s. ia awarded ; and employers, whowould
have locked out against a 35s. demand, may now go to 36s.
9. Wheu arbitration is voluntary, entrance into it means
to each party,inthecircumstancescontemplated
above, the
risk of having to a.ecept a rate less favourable to itself than the
woret rate i t would have accepted without fightingif it had not
entered into arbitration.Thisconsideration
will notprevent
the parties from entering into it if each thinks that the risk
of loss, which it aaeumm by doing so, will be roughly balanced
by acorrespondingchance
of gain. But it isnotcertain
thatthere will be a balance of this kind. If, for instance,
the lower end of the range of practicable bargaihs is already
lying atthe lower end of therange of indeterminateness,
theintroduction of anarbitrationagreementcannotextend
therange of practicable bargains ina senee favourable to
employers, while it may extend it in a sense adverse to them.
In thesecircumstancesthey
will be disinclined for arbitration agreements.The
mme thingistrue
of workpeople in
the converse case. When, however, conditions aresuch that
entranceinto an arbitrationagreement leaves both ends of
the range of practicable bargains within the range of indeterminateness, the chances of gain and loss resulting from it are
likely to balance for both aides, and, consequently, both sides
will often be willing ta enter into it in spite of the danger
of losing more by it than they would look to have lost by war.
10. Butthis does notexhaustthematter.
If it were
feasible to construct a voluntary arbitration agreement in such
a way as to preclude the arbitrator from making an award out-.
side that range of pmticsble bargains, which is established by
general conditions coupled withthe fact of the agreement,
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there would, indeed, be nothing more to be said But it is
very hard to include a provision of this kind in any
workable
scheme. Even when arbitration is proposed in respect of a
single existing dispute, the parties can hardly give their cd~88
away 80 far as t o reveal to thearbitrator beforehand what
theirrespective sticking pointsare,andbindhim
not to go
outside bhem. When it is a question of a general arbitration
treaty to cover future disputes not yet in being, the diflicdty
is still greater. If, however, no provision of this kind ie included, each disputant will fear that the arbitrator may award
terms so unfavourable to him that, in spite
of the agreement,
he will feel compelled to fight against them, and so make a
net loas of his honour. For thisdangerthe
knowledge that
his opponent may be placed in a similar position by an award
of an oppositecharacter is no compensation. Consequently,
both sides will tend to confine arbitration agreements to types
of dispute, in which, in their judgment, it is practically cerhin
that arbitrators will not give awards falling beyond their respective sticking points. Thus, in international treaties, States
have often reserved from arbitration vital interests ” and
“ questions of national honour
; and in several plans for the
League of Nations a distinctionwm drawn between “justiciable”
disputes, to be submitted to a Court whose awards the League
would enforce, and non-justiciable disputes, which should go to
a Council empowered only t o make non-binding recommendations. Similarly inindustrial affairs, while employera and
workpeople are generally ready to arbitrate minor mattera or
interpretation differences, they often heeitate to deal in thisway
with the general question of wage rates.
$ 11. This unwillingness of the parties to enter voluntarily
into far-reaching arbitration agreements haa been an important
factor indeterminingStateauthorities
to intervene. Compulsory reference of disputes to a body entitled to recommend,
but not b enforce, an award, aa under the Canadian Industrial
Diqmtes Investiggtion A&, tends, subject to the conditions
which have been enumerated, to widen the range of practicable
bargains, becsuse a hostile public opinion a& to the cost of
fighting against any Bettlement which has been recommsnded
by 8x1 impartial public auuthority. It may, therefore, in some
”
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instancescreate arange wherenone would otherwise exist.
TheCanadiansystem
is exactlyparallel to thearrangement
under which international disputes are to be submitted to the
Council of the League before war about them is permitted by
the League of Nations. Laws which provide, not only that
disputes must be mbmitted to arbitration, but also that the
arbitrator’s award must be accepted on pain of legal penalties,
since they make battle more costly and success in it less
probable to a recalcitrant party, will act still more forcibly to
create and to extend in bothdirections the range of practicable bargains.
12. We have now to make clear the bearing of these
results upon the prospects of industrial peace. It has already
been shown that, when there is no range of practicable bargains,
a settlementwithout conflict is impossible. But it would be
wrong to infer that, when thereissuch
a range, a peaceful
settlement must occur. This is by no means so. The existence
of a range of practicablebargainsimplies
that there are a
number of possible adjustments, whether it be of territory or
of wages or of anything else, any one of which both disputants
wouldprefer t o accept ratherthan engage in confict. k h
of them, however, naturally wishes to obtain the best terms
necessary to the
that he can, and is also, though this is not
analysis, almost certainly ignorant ofhow far the other would
yield ratherthan fight. Thua, we may suppose that a Trade
Union has decided to fight rather than to accept a wage below
3 OB., andthe corresponding Employers’ h o c i a t i o n tofight
more than 35a There is tbenarange
of
ratherthanpay
practicable bargains including all rates between 30s. and 356.
But, even though the workmen know that 35s. is the sticking
point of the employers, and the employers know that 30s. ie
the sticking point of the workmen, there is still a conflict of
will aa to the precise point within ,the range, 30a to 35a, at
which the wage shall be put.Each
side tries to pushthe
other to his limit.The
employers may thinkthat, if they
say firmly enough, “not a penny more than 3la,”the workmen
will give way; the workmen may thinkthat, if they insist,
unfdteringly on 34a, the employers will give w8y. In the
result,both sides, eqully the victims of umuccesaful bluff,
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may find themselves i n a fight over an issue which both know
is not worth it. In the circumstances the chance that conflict
will be avoided is clearly greater,the more cordial arethe general
relations between workpeople and employers and the better
is the machinery available for bringing about friendly negotiations.Thus,when
a regularConciliationBoard
is ready to
hand or, fa5ng that, when a mutually acceptable mediator is
prepared to intervene, the prospect of a peaceful settlement is,
so far, improved. When an arbitrator is available in thelast
still
further.
For, when once an
resort, it is improved
falls withintherange
of practicable
award is giventhat
bargains, i t will not pay either side t o fight rather than accept
this award One or other of them may,indeed, think it worth
while to bluff in the hope of modifying the award by later
negotiation. But, the award having, as it will have,-particulady when the arbitrationhas been entered upon voluntarilyto be resisted up to the
moral force behind it, isnotlikely
point of war, ~ n l e ~itslies beyond the sticking point of one
party, that is t u say, outside the range of practicable bargains.
The wider, however, is the range of practicable bargains, the
greater is the chance that an arbitrator will succeed in placing
his award somewhere upon it. It follows that, when settlements
are arbitrated, the chances of a peaceful adjustment are greater
where the range of practicable bargains is wide than where it
is narrow. This conclusion, however,does not follow when
eettlements are negotiated. On the contrary, aince, the wider
the range of practicablebargains, the greater are the opportunities for bluff by both sides, the opposite conclusion seems
more easily defensible.
13. From the general coume of this diecumion it is
easily seen that the need for arbitrators d m not, as ia sometimes supposed, arise solely out of the ignorance of the parties
to a dispute,and that their function is not “ simply bo find
out what the price would naturally have tended to beoome.”’
Dr. Schultze-Gaevernitz, who enunciates this view, suggesta
that“the determination of relative strength, whicb is the
function of a contest, could be equally well performed by an
exercise of the intelligence, just 813 we testthe preasure of
8chdtze-Oeevemitz,S

d Pcace, p 192.
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steam by a special gauge instead of finding it outby the
Theimplication of this argument is
bursting of the boiler.”
that, when all the facts axe known to both sides, the range of
practicable bargains is necessarily a single point, representing
a wage equal to the one which battle would have established.
This, aa we have seen, is not so. It is true that an arbitrator,
if he is to be successful, must act as an interpreter, and not as
a controller, of economic tendencies, in the sense that he must
place his award within the range of practicable bargains-a
of the
range, be it remembered, which theappointment
arbitratorhasprobably
somewhat widened. It is also true
that, if all the facts are known to both parties, the wage rate
which battle would have established will n e c w r i l y be represented by a ioint within this range. .But it is not true that
this wage rate is the only award open to the arbitrator which
range
of
the
litigants
would
be
prepared to obey. The
practicablebargains is not limited to that pointunless, not
onlyare all facts known to both sides, but also the costs
which a fight is expectedto involve is, for both of them,
nothing at all2

* Schultze-Gtaevernitz, Social Peaec, p. 136.
e For L mathematical treatment of the problems discussed in this chapter,

cf, Appendix A of my Pridpkes and Hethods of Indmtriul Peaco.

CHAPTER VI1
HOUBS OF LABOUR

5 1. OUR next

problem has to do withthe relation between
economic welfare, as reflected through
the
size of the
national dividend, and, workpeople's hours of labour. The
whic'h, with any
effect of improved shift systems,under
givenhours
for workpeople, thehours
for the employers'
machinery
are
prolonged, and, therefore, thequantity
of
machineryrequiredtomaintaina
given output correspondingly reduced, will not be discussed here. I t is evident that,
an addition to the hours of labournormally
afterapoint,
workworked in any industry would, by wearingoutthe
people, ultimately lessen, ratherthan increase, the national
dividend. Physiology teaches that,afteracertain
period of
work of given inteensity, the body require8 a certain interval
of rest in order to return to its initial state,and that this
interval grows more rapidly than the period of work. Failing
adequate intervals, our faculties become progressively blunted.
Theextranourishment
that enlarged earnings afford cannot
be properlydigested
and yield little benefit. '' Fatigue so
closes the avenue's of approach within that education does not
educate, amusement does not amuse nor recreation recreate."
Furthermore, besides thisdirect injury to eBciency, indirect
injury also comes about, in so far as recourse to stimulants or
unhealthy f o r m of excitement is induced by the fact of
exhaustion.'
As result,
a output
suffers both from lost
time, due to slacker attendance and unpunctuality, and from
diminished vigour and applicationthroughout
theworking
apell. Of course the exact length of working day, beyond
1

2

CL Ohpmm,

ffoldmark, F d W andE-.
p. 284.
Hours of Labar,"EaaumtO J m d , 1900, p. 860.
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which an increase would contract the national dividend, varies
it may bemore
withthe
climate. In veryhotcountries
productive to work at low intensity for longhours,and
in
colder countries,where the food consumed is of adifferent
for short hours.’ It also varies
kind, at high
intensity
with the class of workpeople affected. Childrenand women,
particularly womenwho,besides
industrial work, have also
the burden of looking after their homes, can, in general, stand
less thanadultmenFurther
leisure for them yields a
bigger return-for children in opportunities for healthy sleep
and play, for women in opportunities for better care of their
homes.’ An important factor, too, is the kind of work that is
done.Long
hours of heavy muscularexertionandmental
or nervous strain axe much
more
injurious to efliciency
Again, workers earnthan long hours of mere mild attention.
ing good money will be better nourished, and so likely to be
ableto stand more, than very poor workeraYet
again, the
effects will vary according to the way in which theworkpeople apend their leisure, whether in mere dissipation or in
hard work on gardens of their own or in true recreation. It
will also vary according as the shortened hours do or do not
lead to greaterintensity
of effort andconsequentstrain
matter which depende
during the hours that
are worked-a
- .
partly on whether wagea m e paid by piece or by time, partly
on whether the work is of a sort that can be speeded up by
improved ways of working or only by greater exertion, and
of rest ‘andthe
partly upon whether or nottheintervals
hour of starting work are baaed on careful tests of what best
promotes efficient working? In view of theseconsiderations
it is clear that no general statement as to the relation
between hours of a
l bur andthe nationaldividend can be
Therelation wiU be differentfordifferent
tspes of
worlrpeople and different kinds of work
Whereoutput is
controlled mainly by machinery the lass [due to long hours]
‘I

‘ Of. aini,Rcpozt to

til83

jkmgiL4 OfNatii?mon h w Nllt.tA& Qlld Fwdslzffs,

1022, p. 41.

Cf. M&I,

Rqu.2 Commissicm. w I;ahr, Q 4358.

* On the effects upon output of a pre-bmkfaat atart, cf. [Cd. 85111, p. 58

st q. Thia &port mnoluded that in d
n
i typea of munition work the st.&
before bm&f& might be aboliuhed with Odvantap to the output (p. 66).
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may be SIII~LL Where it depends moreespeciallyupon
the
worker it will be great. Purelymechanical work a n sometimes be performed sufficiently well bytired
men Skilled
work calling for judgement and dimetion demand6 freshness
It must be remembered] indeed, that even the
and vigour.”
feeding of a purely automatic machinecan be done with greater
or leea regularity and completeness, and that the
number of
machineswhich can be entrustedtothe
control of an unfatigued worker is larger than can be entrusted to a fatigued
one:
Theessential point, however, is that,in each several
some length
industry, for each class of workers thereis
of working day the overstepping of which will be disadvantageous to the national dividend. A detailed official investigation into the condition of munition workers in 19 1 6 led the
investigatorsto
conclude thatthe
hours of work yielding
maximum output were, for men on “very heavy work” about
56 hours a week, for men on ‘‘ heavy work ” about 60 hour&
for men on ‘I hghtwork” about 70 h o w , for women on
‘‘moderately heavy ” work 5 6 hours, and for women on “ light
work ” 6 0 hours.’ It must be remembered, however, that, a~
the investigators point out, their data relatetothose
fittest
persons among would-be munition workers, who did not drop
out from the strain. Moreover, since in peace timeworkers
naturally expect fo have some surplus energy left for hobbies
and amusements after their work is over, whereas in war time
they may be ready to exhaustthemselves completely, long
hours in peace time w e likely to cause more serious elackening of effort in each hour than they do in war time.‘ ‘‘ Hence
the best hours for work, suited for peacetime, are in every
mae cxmsiderably shorter than those mentioned.”‘
8 2. Prima facie it might be thouglit that this conclusion
ia of acdemic rather than of practical imporbnee, becauee the
self-interest of employers and workpeople must prevent unduly
long h o r n fiom being worked. There is, however, a large
1

d ratepim
w
PMW [aa.asaq p. BO.
Cf. kerhulme, 17LC Six Howa D a g , p. 21.
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85441, p 9.
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volume of experience, which contradicts this optimistic view
and suggests that private self-interest has often seriously failed
It isnot necessary to invoke the terrible
in thismatter.
of the factory system. I n quite
history of theearlydays
recent times Dr. Abbe of the hiss works maintained, on the
strength of experiments conducted by himself, that, among a t
least thre++quarters of all industrial workers, a greater absolute
per hour-may
be
product-not merely a greaterproduct
expected from regular work of between 8 and 9 hours a day
than from regular work of anylonger period.' In his own
works, " in 253 different kinds of work, he found that a 4 per
cent larger output W&B obtained in nine hours [than in
ten],
wing exactly the same machinery ; and a number of similar
instances are on record fiom elsewhere both before and during
the period of the war.' It is, indeed, very difficult
drew
confident conclusions from even the most careful experiments
in this field. For the results will be misleading ; (1) if the
extra output per hour that is obtained is due to a mere spurt
by men temporarily on their mettle, and not to a real increase
of efficiency ; (2) if the reduction of hours hasbeen accompanied
by improvements in the general organieation of the business,
kg. by the substitution of a three-shift for a two-shift system,
involving an increase of from, say, a 15-hour toa 24-hour
day ,for the machinery employed; or (3) if the reduction of
honm has attracted to the experimenting works agrade of
workmen superior to those formerly employed there. I n spite,
however, of these and other difficulties,' the evidence is fairly
conclusive that hours of labour in e x a m of what the bed
intereeta of the national dividend requirehave often in fact
been worked. Thisinference is strengthenedwhen weref3eet
that any distant effee.k, which shorter hours may have in
prolonging the working life of the persons concerned, cannot
be displayed in these experiments.
§ 3. A t first sight it is dificult to understand by what
'to

Oonrad, H d z o i h . h M &r ~ e e ~ f i m Ln i p.
, 1214.
Beport of the Labour bocktion,
'
8
Comm.itlu on Hwra of L
u
b in
8 I U . pp. 10, 11.
WU-I&~-,
p. IO.
4 Fm ,3 good diermsgion of the p i W to ba avoided in L eonorete atudy of
the relation between hwra of Iabont and eEcienoy, cf. &gent Florence, Use of
Pw&ny Srotirsics in t8c fiwstigdiom qflrer2prsbrialBacigwe.
1
9
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proceea thisstate
of affairs can be broughtabout:
for it
would seem to be contrary to theinterest
both of the
workpeople and also of the employers to allow hours to be
worked in ex-of
those that promote the largest production.
is, however, easily explained. First,
Theapparentparadox
hours
per day they
workpeople, in considering for what
will coneent to work, often
fail
to
take account of the
damage that undulylonghoursmay
do totheir efficiency.
is on a parwith
Theirlack of forethought inthismatter
the general inability of all clasees adequately to foresee future
happenings in themselves, as distinguished from future
happenings to themselves. Secondly,
employers
also often
fail to realise that shorterhours
would promote efficiency
among their workpeople, and 80 would redound to their own
interest. T h i r d l y A n d this, on their side, is the principal
in firme which possess a practical monopoly in
thing-xcept
some department of industry, and 80 expect to retain the mme
of durable connectionbetween
handspermanently,thelack
individual employers andtheir workpeople makes it to the
employers’ interest ta work longer hours than are in the long
run to theinterest of production as a whole. Thispoint
W ~ B well brought
outin
some remark8 of an employer
who has suecsssfully undertaken
many
schemes for the
welfare of those whom he employs. “The employer as such,’’
he said, “is notprimarilyinterestedinkeeping
labour i n
excellentcondition. What hewants is a sufficient supply of
efficient labour to meet his immediate demands ; and, though
ultimately thie supply will be c~rtailedunleas the whole nation
allows a margin for wear-and-tear and €or the stimulation of
progressive efliciency, hecannot
afford, underourpresent
view. He can act
competitive system, to take averylong
In 80 far
withothers, butnot much in Bdvanceofthem.
then m he representsimmediate
and limited,ratherthan
ultimate and general, intereah, his economic outlook muat
stand in marked contrast to that of the nation as a whole.”
This identification of the employers’ interest with immediate,
is epecially important €or
rather than with ultimate, output
the following
Where mobility $and trade union
1 Cf. h d , Wt@aru Wwk, pp. 66-81.
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organisation am imperfect, and where, therefore, aa will be
shown when we come t o discuss c‘ unfair wages,’’ there is some
range of indeterminateness in the bargain between an employer
and his workpeople, the employer’s bargaining power, aa
againsthis workpeople, is greater in the matter
of hoyrs of
labour than it is inthematter
of wages. For, whereas a
workman strivingtogetbetter
wages hasonly, as it were,
to lift his own weight, it is, &B a rule, impossible, for technical
reasons, that any concession about the hours of labour should
be made to him that is not general in character, and, therefore,
less willingly granted. Moreover, if an employer succeeds in
exploiting his workpeople in the matter of wages, the poverty,
which he thua induces in them, will often make them willing
to work for longer hours. It follows that, whenexploitation
is present at all, i t i~ extremely likely to make itself felt in
hours of labour too long for the best interests of the national
dividend. The effect will be bad everywhere, but especially
bad where the persons affected are women and young persons,
whose aggregate efficiency throughout life is liable to suffer
griatly from overstrain in youth.
fj 4. Moreover, in this matter it is misleading t o coniine
dividend.
attentiontothe
effect produced on thenational
For, in general, the working day, whose length is adapted to
- .
maximheproduction over alongperiod,
isnot,giventhe
existing distribution of wealth between workpeople and others,
the right working day from the standpoint of economic welfare.
What economicwelfare
requirwisthat
workpeople should
work for m h h o r n per day that the wages due to the last
hour-when
account Fs taken of the fact that everyextra
hourworked lessens theopportunity for enjoyingwhatever
p u r c h s their wages may enable them to make-shall
just
oompensak them for the u u p h n t n e m of longer hours.
There is apresumption that the working day which would
satisfythis condition will be comiderablyshorterthanthe
working clay which would maximiaeproduction even in the
long run. If then, aa we have shown, the play of normal
economic forces is liable to make the working day too long for
the best interests of the national dividend, a fo~tio9-iit is liable
fo make it too long for the best interests of economic welfare.
8
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What has been said i d c i e n t toconstitute
a
State intervention. This case, however,
cannot be regarded a8 established, even in respect of badly
o r g a n i d industrieswherethedanger
of exploitationby
emplgyers is notcountered by strongTrade Union action,
until the possibility of evasion6 of the law has been considered.
In lawsabout wages, aa willappearpresently,thispoint
is
of great practical importance. For example, when it is proposed to force up wage rates on the ground that an increase
of pay would 8oon produce a corresponding increase of
capacity, it can be objected that, since the reaction on
capacitywillnot
be immediate, employw i u be tempted
by an enforced increase inthe wage rate to dismiss those
workpeople who arenotalreadyworthwhat
they are called
upon to pay. But against proposals to reduce hours of labour
this claeaof objection does not hold good. Provided that the
hourly rate of wages is not raised, a shortening of the hours
of labour does not, at all events untiltherehas
been time
for it to bringabout a reduction inthe mechanical equipment of factories,make it to theinterest of employers to
employ fewer
workpeople
than before. It follows that a
sufficient interval will be allowed,
it will
not
alwaya
be allowed when wage rateaare increased, for the improvements In capacity,whichtheytend
to produce, to work
themselvesout.Thismeansthat,
by thetime the danger
of dismissals has become real,capacity
will often be BO
far improved as to neutraliseand
abolish it. This consideration is important, but it is not, of courae,decisive.
It
is still nemxsary to comider how far governmental authorities
are competent to framethe
dalioately adjusted replatione
which analysis shows to be desirable. Hitherto,the basis of
systematic knowledge, upon which policyrrhould be built up,
has been small, and there is wide scape for further study.
Meanwhile, it may be agreed thatthe
generalprinciple
underlying legmhtion to limit the h o r n of work in industry
ia sound. The movement, which advanced withremarkable
rapidity in many countries during the slier poet-war yeam,
to fix a general maximum of eight honrs a day in all incturrtries,
subjeot to certain qt&al ezceptim, may w
d be jugtissa
prima facie c m -for
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on broad wid grounds. But it is very importantthatthe
different needs of different classes of workers
should
be
recognised, and thatthe generalmaximumshouldnottend
to become a general minimum also.
6. One further aspect of this matter has to be conaidered. It is plain that, whatever limitation is imposed,
it cannot be made absolutely rigid ; because, if thie were done,
work wodd be prevented on someoccasions when the immediate need for it was so urgent as to outweigh any indirect
consequences. Certainmaterials, for example, become fit for
UBB, for a brief space only, and, if they are not worked upon
then,are absolutely wasted. A good example is thefruit
To refuse permission for
used in thefruit-canningindustry.
omaaional excessive hours of work inthisindustrymight
loss of veryvaluable
mean, from time to time, thetotal
crops.’ Certain forms of repair work are in a similar position.
They are urgent, in the sense that they must be executed at
once on pain of veryserious loss. It is evidehtthat,when
conditions of this kind prevail, some relaxationfrom
rigid
rulesshould bemade,
whethertheauthoritybehind
these
rules be legislation or a collective agreement between a Trade
Union andan Employers’ Federation. In other words, some
amount of overtime beyond the hours normally permitted should
sometimes be permitted. But it is very importantthat thia
concession shouldnot be abused. It must be clearly understood that overtime is ofteninjurious,eventhough
it be
followed by an equivalent period of slack time. . “During
overtime leisure and rest are cut down at the very eame time
that heavier and longer demands are made upon the human
organism. It is praeticdy inevitable thatthe
metabolic
balance should be thrownout
of gear. .
There is no
rebound, or an infinitely slow one, when our elastic capacities
have been too teneely stretched. It takea much more time,
can W b l y afford to
rest,repairthantheworking-girl
d e good such metabolic loeses.
Compensation-off-timecomes too late. . After a doubled tmk muscle requires,

..

. .

Aa Miss aOldmerkpointa nut, however, this consideration affords no excuse
far the overtime that in fact often prevails in tha United States Canneries
m o n g t h e wmkpeople wba hbel md damp the cans a h they have been
d
e
d (8vnd
p. 187).
1

-,
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not double, but four times, as longarest
for recuperation,
and a similar need for more than proportionally increased rest
after excessive work is true also of our other tissues and of
our organism in ita totality.”
“ When once an individual has,
through labour d u r i q ordinary h o r n , reached a certain degree
of fatigue, and proceeds to further labour (overtime) without
takingthe repose necewry to dissipate the fatiguealready
a greater physiological
produced, thisfurther
labour
has
effect, and
exhausts
the
organism more than would a
similar amount of labour performed when f a w e was
absent.”
These
injurious
effects
follow
from
overtime
industriee
where the normal
hours
already
work, in all
approach the maximum
compatible
with
full
efficiency,
however cogent the excuses for it may be. The excuses
offered should always, therefore, be scrutinised with very
,pat care. In the conduct of thisscrutiny it is essential
to bear inmindthatthe
immediate damage,which
the
prohibition of overtime would bringabout, is often in fact
much smaller than it appears to be a t first sight. For,
first, in so far as pressure upon one set of firms i n an
industry occurswhen otherfirms are slack, the prohibition
butmay
need not kill the work they wouldhaTedone,
lead to its beinggivenout,
either on commission or by
direct
order,
toother
firms. Secondly, in industriesthat
manufacture goodscapable
of being made for stock, prohibition of overtime in periods of general boom will, indeed,
directly lessen the hours of workdone in these periods, but
it will also indirectly increase the h o w of work done
Furthermore, in thier
in a n t d e n t periods of depreeeion.
connection, the notion “ making for stock ” should be given
than
usual. kticles which
a significance more extended
have to be manufatared t o individual
order
are not
capable of being made for stock in the ordinary mnse. But,
i n so far aa theyare capable of being stored prior to need
by their purchasers, theyought
to be 80 regardedfrom
the presentpoint
of view. It is this class of commodity
thattheMinority
of the Poor Law Commiesionera had
2

1 Goldmark, PuAgu-s a d 3&”kll~y, p 88.
Second Interim bprt on Industrial Fsatigue [Cd.88561, 1916, p 16.
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in view when they wrote : ‘‘ The variations in the consumers’
pressure can be made much less extreme by means of a legal
limitation of the hours of labour. When the hours of cotton
operatives were settled by the individual mill-owner, cottonof seasonal
spinningand weaving were extremeinstances
trades;
and
the
manufacturer
was unable
to
resist
the
the
customers’ insistence on instant delivery. Now that
maximum hours are
legally
fixed, the buykr has
learnt
to be more regular in his demands. Theextreme seasonal
irregularity of the London
dressmaking
trade
would undoubtedly be mitigated, if dressmakers were absolutelyprevented from working more thana
fixed maximum day.
Customers would simplynot
be abletoinsist
on delivery
As a result, the outin an unreasonably short time.”
increased, thus
put produced in antwedent times wouldbe
partly offsetting the diminution of output directly consequent
upon the diminution of overtime in periods ofboom.
Thirdly,
or nottheyare
capable
there are certainthings,whether
of being made for stock in any sense, the demand for which
can be postponed for asubstantial period.Commodities
and
services that are consumed in a single UBB do not a4 a rule
fall into this class. If a desire forbread or beer or doctor’s
services or railway travel existing now is not satisfied, that
fact does not a w e any greaterdesire for these things to
exist in thefuturethan
would haveexisted if it had been
satisfied. Some goods and services, indeed, even of an
immediately consumable kind, are subject to demands which can
be postponed. For example, a man may wish to do the Grand
Tour once inhislifetime;
if hecannot do it this year, he
will desire to do it next year. But much the most important
things for which the demand can be postponed are durable
goods, such as boots, clothes, pianos, machinery and houses.
The desire for these thinga is baaed uponan expectation of
services to be rendered by them through a considerable period.
Suppose, for example, that a bicycle haa a normal life of seven
years and that I desire to purchaa one now. If I succeed in
doing this, I shall have no desire t o repeat my purchase next
year ; but, if I fail, the e l k t of failure will be to carry over
1”

1

Rqmt of #uRoyal Cmrnimimt m the Pwr Laws, p. 1186, footnote.
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to nextyearademand
at leastsix-sevenths
asintense as
my presentdemand.
In all industries which make commodities of this claas, the check, which the prohibition of overtime puts upon work in boom periods, is partially cancelled by
a stimulus t o work in S U ~ S ~ Qperiods
W ~
of depression. Against
theseconsiderations it is, indeed, necessary to set oneupon
the other side. If overtime is prohibited, employers may find
it to their interest to attach to themselves, through the offer
of higher wages, a larger reserve of workpeople than they would
otherwise have thought necessary. For, the moreexteneive
this reserve &the less likely it is that inability to work overtime will prevent them from ‘fulfilling orders that they would
like to fulfil“
When,
however, the reserve
is
large, the
workmencomprisingthefringe
of it are only actuallyemployed during boom periods ; in moderate and bad times they
are attached in idleness to the industry whicb commands their
servc
ies,instead of being employed, as they mightotherwise have
been, in 8ome different industry. I n 80 far a6 thishappens,
restriction of overtime leaves the amount of work done in the
industry directly affected Substantially unaltered both in boom
periods andin depression periods, but makes theamount of
work done throughoutthe wholebody of industries smaller
than it would otherwise have been in both sorts of period. This
form of reaction is specially liable to be set up in industries
where wual methods of engaging workpeople prevail. When
it is threatened and cannot be, or is not, succeaefully resisted,
the w e in favour of close restrictions upon overtime is so
far weakened.
1 Thia point is illustrated indirectly by the small amonnt of overtime found
among women workers, BB compared with men workera, in the bespoke tailoring
trade. The men are skilled handawhose number cannot easily be mpplemented. Butthe women are nnskilled hands, and “the readily available
rwrve of mmi-skilled wives and daughbra, who msy at any time be pressed
into work, tends to relieve the sermon81 preaaure upon the lesa ~killed,or women’n
mtion of the trade ” (Webb, S+xsonal Trades, p. 87).

CHAPTER VI11
THE METHODS OF INDUSTRIAL
REMUNERATION

5

1. AN influence, less important, indeed, thanthehours
of
labour, but still very important, is exercised upon the national
welfare, by the
dividend and, through it, uponeconomic
are
methods of industrialremunerationWhatevermethods
adopted in any industry,the generaltendency of economic
forces will be to musethe wagesoffered for each class of
workpeople to approximate, subject to qualifications which are
not hererelevant, to the value of the marginalsocial net product
of that clirss. At first sight it might seem that, if this be BO,
things must work out in the same way whatevermethod of
remunerationisin vogue. Butthetruthis
otherwise. For,
though under all system 8 man will be paid over a year the
worth of his work during the year, under some systems it will
be to his interestto domorework,
and 80 to have a larger
worth, thanunder
others. Thus
payment
may
be made
independently of the results achieved by the worker at any
to what experienceshows he
moment,beingadjustedonly
mag be expected, under that method of remuneration, to
achieve on the average; or it may be adjusted to results, not
indetail; or
merely on the average, butcontinuouslyand
aome compromise between these
plans
may
be adopted.
Broadly speaking, the worker’s output will be larger, the
more nearly themethod of remuneration in vogueadjuste
payments to individualresults.This,
no doubt, isnottrue
invariably. Thereare certain sorts of work where interest
in the work iteelf, or intereatinthe
use to which it.
d
l be put, induces people to work 88 hard as they can
without reference to the mode in whichpayment for their
478
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services is made. Thisisprobablytrue
of most
work
of
of the
higher
administrative
original
artistic
creation,
work of the civil service and even of some kinds of private
business. In theseoccupationsthenationaldividend
will be
none the worm if a fixed salary by the year, or a fixed wage
by the hour, ispaidwithoutany
reference t u whatthe
worker actually ammplishes in any particular period There
if the jobs aresufficientlystable
to
is even anopening,
unnecessary,
for paymake
high
a
degree of mobility
ment by a life
salary
with yearly
incrementa,
adjusted
not so much to presumed
changes
in the value of the
as 4x1 presumedchanges
inhis
domestic
employee'swork
needs. Most of the tasks,
status,
and,
therefore, in
his
however, that ordinary manual workers haveto perform, are
routine taab, and-owing to the division of labour-are
eo
remotely connected with any finished product that interest in
them sufficient to evoke continuous,spontaneousanddisinterested effort can hardly be expected.
Even
here,
no
doubt, some men will be found, whom an ardour for excellence
for ita own aake or a stern sense of public duty will C ~ U Mto
exert themselves to the utmost without reference to expectations of reward ; andthe prospect thatthis willhappenis
speciallyfavourable where systems of Labour Copartnership
have succeeded in evoking inthe workpeople a feeling of
proprietorship in, and patriotism towards, the concern in which
they are employed. From the main body of ordmary workpeople engaged in manual occupatioas this, however, is not at
present to be looked for. Theamount of work they will do
in anyhour, week or year will be greater if thepayment
made to them does, than it will be if it does not, vary 88 thie
amount varies. Thenationaldividend
will be larger the
more nearly each increment of effort on the part of any
individual worker is rewarded by a payment equal to the
value of the difference which that increment of effort makes
to thetotalproduct;and
m y enlargement of thedividend
brought about by improvedadjustment in thismatter will,
prim facie,carry with it an increase in economic we1fme.l
This does not, of cozzrae, imply
that
the pay BhOUld
1

Bnt cf. pod,'( 18.
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be equal to the value of a man’s output &B ordinarily
understood; for this output is in part due to machinery and
equipment, which, if not engaged in assieting him, would have
helped to increase the output of other workpeople. Nor does
it evenmean thatthepay
ehould be exactly proportioned
to the value of a rnsn’s output so understood. In a factory
“though not, of coume, among home-workers-when a man
works slowly he “occupies”
the
employer’s machine or
work-space for a longer period in producing rr given quantity
of outputthanhe
does when working fast; and so estops
the machinery or work-space
from
being used by others.
between wages andthe
Hence, for a completeadjustment
value of marginalnet product, we should need apayment
that varied, not proportionately,but progressively, withthe
becomes more
quantity of a man’s output; andthispoint
important the greater is the value of the plant in a factory
relatively to the wagesbill,’
This, however, is a secondary
to it, it is plain, from the presentpoint of
matter.Subject
view, that pay should be propoytioned (in a ratio calculable,
and different in different occupations) to output as ordinarily
O ~ any
~
understood. In other words, i t should C O T T ~ ~ for
worker,
with
the results,
conditions
remaining
constant,
actually achieved by him.
$ 2. In ordertoconstruct
a wage system of this kind,
under which a man’e pay is based directly and immediately
on his output, we must have 8ome meam of aeoertaining, with
greater or less accuracy, how large that output from time to
t h e atually is. I n the way of this there are a
number of
obatmles, the importance of which varies in different occupations. The first, thoughnotthe
principal, of t h e is that
a workman’s output, when strictly interpreted, mayinclude
otherelements in addition to the physical product that his
labour, in conjunction with the machinery entrusted to him,
1 ThL eoneideration ia eometimea wed
m argument against pying eqnal
pieoe-rntw to women engaged in t h e mine operations sa men. In certain
engineering operations, for example, employers have claimed that women, baing
dower workera than men, involve much hqher proportionate overhead ohrrgea
(&pn?o
f&
wiw Ca&dC
h
W
m
W on Women in 1iwh&?y
p., 84). Plainly;
however, m n i n g of this type points to a lower piece-ratefor all slow workera,
whether d e or femrrle, then for fast workem, not to a lower pi--rats for
women as such than to men BB such.
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brings to birth: For, as Jevons long ago observed : “ In every
works there are a thousand opportunities where the workman
can either benefit or injure the establishment,and,could he
of
really be made to feelhis interestsidenticalwiththose
his employers,therecan be no doubt that the profits of the
in many cases.”1 Among
trade could be greatlyincreased
these additional elements perhaps the most important are the
suggestionswhichaworkmanmay
be able to offerfor more
effective or more economical methods of work, andthe contribution which he may make by his influence towards a spirit
of harmonyand good-fellowship in the shop. These elements
can, indeed, be taken account of in a rough general way, and
money rewards designed to induce workpeople to provide them
can be offered; butanything in thenature of approximake
measurement of their value is obviously impossible.’
0 3. The second W c u l t y ie that the physical output
for which an individual workman is responsible is liableto
vary,not only inquantity,but
also in quality.Ability
to
measure ita quantity is,
therefore,
not sufficient, unleas
workmen can be prevented from making output larger at the
expense of making it worn. In some circumstances this
a n bedone bymeans of carefullythought-out
schemes of
can also
inspection and supervision.
Mechanical
gauges
be made m e of incertaintypes
of work. It has been said
whereaccuracy is of such
that “ i n themunitionindustry,
vitalimportance,
quite aa many employees are engagedin
gauging the output as will be actually producing it, and every
single nn$ of output-not merely sarnp1ee-w.i.U be Bubjected
to the proteas."
Theae devices, however, cannot be effectively

’

Jevone, MeVmds of S
&
&form, p. 123.
Arrangements are frequently made by progreaaive E m , both in Ameriw
and in thk country, for enabling workmen
submit auggeationa that occur to
them to the higher oEciola of the business, without the intervention of overseem
and foremen, who might he actuated by motivaa of jealonsy t o d r them ; and
for rewarding with prizea and preminmn mch SnggeatiOM aa it ia decided to
adopt. (0.
Gilman, A D
i
M to Labow, p 230 ; Rowntree, Z m h t r t i z l
B e u m n ~ n ,p. 31, and Makin, Mode2 Fdop.iss a d Vcllascs, p. 322.) In
Van Marken’s establiahmmt a premium is given for “evldeneea of goodfellowahip and co-operation, thus encouraging those whosebehaviourcondoma
to the smooth working of the ~~neern’’
(Meakin, M i FI&udiac d VilZap,
p. 815).
a Sargant Flmnw, UM of Podory Skzt&&a f
a th Iw&igdion of ldwtd
Patfpu, p. 72.
1
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applied either to work that bas to be done by workmen
acting in Bcatteredplacee or to work the results of whichas in plumbingand sewer-making-are
speedily covered up.
In these types of work, since defects of quality threaten serious
injury to health, it is generally thought better to refrain from
any athmptat makingthewage-paymentdepend
on the
quantity of output.
4. Evenwhere
a proper standard of qualitycan
be
enforced andthedanger
of injuriousreactions
on quality
eliminated, to measure thequantity
of output by itself is
often difticulb. It is especially so when the work consists of
generalsurveillance
andattention,ratherthan
of specific
mechanical operations. The workdone by seamen, telegraph
and
telephone
operators,
carmen
and railway
signalmen
is of this kind. So also is much agricultural work Thus
M. Besse writes: ‘I The essence of measurablethings
is
their homogeneity, theiridentitywith
themselves. Harvesting andthe weeding of roots, for example, allow of piecewages, because the work remains the same for days and weeks,
and, in order to measure its eficiency, all that is needed is to
count the sheaves amassed or to calculate the surface weeded.
The greater part of the work of cultivation is similar. But,
on the otherhand,
the task of menwho
look afterand
manageanimalsvaries
from hour to hour of thedayand
beginsagain every morningin such wise that n o summary
or addition of it is possible. It consists of watching the
paature lands, p m i n g the animals, cleaning the stables, and
80 on, all operations complex in themselvee, admitting of no
wmmon measure, needing t o be done in a limitedtime and
at a fixed hour, and often of such a kind that nothing would
be gained by anyextrastimulus
to exertion.This
is why
piece-wages, very widespread in arable districts like the east
and south-east of England, are EO ram in thedistricts
devoted to stoch-raising.”l In mechanical work the total
product of a body of men is, in general,fairlydefinite
and
meaaureble. But even here it is sometimea very difficult
to d i s t i n g u k h and mearrure separately the contribution that
ie made to it by separate individuals. T h i s difficulty is

5

1

La Drk et C~proluQio?zI l’agriCu2twm en Ang.le&w, pp. 98-100.
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prominent in the work done by gangs of harvestem or nawies.
I t is also of some alight importance in that of shop-aeaistanta,
for it is the business of these people, notmerely to serve
customers, but also, when theyarethemselvesengaged,
to
hand them over tactfully to aome other assistant.
5. Let us now suppose that we have to deal with m u patiomin
whichthis
difficulty has been, in some degree,
overcame, 80 that a rough measure, or estimate, of the
individual worker's contribution, aa he worksfrom day to
to week, can be made. It is required ao to
day orweek
arrangethingsthat
payisadjustedtothis
measure. To
some extent-a more considerable extent than is often s u p p e d
" t h i s can be, and is, done under ordinary systems of timewages. Though it is not practicable to vary a man'stimewage from day t o day or week to week withvariations in
hisaccomplishment,nevertheless,
it is often poseible EO to
arrange things that a man may reasonably expecthigher
rates on the whole as a reward for better work. Moreover,
is almostcertain
to
when there is no chance of this,he
improvehisprospects
of being kept at work in badtimea
ost.'
and of promotion to a better-paid p
6. Plainly, however, a very much closer adjustment can
be made by reaort to the method of piece-wages. Under this
in givenconditions andwithgiven
planworkmen,working
to their physical
machinery, are paidexactlyinproportion
output. Of course it ie recognitzed " that, if amanufacturer
contributaa anything directly toward redaction in the time by
supplying an improved machine, or improved jigs. or fixtures,
or high-speed steel cutting tools, where previously carbon steel
bola had been used at the original setting of the time, that
then it would be perfectly proper and fair to lower the time
means, in effect, to lower the piece-rate. If this
set,"-which
were not done, the benefit of improvements madein any indudry
would be seized by the particular worker8 engaged there-and
they, in order to keep it, would have to form themselves into a
cloee ring and exclude newamere-instead of being spread, aa
n o d y it should be, o v a the general body of the pulchaging
public. In given conditions, however, under aimple piece-wages
1 CL-,
chrpter XV. #!2.
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a workman is paid, from the &andpoint of the moment, in direet
of the pay per
proportion to hisoutput,theactualamount
unit of service beingapproximatelyequal t o the (marginal)
value of his services in assisting themachinerytomake
this output?
It istrue,as was i n h a t e d a t t h e end of 3 1,
thattheadjustment
is not exact. Evenunder piece-wagee
greater efforts are not rewarded directly in full proportion to
their worth. Nevertheless, when account is taken of the fact
that, on thissystemas
well as on thetime-wage system,
the better aman works the more secure he is of regular
employment, it may fairly be said that
adjustment
is
marly exact. Consequently, it would
seem
at first sight
is thesystemunder
which, apart fromposeible
thatthis
overstrain to the workpeople, t o be referred to presently, and
provided that the level of the rate is properlyadjusted, the
obtained.2
The
largest
practicable
output is bound t o be
sys-tem has been for a long time established andhas oper*
ated withgreat succe88 in thiscountry in coal-mining, the
textileindustries, the boot and shoe industry and a number
of others.
’7. Experiencehas shown, however, that over a wide
range of industries piece-wagea have been a failure. When
a piece-rate has been introduced, and, under its influence, the
workers have increased their output, employers, thinking that
some men were now earning too much money, have sometimes
“ c u t ” or “ nibbled * the rate. The workers, perceivingthis,
realise that extra effort on their part is likely to involve, not
only an immediate increase of earnings, but also a subsequent
Of wurne, this statement does not hold good of “collective piece-wages,”
where e
a
& man’s pay depends upon the output of the whole group of which he
forma a part. When the group ie very small, aome induoement to exertion is
offered by this form of piece-wage, but, when the group is large, practically none.
It may be noted that, if piece-wages vere substituted for time-vagea
throughout industry generally, with the result that a large increase of effort was
put out by workpeople, the value per unit of workpeople’s effort would by t h a t
fad be dightly depreciated, and, therefore, the payment fbr a given effort and
output would have to be alightly less than before. Thus, if under time-wages
at la. an hour two piece had nonnally been produced, 80 that 6d. W B ~paid for
ea&, under a general system of piece-ww the baais of adjustment would have
ta b 8lighuy leaa than Bd. per pime. when, however, a change from time to +
pi--wages is ~coomplished in one industry only, t h e effect in this direction
(after thedistribution
of workpeople amongdifferent
industries haa been

djastd)will, in gen-

be very mall.
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reduction of the piece-rate, the effect of which w
l
l
ibe to make
it impossible for them to earn their original wage without
before. To preventthisthey
tend,
working
harder
than
or otherwise, deliberately to
whetherbyformalagreement
limittheiroutput,
80 that very little, if any,advantageis
secured for the national dividend as against the output under
time-wages.
8. Theapparently obvious solution of this difficulty,
rigidly abstainfromratenamely, thatemployersshould
cuttinginany
circumstances, has occasionally been adopted.
Thus, in theUnited
States, “ inthespring
of 1902, the
Moulders oflicially agreed with the Employers’ Defence Awociation that no limit (of output)should be observed in the
stone-mouldingbranch, in view of the agreement thatthe
earnings of the individual moulders should not be considered
in adjustiig prices of work.”’ Apart, however, from the
fear of indirectcutting by slightalterationsinthe.nature
of a job andlargetmompanyingalterationsintherate,
which would enable unscrupdous employers to get round this
kind of guarantee in a dishonourable way, the extremedifficulty
of ensuring that ptes are fixed reasonably in the first instance
willmakeeven(
the best employershesitatetogivesuch
B
guarantee. For, aa a result of it, they might find themselves
bound for a long time to pay four or five times a0 much for a
piece of work as they could get the work done for in a free
market. Some of them have, therefore, taken the line that, if
there is to be an effective guarantee against “nibbling,” they
must be insured against the guarantee costing them too much.
This is the origin of the various methods of remuneration
embracedunder
the general title of pmim plum. The
essential characteristic of these is thst the incresses ofwage,
which correspond to increaw of output above the standard, are
proportionately smaller than these increw of output, butthat,
in compensation,for this, the workpeople-in theory at leaaham guaranteed against m y cutting or nibbling of the rah, ao
long aa the existing methode of production are maintained.
The preciae relation between the amount of the premium and
the amount of incresses of output above the standard varies
1 Madocsbo, TBC X&&d
Badc i m AmsPicon Z d U&,
pp. 224-5.
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with different systems.Under
the planknown as the Halsey
plan, for every 1 per cent increase of output above the
standardoutputthe wage rises above thestandard wageby
a constant fraction of 1 per cent : under the equallywellit risesbya
constantly diminishing
knownRowanplan,
fraction of 1 per cent.’ The advocates of these plans maintain
thatthe low rate of the premium,as compared with that
ruling under simple piece-wages, which is offered under them,
of the employers’ liability,
and the consequentlimitation
make it possible for a really effective guarantee to be given
therefore, on the
against any nibbling of the rate, and that,
whole, the adjustment of remunerationtooutput
is closer
than it wouldbe under simple piece-wages. There is, indeed,
considerable difficulty inthe employnlent of premiumplans
except in workshops where all the workpeople are of more
or less similarcapacity.
For, if their capacities are widely
different, a strong man, who produces half as much again as
a weak man, is paidmuch
less than half as muchagainin
circumstances,frictioncanhardly
fail
wages ; and,inthese
toresult.But,
when, for technical m o n s , the differences
of output between individuals cannot be great, this difficulty
does not arise, and it is claimed that premiumplansshould
prove an effective means of stimulating production?
Theseplanscanconvenientlyberepresented
by the followingformulae,
which are convertible into those printed by Schloss in the Juurnal of the &yo2
Eeo?wmie Assoei~z4i~n
for December 1915.
Let W be the standard wage, P the standard output, zo theactual wage
earned by a workman, and p the actual output of that workman :
Then the general fornnda for the Halaey plan ia
1

when n is any integer. In the particular variety of this plan employed in Mr.
Haleey’s works, n hasthenumericalvalue
2. Thegeneralformula
of tho
Rowan plau is

P
P
of this planemployed

to= W( 1 +pL
f@)} when f ( p ) is negative.

In the particular variety

P
P

in the

Rowanworks f@) is

given the value - : and the maximum value to which w can attain is, therefore, 2W. InEngland,butnotin
Germany,plans of thistype are nsually
assmiatad with the guarantee or a minimum time-wage irrespective of output ;
that is to my,when p is-=P, the formula is notapplied, hut thestandard
wage W is paid.
2 Cf. Chapman, Work and Wages, vol. ii. pp. 184-5.
2 1
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$ 9. Now, it is quite possible that, if workpeople can bc got
as fair, andtotrusttheguaranteeagainst
toregardthem
cutting,these plans will be more effective than piece-wages
under which cutsare feared. As a matter of fact, however,
being
theyare
notfair.
When a workman, otherthings
equal, doubles his output, he contributes, owing to his shorter
occupationof
machinery for agivenproduct,
rather more
than twice as much as before tohis employer’s service. For
the employer to give him, as under a.ll premium plans he will
do, considerably less than twice his former pay, is, and, when
t l ~ eposition is realised, isfeltto
be, exploitation. Nor is
it an adequate reply that the prospect of retaining a part of
the resulting gain stimulates the employer to provide a number
of conveniences and aids-“ additionalfacilities,small
tools,
morepower,improved
lighting, better organisation, etc.” Iwhich are themselves partly responsible for the worker’s extra
output. These thingsmay or may not be provided. If they
are provided, the rate should be adjustedto allow for them.
But premium plans do not give any pledge that this will be
done ; they ensure that, evenwhen conditionsareabsolutely
unchanged andthe whole additionaloutputisduetothe
worker’s effort, a doubled output shall mean muchless than
a doubledwage.
This unfairness is boundsooner or laterto
he perceived, and, when it is perceived, the resentmentwhich the
worker will naturally feel a t it is likely to drive down the output and nullify any good effect the plan may a t first have had
upon the national dividend. In any event, the only advantage
that premium plans can claim over piece-wages is that theymake
possible effective guaranteesagainstcuts.
Clearly, therefore,
they mustbe inferior to a piece-rate system so organised lhat the
cut difficulty is overcome. The real problem is, not t o evade
the task of devising such a system, as premium plans substantially do, but to confront that task in those industries in which
it is still formidable, and to overcome it there, as i t has already
been overcome in the textile industries and in coal-mining.
8 10. The cutting or nibbling of rates may be attempted
by an employer eitherquitehonestly,when
experience has
shown that a particular rate wasfixed
toohighrelatively
1

Roean Thomon, The b a n Premizlm Bmus Sy&e*a, p. 12.
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to rates generally, or dishonestly i n pureexploitation, i.e. in
anattempttopapthe
workpeople less thantheirmarginal
worth. I t is plain that t.he first sort of cutting ought, in any
satisfactory system, t o be provided for, just as provision should
also be made for raising rates which have accidentally been set
too low. Elaborate precautions shouldbe taken to ensure that
both these sorts of error occur very rarely, but, when they do
occur, machinery for correcting them should be available. Xf
the machinery is regarded with confidence by the workpeople,
the fear of this class of cut will do little harm. Exploitation
cuts, on the otherhand,must be absolutelyprevented.
With
piece-wages settled by individual bargaining between separate
wage-earners and their employers, neither of these things can
be done. Furthermore, when a bad employer,
under
this
arrangement, succeeds in“nibbling”the
rate, his success
makes it difficult for his competitors to refrain from following
hisexample,
andisapt,
therefore, tostart
a cumulative
movement. But it is not necessary that piece-ratesshould
befixed byindividualbargaining.
I n this fact the solution
bargaining
of the problem
may
be found. For collective
of nibblingwhich
furnishesaguaranteeagainst
thekind
is reallyexploitation,and
also makes it easy to provide
machinery -whether‘ joint-committees or jointly appointed
rate-fixers-to
adjustparticular rates, intheoriginal
fixing
of which amistakehas beenmade.
In this connection it is
interestingtonotethattherapidextension
of piece-work
inthe engineeringtrade,which
took place duringthe war
-it
was, no doubt,facilitated by the peater uniformity of
productswhich
wasrequired--“
led to a greatvariety
of
forms of collective bargaining. I n some establishments a new
piece-price is submitted to theWorks Committee before it
is discussed with the individual workman. I n others an
Appeals Committee has been instituted to consider and bring
forward complaintsagainst
piece-prices or premiumbonus
In others
again
. ..
times fixed by the management.
prices have been discussed, not with the individual workman,
butwiththe
workman and two or three of hismates on+
similar work.”
These collective bargains within
particular
R e p t on Wmks Committees, 1918, p. 11.
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works are, of coume, not made in the air. They aim at such
an adjustment of rates to the peculiar conditions of the works
as willbringthemintolinewiththestandard
conditions
established for the industry a~ a whole by collective bargaining
between representative associations of employers and employed.’
I n industries, such as textiles,coal-mining and the boot and
shoe industry, where piece-wages have been successful and
willingly acceptedby the workpeople, they haTe always been
associated with collective bargaining. Where therehas been
difficulty and opposition, as in engineering, woodworking and
building, the real reason has been thatsubtle differences of
quality and detail and great differemes in the amount and kind
of machinery in use in different shops have made anything like
so have stood inthe
uniformpiece-ratesunsuitable,and
way of successful collective bargaining. In these circumsLances
the supersession of time-wages by piece-wages would often have
meantthesurrender
of collective bargaiuing in favour of
rates
really
fixed by thearbitrary
decision of employers
or their
representatives
dealing with isolated workmen.
In order that the piece-wage system, and the benefit to production which it carries withit,may
win furtherground,
what is required is to develop in these more difficult
industries an adequatemachinery
for ‘subordinating pieceinthetextileindustry,to
wages, as theyaresubordinated
the full control of collective bargaining2
Cf. Beport m Works Cmnmittees, 1918, pp. 37-8.
For an excellent discussion of this subject cf. Webb, The Wmks Manager
To-day, chap. vi. ; also D. IF. Cole, The Payvmd of Wages,passim. There is
some evidence that “ i n Germany the strong antagonism to piece-workshown
by organised labour in the early days of the German Republic is being displaced
by. atendency to welcome itaintroduction,eveninindustriessuch
as stonecutting and the metal trades, in
which it was formerly either quite excluded
orbitterly
opposed.According
to the REicha- ArkitPbZd, thischange
of
attitude is to be attributed, in the main,
to the fact that the workers (under
Article 165 of the GermanFederalConstitution)
co-operate,on e q n d terms
with the employers, in the regulation of wages conditions ; and that Section 78
of the Works Council Act of 1920 specifically grants to the Workers’ Council
(or the Worka Council, 98 the cam may be) the right to supervise the application of collective agreements, or, where these do not exist,
t o co-operate with
the employer inthe
fixing of piece-rates or the bases
thereof.
Similar
provisionshave
been inserted in alargenumber
of collective agreements.
Thusthe workerahave both a statutory and, in many WE,
acontractual
guarantee that a piece-work syatem accepted by them shall not be applied in
aone-sidedfashion
in favour of the employer, but that the proceeds of m y
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11. A word must here be said about amethod
of
wage payment, different fromboth
time-wages and piecewages,which
has been associated with some developments
“ of scientific management” under the name of task-wages.
The essence of this method, of which there are several different
forms, is as follows. Experiments are set on foot to ascertain
how large an output a first-class workman, working under given
conditions andexerting himself tohis full capacitywithout
overstrain,can produce in agiventime.The
outputthus
ascertained then becomes thestandardtask.The
workpeople
are so selected and trained that all those employed in establishments operating the system are first-class workmen-it would
serve equally well if they were of any other class, provided all
weresimilar-from
thestandpoint of the operationstobe
performed there ; and the wage system is adjusted in such a
if they succeed
way that theyearnverymuchbetterpay
if theyfail to do
in accomplishing thestandardtaskthan
this.’
The
method
has
been
described
thus : “Under
this system each manhashiswork
assigned to him in the
form of a task t o be done by a prescribed method,with
definite appliances, and to be completed within a certain time.
Thetmk is based on a detailedinvestigationbyatrained
expert of the bestmethod of doing the work; and the task
setter, or hisassistant,acts
as aninstructorto
teach the
workmen to do the work inthemannerandtime
specified.
If the work is done withinthetime
allowed by the expert
for quality, the workman receives
and is up to the standard
extra compensation(asually 20 to 50 per cent of the time
allowed) in addition to his day’s pay. If it is not done in the
or is not up to thestandard
for quality, the
time
set,
workman receives his day’s pay only.”’ UndertheGannt
increasedoutput shall be shared by themalso ” ( L d m ~ffaazette,November
1922, p. 440).
1 It ahould be noted that, in effect,avery
stringent form of thL method
is employed aa regards the number of hours during which workpeople work per
day ; for, if a man is not willing to work the regular factory day, he will not be
employed at all and will get no wages. The reason for this is, of course, to be
found in technicalconsiderations of fxtory management. To havedifferent
men working in a factory different numbers of hours per day would be a much*
more serious inconvenience than to have them working with different intensities
of effort.
Going, Principles of I&&rid Em~inem’nq,p. 135.
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variety of the methodordinary time-wages are paid plus a
large bonus to those whoperform the Etandard task :. under
the Taylor variety ordinary piece-wages are paid, but the rate
of piece-wages is abruptly raised by a large amount when the
standard task is attained
12. Hitherto, when this plan has beenemployed in the
United States, the standard has
been fixed by the employers
without resort to collectivebargaining.When
workpeople
are prepared to allow this, and when employers are reasonable
and liberal, there may, no doubt, begood results. Butthere
isan obvious danger that unscrupulousemployersmay
uae
their power to fix the standard as a means of exploitation ;
and it is certain that in Great Britain, mhere trade unions are
strong, the workpeople would never consent to place this power
in
their
hands. If the
standard
was fixed by
collective
preparedto accept
bargaining, so thatthe workpeoplewere
it, and was $xed right, the best result possible would be
onlyequalto
that given by a smoothly-working piece-wage
systkm ; and, for a result as good aa that to be achieved, it would
be necessary that all theworkpeople to whom any standard was
applied should be exactly equal in capacity and temperament.
Unless this impossible condition is fulfilled, adjustment under
the task-wage system is bound to be leas perfect than under a
properlyarranged piece-wage plan. On the whole, therefore,

5

1 Certaininvestigationsintothe
effect of the Taylor system upon some
women employed under i t donot suggest that this evil possibility has been
realisedin
fact (Quarkrly Journal ojEunwmics, 1914, p. 549). But Mr.
Hoxie (Scientifi Management and Labour, pp. 44 et wq.) is lessoptimistic
upon this point. He writes: “ A s amatter
of fact,timestudy
for tnsk
setting is foundin Bcientific management s h o p in all its poasible variations,
both with reference to methods and results. In some the highest standards are
maintained in regard to all the factors enumerated-all or a large proportion of
the workers are timed, the largest practicable number of readings is made, cordial’
relations are established between the time study man and the workera, and the
latter are cautioned against speeding up when being timed,
and, if doubt remains,
the allowances are purposely made large to cover all poasibla errors. Liberality
of the task is the keynote. In other shops the maximum task is. just &B snrely
is warped to this end. The swiftest men are selected
scught, and the method
for timing, they work under special inducements or fear, two or three readings
suffiee, allowances are disregarded or cut t o a minimum. The taak of 100 per
cent efficiency is to all intentsand
purposaa arbitrarily fixed,sometimes
practically before the time study, at whatit is judged the workers can be f o r d
to do. The main use of the time stndy is ta pmve to the workers that the task
can be done in the time allowed ” (Zoc. cil. p. 63).
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since i t is difficult to imagine circumstances in which it would
be practicableto
settasksrightlybutnotpracticable
to
arrangesimple
piece-wages, there is little to be said for
introducing the task-wage system into this country.
9 13. The practical conclusion, to which the reasoning of
this chapter has tended, is that the interest of the national
dividend, and, through that, of economic welfare, will be best
promoted when immehate reward is adjusted as closely as'
thatthis can,ingeneral,
possible to immediateresults,and
be donemost effectively bypiece-wage scales controlled by
collective bargaining. It is possible to
urge
againstthis
conclusion thatthe
largeimmediateoutput,whichworkpeople
produce
under the piece-wage system, is obtained
at the cost of exertions which wear them out prematurely
and so damage their efficiency and output in the long run. If
thesecharges were true,theadvantage
I have claimed for
piece-wageswouldbe
proved to be, in part a t least, illusory.
It must be admitted that, whena piece-wage system is first
introducedamong workpeople nothitherto accustomed to it,
it sometimeslead5 to a spurt of energy that could not be
maintained
for
long
without
bad results. But experience
does not show thatit promotesoverstrain, when once the
men who have been brought under it have beconle, as it were,
acclirnatised to the new conditions. Moreover, i t has to be
remembered that greater intensity of work often means more
thought, care and interest-whichdonotimply
extra wear
and tear-rather
thangreater
muscular or nervous effort.'
Little weight, therefore, need be assigned to this objection, and
the conclusions set out &bove may be taken to hold good.
1 Thus Mr. Cadbury writas of piece-wages : " If properly trained, the worker
will try to find the quickest method of work, and the one involving the least
strain ; and it has been found that, when a piece-rate hasbeen fixed where
previouslytherehadbeen
a time-basis, the output haa doubled without any
undue strain on the part of the worker, largely as the result of adopting better
methoda This especially appliea to hand processes" (Ezperincenls ia Ind?aslrial

Orgmisation, p. 142).
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1. THE subject-matter of this Chapter is thehstribution
of labour among different occupations and places. The supply
of labour of various grades is takenasgiven
; problems
connected withthedistribution
of capitalinthenurture
andtraining
of different persons, and so withthedistrigrades,
being
postponed
bution of persons into different
toChapter IX. of Part 1V. Theanalysis of the preceding
national
dividend is to stand
Part showed that, if the
absolutely a t its maximum, the values of the marginal
social net products of every form of resource in all uses must
be equal. It showed, further,
that
in
many occupations
marginal social netproduct
differa from marginal private
net product.
Heuce
the maximisation of the national
dividend does not require that the values of marginal private
net products shall be equal in all uses. On the contrary,
of universalequahty is incompatiblewith
suchacondition
argument
maximisation. I n spite of this, however, our
showed that
any
departure
from
equality
a t any
point,
of
broughtaboutotherwisethanwiththedeliberatedesign
improving the dividend, is likely to indicate a lapse on the part
of the dividend below the level at which it might have stood.
This generalresult is applicable to labour. Any failure from
equality in the values of the marginal privatenet products
of labour of any grade-values that are always equivalent to
the demand prices, and generally equivalent to the wages paid
per efficiency unit, a t differentpoints-pobablyindicates
a
distribution of labour betweendifferentpointsother
then
488
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the distributionmost
favourable ta thenational
dividend.
I n general,
therefore,
causes of failure from equality
inthe
demandprices
and wage-rates of labour of given
quality at different
points
are also causes of injury to
the nationaldividend.
These
causes
may be divided into
three broad groups-ignorance
or imperfect knowledge, costs
of movement, andrestrictions imposedupon movement from
outside.
3 2. Orle important qualification has, however, to be made
to
this
generalisation. To some occupations and places
disadvantages or advantages, notincludedinwage-rates,are
attached, that are not common to all occupations and places.
be carried on in
Thus in some occupationsworkhasto
exceptionallyunpleasantsurroundings,indarknessand
dirt
or underasense
of social opprobrium-e.g.
the work of the
hangman. Some occnpationsagain areexceptionallydangerous, unhealthy or subjectto longbouts
of unemployment.
Some exhaust a man’s strength and vitality after a few years,
whileothers canbe pursuedeasily toan advanced age. As
between different places, in some house rent or other elements
; in some
inthe cost of livingarehigherthaninothers
climaticconditions
aresuperior;in
some there are more
socialamenitiesavailable thaninothers.
I n so farasthese
variousincidentaladvantagesanddisadvantages
of different
occupations and places are fully realised andtakeninto
account by those entering iuto employment, they will modify
distribution in exactly the same way as occupational and
Workpeoplewill
local variations in wage-rates woulddo.
be distributed to the occupations and places withsmaller
to the other
incidental
advantages
in
less numbers
and
occupationsingreaternumbers
thanthey would be if these
: in auch wise
incidentaladvantageswereeverywhereequal
of their severalmarginal net products-and
thatthevalue
so, in general, their wage-rates-tend
not to be equal, but
to differ bythevalue
of the differences inthe
associated
incidentaladvantages and disadvantages.Given
the facta as
tothesediscrepantincidentaladvantages
and disadvantages,,,
is notinjured,
on the contrary it
thenationaldividend
is augmented, by a distribution of workpeople
involving

-

*
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departures of thetypesjust
described from equalityinthe
net
products.
When
the
incidental
values of marginal
advantagesanddisadvantagescan
be broughteasilyinto
contactwitha
money measurethis
proposition is obvious.
Whentheyconsist
of suchthingsas
social amenities, the
greater pleasantness of work in a clean than in a dirty place,
somewhat our formal
and so on, it is necessary tostretch
in ordertomake
the
definition of the nationaldividend
is
proposition true. Since, however, the nationaldividend
only of interestto us asamediumthrough
whicheconomic
welfare is affected, we need nothesitate
to carryoutthis
stretching; for plainly failures from equality in the values
of
considered are, or
marginal net products of t,he kindhere
rather
the
distribution
of labour
that
implies them is,
advantageous to the sum of econonlic welfare.
3. Fromwhat has been said it follows at once that,
when the incidentaladvantagesanddisadvantages
attaching
to differentoccupations and places are not fully realised and
taken into account byworkpeople enteringemployment, this
fact causes labour to be distributed in a way that makes the
values of marginal net products more nearly equal than in the
dividendtheyought
to be. Now
interest of thenational
there can be little doubt that wage-earners as a body underestimate the disadvantages of dangerous, unhealthy and 0uctuatlng trades, as against safe, wholesome and steady trades ;
on the other hand, they over-estimate the advantages of trades
which yieldalargeimmediate
wage with littletraining of
capacities, as against trades which yield a smaller immediate
wage and more training. Both these forms
of wrong estimate
arise, in the main,out of a common cause, namely, the fact
that people cangraspmoreeasily
the obvious, which forces
itself into the field of vision, than the more remote,which
be dragged there. The wage rate
that
is paid
has
to
sense ; butthe
chances of
anywhere is obvious inthis
accident or unemployment, and the prospect of future gains
through enhanced industrial capacity, cannot be fully realised
withoutinquiryand
adeliberate act of attention.Furthermore, the exaggerated view whichworkmenhold
of the
industriee
advantages of dangerous, unhealthy and fluctuating
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the problem of training veTsus non-training occupations is
deferred for separate treatment in Part 1V.-is
enhancedby
the subconscious sentimentinherentin
most men thatthey
personally are somehow superior to the “ average ” man
They do not need that
situated
similarly
to
themselves.
machineryshould
be fenced ; their constitutionisnot
so
feeble that deficiencies of light,airandsanitationintheir
of
place of work will injurethem ; they arenotthesort
men who will lose their job in bad times. I n short, workpeople
are endowed, in Adam Smith’s phrase,with “ thatnatural
confidencewhich every man has, more or less, not only in
his own abilities, but in his owngood fortune.” This personal
optimism towards the facts on the part of the persons directly
concerned intensifies the maladjustment due to the difficulty,
which theyandtheirparentsalike
experience, of learning
fullywhatthe facts are. So far as false judgments in these
matters prevail,labour is pressed into dangerous, unhealthy
till the value of its marginalnet
andfluctuatingtrades,
product there falls short of what i t oughtto
be by the
excess of the imagined advantage, which the false judgments
attribute to these trades over their actual advantage; and, so
farasthe
false judgmentsarecorrected,
the maladjustment
inthe
values of marginalnetproductsiscorrespondingly
reduced.
Against
these
definite
false judgments specific
measures of correction can be applied. Such specific measures
are provided in Workmen’sCompensation Acts and in State
coercion towardsinsurance, to hefinanced separately by the
several
industries,
against
indust.ria1 accidents, industrial
diseases (including the prematuregeneralwearingout
of a
man’s strength by continuedoverstrain)andunemployment,
in industries which are more dangerous, unwholesome and
fluctuating thantheindustryleest
unfavourablysituated in
these respeck In oneform or another,these devices exhibit
the remote and unobviouschances of injury, illness or unemployment in the obvious shape of reductions in wages or
immediatepaymentsout ofwages.
They thus tend to lessen
the proportion of people who enter dangerous, unwholesome and
fluctuating trades, and BO to m k e the value of the marginal
netproduct
of labour inthemtradeslessnearlyequal,

~
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indeed, tothe value of the marginalnet product of labour
it ought to be.
in general, butmorenearlyequaltowhat
State bounties, so arranged as t o persuade people toexpend
on insurance,
serve,
though
leas effectively,
more
money
to promote the same object. On the
other
hand,
State
provision of insuranceagainst
accidents, industrial diseases
and unemployment, whether the provision is financed out of
taxes or out of generallevel-ratepremiums,
andwhether i t
covers the whole cost or a proportion of it, differentiates in
favour of dangerous, unhealthyandfluctuating
trades, and
c
a
m an excess of people to enter them.
8 4. A distribution of wage-earners that carrieswith it
failures from equality inthe
values of themarginalnet
products,otherthanfailures
of the t y p e we have been
discussing in the twopreceding sections, in generalinvolves,
as has already been made clear, injury to the national dividend
to economic welfare. The cause8 of
and,
throngh
that,
" errors " of' distribution that are present
in actual life may be
divided intothree
broadgroups-ignorance,
cost of movement and restrictions imposed upon movement from outside.
9 5 . Themostfundamental
way in which the first of
these muses, ignorance, operates is by impairing theinitial
distribution of new generations of workpeople m they flow
into
industry.
Those persons who direct the choice of
avocations made by young men and women entering industry
areignorant both of the level a t which the demandprice
for any given quantity of labour of any givengrade will
standin
differentoccupations
a t a later period of those
young persons' lives, and also of what
the
quantity
of
labour offering itself in thosedifferentoccupations
at that
is,
of
period will be. A great part of this ignorance
course,
inevitable
in a world of change.
Even
though
opinions were continually modified in the light of the most
recent experience, yet newer experience would necessarily belie
the best -based forecasts. But, besides the ignorance that is
inevitable,
there
is &o ignorance due t o thefrailty
of
individualmindsandthepaucity
of organisedinformation.
Aboutoccupations for people this ignorance is likely to be
mora extensivethan it is about occupationsfor capital ; for
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the eame reason that ignorance about the relative advantages
of different forms of spending is more extensive than ignorance
about the choice of investments. Those persons who have
to direct their children’s choice of a career are not rendered
etticient by the selective influence of competition. Fathers
who invest their sons’ activitiesunremunenttively
arenot
expelledbybankruptcy
from the professior~ of fatherhood,
butcontinue, however incapable they may be, to exercise in
thismatterthefunction
of entrepreneurs.Thegraveerrors
well known.
Manyparentslettheir
boys
thatresultare
go into offices or as telegraph messengers,because they seem
respectable jobs, but they have never considered, and, perhaps,
thereareanyfuture
have no means of knowing,whether
prospects. This aspect is dwelt upon in the reports of many
of the skilledemploymentcommittees.
If thefather is not
himself in a position to get a boy into a good trade, he does
not know inmany cases how to manage it.”’ Thepoint is
well illustrated by Sir H. Llewellyn Smith’s observation, some
yeaw back, that, among the Cradley Heath hand nailmakers,
‘(althoughthetrade
haabeen decaying for more than half
a century,childrenarestillgoinginto,andarefurther
: A very
large
crowding, their
parents’
trade.”
Again
number of parentsareignorant
of therelalive advantages
of different occupations.
. The boys tend
always
to
into the same
factory
or
follow their older
companions
yard, or atany rate intothe
same kind of occupation ;
and, where theprevailingtradesare
of a poor grade . . .
the boys will generally follow theline of least resistance.”’
Thissort of ignorancemay, of coum, beovercome inpart
throughthe
collection andspreading of informationabout
the prospects of different trades,togetherwithimproved
education enabling parents to make better w e of the jnformaIt may beovercome stillfurther
tionthat is opeu tothem.
‘(

‘I

. .

1 Jackson, Report onBoyLubour,
Royal C‘onzmimion m1 the P m Laws,
Appendix, vol. xx. pp. 9-10.
Jackson,Report on Boy Labour, Royal Cmmisaim on thePoor Laws,
Appendix, vol. xx. p. 161. The generaltendency of children to entertheir
parents’ trades is illustrated byaveryinteresting
special inquiryundertaken
by Prof. Chapmanand Mr. Abbot in the neighbowhood of Manchester (Shtistical J o u m l , May 1913, pp. .599 et sep.).
f
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if those parents, who arenot themselves in a position to
have accem to
make any good study of thelabourmarket,
the advice of persons who are in a position to do this. At the
best, however, since the prospects that are relevant are the
prospects that will prevail in future years when the children
andyouths now selecting an occupation are grown up,this
type of ignorance must always be extensive.
9 6 . But this type of ignorance is not the only olle that
preventslabour of anyparticulargrade
from beiuginitially
distributedanlongdifierent
uses in such a way asto make
the demand-prices -or values of marginal net products equal.The
sameeffect is producedby ignoranceas to what
the grade is to which any individual boy or girl, whose fate
is being decided, belongs. For differentchildren
are born
with different capacities and aptitudes. So far as some
of those
belonging
to one grade
drift
into
occupations
more fitted to those of anothergrade,the
value of their
marginalnet productthere will be lem thanitmighthave
been-less
thanthat
of children of the same gradewho
have been turnedinto
occupations more suitableto
that
grade. Moreover, the loss, though lessened, is not doneaway
with if people eventually find jobs that fit them,
after
drifting through one or more jobs that do not ; for throughout
theintervaltheir
efforts have been expended less usefully
thantheymight
have been. Hence it isimportant, from
of the
national
dividend, to provide for
the
standpoint
a rational
sorting
of children of different
intellectual
qualities, and for guiding them into lines of work for which
their severalqualities are fitted. I‘ I t is probable that labour
exchanges for boys leaving school would be of verygreat
value in securing thatallthe
more intelligentand
able
a
of securing good openings.
It is the
bays had chance
ignorance of the boy which so often leads him into employment which isnotsuitedto
him.”’ There is-orwas-an
excellentexample of the organisationrequired inStrasburg,
where the Labour Exchange works in de6nite association with
the teachers of the municipal schools. Our own Education
1 Jackson, Report on Boy Labour, Royal Cornmissdon ma fhe Poor JAWS,
Appendix, vol. xx. p . 31.
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(Choice of Employmenl)Act, 1910, endeavours to foster an
But,
if this
type
of organisation
alliance of this kind.
isto
be made thoroughly efl’ective, the fitness of different
boys for differentoccupations mustnot be judged by mere
rough
general
impressions.
There is required
scientific
a
analysis, on the one hand, of the qualities for which various
of the qualities
occupations call, and, on theotherhand,
which different individual boyspossess.
Thepracticalproblems thus suggested have been discussed in a very interesting
manner by Professor Munsterberg. He citesa bicycle factory
in which the reaction
times
of different individuals
were scientifically measured, andtheresults
used m a test
of fitness for the work of inspeclingthe balls of bicyclebearings;’ and he describes certain devices which he himself
hasinvented for testingfitnessfor
the work of motor-men.
Tests with the same general purpose have recently
beenused
by the military authorities to assist them in the selection of
recruits for the Royal Air Force. Suchmethodscanoften
guide the individual’s choice of employmentwhenhefirst
steps into industry-or
first moves from a boy’s occupation to
a man’s occupation ‘-more
effectively, and much less blindly,
of trialand
error.
thanthe
ordinaryroughandtumble
They wouldbe made still more effective if a device could
be inventedfortesting,not
merely capacity atthe moment,
but also capacity to attain capacity
through
training. It
Psyehdoqy and IndlLslrial E m n e y , pp. 64-5.
Cf. Sir Sydney Chapman’s observation : “ Certainoccup&ionscannot
be
entered by any adequate number of p p l e until they hare nearly attained their
full strength ; for instance, the occupations of manual xorkers on the railiays,
2

navvies, and docklabourers, andcertain occupations inthebuildingtrades.
This means that other callinga must employ more young pople than they can
permanently find room for, unlees some young people in search of work are to
be left standing idle in the market-place. But to seek to obviate this tendency
by making each industry more self-contained would not be a very wiae proceeding, because it is poor economy tohave a mandoing a lad’s work, or alad
doing a man’s work, and from the operation of a certain amount of selection
among the labour forces of the communityproductive efficiency results. , . .
It may be that the partial CUI-de-sac employment is a necessary part of a highly
developed induatrial system. If this
is so, the establishment of labour-treinlng
inEtitUkE becomes doubly neceeaary, and an added importauce attaches toLabour
Exchanges with special reference to the claims of the rejected of certain trades,
whom it is essential to deal with before they become demoraliacd or suffer in vigour
or spirit” (“ Induetrial Recruiting and the Displacementof Lsbour,” P7oeeedirgs
Of

th.e Maneheate7 Statislid Socielv, 1913-14, pp. 122.3).
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is,therefore,
of interesttolearnthatexperiments
“ have
been actually started to determine the plasticity of the psychoof the
logical apparatus
as
an
independent
inborn
trait
individual.”
9 7. Whentheinitialdistribution of new generations of
occupations
open
tothem
workpeople among the various
has been wrong for some little time, the aggregate distribution
of the whole existing body of workpeople must also be wrong.
The error may, of course, be corrected withoutanyactual
movementamongestablishedworkpeople
by a redirection of
the flow of new recruits.Thiscorrectionacts
more rapidly
in industrieswhere the proportion of annualrecruitmentto
total numbers is largethan in those where it is small. It
thus acts especially rapidly in wonlen’s industries, because the
obligations of marriage make the average length of a woman’s
stayinindustry
especially short. Though, however, errors
due to failures in the initial distribution of workpeople may
be corrected without the need for movement, plainly they may
also be corrected withthehelp of it. Moreover, evenwhere
there has been no error in initial distribution, maladjustment
was
fitted for a
may come about because a man, who
particular post whenhe first enteredit, becorn- either too
good for it or too bad; either fitted for promotion to a higher
1 Munsterherg, Psycholqy of Industrial E @ k ~ ~ p.
c y 126.
,
Initial testing of
capacity is, perhaps, not very important amoug workpople who begin their a r e e r
in large and varied establishments, where employees found uusuitnhle for the job
they first select o n be rapidly transferred to otherjobs. Of firms whichfollow Mr.
Taylor’s doctrine of scientific management it is said that, “ by a careful study of
each individual of a grooll of men in any department, it may he found that many
areriotphysically
or temperamentallyadaptedtoperforming
thcparticular
functions required in that department, and that they are adapted to the
performing of functions in some other department. There
follows a redistribution
of men between departments, withthe resnlt that, without an
increase in aggregate
energyexpended,
there is an increase in aggregate productivity. It is the
mientitie method of adapting instrument t o purpose ” (Tuck School Conference,
Smh@c Managentant, p. 6). Butin comparatively small andhomogeneous
establishments-and these employ a very large proportion of the world’s workers
-“the working man who is a failnre in the work which he undertook would
usually have no opportunity to show his strong sidea in the same factory, or a t
least to be protectedagainet
the consequences of his weak p i n t s . If hi8
achievement ie deficient in quality or quantity, he generally loses his place and
makes anew trialinanotherfactoryunderthesameaccidentalconditions,
without any deeper insight into his particular psychical txaita and their relation
to specid industrial wtivitiea (Munaterberg, P
s
y
h
o
lg
y of Iduatn’d Eicimcy,
p. 121).
’I
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grade or ripe for removal to less responsible work. Yet again,
thedistribution of labour, not only betweenoccupations but
timetotime
also between places, may be madewrongfrom
by temporaryfluctuations inthe demand for andsupply of
different things, even though the initial dwection given to new
generations of workpeople wa8 guided by perfect wisdom.
Over a wide field, therefore, thereis always opportunity for
makingthedistribution of labour better by rightly directed
movement between different places and different occupations.’
Thepoint we have now to consider is that ignorance, over
and above theinjury
deacribed already,inflictsa
further
injury on thenational dividendbyimpeding
and deflecting
movement.
5 8. Beyond doubtagreatdeal
of ignoranceprevails
among workpeople in one place or occupation as to the comparative demand prices-by which
the valuee of their marginal
net products are represented-for
their services prevailing
there and elsewhere. The discussion of this matter is complicated by the fact that, since, from seasonal and other causes,
work is less regular in some occupations thaninothers,
wage rates per day or per weekdo notby themselves afford
of comparative
demand
prices aa a
anadequatemeasure
can only be obtainedwhenboth
whole. Suchmeasure
a
the wage rate for full
employment
and
the
prospect of
unemploymenthave been takeninto account. Clearly, workpeople canless
e a d y gather informationabout
the comparativeliability
of different occupations to unemployment
thanabout
comparative wage rates.
This
point,
however,
need not be enlarged
upon
here,
and
attention
may
be
confined to wages. The extent of people’s ignoranceabout
the level of wage rates in any place or occupation depends, in
great part, upon the form in whichwage contracts are made.
Some forms make the real prospect of earninga offered to workpeople much more difficult to calculate than other forms. In
nearly all forms, indeed, there is a good deal of obscurity. For
real wages, in thewidest sense, embrace the conditions of a
1 These considerations enable UB to perceive that, though, when the distribu.
tion of labour between p h a or firms is right, a large labur turn-over is a social
wsste, when the distribution is wrong, it may be a WE of overcoming social

Wailte.
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man’swork in respect to sanitary arrangements, safety appliances, and so forth ; and these cannot be fully known to any
But the
workmanbefore he is actually working underthem.
obscurity is much
enhanced
when fines are charged for
damaged work and information about these is suppressed, and
whenwages are paid partlyin commodities on whichsome
fictitious value may be set. It is, therefore, animportant
fact that wage contractsembracingtheseelements
are restricted in mostmodern States. To meet direct suppression of
relevantinformation, the law hasintervened in this country
throughtheParticulars
Clause insertedintheFactory
and
Workshops
Act,
1901.
That section provides that,
in
industries to which i t is applied by Order of theSecretary
of State, persons, to whom work is given out to be don+e, shall
receive from the employer sufficient particulars of the rate of
wages applicable to the work to be done, and of the work to
which thatrate isto
be applied, to enablethe worker to
compute thetotalamount
of wages payable in respect of
the work. This provision, the enforcement of‘ which is
placed upon the Inspectors of Factories, is intended to secure
to the outworker information beforehand as to the price he is
to get for the work, and to protecthimagainat
arbitrary
alterations or reductions when the work is brought in. The
of theSecretary of
provisionhas been extendedbyOrders
State to the outworkers in a number of trade&”’ To meet
indirect suppressiou of informationthrough part-paymentin
objects of ambiguous value, the law inthiscountryhas
adopted the broad policy of prohibitingsuchpart-payment,
despite the risk that in so doing i t might incideutally suppress
provision of the
some useful institutions?Thefundamental
Truck Act of 1831 was that wages are to be madepayable
incurrent coin of therealm only,” andthat nocondition
should bemade as to where or with whom anypart of the
wages should be expended?
This
provision was made to
‘I

JTelect Committee 012 Hmlu W w k Raport, 1908, p. viii.
D. Wright’s account of some American systems of
company
storas in regions remote from ordinary s h o p (The Industrial E~aluti012ofthe
U.S.A., pp. 202 et sep.).
hkpd of the Sdact Commi!he on .
th Tncck A&, p. 6. This provision
can be evaded by a company establishing a provision store and informally
1
2

Cf.
C.
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apply by theAct of 1 8 8 7 toany oneengaged in manual
or works under, an expressed
labour who hasenteredinto,
or impliedcontractwith
an employer ; it didnotinclude
outworkers who contract interms of product, not of work.
It wasdecided bytheCourtsthatto
makedeductions for
rent of machines, standing-room, etc., was notincompatible
with the Act, becausewages meantwhat was leftaftersuch
paymentshad beenmade.
Fines were alsoheld
to be no
contravention. By theAct of 1896, however, deductions in
respect of fines, in respect of loss to the etnployerbybador
spoiled work or materials, etc., and in respect of the supply of
materials, tools andother
conveniences tothe workerwere
to protect the worker
made subjecttoconditionsintended
against harsh or unfair charges on the part of the employer.”
Some practical problems under this head still demand
solution, and werediscussed
at length by the Committee
of 1908.a
3 9. Ourstudy of ignorance as a cause of errom in the
distribution of labour is now complete. We turn, therefore, to
the second cause distinguished in $ 4,namely, costs of movement.” The existence of thesecostsestopsmovements
that
‘I

“

putting pressure on its workpeople to buy there. The French
law of 1910 meets
this dangerbyforbidding
any employer t o “ connectwith hisestablishment
any store a t which he shall sell directly or indirectly to his employees or to then
families provisions or g o d s of any description whatever ” ( L n b o w Gazette, May
1910, p. 156).
Ibpml of the Select Committee wn the Truck Acts, p. 9.
Thus, the Committeetind that some deductions in respect of fines may
be useful to secure discipline, and suggest that abuse be guarded against by a
statutory provision that “the maximum fineor accumulation of fines in any
oue week permissibleby law shall not exceed 5 percent of the wages of the
worker” (p. 29). Deductions for damage t o materials and so on they hold may
be usefully employed to prevent waste, under an arrangement, my, for charging
for the material es given out and a d d i n g the value of it to the wage for the
work in which i t is afterwardsincorporated(p.
41).
Still,they
conclude
that,in
view of theliability of suchchargesto
become fraudulent,they
should be prohibited,subject
to a powor of the HomeSecretary to relax
theprohibitionsin
epecial caw (e.g. of costlymaterial).TheCommittee
further hold that the general provisions of the Truck Acts ebould be extended
t o outworkers (p. 78). Theydiscoas, but do not definitelyrecomnlend,rules
prohibitingemployers from making i t compulsory for theirhands t o livein
housesprovided
by them (p. 53). Thereal
objection to suchcompulsion’
is, not 80 much that it mayenableemployers
to veil the factsabout real
wages, as that it may enable them to put undue pressure on ernployeeR in times
of strike.

-
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would, in their absence, correctmaladjustments in the distribution of labour. Butthereis, of coum, no necessity forthe
maladjustments, when costs are present, to be such that, even
apart from the factors considered in fj$ 2-3, the values of the
marginal net product of labour between two occupations
and
places must diverge by an amount equal to the costs of movement between them.Thedivergence
cannot be greater than
this, but there is noreasonwhy it should not beless.’
Most
costs of movement, we have next to observe, are lump-sum costs
of a single act of movement. Before these can be examined in
detail, certain mattersof a general character require elucidation.
As was indicated in the footnote to p. 145, the cost of movement may most conveniently be regarded rn equivalent to an
annual (or daily) sum spread over the period during which the
workman who has moved may expect to find profit in staying
in his newplace or occupation. The task of calculating this
sumpresents some difficulty. First,the costs of movement
are not the same for all persons liable to move. Old workmen
firmly totheir
with familiesare, for example,rootedmore
homes than youngunmarried men. At firstsight, indeed, it
might seem that this fact does notgreatly concern u9, since
the movement in which we are interested is the movement of
thosepersons whosemovement
costs least-not
fluidity in
general, but fluidity at the edges. But the costs of movement
of those persons whose movement costs least are themselves dependent upon the number of persons who are moving. Hence,
for complete accuracy, we should need to treat thesecosts, not as
a constant, but as a function of the volume of movement. For
purposes of approximation, however, it is generally sufficient
to take
rough
disc0ntinmu.s groups, for which different
be set out.Thus,whether
-4
fixed costs of movementcan
and B represent different places or different occupations, and
whether movement means movement
in space or the acquisition of a new trade, we can in ordinary times-the
position
in the later period of the Great War was, of course, different,
-take for our costs those proper to the movement of young
men without family encumbrances. It should, indeed, be
noted that, aa atrade or place decays andthe youngmen
CE anta, p. 138.
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gradually leave, the relevant costs of movement will tend to
rise, because the age distribution of the populationwill be
modified. Statistical inquiry shows that in decaying trades the
proportion of old men is above the normal, and becomes greater
andgreateras the decapq+roceeds.’ Rutthis complicationis
of principle. Secondly,when the
one of detailratherthan
capital cost of movement is given, the annual (or daily) sum, to
which we have to equateit, is not fixed, but is larger, the shorter
is the period during which a workman who has moved expects
to find profit instaying in his new place. For example, in
or notto
move
the eyes of a manconsideringwhether
awayfrotn a point of slackdemand, this sumwill be larger
if the depression is, say, a seasonal depression and likely
to pass away rapidlythan if it is likelytocontinue
for a
longtime.Thirdly,fromthepresentpoint
of view, the
costs of movement between any two places or occupations A
and B are not necessarily the actual costs, but may be a lesser
amount, which we maycall the ‘‘ virtual ” costs, and which
consist of the Bumof the costs of movement along each of the
separate stages that lie between A and B. When the costs in
view are merely costs of physical transport, this point is not,
indeed, likely to be important. For, in general,long-distance
per mile thanshort-distance journeys,
journeysarecheaper
will notexistanyvirtual
cost smaller ’
and,therefore,there
than the actual cost. If, however, the costs in view are those
arising out of the need of learning particular accomplishments,
it is very important.The
costv of movement, inthis sense,
between the occupation of agriculturallabourerand
that of
master
manufacturer
may be infinite;but
those between
agricultural labourer andpetty
shopkeeper, between petty
shopkeeper andlarge shopkeeper,between
largeshopkeeper
1 Cf. Booth, Life and hbour, Industry, vol. v. pp. 43 and 49.
In like
manner, Lord Dunraven obsemes that “ Ireland has a larger population of aged
then any other country in the king’s dominions ” (% Outlook in Ireland, p. 21).
It must be noted,however, that we cannot infer decay or expansion unreservedly
from suchconsiderations, because, in some industries, the nol.md age distlibution differs widely from the average.
Messengers
are young men who
expect e0 h o m e something els0, and lightermen are generally retiredsailors:
Furthermore, wme industries have an abnormalproportion of old workers,
simply because they are abnormally healthy or attract abnormally healthy
people.
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anddepartmentalmanager,
between departmental manager
and generalmanager, between generalmanager andmaster
all be small. The same
cla.ss
of conmanufacturer,may
siderationisapplicable
to those costs which consist in the
subjectiveburden
of leaviug one’s home andsettling elsewhere. Probablythese
costs, in respect of one movement
of athousaud miles, greatly exceed thoseinvolved
in two
of five
miles
each. A good illustrahundred
movements
tion of this point is afforded by the following account of
of workmen, it
mediaeval France : “ If Lyons hadneed
called upon
Chalon-sur-SaBne,
which
supplied
them.
The
void
made
at Chalon
was
filled by men drawn from
Auxerre.Auxerre,finding
that less workwasoffered
than
which, a t need, fell
was required, called to its aidSeus,
back upon Paris. . . Thus, allthe different places were
stirred a t once by a demand for labour, however distant that
might be, jupt as a regiment in column, marching in one piece
be.”’ This class of
andonlyadvancinga
fewpaces,would
consideration is important.
5 10. We may nowlook at the costs of movement somewhat more in detail. As between two given places, we
perceive at once that they include, not only the sheer money
cost of travel to a workman who contemplates moving, but
also the sacrifice of the goodwill of shopkeepers to whom the
workman is known, and the wrench involved in leaving his
friends and the district with which he is familiar. The money
cost, of course, becomes less in any county, as the
means of
communication are developed and transport, therefore, becomes
cheaper. Theotherelement of cost, in like manner, becomes
less as the speed of travel is increased, because, as this happens,
it becomes easier for workpeople to change the seat of their
work without having at the same time to change their homes.2

.

De Foville, Tramformutirm.des rnoyena de t r a q m t , p. 396. There is an
exactly analogousphenomenon in the movement of capital between countries.
People in the United Stntea can move a given capital to Central or South
America, and at the same time people in England move an equal capital to the
United States at a lesa aggregate cost in uncertainty-became of differences of
localknowledge-than
that at which Englishmen could move that capitsl to
Central or South America direct. Hence, t h k roundabout method of investment
in fact occurs. (Of.C. K. Hobson, The hkcpmt of CapihZ, pp. 29-32.)
CL Mahaim, Les AbonncmRolts d’mwiers, p. 170,
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As between twogiven
occupations, the costs of movement
become less, the more cloaely industrial progresscauses the
operationsrequired in oneoccupation
to resemble those required inanother.
Assimilation of this sort tendsto come
about more and more markedly thefurtherthe
division of
labouriscarried.
For division of labour means thesplitting
as wholes, into
up of complex operations,formerlyexecuted
their elementary parts, and it so happens that a comparatively
small number of elementary parts, when combined in different
ways, make up nearly all the wholes. Consequently, the range
of movements open to workmen helping to produce any given
article, while ‘(narrowed as regards the power of interchange
among themselves, is, as a rule, widened as regards the power
of interchange with those performing corretiponding processes
of other trades.”
As M. de Rousiers well observes : “ More
and more the coustantly developing applications of machinery
areapproximating thetype of the mechanic tothat of the
shopassistant.The
shop assistant passes readilyfromone
kind of commerce to another, from drapery to provisions, from
fancy goods to furniture, so much so that, at the present t i m e ,
retail shopkeeping, in the hands of men of superior ability, is
no longer cotlfined to one or another single branch, but takes
on the form of the largegeneralstore.Manufacturecannot
yet pretend to so large a range, but, just as an assistant passes
easily fromone counter to another, so the workman passes
easily from the supervision of one machine to the supervision
of another machine, from khe loom to bootmaking, from papermaking to spinning, and so forth” I n like manner, the same
persons, at different times, may be found a t match-box making,
hopping,
step-cleaning,
andhawking;
and the Poor Law
Commissioners’ investigators “ found tailorem
a
working
a
at bookbinding, a jam girl at screws, and machinist
giving pianoforte lessons at 1s. an hour.”’ I n these developments
there
is evidence of great
versatility.
Specialised
to play a smaller partinintechnical
skill
is
coming
dustrial operations,relatively
to generalcapacity,
than it

‘
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Llewellyn Smith, The Mobility of La6our, p. 19.
&&ion ouvridrc ea A . n g E ~ ep.
, 334. Cf. also Mamhsll, Pri~uiyles
&nwmk,pp. 207 and 268.
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p. 406,
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used to do;andthis
means thatthe
costs of the new
to enableaworkmanto
movefromone
trainingrequired
occupation toanotherare
becoming smaller. It should be
added that, in EO far as people's estimate of the cost of new
trainingisgreaterthantheactual
cost, it isthe estimated
cost that is relevant to mobility; and, therefore, if they come
to realise thatthe estimatehas been excessive, mobilityis
increased. There is reason to suppose that the experience of
the war has taught people that specialised skill can be gained
more easily and quickly than used to be supposed.'
So far, we havespoken
of movement betweenplace8
and movement
between
mupations separately.
But,
of
course, inthe concrete, movementfrom
one occupation to
another may well necessitate, at the =me time, movement
the aggregatecasts
of
from one place toanother.Hence
movement from one
occupation
toanotherarekept
low
when kindred
occupations,
in which the fluctuntions of
demandforlabour
more or less compensate
one
another,
on inthe
same neighbourhood. This is one
are
carried
of the advantages of the cottageindustries of thecountry
districts of India, where for three months of the year agriculture is almost at a standstill ; and also of recentextensions
of small
holdings
and
allotments,
to
which
workpeople
can resort duringtemporaryunemployment
intheirmain
industry.The
reduction of costs is still greater when the
complementary occupations are conducted in the 8Bme establishment. It is, therefore, especially interesting to read in
a Board of TradeReport
imued shortly before the war :
" The
more competentandthoughtful
employersendeavour
to overcome the
natural
fluctuations
of the s e a m s by
superior organisation. Withthe
manufacture of jamand
marmalade they combine the making of eweets and the potting
of meats. They thus occupy the time of the majority of their
employees. An artificialflorist,employing over twohundred
girls and women in a trade which occupies six months of the
year, has introduced a second trade, the preparing of quills for
1 OF. Cannan, Thc Reorganwatiun of hdushy (Ruskin College),
y. 11.
2 Cf. Yuckerjee, DMF
d k s of Idia9t E u m u m i e , p 323.
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hat-trimming, and now the workers are employed all the year
round. In Luton, where the staple trade is straw-hat making,
and where work is always slack during six months of the year,
felt-hat making has been introduced ; and it is now very usual
to find the two trades carried on by the same firm, employing
the sameworkpeople a t different periods of the year.” Sometimes, no doubt,arrangements of thiskindare
introduced
fromphilanthropicmotives
But there is also a powerful
at work inthe
motive of .tt purelyself-regardingcharacter
same direction. It is clearlycheaper forone factory to work
all the year round than for two to be built to work, one in one
part, and the otherin another part of the year ; and the gain in
cheapness is particularly great when the plant and equipment
areelaborate and costly. Hence, whenever it is practicable,
it is to the interest of employers to adapt their factories-if
they are engaged in seasonal production-to
the manufacture
of a series of different things so arranged that there is work
to do at some of them in every part of the year. Anything
that facilitates the adoptionamongemployers of this policy
necessarily reduces the effective costs of movement to labour.
5 11. In the preceding sections we havepermittedourselvee certain refinements of analysis. Turning back to comer
matters, we may conclude generally that workpeople’smovements away from their present occupation to other occupations
offering a higher wage, and, therefore, presumably yielding a
are oftenimpeded by
largervalue of marginalnetproduct,
considerable costs ; andthat workpeople’smovementsfrom
their present locality to other and distant countries, particularly
if these are separated off by strong barriers of race, religion and
language, may often be similarly impeded. Rut, so far 8s the
forms of cost hitherto discussed are concerned,workpeople’s
movements to other parts of their native land,at allevents in a
small countrysuch aa England, will, in general, onlybe impeded
by small costa. Thereremains, however, apeculiarform
of
cost obstructing movementsfrom certain places to certain other
places, whichmay be large even in a country like England.
This coat arises out of the fact that husband, wife and young
children generally live toge8her. Beeawe of this the movement

..
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of one member of the family implies the movement of the others,
and the movement of the others may carry with i t a large loss
by cutting off the wages that they have hitherto been able to
earn.This
loss is reallya part of the cost of movement of
the member of the family who istempted by higher wages
to
move
elsewbere. For example, the men workers, in a
district where there are opportunities for their women folk to
earn wages, might know that they themselves could earn more
inotherdistricts
where theseopportunities
do notexist.
But, in reckoning upthe advantagesanddisadvantages
of
movement, they wouldneed to count as a true cost the procost
spective loss of their womenfolk‘s contribution.This
may be very large and, consequently, may make possible wide
differences inthe values of the marginalnet products,and,
in two
therefore, inthe wages, of labour of agivengrade
districts of the same smallcountry.
As Marshallhas well
observed : The family is, in the main, a single unit as regards
geographical migration ; and, therefore, the wages of men are
relatively high, and those
of women and children low, where
in some
heavy iron or atherindustriespreponderate,while
other districts lw than half the money income of the family
is earned by the father, andmen’s wages are relatively low.” 1 I t
is evident that all improvements in thespeed and allcheapening
in the cost of passenger transport, to which reference waa made
in an earlier section, because they enable different members of
a family, while living together, to work in places more widely
separated fromone another, will mitigatetheinjurytothe
dwtrihution of labour,and so to thenational dividend, for
which this kind of cauae is responsible.
kj 12. I n addition to ignorance and costs there remains the
third cause of error in the distribution of labour, which waa
distinguished i n 5 4, namely, artificial restrictions upon movement imposed from without. These restrictionsmayassume
any number of different forma. For example, until the end of
the eighteenth century “plme mobility”
waa eeriously obstructed
by the law of settlement, which, i n order to prevent workpeople
born in one part of the country from becoming chargeable on
mov0.
the rates of another part, greatly limited their right to
1

Principles of Economics, footnote t o p. 715,
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It was often more difficult,” Adam Smith wrote, “ for a poor
man to pass the artificial boundary of a parish than an arm of

I‘

Again, at the present
the sea or a ridge of highmountains.”
day,movement
between occupations is, in some industries,
rules
of Trade
considerably impeded by the demarcation
Unions-ruleswhich
attemptto
reserve particular jobsto
workers a t a particulartrade,andforbid,underthreat
of a
strike,
their
being undertaken by other tradesmen. A
bricklayer, for example, is not allowedby hisunion to do
stone-mason’swork, or a pattern-makerto do joiner’s work.
Nor
can
man
a
easily escape this
kind
of obstacle by
changinghisunion.For,apart
from aftiliationarrangements
amongkindred unions, if hetries t o do this,heisliableto
benefits without at once
lose his old rights t o tradeunion
acquiring new ones. This difficulty can be met by the
exemplifiedby
the
development of industrial unionism,as
National Union of Railway Workers, alongside of craft unionism, or bysystems
of affiliation among the craftunions
themselves and between the
craft
unions and unions of
unskilled workers.
Probably, however, the most
serious
artificial restrictionsthat
are current in modern timesare
certain traditions and customs,which obstruct and practically
prevent labour power, when embodied in a particular type of
person, fromflowing t o channelswheresimilarlabour
power,
embodied in other types of persons, is yielding a more valuable
marginalnet product thanisobtainable
inthe channelsto
which all labour has free access. In some countries traditions
occupations open
and customs of this sort relate to industrial
to workpeople of different race and colour. But their most
important action-at all events, so far as Europe is concernedis inthe sphere of women’swork.
Thereare anumber of
occupations in which the value of the marginalnetproduct,
and, therefore, the wage, of women’s work would, if women were
admittedtothem, belargerthan
it is in occupations where
excludedfrom these
theyare in fact engaged;buttheyare
occupations by tradition and custom. When new occupations,
such as the working of typewriters and telephones, are introduced, or when
old
occupations are transformed by the
introduction of new types of machinery,women are, indeed,

.
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generally offered a free field. But in occupationswhich men
have for a long time been ‘accustomed to regard as their own,
even though under present conditions women could adequately
pursue
them,
tradition
and
custom
frequently
exercise a
powerful excluding influence. The best knownoccupations in
which such exclusion still prevails in fact, if not in form, are
the two branches of the legal profession. Waiting in restaurants
and railway clerical workwere also, until a year or two ago,
of women into these occupanotableinstances.Theentrance
tions, prior to 1 9 14, was hindered, as Prof. Cannan observes,
not so much by law as by the inertia of employers and their
fear of inconveniencefrom the activeresistance of the men
employed a t present.”
This kind of resistance may bebroken
downby aworld-shatteringeventlike
the Great War,but
the difficulty with which it was overcome in 1 9 15-1 6, even
inmunition-makingtrades,
is witnessto its strength. It is
probable that employersdo not battle with
it so stronglyas
they otherwise might do, because women workers are liable to
leave after a little while on getting married. aS one employer
put it : “ There are many jobs one might teach women to do,
the
but it does not seem worthwhile to risk a quarrel with
men, when you know that, the brightera girl is, the more likely
she is to go off and get married just as sheis beginning to be of
some me.’’
The men’s opposition can, indeed, be modified by a
stringent rule thatwomen shall be paid equal wages with men of
equal efficiency ; for, when this ruleexists, the men areless afraid
of losing their jobs. But, on the other band, the existence of
such a rule sometimes makesemployers lesa anxious to open
the door to women workers than they otherwise might b e . 3
13. We have now studied the principal causes that make
the distribution of labour of variousgrades divergefrom the
mostadvantageousdistribution.Allthese
causes alikeinjure
it
the national dividend-in the stretched sense of 2-and
might, therefore, seem at first sight that, if the deflection of
labour distribution, for which they are responsible, were overcome, the size of the national dividend would necessarily be

’
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Table, March 1916, p. 275.
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increasedThis
conclusion, however, ignores the fact that
therearethreedistinctand
differentmethods bywhich the
deflection can be overcome. The obstacles in the way of a
nearer approach to what may be called the ideal distribution
may crumble f r o m within, or they may be pulleddown at
public cost, or theymay be leftastheyareand
Eeupt over.
The effects of these three methods of overcoming them are not
the same, but require separate investigation.
5 14. When it is said that obstacles to ideal distribution
crumble from within, it is meant that. information andthe
means of movement are supplied more cheaply to workpeople,
or that traditions hostile to movement are weakened, through
the general progress of ideas, the introduction of large scale
organisation into the machinery of mobility, or in other such
ways.The
essence of thematteristhatthereal
costs to
the community as a whole of providinginformation
and
transport, and not merely the expenses charged to particular
workpeople purchasingthese facilities, are lessened. When
this happens, the actual distribution
of labour will, generally
speaking, be brought closer tothe idealdistribution.
It is
true that, if the obstacle whose magnitude is diminished is
costs of movementor
tradition,this
does not neeesstcrily
happen. For, as was pointedout
inPart
11. Chapter V.,
increasedfreedom to move may, whenkuowledge is imperfect,
lead to movement in the wrong direction. Thus, it is somemew cheapening of the
times an open questionwhethera
costs of travelto workpeople,unaccompanied
byanyother
change, will havea beneficial effect ; though, of course, it is
coupled with
never an open questionwhethercheapening,
intelligent
direction
to specific vacancies, will have such
an effect. Thatthispoint
is winninggeneralrecognition
is suggested by the factthat,inEngland,travelling
benefit,
originallypaidoutbyTradeUnionsindiscriminately
to all
members in search of work, is now mainly used to enable
selected members to reach places in whichwork has actually
been found for them; by the fact thattheBritish
Labour
Exchanges Actcontains a clause permittingthe Exchanges,
subject tb the approval of the Treasury, to author& advances,
by way of loan, towards the expenses of workpeople travelling

.
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todefinite
situations ; and,finally,
by the fact that, in
Germany, the Exchangesprovidecheaprailwaytickets,not
to work-seekers in general, but to those only for whom they
have found d e h i t e situations.' The difficulty thus exemplified
is animportant one. There would,however,beno
dispute
among economists that,withthe
organisation of knowledge
concerning industrialconditions
developed to the point at
which it stands in modern civilised States, a reduction in the
of exclusion,
costs of movement, or abreach intraditions
would, on the whole and in general, cause the distribution of
labour to approach more closely towards the ideal. I n so far as
i t has this effect, it must also increase the national dividend.
9 15. When it is said that obstacles to idealdistribution
are pulled down at public expense,it is meant that information
or the means of movement aresupplied
more cheaplyto
workpeople, not because thereal
coats have been reduced,
but becnuse a part of these costs has been transferredto
the shoulders of thetax- payers. This form of cheapening
andthat
discussed in the preceding section do notreact
For thiskind
in the same wayupon the nationaldividend.
of cheapeningimplies
that a greaterquantity of resources
is invested in the work of securing knowledge and effecting
movement than would normally be devoted to that work. It
implies, in fact, that a particular form of investment is being
stimulated by mean3 of a bounty ; and there is a presumption
that bounties hurt the dividend. As was shown, however, in
Chapters IX. and XI. of Part IT., this presumption, in
respect of anyparticularindustry,
may be overthrown, if
there are definite grounds for believing that, in the absence of
in thatindustry would not be carried
abounty,investment
far enough tobringthe
value of the marginal social net
product of resources employed in it down to the general
level. The industry of promoting the mobility of workpeople,
partly because it yields a product difficult to sell satisfactorily
for fees, is one about which there aredefinitegroundsfor
believingthis.Consequently,up
to a point, it is probable
that the expenditure of public money in promotingmobility
would improve the national dividend. It is necessary,%owever,
& p r t of the Iloyal CommissioR ME the Poor raws, p. 401.
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for the State to watch this expenditure carefully; for, if it is
carried too far, the cost a t the margm will exceed the gain.
fj 1 6 . When it is said that obstacles to ideal distribution
are leapt over, it is meant that ignorance, costs of movement
andtradition remainunaltered,but
that,inspite
of their
forced
existence, the distribution of labour is somehow
towardswhat
it would have been if they did notexist.
This may be doneby the compulsoryremoval of workpeople,
will be explained in Chapter XIV.
or, more probably,as
5, by certain forms of authoritative interference with wage
rates.The
way in which i t is done is not, however, important for ourpresent problem. What we wish to ascertain is
the effect on the nationaldividend
of an “improvement ”
inthe
distribution of labour
brought
about
in spite of
the continuedexistence of obstacles. This effect is different
with drfferent obstacles. A redistribution of labour more
conformable toidealdistribution,
which is broughtabout
spite
in
of opposing ignorance or tradition, necessarily
benefits thenational
dividend. Forthe
defiance of these
the
obstacles involves no expense, and so leadstoexactly
same consequences as would be produced by theircrumbling
from within. But the result is different with a redistribution
brought about in
spite
of opposing costs of movement.
For, when the obstacles to movement, which these
costs
by that
preseut,
are
overborne, the costs
themselves
are
very process incurred. Thus defiauce doesinvolve
expense,
and leads tothe sameconsequences as would be produced
if the obstacle were @led down at public cost. Thatis
to sap, there is a preRumption---which may, o f course, in
some circumstances he rebutted-that
it will injurethe
national dividend.’

3

1 This conclusioninvolvestheverballyinconvenientresult
that the ideal
distribution of labour,whenbroughtaboutincertain
wags, is notthe best
p m i b l e distribution.Confusionwill
be avoided,however, if we recollect that
the distribution we have d i e d ideal, namely, that which, subject to the qualifications of 2, makes the values of the marginal net products of labour everywhere
equal, is only ideal in an absolute sense.
It is the best distribution accessible
to a man mho has unlimited power over all relevant circumstances, and can,
therefore, a t will abolish costs of movement. But it is not the best distribution
accessible to one who must accept the costs of movement as brute fact, and has,
therefore, to aim a t maximising the national dividend subject to that limiting
condition. Of. a&, Part 11. Chapter V. 6.
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CHAPTER X
EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGES

5 1.

INthe precedingchapter wehavespoken as though the
only movements of labour which take place, or which may be
required in the interests of the nationaldividend, are movements from employment in one place or occupation to employment in another. I n actual life, however, it often happens
that workpeople find themselves, not merely employed at work
of relatively low demand, but unemployed altogether. We are
not nowconcerned to inquire into the causes of this, or to
investigate the relation between the volume of unemployment
and the wage policy of trade unions. From our present point
of view the thing that matters j, that, given this wage policy,
workpeople are liableto find themselvesunemployed
a t one
place or in oneoccupation a t a time when in other places or
occupations work is on offer at the rate of wageswhich they
demand, and they are heldback from these places or occupations, not by costs of movement, but by ignorance of the facts.
Plainly, this state of affairs involves an injury to the national
divideudanalogousto
theinjury involvedwhenworkpeople
are held by ignorance in employments of low demand at a time
when employments of high demand are calling for them. The
form of ignorance that is responsible for this injuryand the
means by which it may be combated demand a brief study.
2. If workpeople out of a job were completely ignorant
aboutavailable vacancies, theironly recourse would be to n
perfectly haphazard and unguided search for work. They could
do nothing but wander aimlemly round to the firms that have
not, 88 well as to those that have, vacancies, engaging themselves
in a weary tramp from one firm to another, in the attempt to
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discover, by actual application to one after another, which of
As a rule ignorance is somewhat
them wants another hand”
less complete than thia
Some sort of generalinformation is
available about the comparative state of the demand for labour
in various places and occupations. This can be obtained through
newspaper advertisements, the talk of friends and the reports
about local conditions collected by trade unions. Mr. Dearle
gives an interesting amountof the developmentof these methods
in the London building tradea : That system of mutual m i s t ance in getting jobs, which a man and his mates render to one
more systematic
another, is extendedand carried outina
mannerby means of thevacant books of thetrade unions.
h h man, aa he becomes unemployed, writes his name in the
vacant book a t the local branch office or meeting-place;and
then every other member of the branch-and branches ordinarily number from 20 up to 400 or 50O”is looking for a job
for him, or, to be more exact, all members of the branch are on
the look-out for vacancies to clear the vacant book Obligations
are imposed on all members to informthebranch
secretary
when men are wanted anywhere; and, whilst in some union6for instance, the Amalgamated Carpenters and Joiner-a
small
Bum, generally 6d. per member, is given to any one who will
take unemployed men off the books, a heavy fine is imposed
on any one known to be giving preference to non-union men
The usual thing is to inform the secretary where men are, or
are likely to be, wanted, and the latter is bound to inform outIn England
of-workmembers where beat to lookforjobs.”
since 1893 still further information of thiskind, in a more
widely accessible form, has bean furnished officially through
theEmployment
the Labour Gazette. At the presenttime
Exchanges also act as powerful informingagencieaThey
extend the inquiry work clsrried on by trade unions,and
‘I enable the
workman to sscertain, by c a h q at an office in
hia own neighburhood,wbat enquirieshave been made for
hie own kind of labour all overLandon”Whenthe
Exchanges of different towns are inter-connected, the workman is
‘I
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a U m $ g d in the LosLdms Building T?S
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brought into contact with a still wider range of information
of
Thus in Germany: ' I I n order to ensurethemobility
labour, it is considered to be of importance that the agencies
for obtaining employment in the different parts of the German
Empire should be linked up by a system of inter-communication. Thissystemis providedby the Federations of Labour
Registries.
. In the GrandDuchy of Baden all are teleor superfluity of
phonically in communication, andwant
labour in one place is immediately known in all the othera"'
In Bavaria the system is extended by the publication of lists
of vacancies in villages in which no Exchange exists.' In
England the development from the isolated to the connected
form waa consummated in the Labour Exchanges Act of 1 9 10.
It is evident that an organised system of this charctcter may
serve a53 a powerful instrument for facilitating the movement
of workpeople out of jobs to vacancies having need of them.
5 3. It might mem at h a t sightthat, when once this
system has been set up, nothing further can be required. That,
however, is a mistake. Iuformation that at thepresent moment
there are two vacancies open in the works of a particular firm
is notequivalenttoinformation
that the vacancies will be
open when the men, to whom this facthas been narrated,
arrive there in search of work. The ignorance that obstructs
mobility may, therefore, be still further reduced if, in place of
centres of information as to the vacancies there and than available in differentestablishments or departments of establishcentres a t which handa can be
ments, thereareinetituted
definitelyengagedforthesedifferentestablishments
or departments.When
that is done, workmen are informed, not
merely that there are so many vacancies now in certain places,
but also that these w a n & will still be available when they
arriveinquest of them.Theprobability
that thie kind of
unification wiU be broughtabout 'is, naturally, different in
different circumstances. The obsteicles i n the way of it are
€eastwhen separate establishments belong to the same company
"this ia: p r o tawto, an argument i n fnvour of Trusts,-when
they are fixed in position, and when they are physically close
together. Thus in the London and India Docks utdication
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-me about many years ago? The obstacles are somewhat
more seriom when the different establishments, thoughstill
belongingto the =mecompany or pemn, are acattered and
moving, ae in the London building trade. Nodoubt,even
is sometimes introduced. Before the Comhereuuificstion
mittee on Distrw from Want of Employment,a witness,
referring to the building trade, observed : “ In the case of one
not hand over, aa was the common
employer, hemidhedid
practice, the responsibility of taking on mento his foremen,
but did it himself, withthis special object of having men
permanently, and being able, as the foreman is not able to do,
to move them on from job to job, the foreman being unable t o
pass them on to another job of which another foreman would
be in charge. Although one understandswhy the other practice
is adopted, it seems a very desirable thing that the practice of
this individual employer should be more widelyfollowed.”
In
general, however,buildem’ workmen i n London are engaged independently by the different foremen of the firm employing them.
The obstaGles to unification are still more serious when the
separate eatabliflhments belong, not to one company or person,
but to several ; for then, in order that unification maycome
about, a definile organisation for engaging workpeople has to
be set up, either by the companies themselves or by mme outside
body, and, having been set up, has to be used for this purpose.
This evidently involves the overcoming of considerable friction.
4. Ifand when this frictionhas been overcome, it is
evident thatthe range over whichignorance is dissipated
and mobilityimproved
will be greater, the larger is the
proportion of the vacancies occurring in any locality that are
filled by engagements negotiatedthrough the lml Employ-

5

1 For an amount of
the introduction of the new policy .at the Docks after
the. strike of 1889, d Report of .%e &?@ &mn*
on Ihc Poor L a m , p. 356.
Sir William Beveridge auramariaes the c h a n p introduced thus : ‘ I Formerly each
of the fortyseven deprtmentaof the Company’s work waa a separate unit Ior the
engagemmt of men ; each depsrtment had ita insignificant nucleus of regular
hands and its atbndmt erowd of more or less loosely attached easnala ; 80 per
cant of the work wna done hy irregular labour. Now the whole Dock system is,
BO far 88 the Company’s work g
oea,the unit for the engagement of men ; 80 per
cent of the work b done by 8 mtilied steff of weekly servants directed h
o
r
n one
a p t to another by a centrul oflice” (Beveridge, Eammde J w d , 1907, p. 73).
Repopz of tk C m U m D
s
i
h from Wad of ~ % p l o p e n t , Evidenw
by Ayes, Q. 10,917.

’
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ment
Exchange
acting
BB an
engagement
agency. This
proportion, under a voluntary arrangement, will be larger, the
more attractive Exchanges are made to employera Experience
w m s to show that, if they are to win an extensive clientkle,
theyshould be public-not
run as a private speculation by
possibly fraudulentprivate persons- ; that they should be
managed jointly by representatives of employers and employed;
that they should take no notice of strikes and lock-outs, but
simply allow each side to post dp in the Exchange a statement
that a atoppage of work exists in such and such an establishment ; that they should be wholly separated from charitable
relief-miation with
such relief both keeps away the best
men from fear of injuringtheirreputation
as workers and
makes employers unwilling to apply to the Exchanges-; that
they should be given prestige by municipal or State authorisation, and should be advertised further, 80 far as practicable,
by being made the exclusive agency for theengagement
of workpeople employedby publicauthoritiea.Thequestion
whether fees should be charged to the workpeople making use
of them is debatable.The
French law of 1904 forbids even
to charge fees to workpeople. Butthe
privateExchanges
Transvaal Indigency Commission points out that ‘I the charging
of feaa is by far the most effective method of keeping away
and, if such
thoeewho are not really
in search of work”
persona are driven off, the Exchanges will undoubtedly prove
more attractiveto
employers. I t is, further, open to the
State, if it chooses, to increase theproportion of vacsnciea
that me Wed throughExchanges
by Borne form of legal
suasion. A step inthis
direction would be &ken if the
registration at an Exchange of alI workpeople out of employment w0re made obligatory ; for, if that were done, the
inducement to employers to resort to these oentrea of engagement would be in^^ Sucha step is suggeeted by the
Poor h w Commissioners inthese terms: “ W e thinkthat,
if, 88 will be proposed subsequently, the State c o n t r i b u h
to the unemployed benefit p i d to each trade unionist, the
Skate might well mske i4 a condition of such payment that
the trade unionist, when out of work, &odd registar his

;’

.

1

Rqmd of tlu TrmmuaJId-

Commiaaiun, p

196.
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name,andreport
himself to the local Labour Exchange, in
addition (if it is so desired) toentering hisname inthe
State
supports and
vacant book of his union. If the
encourages thetrade unions, it seems only reasonable that
the tradeunionsshouldassisttheState
by supportingthe
nationaland nationally needed Labour Exchanges.”’Under
thepractically universalsystem of unemploymentinsurance
introduced by the Act of 1920 what was then suggested is, in
effect,done.
For insured persons are required tohandtheir
insurance books to an Employment Exchange when they fall
out of work. It has sometimes been arguedthatafurther
step should be taken by compelling employers to inform the
Exchanges when they are in need of workpeople. I n Germany,
may require
underanAct
of 1922, theFederalMinister
of vacancies
employers to give notice to the competent Exchange
for workers who are subject to compulsory sickness
Plainly, however, it must be very difficult to enforce a requirement of thiskindshouldemployers
prove recalcitrant? A
still more drastic arrangement would be to provide by law that
employers and workmen should never enter into a contract of
work without reference to an Exchange. This plan already
rules inEngland for sailors in the mercantilemarine.
Sir
William Beveridge st oue time suggested that, as regards short
engagements,i t should be enforced generally. I‘ A new clanse in
the Factory Code, e.g. that no man should be engaged for less
than a week or a month, unless he were taken from a recognised Labour Exchauge, would be a legitimate ana unobjectionable extension of the accepted principle that the Statemay and
must proscribe conditions of employment which are disastrous
to the souls and bodies of ita citizens.”‘The BritishNational
Insurance Act, 19 1 1, without going so far as this, offers the inducement of what is, in effect, a slightly reduced charge for the
insurance of their workmen both against sicknesa and, where this
form of inaurance is provided, against unemployment, to those
Royaa C%mmisSion. wn&.t Pow Laws, MejoriQ h
port,p 403.
Rsprt of the International Lsbour Office on ficnudies fw Uncmploymmt,
1922, p. 70.
C t Rapwt q
f&
Comrni&a on Me Work of &.€uy&
KaJlcrascs, 1920,
p. 18.
4 Beveridge,-C
Rcoiw, April 1908, p. 992.
1
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employers who engage their workpeople through Employment
Exchanges.' In the Russian lawof November 1 9 2 3 all workers,
with certain specified exceptions, mu& be engaged through the
local branches of the Commissariat of Labour.'
5. All these devices, in 80 far aa they foster a more
extended uee of theExchanp-if
popularopinion oppose
themthey may, of course, not dothis-tend,
otherthings
being equal, to break down ignorance of the conditions of the
demand for labour, hence to lessen unemployment, and hence
to increase the national dividend. The extent to which they
do this is naturally greeter, the smaller is the range of other
agencies for bringing vacancies and unemployed workmen into
contact.Thus,while
in Germany, before the war, withher
relatively undeveloped trade unions, the Employment Exchanges were as effective in finding places for skilled men gs
for unshlled men, in the United Kingdom their succem wm
confined in the main, at allevents aa regards the finding of
to thelatter
class,
work inthe immediateneighburhood,
among whom no strong union organieation existed.'

5

Cf. NationalInsurance Act, 5 99 (1).
L a b a r Uazelte, Yay 1923, p. 163.
Cf.Schlw, Economic J o u d , 1907, p. 78 ; Bulktin de l'AsJociQlimp a r
la Z&e wntre Ze & w e , Sept. 1913, p. 839 ; and the f i p r t of thc Committee
on Uu Work of tha EmpEOyned EaCRangrs, 1920, p. 13.
1

CHAPTER XI
UNEMPLOYMENT VERSUS SHORT TIME

5

1. THE generalanalysis of the twopreceding chapters has
au importantbearing upon a problemfrom which it s e e m
This problem is to determine the
at first sight to beremote.
comparative effects on the national dividend of the principal
of
ways which are open to employersformeetingperiods
depression. When, in consequence of lessened demand for
hisproduct, an employer finds that a continuance of output
on his former scale will involve him in lose, he can accomplish
the necessary reduction inany one of threeways: (1) by
working fnll time and dismissinga part of his staff; ( 2 ) by
working full time and retaining his whole staff, but rotating
employment so that only a proportion (my 2/3rds) is actually
a t work a t any one lime ; or ( 3 ) by working short time and
putting the whole of hia ataff to work during the whole of the
working period.
2. As between the short-time plan and both the others
therelevant
influences are primarily technical. Resort to
the short-timeplan is easiest when the conditions are such
that an appreciable advantage can be gained by cutting down
the most expensive /LOUTS of work, those, for example, that
involve extra charges for lightingand heating. But one or
other of the rivalplans is f a v o u d whencomplete auspensiou of work for a little while would involveheavy costs of
restarting4.g. the relighting of blast furnaces that have been
damped down.
3. &s between the dismieaal plan
and
both theothers the isaue depends to a large extent upon how
important it is toan employer to maintain a lien upon

5
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the services of the people who have so far been working for
him. Whenthe work t o bedone is skilledand qecialised,
it is often veryimportant for him to do this.’ Workpeople
possessed of special aptitudes practically always acquire special
value to the particular firms which have employed them for any
length of time. This is partly because the detailedmethods
of differentfactoriesaredifferent,and,therefore,
workmen
who have become accustomed to any given factory, particularly
if the work they have to do in it is of an all-round kind, are
more useful there than othersimilar worlnnen would be. I t
is partly also because skilled workmen often handle expensive
machinery,
and
employers naturally
materials or delicate
prefer to entrust these thin@ to men of whose qualities they
have had continuing experience. Finally, among firms making
certain proprietaryarticles,
it ispartly
because workmen
may be expected, after a time, to get an inkling of their firm’s
manufacturing secrets, andthe lirm is, therefore,unwilling
to letthementerthe
service of its rivals?Thus,
“among
goldsmithsand jewellers themastersshare
work among a
secret and special
permanent staff, since there aremany
patterns, and adjust productionby overtime for short periods.”
In like manner, employers are keenly anxious to retain a lien
on the services of engine-drivers, domestic servantsand
specialised agricultural labourers.‘ Evenwhen the work to
be done is of such a sort that a man who h a been employed
before with a particular h is not appreciably more valuable
firm than onewho
hasnot,
an employer in bad
tothat
timea, who knows, or hopes, that things will improve, will like
to keep in touch with more men than he needs at the moment,
so aa to make sure that enoughwill be available later on.
This consideration is especially likely to influence employers
in industrim where the fluctuations are known to be seasonal;
for in these industries them is practical certainty that a full
staff will be needed againehrntly.
It haa been suggested
1 It is to be expected,therefore,
thatthe turn-over of laboor will, in
general, be lower for skilled than for nnakilled workers. For evidence that
thin ia 80 in the United Stutea cf. Sehlicbtar, 17cc MRUT
Ttm”ooe7, pp. 67-64.
But of. also w.p. 73.
Cf. Fay, Co-pa~ne~nhip
6n Industry, p. 90.
a Webb, S
d
p. 43.
p.

Buden,

’ Bid. 23.
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that waaonality of thiskindispartly
responsible for the
in coal-miningand in
prevalence of theshort-timemethod
agriculture.
Moreover, even when employers, if left to
themselves, would tend to the dismissal method, trade unions,
which naturally dislike that method because i t involves them
i n a larger burden of unemployment benefit, sometimes sway
them in favour of one or other of the rival plans.
5 4. In this choice between the dismiaeal planandthe
the
degree
other two another very important factor is
of accuracy withwhich
wages are adjustedtoeficiency.
Whenthepaymentnormallymadetoinferior
workers is
higher relatively to
their eficiency than that made to better
workers, there is astronginducement to employers tomeet
bad times by dispensing with the least profitable part of their
shaft It is, thus, natural to find that the dismissal method
isrelativelydominant
in time-wage industriea &B compared
with piece-wage industries.Discussing
the principal ways in
which a slackness of demand is met in this country, Sir H.
Llewellyn Smith once wrote: " Looking atthe
question
broadly, we may distinguish two main methods. The first
general method is by short time, or short work, for all or the
majority of those
employed.
A good example of thatis
mining, in which, for the most part, the contractions do not
result BO much in throwingouta
cartain number of colliers
altogether, but in the collieryworking a smaller number of
days per week. Another example would be the boot and
shoe trade (I mean apart, for the moment, from thegreat
factories where machinery is used, but where it is carried on
on the ordinary piece-work system), in which in slack times
there are not many people entirely unemployed, but a very
large number of people willhave a shortamount of work.
The second method, whichapplies in other industries, is not
by working short time, but by throwing out of work a certain
proportion of the workere, who form a fluctuating margin of
unemployed. Examplea of euch tradee are
the
building,
engineering and shipbuilding trades. I do not mean to say
of those trades, or.
there is notshorttimeknowninany
that overtime is not worked in times of inflation;butthe
main method by which they adjust themeelvee to a change in

.
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demand isby throwing outworkers or taking on more workers.”’
An examination of the induatries mentioned in this passage
shows that those
which
Sir H. Llewellyn Smith classes
are just those in which
among theshort-timeindustries
he classes as
piece-wages predominate,whilethosewhich
dismiesal industries employ time-wages. It may, indeed, be
thought at first glance that the engineering trade belies this
rule. Though, however, this trade contains a good deal of piecework, it was until recently mainly a time-work trade, and so
is no exception.’ In like manner, it is natural to find that in
Germany, where, before the war, trade unions were relatively
weak,andwhere,
partly as a consequence of this,arigid
standard rate in time-wage industrim was much less effectively
enforced than it was in this country, the practice of meeting
slack periods by working short time, rather than by a reduction of staff, waa considerably more general. “Soma of the
Germanauthorities declare thatthe practice of shorttime
one-fourth
in some industries reduces earnings by asmuch
orone-third
inthe c
o
w of a year. It is certainthat,
thoughcertainBritishindustries,notablycoal-miningand
the cottonindustry, reaort to the system of short time, the
extentto which this Bystem operates to lower the figure of
unemployedworkmen intheUnited
Kingdom is much lees
than in the German Empire.”
I do not wish to strew these
facta unduly.They
seem, however, toillustratethegeneml
tendency aet out at the beginning of this section.
5. As between rotation of hands and the two other p h
the dominant fact is that the rotation method is troublesome
to arrange and involves a good deal of organisation and collaboration withthe workpeople. It a p p m to prevailamong
“ t h e riverside corn porters workingregularly at the Surrey
docks ” ; it haa been practised to mme extent among the ironworkers of the north of England ; and it was tried, dongside
-of the short-time p b n , in the cotton industry during a part of

’

1 Third I2qm-t of Uce CvmmzX!e.e on Di&m from W a d of Em..hym.mt,
Evidence, Q. 4540.
2 Third Rqrort of the Cmm&
m Z&tm from Want of hpbywnt,
Evidenca, Q. 4641 ct seq.
Report on tke Cod of Liwiag im Q n m ~ nTourns
40921, p. 62%.
of t?u hyd Ckmrnistion m tkc &rm €ate,p 1156, footn&.

ICd.

19 18. Yet again, aa a result of negotiatione with the Tailom’
Trade
Union,
the Master Tailors’ h i a t i o n announced:
We fully recognise that the work ought to be fairly shared
during the slack seaaons (subject to certain explanations), and
we urge upon ourmembersthroughout the country to carry
thew principles into effect”
But, broadly speaking, the
it to be
inconvenience of this methodhasnotpermitted
adopted at all wide17.
5 6. Thegeneral result is that, in the main part of
industry, depressions are met by either the short-time method
or the dismissal method,or by a mixture of the two. Sir Sydney
Chapman gives aome interesting figurea to illustrate the varying degrees in which different textile industries, all employing
the m e (namely, the piece wage) form of wage payment,
have
adopted
the two
methods
respectively.
Between
Novembez 1 9 0 7 and November 1 9 08 it appears that, in the
cottonindustry,amongthefirmsinvestigated,a
13.3 contraction of output was met, to theextent of 6 per cent by
reduction of staff, and to the extent of 8.3 per cent by short
time ; whereas, in the silk industry, an 8.1 per cent contraction
of output led to a 6.2 per cent reduction of staff and 2.1 per
cent short time.* As is well known, the method of short time
is dominant in coal-mining, where i t is carried out by a reduction, in times of depmsion, in the number of ehifts worked
per week ; and the method of dismissal in the building, sbipto
building and engineering trades8 I n a billsubmitted
I‘

Rqmt on CoUive A g ~ e c d 1910,
,
p. xxviii.
Cf. Chapman, UnentpZoyment in Ladire, p. 51. When a firm mploys
hoth factory workers and home workers, it is, of mume, to ita intereat in
tirnea to withdraw work from home workers mther than to reduce factory work
1

3

end home work equally, because it is thus enabled to keep its machinery going.
I t may be added that the power to treat home workera in this way indirectly
c h w b employers from superseding homework altogether by factmy work,
k
c
w
e it; enables them to fece the prospect of periodic expaneions without the
need of ereoting feotorb too hrge €or t h e demand of ordinmy timea. (Cf.V&litgiry, Tbe E m W t u k , p. 3.)
e
a IW) short time is known. On
3 Of m r a e , it. ia not meant that in these M
t h e contrary, even when the dismissal method ia dopted for mtractiona of
work from below the normal, whet is, in effect, the &&time method is always
sdopbea to mme extant for eontrsctiona from above the norraal Thus, in the
e
n
g
i
t d a , whthe werage mount of formal ahart tima k very
d,
ow&ime adds on ths -a
3# per cent to &he n-1
-’E
working
*e
(Cd.2337, p. loo), and, aa egeinat 08w-g,
normal horn m,

-
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theItalianParliamentin
1921 it WBB proposed that, ‘ I in
theevent
of a nwssary reduction of the staff (in any
concern), before dismissing hands, the hours of work must be
reduced to a minimum of thirty-six hours aweek with a
proportionate reduction of wages.”
Prima facie it would Beem that, from the standpoint
of the nationaldividend, the dismissal, or reduction of atac
method is certain to be more injuriousthantheshort-time
method, not only because the fear of unemployment may tend
also
to make workpeople spinouttheir
jobsunduly,but
because this methodreactsinjuriously
on thequality
of
those menwhom it condemns to longer or shorter periods of
unemployment. The most obvioua way in which it does this is
throughthelargerand
more concentrated loss of individual
earnings, whichunemployment, a~ compared with short time,
involves. Thisthreatens
severe privation in food, clothing
and firing, not only to the men directly affected, but also to
their wives and children. If pushed far enough, this privation
may e a d y l a d to a h t i n g physicaldeterioration.
Nor is
this all. It may also cause those who suffer from it to supply
their needs by means which threaten a permanent weakening
to the
of moral fibre. Intw alia, it may lead toresort
Poor Law; for, as is well known, the curve of pauperism
inthis country followa about a year behind the curve of
unemployment.2Reaort
to the Poor Law, however, or to
vagrancy, marks, according to some, a definite stage of deseent.
There j, a definite line between poverty, where struggle and
independenceprevail, and pauperism.
Paupemarenot,
as
a rule,unhappy.They
arenotashamed;theyarenot
keen
t,o b m e independent ; they a m not bitter or discontented.
They have paeaed over the line which qarates poverty from

’I.

~~

.

~

of course, reslly short time. All @at in meant is thst ‘ I the mrin method by
which t h e industria edjust themSelma to a chsnge in demand is by throwing
ont workera or taking on more workera ” (Llewellyn Smith, TAkd Rep& of &
Cmmittec on Distrau,f
n
m
a Wmvu,pbpmd, Evidenoe, Q. 4640).
Eamo4nkc &v&m of6lle Fo&@
h,
Jnly 22, 1921, p. 190.
The inhrvul h probably partly due to &nce
made posaible by asvings,
the pawning of howhold goods, c h i h ’ r &gs,
e t a ; partly to the fact thst
13 cheok to the i@ow
ofpuprim%
will not involve a diminution of panprim
nntil the inaow falls below the wteow bronghb abont by death end other
(CL &veri*,
Urn”,
p. 49.)
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pauperism.”
Again : The men who enter the workhouae or
go on tramp,leaving their families to the Poor Law, are, as
a rule, those whom adversity, combined, no doubt, with their
own weaknesw, has made no longer able-bodied or respectable.
Having once entered, they seldom return to industry again.”’
‘‘ It is, I
Sir H. Llewellyn Smith Bums the matter up thus:
think, a definite induction from history and observation that,
when risk fallsoutside certain limitsas regards magnitude
and calculability, when, in short, it becomea what I may call
a gamblers’ risk, exposure thereto not only ceases to act aa
a bracingtonic,but
produces evil effects of a very serious
kincl”* Leroy-Beaulieu in Like manner declares, and is surely
right in declaring : ‘‘It is not the insufficiency of pay which
constitutes, in generaland apart from exceptional caw, the
social evil of to-day, but the precariousness of employment.”4
Nor is it onlythroughthe sense of insecurity that harmis
done. Themerefact
of idleness, apart altogetherfromthe
privation by which it is normally accompanied, is likely, unless,
indeed, it is mitigated by opportunities for work on land
belouging to or rented by themselves: to exercise a seriously
deteriorating influence-an influence, too, which grows rapidly
aa the amount of the idlenesa grows-upon
the economic and
general efficiency of those affected
by
it. The Royal Commissioners on the Poor Laws have in evidence: rr The enforced
men
idleness on completion of a job naturallythrowsthe
upontheir own resources, whichis, in nine
out of ten,
the nearest public-house. The frequent change from strenuous
indolence to men of this character
hard work toabsolute
naturallytends to gradual moral and physicaldegeneration,
and ultimatelythe individuals become unfit forwork, even
when opportunity offew.” e A large employer of labour is
I‘

.-

Hunter, Poum&, p. 3.
9 Beseridge, Ummpbvpmt, p. 50.
Eumvmu Jolumal, 1910, p. 518.
R&witaOrr dea ridusea, p. 612.
5 In Belgium the cheapness of workmen’s tickets on the railways enables
many workem to live in cottages with gardens .attached to them, to the cultivation of which they turn when out of ordinary work. (Cf. Rowntree, Uwmphy1

mab, p 267.)

e Qnoted in the Xinwitp R q M T t , p. 1138. It has been abundantly proved,
howaver, that the aggregate coneamption af drink in the United Kingdom is
great& in periods of p o d employment, for the mnaon, no doubt, that good
employment ie ammlly aasocieted with high epending power among the people

.
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reported to have said: ‘I Between 5 and 6 per cent of my
skilled men am out of work just now. During the long spell
of idleness any one of these meninvariablydeteriorates.
I n some
the deterioration
is
very marked. The man
becomes leas proficient and less capable, andthe
universal
experience of US all who have to do withlarge numbers of
upon the
working men is thatnothing has a worseeffect
calibre of such men than long spells of idleness.”’
The
Transvaal Indigency Commission report : ‘ I Unemployment is
one of themastfruitful
causes of indigency of apermanent
and hopeless kind.Howeverskilled
a man may be, heis
bound to deteriorateduring along period of unemployment.
Hb hand loses some of its cunning and he acquires the habit
of idleness. Thetendencyis for the unemployed to sink to
the level of the unemployable.” Thereis evidence thatthe
men who have onca become oasuals are not readily reconciled
againtoregularwork?
Reference may also be made to
the results of a recent American inquiry : “ If a period of
enforced idleness were a 8e&5on of recuperation and rest, there
would be a good side to lack of employment. But enforced
idleness does notbringrecuperation and rest.The search for
labour is muchmore fatiguingthan labour itself. An applicant, sitting in one of the charity offices waiting for the arrival
of the agent, related his experiences while trying to get work.
He would rise at 5 o’clock in the morning and walk three
or four miles to some distant point, where he had heard work
could be had.
He went early 80 aa to be ahead of othera, and
hewalked because he could not afford to pay car fare. Disappointed in Becuring a job at the fir& place, he would tramp
to another place miles away, only to meet with disappointment
again, . . As the mantold his story,he drove home the
truth that lack of employment means far more than simp1y.a

.
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loas in dollars and cents; it means a drain upon the vital forcea
the
that cannot be measured in terms of money.”Moreover,
evil consequences of leanmonthsarenot
balancedbygood
i t may well
that,
consequences in fatmonths.Indeed,
when, a8 oftenhappens, the fat months imply long
hours of
overtime, they will notyield any good effects to set against
the evil effects of the leanmonths, but willthemselves add
further evil effects.
8. It is a t this point that the analysis of the two preceding chapters becomes relevant. The inference that the shorttime method of meeting depressions is always moreadvantageous
to the national dividend than
the dismissal method, to which
the foregoing observations seem to lead, must not be accepted
out of hand.There
is animportant consideration to be set
on the other side. When, in the analysis just referred to,
costs of movement were discussed, it waa tacitly assumed that
the gains from movement to be set again& them were definitely
determined by the economic situation,and needed no special
investigation. In fact, however, this assumption is not wholly
warranted. If,in afactory
(or industry) employing 10 0
men, the demand so falls that, a t the current rate of wages,
part less
-which
we
assume
to be maintained+th
work than before is required, this state of things may be met
.
either by short time all round to the extent of Tbth
part of
normal time or by the dismissal of oneman.
It is plainly in
theinterest of thenational dividend that one manshould
move elsewhere if the cost of movement, translated intd terms
of daily payment in the way described on p. 5 00, is less than
the whole of the daily wage. If the method of dismissal rules,
one man-theonewho
has beendismissed-will,
in fact, given
that he haa the necessaryknowledge,moveelsewherewhen
t h e condition is fulfilled. But, if the method ‘of shorttime
(or rotstion of work) rules, nobody will move unless the cost
of moving, t d a t e d as above, is less than ht”
part of the
daily wage. On this side, therefore, themethod
of short
time must be more injurious to the national dividend than the
method of dismissal. Whenthe costs of movement are so -.
large (e.9. when it is a question of moving fromone skilled
1 Umited stadsr B d W h of& Bc6raoL of m r , No. 70, pp. 908-7.
‘ b e

5
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industrytoanother),
or when the depreasion of demand ie
only expectad to laat for so short a time, that movement
would not take pli~ce on either plan, there is, indeed, nothing
to set against the
direct and immediate advantages of short
time. But, when the conditions aresuchthat
movement
would havetaken place on the dismissal plan, but does not
take place on theshort-time plan, the nationaldividend 80
far suffers. This is more likely to happen if a single firm
adopts shorttime
to meeta
depression peculiar to itself,
while there ie a good demand for work in other parts of the
depression shared
industry,than if i t adopts it tomeeta
by other firms; for the costs obstructingmovement between
firms are less than those
obstructing
movement
between
industries.
The
above objection to the
short-time
plan
deserves attention,
but
is
not, of course, decisive. It is
intereating to observe that an objection on exactly the same
lines lies against the cotton industry's war policy of rotating
such work
there was among allthe workpeople and providing out-of-work pay for those " playing '' from a special
levy upon such employers 88 were working more thanthe
normal
proportion
of their machinery.' It also holds, in
somedegree, againstall plans of unemploymentinsurance ;
for them plam lessen the gain that a man will get if he
moves to a new trade where work might be obtained.2 This
objection also, it need hardly be said, is not decisive. The
be small, while,
difference made tomovementwillgenerally
For an wcount of the work of the Cotton Control Board daring the war,
cf. E. D. Henderson, !Fbe C&m COntroZ Board. In August 1918, the rote
s p h , which had been established in September 1917, WBB abolished,and it
waa decided that the proceedcr of the specid levy should, henceforward, only he
usad for giving out-of-work pay to men played off definitely and continuously.
The Jute Control in March 1918 introduced L scheme for compensating
workera dinmisad owing to a deckiou to atop certain machinery with a view to
reducingjute mnmmption by 10 psr cent. But the oompensation wm apecitiodlp confined C workpeople who were not able to find other employment, and
any workman who rehd mitable employment without reasonable o a was
~ to
maim no fnrtherbenefit (ef. Labour
1918, p. 186). A similar condition
wan made in L plan adopted in &many at about the -me time for compermating workpeople whose work wea stoVpea through shortage of oosl
(tabour &a&?t?,
1918, p. 141).
t Under t h e British Insurance Aat of 1927 an applicant for benefit may be
to aocept work, under suitable conditions, in an ocoupetionother than

=ked
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on theotherhand,many
man will be savedfrom the p v e
injury which unemployment, if no provision has been d e
againstit,
may
inflict.
Still,
the fact thatthe
objection
to be ignored. In the very peculiar
exists
ought
not
circumstances of 1921-23 in the United Kingdom, when, as it
appears, the engineeringandshipbuildingindustries
were
overcrowded as aresult of the movement intothemduring
the war,l and the general interestrequireda
substantial
shifting of men out of them, it was of dominating importance.
3 9. In the foregoing analysis attention has been confined
to methods of dealing withmanual
workers thatplayan
important part in current practice. It will not have escaped
notice, however, t h a t d a r i e d employees in the highest poets
of business and other undertakings ire not dealt with in any
of these ways. Theyareretainedcontinuouslyand
receive
their salarieswithout reference to the amount of work they
are called upon to do from time to time. Judges are neither
dismissed nor do they receive diminished pay in periods when
litigationis slack. The same thing is true of civilservants,
University professors, soldiers and sailors, whether officers or
men, and theprincipal
oflickla in privateand
joint-stock
businesses. Why, it is sometimes asked, should not this plan
be applied ala0 to manualworkers in industry? Why should
they not, when once engaged, be regarded as permanently on
the strength, and, on condition of their presenting themaelvee
for work, be paid full wages whether, in any particular period,
there is much, little, or no work for them todo ? It must be
oonueded at once that, in concerns in which the demand for
labour is perfectly steady, the introductiou of the permanent
salary methodwould leave thenationaldividend unaffected
Themen, if their wage level were rightly adjusted, would
all be employedcontinuously at full wages anyhow. Where,
however, the demand for labour is liable to vary, things
would work out differently. In view of the fact t h t workpeople
would now get w a p when they were not working, the mean
to keep
the
annul
level of wage rates would hD, so
earnings of an average m m at sbontthe oldlevel.
Labour
Of. The T h i d Winter of Uwmplopmnt, by Dr. Bowley and others,
pp. 24-6.
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would have become a fixed charge, in the way that interest
payment on capital equipment and the salaries of the higher
staff are now a fixed charge; but the employer would pay in
the aggregate, over good and bad timestogether,much
the
sameaggregate wages as a t present. On the surface, therefore, it might seem that
this
contemplated
arrangement
would differ from thepresentarrangement
in book-keeping
in eswnce. This, however, is not
appearance ratherthan
really so. Like resort to short time in perids of depression,
but much more forcibly, it would stop workpeople from moving
away from conmrns that were temporarily or permanently
depressed toothers that were in need of labour. For the
higher staff, who must be retained in these concerns in any
case, this does not matter.
No harm is doneby tying to his
place a man who willstaythere anyhow. But for ordinary
thisplan
manualworkers it does matter.Though,therefore,
might be applied, without injuring the national dividend, to a
certain proportion of the ordinary workers that a firm employs,
it could not be applied to all of them ; and to apply it to
some andnottoothers
would be dificult in practice. There
has
is more to be said for a modified arrangementwhich
recently been proposed. This is that manual workers should
become, rn it were, salaried employees, not of particular
concerns, but of the whole of theindustry to which they
belong. When once registered to theindustry,theyshould
receive full wages on condition of presenting themselves for
work at a bureau entitled to send them to any concern in the
induatry that has need of labour. This modified plan-which,
in effect, amounts to a system of unemployment insurance by
industry with a benefit equal to the full wagerate-would
not interfere with movement from one firm to another within
however,
no leas thanthe
the =me industry. It would,
unmodified plan,obstructmovementfrom
one industry to
another.There
would,moreover,be gome technical difEculty
in defining the conditions under which a man might become
registered to a particular industry and
those under which he
should cea88 to be 80 registered. A full discussion of these
mattera cannot, however, be undertaken here.

CHAPTER XI1
THE
PRACTICABILITY

OF INTE€SRENCE

5 1. THE purpose of

TO RAISE WAGES

the remainder of this Part is to inquire
whether, and if 80 inwhat
circumstances, the size of the
national dividend can be increased by interference designed to
raise the rateof wages in anyindustryor partof an industry above
the “ natural rate.”The
natural rate is here taken ta mean
the rate that would prevail apart from interferenceby some
person or body of persons external to the
workmen and employersdirectly concerned. Monopolistic action,whether by
in the “ natural
employers or by employed, is thus included
course of things ” ; and the only interference that we have to
consider is interference by consumers and interference by public
authorities, acting, not as consumers, but aa governors.
3 2. Interferenceby consumers consists in attempts by
customers to compel employera to grant better conditions to
their workpeople by agreeing to coniine their custom to tho=
whose treatment of their workpeople comes up to a standard
that b considered fair. The scope of thiemethodvaries
greatly in Merent industries. It can be applied more readily,
for example, to the hours of labour of assistants in retail shops,
whom the customers actually see, than to t h m imposed on
factory or domestic workers, whom they do not we.’ It is
always- much reetricted by the imperfections of cwtomers’
knowledge, and by the fact that many aticlea pass through a
nnmber of .stages of manufacture before they reach khe man
who ultimately dls them to the consumer. Associations of
private persons have, nevertheleas, sought to employ this method*
through the devices of the White List and the Trade Union
1 CL M ~ Y ~e
, hd d d
o~w
l p 178.
681
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Label.’ I t has been employed withgreater effect by public
to offer. TheFair
bodim whichhaveextensivecontracts
Wages Resolution of the British House of Commons in 1 8 9 3
endeavoured to secure thnt GovernmentDepartmentsshould
use it by demanding that, on Government contracts, not less
than “ the rate of wages current (in the district) should be paid
to employ&.” The London County Council furnish a schedule
. of wages, which all firmstendering on theirwutractsmust
agree to payto the workpeople they employ on them. Some
municipal authorities insist, further, that no contract shall be
given to a firm that fails to pay fair” rates, not merely on
the town’s contract, but regularly on all its work. Thus
‘‘ Belfast and Manchesterhavestanding
orders, underwhich
contractors tendering for, or executing, work must, be paying
alltheir
workpeople the rate of wagas, andobserving the
hours of labour, agreed upon by the organbations of employers
and workpeople, and must not prohibit their workpeople from
joining trade unions; while
at Bradford the eontractor give@
an ~ B S ~ Athat,
W for three months immediately preceding his
kinder,hehaspaid
all-hie workmen the rate agreed upon
between the employers’ m i a t i o n andthetrade
union.”’
Interference by public authorities-acting in their capacity,
not as consumers, but as governore-has been made familiar
by Australasian experience, and now plays a considerable part
To determine the way in which these
inthis countx’yalso.
different sorts of interference are likely to affect the national
dividend is acomplicated problem, which it is necesclary to
approach by stages.
I n thia chapter I shall ask the preliminaryquestionwhether
it oan in practice be madeoperative,
and whether,therefore, i t can wally affect the size of the
national dividend a t all.
I‘

The Awtralian Trade Marks Act of 1906, which directed that all goods mld
should be msrked with a label, showing whether or not their makere employed
Union 18bwr esclusively, WBB ruled by the High Court to be unconstitutional,on
the ground that the Federal title to legbhte about trade mark8 did not permit
legialetion in rearpet of msrb not dmigned €or the benefit of t h e manmhtwer
using them (Ebmrnisl, SepL 19, 1998, p. 532).
2 &pmt of the Fair W q m Cummi&%, p. 60.
Unlese the requisition that
contrectara shall pay standard wsgea b made b apply to all their work, and no$
merey to their work an particular exttra&, unecrupulone contracton,cen evade It
by employing the =me men fur part of their time on contract work a t full wages
and for another part of their tima on other work at exeptioaally low w q p .
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5.3. The answer to this question depenb in part on the
further questionwhether
it is possible foremployersand
workpeople to evade the recommendations or decrees of the
is made
intervening body without being detected.Detection
difficult by the fact thatthecontract,
which an employer
makes with
his
workpeople for their services, is complex,
including, besides the money wage, explicit or implicit conditions as to peed of work, arrangements for the workers’
comfort duringthe work, and also sometimes provision for
certainpaymentsin
kind. By operating on one or other of
these item it may be possible for an employer, if he wishes
to do so, to neutraliae apparent additions to the money wage.’
It is not, however, only in this way that undetected evasion
can come about. Since a poor man will often prefer to accept
a low wage rather than lose his job, collusion may take place
between employer and employed, and, 88 is well known to
happen in the Chinese factories of Victoria, a lower wage may
be paidactually than is paid nominally. When workpeople
are unorganised-and
theyare speciallylikely to be unmganised if they are very poor or if they work apart from one
another in their own homes ‘ - e v e n a strong Government, not
to speak of a Consumers’ Association, must have immense difficulty in enforcing its will. This fact may be illustrated from
the experience of our own lawsaboutsanitation, safety and
hours of Sabour for women and children. I t hse always been
found very difficult to bring the smaller and less obvious unita
of a trade under
effmtive control-especially as to hours of
Irrbow-eince, in “ domestic workshops * and among solitary
workers, household and workshop labour can so easily be interm i n g l d 3 I n England a t present any place, where employers,

* In thie oonnection it ie interesting to obaerve that the State Wagea Boards
of Colifornis, Oregon, Washington and Wiaconeinare given power to regulate,
not merely wage rah, but a h hours of work and “conditions oflabour ” for
the women whom they cover (The World’s Labow Laws, Feb. 1914,. p. 78).
0 Hr. Lloyd writee : “The ohief ramon why the grindm both In Sheffield
and Solingem have been better o r g a n i d than the cutlers is tbat they are more
eongregsted at their work ” (EculaoaaicJ&mb, 1908, p. 379).
8 I t is mmtimea suggestad that the law could be enforced mora ~
l if tyJq
givar-out.of-work,or even the landlord, &B well ea the employer, in a domestic
workhop, were made legally responsible for breaches of the law. (Gf. Webb,
Evidenm before the B
oy,&Cgnqnissio~on Labour [C. 7OSS-l], Q. 3740.) In
blsseschneetta respondbility

eowdtimss thrown on the giyf-out-of-wsrk.
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working in their own h o w . employ pereons from outside, is
a “ workshop,” and is subject to the ordinary provisions of the
factory law. Any place where employers, working intheir
own h o w s , employ onlymembers of their own fsmily, is a
*’domestic workshop,” and ita sanitary arrangements, and also,
though in a lese degree thanordinary workshops, the houra
of young persons andchildrenworking
in it, are regulated.
But, when a homeworker works alone in her house for an
outside firm, theae things are not regulated.Even
in workshopsanddomestic workshops, it isdoubtfulwhether, with
the existing staff of inspectors, the rules are satisfactorily
enforced’ Throughout,the
inspectors’ txak is exceedingly
heavy; so much so that, in England,the
demand for a
larger staff is continually
being
made. If, however, the
kind of regulation we have just been diecussing is thus diEcult,wage-regulation
is more difficult still. AB h a been
well observed, wage rates are not, like sanitary arrangements,
hours and so forth, thinge d y detected by the watch or nose
of an inspector.’ Hence the violation of rules about them
a n mrcely be discovered exceptthrough
overtaction
by
theworkem;and,whenthey
are not organieed, individual
workers will oftenfail to act for feara worm thing ahould
befall them The administration of the English Tradea Boards
Act has been much hampered by this dif%culty, especially in
its relation to home-workers? Where, however, an effective
worked association exista, thia difficulty can be overcome
For the workers, having a ~ B ~ BofBsolidarity among themselves,
will not be terrorised into accepting l e a than the union rate
by fgar of losing their job, but will complain to the union
o f i i a l e ; and. even when individual workmen do not do this,
their officials will play the part of a bady of lynx-eyed unpaid
inspectors. It is, therefore, encouraging to learn that Strste
actiou designed to raise w a p in depreesed indmtriea (e+ the
chain-making industry) has r a v e d timea led to t
m improvet h e diffiouItim experienced in New Zealand d Victoris in enforcing
limiting the h o r n of ahop 889iehnts. In New South Walee thase di6d
t
i
e
a .me partly svaidd b mof II g
a
d law regthtiag the h o w for
d ‘hop, whethsr employing a6Skhnh or not (cf.AvQs, R4pmL on Xmbm of
i Of.

t h e law

SmpkqpM ipc mupa#p, 12.)
a Mrr~Mmdonald,

likuwdc J m d , 1908,p. 142.

‘avtmikbky, lfas3aAs wUr&w,camp. vii
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ment in
the
workpeople's organisation.
" One
specially
hopefulfeature in the eituntion(connectedwith
the establishment of Trade Boards) is that women intheindustries
affected are takingheart
tojoin
their trade unions, some
of which have received large accessions of membem. A
frequent objection to wage3 regulation has been that it would
be useleasfor
unorganisedtrades,whicharethe
very ones
that need it most. The actual fact seems to be thatthe
prospect of wages regulationisencouragingorganisationby
giving these poor workem the sense of some public support at
their back." Atthe same time, of course, by givingthem
moremoney, it makes i t easier for them to paytradeunion
subscriptions. These considerations seem to show thatinterundetected
ference, though it may sometimes bebaffledby
evasion, cannot be thus baffled generally.
4. This broad statement, however,
does
not do full
judice to the difficulty involved in setting up a really watertighh system of regulation.When
it is practicable for the
impoee a comregulatingauthority itself to constructand
plete scale of piece-rates, there is, indeed, nothingfurther
bo be said. But thin procedure C&II only be resorted t o over
a limited field,
because
in manyindustries
differences of
machinery,factoryarrangements,quality
of work required
(e.9. in making button-holes) and 80 on, make a diflerent piece- '
rate " appropriate 'I to different firms ; and it ia seldom practicable for a Trade Board or other official authority to have the
knowledge needed to deal with these differences.2
Consequently, 88 the Boar& appointed undertheBritish
Trades
Board Act have often found, the beat they can do is to lay
down a so-alled minimum day-wage as a standard, at the same
subject to
time authorising employem to draw up a pi--list,
the condition that the piece-rate shall allow an " ordinary I'
worker in their industry to earn the equivalent of this daywage. I n view of the fact that payment by the piece is expected

5

Hutohinga and Harrison, History of Faehrg LcgisMion, p. 269. For
BB to the favoursble reaction of Trade k
d
e upon orgenisation in
the tailoring trade, cf. Tawney, Miniwwm Rata in t& Ta--ilwing I n d p i s t r y p
pp. 90-94.
4 For illuetrations of thia di&ulty of. Tillyard, 2% Wmker a d ths State,
p 88.
1

evidenco
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b evoke greater effwt by the workers than payment by time,
the Trade Board Act of 19 18 empowered the TradeBoards to fix
a lugher minimum day-wage as the standard for piece-workers
for workers actually
thantheminimum
day-wagedecreed
employed on day-wages, and most Trade Board industries in
which factoy work is done on the piece-wage system have availed
themselves of this power.’ There is, however, yetanother
difficulty. Unless some further provision ia made, there is R
subtleopportunity for evasion on account of theambiguity
“ordinary.” To shutthis
loophole
attaching to theterm
some definition of thattermmust
be furnished. In the
wage-determination given by the Trade Board controlling the
is done by providing that any
paper-box-makingtradethis
piece-work operationmustyield
not less than the minimum
day-wage to 8 5 per cent of the group of piece-workers
it by any firm. Thus
the
85th
worker
employed
upon
from the top of the scale of capacity
(out of ahundred)
istaken
to represent the worst “ordinary” worker. But
will not make
even
numerical
a
definition of thiskind
evasion impossible. It isstill in the power of employers in
effect to force down the general standard of pay by dismissing
their worst workmen, engagingbetter men instead of them,
andthen
fixing a piece-rate below what would have been
n e c 8 9ry
~ ~to enable 85 per cent of their original workpeople
to earn the standard day-wages. To escape thisdangerthe
Tmde Board in the tailoring trade fixes a minimum time-wage
for “ ordinary ” workers, and lays it down that, if 8 5 per cent
of a firm’s employ- are earning thie minimum, there is prim
faeie evidence that the pieceratesestablished there are adequate.
But i t permitsthis prima facis evidence to be rebutted by
information that the number of slow workers employed by a
firm at a particular rate has been aubstantially r e d u d . The
8 5 t h man in a hundred is only to be regarded ~ E Jthe lowest
“ ordinary ” worker when the f
irm hrsa not p i a l l y selected ita
workpeople? The rule eetablished by the Trade Board in the
is similar!
Sucb a rule obviously
box-making
industry
1

8

of. Tillyard, lThs Worker and the State, p. BO.
Of. Tawnay, Miaimztm Rdm in h T a M u g Idu&rg, pp. 60-61.
Of. Balklg, &Mmmn

&kd

in tAt ~0z-mak.ing
I?wh&m, pp. 21-2.
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leads to delicate questions of detail, which must be referred, in
the last resort, to some form of joint Board. Thus, under the
Minimum Wage (Coal Mines) Act, the question whether any
workman, whom an employer wishes to treat as below the
ordinaty, can rightly be BO regarded, is adjudicated uponby
a joint Committee of employem and employed. Underan
arrangement of thiskind evasion, if notstoppedaltogether,
a n , at all events, be effectively checked
5. Granted, however, that evaaion cannottake
place
withoutan
overt breach of law that is capable of being
detected, thia does not byitselfmakeinterference
withthe
natural come ofwagea really operative. For it might happen
that no sanction was available to restrain evasion even when
it was detected In fact, however, sanctions are available.
Even a Consumera’ Association commands the weapon of the
boycott, and, when i t is backed by a trade union, cap also call
upon that body to exercise in its behalf the weapon of the strike.
A public authority controls a large armoury of sanctions. Of
these the least stringent is a simple appeal to informed public
opinion,like that relied upon in the Canadian Industrial Disputes
Investigation Act. On thia model, a law passed shortly before
the war i n the State of Mamechusetts Bets up a Commission
with authority to investigate-through a W a p Board-any
trade in which there is good reason to believe that the wagea .
paid to women workers are “inadequate to mpply the neceaaary
cotst of living and to maintain the worker in health.” After a
public hearing, the Commission recommends rates of wag-, and
“itmet3 a decree of its award,together with a liat of the
employers who fail or refme to accept it. This list is thereupon published in at leestfour newspapers, but no further
penalty is imposed.’” It would be anerror to belittlethe
power of this form of sanction. There can be Iittle doubt that
the rates of pay of our low-grade workers I‘ would be lower
than they actually are but
for the effectiveforce of conventional or customary s t a n k d a ”
It is probable, too, that the

5

2 7 ~
ST&#
Lu&w Imm, Feb. 1919, p. 49. A eummaryof thia lsw and
of t h e aimilar lam of other American Skates is given in Marca~~ohi’aIndust*
*a,
pp. 546 d q.
. RLport of tRe Eo@ Cbm&&m ma &! Poor -,
Appendix, YOL xvii
p. 877.

*
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frequency with which the wage of women workers used, before
the war, to approximate to 10s. a week wm,i n some measure,
A somewhat more
due to the eanction of publicopinion.
stringent sanction is made we of, for a special andlimited
purpose, in the English Trades Boards Act of 1909. This Act
provides that, in the preliminary period before the determinations of Boards are madeobligatory,Governmentcontracts
shall only be givento firms which pay the wage ratesthey
A more stringent
eanction
still was
have
recommended.
propoaed by the Australian Excise Tariff Act of 1906, which
was afterwards declared by the SupremeCourt to be unconstitutional.' A differential excise duty wm to be impoeed upon
native manufacturers who paid less than " fair and reasonable "
rates to their workpeople. A policy substantially equivalent to
thishasactually
been carried through in a kindredsphere
of Australian
legislation.
' I The
Bounties
Act
190'7, the
Manufacturers'Encouragement Act 1908, andtheShale Oil
Bounties Act 19 10, in providmgfor the encouragement of
native industries, provide also for the r e f d or reduction of a
bounty if the production of a commodity is not accompanied
by the payment to the workers employed in the production of
a fair and reaeovable rate of wagea"
If these lesser sanctions
fail, re~01-tmay be had to fines, a eanction which is embodied, not
only in the well-known laws of Victoria and other Australian
ooloniee and in the British Trades Boardrs Act, but also in mom
recent 1aws"spplicable only to women and minors-which
were passedby
theStatea of Oregon andWashington in
19 13.8 I n aome of these laws there ia added also the sanction
of imprisonment. Nor has the laet wordeven yet been said.
There is a sanction more powerful than fines and imprisonment.
For there is always a margin between rates of wagee,which
1 Mr. St. Lsger, in his book, Auatrdzim ~
~ pp. 994
m ed q.,
, printa
the judgment of the Supreme Court.
2 Fode7al Handbook, p. 476. Cf. Bryce, M
U Denwmmk, vol. ii p. 246.
3 Cf. Labom Gazeb2, Jan. 1913, p 204.
By theend of 1923 menteen
Ststes of the U.S.A. bud passed some kind of minimum wage legislation, but
deciaions of the courta have since that time d
a
d most of the laws to be
unoonstitutional. New lawa ralging an the Banetion af pnblio opinion only,
h
p
a been paseed in Yaesrrehusetta and Whomin (af. Mi&nwrn Wage-wng
Machimy (Intermediate Labour Office, l927), pp. 113 e4 q.; m d & p w & 4
th Dekyntak *, study IdCditiass in Cm&a mu2 & U.8.A. [Cmd.
ZSSS], 1927, p. 92).
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employersresent and would elect to resist by atemporary
stoppage of work, and rates which would drive them to abandon
or other
their indwtry altogether. Of thismargintheState
uae in two distinct ways. First,
public authoritycanmake
in certain specially situated industries, it can threaten to expel
employers from their occupation unless they consent to pay
the wage rate which it decrees. When, for instance, as in
ordinary or street railways, a business depends upon franchises
granted by authority, tbe terms of the concession may provide
that any refusal to accept the authority’s decision about wage
rates shall cause it to lapse.’ Secondly, inindustriesin
general, if obdurate employers try to pay lesa than the decreed
wage, the State can subsidise workpeoplewho strikeagainst
them, or can even close their works by force. By these
devices it can deprive them of any third way between surrender
and a permanent change of occupation. Nor is resort to such
meawes rendered impracticable by the chaotic character of the
procedure which they would involve. They cannot be laughed
out of court $8 meaning a ceaseleas conflict between the Executive and rebellious mociations of employera For their succeaa
is so certain that, if once the Government W B ~understood to be
determined upon them, resistance would hardly ever take place.
At the worst, a single exhibition of force would be sufficient :

._

That great two-handed engine at the door
Stands ready to strike once and strike no more

This form of sanction is the most powerful of all that are
available.$ Of course neither it nor any of the other ssnctions
is absolute and compelling in all circumstances. Critics can
w i l y show that, when employers are extraordinarily obstinate,
interference to raise wages cannot be BUOoeSSfnlly carried out.
to the practical iesue. When
But this fact is notrelevant
it is mked how people can be compelled tocontinue in a
particular industry at a lm, the answer is that they cannot
be so compelled. Rut, 88 waa indicated in the chapter dealing
with colupulsory arbitration, to prove that a law will sometimes
fail in ita purpose is a very different thing from proving that
3

1 C
f. &Wddl&
, y m i d Labour, p. 846.
CE my M&pla end B
d
& of Idasthl P a m , pp. 191-2.
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ii is futile. It is not impo&ble for murderera and incendiarim
both to break the law and to eacape the penalty. Judgea may
order a mother to deliver up her child to the custody of such
and such a person ; but, if she choto disappear, or, in the
last m o r t , to destroy either the child or herself, they cannot
compel her to obey. Nobody, however, citesthese f a t s a~
evidence that the general body of our laws is without powerful Banctions. In likemanner, nobody ought to cite the fact
that the tanctionstoauthoritative
decisions ahout wages are
imperfect as evidence thatthey arenon-existent.Theyare
real andpotent.
With their helpinterference to raiw wages
ea% be made operative in practice.

C H A P T E R XI11
METHODS OF mGAGING L U O U R

5

1. BEFOREthe effect of interfereonce toraisewages
iR
examined, it is necessary to make a preliminary inquiry into
the methods of engaging workpeople ; for the effect produced
by interference depends in part upon what these methods are.
The w o n for thk dependence is that, when wages in any
p l m or occupation am raised, an influence issetat
work,
which, according to circumstances, may draw new workpeople
from outaide into the place or occupation, or, per contra, may
pushout workpeople who are alreadythere.This
influence
acta throughthechange
which the wage movementbrings
about in the attrsctivenees of the, p h or occupation, on the
onehand, to p p l e outside it,snd, on the other,tothose
already belonging to it. The
change
in attractiveness
to
these two seta of people is not determined solelyby the amount
of the change in wage and the nature of the relevant demand
for labour, but ah0 by certain other conditions associated
withthe
methods of engagement in vogue. This can be
proved as followa. Themathematiealexpectation of earnings
in any place or occupation i~ measured by the aggregate annual
earnings of all the workpeople of givenqualityattached
to it a t any time, divided by the number of those workpeople.
If the methods of engagement are such that everybody of given
quality, whether h d y engaged there or at present outside,
q
d chanoe of obtaining a share of employment in
has an e
it, the abtrsctiv0nea0 of the plaoe or occupation to outsiders and
insiders alike corresponds to this mathematicalexpectation;
sud, Prom the etandpiut of both these ~lasses,changes in the
mathamatid expeotation mrretipond roughly to c h a p in
M1
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attractiveness.Thiscorrespondence
is not,indeed,complete,
because to many men a given ‘ I expectation of earnings ” made
up of a higher nominal wage coupled with a worse prospect of
employment is more attractive than an equal expectation made
up of a lower nominal wage coupled with a better prospect of
employment. Thus the Poor Law Commissioners report : I n
Liverpool i t is freely said that thenominallyhigh
wages
attract men from the country and from Ireland,underthe
impression that they can getregular work a t theserates.”
Mr. Dearle speaks to like effect of the London building trades.2
Sir William Beveridge again, before the war, wrote : “ Men can
be got to follow up work which gives them five shillings a day
aboutfourtimes
inafortnight, when they would repudiate
with scorn a regular situation at fifteen or eighteen shillings
a week.” a Butthis consideration need not be pressed here.
It is enough that, in the condition8 contemplated, there is a
roughgeneralcorrespondence between changes in the mathematical expectation of earnings and changes in the attractivenesa of theindustry both to outsidersand
to imiders.If,
however, the methods of engagement are of such a sort that
anybody of given quality, who has already been employed in
the industry, will be taken on rather than a new man from outside, the attractiveness to outsiders of the industry, when the
rate of
wag?
there
is
forced
up-and
thequantity
of
employmentavailablethereby
reduced-is
necessarily zero,
whatever the effect of the changemay be upon themathematical expectation of earnings. Yet again, if the methods of
engagement aresuchthat,
among the workpeople of given
been employed, men are always
quality who havealready
selected for employment in accordance with a formal or informal preferenca h t , an enforced rise in the wage rate mnst
yreas the attractiveness of the place or occupation to those
insiders who are near the bottom of thelist down to zero.
Of coum, divergenciw inthe methods of engagement are
more or lese blotted out from the point of view of people considering a long time beforehand for whatinduskieetheir
I‘

&port of tAc Bqpl Commiauion m tlac Poor Lawn, p. 353.
U m p k y n m t in the London Buidding Trade, p. 127.

Uwmploymmi, p. 197.
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children shall be trained. This, however,does not lessen their
relevanb to the effect produced by interference designed to raise
are
three
wages. In the face of an enforced rise there
possibilities : (1) the attractiveness of the place or occupation
affected may correspond afterthe change, both for outsiders
and for insiders, to the mathematical expectation of earnings
there; (2) for allinsiders it maycorrespond tothismathematical expectation, but for all outaiders to zero ; and (3) for
dieplaced insiders, as well as for all outsiders, it may be zero.
The first of these possibilities will be realised if the method of
engagement of labour is entirely haphazard and engagements
are for short periods; the second if the method is such that all
insiders are preferred to any outsiders, but among themselves
are on an equal footing ; the third if all workpeople interested
implicitly
or explicitly
in
the
place or occupation are
arranged, for purposes of engagement, upon a preference scale.
Of the three methods thus distinguished the obvious label for
the first is the casual method and for the third the preference
method. Por the second no satisfactory label is available, and it
is necessary to invent aname : I shall call it the privileged
class method.
5 2. The distinction between these three methods can be
made clearby examples. Thecasualmethodreigns
when all
comers of given quality (not necesmrily all comers of diflerent
qualities)are accepted indifferently.Thegeneral
nature of
the method is obvious. It is sometimessupposed that, when
workpeople for a number of firms are engaged through a
oentmlinstitution, it is necessarily ruled out by that fact.
But this is a confusion. It is open to Employment Exchanges, just aa much aa to aingle firms, to engage men by the
casual method ; and, in fact, the rules of many of them provide
that they nuat do so. Thus, in a number of Employment
Bureaux organised by trade unionsin France, the oficiah“ allot
situations to their members strictly in order of priority of application."
“ The Antwerp Bcreau adopts
the rule of sending
workmen to situations in the order in which theyapply a t
the office”a method which hm been the subject of much
Labour Bureau of the Berlin brewers
criticism”
I nt h e
* ES.& Bdkbin Vlaa”., No. 72, p 761.
Aid. p 766.
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wait hia turn before he is pltaced, i.e. on
registration he gets a number and must then wait till ill the
numbers on the list prior to his own have been Batisfied.”
Underall
thesearrangements
the method of engagement
that rules is the casual method. The privileged class method was
formally established underthe Liverpool docks scheme of 1 9 12.
All workmen who were dockers a t a given date were furnished
with a tally, possemion of whichgave them preference over
workmen not holding
tallies,
while
leaving
certain
of
them still equalamong themselves.2 The preference method,
whetherformally or informallyapplied, is of wide scope. It
implies that different workpeople of given quality are not
hiredindifferently butinmme
sorh of more or less definite
order, 80 that whatever work there is tends to be concentrated
upon certain individuals, while the others get nothing. When
an actual preference list is used it does not matter, from the
present point of view, upon what basis this list is drawn up.
One made by placing the names of applicants in order of
theirlength
of service in the industry-a
specially good
arrangement in a decaying trade-oreven
in alphabetical
order, would answer the purpoae. In practice, when preference lists amongsimilarmenexist,theyarealways
a mere
bye-product of lists designed to set in order of capacitya
number of workpeoplepresumed to be dissimilar. Thusthe
Central (Unemployed) Body for London suggested, among its
will recommend apmodel rules, that“thesuperintendent
plicants for employmentaccording to suitability, butemployers
may wlect from the registered applimnts any one whom they
consider suitable.”
Braadlyspeaking, this policy is pursued
by the BerlinCentral Labour Begi~try.~In 80 far as it
involves the placing in order of precedence of a number of
man of eqUat capacity, it impliea preference of the kind relevant
ta this discussion,
“ a workmanmust
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3 3. 1 t need hardly be mid that the methods of engageplaces and occupations arenot
ment rlzling inhfferent
sharply separated intothethree
types that have just been
described. Rather, actualexisting arrangements are, in general,
compromises tending towards, but not identical
with, one or
another of them. The influences which determinethe choice
made between them areverysimilar
to thosewhich were
with
the
choice
discussed in Chapter XI. in connection
between different ways of meeting periods of depression.
Many of the considerationswhich make employers unwilling
to resort to a reduction of staff inthese periods-fear of
losing men who for any reason have a special value to them,
and so on-ah
makethemhostileto
the casual method.
Therefore this method is likely to be adopted only when the
men are 80 unskilled, and the detailed conditions of particular
plants or works EO similar, that a man’s ’value to an employer
is not appreciably increased
by his having been employed by
him before. The preference method is favoured when the
conditions are such that continuity of work by the same man
is important, while to retain in bad times a larger number of
men than is neceesary by resort to short time would be costly
or otherwiseinjurious.Where
the technical objections to
short time are less Berious the way is open for the privileged
It will be readily perceived that in a
class method.
“stationary state” the last two
methods
would lead to
identical results.
4. It ia intersting to observe that there is a connection
between the casual method and the custom of short engagements.Long
engagementa arenot, indeed, incompatiblewith
some degree of casualness, because, even with annual engagements, provided thehirings
of different people terminate
irregularly,there w i l l always be a certainnumber of jobs
on offer; whereas, if the hiring8 of different individuals all
brminate at the aame times, a t those timM all the jobs that
&here are will be on offer. With veryshortengagementa,
however, practically all the jobs that there are w i l l be continuomly on offer. Since it i~only in 4eapect of jobs on offer
that casualness irr possible, it follows that the casual method
be developed so completely when long engagements
-not

*’
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prevaii as when short engagements do ; or, more generally, that
every increase in the length of the normal period of engagement, in an industry in which the casual method prevails, will,
to some extent,undermine that method. In great measure,
long engagemente are a bye-product of the same causes that
class
make
employers
prefer
the preference or privileged
method to the casual method, and have not themselvea any
causal induence. Sometimes, however, longengagementsare
fostered by C B U B ~ Bother than these, and then the long engagements, or, more strictly, the c a w s which bringthemabout,
regarded aa addtional
operatingthroughthem,areproperly
factorsmakingagainst
the caeual method. Among skilled
manual workers, in industries where continuous service to the
public is extremely important, longengagements have sometimes been introduced 88 a device for obviatingstrikes.
An
example is afforded by theagreement of theSouth Metropolitan Gas Company with ita '' co-partnem" " The agreement
is a definite engagement on our part to give a man work for a
period varying from three months to twelve months, and the
of our menwork
undersuchagreementa
The
greatbulk
origin of it was, as perhaps you may have heard, in order to
preventa large number ofmen
giving notice to us at the
aame time. A t thetime
of our strike in 1889 d l the
stokers gave notice a t one time. In order to obviate that, we
i n s t i t u i d aeeriw of agreements, to fall in BO many every
or
week. It is not compulsory. The men can signthem
not as they please, but those who do sign partake in the
prosperity of the Company. At present, the men who have
signed are getting 1 0 per cent on their w a e as a result of
b e i n g underagreement, 80 you mayrealise that there is no
dirSculg in getting
the
bulk to
Among un8killed
workpeople, not only is this positive motive for long enggementa generally weak, becauee, in the event of a strike, their
workcan be more eady replaced, but there is sometimes a
negativemotiveworking
de6nitely in the opposite sense.
For, wheFess, amongakilledmen,
their own greater intelligence and the exisbeme of strung unionorganisation make
1 R s l w
1908, p. 170.
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disciplinary machinery unnecessary, among the rougher class
of the unskilled, foremen may find it impossible to enforce a
fair day’s work unless the weapon of instant dismissal is ready
to hand.’ Moreover, i t must be remembered that, among all
classes of workers, short engagements may, as wae indicated
in 5 1, be preferred by the men themselvee, just because they
make casualness possible. Themajority
of the Poor Law
Commissioners write : “ The ‘ docker’s romance,’ as it is called,
is that he, alone of alltradesmen, can takedays off when
he likes, without suffering for it. , A t Southampton docks
several cases have come under notice, where permanent hands
Mr. Walsh,in
have asked to be given casual employment”
like manner, writes that a large percentage of men have taken
to the docks, “becausethe work there isintermittentand,
occupations,
therefore, more congenial to themthanother
where regularity in attendance is required.”
5 5. I t is possible for theGovernment, by directaction
of the man whose
deaigned toencouragethere-engagement
engagement haa justterminatedratherthan
of a new man,
to combat the casualmethod
in thesame
way thatthe
establishment of asystem of long engagements would do.
Thus the Poor Law Commissioners write: “One method of
discouragingcasuallabour
would be the impoFlition of what
we might call an ‘employmenttermination
due.’ That is
to ssy that, to the termhation
of an engagemenk, either by
the master or by the man, should be attached a small
payment,both by themasterandthe
man, in thenature
of a fine or stamp duty to the State. The tax, or ‘employment termination due,’ could be very w i l y levied by means
of stamps placed upon atermination of employment’ form,
which it might be made incumbent upon every workman to
produce to the labour exchange upon registration.
It ie
urged thattheadvantages
of this system, if it could be
adopted, would be threefold. I n the first place, it would
discourage the, so to speak,wanton termination of employor the employee. In the
ment
either
by the
employer
1 CL M[errafil. Pringle end Jackson’s Report to the Paw Law C’oPn?nkkm,

. .

Appendix, val. xix. p. 15.
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second place, it would
discourage

PT.m

also the employment
the more casual the labour
employed in a concern, the greater would be theamount
have to be
of ‘ employmenttermination due’ whichwould
paid. And, thirdly, to the extent to which it didnotdeter
either of t h w practices, it wouldafford a source of revenue,
which might be devoted to defraying the cost of one or
other of the proposals
which
we shall make.”‘ Devices
of this sort, if introduced, would undoubtedly atreugthen the
desire of employers to keep posts occupied as far as possible
by the same men, and 80 would enhance the stimulus, which this
desire affords, towards the adoption of methods of engagement
other than the casual method The
provision of the National
Insurance Act of 1 9 11 (not continued in the Act of 1920),
to the effect that, “ when an employerhas employed a m u
continuously throughout a
period of twelve months, he may
recover one-third of the contributions paid for that man,’12
was a device of the kind contemplated. We must not forget,
however, that all suchdevicea not only encourage employers
decided i n any event to
to fill posts, which theyhave
fill somehow, with the -e
man continuously, but also
encouragethem,
in aome shght measure, tokeep men on
in posts which otherwise they wouldhave
been inclined
temporarily to close down. Pro tanto, the effect of this is
to check the free movement of labour from centres of fallingdemandtocentres
of rising demand, thm impedingita
most advantageous employment. The direct inJury which thew
devices would in this way inflict on thenational dividend
needs to be set againstwhateverindirectbenefittheymay
confer upon it.
of cawual labour,inaamuch

1

Cmmiarirm. on Uw Pow Laws, pp. 410-11.
Explanetorg Memorandum [Cd.Wll], p. 6.

fiport oft& €@a1
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CHAPTEE XIV
INTEREXBENCE TO RAISE WAGES IN PLACES AND OCCUPATIONS
WHERE THEY ARE UNFAIR

f 1. IT is convenient to we the term money wages in a wide
sense, so as to include amoney estimate of any payments in kind
that there may be. Thussomethingshould be added to the
literal moneywagesrecorded for food and drink provided for
agricultural labourers, for coal provided for coal-miners, for
housing and food provided for domesticservants,and so OIL
For the purpose of thischapter wages aretaken to mean
way. Provided that
the
money wages corrected in
this
wages paid to workpeople in all places and occupations were
equal to the values of the marginal net product of their
work-possibledivergencesbetween
privateand social net
productare, for the present purpose,ignored-andprovided
thatthe
distribution of all grades of workpeopleamong
different places and occupations were such aa to maximise the
national dividend in the wide ~ e n s eof Chapter IX. 2, there
would be established between different people'swages a certain relation. This relation I d e j m as fair? As between
similar persons it is equivalentto the relation of equality,
subject to adjustment €or differencee in incidental advantages
and disadvantages ae described in Chapter TX. 5 2. My

-

0

I€ we were coneidering the relativee a r n i n e of all classee in the population,
it wodd be convenient to define %B fair the relation which wonld prevail if not
unly the aonditione postuletaa in the text were estiafied, hut alao the inequalitiee
of opportunity for duclltion end training referred to in Chspter IX. 5 1 ware
removed. T h e d i e d o n as to wheninterference with what is unfair inthirr
wider aenss is sooially Oavuntqpua would follow the same lines aa the disd o n in the tad. Here, homver, we are ooncerned with fairnw inside the
"earning
olesa where inequalitiesof opprtmity play a mmpsrstively
a n h p r t u n t prt.
649
~
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definition thus conforms to that given by Marshall when he
writes that, in any given industry, wages are fair relatively to
wages in industries in general, if, allowancebeing made for
differences in the steadiness of the demand for labour, “ they
are about on a levelwith the payment made for tasks in
othertrades which are of equal difficulty and disagreeableness, which requireequalnaturalabilitiesandanequally
expensive
training.”’
As between persons
who
are
not
exactlysimilar,fairnessimplies
wages which,afteradjustment
for
incidental
advantages
and
disadvantages,
are
proportioned to “efficiency” ; the efficiency of B worker being
measured by his net product conceived as marginal,’ multiplied
by the price of that product.While,
however, it implies
this, it, of course, does not imply only this.’ On the above
bask, andutilisingtheresults
of Chapter IX., I ahall ask,
hat, whether, and, if so, in what circumstances, the national
the form,
dividend will be benefited by interference-in
forexample, of the legalenforcementthroughouta
district
by repntor occupation of piece-ratesequaltothosepaid
to raise wages in aparticular
able firms there-designed
centrethatareunfairly
low relatively to thoseruling
in
industries in general;and
secondly,
whether,
and, if so,
in whatcircumstances, it will be benefited by interference
designed to raise wages that
are
already
fair.
In the
present and following chapters I shall endeavour to answer
reactions
these questions upon the assumption thatthe
produced by the earningsof workpeople upon their capacity can
1 MarahalI, Introduction to L. L. Price’s Imhtrial Peaee, p. xiii.
I have
ventared to substitute equal for Marshall’s q m a l l y ram natural sbilities, which
does not seem to ba quite correot. (Cf. post, Chapter XVI.)
8 Cf. a&,
Part 11. Chapter 11. 5 4. AE will appear mom in detail presently,
eficiency thus ecmoeived is not merely a function of a worker’s personal qnaliQ,
but ala0 of surrounding
But, none the leas, athm things king
qml, an enhancement of physical, mental, snd moral strength in general carries
with it an enhancement of effi&my. It ie necearsery to dietinguieh thie uae of
the hrm from two other mea. Efficiency does not mean for us, asit mfor
engineers, the ratio of the output of energy to the intake of fuel, or, in other
woda, t h e ratio of the value of a workman’s product to hia wag^ Nor yet
doea it m a n for us, aa i t meam for Mr. Ememn, the ratio of a man’s a
d
d
output to the output which the tasksettar hddn th& he ought t o be able to
prodme without undue strsin, e mea of 100 pr aent e%cienoy being one who
producee a a t l y the allotted task.

cro
iumsa
tneea.
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be ignored, and I shall reaerve for Chapter XVIII. the inquiry
how far our results must be modified when that assumption is
removed Let u8 turn then to the themeof the present chapter,
namely,the effect, apart from the reactions on workpeople’s
capacity, of interference with unfair rates of wages.
5 2. I n real life, when the wage rate ruling a t any point
is unfairly low, the unfairness may be the resultant of two or
more separateelements
of unfairness, produced by different
causes, which operate perhaps in the same, perhaps in contrary,
directions. In the practical treatment of a w e of thiskind
the consequences of interference against each of the different
elements of unfairness would need to be examined separately,
since i t might happen that interference was desirable against
one elementand undesirable against another.But,
though
thisconsiderationcreates
a difficulty for practice, it makes
no difference tothe form of ouranalysis.
For purposes of
exposition,therefore, we are justified in ignoring it and in
confining attention to those forms of unfair wages in which
the unfairness
consists
of a single
element.
This
is the
method that I propose to adopt in the following discussion.
3 3. It ii3 of the utmost importance to distinguish between
twoprincipal sorts of unfair wage. On the one hand, wages
may be unfair in some place or occupation, because, though .
theyareequal to the value of themarginalnetproduct
of
the labour assembled there, this is not equal to the value of
the marginal net product, and, therefore, to the wage rate, of
similar labour assembled elsewhere. On the other hand, wages
ma7 be unfair in some place or occupation, because workpeople areexploitd, in the sense thattheyarepaid
less
than the value which their marginal net product hes to the
firms employing
them.
The
&
e
& of interference
with
these two kinds of unfairness are by no means the m e , and
themmust be kept sharply meparate. In
the next t
sections I shall be considering excluaively
interference with wages, which, though unfair, areequal to
the value of the marginal net product of the workers directly
affected, and thus involg no exploitation.
4. One pmkninary observation of a generalcharacter
should be made, Given that the number of workpeople (of

-
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given quality) assembled in a particular .place or occupation
is such that, in the
existing conditions of demand there, the
value of the marginal net product of labour is not sufficient
to carry with it a fair wage rate, the effect which interference
would have on the national dividend is entirely independentof
the TeaSon why the conditions of demand there are what they
are. On reflection this is obvious. Butinpopularargument
it is frequently ignored.Thusmanufacturers
in out-of-theway districts often urge that the inferiority of their machinery
or themagnitude of theirfreight - charges-factors
which
depress the level of their demand for labour-“ justify ” the
payment of a wage lower than that paid by their competitors.
In an agreement made in the coal industry of Illinois, Indiana,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania, the validity of this plea was formally
recogniwd, and the scale nicely adjusted so that the diatricta
with the better quality of coal and tbe lower railway charges
are required t o pay enough higher wages than other districts
to counterbalance
their
superior natural advantages.”’
Much argument
has
been expended upon the question
whether pleas of this type are sound or unsound. The truth
of the matter is that they are neither the one nor the other,
because theyare irrelevant.The
effect whichinterference
produces on the
withunfairly low wage ratesatanypoint
nationaldividend will be good or badaxtcording to the way
in which i t reacts on the distribution of labour power between
different placas and occupations (including the occupation of
idleness). The character of thiflreaction is not made different
by any difference in the ct5ums throughwhichtheexisting
conditions of the demand for labour at the point affected have
mme about. It dependa exclusively on the c a m s which
of workpeople attached to that
havepreventedthenumber
pointfrom 80 adjusting itself totheexistingmnditions
of
value of themarginal
net
demand there a6 to makethe
product of labour equal to what it is elsewhere, or, in districts
wherethe cost of living for workpeople diverges from the
normal, different from what i t is elsewhere by the appropriate
amount?We
have, therefore, ta djsting&shtheprincipal
‘I

1

Cleu~e8 of agreement, K S . BdbGli7t of Lzhw, January 1897, p 178.
3 Cf. a&, Chapter IX. 8 2.
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of adjustment may be due, andto
examine in turn the effects of interferencewith each of the
different types of unfair wages for which these several causes
are responsible.
§ 5. First,the wage ratein some place or occupation
may be unfairly low because the costs of movementprevent
workpeople there frommoving to other places or occupations
where the wage rate is higher. Among anfairly lowwages
of this kind are included the abnormally low wages that may
rule (1) in some countrydistant from othersand differing
from themin
race, language, or religion ; (2) in some
occupation, movement from which to other occupations would
involve much loss of skill; (3) in some mupation mainly
filled by low-grade unskilled workpeople, the failures of higher
classes. who have spent their energies in attempting a skilled
trade or in confidential service to a particular firm, and are,
of becoming either high-grade unconsequently,incapable
bkilled labourers or skilled workers of another kind ; (4) in
some dietrict, movementaway from whichwould involve, for
the workmenwhomove, the loss of special opportunities for
earnings which that district offers to their women folk,
or, for womenworkers, to their men folk ; and (5) in some
to whichmore
people
form of work, to wit, homework,
are tied by the non-economiccompulsion of family c.are+a
very large proportion of home workers are married women or
widows '"than, intheexistinghighly
developed state of
factory manufacture, economic considerations
alone
would
warrant. It can be shown in a summarymanner that interference designed to rake any of theseforms of unfairly low .
wages will, apart fromreactions on capacity, be injurious to
only part of the effect which
the nationaldividend.The
even appears to be advantageous is the movement-ifany
certain workpeople away from low-waged
mch is set up-of
places or occupations to others ; for the diminution of work
who
do not move away
available to t h m workpeople
obviously involves nothingbut loss. Butthe argumBnt of
Chscpter IX. has M
y shornthat
that movement of
workpeople, though it appears to be advantageous, is not
1 W. Veewlitaky, !The H a lVggkdp, p. 13.
cauaes to whichfailure
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really so. For no doctoring of the wage rate can alter the
costs of movement; it can only cause the obstacles set up by
them to be leapt over or forced. So long, however, as the costs
of movement arewhatthey
are, that distribution of labour
which differs from the absolute idealonly on account of the
costs of movement was shown in Chapter IX. to be the ideal
distribution relatively to the f a d of those costs.’ Any change
of distribution, therefore, so long as those costs remain, must
actually make the dividendsmaller than it would otherwise
have been. Plainly, therefore, no loop-hole is left for any gain.’
3 6. Secondly, the wage ratein someplace or occupationmay
be unfairly lowbecause
ignorance retainsthere
workpeople, who, if costs of movement alone were in question,
would find it advantageous to move. To determine the effect
of interference in theseconditions is more d a c u l t than it
was in the conditions discussed inthe
preceding section.
For, as wasshown
in ChapterIX.,whilethe
forcing of
obstacles set up by costs of movement involves a loss to the
dividend, the forcing of thoseset up by ignoranceinvolves
the effect of pushingup wages in
again.
Hence, so far
a low-wageplace or occupation is to transfer workpeople from
employment in that place or occupation to employment elsewhere, the national dividend will be increased. The apparent
advantage involved in movement,wheremovement
occurs, is
also a real advantage. Before,however, any conclusion can
be drawn aa to the net e f d s of interference, we need to inquire
how far, and in what circumstances, the pushing up of wages
will transfer superfluow workpeople elsewhere.
When the method of engagement that prevails is the
preference method, it is plain that, whether the demand for
labour is elastic or inelastic, no superfluous newemployees
will be tempted to attach themselves la the place or occupaa s ‘

1 It should be noted, however, that, 8% oldemployeesdie
off, theee mta
will disappear ; for to young men contemplating a choice between the occupation
weare eonsidering and others there will be no wts. Hen&, if wages them am
still qnfairly l o w after a number of yesrs, this will presumably not be bee”
of ooskp and the above argament against interference does not apply.
* Thus, in so far as home workers earn a wage equal to their marginal
is often low becanae they are in direet competition with
worth-which
machinery of great eaciency-and are prevented from moving into factory
work by family necessitiea, the national dividend, apart frompoesible d i o n s
on capecity, would be injnred by any forcing up of their wage rete.
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tion where the wage rate has been raised, and that all persons
dislodged from employment there will know themselves to he
definitely and finally dislodged. For, under
this
method,
certain men are formally preferred to others, and it is known
that whatever work is available will be wholly concentrated
In theseeircumstsnces, since, if theothers do
uponthem.
not move, they must expect to earn nothing
a t all, they will
be under very
a stronginducement
to move. Hence the
wholeeffect of the enhancement of wages will consist in the
transference of someworkpeoplefrom
points of less effective
employment to points of more effective employment.Except
as atemporaryincident
in the process of transition, no unemployment or partial employment will be created anywhere
as a set-off against this gain. Consequently,
interference
designedto force upwages to the fair level must benefit the
national dividend.
Whenthe
method of engagement of labour is either
the privileged class or the casual method, the effect on the
national dividend is differentaccording asthedemand
for
labour, inthe place or occupation where the wage rateis
raised,has
an elasticity less than, or greater than,unity.
If the elasticity is less than unity, the attractiveness of that
place or mupation to workpeople already assembled there will
be increased, because the mathematical expectation of earnings
will be increased. Conequently, under either of these two
methods of engagement, there is no reason toanticipate
any movement of workpeople
away
from that place or
occupation to others ; and under the casualmethodthere
will probably be somemovement i n t h e oppositedirection.
It ia certain, however, that the amount of workavailable in
that place or occupation will be diminished.
Hence
the
nationd dividendwill necessarily suffer. If the elasticity of
the demand for labour is greater than unity, the attractiveness
of the place or occupation to the workpeople assembled there,
aa well as to outsiders,will,underboththesemethods
of
engagement, be diminished when W 8 g e s areraieed
ThereFore, it is prima facie probable that aome workpeople will
move a m y ; though it ahould be remembered that, in EO far
BB workpeople are better acquainted with, and 80 attach

.
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more importance to, the nominal wage than to the prospect of
continuous employment, the tendency to move may meet with
is the greater
considerable obstruction.
This
obstruction
inthat
those workpeople who could
move
most
easily,
namely, the young men, are not likely to be hit by unemployment so much as the average ” worker,To
theextentthat
movement does occur, the national dividend w h be made larger.
But, on the other hand, someworkpeople,who formerly were
fully employed, are likely, a t allevents for some time, to
remain inthe
place or occupation in partial employment.
The injury which thenational
dividend suffers from this
cause mayeither exceed or fallshort of the benefit which
it receivea
from
the movement of the
other
workpeople.
It is impossible to say generallywhether
thenet
result
will be advantageous or disadvantageous. I t will be different
is, however,one
case in
in differentcircumstances.There
whicha d e h i t e solution is obtainable. Where the elasticity
of demand is so great that the raising of the wage rate
to the “ fair ” level reduces the demand for labour to zero, the
attractiveneas of the place or occupation to all workpeople
is ah0 reduced to zero, and thorn assembled at it must, therefore,moveaway.
Thiscondition is satisfied whenindividual
employers are so incompetent, or individual
factories
or
thatthe enforcement of fair
mines are so badlysituated,
wages musea them to collapse altogether before the
will be
competition of others. When it is fulfilled-it
remembered that we are here
discussing
cases in which
movement on the part of workpeople is obstructed, not a t
all by costs (e.g. the cost’ of learning a new trade) but only
by ignorance-the national dividend is bound to be increased
by interference designed to enforce fair wages.
8 7. We now turn to the second main clam of unfair wage
rates that was distinguished in 3 3, namely, wage rates that
are unfair, not because the value of the marginal net product
of labour a t t h e p i n t awhere they occm ia insufficient ta yield
a real wage equal to wages elsewhere, but became exploitation
on the part of employers forces workpeople to accept in
pyment for their services less than the value which the
marginal neb product af their eervicea bas to thew employers.
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There is, indeed,somethingartificial
inthisstatement
of
the problem, because, if any employer, or body of employers,
in general,
exploits the workpeople i n hisservice,hewill,
not be able to hire aa much labour a8 would have been
available for himotherwise,
and, consequently, the value
of the marginal
net
product
of suchlabour
as he does
hire will he indirectly raised. Hence, in general, if an
employer
exploits
his
men by
paying
them 5s. a week
less thanthe value of theirmarginalnet
product to him,
5s. a week less
this will not mean thattheyaregetting
thanthefair
wage obtainable for similar work elsewhere,
only 4s. or .3a. less than this.’ Thisbeing
butperhaps
understood, we may proceed to investigate the way in which
unfairly low wages due to exploitation may be brought
about.
I t waa explained in Chapter VI. that, if perfectlyfree
competition prevailed everywhere, the wage rate paid by any
employer in any occupation wodd be determinate a t a
definitepoint.The
value of the marginal net product of
labour of given quality would be the same t o all employers
-to simplify the exposition we ignore for the moment
local differences in the Gostof living-and, if one employer
know
offered a man lesa than others, that man would
that he could at once get aa much as this value of his
marginal net product from others. I n so far, however, aa
movements of workpeople are hampered by ignorance and
costs, a monopolistic element is introduced intothe
wage
bargain.Consequently,
there is created a range of indetermimtcncss, within
which
the
wages actually
paid
to
anyworkman
can be affected byindividualhiggling
and
bargaining.”The
upper limit of this range is a wage equal
to the value of t h e m q i n a l net product of the workman to
the employerengaging him, it being understood thatthis
value is ngt fixed from outride, but depends in part u p n
how, many men the employer ,cancerned chooaea to engage.
The lower limit is a wage equal to what the workman believes
he could obtak by moving elsewhere, minw an allowance tobahnca the coats of the movement. Thewidth of the gap
’

1
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between the workers’ minimum and the employers’ maximum
varies in different circumstances. It is made largerwhenthe
or openly enter into an agreeemployers in a district tacitly
to bid against one another for labour, since, in
mentnot
that event, thealternativeto
accepting terms fromthem
is to seekwork, not near by, butperhaps in an unknown
district. For example, in some districtsthe rate of pay to
agricultural labourers had, before the war, h o m e R
matter of tradition and custom. Though conhtions had
become quite diHerent from what
they
were when this
tradition crystallised, nobody venturedtotaketheinitiative in breakingaway
from it. ‘‘ The farmer,” says the
Report of the Land Inquiry Committee.“has been accustomed
topay
acertain
wage andto
feel that theconditions
of
farming would not allow him to go beyond that limit, and we
have found instances of his going without labour for a time
rather than grant a rise in wages. . . His line of defence is
greatlystrengthened
by the solidarity of interestaamong
farmers. If an employer in the town wishes t o make a subetantial advance in wages] he can afford to be indifferent to
the resentment, if any, amongother
employers. Butthe
personal bonds between farmers are extremely close, and the
best employer of labour is sensitive to social ostracism. From
manyparts
of the country we have heard of cases where
farmers would willingly raise wages but for fear of local
opinion. Thus, a farmer told us that, to avoid the appearance
of payinghigher wages than the farmers round him, he had
actuallyresortedto
subterfuge and adopted a bonus method
of payment.”’ The width
of the gap is also greater the more
free employers are to make use of devices likely to aggravate
of
theignorance of their workpeople 88 to therealamount
the earnings they are receiving-mch devices a a,re combated
by the particulars clam,” theTruck Acta and the otherforme
of protective legislation that were diecumd in Chapter IX.
$ 8. Whenever any gap exists,exploitation of the workpeople up to the measure of this gap ia pwibde?

.

‘I

RBpms ofthe Load lupiry Co#iwr&q 1914, vol. i p 40.
It is sometimes thought that an mployds power of exploitation is
slwsy~greater under L piece-wnge thm under s time-wnge system. But this ia
1

a

not 80. Workpeople engaged in optutions, the paee of W M
b dependent upon
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Whetherand
how far,when theextent of thegap is
given,exploitation will actuallytake place, depends partly
on the relative bargaining power of the employers and workpeople concerned and partly on the willingness of the stronger
party to exercise its power. Even when the gap is large, the
occurrence of exploitation is not certain, and, in occupations
where the workpeople have been able to organ& themselves
into strong h d e Unions, supported by a reserve fundand
bargaining for their wage rates as single collective wholes, it is
notevenprobable.
Rut, i n occupations in which the workpeople-whetherbecause
they are widely scattered in space,
or because theyare poor andignorant, or because theyare
do not expect tocontinueinindustryafter
women
who
marriage, or for any other reason-are
unorganised, there are
grounds forfearing that exploitationwilloften
occur. The
chief of these is that, when workpeople are unable to combine,
an employer generally possesses considerably greater strategic
his opponents. First,theactual
process of
atrengththan
bargaining ie one to which he is accustomed and to which he
is, i n a sense, trained, while these things are not true of the
generahty of workpeople. Women workem andchildrenare
eapecially weak from thispoint of view. Secondly, partly
because he is richer andpartly because he employs a considerablenumber
of workmen, an employer usuallystands
to suffer a smaller loss of well - being when a bargain
be consummated than
withanindividual
workmanfailsto
that individualworkmanstandsto
suffer. H e is, therefore,
thin@
to
extremes.
The
i n a better position to push
is brought
significanoe of thenumber of peopleemployed
outbythecomparative
weakness of employers in bargains
aboutdomesticservice:
“The alternativeto, the well-to-do
w o m n of doing without a servant for a single day is perhaps
as disagreeable to her as thealternative to theservant of
wory and inconvenience to
being out of a place;andthe
~~

maohinerg controlled hy employera, often prefer p i e c e - w e on the ground that,
d 0 r that a y s h , they will be mbjected to less ovaratrain through Epeeding-up
t b n they would have to put up with under time-wqp. T h o cotton operatives
and the operstivss in those s e ~ t ofithe~ ~ boot-trade where machinery is
largely employed appear to take this view. (OF. LEoyd, Tmak U n & m h , pp.
92.4.)

.
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the mistress of finding anotherservantis
a t least 88 great
as the discomfort to the servant of getting another situation.”
Thirdly, in some circumstances for aworkman to refuse an
employer’s t e r m involvesforhim
further evil in addition
This will happenif, besidmbeing a workto loss ofwages.
man, heis
ala0 a tenanttohis
employer, and 80 liable
to eviction from his house. In view of these considerations,
if an employer of unorganised workpeople chooses to exercise
his bargaining power, he c0n pay w a p muchnearerto
the workman’s minimum than to his own maximum.Where
employers reckon to keep the eame workpeople for along
of injuring these workpeople’s future efficiency
time,fear
may induce them in their own interest to concede terms more
liberal thanthey
need have done. Furthermore, it isto
be expectedthat f e e h g s of generosity and kindliueee will
oftenprevent employers from fully exercising their power.
But, when they are themselvea very poor, there ia libtle ecope
for generosity; and, even when theyarenotvery
poor, if
they work through foremen or sub-contractors employed upon
piece-profits, there is little prospect of it.z It follows that,
among unorganieed workpeople unable to bargain collectively,
anumber of men and women are likelyto be paid wages
approaching much more nearly to the lower than to the upper
end of the range of poeeible rates. Such wages are, in general,
lower than the wages far similar work that are paid elmwhere;
that h to say, they are “unfair.”’

Dsmomrcy,

Webb, laduatd
p. 676.
“here is resson to believe that the e x 6 e prescmra to whiah children
were mbjected under the old factory eyetam wa~lpartly due to the f a d that
ovenwen were paid pieobwagea (Cf. Oilman, A Bvidmd to La&m~,
p. 32.)
In like manner, the “ ewating ” that ia sometimes fonnd among the employees
of sub-contreotors ia probably traoeable, not to the ayetam of sub-contract, bnt
to the hct that sab-eontractora are generally small mrstem on pime profita.
3 It may poseibly be argaed Sgainet khe above a
nalpis that, th+
employer m a y sucosed, by bargaining, in foming upon workmen, other h the
maan mud expmdce to him, a wage below the value of their marginal net prodpct,
itconootpayhimtotresttA.irmaaeo. Foritwillbetohieintereattogoen
engaging fresh hands till the wage and the value of the msrginsl net product of
the workman most sxpenaive to him are equal. Heme, it in impoksible for m y
employer who pya to dl hia workpople the -me eB&c).-wsge
to pry to any
of them less than the value of the mprginrl net product of their work. ’Thin
argument, however, twig ~88nmeathat en employer, whom it wudd pay to
e n ~ ~ h a n d s a t ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ r a t e , ~ b s a Q l Q t o d o t h
indefiuib extent. No m h msumption i warrantad.
1

2
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8. The eatabliahment anywhere of unfair wages of this
type does not involve, at all eventsdirectly, m y divergence
intheactualdistribution
of labourfrom the most advantageous distribution. All that it involvesdirectly is that in
some places certain workpeople, who would in any event have
been employed there,are mulcted of part of their possible
earnings by the greater strategic strength
of opposing bargainers.
Thus it appears prima f a t i e that, though the abolition of this
type of unfairness would presumably benefit economic welfare
as a whole bypreventing
the relativelyrich
from taking
money from the relatively poor, it would make no difference
to the magnitude of the national dividend. This prima f a c i e
conclusion omite, however, to take account of certain important
indirect effects. These are three in number, and have now to
be noticed in turn.
First, the forcing down ofwagea in particular places or
occupations, though it does notreduce
the laboursupply
it, may
sufficiently to compel employers to refrainfrom
easily reduce it to some extent by driving some workWhen this happens, thequantity of labour
peopleaway.'
employed there will be EO far contracted that the value of the
marginal net product of labour there becomes greater than it is
elsewhere. This involves injury to the national dividend. Consequently, a forcing-up of the wage rate, by bringing in men
from other occupations which yield a maller marginal return,
would benefit it. I n so far, for example, as the wages of agricultural labourers before the war were kept down by tacit
underatandings among farmers,the legal enforcementof a higher
wage would have increaeed tbe number of these labourers in a
way unambiguously advantageous to the national dividenda
It ia p d l e that exploitation may led the exploiA workpeople to do
work than they would have done with better wegea, and m y thw, deapita
the coonsiderations that follow, involve an increasa in t h e mtional dividend
In view, however, of the motions that are likely to be net up in their capocity, it
in very unlikely that an e k t of t h i ~
kind will be pment. In any event, thie
sort of increase in the dividend, if it were to come about, nobody would regard
sa e su5kient atonement for the exploibticm. I propose., therefore. while noting
here thia p i b l e economic diahmnony, to ignore it ia the body of my argument.
* It is thue perfectly o o m t to attribute a portim of the transference trom
arable to grsae farming that ILW taken phae in England nince the 'seventies to the
low
of w w driving tbe lsbourem off the lend. (Cf.Hell, Apidture UJ%
t h War, p. 121.) Anotlaer end a larger portion of it is, however, due to
1

mor6
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Secondly, it was pointed out in Part 11. Chap. IX. § 16,
that,“whentheir
clients, be they customers or workpeople,
can be squeezed, employerstend to expend their energy in
accomplishing this, rather than in improving the organimtion
of their factories.” To prevent them from seeking profit along
the line of bargaining power indirectly impels them to seek
it along that of technicalimprovement.
Thus Mr. Mallon
writes : “An employer, compelled by the Trade Board [through
the institution of a minimum wage] to scrutinise his factory,
found that, through lax organisation, its workerswere often
kept waiting for work to their, and his own, considerable loss.
Applying himself to the removal of this cause of waste, he
was soon able to provide for the steadyandcontinuous
employment of the workers, the outcome being substantial
gaintothemand,in
at least an equal degree, to himself.
Such cases could be multiplied indefinitely. In many factories
and workshops for the first time methods and equipment are
being overhauled, with results at which many of the employers,
pleased and
not atthe outset in favour of theAct,are
astonished.”’ With this passage may becompared akindred
observation of Miss Black’s : ‘‘ It has been shown over and
are prevented from
over again
that,
when
employers
developing their business along the lines of cheaplabour
or bad conditions, they proceed to develop it along the lines
of improved methods, and that the improvedmethods tend
bothtoincreased
outputandtogreater
cheapnem.”
This
view, the correctness of which nobody seriously doubts, is not,
it should be understood, equivalent to the view that, if in
anycountry labour in general is abundant and,therefore,
uw
of
cheap,
employers
are discouraged from making
machinery.
Since
machinery
is
itself
the
product
of
labour,
the cheapening of imported food, whicb haa rendered the employment of British
~e~ources
in direct food production lw profitable relatively to other employments than it med to be. To substitute gram farmingforarablefarming
is
merely one way of reducing the rB(1(RIloBB devoted to food production in this
country, sa against the production of other things by the sale of which food can
be purchased from abroad; for, aa S i r A. D. Hell o h r v e s , “lend [a*,
of courae,
from apecial aorta of land] under arable cultivation prodnoea nearly three timsa
an much food aa when -der grase and employe ten timea aa many men ”
(ihb!.p. 127).
1 rdcdd u
mmt and thc ~ i s i a gww, p. 15s.
Black, M k k e ~ aof ozlr Clothse, pp. 186 Bnd 192.
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that view is not correct.’ If, however, in a particulardistrict
or occupation employers
are
able
to exploit
particular
a
class of labour,theyare
h u r a g e d frommaking
use of
machinery, becauee machinery embodies the services of other
more exclasses of labour,which,notbeingexploited,are
pensive relatively to their efliciency.
Thirdly, if particular employers outbargain their workmen,
in such wise as to compel some or all of them to accept a wage
it necessarily
below the value of their marginal net product,
happens that theseemployers are receiving more thanthe
normal earnings of persons of their degree of competence ;a state of affairs which, in view of the imperfect mobility of
employing power between occupations, may continue for some
time.
If
the
exploiting
employers were persons of the
ordinary competence of their grade, interference, which forced
up the wagea paid by them to the fair level, would simply
compelthem
tohand over t o workpeople profits formerly
exacted from them by force majeure, and would have no other
effect. As a matter of fact, however, exploitation of this kind
is much more often practised by incompetent or badly situated
employers, who, without it, could not maintain themselves in
business, than by competent andwell-situated
men.
The
smallmasters
have, throughouthistory,
been always the .
worst exploiters. Hen’ce exploitation provides, in the main, a
bounty at the workers’ expense for relatively incompetent and
badly situated employers ; and the prevention of exploitation
would tend to hasten their defeat at the hands of more efficient
rivals. This wnsideration,
in conjunction with the others that
have preceded it, makes it plain that external interference to
prevent that type of unfair wages which I have described rn
exploitation is desirable in the interest of the national dividend
as well a upon other grounds.
9. All that has been saidhitherto,both
of unfair
wages that me equal to the value of marginal net product,
and of unfair wages thatare
exploited below thevalue
is of quite generalapplication.
It
of marginalnetproduct,
hol& good equally of men’s wages and of women’s wages ;.

3

1

Cf. Hayea,

i?hmn&

L‘

The Bate of Wag-

and

the

Use of Machinery,” A

Budm, Septembar 1928, p p 461 d esp.
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and, of course, in view of their inferiororganisation,
the
danger of exploitation is especially great
with
women.
Any specific plea thatthe
wage of either sex in any
place or occupation is unfair would
need
to be reviewed
in the light of it. Therestill remains, however, asomewhat
special problem arising out of the relatiolz between men’s wages
and womeds w q e s , which our analysie doea not cover. It
may happen that women’swages in some place or occupation
are fair relatively to women’a wages in other places or occupations, but unfairrelatively to men’swages in that place or
occupation. Thisstatementhas
not, of course, anything to
do with ‘the well-knownfactthat
women’s day wages on
theaverage are considerably lower than men’s day wages.
Women, looking forward, asthey do, to matrimonyanda
&s men me,
lifeinthe
home, are not trainedtoindustry
and do not devote to it that period of their lives when
they are
strongest
and
most
capable. Thus between the
great decrease
age-periods of 18-20 and 25-35 thereisa
in the percentage ofwomenwho
are engaged in wage-earning
occupations, andthis
is due, no doubt,to
thewithdrawal
of many of them at marriage.
Prof.
Sargant
Florence
writes : I‘ The cammon age a t marriage being between 2 1 and
2 5 for spinsters,thetypicallength
of industrial life for a
be eight years.’”
IB these circumstances,
woman
would
even though women’s natural endowmentfl of mind
and
musclewere equal to those of men, which, on the average,
it would be surprising if their day wages
they arenot,
they
are lower
were not lower. Certainly, the fact that
involves no unkiruess in the sense in which thatterm is
here UBBd. In mme places or occupations, however, it may
happen that not only the day wages, but also the piece wages,
or, more accurately, the efficiency wages, of women are lower
than tho= of men. Thisstate of things may come about
wagea in those places oroccupations
are
becausewomen’s
Iknwmic . T u u d , Mar, 1881, p. 20. In the later age-group, it may be
notiaed, dongeide of aoantinuing eflux, there i SOB certain reinflux into industry
of women whom huebands have &d. Eir Eydney Chapmen refers to this point in
conneotion with home work, pointing ont that muoh of this work requirea only
mch skill ~8 can be squired by anybody at any time of life, and ie taken up by
nntraind persons, who “rmddenly find it nwamry to do something, or have
to make money ” (Horn Tor&,
Mmcheeterr Btrtktieal W e t y , Jan. 1910, p. 93).
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unfair
relatively
to women’s
wages
elsewhere.
Itnh a t
is nothing specialabout
it,andthe
analyais
eventthere
sections.
relevant to it has already been giveninpreceding
But it may also come about because women’swages in those
places or occupations are unfair relatively to men’s wages there,
wages
elseaIthoughtheyarefair
Felatively to women’s
where. I t is this state of things that constitubes our present
problem.
In order to understandthematterrightly,
analysis is
necessary. The common idea is that women arenormally
paid less than men because men’swages have, in general, to
support a family, while women’s wag- have only to support
the women themselves. This is very superficial. Thecorrect
seem
to be as follows. Theproline of approach would
ductive efficiency of arepresentative
woman relativelyto
that of a repreeentative man is different in different occupaof infants,
tions: in some,such aa nursingandthetending
it is much greater ; in others,such
as coal-miningand
navvy work, i t ismuch
less. If we knew enough of the
facts, we could draw up a list of all occupations, giving for
each of themtheamount
of normal man’s labourto which
adayor
week of normal woman’s labour isequivalent.
The
relation
between the demand schedules for women’s
work and for men’swork
is determined by the factsembodied in this list, in conjunction with the general conditions
of demand‘Tor theproducts of the severaloccupations.The
relation between the supplies of women’s work and of men’s
work is determined partly by the physiological fact that male
and female children mrvive in nearlyequal numbers, whatever the comparative wages ruling for men’s work and women$
work may be; and partly by the economic fact thatthe
proportions, rerrpectively, of the men and women in existenw
who offer their work in industry depend, not
only
on
the wage8offered tomembers of either sex separately, but
alao, since women are the less likely to work at industry the
more money theirhusbandsare
earning, on the aggregatefamily income. These two sets of
amount of thejoint
influences together govern and determine the relation between
the general level of the wages per day paid to representative

-
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members of thetwo
eexeal In equilibriumthere
is one
general rate of representative men’s day wages and one
generalrate of representative women’s day wages, the one
or theother
being higher according to thecircumstances
of supply, and according asthe commodities demanded by
the public are chiefly commodities for themanufacture
of
which the one or theother
sex is specially well fitted?
This analysis may be formulated mathematically as follows :
Let w1 be the rate of women’s wages per day,
w2 the rate of men’s wages per day.
Then, since the amount of women’s labour offered in industry at any given
wage dependa ‘ i n part upon the rate of men’s wagea-being, in general, smaller
the larger these ,are-the supply
of women’s labour may be written fl (wl,w2).
In like manner, the supply of men’s labour may be writtenf2(w1,w2).
b d we bow
that sf,(ulvWz>and aft(Wllw22) 8re pitive, Bnd Sfl(%%)
Wl
8 w2
6 w2
1

and &
!&
!?
!%)
are negative.
8 w1
Again, since the amount of women’s labour demanded in industry a t any
given wage depends upon the rate of men’swages-being,
in general, smaller
- the demandfor
women’s labourmay
be written
the smallertheseare
(ml,wJ, and the demand for men’s l a b o y q$ (wl,w%). And we know that
@1 (w19wz) and
@2 (w19w!h
negative, md a @1 (w19w2) and ‘@2 ( w 1 7 w &
8 Wl
6 WDP
8 wt
a Wl
are positive.
The two equations, which SU&X to determine our two unknowns, are :
~

(1) fl(WI,W2) = e1 (%WJ
(2) ~ * ( ~ 1 , w 2 ) = 9 (“l,W2).
2
It may be added that, if the proportion of women and men offering work in
induetry were determinedsolelyby
the proportion of women and men in
existence, we should have to do with a etraightforward problem of joint-supply ;
for, obviously, the comparative numberaof the two sex- are determined by physiological ~ U B Woutside t h e
of economic influences. I n theseconditiona,
therefore, both the supply of women workers and the Bupply of men workera
would be funotiona of one variable, this variable being some symbol of a normal
familyincome,such
aa (w, + 10 . For fl(tcl, y2) and f2(w1,wJ we ahould
have to writef(wl + W J and df
+ ws) : and m countries where males and
f e d e a survive in equal numbers, k would be equal to unity.
It is intereating to nota that i n t h e E u r o p n War, while the withdrawal
of men from industry for the army natnrallytended
to raise men’s wngea
relstively to women’s wages, the ohsnroter of the commodities demanded by the
public was changed in a way tending in the oppositedirection.
Ordinny
tailoring and munitionmaking,
the demand fm both of which enormously
expanded, appear to be bettar adapted for women’s wmk than the general run
of industries. In t h e Beport of t h e Conference of the British AsPociation on
OuJZutsfor Labour aflcr UW RTar it is suggeatad that, on t h e whole, t h e B@
war demand of the Government WM “ a h
d for a clsas of pod^ in t h e
prodnction of which a p t e r proportion of women rather then men can be
more uaefnlly and economidy employed than under n o d pease conditione ”
3-(
1915, P. 9
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Men alone are employed in all occupations where the ratio of
their efficiency to women’s eEciency exceeds theratio
of
their day wages to women’s day wages ; women alone in all
occupations in opposite case ; and men and women indifferently
in the marginaloccupations in which their respective efficiencies
bear to one anotherthe same ratio aa their respectiveday
wages. In these marginal occupations, that is to say, the
etficiencywages of the two sexes are equal. This equality
of eficiency wages means, withcertain
allowances, equality
of piwe wagea. Theprincipal allowances are, first, a small
extra for men,because,since,
at need, they can be put on
night-workand
can be sworn at more comfortably, i t is
rather more convenienttoemploy
them; secondly, asmall
men or women,
extra to the more skilfulworkers,whether
a
timethan
because they occupy machinery for shorter
lea skilful workers in accomplishingagiven job. In equilibriumthe
piecewages
paid to the members of the two
aexeu in the marginal occupations are, with these limitations,
qual1 This is the state of things which the play of economic
It so happens in fact--as indeed is probable a priol-dthat the-range of
thasemarginal occupations is in this country small. The Poor LawComme
missionersreport : “ Aboutfour-fifths of the occupied malepopulation
engagedinemploymentswhichtheymonopolise,
or in which women are a
negligiblefactor aa regards p i b l e competition, mch &B agriculture,mining,
h h i n g , building,transport, wood, gas andwater,andthestaplemetaland
Only onemachine-making trades, all of which are virtually male preserves.
fifth of the malm are engaged in tradea where women enter to the extent of 1
per cent of the whole number of occupied femalee” (Report, p. 324). M r . and
Mrs. Webbwitness to the eame effect : c‘Thereare a verysmallnumber of
cnses in whioh men and women compete directly with each other €or employment on precisely the uame operation in one and the same process ” (Webb,
Indwtpial Dcmorraey, p 806. Cf. ahSmart,EeonomicStudira, p. 118.) When
one BBX appears to be mvading t h e province of the other, the fact generally is
that the proceas, a~ well IM the workem, is being changed. Thus, machinmy
and malea have come into laoe and laundry work : machinery and females into
hoot-making and tailoring. The Poor Law Oommiseionem report : “ In t h e boot
and shoe trade-whioh
haa been distinctivelyamaleindustry-women
are
cert;siy obtaining a relstively stronger hold, owing to the diviaion of labour
whioh now furnithe# certain lighter procesae~+snitablefor women, that were
formerly done I L part
of the general work of male shoemakers. Slipper-making,
~
for instanoe, is now p a s h g entirely into female hands” ( R e p w t of tL R t y d
Chnntission 011 t ? P
~o07 Lazo, p. 324). Aho, on the authority of the Board o€
Tradeinquiry into the Cost of m n g of the Tporking Classes : I ‘ The mame
phenomenon mum in other fields ; for instance, in Sheffield, file-cutting, am
oacuption which used to be largely done byfemaleout-workers-thework
requiring rather dextarity h n atrength-is
now being doneby
heavy
w h i n e y requiring male attendante ” (&io!. p. 824). The Chmmissionera
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forces tends to bring about; and, 80 far as it in fact brings it
about, it is not possible for women’swages in any plrtoe or
occupation to be fairrelatively to women’swageselsewhere
and yet unfair relatively to men’s wages there.’
In real life, however, it happens from time to time that
economic equilibrium in this matter is not
attained.
In
particular occupations employers may pay to women workers an
efficiency wage, which, though fair relatively to women's wages
elsewhere, is lew than the e&ciencywage they are paying to
men workers, and yet may still employ somemen.
They may
summarise their views thus: ‘<The conclusion is that, while women and
which the specialisation
juvenilesare
now engnged in manyindustriesin
of machineryenablesthem
to take part, they a m not, inany considerable
trade or process, displacingadult males in the sense that theyarebeing
more largely employed to do workidenticalwith
thatforn~erly doneby
men. T h e great expansion women’s
of
labour
seems
to have been in
new fields of employment, or in fields which
men
never
occupied. It
should
also
be borne in mind that, even when
women
nre employed
wheremen used to be employed, this is largelyduetothe
mengoing into
more highly paidindustries.Mining,mnchine-making,andbuildinghave
of lnte years attractedanabnormal
nnmber of menand
boys” (ibid. p.
326).
This view is fully borne out by what occurred duringthe European
War. The British Association Conference of 1915 on Wetsfor Labcrur after
thc War reported : (‘Even during the present time of strew, when women are to
a certain extent doing work which would normally be done by men,
the work,
as shown in the deteiled portion of this Report denling with Beparate trades, is
very rarely similar either as regards process or conditions. With the introduction of women the work hasoften to be subdivided,and the men generally
have at leastthe
arduousness of their workincreased,with
oft-timesthe
addition of over-time and night-work and a larger amount of work entailing a
greater strain. Where workehops have been recently built for women workers,
they have been equipped with mnchines of a different type from what would
been able to procuretrainedmen ”
have been installed had the management
( l a . cit. p. 15). Cf. also &pmt of Ika War Cabinet Committee OIL JVmnm in
Induslry, 1919, pp. 21-2.
T h e scheme of analyeis worked oat in the text can also be applied to the
c888 in which one claw of worker is not more efficient in any job than another
class, but is aa e f i e n l in some job& If the number of persona in this clam is
more than enough to fill the jobs in whiah they are aa efficient u) the others,
their wage-rata will, in equilibrium, be leas than that of the others, but, if their
nnmber is not more than enough for thia, their wnge-rate will, in equilibrium, be
eqnd to that of the others. Inthis connection the following pessage from
Mr. Henry Ford’s book Ny Lye a d Wmk. is of intamat : ‘a T h e snbdiviaion of
industry opens plasm that a n be filled by practically any one. There are more
p h in subdivision i n d u e th.& a n be filled by blind men than there are
blind men. There are more placea that can be fillcd by cripples than there are
cripplea And in mod.of theas places the man who short-sightedly might be
conaidered as an objecf of charity can earn juut lls adeqnate B living m t h e
keenest and moat able-bodied. It ie waste to put an able-bodied man in a job
that might just aa well be mud for by a oripple ” (Zoc. 4.
p. 209).
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do this either for a short time,while they are in process of
substitutingthe one sex for theother ; or for alongtime,
because tradeunionpressure
or custom either compels the
retention of mmemen, or vetoes the entry of more thana
In theseconditions is theclaim
limitednumber ofwomen.
equal pay for workers of equaleficiency ” justified ? In
what waywould interference to raise the women’sefficiency
wage to the level of the men’s affect the national dividend 2
If the power of tradition, custom or trade union pressure
i.t~ suchthatneitherthenumber
of women attached to the
occupation under review nor the number of women employed
there will be different if employers are allowed to pay them the
lower rate from what it will be if they are forced to pay the
be affected at all.
higher rate, the national dividend will not
state of affairs. For,
!Chis,however, is averyimprobable
even though the number
of womenwho may be employed in
the occupation is rigidly limited, it is likely that the number
trained for andattached to it will be madegreaterby
the
higher wage rate ; and, if this happens, the dividend obviously
suffers from the enforced idleness of those who areattached
butnot
employed. Furthermore,in real lifepermiwionto
pay the lower wage rate will seldombe without effect on the
number of women who are employed there and take the place . .
of men. For example, inStoke-upowTrent i t appears that
women andgirls are very largelyemployed in thepottery
industry. In some branches of this trade they arebeing
employed to an increasing extent upon work which, a few
years ago, was performed almogt exclusively by men ; they are
now acting in competition with male labour; and, as they are
lowerwages, theyaregradually
able to do similarworkfor
driving men from certain sections of the trade.”
This consideration confirms Profemor Cannsn’s contention, that “the
mmt powerful lever for increasing the opportunities of women is
taken away if they are not allowed to do the work cheaper.”
It follows that, generally speaking, to compel the payment to
them of an efficiencywage equal t o that paid to men in
are seeking to enter,and inwhich
occupationswhichthey
(I

‘I

1 Repmt

of thd Rqal Ommi&m m the Poop Lawn, p. 323.
2

We&%, p.
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such a rate would give themhigherearningsthansimilar
women can obtain elsewhere, must obstruct their entry either
directly,orindirectlybyrelaxing
employers’ efforts tobreak
it. But, since,
downthecustomsandrulesthathinder
m hypothesi, theyare
more efficient, relatively to men, in
these
occupations
thantheyareinmarginal
occupations
common to both sexes, theirentry
would necessarily be
beneficial tothenational
dwidend. Hence, generallyspeaking, interference designed to enforce the payment to them of a
“ fair ” wage, as compared withthe
wages paid to men, in
circumstances when this means a n unfairly high wage as compared with women’s wages elsewhere, would injure the national
dividend.’ Interference may still conceivably be advocatedby
those who wish to exclude women from industry, as far as that
can bedone, on general social grounds. Such a defence for it
is, however, insecure, because interference of the type here discussed not only lessens the aggregatenumber of women in
industry, but distributes them among different occupations in a
women from
wasteful manner. Thesocial argument for excluding
industry generally cannot sustain a policy which has this effect.
Q 10. In view of the distinctions that have beenfound,
in the course of this chapter, to exist between different forms
of unfair wages, it is plainthat interferencedirectedindiscriminately against all forms must
do harm aa well as good.
The procedure,which, if practicable, would mostadvantage
the national
dividend,
would be to
examine
and
deal
place or occupation where there
separately
with
every
waa prima fa& reason to believe that wageswere
unfair
in any of t h e s e n w studied in the text. It may,however,
be argued that this plan L an impracticable one, andthat
it is necessary either to interfereagainstunfair
wagesby
I t i~ powible to employ the term “unfair” wages in reference to women’s
wages in a somewhat ditferent aew, and to hold that women’s w a p in general
are u n f d y low, bocanae they fall shortofwhat
they wonldhavebeen, were
it not that customand tradition permanentlyexcludewomen
from certain
occupations suited to their powera, and 80 form aome of them to take upwar%
for which they are relatively ill-fitted. Ae waa ahown in Chapter IX., the
removal of all artificial barriera of this kind would benefit the national dividend.
But, 80 long a8 the barrieraare left Btending, reawning analogous to that
employed in $ 6 of the present chapterproves that any attampt to force up
women’awagea towsrds what they would be if the brim were removed, will
injure the national dividend.
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broadgeneralrules
or else nottointerfere
a t alL Thus,
it may be said, it is practicable to pass and administer a law
of 1915, which providathat
female
like the Frenchlaw
outworkers shall be paida piece-wage that will yield to the
averageoutworkerearningsequaltothose
of an average
factory worker; but it is not practicable to enact that a wage
lower than this shall be permitted when it is due to family ties
which restrain homeworkers from going into factories, and
forbidden when it is due to exploitation. Whenthe issue
raised is of this type, policy must be based on abalancing
of conflicting considerations.
Labmr Gazette, Sept. 1916, p. 367.

CHAPTER XV
FAIR
WAGES

INSIDE
PARTICULAR
INDUSTRIES

5 1. IN Chapter

VIII. methods of industrial remuneration
of view of their effect in
were discussed from thepoint
stimulating the productive activity
of the individual worker.
We have now to consider them from the standpoint of fairness
between different workers. To be fair, the wages of different
men in any industry engaged in the eame class of job must,
as we have s e n , be proportioned to theireaciencyinthe
senae defined in Chapter XIV. 9 1. I propose to inquire how
far under the two principal methods of industrial remuneration,
time-wages and piece-wages, we may expect this requirement
to be satisfied.
2. Under
time
-wages
a
good deal more can be
accomplished in this sense than is sometimes
supposed
By means of careful records and corresponding
adjustments wage-ratea can be arranged 8t differiug levelsadapted
to the different eficienciea of individual workpeople.’ It is
frequently urged, indeed, that, where standard rates for average
workpeople are established, either by bargaining between
associations of employers and employed or by authoritative
intervention on the part of the State, adjustment k bound to
be very imperfect, alike for workpeoplebelow the average of
capacityand for workpeopleabove it. .Experience, however,
d m not altogether bear out this view.

5

I Cf. for an elaborate attempt on theuelinea,
armnt, Work, W q m , umd
h-fit
ch.
s,iv. In the Birmingham brass tradea “the executive of the National
Union of Bram Workew grades w h worker aoearding to his abiliw, and p h
him in one of wven different classea, for each of which a minimum wage is ret
by collective bargaining. If an employerohallenges the qualifications of any
man, a practical examination i
n the P’OCBBBBB
of the trade L given him by the
manager of the Hunicipal Bram W
ee School ” (Goodrich, ?%e Front& of
O d d ,p. 166). This, however, in a very mumd arrangement.
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As regards workpeople below the average, when their relative inferiority arises out of some definite physical cause, such
aa oldage, adjustmentsare made veryfreely.
Trade unions
often have speeial arrangements permitting men over sixty to
accept less than the standard (time) rate. Such arrangements,
Sir William Beveridge states, I‘occur in the rules of several
furnishing trade unions, and of others in the printing, leather,
and building trades. I n one union, indeed, members over fiftysix yeam of age may not only be allowed, but may be compelled,
by their branches to accept lees than the standard rate (so as
to clear the unemployed fund).,’ I‘ It is,” he adds, “ of course,
possible that, in some of these cases, the formal rule of exception is seldom putin force, or thatthebranchrefuesits
w a n t to R lower rate. On the other hand, it is quite certain
unions in faat make exceptions for their aged
thatmany
members without possessing any formal rules on the subject.
This is done by the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners, and, to a lesa extent, by the Amalgamated Society of
is, indeed, very largely one of the
Engineers.Thequestion
strengthand feeling of the prticular branch concerned. If
the standard rate is firmly established, it may appear safe to
for the older men.”
Thereare, however,
makeexceptions
many relatively ine5cient men in industry, even among tbe
mambers of trade unions with fairly stringent capacity
tests at the time of admission, whose inefficiency is not associated with a deEniteobjective
thing,such as old age. or
infirmity. For these men adjustment is more diflicult. The
1 Ummploynunt,p. 124, footnote.

0 Bid. p. 124. Thepeculiarity
and uncertainty of thesearrangements is
brought out in Mr. Burnas’ evidence to the Poor h w Commiasioners : “ In
the Armrlgemated Society of Engineers we do not require a mnn to shift from
one town to another after he
is fifty years of nge, and, putting it generally,
we do notrequire him to get the standard rata of wagee--eccording to t h e
discretion of the cornmittem who may deal with the matter-nfter about fiftyfive yeam of age.” Butthe percentage of men who take advantage of this
in very amall. ‘ I In Isct, although we allow men to work underthe rate a t
fifty-Eve yeam of n e , it in rather the CBBB that themen at fifty-five, or even sixty,
do not avail thsmnelves of the opportunity. So strong M the eenm of discipline in the trade unions, n d their sense of loyalty to their fellows, that
in most aaaea a mnn would rather give up work altogether than accept work
at the lower rab. 80 that, inutead of trnde unions stsnding in the way of
the men acoepting lower rates, t h e opposite is the fnat, and the trade unions
ratBm anamrage it” (Evidmce of Mr. G. N. Barnes, M.P., quoted in t h e
&port of the Commiseion, p. 818, footnote).

.
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nature of the difficulties involved may be illustrated from the
much discussed caw of the“slow workers ” under the New
Zealand Arbitration Law. I n connection withitsaward
of
IC minimum ” wages, it is usual for the Arbitration
Courtto
provide for a tribunal to fix an “ under-rate ” for slow workers.’
In the earlieryears of theActpermits to claim the underrate used to be obtainablefrom the president or secretav of
the tradeunion concerned. But it waafound that, for slow
workers, as distinct from those who are more obviously afflicted
by age, accident, or infirmity, these ofiicials hesitated to issue
permits. Under
the revised Act, therefore, t h e power of issue
is entrvsted to the chairmen of local Conciliation Boards, after
hearingthe representatives of the unions. In Victoria the
issue is i n the hands of the Chief Inspector of Factories,
subject to the condition that the persons working with licences
in any factory must not exceed one-fifth of the adult workers
who are employed there atthe full minimum
The
unwillingness of the unions to sanction permits is due to the
fear that, through them, the standard required of the ordinary
may be raised, andthe
grade of workmen intheindustry
minimum thus insidiously lowered’ This unwillingness tends,
of course, t o becheckedwhen
the unions areunder obligation to pay large out-of-work benefit to unemployed members.
In all circumstances, however, it is likely to operateto some
extent.UndertheBritish
Trades BoardsAct permits may
not be issued a t all to slowworkers as such-only
tothose
sufferingfromphysical or mental incapacity. Thus it would
Cf. Broadhead, Slate Rqulabion of U w c r in New Zmlund, p. 66.

rate.’

E Cf. Aves, @um$ on Wages Boards, p. 61, and Ragnaud, Yers Ec salaire
mirmimum, p. 96.
Thedanger of allowing under-rating to become a means of evasion of
awards is clearly seen by thoae in charge of the Acta.
“In granting permits, the Chief Inapedor is guided by claims b
a
d on personal diaability of
some kind, and not by the exigenoies either of an industry or of a particular
bminena If conditionshavechanged,
makingthe
applications for permits
mora urgent on that account, the Biew is held, very oondstently,that t h e
4 o n would tbenhave ariaen for the reconsideration o€ its determination
by the h a r d ooncarned. Whilethedeterminetions
are in fopce, w a p conditions, it ia heId,should conform to them,and in their power to arrestor
postpone a fall some consider that they will in the futnre prove their greatest
value. Such is the hope, but to that form of taeting they have not yet been
subjected The pint, which it ie necessary to emphesisehere,
is that at
such a period the permit is not regamled
the appropriateindrtunent
on
which to fell b o k ” (Aves, &port on W u p Boa&, p. 69).
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be idle to pretend that, for under-rate workeq, adjustment is a
perfectly smooth and simple matter. Even for them, however,
a good deal is done.
As regards workpeople above the average of capacity, there
is, of course, never any formal rule precluding payment to them
of more thanthestandard
rate. But, it isoftenamerted,
employers as a matter of fact refuse topaymorethanthe
standard rate for capacity in excess of the standard, for fear
should makethis
action an excuse for
thattradeunions
demanding a rise in the standard itself;’ and
it is, no doubt,
true that, especially amonglarge employers, the convenience
of a uniform rate acts strongly to prevent adjustment to individual differencea “ The secretary of the Composition Roofers
estimates that not more than two per cent of the members in
New York City receivemore thantheminimum.
An official
of the Steam Filterersestimates that for hisunion in New
York City the proportion is not less than five nor more than
ten per cent.” a On the whole,however, the tendency for the
minimum rate to become the maximum does not appear ta be
nearly
strongasis generally supposed. Thus the Inspector
of Factories in Victoria in 1902 stated that, in the clothing
trade,while
theminima
for men and women workers respectively were 45s. and 20e., the average wages were 53s. 6d .
and 22s. 3d.’ Furthermore,inthe&port
of theBureau of
Lahour for 1909, it is stated that ‘‘ out of 2461 employees
in factories inAucklandCity,excludingunder-rate
workers
and young persons, 949 received theminimumrate,and
1504, or 61 percent of the whole,received more thanthe
minimum. In Wellington the percentage receiving more than
in Dunedin
the minimum was 57, in Christchurch47,and
46.”‘ The samepoint is illustrated in a rough way by the
I t ehould be noted that, when it M a question of an exma of wage sought
by particular men above the standard time-wage, the unions under a time-sage
system are not in a position to reeort to collective bargaining,and that, therefore,
the employers’bargaining power is more likely to be s~periorto the workpple’s
than it is ea regards the standard itself. (Of. MecSbe, 17ae Standard Rats in
Amerimn T d c W n k , p. 114.)
MoCabe, Tiw Standard Rate in Am&n
Trade U m h , p. 118 n.
Cf. Webb, S o c i d k a d Uu Nat+
Minimum, p. 78.
4 Quarte.4~J
v
u
dof Ewmmics, 1910, p. 678. The tendency of t h e
minimum to become the mtzximum is, of c o w , stronger in some circumstances
than in othera Thus, Mr. Broodhesd witee of New Zealand : “In those
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policy of certaiq Amerioan unions, which enterinto agreements with employers concerning both a standardand
a
minimum wage. In the Norfolk and Western Railway shops in
Roanoke the minimumwage waa a t one time 20 cents,while the
standard rate was that received by the largest number of men
in the shop, namely, 24 centsper hour. Again, in an agreement made in 1903 between the r‘SOOJJRailway andthe
International Association of Machinists, it is stipulated that
in the machineshops of the railwaycompany the minimum
rate shall be 30 cents per hour, and the standard rate 34+
aents per hour.”’ Thewhole matter is wellsummed up by
the Reporter to the United States Bureau of Labour in 1 915
“Employers havefrequentlymidto
me thatthey believed
for the minimum
there was a tendency in that direction-i.e.
to become the maximum-but
they have eeldom been able
tofurnish evidence tothat effect from their own establishments. A t times I havefound on. enquiry that not a single
man in their own plants was receiving the minimum wage,
of
The employers’ opinion seems to be more theremlt
a p r i o r i reasoning thantheresult
of experience. Nor on
reflection is it easy to see why the minimum should become the
maximum. . . There seem to be no reason whyunder this
system there should not be the aame competitionamongemployers aa under the old system to w u r e themost eEcient
and highly skilled workmen, and there is no reason why such
men should not get wages based on theirsuperioreEciency.
Victorianstatiatica on thispointarelacking,butin
New
Zealand,where minimum wages are fixed by the arbitration
court, statistics as to wages tabulated in 1909 by the Labour
Department showed that, in the four leading indmtrial centree
of the Dominion, t h e p a r a m t a p of workers in trades where
a legal minimum wage was fixed, who received more than the
I‘

.

tredss, in whiohthere is no competition with the onbide world, many of t h e
workera, according to their
degree
of
are paid more than the minimum
wage fixd by the court, bot in others, in which there is competition with t h e
imported article, the praotice of making the minimum the &mum
wage is, I
belive, pretty general. In the latter c%se tbe employera contend that they
cunoota&rd to p y to any worker any more than ir, fixed by law” (st.t.
Eegdud&m of Labour in New Zedand, p. 72).
1 Holland and h e t t ; , &diain Ammim W
e Unhlism, p. 118.
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minimum, varied from 5 1 per cent in Dunedin to 6 1 per cent
in Auckland.Thereis
no reason to thinkthat adissimilar
situation would be revealed by a statistical investigation in
Victoria.”’Evenwhere
the open payment of highertime-

of higher efficiency is prevented by
wages as reward
a
friction and jealousy, the result aimed at
may sometimes be
attained by secret payments.’ It should be remembered, too,
.that, when time-wages are fixed rigorously andthereis
no machinery for makingpayments above the standard rate,
the standard rate is usually fixed at different levels in different
oentres, and men of more or less similar qualitytend to be
concentrated at each
several
centre.
Thus,
even when a
specially capable workman cannot obtain exceptional earnings while remaining at the place where he is, he can do so
by migratingto one wherehigher wages andlarger output
are the rule.
P e t again, even when extra e6ciency is not rewarded hy
any addition to the wage-rate, it may be rewarded by selection
for continued employment inbad times and,in businesses where,
aa in railway service, there are a number of grades of employees
receiving different rates of pay, for promotion when opportunity
offers. The former of these processes is particularly important.
I t s working is well illustrated from the records of the Amalgamated Society of Engmeers made in the days when the trade
worked predominantly upon time-wages. The “ vacant books ”
of the Society, after the results
of anumber of years, some
good and some bad, had been averaged, yielded the following
table of days lost through want of work:
1 I ‘ Minimum Wage Legidation,” U.S. Bdlelia of Lzhwr Slatislies, 1915,
p. 138, No. 167.
P For example, a New Zealand employer told Mr. Aves that ‘ I he was alive
to t h e danger of a rigid scale of remuneration, and t h a t to some of his men he
w.w paying ‘something extra’ a day. But this was done ‘ on the quiet.’ The
men are paid in p p e r and metal murency, the loose ooinage being folded in the
notes. The a m y of littb paokages was shown me. AI1 arepaid with p a t
rapidity, and ‘no one can tall what any one else reeeivea ’ ” (&@ m Wage8
Boards [Cd.41671, p. 109). Inlike manner, an Faglish employer toldthe

Charity O r p i s e t i o n Society’s Committea on Unskilled Lsbour : ‘‘ If one man
ia batter than another, we give him 1s. or 28. extra at the end of the week. W e
h v e to be mful that other men do not know that, or they want to know why.
They aannot‘nndemhud that it is beoause the m m has esrved UB better. You
cannot aay openly, I will give you 2s. more.’ “he man would be considered
a hvourite~aad he wouldhave awarm time in the stable at night”(&pod, p 109).
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then 3 daps per annum
between 3 days
and
4 weeks
from 4 to 6 weeks
from 8 t o 12 w e e b .
over 12 weeks

.

.
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70.4 % of the Union.

,,
,,
,,

13
4.6 %
2.8 %
9

,,

%

Thusthegreaterpart
of theunemploymentthatoccurred
was concentrated upon a comparatively small number of men.’
Thatitsdistribution
was associated with inefficiency is suggested by theannexed
table showing the age-distribution.
of the men who drew unemployment benefit in 1895 (a
medium year).’
Members
between
9,
1,

11
3,
99

.

15-25years
old
. .
25-35
. .
.
35-45
,, . . . .
45-65
), .
. .
55-65
,,
.
.
65 and
over
(excluding
superannuated)

.

,,

.

.

.

Avemge number of days
lost in n year.

.
.
.
,
.

8.8
13.1
12.3
20.1

33.1
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These tables take no account of timelost
through“short
time,” siukness, unpunctuality or trade disputes, or of time
gainedthrough overtime. Theyindicate thatthe older, and
‘I a
presumably lesa efficient, men suffer most.’Moreover,
comparison of 1890 with 1893 yields theratherstriking
result that almost as large aproportion of members (21-4
per cent) were unemployedduring one of the lmst years
&B during the worst (26-4per cent).”
I n 1 9 2 6 the Ministry
of Labour investigated the circumstances of a large sample of
1 CL, for cadimatory evidence from America, hhlichter, The Tumn~wer
oj
Fadosy &~CXLT, pp. 44-5.
Cf. Briliah aRlz Fweigm T~ad.ea& I d d v y , Second Bariea, p. 99,

3 There is evidence that in theindustrial depression of 1922 in Great
Britain the incidence of unemployment among men, which WUE, aa might have
been expected, least between the ages 25-40, waa higher in t h e a r l y twenties
than amongelderly men. (Cf. Mozley, “The Incidence of Unemployment
by Age and Bex,”
J~wmu1,December 1922, p. 484.) B p i b l e
explanation is that men in the early twenties would be thoae who had bsen
prevented by the war from lesrning a skilled trade, that the wages of unskilled
workerswere unduly high relatively to those of ekilledworkers, andthat,
therefore, urnkilled workers, among whom these young men were abnormally
numerous, found it harder to obtain employment than skilled workem. “his
“explanation” is, however, little bettar than a peas. It is interesting to note
that in 1921 L law WEE paseed in Italy to the effeet that, “in t h e w e of dismissela b e i n g necesasry, preference in the retaining of hande be givan to the
oldeat workmen andto those having the largest families ” (ZLsvimof tha FmPrem, July 1921, p. 191).
Bewridge, U w w W , p. 72.
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persons insuredunder the Unemployment Insurance Act. It
appeared that, over a period of two and B half years (from
October 1 9 2 3 to April 1926), 6 3 per cent of the males and
66-2 per cent of the females in the sampledidnotdraw
benefit at all, while, of those who drew benefit, nearly half
drew it for lws than 1 0 per cent of the period.’ The report
addsthat,
despite some complicating considerations, “it is
clear that age has befn a factor in the problem of unemployment from age forty-five onwards in the case of males and age
thirty-five onwards in the case of females.” The implication of
these facts is emphasised in the blunt statementof the (pre-war)
T r a n e v d Indigency Commission. “The really efficient man
ie rarely unemployedexcept for ahort periods between jobs,
because, being competent, he is the last to be thrown out of
employment, and has generally sufficient money to enable him
to migrate to some place where his services are wanted.” aThegeneral result of this discussion, therefore, is that
under time-wage systems it is not impossible so to arrange
rates that wages, as between the various workpeople employed
in an industry, are not seriously unfair.
8 3. Under piece-wage systems the difficulty of attaining
fairness is p i m a facie much leas. For these systems are
deliberately designed to make payment proportional to output, *
which ispreciselywhat,subject
to the qualification setout
1, fairnessappearstorequire.
A moment’a
inChapterIX.
reflection shows, however, that payment proportional to output
is only fair when the variouR workers concerned are operating
slwkr &milar c o n d a t h Except when this is so, payment
proportional to output and payment proportional to efficiency
are notthe same thing.’
In order, therefore, that a piecefair wages, various allowances must
wage systemmayyield
be made under it to provide for divergent conditions of work.
4. First,, allowance must be made for differences in the
mistance which different men receive in their work from

5
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machinery or ‘from Nature.Thusthe
piece-rate must be
higher for men working with obsolete machinery, or in mines
where the easiest seams have been used up, than i t is for men
assisted by the most modern appliances, or hewing coal from
of this kind have
a face that is easy of access.Allowances
frequently been provided for in the wage-agreemenb of im“ in mining
the
tonnage
portant industries.Forexample,
rates paid t o hewers vary almostindefinitely, not only from
collieryto colliery, but fromseam to seam withinthe same
pit, according to thenature of the coal and the conditions
under which the cual hasto bewon in each place ; yetin
some districts (as,for example, in Northumberland and Durham)
the agreement which governs wages requires that the tonnage
rates throughout the county shall be so fixed that each collier
shall be able to make certain agreed earnings, i.e. the ‘county
average.’ ”
There is abundant evidence that men of local
andtrade experience cancalculatewithvery
close accuracy
what this kind of allowance ought in different circumstances
to be.
€j5. Secondly,allowance must be made for differences in
the exact character of the article which different workpeople
in the same industry are engaged in making. These allowances
also have often beenprovided for in important industries by
which
means of piece-wage lists. Thegeneralmethodby
they are arranged is well described in a report of the Labour
Department as follows: “A close inspection will show that,
notwithstanding the variety of detail which these lists exhibit,
there are certain salient features of construction and arrangement common a t leaat to the more importantamong them.
The most noteworthy of these common features will be seen to
be the definition of a ‘ Standard ’ article or process, with a
corresponding piece-price k e d in relationto this unit. From
this point of departure the wholewage-acale starts, all other
price fixed by meam of
articles or proceases havingtheir
extras,deductions and allowances, specified in thelist,and
corresponding to clearly defined variations froin the 8t-rmdard.
I n this manner it is possible to provide for a very krge
number of processes with very fine shades of difference under
I

R&m-t on b.34s&rd

Prim Rd&,

1900, p. xiv.
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a single price-list. As an example of a standard unit wemay
take the basis of the book-work scale for compositors in the
London printing trade :
All works in the English language, common matter, including
english. and brevier, are to be cast up a t 74d. per 1000 [ens];
minion7Qd., nonpareil 84d., ruby 9d., pearl Sfrd., diamond llQd.,
head and white lines included.
Here we have the piece-rates for the simplest form of the
work ; if the language be foreign, if the matter involve special
difficulty, if any other variaticn or extra be required, the scale
will be foundtoprovidefor
the case, andto
specify the
amount of extra remuneration due in respect of the particular
departures from the standard work which the compositor may
be requiredto make.”
I n industries whose “ output consists
of a limited range of staple articles, more or less uniform in
character, and produced in considerable quantities, year after
year, by identical or very similar processes of manufacture,”
can calculatewith
experienceshows that technicalexperts
close m u r a c y how large the various allowances ought to be.
§ 6. For operations which have not been standardised by
of repairing work, and,
frequent use, such as the great bulk
during the period of their novelty, all new operations of which
experience is lacking, the task of calculating these allowances
correctly is naturally much more difficult. But of late yearsit has been madeeasierby
the device of “elementaryratefixing.” This device is based on the fact that the great bulk
of industrial operations consist of some out of a comparatively
small number of elementary movements combined together in
various ways. As a consequence of this fact, it is possible, by
determining from experience the timeappropriate for each
elementary operation, to calculate beforehand the time appropriate for newcomplex jobs which havenever
been done
before. Of course the process of combining any set of elements
can be performedmore
rapidly by menwho
undertake it
.frequently than by those to whom the task falls on campara-

‘ R4?pTt on sdaadard % RQ’h, 1900, p. xvi.

Bohloss, RepMt un Guia-siraring, p. 113. For a detailed account of the
rrrangemeatd by which pieee-acalea in the United Stetes are adjnsted to vsri8tiona in the eizea and patterns of products, the mterial~
nsed and the physical
conditione of the work, ef. BicGabe, T h S h M Rnte im American Trade
U i ~ hchapter
,
i.
’

9
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tively rue occasions, and, therefore, our reckoning of the
piece-rate appropriate to any job will be somewhat different
according as it is, or is not, carried out often enough to make it
worth while for a group of workmen to become specialbed upon
The
it.
But
this
difficulty is contparatively unimportant.
generalcharacter of the device of elementaryrate-fixing is
illustrated in the following description : ‘ I Supposo the work to
be planing a surface on a piece of cast iron. In the ordinary
system of piece-work the rate-fixer wouldlook through bis
records of workdone by the planing machine until
he found
a piece of work as nearly as possible similar to the proposed
job, and then guess at the time required to do the new piece
of work. Undertheelementary
system, however,some such
analysis as the following would be made:

WORKDONE BY b.
Time to lift piecefrom floor to planer table
Time to l e v i and set work true on tabla .
Timeto put on stops and bolts
Time to remove stops and bolts
.
Time t o remove piece to floor .
Time t o cleanmachine

.

Minutes.

-

.

WORKDONE BY MACHIPTIC.
Time to rough off cut 4 in. thick, 4 ft. long, 24 in. wide
Time to rough off cut & in. thick, 3ft. long, 12 in. wide, etc.
Time to finish cut 4 ft. long, 2) in. wide .
Time t o finish cut 3 ft. long, 12 in.wide, etc. .
Total
.
Add
per cent for unavoidable delays .

-

It isevident
thatthisjob
consists of acambination
of
do each of which can be
elementaryoperations, the time to
readily determined by observation, and, while this exact combination of operations may neveroccur again, elementary operationssimilarto
some of thosegiven will beperformed in
differingcombinationsalmosteveryday
inthe same shop.
The rate-fixer won becomes so familiar with the time for each
of the elements that he can writethem downfrommemory.
For the part of the work which is done by the machinehe
refers to tables, wbich are made out for each machine, giving
the time required for any combination of breadth, depth, and

OH.
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length of cut.”’ This method is not, of courae, perfect; for to
determine.whatintervalshall
be allowed forpawing from
one elementary process e0 another is still a matter of more
or leas arbitraryjudgment?
Nevertheless, the-methodundoubtedly makes it feasible to mcertain what rate ofwage is
a fair one in a number of jobs, forwhich, apart from it,
this could not possibly be done.
8 7. Thirdly, allowance must be made for differences i n
the assistance which d s e r e n t workpeople receive in their work
from the co-operation of managing power. When the organisstion of afactory is bad, so that men arekeptwaitingfor
so on, a man of given efficiency will be
theirmaterial,and
ableto produce a smaller output, and, therefore, ought to be
paid a larger piece-wage, than when the organisation is good.
That this pointis very important is suggested by the following
comment of an experienced observer : “ The methods and distribution of work vary surprisingly in different places, and the
real wage received is greatly affected by the degree of organising and administrative ability thatmay happen to be possessed
by the person in command. It is a common thing forgroups
of workers ‘employed in different rooms of the same factory,
doing precisely the same work under identical outward conditions, and at the came piece-work rates, to show weekly genera!
averages, one of which will be always steadily larger than the
It is obvious that very great difficulties-not
the
other.”
least of them being that the quality of the management in all
firms is liable to very from time to time-must be met with
in any attempt to calculate with accuracy the allowances that
ought to be madeunderthis head. Them difficulties cannot
be completely overcome. When, however, they seem likely to
be serious, they may, to some extent, be met by the establishment, aa an adjunct to the pieoe-wage system, of a minimum
time-wage, below which the earnings of workmen of average
quality ahall in no oircumstanoes be allowed to fall. Strong
trade unions generally aim a t securing this,” and the Minimum
Wage (Coal Minere) Act enforces it by law. This arrangement,
1

a
9

4

37aqkeringBdagmku, 1901, p 624.

Cf.Hods,Scinala@ Hanaptun8 am! Labow, p
Black, Makm of our C-,
O t sola, rn P
m of

p. 146.
wap, p. 4.
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in effect, makes an allowance for t?xtremcs of incapable managean allowance for accidentalductuament. It alsomakes
or mine, in
tions of management, Within
any
factory
on the whole at the average
whichmanagingabilitystands
level, there will necessarily occur from time to time accidental
variations in the facilities afforded to individual workmen in
the conduct of their operations.
Suppose a gang is unloading
coal cars a t 80 much per ton, and the switching crew is tardy
in moving awayemptiesandsettingin
loaded cars, and BO
keeps themidlefor
considerable periods, or suppose that, in
setting in the new cars, i t places them badly, 80 that the men
have an extra long throw and work a t a disadvautage. Again,
the workmen may be unable to make fair wages through no
fault of their own. Suppose, once more, a working gang is
made up by the foreman so that green men are mixed with
skilled, and these green men by their awkwardness cut down
if theyare
theoutput
of the wholegang.
Here,again,
workmg a t piece-rates, theirearningsare
reduced without
On the average of a long period, no doubt,
theirfault.”‘
m i d e n t s of this kind would be spread fairly evenlyamong
all the workpeopleemployed, SO that everybodywould
get
approximately
fair
wages on the whole. Wide o a m i o n d
variations from a man’s ordinary weeklywages are, however,
injurious,andought, if posaible, to be prevented. Theaddition of a properly constructed minimumtime-wage does prevent
them. In order that it may provideagainstextremes of bad
management and against these accidental fluctuations, without
also bringingabout
otherandunintendedcortsequenm,
it
must possess the following characteristics. First, when the
minimumtime-wage is introduced, the generallevel of the
prevailing Bystemof
piece-rates should be slightlylowered;
for, if this is not done, the average efficiency-wage paid in the
industry is, in effect, raised ; and that is an unintended conequenca. A corollary is that theminimum time-wageshould
change when the generalaveragepiece-rate
of a district
changes. Swondly, the minimum time-wage should be
such as to yield somewhat lower day e a r n i n g s to the man of
normal efficiency than such a man might expect to earn, with
I

&ing, B

+ ~ Hof rod~
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average good fortune,upon piece-wages. For, otherwise, the
stimulusto effort, which piece-wages are designed to afford,
will be, in great measure, destroyed, and, aa a result, output
may be muchreduced;and
thia is a second unintended
consequence. Thirdly, provisionshould somehow be made to
secure that the full minimumtime-wage is only payable to
workmen of normal capacity. If it is a perfectlygeneral
B third unintended consequence
minimum, it will imply-yet
-an enforced enhancement, above the general level, of the
eficiency wages of incompetent men.
Thereis,
therefore,
required a rule, such as is provided under the British Minimum
Wage (Coal Minew) Act, that those workmen who fiequeatly
fail to turn out a stipulatedamount of ouhput in a normal
week,when theyarenothindered
by accident, sickness, or
abnormality in their work-place, shall be placed outside the
mope of the minimum time-wage.

CHAPTER XVI
FAIRNESS AS A VARIULE RELATION

f 1. AS between persons

exactly similar i n quality fair wages
mean, in accordance with what is said in 1 of the last chapter
but one, equal wages, subject only to adjustment for differences
i n the incidental advantagesenjoyed ; and they mean this in all
circumstances whatever. As betweendissimilar persons fair
wages mean, in like manner, in any given set of circumstances,
wageswhich are proportioned to efficiency and which, therefore, bear to one another a certain definite numerical
relation. At first sight it may be supposed that this numerical
of equality required forfairness
relation, liketherelation
between similar persons, will be the same in all circumstances.
This, however, is not so ; for the reason that the comparative
efficiencies of different persons possessing given qualities and
capacitiesare notthe same inall circumstances. I t isthe
task of the present chapter, t o make thismatter clear. For
that purpose i t is convenient to
'distinguish
differences
between workpeople under two heads : (1) differences in the
degrees of a given kind of ability ; (2) differences in the kinds
of ability that they severally possess. I shall begin byignoring differences of kind, and assume that there is only one kind
of ability distributed to different people in different degrees.
2. The key here is given by Marshall in his discussion
of thefertility of land. H e shows, it will be remembered,
that, even when we are consideringonly fertility in respect
of one kind of c r o p w h i c h corresponds to my one '' kind " of
ability-the
fertilities of two dissimilar pieces of land do not
besr to one another a single numerical relation
which is the
same inall
circumstances. On the contrary, this relation

5
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will be different in differeut states of demand,
different
BO o n ; and it mayeven
eonditions of capitalsupply,and
happen that a piece of land, which is more fertile than another
in one set of circumstances, will be the less fertile of the two
in another set. In likemanner wenow
find thatthenet
product (conceived as marginal)and, therefore, the efficiency
of workmau A, is liable to bearanumericalrelationtothe
net product (similarly conceived) of workman B, which varies
as the supply of tools and so on, with which their labour is
assisted, varies. Thus,though inany given set of muditions
between the wages
there is some definitenumericalrelation
of the two men which is fair, thisrelation does not depend
simply upon their personal qualities, but is liable to change as
external circumstances change.
0 3. Marshall's analysis of fertilitysuggests thefurther
inference that progress tends in ageneral way to level np
the efficiency of workers possessing less abilityrelatively to
that of workerspoasessingmore
ability, and so to make the
fair ratio between their wages approach more closely towards
Independently
of any change inthe
unity. He writes:
suitability of the prevailing crops and method of cultivation
of special soils, there is a constant tendency towards equality
in the value of different soils. In the absence of any special
cause to the contrary, the growth of populationandwealth
If thisis
willmake the poorer soils gain on the richer."'
s o , it would seem that an analogous proposition ought to hold
good of workpeople possessing different degrees of ability I
engaged i u producing the eame thing. Marshall'sproposition
can be rigidlyproved for pieoes of landwhich differ from
one another in such wise thatthe yield to an T" unit of
investment in one e x d s the yield to an ,r" unitinthe
other by the eame constantamount
for all values of r.
Marshallillustratesthis
case by means of a diagram.2 But,
of course, pieces of land need not be related to one another
in this way. It may ba that acre A p i d d ~a lower return
than acre B for each dose of investment up to the R* dose,
und thereafteryields a progrewivelygreaterreturn.In
thii
A.ine@hof Ihwmics, p 162.
n8a-d p. 16% footaote.

*
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case acre B is the worse when (R+k) doses are being invested,
is ameasure of its fertility-so
butits rentability-which
farfromapproachingtowards
that of acre A, is likelyto
fall further behind it, when a rising, demand for the products
of land causes the number of doses to increase beyond (R+k).
Hence the question whether or not the rentabilities of acres of
different capacities for producingagivencroptendtowards
equality as demand grows depends upon what sort of relation
usually holdsbetween what Marshall c a l l s the produce-curves
(i.e. thelists of yieldstovarious
doses of investment) of
different acres picked at random. I n my judgment the usual
(probable) relationissuchas
to warrant Marshall's
conparity of reasoning,
c1usion.l If thisis so, we mayadd,by
thatthe wage rates, that tend to be paid andare"fair
'I
betweenworkpeoplepossewing
different degrees of the same
as population and wealth
ability, will tendtowardsequality
increase.
§ 4. Account has next to be taken of the fact that men
are born with different lcinds of ability as well aa with
different degrees d i t . No doubt, it is possible for twomen
or two acres of land to differ from one another in such a way
thatthe ratio between theircapacities] when the price of
capital stands at any given level, is the same for all purposes.
often. With capital
This, however, is notlikelytohappen
a t IL given price, one man will generally stand in one relation
to another in respect,say,
of physical strengthandin
a
different relation in respect, say, of mathematical ability;
just 85 one acre will be 10 percentbetterthananotherfor
20 per cent better for growing wheat.
growingbarleybut
Indeed, it may easily happen that the order of merit between
t w o men is different for different purposes. Mr. Tunney has the
If the prcdom-curves for two m
e
a are prallel to m e another, then, na
bbrshall Ekw, whotever the shape of these cmvw, an inoreme of demand for
the product (aay wheat)makes the rentability of the inferior acre a largar
proportion than before of the rentabilitg of the other. If the emasl are straight
b i n e s and w e liea above the other throughout ita length, the asme thing is true,
even-though the barvea are not parallel. If the curvee are etraigbt, linw and
tot one another, it is not true. If they are straight lin? and iF they coincide
initially (Le. in r e a p t of the 6rst d m af inr&tment) the mtio between the
rentabilities of the two m
e
a is the wme in dl etatea of demand. If they are
not parallel and are not straight liaecl, no general statement can be made. Thesa
multa are easily demonstrated by mans of simple disgrsma.
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advantage of HerrEinsteinin
a boxing ringbutnotin
a
laboratory. It follows that, when eitherthepublicdemands
for the services which different sorts of ability can render
changerelativelyto
one another(whether
as a result of
changes in taste or of’ changes in the distribution of income
among people with different tastes), or when developments of
techniquealtertherelativeimportance
of differentsorts of
ability in producing services and things, (1)it will be profitable
toaltertherelativeamounts
of capitalinvested intraining
different types of men, and (2) therelative efficiencies of
different types, both net and gross (i.e. reckoned as including
interest on capital), and so the relativeearningsthat,
are
“fair” between thesetype4
will change.Thus,when
the
war raisedgreatly the demand for the services of common
workers
soldiers, the efficiency and earnings of unskilled
rose whilethose of musicians fell ; and, had the wargone
a specialfaculty for soldieron for ever,childrenbornwith
ing wouldhave had a relativelyhigh,andthose
born with
a special faculty for music, a relatively low, expectation of
earnings. On the other hand, technical developments enabling
great
a many
induetrial
operations
to
be
performed
by
elaboratemachines associated with highlyskilled attendants
cause the efficiencies and the earningsexpectation of intelligent
children to rise relatively to those of children born with the
temperamentandphysique of an ox. Again, if an invention
causes blindness to be lw of a handicap, in some occupation
than it h88 been hitherto, blind men will tend to flow into
that occupation and other men out of it, until fiually, their
relative efficiency having risen, the earnings of blind
men are everywhere,slightlyhigher
thanMore
relatively
to those of other men. With awidersweep
but a like
aim h i a w n wrote: ‘‘ Thefact that families or individuals
rose into prominence or dropped intoobscurity
when the
great industrial development of this couatry began,doe$ not
prove that the strains from which they came ought previously
and in differing circumstances to have been in different relative
are re:
positions. In various circumstancesvariousqualities
q u i d for st~wesa.’’ The efficiencies’of digerent types of people
’

1
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arethus determined, not merely by their natures alone, nor
yet by theirnatures in conjunctionwith the supply price of
capital, but by these things together with the state of demand
for different sorts of service andthe
state of industrial
techniquein various occupations. It is not possible, I think,
to say what kind of change in relative efficiencies, and so in
relative earnings-a
scattering or a tendency towards greater
future developmentsin h t e s and technique are
equality
likely to bring about.
5. The significance of the preceding analysis becomea
apparent when the question is asked whether or not the wage
ruling in some one industry is or is not fair relatively to that
of course, concerned
ruling in others. The main issue here is,
with the relation between the wages of average workpeople in
different industries. For, when the wage thatisfair
for an
average worker in one industry relatively to that of an average
worker in another is known, to discover the allowance that
should be made for those above or below the average is
a comparativelysimplematter.
If we knew,bydirectjudgworkerswere
in all
ment or otherwise, that theseaverage
respectsexactlyalike,
we should know also, in accordance
with what waB said in Chapter XIV. fj 1, that fair wages would
be equal wages. But, if we do not know t,hat the workers in
the industries we are comparing are exactly alike, the problem
is much morecomplicated.
It is true, 88 waa shown inthe
sectioncited above, that, if wag- arenot proportioned to
efficiency-aa
measured by marginal netproductmultiplied
by price-they
cannot stand in a fair relation to one another.
But it is not true that, if they are proportioned to eficiency
in this sense, they newt stand in a fair relation. They only
do this if a second condition is a190 fulfilled ; namely, if labour
tw between theindustries is distributedideally, i.e. 80 BB to
maximise the national dividend in the wide Bense of Chapter
IX. 8 2.' How in these circumstancee is i t posaible in practice
to decide whether or not tbe wage ruling in one induetry relatively to others is or is not fair 1 In certain conditions B workable method is available. It may be possible to fmd some model,
or standard, year, in which there waa B g e n e d agreement
1 of. w,map. xrv. $1.
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among employers and employed in an industry that the wage
rate there was fair relatively to that ruling in other industries.
This wage rate will be our etarting-point.Havingascertained
it, me try to discover by statistical inquiry in what proportion
wage rates in other industries have changed since our standard
year. Suppose that they have risen by 20 per cent. Then,
if no obvious change has occurred in the comparative average
qualities of the workpeople in our industryandinother
industries, we conclude thatthe fair wage for our industry
now is the wage that ruled there in the standard year plus a
method,which duringthepre-war
rise of 20 per cent.This
periodwas, in effect, pursued for a long time by Conciliation
Boards in the coal industry, often enables a reasonably close
Theanalysis of the
determination of fair wages to bemade.
present chapter shows, however, that it only does this, and is,
therefore, only applicable, provided that nothing has happened
aggregate
meanwhile to modify appreciably the relative
demands for the kinds and degrees of ability that are chiefly
utilised in our industryandinotherindustries
respectively.
If the popular taste for horse-racing had greatly expanded and
that for litigationgreatlydiminishedsince
thedate of our
model year, the abilities which go to make a good jockey would
have become much more valuablerelatively to those that go
to make a good lawyer, and the fair wage for jockeys as against
lawyers wouldnow be much higher than it was in that year.
So far, of course, as the relativesupplies of the two sorts of
abilities depend, not on natural endowment, but on differences
in the amount of money invested in the training and nurture
of persons initially similar,we should expectthat thenumber of
persons entering the occupation where the demand had risen
would increase relatively to the number entering the other, and,
therefore, that after a time the difference between the new and
the old fair relation would be p r o tanto lessened. Thus a
falling off in the relative demand for skilled as compared with
unskilled workem would alter thefair relation betweenthe wages
of the two cltbsses to a lees extent in the long run than it did
immediately. If we mas suppose that a relative rise in the
demand for the services of people possessing thenatural
endowmenta of a jockey, BS compared with those posseeaing
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the natural endowments of a lawyer, wouldcause the former
class to have
relatively
more children-sharing,
we may
presume, theirnatural
endowments-the
difference bebween
the new fair relation, as ultimately attained, and the old one,
would be lessened still further.

CHAPTER XVII
INTERFEBENCE TO U I S E WAGES Iw PLBGES AND OCCUPATLONt3
WHERE THEY bRE ALREADY FAIR

1. IN the analysis of Chapter XIV. attention was confined to
the effects of interference designed to force up wagea in places and
mupations where they are unfairly low to a rate equivalent to
that paid for similar labour enjoying similar incidental advantages ehewhere. It is sometimes claimed, however, that wages
which are low and fair, as well as those whichare low and
unfair, may often be forced up with advantage to the national
now to inquire howfar
and in what
dividend. Wehave
circumstances this claim is valid.
$ 2. In his very interesting book, Wages i n PTactiee a d
memy, Mr. Rowe urges strongly that the forcing up of wage
rates may Btimulate employers to improve theirmethods of
organisationandtechnique,not
only where, as in the case
described above on p- 562, exploitation is taking place, but
Theextent
to
throughoutthe
general body of industry.’
whichthis kind of reaction occurs must depend on how far,
in differentindustries,
the best knownpractice
is already
adopted by the msin body of the employers there and on the
openings that there are‘ for bettering that practice. But some
favourablereactionmay
be ioaked for notinfrequently.
As
a result of it, the marginal net product of any given quantity
of labour of given capacity will be indirectly raised, and the
national dividend pro &apeto enhanced ; just as it will be if
i n c m d wage rates lead to an improvement inthe workpeople’scaptbcity in the m n e r deacribed in the chapfer that
This consideration
creates
some presumption in
follows.
1

h.
eit. pp. ao4-914.
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favour of a policy that would push wages upwards gradually
andbysmall degrees, even where they are alreadyfairand
is no question of reactions on workpeople's
where
there
capacity. I n thischapter, however, reactions of this kind are
left out of account, and our problem is studied on the assumption that employers' technique and methods of organisation
are not appreciably affected by wage policy.
5 3. First, as was implied in thecourae of Chapbr XIV. 0 2,
fair wages a t particular points may sometimes emerge as the
result of a conflict and cancelling among two or more unfair
elements.Thus
in some place or occupation the value of the
marginalnetproduct
of labourmay
be abnormallyhigh
because the number of workpeople there is kept downby
circumstance
cmtom or by heavy costs of entry.Ifthis
But
operated alone, the wage rate wouldbe
unfairlyhigh.
it may also happen that these workpeople are out-bargained by
their employers, and compelled to accept a wage less than the
value of the marginalnet product of their work. If this
circumstance operated alone, the wage rate would be unfairly
low. Conditions are possible in whichthese opposing tendencies exactly balance one another, so that the reeultant wage
stands precisely atthe level of fairness. Butthis fairness
embodies two elements of unfairneaa, interference with one of
whichwould not benefit, whileinterferencewiththeother
of the
would benefit, thenational
dividend. Theintereat
dividendrequires that the wage rate should not be fair, but
should be put at a level that embodies the former of the two
c a n d l i n g elements of unfairness. Interference,therefore,is
desirable in s p i h of the fact thatthe wage is fair. It is
obvious. however, thatan
exact cancelling of elements of
unfairness that act i n opposite s e n d is, in a high degree,
aa wholes, are
improbable.Coneeqnently,wage
ratesthat,
be suspected, except on very special
faircannotreasonably
p u n & , of embodying m y element of unfairness. Hence the
considerations set out in this pragraph, though they point to
complications in certain sorts of unfairwages are only of
academic intererrt aa regards fair wages.
0 4. Secondly, in order that,in any particular p l m or
occupation, 8 wage that is fair as compared with other plsces
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or occupations may also be right from the point of view of the
national dividend, a certain definite condition must be fulfilled
Thisconditionis
thatin places or occupations in general
workpeople are receiving as wages the value of the marginal
netproduct of their work. If theyare receiving less than
to give 88
this,theyarewithoutthenormalinducement
much work as the general interest demands. Thepushing
up of their wages to a level that equatesdemandprice
and
size of the
supply price would leadto an increase inthe
dividend more than sufficient to compensate them for their
extra sacrifice of leieure. Now, when thingshavesettled
down in more or leas stable conditions, the play of economic
forces tends to secure that in industries in
general wages do
correspond to the value of the marginal net product of labour.
But conditions are liable to change, on account, for example, of
new mechanical discoveries, theaccumulation of capital,the
opening up of foreign trade, or an expansion in the supply of
thesubstance
used aa money. Any one of thesechanges
necessarily tends to raise the value (in money) of the marginal
net product of labour throughout occupations generally. The
old wage, therefore, though still fair, will, nevertheless, be too
all
low. It is to theinterest of thenationaldividendthat
wages should be raised. If, however, fairness inevery indi-.
vidual wage rate was regarded as a conclusive reason against
altering it, this change could never come about. Suppose, for
example, that wage rates over the whole of industry were
eettled by Boards of Conciliationand Arbitration,whether
wholly voluntary or partly controlled by State authority ; and
that the principlewhich each of these Boards followed was
that of making its own wage rate equal to that paid for similar
work in other occupations. The result, in the face of changing
general conditiona, would be a complete impase. I n like
manner, it is conceivable that workpeople might,evenin
stable conditions,have their wages “exploited ” everywhere to
exactly the &me extent, and for this reason might be everywhere reoeiving less than
the
value
of their
marginal
a ruleagainst
interfering.
net product. Here again rigid
any correction of the abwith hir rates wouldmake
impmdble. Hence it f d o m that fairnese in a wage rate

.
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must not be tsken 88 a concluaive r w n against interferenm
to raise it.
5 5. If it were the fact, eitherthat workpeople were
exploited over the general body of industry, or that, over the
Joint Boards
general body of industry, wages were Bettled by
whosesole principle of action was toestablish fairnesa, the
results of the preceding sectiou would be of great practical
importance.There
would be a widefield over which interference to raieewages that are already fair would benefit the
national dividend. As a matter of fact, however, the general
body of industry is not controlledby Joint Boards actuated
by the singleprinciple of fairness, and there is
good reason
to believe thatthe places and occupations in which workpeople are exploited form but a m a l l part of the whole.
Hencethem special reasons for interferingwith wage rates
on aome occaaiom, in spite of their being fair,)) are not of
wide application. It must, however, be conceded that, when
alarge and sudden change, such ~8 might be brought about
by the issue of a large quantity of paper money, takes place
inthe money cwta of living, money wages in general will
not respond immediately, and, therefore, for a time real wages
all round will tendto
be too low. Hencea policy which
only interferes to raiseunfair wages will lose opportunitim
for speeding up the required adjustment. If an external
authority could force wages in any industry or group of
industries from that old level, which is at the moment still
fair,” to the new level which will be “fair ” in a short time,
it would benefit the nationaldividend.
It ,will, of coum, be
understood that, when the money mat of living undergom a
large and sudden change, the response on the side of money
wages, which it ia the function of the authority to e x p h t e ,
is not the same in all circumetances. If a given rise in themoney
cost of living is a part of an equivalent rise in prim generally,
caused by a banking or cnrrency change, the proper reapnee
is a rim in money wages eu5cient to make real wagea equal to
what they were before. If the given rise in the mat of living ia
a part of an equivalentriee in psiGes generally, OB&
by
diminished facilities for production, mch 88 might result froln
the destruction of real capital in war, the proper responee L
‘I
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either no rise in money wages, or, at all events,arise
less
than sufficienttoestablish
the old realwage; for the real
off. Again, if the given
demand for labourwillhavefallen
rise in the cost of living is the result of a real rise in the cost
of producing thethings on which wages arepredominantly
spent, unaccompaniedby any similarrise in the real cost of
producing
other
things,
the proper response is, for the
=me reason, either no rise in money wages, or, at all
events,arise
less than sufficient to establish the old real
wage, These distinctions are notalways
perceived clearly.
compliation
of differenta
kind.
There is also another
thing, which
The cost of living ” is not asingledefinite
for all classes of
necessarily changes in equalproportion
the population. I t may reasonably be arguedthat,
sinca
better-to-do persons, accustomed to more varied p m h m s ,
risen
have a greater power of substituting things that have
less for thingsthathave
risen more in price than poorer
persons have, the sort of price movement that took place during
the war really raised the cost of living proportionately more
conthe lower we descend in the scale .ofearnings.This
sideration affords a defence for the practice adopted in the
cost-of-living sliding scales, introduced during and immediately
after the war, of making wages vary less than in proportionto the Board of Trade cost-of-living figure, except for persons
in the lowerwage-groups.
Had wages been raisedequally
for all wage-earners, the
relative
position of better-paid
workers, aa against worse-paid workers, would, it might be
argued, have been improved and not kept constant.
0 6. Wehave now to consider a much broader claim.
This is that, in any occupation
where
wages are low,
whether or not they are fair (relatively to the degree of
efficiency among the workers engaged in them),theyought
to be
far enough to yield a decent subsistence to
the nverage worker; a decent subeistence ” for the average
manandthe
average woman respectively being interpreted
in the light of the fact that the former has, and the lat@r
has not, to support a family. Some approach to a recognition
of this claim waa made in a modification introduced into the
Britieh Tradea Boards Act of 1918, aa against the original
‘ r a i s e d
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Act of 1909. WhereasundertheoriginalAct
a condition
precedent to the establishment of a Trade Board in an industry
is that wages there are exceptionally low, under the later Act
it is sufficient thatthetrade
be unorganisedand,therefore,
likely to be in receipt of wages unduly low. Elsewhere the
claim has been accepted explicitly. Thus the South Australian
IndustrialArbitration Act 1 9 1 2 provides that “ the Court
shallnot have power toorder or prescribe wageswhich do
not secure t o the employees affected a living wage. ‘Living
wage ’ means a sum suficient for the normal and reasonable
needs of the average employee livingin the locality where
the work underconsideration
is done or is beingdone.”’
In theWesternAustralianAct
it is laid down that “no
minimum rate of wages or other
remuneration
shall
be
prescribed,
which
is not sufficient to
enable
the average
in reasonablecomfort,
worker to whom it applies tolive
havingregardto
any domesticobligations
to whichsuch
In the
average
worker
would
be
ordinarily
subject.”
New South Wales Act of 1 9 18 these general rules are given
astatisticalinterpretation.The
Board of Trade is ordered,
after public inquiryintothe
cost of living, to declare from
year to year what shall be theliving wages respectively of
maleand female adult employees (otherthan those who are
abnormally ineficient) in the State or any defined area thereof,
and no industrial agreement shall be entered into, and no
award made, for wageslower than such living wages. In the
Arbitration
Court
of the Australian Commonwealth Mr.
JusticeHiggins proceeded (as regardsunskilled workers) on
the same principles, seeking to establish basic wages dependent
on the cost of living for a normal m m presumed to be the head
of a family of five persons and for a normal woman presumed
to support herself alone? In most of the American Staates,
which haveminimum wage laws for women, the minimum

’ Bt~Zldinsf UCC U.S. B W ~ oUf I;qboplp Slalistiw, NO.167, p p 166-6.

I W . p. 167.
W.his interedng book, A Nezo P.rovi.nce fw Law and Or&.
For akilled
workers heaimed at adding to the bamic wage ‘ I 8 aewndary wsge,“ in the
determination of which a dominant part ahould be played by conaideratiom 88
to what the trade would bear. It will be notioed that, on Mr. Jnetim Higgim’
principlm, the real rata of wagw for unskilled workers would never change
at

all.
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wage is defined as one suflicient to supply the necessary cost
of living and to maintain the employee in health..’
§ ’7. In popular discussion the issue which theee proposals
raiseis sometimes blurred by e confused idea that aliving
wage implies, for workmen of normal capacity in any industry
which enjoys it, a “living income.” This, of c o m e , is not 60.
A living wage, as ordinarily conceived, for a man, is a wage
that will enable the person who receives it, if hehas
an
average family to maintain and if he has average good fortune
in the matter of sickness, to earn an income sufficient fora
But a rate of wages that will achieve this
good life.
achieve it fora manwith
end in these conditionewillnot
a family in excess of the average or subjected to an unusual
wage”
take
amount of sickness.’ Nor can the ‘‘ living
account of the fact that someworkpeople need to support
parents who arepast work as well astheir own children,
or of the furtherfactthatthe
wirives of someworkpeople
contribute nothing towards the family incame, while those of
otherscontributelargely.
Moreover, a wage for the breadwinner, which would provide a cr living ” for his family at one
stage of its growth, would be quite inadequate a t another stage.
This consideration is vey important. Dr. Bowley, for example,
on the basis of hisinvestigationsinto
the condition of the.
poor a t Reading in 1 9 12, estimated thattheminimum
of a reasonable
expenditurenwemaryfor
theattainment
standard of living ‘‘ a t marriage would be 16s. weekly and
would risegradually to about 25s. in five years and 28s. in
ten yeare, provided that there were four children all surviving.
It would remain a t 288. for another five yeare, and then fall
back to 16s. aa the children became self-supporting.”’ For
women workers the connection between living wage and
living income is evenmore remote, in view of the great
differences bebween the positiona of women mainly supported
1 Of. Bwlldin of ULe U.S.A. Burcar of ,?&bur, No. 285.
These laws, so far
an they affect minors, do not etipulate €or IL wage that s h l l eover subsistence,
but nlerely for one that is “ suitable ” and “ not unreasonably low.”
Mr. Borntree has &town that in York, if a minimum wage baaed on. IL
hmily of as many as five dependent children were wtablished, no less than 20
per cent o l the children born would be inadequately provided for for five years

or more (The Eumm
3

.,e&of Labour, p, 4 1).
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by their husbands, self-supporting ginglewomen,
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and women
who me themselves the principal bread-winners of a familyh
These various considerations taken together make it plain that
theenforcementinanyindustry
of a living wage, in any
plaueible sense of that term, wouldgo
averylittle
way
towards ensuring a “ living income ” even to those workpeople
in
who regularly received it. Ournatural desiretoensure
everyindustry a living income isthusnot
really relevant
to the “ living wage.” The policy of forcing upwage rates
in industries employing workpeople of such a low grade that
fair rates, a~ defined in Chapter XIV., are lass thanliving
may choose to define these-has, therefore,
rates-however we
to be considered separately on its own merits.
5 8. An argument by which it is widely supported is 88
follows: “An industry, which u8es upthehumancapital
doe8 positive
without replacing it, is not self-supporting and
harm
to
the
community. When, therefore, a woman is
partiallymaintained
by some other EO^, such aa by a
father,husband,
ek,,theindustry
which employs her is
being subsidieed from theseother E O ~ ~ Cb~ Etheextent by
which her wages fall short of proper maintenance.”
I n other
words, to allow the low wages, which make this subsidisation
necessary, to continue, is to allow a p r m to go OD,
by which productive power and,consequently, the national
steadily eaten away. This
dividend of the
future,
are
argument is invalid. It depends upon an ambiguity in the
phrase u ~ e 8up.” If thesettingto work of people a t aome
industry wears out and destroys productive powers, which, had
they not been set to work in that industry, would be available to augment the
nationaldividend, then the destruction
of this productive power ought strictly to be debited against
that indnetry. Its social net product falls Bhort of ita private
net productto that extent. Butthere is no g e e n d preBumption that an industry employing low-grade workers and
paying them a wage equivalent towhatthey
could obtain
elsewhere is wing uphumancapital
in this sense. For, if
it did not employthem, they would either be employed in
another indnstrg. atthe Bame wage or they would not be
1

Women’s 6lupphment to Nm &atamas, Feb. 21, 1914.
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Bmployed at all;andineithereventthere
is no reason to
suppose that their productive pawem would be worn out’ any
less soon The industry, therefoye, only 118es uptheirpmductive powers in the sense of u i n g or employing them, not
in the aeme of wearing them out. Hence there is no difference
between the (marginal) social and the (marginal) private net
product of the work done in it, and no damage is caused to the
nationaldividend by its continuance. Nor is this. conclusion
affected by the f-when
it isafact-thatthe
workers
engaged in the industry are “ subsidbed from other sources ;
beciuse, if they were not engaged in this industry, they would
still have to be “ subsidised” to at leaat as great an extent.
It is true, as wm argued at length in Chapter XIV., that, if an
occupation or aection of an occupation is maintaining itself in
being by its power to pay to workpeople of a given grade of
capacity lesawages than such workpeople could, and, apart
from the existence of that occupation or section of occupation,
would earn elsewhere, thenthecontinuancein
existence of
$hat occupation or eection involves a waste of, the resources of
the community. Here there is true parasitism. The essenca of
it, however, lies in the fact that workers me paid less than they
could and would earn elsewhere. When this is not happening
thereis no parssitism, even thoughworkersarebeingpaid
much less than is required to maintain them in independent
eelf-support. Thethesis that industries which pa3 less than
fair wages ” ought to be forbidden by law to do this, even
thoughsuch prohibitioninvolves their destruction, is quite
different from, and lends no support to, the thesis that industries which pay lw than a ‘‘ living wage ” to workpeople
less than a living
who are in fact worth, for all PUT,
wage, ought to be subjected to a aimilar prohibition. This
common argument,therefore> breaks down, and our problem
must be studied without reference to it.
9. We s u p p that a particular industry is employing
low-grade workera, and thak these workera are being paid a
wep, which, in view of their e o m p d v e ineBcienoy, is fair
rehtively to that paid in other industries;and we mppose
fnrther that epdiky of efficiacy wag^ in this industry and
&where i s m m p a n i e d both by equality in the values of
I’
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marginal netproducts there and elsewhere and also by a general
equality betweenwages and these values. In these conditions,
if the wage rate in our industry is forced up, a strong inducement is offered to employers to distribute inferior workpeople
away from the occupations in which they are specially privito beoccupied
exclusively
leged, leavingtheseoccupations
by
more
capable
men.
For example, the establishment
of wages in different
of different (real)tradeunionrates
towns is met, inthe main, by the abler workpeople gravitating to the townswithhigher
real wages, just a~ the
establishment of the “ dockers’ tanner ” in 1889 was met by
of strongimmigrants
from the
thesubstitution,inpart,
country for the weaker men among the old dockers. If this
class of reaction occurs, it will not really happen to any substantial extent that theworkers aimed a t are paid higher wages
than hefore. Allthat will beaccomplished will be a redistribution of workers of different grades between different
occupations. Consequently, no significant effect, either favourable or adverse, will be produced upon the size of the
nationaldividend.
Theattemptatinterferencein
favour of
particular workpeople will, in fact, be parried by evasion. Let
us suppse, however, that for some reason this reshuffling
of workpeople is impracticable.
Then,
unless, of come,
the demand for labour is perfectlyinelastic, it musthappen
that some labour
is
ejected from employment in
the
with
theresult
industry where
wages
have been raised,
that, according to circumstances, it is eithernot
employed
a t all or is employedelsewhere in condtions such that the
value of the netproduct of most of it is less than it was.
That thia must be so follows directly from the analysis sketched
XIV. The inference is that, employers’
out
in
Chapter
technique being given, apart from reactions on workpeople’s
capacity, to force up wages to a ‘‘ living ” standard in an ind u s t y where the fair wage is less khan a living wage must
injure the national dividend.
5 10. A t firat sight it is natural to suppose that thedamage
ill be roughly proportionate to the number of oocnpadone w
tions to which the interference extends ; 80 that the dividend
will be reduced three timea 8s much if 8 Living wage ie
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enforced in all of three similar industries, where the fair wage
is less than a living wage, as it would be if only one of them
This, however, is an underestimate. When
was
touched.
labour-and, consequently, capital also-is
driven out of one
occupation, i t moves, in the ordinary come, into others ; and,
though it produces there less than itwas producing before, it still
If only a little labour and capital are
produces a gooddeal.
thus sent seeking a new home, and there is a large field open
to them,the new contribution of each unit will be worth
very nearly as much as the old contribution. But, if, with a
given fieldopen to them, more labourand capitalaresent
to seek work, they willhave to be pushedinto less highly
valued u r n , andthe
new contribution made byeach
unit
will be less. Henceadoubling or trebling of the amount of
interference, and, conaequently, of the quantity of labour and
capitalturned loose, will involve more thana d o u b h g or
trebling of the damage done tothe
dividend. This considerationmust
be borneinmind
when any inference is
to the probable
attempted from Australianexperienceas
effect of forcing up the wages of low-paid industries in this
country. For " industrialism is relatively simple in form and
limited inextent in theAuatralian colonies. Agricultureis
the chief occupation, and this, being untouched by the arbitra- . .
tion laws, is a vent for any labour or capital driven out of the
In thiscountrythe
proportionate part played
industries."'
by agriculture is enormously smaller, and, therefore, the vent
available, if awide-reaching policy of forcing upindustrial
wageswere attempted, would be farlessextensive.
Moreover, it ispractically certainthatinthe
United Kingdom
this policy could not be appliedto industrywithout being
applied
to
agriculture also. The danger to the national
dividend would, therefore, be very much greater than Auatralian
experience sugggeats.
11. Up to this point we have tacitly assumed that the
old-establiahed practice of disregardingconjugal andfamily
e&ate in fixing wages will be maintained. Of recent years,
1 Ohapman, Work a d W w ,vol. ii p. 263. Since the paming of the

5

Industrial Arbitration (Fmthm Amend~nent)Act of 1918, it ia no longer wholly
for New B a t h Walee, that agriculture is untouched by the arbitration
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however, considerable attention has been paid to propods for
regulating wages on a family basis. These p r o p o d s involve
a departure from the ideal of fair wageseven larger than is
involved in the policy of ‘‘ a living wage ” a~ described above.
For they require that different men of equal quality shall be
paid wages that differ inaccordancewith
the number of
children that they have. DuringtheGreatWarthe
wages
paid to soldiers b a y and maintenance allawances being counted
together) were, in effect, regulated on this principle; and the
war bonuses on account of the incream in the cost of living,
that were paid to members of the police force, were also on a
family basis. It has long been understood that public
a
authority, if it chooses, is free to adopt a plan of this kind for
the payment of its own servants, but it has been felt that no
such arrangement could be introduced into the general body of
industry without causing whatever unemployment there is a t
any timeto be concentrated upon men withlarge families.
In the last few years, however, there has been a very marked
movement in several countries towards what hrrs come to be
called the “family wage system.” In Germany,owing to the
serious fall in real wages, a man with a family cannot live on
theordinary rate. In consequence of this, the system of
paying extra allowances in respect of family is now very widespread. An analysis, from this point of view, of the terms of
current collective agreements was recently undertaken by the
German Ministry of Lttbour. It shows that, whilethere are
scarcely any trades in which the family-wage principle is not
of important
applied to some extent, thereareanumber
industriesinwhich it is univereally recognised, amongst the
latter being coal-mining, mechanical engineering, textile and
paper and cardboardmanufmture.”’
In Fmce the system
first began to aanume importance in 1916, and has since
developed 80 far that, by 1923, some 2 4 million workers were
affected by it. In aeparabe industries “ compenmtion funds ”
are mtablished, to which the separate employera contribute in
proportion to their wages bill, and from whioh the whole of the
family allowances are paid2 By t h h device, an employer makes
the aame total payment in reepet of each worker employed by
L&wr (?&,
1923, pp. 86-7.
= I-. p. 88.
I‘

him whatever the eize of his family, and them is, therefore, no
inducement to anybody to engage single men i n preference to
married men. In Belgium, HollandandAustriathissystem
It is easy to ~ 8 that,
6
on plana of
has also had somevogue?
this type, a given aggregate wage payment would yield a bigger
direct return in social benefit than it would have done under
aliving-wage
rule of theordinary
type. Butthe family
wage, in any form, is open to a serious objection from another
taxing
of bachelors in
side. It necessarily implies the
order to provide a bounty for men with large families-a sort
of bounty on parenthood. I do not now raise the question
whetherthis
is, in principle,a
good or a bad thing; a
question i n connection with which it is relevant to observe
that those bachelorswho afterwards marry get compensation
inlater lifefor
the damage they have suffered in youth.
Plainly, however, different bachelors of equalearning power
if the family-wage plan is
ought to be taxedequally.*But,
adopted, those of them who happen to work in industries where
the proportion of bachelors, aa compared with family men, is
small will be hit very much more severely than their Wnfdres
inindustries where the proportion of bachelors is large. If
taxation is to be raised for the purpose of giving bounties to
the heada of large families, it wouldseem better to raise it
+rough the ordinary machinery of taxation, rather than inthis
hidden and uneven way. This consideration is applicable to a
family-wage system applied u n i v e d y by State decree to all
industries, AB against such asystem confined to particular
industries there is the further objection that it must tend to
fill those industries with married men with large families, and
to leave there no bachelors to be taxed in their interest.’ In
19.27’ New SouthWales passed a FamilyEndowment Act,
which providea for a payment of 6s. per week to the mother
for each child in families with incomes of less than the official

*

CE Rathbone, h m i c J d , 1920, p. 551.
Cf. Heimann, “The Family-Wqp Controversy in Germany,” likumnnk
Jerrpnal, December 1923, p. 513. For qn account of “ family-wage’’arrangement in France, cf. Dougles, ‘(Family Allowances and Clearing Fundsin France,”
in the 911(Z7tdrly J w d of i%wnomh
February
,
1924. An interesting diaowdon of family wagea and alternative f o m of family endowment is contained
in Bbka hthbone’e book, T b l%Wmikd Family. Cf. also Cohen, Family
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living wage for a man and wife without children, plus €13
8 year in respect of each child. and raises the necessary
revenue by contributions from employers in all industries
proportionate to their wages bill.'
1

For an account of this Act cf. The Quarterly JvurneE of hbwmies, May

1928, pp. 500 el q.

CHAPTER X V I I I
WAGE RATES AND CAPACITY

$ 1. THEwhole of the analysis of the three preceding chapters
hrts been conducted witlloutreference
to the effects which
interference to raiae wages may produceupou the physique,
mentality and morale, and so upon the eficiency of the workpeople. But, as we have just seen, certain industries existwhose
operationsrequire little or no skill,and in which even the
normal so-called able-bodied workers are of an exceedingly low
at home is one
grade. In theseindustries-simplesewing
of t h e m - e v e n a fair rate of wages, and, still more, an unfair
rate, is necessarily an exceedingly low rate. In such industries
it m m s probable prim facie that interference designed to
force up wage rates would reactupon the capacity of the .
workpeople and so mightindirectlyincrease
the national
dividend, even though the direct effects, taken by themselves,
t o be expected is
would have been adverse. Thereaction
partly physical, resulting from increased strength due t o better
food andbetter conditions of life. It is also partly psychological, resulting from a aense of fair treatment, an increased
feeling of hopefulness, and the knowledge that, withthe
increaeed wage, slack work is more likely to lead to a loss of
in occnpationsemployingexceptionally
employment.Hence,
low-grade workpeoyl-nd
an argument of the =me kind,
though of 1- form, can be advanced about those employing
better workpeople-there would Beem to be a stronger case for
interference to raise w a p than the considerations a d v s n d 4
in the preceding
chapters
by themselves
indicate.
This
suggestion haa now to be examined.
$ 2. It irr sometimes thoughtthatlight
can be thrown

-
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upon it by comparing the capacities of workpeople employed
in occupations or firms where the earnings are high and low
respectively. It is found that people who earn good money
are very much more capable than those who earn bad money,
and it is inferred that, if the latter were paid as much as the
former, they would thereby be raisedto their standard.This
reasoningisinadequate.Thefactthat
workpeople in highwage districts are, in general, more’capable than workpeople
in low-wage districts does not prove thathigh wagescause
high capacity; for there is available the alternative explanation that high cnpacity causes high wages. Nor does the fact
that workpeople, who have moved from low-wage t o high-wage
districts,are soon found to be earningthe wages proper to
them latter districts
prove this; for the people mostlikely
to undertake such journeys are j u t those who feel themselves
already more capableandwortha
larger wage thantheir
neighbourn. All statistical arguments of the above type, must
be regarded with the greatest suspicion. I n order to discover
experimentally how increased earnings react upon capacity,
we should need to investigate the output of the same indimdual
workman in the same mvironntent under both low-wage and
high-wage condition& It is only thus that we could ascertain
the extent of the reaction which improved pay would produce
in workpeople of different income
grades.
Unfortunately
kind
are not available.
The
rapid
investigations of this
improvement which took place in the appearance of the men
recruited and trained for the new armies in the Great War does,
indeed, suggest that human quality is more quickly and comwe had been
pletelyplastic, at all events inyouth,than
accustomed formerly to suppose. The good effects, as reported
by those who have Btudied them,of theincreased wages that have
been awarded by the Trade Boards in the tailoring and boxmaking industries point in the same direction.’ These things
give ground for hope, but they do not enable us to formulate
l Of. Tswney, Minimum Wqea in thc Tailoring T d ,pp. 121-34 ; and
Balkley, Hininwm Wages in t
h BoZ-maki9lg %&, p. 61. In the boxmaking indoetry t h e workpeople’e c
apmi9 haa a h bmn benefited in an
indireet way, became the enfomment of higher rates has induced employers to
pay more attention to their training ; “every worker has to be trained to earn
the minimum, wherens formerly it did not u t t e r how little thgy earned ”
(kEit. p. 61).
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any p r m h conclusions. Wearethus
in the end thrown
This
back on thevague guess-work called commonsense.
suggests that the reaction will be most marked among workpeople who areexceedingly
poor, and in whom, therefore, .
there is large scopefor physical improvement through better
food, clothingandhomeaccommodation;thatit
will vary
withtheage
of the peopleaffected andwiththeir previous
condition; that it is more likely to occur where employment
isfairly regular, so thata definite standard of life can be
built up, thanit
isamong
people whose employment is
casual”andintermittent
; andthat,the
longer the improved payment lasts, the greater is the chance that
capacity
will benefit to an appreciable extent.
5 3. In placea and occupations, where wagee are low because
low-grade workpeople are being “exploited” by employers and
paid leas than they are worth, there is no reason to expect that
the forcing of the wage rate up to a fair level will came any of
the people affected to lose their jobs for any length of time ;
for it will not pay employers
to dispense with their services.
Conmquently, all that has to be considered is the direct effect
upon the capacity of the people who actually receive the
better wage. It is, therefore,practicallycertain
thatthere
will be some net benefit to thenational dividend. Moreover,
there is reason to expect that this benefit will be cumulative.
If exploitation is allowed, and a bad bargain by workmen leads
to a reduction of their capacity and EO to a diminution in the
value of their marginal net product, they will start for the next
round of bargaining from a lower level; if they again get dightly
and, being weaker, they are now more
the worn of the deal:-likely to do so,-they
will again, inthe eame manner, be
driven yet lower. Thustheircapacity, as well asthe wage
they receive, is cumulatively and progressively reduced, and the
national dividend suffem thereby a eerious injuy. If, however,
exploitation is prevented and wages are forced up to a fair
level, the ben0fit to capacity w
i
l start an upward movement
exactly analogons to this downward movement. High earnings
will lead to greater oapacity ; greater capacity will lead to$he power of obtaining higher earningrr, both because the
workers’ eervices me worth mars and because, being better
‘I
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off, they are in a ntronger pogition for bargaining ; the higher
earnings so obtained will react againto increasecapacity ;
and so on cumulatively. This consideration is of special importance among those extremely poor workpeople, whose very
poverty, so long as it continues,makesthem easy victims to
the superior bargaining power of employers. In these circumstances, therefore, the conclusion reached in Chapter XIV.that
thenational
dividend will be increased by the forcing up
of wage rates, which are rendered unfairly low by exploitation,
is confirmed and enforced when account is taken of reactions
upon capacity.
5 4. In Chapters XIV. and XVII. it was shown that, in
certainsomewhatspecialconditions,
the forcingup of wage
or areunfair from other
rates, which are either already fair
causes than exploitation, would benefit the national dividend
apart from reactions on capacity. A study of these conditions, aa there described, makes it evident that, when any
of them are present, the forcing up of wage rates may easily
produce beneficial reactions on the capacity of the workto produce
people aa a whole, and is extremelyunlikely
injuriousreactions.
Here too, therefore, the indirect effects
on the cbvidend
operated
through
capacity
are
in
line
withthedirect
effects. When, however, conditions are such
that,apart from reactions on capacity, the forcing up of a
wage rate woulddamage thenational dividend, the way in
which these reactions will work is much more difficult t o
determine. The reason is that, in theae conditions, some
workpeople will be ejected from employmentin the place or
occupation where the wage is raised,and either reduced to unemployrneut or, at best, set to work where the value of their
output is less than it was before. For, unless one of these things
happens, the dividend will not be damaged, and we are now
assuming that, apart from reactions on capacity, it is damaged.
But, if s o w workers are made worse off than before, the net
not consist merely of bene6tdone
effect on capacitywill
to those who actually receive the better wage mte, but aho
of injury done to these othera P&rna fa& it seems reasonable to suppose that, if, after the increase of wage rate in
one particular industry, the aggregabe sum p&d in wages
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throughoutthegrandtotal
of induabries is less than before,
the aggregate capacity of the workpeople a~ a whole will not
be enhanced. Theconditionsin
which an increaae of wages
in a particular industry may increase the real earnings of wageearnersa
body, in spite of damaging the national hvidend,
will be examined at length in the
coum of Part IV. It is
evident that the prospects are best when the demand for labour
in the occupation whose wage rate is forced up is highly
inelastic.
From the standpoint of a short period, which done is relevant
to reactions on capacity, the causamaking for inelastic demand
are, in general, much more powerful than they are from that
of a long period. For example, if the wage of any group were
forced up, employers would not generally dismiss many of their
workpeople 80 long aa existing orders were still in hand.
If,
then,the“reaction
time” of wages upon capacityisfairly
rapid, the chances of a favourable reaction may be taken, at all
events when the commodity affited by the increased wage
rate is not one largely p u r c h d by working men, to be reasonably good. They are particularly BO if the rate fixedfor any
group of workpeople is not raised suddenlymuch above the
existing rate-in
which eventa largenumber of dismissals
might take place-but
is pushed up gradually by small stages.
Hence, it may not infrequently happen that, in circumstances
where, apart from reactions on capacity,theforcingup
ofa.
wage rate would inflict damage on the national dividend, the
damage will be at least partially cancelled by these reactions.
-When a State authority is available to help people who may
of work, theextraState
have been incidentallythrownout
contribution,which is anindirect effect of the forcing up of
the wage rate, will makethis cancelling benefit somewhat
larger than it would have been otherwise. Whetherthe
cancelling benefit will be large enough to outweigh the direct
damage to the dividend, against which it haa to be balanced,
but will depend on the
cannot be determinedgenerally,
detailed conditione of each separate problem.
5 5. It should be added that, in any event,such interference to r
a
k wagea aa is warrantedbythecomideratiow
8et out in thepreceding section is essentially atemporary
iuterference. Where wages me paid by the piece it is

.
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temporary in form aa well aa in substance. For, though
an enhanced piece-wage, by providing larger earnings, may 80
improvea
workman’s capacity thathe
can producemore
pieow in the day, and is thus enabled permanently to make
largerearnings at the old piece-rate, it cannot auae him to
become worth the new piece-rate. Hence, there is no case
for retaining that rate for a longer time than is necessary for
its reaction upon capacity to be completed-no m e , at least,
from the standpoint of the nationaldividend.
If it is meintained for longer thanthis, it will add nothingfurther to
capacity, but will injure the national dividend by preventing
labourfrom distributingitself amongdifferent uses in the
most advantageous manner. When wages arepaid by time,
the interferencewarranted is no longertemporary in form,
andthere is no reason why the enhancedtime-wageshould
ever be reduced. But it is temporary in substance, because,
after a while, the workpeople, in consequence of their improved
capacity, will become worth the new time-wage, and, therefore,
this wage will become the “natural” wage, for the maintenance
of which no interference is necessary.

C H A P T E R XIX
A NATIONAL MINIMUM TIME-WAGE

8 1. INChapter XVII. we considered the effects of interference
designed to raise the wages of a low-paid industry, or part of
an
industry,
above the
fair”
level
T h e centre of the
problem was the wage of the “average ” worker, and i t was
tacitly supposed that the rates paid to workers above and below
comparatheaverage would be adjustedaccordingtotheir
tive efficiencies. Wehave now to consider a differenttype
towards
trades
~LB
of interference,
directed
not 80 much
towards individuals. Granted thatthe
average worker in
all -or in most -industries
is suitably remunerated, the
veryineficient worker in mme of them will, on account of
his inefficiency, if paid on alike d e , often earn so smcll
a sum of money that the public conscience is shocked It is.
widely held that this state of things ought to be prevented by
the legalestablishment
of anationalminimum
day-wage,
whatever can be legally engaged.
below which no workThis policy, it must be clearlyunderstood,d&rs
in esmnce
from, and goes much beyond, the mere establishment of a
national minimum day-wage from which under-rate workera
’ . It is illustrated
are exempt, w described in Chapter XV. 7
”though very imperfectly, since the minimum fixed waa very
much below the worth of anybody except an extraordinarily
inefficient apprentice-by certain of the labour laws of Australasia The Parliaments of Victoria and South Australia “have
decided that no person whatsoever can be employed there in a
registered factory, without receiving mme minimum remuneration-in Victoria, 2& 6dba week, and in South Australia, 4s.@”

5

Avw, aspwt m Wag& Boards, p. 88.
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In like manner, the New South Wales Minimum Wage Act of
19 08 provided that no workman or shopassistantshall
be
employed, unless in receipt of a weeklywage of at least 4s.,
irrespective of any amount earned as overtime.’ Again, in the
Factory Act of New Zealand, it is enacted that every person who
is employed in any capacity in a factory shall be entitled to
revive from the occupier payment for the work a t such rate as
is agreed on, in no case less than 5s. p r week during the first
year of employment in the industry and, thereafter, an annual
increase of not less than 3s. weekly till a wage of 20s. per week
is attained.2 This clause in its original form-theform
given
above is the slightly modified form of the 1907 a m e n d m e n t
was passed in orderto prevent persons being employed in
in money-..” Payfactories without“reasonableremuneration
be made irrespective of overtime, and
ment is alwaysto
premiums are forbidden? The same idea is embodied in the
statute by which the State of Utah in 1913 fixed a minimum
wage for all “experienced” adult women of 1.25 dolkrs per
day, no exceptions to this minimum beingallowedeven
for
defeutive workere? and in a flat-rate law of the same general
character enacted in the State of Arizona in 19 17.6
8 2. Now, 88 was ehown in Chapter XVII. 8, any attempt
to force the wage rate of low-gradeworkpeopleabove
their
“fair” level, so long as the area over which it is extended is
narrow, may be rendered inoperate by a perfectly legal form of
evasion, namely, a reshuffling of workpeople of different grades
between this area and occupations not included i n it. When,
however, the State interferes to establish a national minimum
time-wage, the area affected by its action will not be a narrow
one. On thecontrary, it wiIl bemore or less nation-wide,
l a v i n g no field free into whichlow-grade workers can be
pnahed to be paid a derisory wage. Zvaaiort by way of L
redistribution of work among workers of various qualitim
is, therefore,
altogether
excluded.
Hence
the effect pro-

3
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Labur BUM%, March 1909, p. 10b
A Y ~ S~cport
,
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duced upon thenationaldividend
may proveserious
and
substantial.
3. It is probable that the enactmentof a national minimum
thepayment of certain
time-wage will incidentallyprevent
lowwages
that are unfair, inthe sense thatthey are the
result of exploitation, i.e. thepayment by employers of leas
thantheir
workpeople’s services are worth to them.The
forcing up of this sort of lowwage will, as was explained in
Chapter XIV.,react favourably upon the size of the national
dividend, by strengthening competent employers in their competition with incompetent rivals. Nor is it only in this field
that advantage will be won. Evenwhen low wages arefair
wages, in the sense of being proportioned to e5ciencp, it does
not necessarily follow that a higher wage will not be fair also.
For, as was shown in the preceding chapter, if only an incapable
worker a n be secured good payment for a little while, he or
she may be so far improved in capacity as to become worth
thehigher
war& In so far aa thesethingshappen,
the
national dividend will be pro tanto benefited. Obviously, however, theee are mere incidents, by-products aa it were, of the
establishment of a national minimum wage, and not the main
conwquenw of it.
4. This main c o q u e n c e is the expulsion from private
industry of a number of low-grade workers-the number beinggreater thehigherthe
level a t whichthenationalminimum wage is fixed. When i t is enacted that low-grade workpeople shallnotinfuture
be paidrates aa low as many of
them are now receiving, it necessarily follows that some of
l
l
ino longer be worth employing. Of courae, not all
them w
those who are now worth less than the new wage will be affected
in this way, beoause thewithdrawal of some workers from
private industry increases the worth of those that remain.
Some, however, of those not now worththe newwage will
still not be worth it when it is established. The proportion
that theee make of the whole will be greater or lea according
as the demand for labour is elastic or inelastic. It is sometimesargued that tbiademand is highly inelastic, upon the
ground that in certain special industrisg, such as the chah
trade, there is statietical evidenca that the demand is of this

5
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character. But, when it is a question of a generalminimum
wage, it is the demand for labour as a whole, and not merely
in particular industries, that is relevant; and, whether from a
short-period or from a long-period point of view, there can be
littledoubtthattheelasticity
of this aggregatedemand is
much greater than the elasticity of the special demand of the
chain trade.' Hence the number of low-gradeworkers, that
the establishment of anationalminimum
wage substantially
higher than thewage they arenow worth w i l l render not worth
employing in privateindustry, is likely to be considerable.
Some of these, no doubt, employers will still keep on from
kindliness or old association. But many will lose their jobs,
and, consequently, will have no opportunity to reap improved
capacity from improved earninga As far aa tbey are concerned,
therefore, there will be no indirect gainto the national dividend;
andthere will be the obvious direct loss thattheir labour
is withdrawn from production in private industry.
No doubt,
be set to work in State-controlled
some of themmight
institutions. But the enforced labour of assistedpersons in
institutionsinvariably yields butlittleproduct;
and, therefore, the main part, a t all events, of their capacities would be
wasted.
3 5 . Under a regime of complete aloofnew and passivity on
the part of the State this effect would be dominant, and there
can be no doubt that the national dividend would be injured.
In the actual world,however, it must be remembered that a
well-organid system of care for the poor mayrebuild the
strength of personawho, through unemployment, fall in need
of public relief, and may accord to them, in farm colonies or
elsewhere, an economic training of which they can afbrwarde
I t follows thatthe establishment of B national
d e
minimum time-wage, though it will, for a time, cause the
withdrawal of some personsfrom effective production, need
not, even in respect of these peraons, harm the national dividend in the long run, provided that it ie aseociated with a
well-organised State p o l i q towarda the porn. on the pattern
that will be exhibited in Part IV. of thia volume.
A little reflection ehows, however, thatthe benefit to
4 ot pmt, psrt rv. chaptsr m. 5 s
.
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be looked for in this connection is more apparentthan
real. Theestablishment of anationalminimum
time-wage
would accomplish very little more than could be accomIf there is not a well-organisedsystem
plished withoutit.
of care for the poor, there is no reason to suppose that
any of the persons expelled from privateindustry by the
operation of the minimum will be trained and rehabilitated ;
and, even if thereissucha
system, only those persons
will come in contact withit,and
80 secure its benefit, who
do not belong to familiesable and willing to support them
without State help. But, if there were no national minimum,
most of the people, whom the minimum expels from private
industry, would, since theminimum itself will presumably
be a low one based on a consideration of what is essential for
would be nearly
subsistence, be earning 80 littlethatthey
sure,in one way or another, to come into contact withthe
State organisation for looking
after
poor persons. This
organisation, therefore, will have much the same opportunity
from privateindustry
thosesuitable
for
forwithdrawing
training, or those needing treatment for sickness, as it would
have if there were no national minimum wage.
Nor is thisaU
It hasto be remembered, further, that
from
by no means all those persons, who areprevented
working at ordinary industry by the establishment of a .
national minimum time-wage, will be in a position to derive
will be no hope of this
benefit from State training.There
kind for old men who have hitherto done alittle
work
and have derived the remainder of their support Gom their
familiesand
friends. These men will simply be precluded
from rendering those partial and occasional services to industry
to render. Elderly
whichtheyarebothableandwilling
women home workers and younger women workers in factories,
who are of low capacity andarepartlysupported
by husbands andfathers, will be in like
So also will State
pensionem and others whowould gladly work up to their capacity
and thus help to support
themealveaif they were permitted
to do 80. The driving of these pereons into idleness will
indict definite and uncompensated damage upon the national
dividend. Consequently, if damage is not to be done, it is

cam.
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wean tial that, in any law establishing
a national minimum timewage, provision shall be made for excepting from its operation
would-be workers of the above type, whom there is no serious
But
a
prospect of rendering more e5cient by training.
satisfactory
arrangement
effecting this, which
ahould
not
atthe
&me time effect a number of otherthingsthat
arenot desired, is extremely difficult to devise. Until it is
devised we mayfairly
conclude that the establishment of
an effective nationalminimum
time-wage (effective inthe
sense of being substantially above what a considerable
number of people areearning now) is likely, on the whole,
to damage, ratherthanto
benefit, thenational
dividend.
No doubt, in the absence of suchaminimumanumber
of low-gradeworkers, particularly low-gradewomen
workers
with families,will be left in private industry with earnings
insufficient tomaintain
decent
a
life. This
evil,
as will
be urgedwith
emphanis inPart IV., it is imperativeto
it consists, notinestablishing
remedy. Butthe curefor
a nationalminimum time-wage at a level that will drive
low-grade womenworkers out of private industry altogether,
direct action of theState,in
Becuring for all
butbythe
families of ita citizens, with the help, if necessary, of State
in every department
funds, an adequateminimumstandard
of life.

4

CHAPTER XX
FIXED AND FLUCTUATING
WAGE
RATES

IN PARTICULAK

INDUSTRIES

0

1. WHEN in practice it is decided to interfere
with
wages anywhere,
either
bemuse they are " unfair " or
for anyother
reason, there is at once presented a new
problem. Effective interference involves either theauthoritative award of a new $age rate or encouragement to employers
to agree upon a new
wage
rate. Equally
and
employed
or an agreementis made, it would be
whetheranaward
ridiculous uhatthe
t e r m s laid down should be fixed for
ever. Theindustrialsituation
generally, no less thanthe
oircumstances of particular trades, is in a wntinuous state of
0ux. Every award and agreement, therefore, must be restricted,
either explicitly or implicitly, to a short period of time. How
shortthe
period shall be before revisiou can be called
for depends
entirely
upon the practical difficulties that
revision would have to face. Apart from this, it would
seem, on the face of things,that,
since conditions may
changefundamentally
at anymoment,
revision should be
permitted whenever either side desires it In practice, however,
considerations of convenience alone would make it imperative
be provided for. But
that some minimumintervalshould
there am also other considerations. Except where the
relations between employersaudemployed are exceptionally
good, it is dangerous to reopen fundamental wage controveraim more frequently than can be avoided. In view
of this it often happens that
the
governing decieions
aregiven a cwrency of not less than, say, two years froq
tbe date whenthey are launched, For the p u r p e of this
practice is adopted
diecuseion we wiU mppose thatthat
619
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generally. It does not, however, follow from this that, whenever
or agreementabout wages is made, the
agoverningaward
rate must, thereafter, be fixed rigidly for at least two years.
For it may be possible to devise methods by which the
for variations
governingaward
or agreementshallprovide
in wages in response to temporarychanges in demand-we
mayprovisionallyregard
the conditions of supply, from the
w given-during
the period
standpoint of this sort of period, t
that it covers. A choice, therefore, has to be made between
our inarigidarrangementandaplasticarrangement,and
vestigationis not complete untilthe comparative effects of
these have been ascertained.
3 2. Let us postulate a single industry in general equilibrium, which is neither expanding nor decaying on the whole,
but in which the demand for labour now falls below and now
also msume for thepresent
rises above its mean levelWe
that the conditions of demand in other industriesare stationary.
The argument of Chapters XIV. to XVII. hasshown that, allowance being made for certain obstacles and for possible reactions
on capacity, the wage rate thatwill most advantage the national
dividend will be a rate that, subjectto what was said in Chapter
XIV. 3 1,is equal, over the period of the agreement or award,
to the rate paid for work of a similar grade elmwhere. Is it in
the interest of the national dividend that this rate should be
single and constant, or that it should vary about a mean ?
In the Erst place, let us consider a rise in the demand for
labour. If a k
ed wage system is adopted, thisimpliesthat
thenominalrate remains unsltered Hence we mightexpect
that the amount of labour provided will also be unaltered, and,
consequently, that the aggregate m o u n t of work done will
be less than if the wage fluctuated. It must be remembered,
however, that, though the wage per man remains the same,
the wage per efficiency unit of labour is, in effect, rrtieed for
An adjustment is brought a b u t , either by
newemployees.
employers taking on inferior men at the wage formerly paid
to good m k only: or by reeort to overtime a$ apecia1 rates.
1 It may be mggated that under a pimework aptam this devioe i g
imprecticcrble, since a given wags %earn the name whtim to a given mtpt,
v€wvm t h e rorksr ma3 be. Bat (1) qual pieow am nat ahp of tha EWIW
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In eikher event more is paid for the new labour units than
for the old. It is conceivable, if the rise in demand is small,
that the sam addition will be made to the aggregate amount
of labour employed as would have been made had the general
wage rate been raised in an equalproportion.The
dlfference
is that the employer, by fixingwhatpractically
amounts to
two prices aa between his new labour and his old, preserves
for himself a sum of money, which, under a one-price system,
would have been added to theremuneration of the latter.
of overtime.
This result isabest illustrated under the method
Suppose thatthe normal. working day is sixhours
at t~
shilling per hour-a
shilling being the equivalentpayment
for thedisenjoyment caused to the workman by thesixth
hour’s work. Suppose, further, thatthe disenjoyment of an
extra hour’s equ~lly efficient work, to a man who has
already worked six hours and received eix shillings pay, is
measured by fifteen pence. Thentheemployer
cltn obtain
wren hours’ work from that man, either by raising the
general rate per hour to fifteen pence, or by paying the same
as before for a six hours’ dayand
offering tifteen pence
for one hour of * overtime.” Theamount of work done is
approximatelythesame on eitherplan;theonly
difference
ie that, if the forme$ is adopted, the employer pays over
to the workman anextra eighteen pence, which,underthe
latter, he retains for himself. This point is of some importance. A.a ageneralrule,
however, particularly if the
rise in demand
is
large,
not
all theextra
labour that
amployers would like to have can be gotby working overtime andtaking on inferior men. Though,therefore, there
will be Borne expansion in thedividendunder
the fixed
wage plan, theexpansion L not likely to be 80 big as it
wonld be under the fluctuating plan.
quality, and are not always obtained with the eame amount of injury to the
employer’B property (6.8. in wsl-mining, a ton of d badly cut may damage
the g e m 1 mnditiona of the mine in the neighbourhd) ; and (2) even when
two piem m e similar in d
one man, in finishing his, may m p y
the fixed plant of hi^ employer For L longer t i e than his neighboar.
l .Sinoe on Lhe overtime plaa wmkppla get 1money and, therefore, the
rnnrginal u t i l i of money
them ie slightly higher, the amount of workforthcoming under tho overtime plan should in utrictnm be sliihtlg larger than
under the other.
t o ,
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Inthe
second place, let us consider
fall
a
inthe
demand for labour. If the wage rate remains a t the old
level, the quantity of labour which it will pay the employer
to keep a t work will be diminished. If the rate is lowered,
it may still be diminished] butnotin
so high a degree.
Thepoint is well illustrated by a comparison, made shortly
a
of the British Board of
before the war in Report
Trade, between conditionshere
andin
Germany. " Trade
Unionstandardrates
of wagesdo not prevail in Germany
to the mme extent as in Great Britain, In conwquence
in accepting work a t
workpeople
have
greater
liberty
wageslower than those a t which they have previously been
employed] especially in bad times. A morespeedy return to
employment of aome kind and a consequent reduction in the
from
percentage of trade union members unemployed results
is done
this."'
That is tosay, in bad times morework
under the plastic than under the rigid form of wage system.
From a combination of these results it follows that, over
good and bad timestogether, a wageaystem fluchuating on
both sides of the mean level, in accordance withtemporary
movements of the demand for labour, means more work and,
therefore, a larger national dividend than one permanently
fixed at that level. Thisgainarisesdirectlyout
of superior
adjustment betweendemand and supply. It is thefruit of
improvedorganisation, and is similartothe
gain produced
by improvedmachinery.
It isnot retained for long as an
exclusive possession of theindustry whichfirst
secures it,
but is distributed over the community aa a whole, with the
resultthat a new generalequilibrium is established somewhat more advantageousthanthe
old. Theinterest of the
national dividend thus reqnirea that the wage should not stand
at the mean level for periods aa long aa two yeam, but should
undergoshort-periodoscillationsabout
this level, in. such
wise
always to make the demand for labow and the supply
of it equal.
3 3. To this conclusion there is an objection, thelimits
of whose validityrequirecareful
investigabion. It hw been
urged that fluctuatione in the wages of individual workpeople
REpoll vm &t

C& Offivimg

in German TOPOM
[Cd. 40321, p. 521.
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tend indirectly to impair both their moral character and their
economic efliciency. Thw Professor (new Sir Sydney) Chapman
writes: “It may be argued that thereisfar more chance of
a somewhatsteady wage, whichvariesinfrequently
and by
small amounts only, contributing to build up a suitable and
well-devised standard of life, thana wage giventosudden
* If this is true, it follows
andconsiderablealterations.”
thatthe direct advantages of a wage rate fluctuating with
fluctuations of demand maybemore
than counteracted by
indirect disadvantages. For, thoughthe
national
dividend
will, indeed, be enhanced for the moment, it may ultimately
be diminished, in a more than corresponding degree, through
of some of the nation’s
theinjury
done to thequality
workers.
In examiningthisargument
we at onceobserve
that
theterm “ wages ” oughtto
be deleted in favour of the
term “earnings.” It ia stability of earnings that enables a
welldevised standard of life to be built up, and not stability
of wages. Hence, if, for themoment,
questions connected
with distribution between different individuals are left out of
account, we may put aside, as unaffected by Sir Sydney
Chapman’s argument,all occupations in whichtheearnings
are notliableto
be pushedto
so low a pointunder
a
fluctuating wage as they
are
under
a
f i e d wage. Theoccupations thus excluded comprise all those in which the
elasticity of the demand for labour is greater than unity. It
may,indeed, be objected that,though,in these occupations,
the workpeople collectively earn more in bad times under the
fluctuating system, yet the particular workpeople who are 80
skilful as always to command employment earn less, and that
it is stability in the& earnings rather than in those of others
that is of e s p i a l importance. Since, however, thew superior
skilful
workpeople are presumably better off thantheirless
For there
fellowe, this latter statement is highlydisputable.
Can be little doubt that fluctuations in the income of a poorer
man cause more suffering, and, hence, more loae of productive
capacity, than fluctuations of the m e size in that of a richer
man of similartemperament.Hence
the rejoinder fails, and
&cmromic Journal, 1903, p. 194.
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it follows that, where the elasticity of the relevant part of the
demand for labour is greater than unity, Sir Sydney Chapman’s
argument is of no force against a fluctuating wage.
In occupations where the demand, from a short-period
point of view, is highly inelastic, the result may be different.
In these conditions the total earnings of the workpeople will
touch a lower level in bad times under the fluctuating system.
If i t were the fact that in good times adequate provision were
regularly made for bad times, the consequent evil effects on
capacity, and, therefore, on the national dividend, would not be
great. But,
everybody knows, theordinary workman does
not ((conform his expenditure and his
savings ia the standard wage, andregardwhathe
sometimes gets above that
standard a8 an insurance fund against what he will at other
times get below it.”
Hence it is probable that there is
a considerable net evil effect on capacity.
Against
this,
be setthe fact that, under a fixed
however, therehasto
perfectlyinelastic,
the availwage, unless the demandis
ableemploymentinbadtimes
will be smaller, and more
workpeople are likely to be thrownout of work altogether.
It isnot, of courae, certainthatthis will happen. In mme
industries-most
notably the cotton industry-a constriction
of employment is met by short time all round instead of by
and, in others, by a
a reduction in the numbers of the e+,
sharing of work more or leea inrotation.But,
in general,
the actual number of unemployed persons in bad months will
be greater under a fixed than under a fluctuating wage system ;
andthe capacity of totally unemployedpermns S likely to
suffer in a very apecial m w m . Hence, even in occupations
where thedelnand for labonr b highly inelastic, so long 88
it is notabeolutelyinelsetic, the evil efpect on capacity due
to B fluctuating wage ia matched by another due to a fixed
one. This does not, of couree, show that oircnmetnnoes can
never arise in which fluctuating w e e are, on the whole, more
injurious to capacity, and 80 indirectly to the nationsl dividend,
than fixed wagea I& d m , however, fbrow thebutden of
1 This M the advice given him by HmSl.t, S&it&tg
p. 13. It may be
noted th& the p w n d o p end tha pawer to g
m
t oredit aEord, for short p
e
r
d
i
of unemployment, a partial, though sometintea an injurim, mbetihte far

saving.
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proof upon thoaewho maintain, in m y particularinstance,
that such circumstances have arisen. For the two evils noted
above me so vague and indefinite that it will often be practically imposeible toweighthemagainst
one another. In the
absence of special detailed information our decision must then
bebased upon the one fact which ie known, namely, that a
wage fluctuating with fluctuations in the demand for labour
h a thebetter direct effect upon thenational dividend. In
general, therefore, the defence of a syatem of rigid wage rates
examined in thu aection must be adjudged to have €ailed.
4. If then it is agreed thata wage fluctuating with
fluctuations in the demand for labour is desirable, it becomes
necessary to determine how frequentlyadjustments
ehould
be made. I n pure theory it would aeem that adjustments
should be made continually from day to day or even from
moment to moment. To thissort
of adjustment, however,
there are insuperable practical obstacles. Time is required
for the collection and arrangement of the statistics upon which
thechanges muat be b a d . Considerations of book-keeping
and ordinary business convenience come upon the stage, and
fix a lower limit, beyond which the interval between successive
adjustmentsmustnot
ba reduced. Of couree, thislimitis
not always the same. In a small local industry, for example,
it will probably be lower than in a great national one. But
in every industry it mustlie considerably above the infinitesimal level which pure theory recommends. So ‘far as it is
possible tojudge from the practice of thoseindustries
in
which the interval is determined, as under a sliding scale, by
eonaiderations of conveniance alone, it m m s aa though this
interval should not be leas than two or three montha’
5 5. Havingthus satisfied oureelves thattheinterest of
the national dividend q u i r e a a wage-system fluctuating within
the normal period of agreement or award, and having determined the intervsls that should elapae between successive
fluctuations, we havenext to determine on whatplanthe
fluctuationsthemselvmshould
be organised. It i B evident
,that,other things being equal, the larger any fluctuation of
demand is, the larger the wrresponding change of wage should

5

1

Of. for illnstntiom,

L L. Price, Id&l

Pam, p. 80.
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be. This principle haanow to be worked out in the concrete ;
and to that end the chief factors upon which the magnitude
of demand fluctuations depends must be described. These fall
into two divisions : (1) movements in the employers’ demand
schedule for the commodity which the labour we are interested
in is helping t o produce ; and (2) movements in the supply
schedule of theother factore that co-operate in production
withthat labour. These two sets of influences will nowbe
reviewed.
6. Movements in the employers’ demand for the commodty the labour is helping to make are derived directly from
movements in thepublic demand for the commodity. The
liability to oscillation of that demand is, of c o w , different for
hfferent classes of commoditiea. The most obvioue distinction
is between articles which are desired for immediatepersonal
we “ for their own mke ” and articles which are desired largely
as meamtodistinctionthrough
display. The demand for
articles of the former sort is likely to be the more stable,
because, as Jevons
suggests,
people’s desire for them iA
generallysteady for alongerperiod.
For example, we may
notioe thestability of the pinaforeindustry : “No clothing
trade(inBirmingham) suffers 80 little from short time.” On
the otherhand, comm&es
that am largelydisplayarticles
are liable to fluctuations of d&e, as opinion transfens the
distinction-bearing quality from one thingto another.Thus
the demand would mern to be lese variable for mmmon objects
of wide cansumption than for luxuries. To these v i a l
considerations should be added the more general one, that an
industry whichsupplieea
wide marketmade’up
of many
independentpaxts is likely to enjoy a 8 M i e r demand than
narrow market. This i.g mere€y
a
one
which
supplies
a
particular application of the broad proposition,familiar to
stati&icks, that “ the precision of an average is proportionate
to the square root of the number of t e r n it contains.” a It is
well illustrated by the interesting study .of M. Lazard .on Le
C h h a g e et la p r o ~ e a i m . Using figures from theFrench
c8nsua of 1901, he taka the peroentages of unemployment

5

cadbury, Wmm’s Work am! W q s , p. OS.
0 Bowiey, Eof Widim,p. SOB.
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there recorded in a number of indmtriea, and &eta them alongside of the averagenumber of men (moyea efmtif) per establishment in the several industries, and finds, on a method of his
own, an inversecorrelation.Connectinglargeunemployment
with variabledemand,
he explains this correlationby
the
relation, which he believes to subsist, between R large moyen
e f a t v and l'extension des d&ouch.d-s camncrciaux.
The connection between this latter phenomenon and the size of the
existonly when
personnel is evident.Largeestablishments
be served are considerable. Now, alarge
themarketato
market must also be a relatively stable market, because in i t
considerable decreases intheconsumption
of some customers
have B chance of being balanced by increases in the consumption of others ; and this stability, implying,as it does, stability
of production, implies at the same time the absence or, at all
In Like manner, he
events, a diminution of unemployment."
argues : " If unemployment seem to grow FLB we pass upward
from primary towards finishing industries, this circumstance i 6
explained by thefactthattheindustries
at the top of the
On
male, being more specialised, havenarrowermarkets.
theotherhand,theindu8trimthat
dealwith raw products
providethematerial
needed by numerousotherindustries,
and,therefore,enjoy
the advantages which a multitude of
outlets confer." a The same principle may, of course, be invoked * .
to explain the stability of the demand for railway transportademand even for suchthings as
tion, as comparedwiththe
'I

1 Le Ch&mage d la pf&, pp. 536-7.
M. Lazard a
d
& : 'I A ce premier
avantage,propre
oux grandea entreprises,dufaitde
leur organisstioncommerciale, il den sjoute d'nutree, d u l t a n t d n m b m i s m e
de la production.
Lorsque la direction de l'indnatrie est coucentrhe dans un petit nombre de
mains, lea chefs dentreprism conneiasent le march6qu'ils f o u r n h n t mieux
que ne font, dans leurs sphbres reapectives, les petit.1 ou moyens entrepreneur8
den autres b r a n c h iudnstielles. Bacbant sur quelle consammation ila peuvent
eompter, ils rBgleutleurproduction
en condquence. .
. Notre hypothkse
demanderait d'silleure h 6tre vhifike, car plus d'une induetrie fait appremment
exception h la *le indiqub ; on remarque, par exemple, que l'agriculture,
l'iiduatria humaine par excellence,eat ~ ~ 8 +rg&
e z
par le 'chamage, bien
que l'sffectif moyen des Btablkement.1 y soit t r b rkluit. I1 semble quel'on
puisee attribuer cet 6 t s t de choaee an fait que les dkbouchC sont p l u ~stables
drns l'agrioulmre que dam l'indmtrie pmprement d i b ; en outre, le nombn
d a eatrepisea agrioolea eat naturellementlimit4
par l'inextenaibilitd de l a
snrface cuItiv6.e " ( a d . pp. 337-8).

.
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coal, sugar, or iron. In like manner, an industry, which sells
largely in foreign markets
well asinthe home market,is
likely, other things equal, to have a more stable demand than
indeed,
one whichsells in the home marketonly”except,
when it is disturbed by changes in the rate of duty imposed
on its products by an important foreign customer.
$ 7. When the oscillations of the public demand for any
commodity are given, it is natural to suppose that the oscilkl
l
ibe exactly equivalent
tions of the employers’ demand for it w
to them aS a fact, however, the employers’ demand usually
oacilhtes through the smaller distance of the two. The reason
for this is the common practice of making for stock. I n bad
months the employer is glad to acquire and warehouse more
goods than he wishes, for the moment, to sell, while in good
months, because he has these goods to fall back upon, hia demand for new ones rises leea for them than the demand of the
public whom he supplies. His demand this month is, in short,
derived from the anticipated public demand of a comiderably
longer period, thus divesting itself to some extent of temporary
oscillations. Naturally the extent to which making for stock
takes place isdifferent in differentindustries.
The practice
is lesa attractive to employers, the greater is the cost of carrying a unit of the commodity affected from one point of time
to another. This costdepends,
of Dome, in part,upona
circumstance affecting all commodities equally,namely, the
rate of interest.
For all carriage across time implies a
loss of intereatthroughholding commodities unsold. It also
depends upon anumber
of circumstanceswhich differ for
different
commoditiea
Of these the most obvious is the
of this
expense of storage. One important
determinant
commodity
makes
ta
expense is the resistance thatthe
phys&d w a r and tear in transit a c r m time, or, more
of
broadly, itsdurability,in
respect both of decayand
m i d e n t a l breakage. I n this quality the precious met&
andhard materials, liketimber, a m specially favoured. As
we should expect, thingsthat areextracted from theearth
are, in general, more durable than things that
are grown on
it. It is interesting to note that, in recent times, the developpreserving processes has
ment of refrigerating andother
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rendered a number of commoditiee, chiefly articles of food,
much more durable than they used to be. The Committee on
Hops, for instance, wrote in 1908 : At thetime of the
PEV~OUS inquiryinthe
year 1856, attention was called to
the fact that ‘the deteriorationwhich hops suffer when kept
prevents the superabundanoe of one year from adequately
supplyingthe deficiencies of another.’ Theadvent of cold
Storage h a effected an adjustment between years of plethora
and years of scarcity, with the resultant effect upon prices.”’
It may be addedthatsuchthings
as the direct services
renderedby miasionaries, doctors, teachers,train-drivers, and
cabdrivers are wholly incapable, and such things as gas and
electricity are in great meamre incapable, of being stored. A
second important determinant of the expense of storage is the
resistance that the commoditymakes to psychical wear and
tear in transit a c m s time, or, more broadly, its steadiness of
value. Thecontraat I have in view is between staple goods
of steady demand-Charles Booth once. cited philosophic and
optical instruments as instances of this class of goods z- and
fashion goods of unsteady demand. Clearly,there is a highercost
of carriage and less inducement towards storage
for a commodity,
which, next week, nobody may want, thanthereis
forone
for which a constantmarket
is assured. Thustheturned
and pressed parts of bicycles, which are much the same what-’
ever type of frame is in vogue, arelargely made for stock,
whereas this is not done with completed bicycles, the form of
which is liable to fashion changes. An extremeinstance of
unfitness for stock-making is afforded by commodities, such as
ball-dresses,whicheverypurchaserwill
wish to have constructed to her own specialorder,and which, when “ readyno appeal for her. It is possible
made,” havepractically
that things at one time customarily made to individual order
may, subsequently, become more generalised ; and &e versa.
Homes are sometimes built to the order of would-be private
owners, and mmetimea ~8 a p u l a t i o n . The boot industry
has developed from an earlier stage, in which the individual
order method predominated, to its present condition, in whioh
moat boots are ready-made. In certain textiles, on the other
‘RcPat3Px.
2 ,
I
v. p 263.
‘I
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hand, there is evidence of a movement in the opposite direction.
A recent Report on unemployment in Philadelphia obaervea :
“ Twenty years ago a manufacturer made carpet
or hosiery or
clothand then went out and sold that carpet or hosiery or
cloth. To-day the order comes in for a particular design,
with a certain kind of yarn or silk and a certain number of
threads to the inch,and themanufacturer makes thatparticular order. Formerlymanufacturer
a
produced standard
makes of his particular line, and simply piled up stock in his
warehouse in the off-season. . . . To-day manufacturers make,
aa a rule, verylittle to stock and run chiefly on orders.’’
It is evident that every development towards the standardisation of productsrendersmakingfor
stock more practicable,
while every development away from standardisation renders i t
more difficult.
8. There is another point to be made in this connection.
Granted thatthe practice of making for stock causes the
millatione of employers’ demand for anycommodity to be
less thanthe misted oscillations inthe publicdemand,
it might be thought by thehasty reader thatthe relation
between these two oscillations can be expressed by a constant
fraction, different in different industries, but the a m e in any
one industry whatever the size of the oscillation. Thisis a
miatake. If, in reaponse to agivenpercentageelevation
or
depression of the publicdemand,the
employers’ demand is
elevated or d e p r e d through percentage
a
five-mxthe aa
greet, it is not to be expected that the eame proportion will
hold good for largerchanges of public demand. As a rule,
making for stuck is carried up to a certain p i n t for a small
is extended only with great
inducement,and,afterthat.
reluctance. Hence the public demand is apt to undergo Bhght
oecillatione without producing on the employers’ demand any
appreciable effect. But, after a point is passed, further oscillations in it tend to be accompanied by further owillationsin the
employers’ demand, the megnitude of which rapidly approaches
their& These coneideratione justify
towarda equalitywith
the provi&n, which ia found in no& eliding wales, that

5

,

I

H*,

Steadying Employment,” Rmud-9 of the A m d c m Aeadmg qf P o l M d
1916, pp. 6-7.
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alterations in the price of the commoditymust exceed some
definiteamount before any alterationtakes place in wages?
They also eerve as a ground for the rule, which in practice is
universal, that, when wages are conjoined topricesunder
a
sliding male, the percentage change in wages shall be smaller
than the percentage price change to which i t corresponda2
€j9. Let us now turn to the second determinant of
fluctuations in the demand for labour in any occupation, which
was distinguished in Q 5 . Among the co-operant agents
whose supply schedule is liable to move the most obvious are
the rawmaterials used in the occupation. In extractiveindustries, such as coal-mining, thase do not play any significant
part; but in the majorityof industries they are very important.
In accordance with what was mid in 5 6, it ie evident that,
when they are obtained from a large number of independent
sources, the oscillations of supply are likely t o be less than
when reliancehas to be placed on asingle m u m . For this
reason the imposition of high protective duties upon any
material, with a view to ousting foreign sellers, may be expected b bringabout increased fluctuations. In addition to
raw materials, the co-operant agent8include the services of
auxiliary Jabour andthe services of machines. Mechanical
improvements, for example, involve, in effect, a lowering of
thesupply
schedule of the services rendered by capital .
invested in the occupation that is affected by them. Moreover, in some industries, Nature herself, aa represented by the
light and heat received from the sun, is a very important cooperant factor in production. Thus there is a high degree of
aemonal variability in the demand for labour in the building
trades, because the advent of frost in wintar seriously interferes
with brick-laying, masonry and plastering, while the shortening
of the horn of daylight, by neceesitatingresort to artificial
illumination, adds to the costsandfurtherhandicaps-such
work. No doubt,recent developments, such aa thesubstitution of cement €or m o w , are doing something to l e w n t h e
inflwnce of elimatic c h a w upon this industry: buttheir
1

3
J

CE

b,
1&d+

psaoe, p. 97.

cf. Marshdl, lQmtOw&&
of Id*,

a.h l e , &c=?wm&J-,

p. 581 n,
1908, p. 108.
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influence isstillveryimportant.The
=me remark appliea
to the industry of discharging cargoes at the London Docks,
which isliable to serious interruptions by frost end fog. OR
.the other hand, indoor trades and trades little dependent on
weather conditions, such aa engineeringandshipbuildingdress-makingis
obviously notrelevant
here - diaplay 8
relatively small amount of seasonal variability. Thus, according to a study by Sir H. Llewellyn Smith extended over ‘some
years, the mean difference in the percentage of unemployment
between the best monthandthe
worst month was 3; per
cent in the building tradesandonly
19 per cent inthe
engineering and shipbuilding trades'
5 10. Whenthe demand for labour in anyindustry
consequent
fluctuates in a given measure, theappropriate
fluctuation in the rate of wages is not, of course, determined
by the size of the demandfluctuation
alone. It depend8
also on how elastic the demand for labour in the industry is
and how elastic the supply. The more elastic the demand is,
the larger the appropriate wage change will be: the more
(from the short-period standpoint here
elastic thesupply
relevant), the amaller i t will be. The former of these propositions does not call for special comment. But of the
application of the latter to practice something should be said.
The supply of labour is elastic in occupations BO situated that
a small change in the wa& rate offered in them suffices to
divert a considerable qnautity of labour between them and
other occupations. In general, therefore, the following results
hold good. First, when, aa with the Scottish shale end coalminers: a small industry is neighbour to 8 kindred and very
large one, the wage change companding to a given oscillation of demandshould be lese then in en iaohbd industry.
Secondly, a aet of ciroumetanoes, which would justify s given
change in the wagm of workmen specialised to e ‘particular
industry or locality, would justify a smaller change in those of
labourers, whose lack of &kill, or of managers, t h e g e n e r a l i d
oherwter of whose skill, rendem them more mobile? Thirdly,
1 CL h
n
b
b
i
b
c on ~ w s a f r o r nWfWof h
&
m
m
4
8.
, 4680.
2 C
f. Sherig J a ~ m w ’ emmrd in n ahale-minere’ &itration (EeoraoaEic
JozmaE, 1004, p: 309).
8
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among workmen trained to a particular job, the wage fluctuations corresponding to givenchanges in the demand of one
be smaller when thereare
indudtryemployingthemshould
other industriea in which their servim are required. Thus, in
a boom or depression in the coal trade, the wages of mechanics
employed in the mines ahould fluctuate less than those of
hewers. Fourthly,when wages arepaid by the piece, the
percentage fluctuation corresponding to a given fluctuation in
demandshould be smaller than when they are paid by the
time. For, since, under the latter system, a rim of pay has
not the same effect in inducing workmen to pack more labour
into an hour, the elasticity of the supply of efficiency units
is lower. Fifthly, broad changes, such as the spread of information, irnprovementa in communication, or an increased
willingness on the part of workpeople to work at a distance
from their homes, will tend to increase the elasticity of the
labour supply and EO to diminish the wage change apprapriate to any given fluctuation of demand. Lastly, in industries
subject to regular seasonal ductuations, many of the workpeople will have preparedthemselves for the slack periods
by acquiring some form of skill for whichthedemand
at
thesetimes
is apt to incream Hence, withinthenormal
limits of seasonal fluctuations, thesupply of labour will be
ma~onal demand changes should’
fairly elastio, and, therefore,
not seriously alter wagea Thus, deapite the great fluctuations
in the demand for gas stokers between summer .and winter
wagea should not, as indeed they
do not, fluctuate much, because
these workers are often also employed in making bricks, the
demand for which expands in the s
ummer.
8 11. So farour discussion has been confined to the
sapply wil, for considersble varietions of wage, remain practically constant.
T h e workman may know that hin &i
ia
lluseleas in other dietricta or occuptiona,
and may, therefore., be driven to m p t a great drop in wag- before leaving.
Ror (exaept for nawica and other labonrere, the musoular chmraoter of who=
work makes it apecidly dependent upon their nourishment) need hia capaoity
auffer appreoiably. Thoa the apply may be perfectly inelastic. It may sbo
be i n e m 0 on acouunt of conmvative feeling among the workera affected. For
example, Dr. Olspham write# of the decline of the hand-loom industrg. : ‘‘
independem and pfeesiond prbb of the old r(~ceof w a r n made them hate
tb
of the fsmtorg, snd atiak to their home work with a tenaaitJT thst,
in the long run, did them w good ” (&u#d! k d e Q I d y , June 1906, p. 43).
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general nature of the relation between demand
changes
andthe wage changes that should be awxiated withthem.
inquire
whether
the wage fluctuation
We have still to
that corresponds to a given change in the demand for labour
inanyindustry
should be related to it inthe aameway,
whatever the amount and direction of this latter change may
The answer must be in the negative, since the supply of
labour w i l l not have the same elasticity for all amounts and
We may, indeed, presume that the elmticity
bothdirections.
will not vary greatly for changes in demand fairly near to the
mean. Theentranceand
theexit to most tradesareabout
equally open. In theNorth
of Englandminingdistricts,
a largenumber
for example, " themlgratoryminersinclude
of skilled mechanics, who divide their timebetween mining
and their other handicraft according as either industry
offers
a bettar chance of profit."' A moderateupward movement
in demand should, therefore, in general be met by about the
-me percentage of waga change aa an equal downward
movement. But for largeupwardand
downward movements
this symmetry no longer obtaina When the demand for labour
fallsconsiderably, there is alimit beyond which the wage
cannot be reduced withoutreducing the availableamount of
the labour in question to zero. Thislimit will be determined, for unskilled men, by the conditions of life when they
on unemployare unemployed altogether
and
subsisting
ment insuranceand BO on, and,for skilled men, in thelast
resort, by what they can earn in unskilled occupations. Thus,
if the demand for labour hae fallen in more than
a
moderate degree, afurtherfall
should be accompanied by
a less than proportionata fall, andeventuallyby
no fall,
when the demandforlabour
in w a p 2 On theotherhand,
rises oonsiderebly, &hedeet upon ~ n ~ k $ e dwages should be proportionate to that produced when it rises a little. For Bkilled
labour the percentage of wage increase should be even greater.
For, while the power of thoseelready in a trade to work
extra hours, and the probable presence of a floating body of
1 .
St&J MDec.
, 1804, p 6 t 6 .

be.

f These &&rations
jaatify the estsbliahment, in eonneetion with sliding
aoslea, alike for Wed and ndcilled work, of L minimum wage unwmpenasted
by my m-ponaing rnnximum.
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unemployed, will enableamoderateaddition
to thesupply
be made fairly easily, these resources will be
ineffective when a large addition is required.’
5 12. In the light of this generalanalysis, we have now
to inquire bow far it is possible to provide, in the terms of
agoverningaward
or agreement,automaticmachinery
for
adjustingthe
wage rate to changes in demandoccurring
within the period covered by it. The best-known instrument
instrument at one time widely
intended for this purpose-an
used in the coal industry, and still popular in the
iron and
steel tradea2-is a sliding
scale connecting the wage rate of
an industry with the price of its finishedproduct.Changes
indices of changes
inthe price of theproductare regarded
in the demand for the labour that produces i t ; and a definite
echeme relating different amounts of price change to different
amounts of wage changeisset
up. This scheme varies, of
coume, withtheparticular conditions of differentindustries,
and i s , or should be, based on the considerations adduced in the
seven preceding sections of this chapter. The hope is that a
skilfillly devised scheme will cause the rate of wages to vary in
the way in which those considerationsshow that it ought to vary.
3 13, To any one lookingcritically at thismachinery
it will naturally occur that, since it makes wage changes
depend, not upon contemporaneous, but upon antecedent, price .
changes--a.g.
pricechanges
as recorded inthe
preceding
quarter-theadjustment
made under it must necmmrily be
incorrect. This, however, is not so. For the connection
between the employers’ and the public’s demand for any
commodityalwaysbridges
an appreciableinterval.
Oscillations in the employers’ demand lagbehindtheprimary
oscillations to which they correspond It is generally only
after prices ,haveremained
up forsome
little while that
employers think seriously of expandingtheir businem, and
they hesitate in a similar manner about reducing production
of labourto

1 This coneideration afforda an argument in favourof
the device of the
“double-jump ” Bfter B certain point hse been reached, which found L plum in
a former scsle in the h
t
h Walea ooel industry and ala0 in certain Engljeh
sliding 8csles.
a Ce. IdNqofiutkm and A
~p u b W ~for tha’hde
, Union
Congreea, 1922, pp 46 st q.
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when a depression seta in.Theirdemand
for labour at any
time is thus derivedfrom the publicdemand for the commodity which existed a t a n earlier time. It follows that the
supposed defect in sliding scales, that they fix future wages by
past prices,’ is reallyan advantage. It is, indeed, sometimes
objected that an intelligent anticipation of events before they
occur is comingto influence more and more the conduct of
industrial concerns; and that, SO far as this tendency prevails,
the adequacy of past prices as anindex of future demand
necessarily diminishes. “ Why, then, should wages automaticallyfall when the leaders of industryhave cast their eyes
over the future, andproclaimed the need of an enlarged output
and more hands 1 Or why shouldwages rise whenemployera
see that good trade is behind, and are preparing for a period
Theanswer to this argument is found
of markingtime ? ”
in a closer analysis of the phrase“public demand.” In the
present connection it signifiea the demand, not of the ultimate
consumers, but of those intermediate dealers who buy from the
manufacturers, and whose operations are the proximatecause of
changes in wholesale prices. Where such persons are present,
it is extremely improbable that prices will fall when the snticiption of the leaders of industry are roseate,or riee when they
are gloomy. For theseanticipations will generally be shared
by the dealers, and, if 80, will be reflected in their present
demand and, hence, in present prices. The foregoing objection
is, therefore, only relevant on occasionswhen the forecasts of
manufacturers and of dealers are at variance. Since,however,
the former forecasts are, in the main, based upon the ktter,
these occasions will be exceedingly rare.
14. There is, however, a much more serious objection to
be urged againstsliding males. Changes in the price of the
finished productonly constitute a good index of changes in
the demandfor the labour that makea it, on condition that‘
otherthings
are equal. But in real lifeotherthingsare
often not equal. For these otherthingsincludetheeupply
conditions of raw material, of the aervicea of auxiliary work-

5

1
3

(3Aahley, A d j u t m d

of Wqeq pp

66-7.

Chapman, I‘ Borne Theorstical Objeotione to Sliding Basles,” Bmmtic
Jd,
1903, p. 188.
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people, and of the services of mmhinery : all of which supply
conditions are liable to vary. It is evident that a given
oscillation in one direction of the supply schedule of any one
of these thinga cau~es the employers’ demand for the labour,
in exactly the
whosewageawe
areconsidering,tooscillate
mme manner aa an equal oscillation in the opposite direction
in his demand schedule for the finished commodity. Hence, in
order to infer the oscillations in labour demand from thoae in
the employers’ commodity demand, we need to subtract from
the latter whatever osciJlations occur in the supply schedules
of the other factors of production. I t is true that no provision
has to be made for corrections under this head (1) when the
factors arecertainnot
to
aupply schedules of theother
oscillate, or (2) when the part they play in the cost of the
commodity is 80 small that their oscillations can be neglected
without mrious inaccuracy. It isnot
easy to imagine an
industryin which the former of them conditions could be
postulated ; but the latter holds good in extractive industries,
such aa coal-mining, where nearly the whole cost of production
is labour cost. Except in t h w industries the index afforded by
price changes is eeriously defective. A fall in price will occur
in consequence of a fall in the demand for the commodity, and
also in consequence of a cheapening in the supply of the raw
in.
material. Thusthere are tworoutesconnectingchanges
price withchanges in labour demand. A pricemovement
caused in one way indicates a fall; caused in another way, a
rise. If, for example,the price of iron goes up on account
of an increase in the public need for iron, there is a rise in
the demand for iron-workers’ services; if, however, it goes up
because a strike in the coal trade hss rendered one of the constituents used in making it more expensive, there is a fall in this
demand. It is obvious that, in the, latter event, wagea ought
not to follow price, but should move in the opposite direction.
$ 15. As a way of emape from this diBculty, it is sometimes propOBed that the index should be, not the price of the
finished commodity, but the margin between ita price and that
of the raw materials used in making it. ‘r Margins” me
utili@ with apparent auaxas by the oEcials of the Cotton
Workm’ Union, who obtain them by “subtracting the price
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of raw cotton (calculated from the five leading sorts) from the
price of yarn (of eleven kinds) or of calico(of twenty-three
kinds),”andorder
their wage negotiations accordingly. This
index has the advantage of moving in the same way in response
to a faLl in the demand for the commodity and to an increase in
the expense of obtaining raw material. The solution it affords
isnot, however, perfect. Among the contributoryfactorsto
is only
theproduction of the finished articlerawmaterial
one. The conditions of supply of auxiliary labour and of the
services of machines are ale0 liable to vary, but their variations
are not reflected in any change in the “margin.” Mechanical
improvements, for example, mean, in effect, acheapening of
the helprendered by machinw.Whensuchimprovements
are occurring,margins
are liable to mislead in the same
manner as, though in a less degree than, crude price statistics.
Furthermore, margins, equally with prices, and because p r i m
enter into their construction, are subject to a serious practical
inconvenience. They are not likely to afford a good index in
industries where the general level of elaborateness and so forth
in the goods produced is liable to vary. In themindustries
an apparent change in price may really indicate nothing more
than a change in the kind of article manufactured. This dificults is specially likely to occur when prices are deduced from
the quantities and valulues of exporta, since there is r w o n to
expect that the cheaper varieties of goods will gradually yield
place in foreign trade to the finer and more valuable varieties.
9 16. Yetanotherplan,and
one which avoids some of
the above difficulties, isto base asliding scale, neither on
prices nor on margins, but on “profits.”The
report of the
wage negotiations in the cotton trade in 1 900 makes it clear
that, in that trade at all events, it is exceedingly hardto
arriveata
satisfactory estimate of what ‘‘ representative ”
or aggregate profits are? What reckoning, for example, is to
Schnltze-Gaevernitz,SaGial Peace, p. 160.
Mr. L L. Price, in discuaaing them negotiationa, speaks of a “profits ”
scale in the cotton trade &9 a “ closer approaoh to the conception of profit-sharing
than that made by the usual type of sliding Burle ” ( h m i c J o u d , 1901,
p. 244). The view appears to be erroneous, so long as the “pro@ ” o f the
repreatddiw~
aretak0n as the index. Of conme, a system whmh should
make the wage paid by individual firm fluctuate with their own particular
“profits” wodd be an entirely difFerent thing.
1
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be made for firms which have failed altogetherand disappeared ?
It is interesting b observe, however, thatthe
agreement,
which settled the greatcoal strike of 1921,provided what isin
effect a sliding wale based on protita For e a e h district standard
wages and standard profits (aggregating 17 per cent of the cost
of the standard mges) weresetup
; and, everymonth,the
balance, after the costs other than wages had been met, was to
be divided between profits and wages in the proportion of 1 7 to
83. The coal industry is, perhaps,betteradaptedfor
this
kind of arrangement thanthemajority
of otherindustries
would be.
5 17. Theprecedingdiscussion,
while i t has revealed
explicitly or implicitlymany diHiculties in the way of constructing an effective sliding scale, has, nevertheless, made it
plain that scalee adequate b takeaccount of all changes in
the demand schedule for labour are theoretically possible. In
favourable circumstances, when, for example, aa in coal-mines,
labour is by farthe most important element in the cost of
production, there is no reason why a fairly close approach to
the theoreticalideal should not be made. Obviously, when
this can be done, an award embodying a wale is much superior
to one embodyingasingle
fixed wage for the whole period
is so, we haveto recognise
covered by it. But,whilethie
the very
serious
disability
from which even a perfectly'
constructed scale must suffer. A given rise or fall in
the price of a commodity or in the profits of an industry
covered by a scale may be brought about either by a change in
the real demand for the commodity or by an expansion or
contraction of money or credit, which affects the general level
of money prima but leaves real conditions
substantially
unaltered. It is plain that, if the price of coal or the profits
, 50 per cent, as a part of a general
of coal-owners go ~ l p say
50 per cent riee due to a purely monetary cause, the proper
response in the wages of coal-miners is a 50 per cent rise.
But, if the price of coal or the profits of cwl-owners go up
50 per cent in consequence of an increase in the real demand
for coal, the proper response, as indicatedin tj 8, will b
e
&
rise of considerablyless than 50 per cent. It follows that
of wage0
any scale, which provides for therightadjustment
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when the price of coal or the profits of mal-ownemchange
from a came special to coal, must provide a wrong adjustment
when thew change from a general monetary cause. Something
might be. done to remedy this defect by making wage changes
depend both on changes in the price of coal, or the profits of
coal-owners, and on changes in general prices, or, if we
theremight be a
prefer it, in the “cost of living.”Thus
scale of the type described in previous aectiona, referred not to
absolute changes in coal prices, but to differences between the
changes in coal p r i m and in general p r i m ; and, superimposed
upon this, there might be a second scale making wages vary
in the same proportion aa general prices, or, alternatively, as
the cost of living. Thus, if coal rose 50 per cent while general
prices rose 20 per cent, wages should rise 20 percent plus
whateverfraction of 30 per cent (the riea peculiartocoal)
the special coal male might decree. Thisarrangement, however, though it would work aatisfactody when changes in
generalprices were duetomonetaryorcredit
cau8&s, would
not, as was shown ,in Chapter XVII. 4, give a right result
when these c,hangeswere
due wholly or in part to such
causes asthe
destruction of capital in war, bad haNeStS,
general improvementa in transport methods, and so on.
18. There is yetanother disability, even less open to
remedy, from whichany
form of aliding scale neoessarily
in
suffers. These scales, being designed to relatechanges
wage rates tochangesinthe
demand for labour in the
particularindustriesthey
cover, cannotfromtheirnature
m g n i e e or i n any way allow for changes in the supply of
labour to these industries,such as might be broughtabout,
for example,bythedevelopment
or decay of some other
industryemploying the same type of labour. Plainly, however, wage rates ought e0 be adjueted to meet changes of this
type equally withchnges in thedemand for labaur.The
failure of sealee to do this has eometimea led to results so
plainly unreasonable that it has been necBmary for one party

5

8

1 3calee based, like severel poet-war d m , ealaly an the ‘‘cost of living”
index a m inadequate heoMlse they ignore ohmgea in d d . 8ealea of thin
sort were adopted in 1922 in bhe wool, hwsiery, c s b l d g , papar, and several
other industries (InN q d k d i u ~and Apmemm&, R a d e Union Con-,
1922, p- 22).
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to a scale agreement voluntarily t o concede to the other terms
more favourable than those which the scale decreed.
$ 19. Fromtheseconsiderations
it appears that,though
we may expect from scale agreements better adjustments than
could be got from fixed wage agreements covering periods of
equal length, better adjustments still
will be obtained if the
relations between employersandemployedare
good enough
to allow the two-monthly or quarterly variations of the wage
rate,which take place during the currency of the governing
agreement or award, t o be based, not exclusivelyupon the
variations of a mechanical price or profits index, but also upon
any other relevant considerations that may present themselves.
of thistype of settlement. In
Thereareseveralexamples
the Scottish coal agreement of 1902, the relevantportion of
which remained uuchanged till 190’1, it was provided “ that the
net average realised value of coal at the pit bank for the time
being, taken in conjunction with the state of the trade and the
popects thfleof, is to be considered in fixing minere’ wages
between the minimum and the maximum for the time being,
and that, in current ordinary
circumstances, a rise or fall of
6% per cent in wages on 1888 basis for each 4&d. per ton of
value of coal is reasonable.”’ In like
rise or fall inthe
manner, in theagreemententeredintointheFederated
Districts in 190 6 , it waa provided that alterations in the . .
twlling price of coal shall not be the sole factor for the decision
of the Board, but one factor only, andeither side shall be
entitled to bring forward any reasons why, notwithstanding an
alterationinthe
Belling price, thereshould he no alteration
of wages.”
Under schemes of thistype
d e intherate
masoned and agreed action,instead of automaticaction, is
required every two or three months. The
successful introduction of them is, therefore, only practicable in induetries where
cordial relations prevail between employers and employed.
‘I

* Eleporl on CdZ&ie+

Agncnunts [Cd. 53661, 1910, p. 32.
[Cd. 63671, p. 27.

Hcporl on c0llecli.m Agn-
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PART IV
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL
DIVIDEND

,

CHAPTER I
THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF DISHABMONY

IN thetwo

preceding Parts we haveexaminedthe
way in
which
the
size of the uational
dividend
is affected by
certain important group of influences. It isnot, of course,
pretended that all the influen4 that are relevant have been
broughtunder review. On the contrary,many of themore
remote causae cawlarum, suchas those that determine'the
general attitude of peopletoward work and saving, aa well
a~ many lees remote c a u w t h a t affect the development of
mechanicalinventionsandimprovedmethods
of workshop
management, have been deliberatelyleft on one side. This
deficiency I do not propose to remedy. There is, however,
another deficiency, which cannot be thus lightly left unfilled.
From the propositions laid down in Chapters VII. and VIII. .of
Part I. it follows that, while, in general and apart from special
exceptions, anything that either increases the dividend without
injuring the absolute share of the poor, or increaae8 the absolute
share of the poor without injuring the dividend,' must increase
economic welfare, the effect upon economic welfare of anything
that increatxs one of them quantitiee but diminishes the other
is ambiguous. Plainly, when thia kind of disharmony exists, the
aggregate effect upon economic welfare, brought about by any
cause responsible for it, can only be determined by balancing
in detailtheinjury
(or benefit) to thedividend aa a whole
against the benefit (or injury) to the real earnings of the
poorer claeees. No general solution of problems of that claas
is poseible. It isimportaut, therefore, to determine how
"h4t is to my, without injuring it either h m the point of view of the
period Mora the change or from the point of view of the period after the
change. Of. a&, p. 58.
046
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far they are likelyto ariae in reel life; to discover, in other
words, whether c&u~e8acting discordantlyupon the dividend
as awholeand
upon the absoluteshare
of the poor are
frequent or rare.
When
disharmonies
are
found,
certain
practical problems
arising
out of
them
will have t o be
examined.

CHAPTER I1
PARETO'S LAW

1. THE mere statement of this problem brings us into
contact withaninteresting
thesis, which, if valid, would
This
thesis
is that no cause
immediately dispose of it.
operating in opposite senses upon theaggregateamount
of
the dividendandupontheabsoluteshare
of the poor can
p a i b l y exist. It is backed by aninductive
proof. The
data for theinduction
are derived fromsome
remarkable
by Paretoandpublished
by him
inveatigationsconducted
in hi8 Coum d'honomie politipue. Stathtics of income
in number
a
of countries,
principally
during
the
ninethat,
teenth
century,
are
brought
together. It is shown
if z signify agiven income and N thenumber of persons
with incomes exceeding x, and if B curve be drawn, of which.
the ordinates are logarithms of z and the abscissae logarithma
of N,this curve, for all the countriesexamined, is approximately a straight line, and is, furthermore,.inclined tothe
verticalaxis a t an Angle, which, in no country, differs by
more than three or four degreas from 56". This
means
(since tan 56"= 1-5)that, if the number of incomes greater
than 2 is equal to N, the number greater than m is equal
1
to "p-N, whatever the value of m may be. Thus the scheme
of income didxibution is everywhere
the
same.
We am
canfrontal,as it were, with a great number of crystals of the
tamechemical composition. There are large cryatals, middlesized crptals and smallcrystals, but theyare all of the

Them the
are

=me
1

facts aa found
Pareto.
by

C m d'8ooAcnnispddiq~,ii.
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The inference whichheappears
to draw from them in the
Covrs d’tkonomie politipw contains two parts. H e defines
diminishedinequalityamong
incomes thus:“Incomes
can
tendtowardsequality
in two quite different ways;that is,
either because the larger incomes diminish, or because the
smaller incomes increase. Let us give thislatter significance
to the diminution of inequality among incomes, so that this
will take place when the number of the individualshaving
an income less than an income o diminishes compared with
the number of persons havingan income greater than x.’)’
On this basis he finds:First, “we may say generally that
the increase of wealthrelativelytopopulation
will produce
either an increase intheminimum
income, or adiminution
of incomes, or .boththese effects in cornintheinequality
bination.”2 Secondly, “ to raise the level of theminimum
income or to diminish the inequality of income, it is necessary
grow more
rapidly
than
population.
that wealth
should
Hence we
see
thatthe
problem of improving the condition of the poor is, before everything else, a problem of
the production of wealth.”’ Now, on Pareto’s definition,
“ t o increase the minimum income, or to diminish the inequality of income, orboth,” is substantiallyequivalent to
“ to increase the absolute share of the national dividend accming to the poor.” Hence, what thisthesis
amounteto
in
effect is that, on the one hand, anythingthat increases the
national dividend mu&, in general, increase also the absolute
this is the
share of the poor, and, on the other hand-nd
side of it that is relevant here-that it is impossible for the
absolute share of the poor to be increased by any came which
d m not at the same time increaae the national dividend 88
a whole. Hence disharmony of the type referred to inthe
p r d i n g chapter is impossible: we cannot be confronted
withany proposal the adoption of whichwould both make
the dividend larger and the absolute share of the poor smaller,
or &a versa§ 2. Now it ia qnite evident that a sweeping proposition
9

Hanude di mrmmia p o Z i l i c a , p. 371.
C w n Bdwnmnit politqua, ii. p. 324.

Ibid. p

408.
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of this kind, baeed upon an inductive argument, requires very
careful consideration. It is, therefore, necessary at theout&
to certaindefects
in its s t a t i s t i d basis.
tocallattention
The s u m of what has to be said is that, though the various
distributionsthatarebroughtunder
review are similar in
form, the likeness amongthemisby
no means complete. In
all of them, it is true, the logarithmic income curve-at
least
for incomes of moderate si-is
approximatelyastraight
of this line, though it does not
line ; buttheinclination
differ widely, still does
differ
distinctly, for the different
group of statisticsthathave
been observed. Pareto’s lowest
figure from adequate data for the tangent of the angle made
with the vertical axis is, for instance, 1-24(B&, 188’7), and
his highest 1.89 (Pruaaia, 185 2). Nor is this all. As Dr.
Bowley has pointed out, in the most important set of figures
observed over along
period (those for Prussia) the slope
of the curve has been decreasing withthe lapse of time.
The figures which Dr. Bowley gives differ slightly from
those of Pareto, butthe general effect is the eame in both
According to Pareto, however, a smaller slope of the
mnee
curve
means
greater
a
equality in his mnse-a
theappropriatenem
of which, it will be remembered, is
matter for
debate-in
the distribution of income.’
Dr.
Bowley, therefore, naturally offers as an explanation df .
the Prussian figures : “The incomes are becoming more
uniformlydistributedin
Prussia, andthe
result is, from
to the
thew figures, thatthePrussian
income isgetting
more uniform distribution of the English.”
Hence, intereating aa Pareto’s comparisons are, to build
upon
them
any precise quantitativelaw of distributionis plainly m justifiable.
$ 3. But, if the poaition is to be fully understood, it
is well thatthia pointshould be waived. Let UB auppose
thatthestatistid
h i a of Pareto’s reasoning is not defective inthe way that hrts been indicated. Even so, much
material for criticism remains. For let UB consider what
exectlpthie
scheme, or form, of distribution is, for bhe

sets.

’

’

Cf. *lC, p. 96.
a Select Oommittee on t h e h o m e Tax, 1906,

Evidem, p.

81.
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exiatenca of which a mysterious necessity seems to have been
discovered. If we were to plot it out, not aa Pareto does, but
in the simpler form of acurve so drawn that the absciseae
representamounts of income,andthe ordinates thenumber
curve would riae
of people in receipt of theseamounts,the
very quickly to its highest point and, thereafter, fall much less
quickly. This would express in a picture the well-known fact
that there are a very largenumber of people with incomes
much below the average income, and,comparatively, a very
small number with incomesabove
theaverage income. In
short, the eaaential characteristie
of current income distributions is that the
greatbulk of incomes are m a d together
near the lower end of the income ~ c a l a This fact is significant for the following reason. There is clear evidence that
the physicalcharacters of human being-nd
considerable
evidence that their mental charaoter-are
distributed on an
altogether different plan.When,
-for instance, curve
a
is
plottedout for the heights of anylargegroup of men, the
incomes, have a humped and
resulting picture will not, with
lopsided appearance, but it will be a symmetrical curve shaped
use a technics1 term
likea cocked-hat. I t will, in short-to
-be the characteristic G a m i a n curve, or curve of error,
symmetricalaboutthemeanin
such wise thatthere is no
massing near either end, but an equal number of heights above
of people
the mean and below it anda lesseningnumber
the mean in either
a t everyheight a~ the distancefrom
direction is i n c d . Now, on the face of things, we should
expect that, if, ae there is reason to think, people’s capacities
are distributed on a plan of this kind, their incomes will be
distributed in thesame way. Why is not this expectation
realieed 1 A partial answer to this question may, perhaps, be
found in a closer analysis of the word "capacities." For our
purpose this must mean income-wning capacitietx But people
earn incomesby means of several different wrta of -pacity,
among which the principal division is between manual capacity
and menial capacity. From the point of view of ineorne-getting,
therefore, it cannot properly be sesumed that we me dealing
witha single homogeneous group. If we examinedtogether
the membere of a Univereity and the m e m b of ajunior
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school, the table of heights obtainedfor these two groupsjointly
would not accord withthe normal curve. If thenumber of
pereons in the University waa much smaller than the number i n
the junior school group, heights very much above the average of
the two groups combinedwould be unduly numerous. It may
be that brain-workers constitute ahomogeneous group and handworkers a homogeneous group, but that,for the purposeof incomeearning, they do not jointly constitute a homogeneous group ;
that the normal law rules in each separately, but, a~ with the
Universityandthe
school, notinboth
together. On these
lines the peculiar form of the incomedistribution curve might
be partly explained. There is, however, a more important and
more certainexplanation.Income
depends, not on capacity
alone, whethermanual or mental, but on a combination of
capacity andinherited property. Inheritedproperty is not
distributed in proportion to capacity, but is concentrated upon
asrdallnumber
of persons. Evenapart from the fact, to be
referred to in a moment, that the -on
of a large property
enables the property-owner to improve his capacity by training, this circumstance necmmilp deflects the curve of income
distribution from the “ normal ” form. The significance of this,
from thestandpoint of our present problem, is obvious. If
the form of the income-distribution curve is partly determined
by the facts of bequest and inheritance, the particular fora
which is found to be dominant in current conditionscannot
possibly be neceBsapy, except upon thewumptionthatthe
broad scheme of inheritance now generally in vogue is maintained An alleged law, then, that should speak of any form
aa nwasary in an absolute sense, runs counter to this apperently irrefutable reasoning?
4. The statistics adduced by Pareto do not provide a
h
i
s for any counter-argument. Por, a~ a matter of logic,
it is plain that, if allthe
different g r o u p to whichhis
statistics refer powma my common characteristic in addition
to the fact that they a m all in receipt of income, no general
inference about income distribution that is bssed upon them
a n be extended to group not powxwimg theere characteristics.
But, in fact, all these group are oommunitia enjosing the
. 1 Qf. Benini, Fvimi~idi atatktim wdd&g&, p. 810.
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general type of inheritance laws common to modern Europe.’
It follows at once t h a t no inference can be drawn aa to
how the form of the income distribution would be affected if
themlaws were abolished-orfundamentally changed. I n his
Manuale di e c o ~ o r n i apolitica, published some peam after the
COUM,Pareto himself explicitly recognised thiaHe
wrote:
“ W e cannot assert thatthe form of thecurve would not
change if the social constitution were to change radically; if,
for example, collectivism were to take the place of the system
of private property.”
5. Nor is it necessary to imagine so large a change 88
the destruction of inheritance laws, in order that the form of
the income-curve may be largely affected. Thereisground
for believing thatalike
result wouldcome about in consequence of anythingthat afected, in a marked way, the
I‘ earned” income
and income derived
proportionbetween
frominvestments.
The reason for this opinion is twofold
First, it is found byexperience that incomes fromproperty
are distributed much more unevenly than incomes from either
head-work or hand-work. Mr. Watkins, in his Crovrth of
Large E’ortunes, after printing an interesting table, comments
on i t as follows : “ In making the comparisons made possible
by thistable, the criterion must be relative, not absolute.
Convenient relative numbere are the ratio of the upper decile,
or the upper centile, to the median. It will be observed that,
in the statistics of wagea, the upper decile is always somewhat
less than twice themedian, and, in one occupation of the
nine, it is little more than one-fourth greatar. Inthe
dbtribution of salaritw theupper
decile is approximately
twice the median, theinequality
thus being not greatly
different from that prevailing among wage-incomes. But
there is agreatgap
between thisandtheprevailing
distribution of incomefrom
property. In theMwschuaette

5

1 Of mum it is not mggested that the inheritance lam of dl modern
Enropeen mntriea am ex&$ identieel They di@r coneideraLdy in detail.
The Fmch laws, for example, f o m P more evendivision of estetea among
children than the English laws and deny special privileges to the e l d d son.
It is intsrestiag to conneat thia far* 4
t
h the obsarpation of Benini (IWmipii
di &.ti&& mtoaOa-,
p 191), that the d h b u t i o n of wealth in mom even
in Franoe than it is here. (Of. slsa Fdy, Frop&y a d O W , vol. i. p. SO.)
2 h.
Eil. p ~370-71.
.
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probatestatistica
the upper dacile is eight or ninetimes
t h e median, andthe error isdoubtless inthe direction of
under-statement,since the figures are not net, so that large
deductions for debts should be made from the smaller estates,
and also since many very small properties do not pass through
estates
the
upper
decile is
the courts. Among French
thirteen
times
the
median.”‘
For this
country
also the
availablestatistics show a much more marked concentration
is
well illustrated by
of wealth than of income. This
Professor Clay’s comparison between his own estimate for the
distribution of capital in the United
Kingdom in 1 9 12 and
Dr. Bowley’s eatimate for the distribution of income in 1 9 10.
He wrote : “ 94.5 per cent of persons have 56 per cent of
the national income, while 96.2 per cent of persons hove only
1’7.22per cent of thenational capital ; 98.9 per cent of
personshave ’71 per cent of income, while thesame percentage of persons haveonly 3 3 per cent of the capital.”
Semndly, thedistribution of earnedincomeitselfis
Likely
b be more uneven, the greater the
isimportance
of
the unevenly
distributed
income from
investments.
This
result comes about became differences in income from
investments make p086ible differentdegrees
of educational
training
and
afford different
opportunities
for entering
o
d
lucrative professions. Thecorrelation between the two s
of income is illustrated by Benini in a table, in which he
dividm the figurea €or certain Italian incomes into two parta :
The one represents the income that people derive from
property, suppoaed to be invested for all the different
categories at a uniform rate of, say, 5 per cent.; theother
mpresenta the strictly personal income, due to work, enjoyed
by the eame people. For example, a total income of
20 00 lire, accompanied by e property of 901 6 lire, may be
m g d d a8 composed of 4 6 1 lire, the fruit of investment, and
af 1549 liw, the fruit of professional activity. Calculating in
this manner, we obtain the following table ;

’
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1,000
2,000

4,000
8,000
16,000
20,000

32,000
40,000

143
451
1,458
4,285
11,665
15,885
28,640
37,500

+

+
+

+

+
+
+
+

85’7
1549
2542
3715
4335
4115
3360
2500

It will be noticed, of course, that, so soon as total incomes begin
to exceed 16,000 lire, the part derived from personal activity
diminishes; but this does not mean thattheremuneration
of theprofmion
followed diminishes; it only meana that
many will now livewholly
on the incomederived
from
their property without following any gainful
profession, and
that this conduct of theirs reduces the average of the income
due to work for the class to which they belong.”
Moreover,
there is yet another way in wbich the form of the incomecurvemight be modified. A change in the distribution of
trainingand so forth, that is, of investment of capital in
people, may take place apart from variations in income from
investments.
When this happens,
the
change must
tend
diFecMy to alterthedistribution
of earned income, even
though original capacities are distributed in accordanca with
some (the same) law of error, It is perhaps some change
of thie kind that accounts for the conclusion, which Profeaaor
Moore derivea from his study of American wage shtistica,
that the variability of wages (si betweendifferent people at
the same time) was less in 1900 than it h d been in 1890.
6. Whenthese
points are conceded, the pneral d0fence of “ Pareto’s Law ’’ a a bw of wen limited necessity
rapidly cmmblea.
stitiaticswarrant no inference aa to
the effect on distribution of the introduction of any came
that is not already preeent in approximatelyequivalent
form in at least one of the communitiea-and they are v q
limited in range-hm whioh thesestatistics are drawn.
This consideration ie d y fatal ; snd Pareto ie driven,
1 M&p+idi, pp. 888-7.
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in e&t, to abandon the whole claim which,inthe
earlier
exposition of his formula,
he
seemed to make.
In the
H a n d di econornia politica heinsists
thatthat formula
is purely empiricaL “Some persons woulddeduce
from it
a general law as to the only way in which the inequality of
incorn- can be diminished. But
such
a conclusion far
transcends anythingthatcan be derived from the premises.
E m p i r i d laws, like those with which we are here concerned,
have little or no value outside the limits for which they were
be true.”’This
means that, even
foundexperimentallyto
if the statistical basis of the “law ” were much securer than
it is, the lawwould but rarely enable us to assert that any
contemplatedchange must leave the form of incomedietriAB things are, in view of the weakness
butionunaltered.
of ita statistical basis, it can mmer enable us t o do this.
Disharmony between movements of the nationaldividend
m a whole and of the absoluteshare accruing tothe poor
cannot be proved by statistical evidence to be impossible,
and a detailed study of the matter must, therefore, be made.
1

M a n d di ewwmiu poliliecz, pp. 371.2.

CHAPTER XI1
TEE SUPPLY OF CAPiTAL
AND

5 1. INundertakingthatstudy

LABOUB

we are forced toavail ourselves of a somewhat rough method of approximation. Our
inquiryis concerned withthecomparative
effects of certain
upon its
causes upon the size of the nationaldividendand
distribution amongrichand
poor persons. No machinery
exists by which effects upon
distribution in this sense can be
directlyinvestigated.
But economists have carriedthrough,
and have made common property, a very full analysis of the
influences that affect distribution in another sense, namely,
distribution
among
the
various “ factors of production.”
of distribution are notthe
same. They
These twosorts
would be the same if each factor were provided exclusively
by a 8et of persons who provided nothing of any other
o
w
, in real life the Btlme man often
factor. But, of c
provides portions of severalfactors,
obtainingpart of his
income from one and part from
another.
A landlord is
notmerelythe
owner of “ t h e originaland
indestructible
propertim of the soil.” On the contrary,
he
frequently
investa agreat deal of capitalinhisland,
and sometimes
also considerable mental labour in choosing his
tenants,
exercising a certain control over their methods, and deciding,
it may be, upon the necessity of evictions. A shopkeeper
he also
provides capital, or waiting, to some extent,but
provides, especially if his sales are on credit,muchmental
labour in judging the ‘‘ standing of his customers ” and not
little
a
uncertainty-bearing in reapect of bad debta
A
largecapitalistemployer
is still more obviously capitalist,
brain-worker, and uncertainty-bemrer oombined. Finally, an
053
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ordinarymanual worker is frequently, in somemeasure, also
In view of theseconsiderations, it is plain that
of production
dmtrines
about
distribution
among
factors
cannot be applied directly
and
unreservedly
to
problems
concerningdistribution among people. The difficulty isnot,
however, as it 80 happens, of decisive practical importance.
By far the largest part of the poorer c l a w in this country
consists of wage-aarning workpeople. It is true, of come,
that ‘‘ there is no definiteline
between wage-earners and
persons working directly for customers and small employers
and small farmers, . . . nor is there any clear anduniform
division between w a p s and salariea”
Rutthedominant
position of wage-earners among the poor is illustrated by the
fact that, whereas,
before
the war, they
numbered
some
fifteen and a half millions, persons other than wage-earnera
with incomes below €160 a year numbered, say, three and
it is reasonable to suppose that
a half millions.*Moreover,
a largenumber of peraons earningsmall salaries orsmall
incomesfrom working on their own account are affected by
the main body of relevant economic causes in much the w e
way aa wage-earnera proper. For the purpose of the present
of course, for all purposes,
discussion, therefore,thoughnot,
we shallnot commit any seriouserror if we treatmanu!
workers and the poor aa roughly equivalent classes. Furthermore, statistics show t h a t by far the most important incomeyielding inatramentactually possessed by the poor of the
United Kingdom, as thus defined, ia manual labour. Persons
in receipt of wages number, as I have said, some fifteen and
a half millions, and it is probablethat pereons dependent
upon wages amount to 30,000,000, or nearly two-thirds
of the population. The accumulated property of theae
persons before the war-it
is, of comae, a good deal larger
now-waa estimated at €450,000,000, and the i n h e s t on it
might, therefore, be put at some €20,000,000 a year. This
WBB probably little morethan &th part of the total income of
the wage-earnem, all the rest being received as wages of
labour?Hence, just 88 we haveagreed roughly to identifp
a capitalist.

1 Bowley, Tlu
of tk Product of Idustry, p. 12.
Ibid. p. 11.
a Cf. Ohioeze-Money, R&
and P m t y , p. 49.
~~
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the poor with the wage-earners, we may agree also to identify
the earnings of wage-earners with the earnings of the factor
simplilabour. No appreciableerror is introducedbythis
fication. When we have made it,the familiaranalysis
of
economists can be directly applied.
2. We may divide the factors of production, from whose
joint operation the nationaldividendresults, into two broad
groups, labour and the factom other than labour. Of course,
neither labour nor the factorsother thanlabourconstitute
a homogeneous group made up of similar units. Labour
embraces the work both of wholly uskilled workpeople and
of numemm sort6 of skilled artisans.
The factors other than
labour embrace, along with the work of 'Nature, the work of
many kinda of mental ability and of various sorts of capital
instruments. This circumstance is not, however, relevant t o
our present problem. That problem is to determinewhether
and how far economic causes, which affect the national dividend as a whole in one0enm, can affect the receipts of the
factor labour in the opposite aenm. In the present chapter
attention will be concentrated upon two sets of muses of the
broadest kind, namely,those that act respectively on the
on thesupply of labour
supply of capital in generaland
in general It w i l l be convenient to begin withcapital.
3. Capital, or to put the aame thing in concrete terms,
capital instruments, are the embodiment of labour itself, waiting for the fruits of labour and unoertainty-bearing. Coneequently, apart from inventions and improvements,which will
be considered presently, an increase in the supply of capital
instruments can only mean that people have been willing to
undertake more waiting for the fruits of labour and more
exposure of those fruit6 to uncertainty. I n other words, the
supply of waiting, or of unwrtainty-bearing, or af both, has
been i n d It ie obvioue that a mutw of this kind will
make for an increase in the nationaldividend aa a whole.
Can it at the same time make for a daream in the real into thiequestion has
come of labour ? Theanalyeisrelevant
been developed byMarshall.Subject
to certainimportant
qualifications, which do not deet the present argument, this
analysis shorn, first, that every factor of production, including

5
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entrepreneurs’ work,’ ten& to be remunerated at a rate equiof commodities in general.
valent to its marginal net product
It shows, secondly, that, other things beingequal, the marginal
net product, in thh sew, of every factor diminishes a0 the
supply of the factor increases beyond a fairly lowminimum.’
For, aa the supply of any factor increases, the supplies of all
the other factors being given, i t pushes forward an irregular
boundary along a great number of routes;* and, the more of it
there is, the smaller isthequantity
of otherfactors, with
which to co-operate and from which. to derive assistance, that
each new unit finds available. Thin proposition expresses
what may be called the law of diminishing Tetwns to indiw i & d factors of production. This law mustnot
be confused withthe law of diminishing returns to r e s w m e ~ in
general invested in a given oecupalion, referred to in Part 11.
Chapter XI.
4. From this analysis an important proposition d.lrectly
relevant to our presentproblem can be derived. This proposition
hw two sides, and is to this effect : If the quantity of any factor
of production isincreased, the reward per efticiency unit reaped
by all factors completely rival to that factor
(in the Bense of
being perfect substitutes) will be diminished, and the rewardper
e&ciency unit reaped by a l l factors completely co-operant with
it, and in no degree substitutes, will be increased. The former

5

The special cam of the entrepreneur’s -ink
is discussed in detail by
Professor Edgeworth in the Qu.arkrly Jmaal of ErDlumzics for February 1904 ;
it i~ also touched upon in hia paper on ‘‘ Mathematical T h e o h ” in the &
n
m
n
e
i
Jmmal of December 1907.
8 This idea is well expreaned by Turgot in an elaboratefigure(cf.Cessel,
Nahm and N&ly
of I&=res&,p. 22). In illuetration, it may be noticed
that, 88 the rata of interest
instrumental goods come to be built more
mlidly and to be repaired and renewed more readily when need arises.
8 The signifioance of this qualifioation is that, in a given state of the other
fsetors, an increase in the supply of one h t o r u p to I h c a m & m i r e d lo
provide a m q b v p - u n i t ~ l Mc
t optiwurn scale-e.g.
a sufficient number of
man t o lift a haavy tree or a sufficientnumber to mn one fadory of optimum
size in ea& ocaupation-need not yield diminishing returns. It is not relevant
to the p r w t argument that nn increase in the scale of population, by generating cloirer Caontacta and mutual stimulation of thought, may indirectly lead to
an increase in the supply of capital and to improvedorganisation,and that,
thcmfm, output may increane in B larger proportion than population. The
law of dimiui~hbgreturn is mnwrned with the effecta of an i n m e in the
supply of one fwbr of productionwhen the supply of other factors is uot
incrwed.
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half of this proposition ia obvious. The adventof Chinese immigrants in the retailing businem must injure the British retail
shopkeepers of New Zealand, and the steady flow of low-grade
European immigrants mud keep down the wages of unskilled

workmen in the United Stab.’
Thelatter half of the pmposition is easily proved as follows. Since each unit of the
increased factor must be paid at the same rate, and the rate
for the new units k lesa thanthe old rate, a part of the
product of the old as well aa of the new unite is handed over
to the co-operent factors? As en illustration, we may note
that a high level of wages generally prevails in new countrie8,
because, first, there is a large quantity of land available, and,
secondly, by mortgaging the land to foreigners, the inhabitants
c m obtain a large quantity of capital also?
5. If, as is, of comae, generally trueinthe
concrete,
differentfactors arepartly co-operant andpartly rival, the
effect of an increase in the quantity of one of them upon the
reward obtained by the others can be analysed in this wim.
Suppose thatthequantity
of factor A increases from A to
(A+ a), and that z of the new units are substituted in u r n
formerly occupied by rn units of theother factor B. Then
the effect produced on the reward per unit of B is equal to
that which would have been produced had the two factors
been entirely co-oprant, and had the quantity of A increased

5

.

Professor Tausaig wrote in 1906 that, where= moat money incomes in the
United B k tea have increased, “ t h e wages of ordinary day labour and of such
factory l a h r aa is virtually unskilled seam to have remained stationary and
sometimea seem even to have fallen ” (&wter&~ Jo2~nuaEof Economics, lBO6,
p. 621). Whetherthe unskilled immiinta are mainly rival or mainly cooperantwith t h e nkilled workers of Amdice i n another and more difficult
qudion. Dr. Honrwich writas on thiepoint : I‘ It is only because the new
lsboar that the native workmen
immigranks have furnished the c h of ~~killd
and older immigrants havebeen r a i d to the plane of an a
r
~
ib
r
a
c
y
of labour ”
(Immigmtion and Labom, p. 12). In the IuIme s
ew Prof. h
t
o (LC &&etionOIL-,
p. 72) maintains that, in general, thelow-gradeimmigrant
takes on occupations which native-born workpeople wish to leave, and that this is
true, not only of the Chiiese and European immigrant into the United &atas, but
.&a of the Italian and Belgian immigrmt to France, Switzerland,and Qermany.
3 It is not relevant to t h e present argmnent to n h , thoagh the point may
be added forcompleteness, that, in nspousa to the improved demand, th
co-oprant fsetors tend to increese in qnsntiitp, but, since their sopply carve in
inolined positively, not to 8 suBoiant ahat to tdwa their reaeipts to the old
leveL
Of. Marahall, XqaJ C m n m h h m -UT,
Q. 4297-0.
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from A to (A+ a 2) andthequantity
of B from I3 to
(B m). It is obvious that this effect 7my repremnt eitber
an increase or a decrease in thereward per unit of B, and
that it is more likely to represent an increasa, the larger is

+

*

-

B+m

a
relatively to ___
It ip. not possible, in the
A
B ’
absence of knowledge as to the form of the functionrepresentingthe relations between the factors andtheir product,
to make any statement more precise than thie. Interpreted
roughly, the condition, under which, on the hypothesis taken,
an increase in the quantity of A would lead to an increase in
the reward per unit of 3, is that the predominant part of the
extra units of A can be profitably turned to uses other than
thoseformerly occupied by units of 3. Hence, in general,
where two factors are partly co-oprant and partly
rival, an
increase in the quantity of the one will augment the reward
per unit, and, therefore, the absolute share of the dividend,
enjoyed by the other, if tho relation of co-operation between
thetwo
factors is more importantthanthe
relation of
+

rivalry.

$ 6. Thequestionwhether

the relation between waiting
and uncertainty-bearing in general and labour in general is,
in the concrete, mainly co-operant or mainly rival is not one
to which an a p r i o r i answer can be given. If the only sort
of capitalinstruments whichmankindhadlearned
how to
make were a kind of Frankenstein monater capable of exactly
duplicating the labour of manual workers, and not capable of
doing anything else, this relation would be wholly one of
rivalry. What it is in mtwl fact,therefore, chiefly depenh
on the nature of the thingswhich people are able, by combining labour withwaiting
and uncertainty bearing, to
create. If we consider d i e t i c a l l y what these thine in the
main are-and, of mum, when what is contemplated is a
@nerd increase in the supply of waitinganduncertaintybearing, we must h a g i n 0 the new supplies to be nsed in
an all-roundaddition to existing capital instrumenta”it ie
apparent thattheir work is mainly co-oprant.
Railways,
ships, fwtory buildings, machin-, motor cars and houws,
whsther in the hands of private people or of bwinem men who

-
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letthemout
on hire, taken broadly, are tools for, andnot
rivalsto, men.By
giving help, they enable any nth worker
to produce more stuff or service than he could have p r o d u d
without them ; they do not, by supplanting him, compel him to
produceless.
This is the generalteaching of experience. I n
particular instances, indeed, the relation is pmdominantly one
of rivalry. But, eomparativaly, these are unimportant. As
Marshall well writes : “ There is a real and effective competition
between labour in general and [waiting to which shouldbe added
uncertainty-bearing] in generaL But it covers a small part of
the whole field, and is of small importance relatively to the
benefit which labour derives from obtaining cheaply the aid of
capital, and, therefore, of efficient methods in the production
of things
that
it needs.”
In other words, the relation
between capitalasa
whole and labour as a whole is predominantly one of co-operation. It follows that the question
setout
for discusion in
2 must be answered inthe
negative. It isnot, in presentconditions,practically possible
that a cause (other than inventions and improvements, which
will be considered in the next chapter) operating to expand
by increasing thesupply of capital
thenationaldividend
generally tlhould atthe
sametime lessen the realincome
of labour. Similarly, of c o m e , it can be shown that a cause
operating to contract the dividend by diminishing the aupply
of capital generdy cannot at the =me t h e increase the real
income of labour. In this field, in short,disharmonycannot
occur.
This conclusion l d e up to the difficult problem of
capitalinvestments abroad. Apart from the specialqualifications indicated on page 188, it may be presumed that,
aince nobody will invest abroad ratherthan st home unlw
he expects abetterreturn,
freedom to inveat abroad will
rugmentthe
nationaldividend.
As againat this, it
at first sight that it w i l l diminish the mal income of l a b u r .
Thefunds for inveahment must be obtsiwid either by exporting goods or by mfhining from the import of goods to
whieH we have a claim. It makes verylittle
diflerence
whetheror not the panting of a loan is madeconditional

5

57
’.

1

Priaeiph efilknw+z,

p. 64%
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upon the pr0C”eds of it being expended in purchasing the
railway material, or other things, which it is destined to pay
for, in thelending country. If this is done, the kid of
goods that we export may be altered, but the volume of them
will not be substantially affected. I n anyeventthe volume
of things
immediately
available
in
this
country
will
be
diminished. This is practically certainto
involve a direct
injury tolabour, either by makingthethings
workpeople
buy more expensive, or by reducing the supply of tools and
in production. It is truethat,
machinesthathelpthem
since some capital will have been withdrawn from home uaea,
the rate of interest here will go up, and this will encourage
savingto create more capital. But this tendencycanonly
mitigate, andnot wipe out, the initial injury to labour. It
follows that labourmust be leaswell-off i n t m of thiags
in genaral than it would have been if the opening for investing
capital abroad had been closed.
This result; however, isnot decisive. I n certain c k u m stances, even thoughthishappens, labour may, nevertheless,
be better off in terms of the particular things which workpeople are interested to buy. For, as an indirect effect of our
foreign investments, these thinga may have been substantially
cheapened. I n actualfactthishas
happened. Sir George
Paiah, writing in 19 14, stated : ‘ I In the aggregate, G m t
Britain has supplied the world outside them islands with
nearly .€600,000,000 for the construction of railways in the
h t wven years (out of a total 80 supplied by her of upwards
of eleven h u n M millions), and all of the money has been
placed in countries upon which we depend for our supplies of
food and m w material.” When our foreigninvestments are
of this character, the real income of labour, in the only eeme
that eignifm, is fairly certain to be incnwed, 80 that no
dishamong e.
No doubt, if there were special rewon
to believe that, had the export of capital been forbidden, the
fun& aet free would have been devoted to domestic u ~ e s
spxially beneficial to workpeople, mch 88 the erection of a
Iaqe amber of healthy workmen’soottagea, this m n d i s i m
1
The Export of Chpital m d
8 a i & y , ~ e 1914,
b
p. fa.

the Cost of

Living,” Man&&r

&&i4
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would not holdgood.
Butthereis
not, in general, v i a l
to believe this.
Moreover, it is necessary to take account of certain more
remote consequences of foreign investment. When the export
of capital is free, theopportunity to obtainhigherinterest
abroad both causes more British capital to be created-in lieu
of consumption-than would have been created otherwise, and
ale0 enables a part of i t to be invested in enterprises yielding
a largerreturnthan would otherwise have been open toit.
Thus freedom to export capital at one time exercises a twofold
influence in enlarging the aggregate real income of the country
at a later time. It follows that, other things being equal, the
amount of new capital that can be createdthere at a later
time will be enlarged. This effect will repeat itself cumulatively year after year. I n the end, therefore, if we suppose
the amount of capital annually exported to remain constant
"though not, of course, if we suppose the interest earned on
capital investedabroad always to be itself invested therethe extra capital created a t home as an indirect result of past
exportationmust exceed theamountwithdrawn
by contemporary exportation. On this supposition, in the end, labour
M a whole will be benefited and not injured. Though, therefore, disharmony may prevail from the point of view of a short
period, in the higher unity
of the long view it may well be
resolved. The
practical
inference
is thatallpropods
to
restrict the e q o r t of capital in the interests of labour-apart
from the special reasons discussed on page 188 cited aboveshould be subjected to a very cautious and critical scmhiny.
8. We turn to the second main gronp of a w e s distinguished in 2, those, namely, which operata through the
supply of labour. It is evident that, if this supply is increased,
whether the increw comes about through an addition to the
number of workpeople or through an addition to their average
mpacity,
the
national
dividend
must
be inad. Our
problem, therefore, is to m r t a i n the effect that w i l l be prod u d upon the aggregate real income of labour. The analysia
eet oukin the p r d i n g seation shows that the marginal net
product of lahour, i n terms of thingB in general, and, therefore,
ita real earninga per "ltit, must be diminished. Whether ita

5
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q F g a t e earnings will be increased depends, therefore, on

whether the elasticity of the demand for labour in general is
greater or less than unity. If thiselasticityis greater than
unity, labour in the aggregatewill receive a largerabsolute
quantity of dividend than before; whereas, if the elasticity is
leas than unity, it will receive a smallerabsolutequantity.’
It is, therefore, necessary todeterminewhether
in fact the
elasticity of demand 10 greater or less than unity.2
Let us begin by ignoring the fact thatan
addition
in industry is likely
to the
supply
of labour
available
to reactupon the supply of other factors co-operating with
it. It may then be observed that there is acertain field
of personil service wherelabour
works practicallyunaided
The general propositio~~, of which the statement in the text
is a apecial
instance, is that, other things being equal, an increasc in the quantity of any one
factor of production will be accompanied by an increase in the abed& &
r
eof
product accruing to that factor, provided that the demand for the wid factor haa
an elasticity greeterthan unity. The condition on which it will be mcompsnied by
a n inmeme in thep
7
p
o
r
i
tR
a
e
t share of product accruing to the factor is different
from this,and can be determined us follows. The supply functione of the
other factors being given, the aggregate output P depends on thequantity
of the variable factor, in suah wiee that, if z represents this quantity, P=J@).
“he absolute share accruing to the variable factor is, therefore, represented by

zf, and the propwepbnatc share by
tude shall increase
when

g. The wndition
f

that this latter magni-

..

z increase3 im that

Let e represent the elastioity of demand for the factor in question.
e=

Then

-fa
x ?’

and the above condition can he e x p d , by eoay substitution, in the form

Thua e exceeds unity by a larger amount, the larger im the proportionate ehare
of the product accruing, before the variation, to our variable factor. “he eondition Bet out above in symbola can be e x p r d in words, .sa Dr. Dalton hea
pointed ont, by the statement that “ t h e e h t i c i t y of demand is greater than
the raoiproosl of the relative ehua of all other factora taken together ” (
3
1
h
c
hcpdily of lacmm, p. 187).
The term elmticity of demand, BB employed by Marshall and in the text
above, signifies proportionate changein quantitydivided by proportionatechange
in price when the changes am very mall (strietly infiniteeimnl). It ia what
Dr. Deltaxi ab ‘&point
elmticity ” (af. Tiu Iqztality of Ikmna, pp. 192-7).
Hence, in order that the argument of the text may hold pod of mbstnntial,

I
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by other factors, where, therefore, its productivity per unit
would not appreciably fallwithan
increase in its quantity,
and where a good deal could be absorbed withoutgreatly
reducing the value of its product in terms of otherthings.
Thiscircumstancapoints,
p r o tanto, to afairly low rate of
diminution in the (real) demand for labour in general BS the
quantity of it increases; though exactly how Tapad the rate of
diminution would be, or, in other words, how elastic is the
demand for labour, it is quite impossible to say. In real life,
however, it isillegitimate
to ignore
reactions,
indirectly
broughtabout by an increase inthesupply
of labour, on
the supply of other facbra I n particular, the,supply of
capital is known to be very far fromrigidly fixed. When
thequantity of labour increms, and, hence, indirectly, the
return per unit of capital is enhanced-though,
no doubt,
to leave some definite sum to
those peoplewhohavedecided
their dewendantswill not be willing tosave 80 much asbeforepeople in generalwill be willing to save more than before,
of capitaL' Moreover,
and so tocreateagreaterquantity
owing tothe greater size of the national dividend, their
abilityto save will be increaml. Theresultant increase in
the supply of capital will react to increase the marginal productivity of any given quantity of labour. On the whole,
demand for labour, even
therefore, it is probable thatthe
viewed from the general standpoint of the whole world, is
fairly elmtic."
Theprobability
is farstronger aa regards
country. For capital
the demand for labour inanysingle
is so mobile that a small increase inthe return per unit
obtainable by it in any one countrymustinwitablyto double inmme-tax, about
apart fromcomplicationsdue
which it may be hoped that international arrangementa will
soan be made-bring
abouta
large influx from foreign
countries, or, what comes to the same tbing, a large contraction
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of the outflow that formerly went to foreign countries. Hence
the elasticity of the aggregate demand for British labour is
greater than the elasticity of that part of the demand which
depenaS on British capital alone. I t is, indeed, so much
greater that, with any reasonable assumption ae to this latter
elasticity, the elasticity of the aggregate demand is practically
certain, from the standpoint of a long period, which is alone
in question here, to be immensely larger than unity.
Hence it follows that an increase in the eupply of labour,
whether through an increme in the number of units of labour
of given efficiency thatthe averageworkman provides, or
through an increase in the number of workmen providing, on
the average, a given number of unite of labour, must increase
the absolute quantum of dividendthat labour in the aggregate receives. It is, no doubt, truethat,withinthe
broad
an increme in capacity,which only affected
grouplabour,
some of the sub-groups, might involve injury to othersubgroups, whose capacity htLs not been improved. Even this
danger, however, is likelyto be avoided where the different
eub-groups are notstrictly homogeneous, but are partly cooperant, and where, &B occurs when some urnkilled labourers
are trained to trades, the group, which is notmademore
numbers by the indirectoperation
capable, isdiminishedin
of the change that has occnrred. Furthermore, these incidents
withinthe broad grouplabour
are, in any event, of subSo soon as i t is shown thatthe absolute
ordinateinterest.
ahare of labour 88 a whole possesses, along with the aggregate
dividend, the property of incre&g with incin the supply
of labour, the d p propoaition that ia of direct relevance to
the present argument is established.
9. When thO increase in the supply of labour cornea about
through an increase in the capacity of labouring people, it is
obvibua that the consequent increase .in the absolute share of
dividend &ccNing to themcarries with it, inamordance with the
argument of prmiona ohaptem, an increaee in their economic
welfsre. %%en, however, the increaee of supply comes about
bhrough an increase in numbers, the absolute share pcr ma%
ia lw+ened, &@.a the fact that the absolute share of the p
u
p
aa a whole 4 i n c d If them were reason to believe that
t
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the loss per man were large, we shouldhesitate to wnclude
that an increme of this sort in the supply of labour involves
an incream in the:economicwelfare of labour. I n fact, however, it can be shown that, under the conditions now existing
in this country, the loss per man would be very small. That
it would be very small in tern of commodities in general
follows from the fact already established, that the elasticity of
the demand for labour in England is large. If the conditions
were such that an increase in numbers would lead to a material
increase in the price of food or other articles predominantly
consumed by the workhg-classes, it might,indeed, be large
in terms of thethings
tha.t are of signilicanmtothem.
At present, however, the fact that we are able to import
food freely from abroad, makes it impossible that an increw
of asmall country such as OWE should,
inthepopulation
to any important extent, evoke the law of increasing supply
price in respect of it.Hence,inall
senses, thediminution
of real wages per head of the working-clesses would be very
s d l Consequently, it seems reasonabletoconclude
that
an increase in the absolute share of labour,evenwhen
it
results from an incream in the numbers of the population,
will carry with it an incresEle inthe economicwelfare
of
working people. It isnot
neceswy, therefore, to qualify
our conclusion, t h a t c a u w impinging upon thesupply of
labour affect the aggregate amount of the dividend and the
aggregate reel earnings of labour in the =me =nee, by emphasising the caution thatthe welfare of labour is Bometimes
diminished by caum that increase ita wealth
5 10. The results that have been reached in this chapter
serveto
rebuttwopopular
opinions. "he first of these
haa to do with h o r n of labour, and is to the effect that a
general shortening of the working day, became it will cut
down the ~ ~ p p of
l ylabqur, will enable workpeople tu a whole
to mure berm 80 much better than before thattheir
n
O
& The truth h that,
aggregate realincome must be i
in 80 far ae 8 diminutioninthehours
of work leads to
a mere than corresponding increase in capacity,both
the
national dividend and the a h l u t e share of hhur w i l l benefit.
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But, if the reduction of hours is pushed beyond this
point, ao that it injuresthe
nationaldividend,
thereal
in view of theelasticity
of the
income of labourmust,
demand for labour, necmaarily be injured also. The second
popularopinionis
thatthe
compulsory withdrawal from
work of persons in receipt of State assistance would increase the aggregate real earnings of the poor, and, therefore,
from the point of view of labour,ought to be encouraged.
Twoschemeswere
submittedtotheRoyal
Commission on
the Aged Poor, one of which contained, as a condition for the
receipt of a penaion, ‘‘ the abstention from all work of
pensioners, maleand
female,” whiletheother
would have
awarded pensions to“every one over sixty,andprohibited
The defence proffered for those
work
beyond
that age.”
schemes waa that, if pensioners didnotabstainfromwork,
independent workpeople would find their earnings diminished.
Fromalong-periodpoint
of view,however, the interests of
the poor should be identified, not with those of independent
workpeople only, butwith those of allworkpeople; for all
workpeople are liable to become dependent at some period of
their lives. But it follows directlyfromwhat
was said in
the precedingsection that, if the supply of labour is contracted,
the aggregate earnings of independent and dependent workbe diminished. Hence, so far as the
people togetherwill
present argument goes, it is inadvisable to adoptthe policy
embodied inthese two pension schemes. It should be noted,
however, thatthecewtion
of work by pensioners can be
defended from a more special point of view. It may be held
deeirable that the qualification for a pension should be, not
age, but declining strength. This cannot be testeddirectly,
were
made a condition for
but, i f abstention from work
receiving, my, a 10s. pension, conformity to the condition
would ensure that recipienta were really incapable of earning
much more than 10s. regularly.Hence such an arrangement,
though it would abolish work on the part of many persons
below the 10s.line, might, nevertheless, be desirable as a means
of preventing many other pereons fromobtaining pensions,
and, in oo1188puenc8 of obtaining or expectingthem, from
tRsport~thsRoyaECm~vn2ldCA@M,p.72.
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relaxing their efforts in industry. The permion policypursued
by certain friendly societies 8eem to be based on considerations of this order.' Clearly, however,thia argument is nob
relevantwherethecondition
for the receipt of a pension is,
not declining strength, but the attainment of some definite age.
1

&gal Comm.isrdan OR t h Aged Paor, d l i n u h of Evidence (Q. 10,880).

CHAPTER IV
INVENTIONS AND IMF’BOVEMENTS

f 1. W E havethus seen that in existing conditionscauses
acting through the supply of capital in general and also CBUME
acting through the supplyof labour in general operate harmoniously. They either increase both the national dividend and the
real earnings of labour, or they decrease both of them. A more
to be faced when theinitiating
complicakdproblemhas
mum is an invention or improvement in processes or methods.
All developments of thiskind, since theyenablesomething
to be produced which W ~ Enot being produced at all before,
or enablesomethingwhich
was being produced before to be
produced more easily, mu& increase the nationaldividend.
Unless atthe same timethey indirectly alterdistribution
a h increase the real income
adversely to labour,theymust
whiah fa& to labour. Hence, of m y invention considered
in the abstract, there is an initial presumption that ita effects
will be harmonious, in the s8me that i t will benefit bbour as
well as increase thenationaidwidend.But
it is possible
that a given invention may changetheparts
played by
capital and labour in production in such a way as to make
labour leea valuable relatively to capital than it was before ;
and, if this happens, theabolute share received bylabour
may be diminished. Our problem is to determine in what, if
any, conditionsthis result will come about. It is interesting
to observe that exsctlythe
Bame E L I I ~ ~ ~ S is appropriate
when the initiating CBW
is, Mot an invention in the ordipary
M,
but a developmentwhichenablesa
country to obtain
mae ccrmmdity more cheaply than before by making mmething &e with which bo plrrchase it from elsewhere, instead
071
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of makingthe commodity itself. Here toomore
of what
people want is made available ; and here too the proportionate parts played by labour and capital in production may be
changed.
2. The popular solution of our problem is very simple.
It is thought that workpeople will be injured if an invention
causes less labour to be employed in the industry to which it
refers, and benefited if it cauaesmore labour to be employed
there.Sucha
view leads at once to optimism. Mr. Hobson
has, indeed, shown that inventions do not always causemore
labour to be employed in theindustry
where theyare
of spinningand
weaving
introduced: '' Theintroduction
machinery into Laneashire and Yorkshire afforded a conof employment, and a number of sucsiderableincream
w i v e inventions
and
improvements
during
the second
and
third
quarters
of the last century had a similar
been
result,butlaterincrements
of machineryhavenot
attended by similar
results;
on the
contrary,
there
haa
been adecline in the number of persons employed in mme
of thestapletextile
processes. Theintroduction
of typesetting machines intoprinting works has beenfollowed by
a large increase of employment; the introduction of clicking
machinery intothe shoe tradehas been followed by a net
A broader illustration of a
reduction of employment."
diminution of employment in a particular sphere, in consequence of aninventioninthat
sphere,may be found in
agriculture : for it is well known that agricultural machines
have displaced a substantial number of agricultural labourera.
A n occasional failure of this kind is fully admitted by. all.
Still, in the main, inventions are believed by those who have
studied the matter to increase, and not to diminish, employment atthe point a t which they act. Thua M. Levaweur
writes : " The common opinion is that ' the machinedrives
out the workman ' and robsa part of tbe working- c l a ~ ~
ashopfurnishedwith
of work. It is certainlytruethat
powerful machinery yields in a given time a greater product,
with the help of a much smaller number of employees, than B
shop where the =me g d are made by h a n d It i this

5

1

Hobeon, !l%
lvddrid S y M , p. 281.
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that one perceives inthe
first instance. What one only
perceives later, by dint of study, is thatthe goods made
economically by machinery, being sold, in general, a t a
lower price, often find suchanumber
of new purchasers
that the increased production, thus made necessary, provides
of workpeople than were
employment for agreaternumber
employed
before
the machinery was introduced”’ Again,
the Poor Law Commiasioners are gratified to find among
manufacturers a remarkable consensus of opinion concerning
the effects of improvements in machinery. They believe that
suchimprovements “ do temporarily reduce the demand for
labour withinthedepartment
where such changes occur;
that the diplacement does not, aa a rule, reduce the labour
employed in each producing unit, the workers dispensed with
being readily absorbed within the eame business-particularly
inshipbuilding,wherechangesare
slowly introducedand
affect onlya few men a t a time-and
that the finalresult
is that more labour is requiredinstead of
less.”
Now, I
am not concerned todenythe
empirical part of these conclusions. I do notdisputethe
Poor Law Commissioners’
aesertion that the conditions necessary to Becure that incrmsed
employment inanysphere
will ultimatelyresultfrom
an
invention in that sphere are, as a matter of practice, usuaay.
fulfilled I do dispute, however, the verywidespreadopinion
that these facta are directly relevant to the question whether
invention8 and improvements are beneficial alliea or injurious
f m to the fortunes of labour, and so of the poor as a whole.
To elucidate that issueadifferent
and more far-reaching
analyeis ia necessary.
3. Everyinvention
or improvement eitherfacilitates
the manufacture of some commodity or service that is already
being produced, ormakes possible the manufacture of eome
new commodity or service. It is certain, therefore, to lead
to a cheapening and an increased consumption of the
commodity affected by it. Withthe differentlymade and
enlarged output, a different amount of labour, and alsq a
dif€emnt amount of capital (or waiting),will be employed
intheindustryand
in the subsidiary industria engaged
Salvriat et &irap,

p. 421.

= &port,

p. 344.
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in makingmachineryfor
it. Letussuppose
that workpeople purchaseabsolutelynone
of the productwhich
the
Then the effect of theinvention
inventionhascheapened.
upon their real income depends upon its effect on the
marginal net product of things for which labour is responsible
in. otherindustries ; for, when'equilibrium
is established,
it willget, intheindustry
where the inventionhastaken
For
place, the same real wage at^ it getsintheseindustries.
the present purpose we may reasonably leave out of account
factors of production
other
than labour and
capital.
It
will then follow that, if,
as
result
a
of the invention,
thequantity
of labour in industriesotherthantheimproved industry and its subsidiaries is diminished in a larger
ratio, or increased in a smallerratio,
thanthequantity
of capital, the marginal net product of labour in terms of
the things workpeople buy-and, therefore, the aggregate real
be increased I n t h e converse
income of workpeople-must
eventthis
aggregntereal
income must be diminished. If
the two ratios of change are equal, it must be left unaltered.
Inventionswhichhavetheseseveral
effects I shall call, respectively, capital-saving inventions, labour-saving inveptions
andneutral inventions. It.will, of course, be observed that
this use of terms is different from the common use, according
to which everyinvention that enablesagivenamount
of
product to be got with the help of less labour is labour-saving.
§ 4. It is easy to apply tllls analysis to practice, provided
we have to do withanindustry
in which(and also in its
subsidiaries) the proportion of the country's total labour
of its total capitaL In
employed is equaltotheproportion
this class of industry anything which changes in one direction
the ratio between the labour and capital employed there must
change in the opposite direction the ratio outside. EIence, on
my definition, an invention or improvement which reduces the
ratio of capital to labour in the industy where it applies will
be capital-saving, one which increases it, labour-aving, and one
which leaves it unchanged, neutral. In these conditione, therefore, we are able with fair confidence to dietinguiah in the concrete the several dames of invantions. Thw, aasuming the
above conditions ho pmvail,the introductionof twoahift or three-
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shift systems, making possible the more continuousworking
of machinery, must be a capital-savinginvention.
For, if,
instead of only 1 2 hours being worked in each 24-hour period,
the whole 24 hours are worked, a staff of 100 men, 50 working by day and 50 by night, will only require half as much
aa they would need if
machinery to produce a given output
the whole 1 0 0 worked by day only. Of course, the machinery
will wear out more quickly when it is worked for a longer
time per day. But for many kinds of machinery the working
life is-on
account of obsolescence-much
shorterthanthe
physical life. Consequently,though thesubstitution of two
twelve-hour shifts for one twelve-hour shift would not reduce
thecapital required for a given scale of production by aa
much as a half, it would, in general, reduce it a good deal. I n
whatever way, therefore, the absolute quantity of output is
changed,theratio
of capital to labouremployed must be
diminished. The same result holds good of developments that
enable the manufacturers, wholesalers or retailers, who deal
in any commodity, to conduct their business equally efficiently
withasmalleramount
of capital locked up in the form of
stock For, here again, whatever happens to absolute amounts,
the ratio of capital to labour employed must be diminished.
This point is of some importance in view of the economy in
thematter
of stock-holding, which, a8 will be shown 'in
Appendix I., modern improvements in communicationhave
made practicable.
Among developments more ordinarily
to
named inventions, we might, still assuming the industries
whichtheyapply
to havepreviouslyemployed
capitaland
labour in normal proportions, caunt a8 capitaleavingsuch
thin@ as "coni's invention of wireless telegraphy, by which
the need for cable6 is removed. Probably, however, the
majority of inventions i n . thenarrower sense would have
to be reckoned as '' labour-saving," because, &B Dr. Camell has
o b s e ~ a d ,"almostallthe
efforts of inventors are directed
towarcia finding durableinstruments to do workwhich hss
hitherto been doneby hand."' These results, it must be
remembered, are not neceeasrily valid, unless, before the invention, the indusb-y (and its mbsidiariea), in which the inventionis
1 ...&m
and Mi.ob*tily of IRtrarest,p 112.
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made, was employing labour and capital in the same proportion
the general average of all industries. If i t was employing
anabnormally
large proportion of labour or of capital, an
invention,which. changed theratio in it in any direction,
&ght change the ratio in other industries in the
same, and
not in the opposite, direction. Suppose, for example, that in
a particular industry 3000 units of labour and 1 0 00 unite
of capitalarebeing
employed, and in the rest of industry
one million units of each. I n consequence of an invention in
this particular industryonly 2000 units of labour and 500 units
of capital come t o beneeded there.Theratio
of labourto
capitalthere is, therefore, i n c d from 3 to 1 to 4 to 1.
At the sanw time in the rest of industry it is increased from
1 to 1 to 1,001,000to 1,000,600. I t is thus evident that a
knowledge of the effect on the ratio in the iqproved industry
would not by i t d f enable us to determine whether the invention is labour-saving or capital-saving or neutral But, plainly,
we have no ground for supposing that labour-saving inventiolls
in m y sense are impossible. If they take place in the conditions contemplated up to this point of our analysis, disharmony
will be increased, but the
must result. The national dividend
real earnings of labour will be lessened.
5. The conditions 80 far contemplated are not, however,
in conformitywith
the ~facts. It has been assumed that
of the commodity or
workpeople purchawabsolutelynone
service which theinvention or improvementhas cheapened.
Obviously this aaaumption is b h l y unfavourable to the
prospect of their obtaining an increased real income. When
wnditions are such that, even on this assumption, they would
gain, in BO far aa in fact they do purchase the commodity
they will gain stillmore;
and, whenconditions are meh
that, on this assumption, they would lose, neverthelees in real
life they may gain. In short, the moreimportant is the
part played by the commodity to which the invention refers
in tbe consnmptjon of poor people, t h e more likely it is that
the net effect of the invention will be advantagemm to them.
.
. I n thelight
of this r d t it k a very %ignificant fact
that the things printipdly pnrohaeed by tbe wmkmg-elsseea
are relatively crude things, which can be resdily made w B
&s
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large d e .bymachinery,whilethethingsprincipallypurc h a d by the well-to-do are of higher quality, and, therefore,
writes:
involve larger
a
use of humankbour.Marshall
Probably
about
twice as much horse-power is used in
providing for each pound’s worth of expenditure on commoditiesby
the poor as by the rich.” But i t isjust
in
things of this kind that the
readiest opportunities me found
for mechanical inventionsandimprovements,
andin which,
aa a matter of fact,thesearemostextensively
made. No
doubt, the consumption of the poor embraces a much larger
proportion of house-room and food than the consumption of
the rich, and both building labour and agricultural
labour are
relativelylittle aidedbythose
mechanical instruments,in
respect of which
technical
improvements
and
devices of
organigation have the widest scope. This qualification is
o
o
r
. The
fall
of prices
especially
applicable
to
the very p
does not benefit the various grades of wage-earnera i n direct
ratio
to
their
wages. Rent
and
certain
other necessary
elements of expenditure, such 88 fuel,which have risen in
amount for- the largemajority of workers, playarelatively
larger part in thebudget of the lower grades of workers,
from the generalfall of
reduchg to thatextenttheirgain
prices. The poorest classes, whose retailpurchasesaremade
in very small quantities, also gain least from the lower prices
of other commodities thanhousingand
fuel.”‘ But these
qualifications leave the main result untouched. On the whole,
bhe poor spend a larger proportion of their income than other
c
k on thingsthemanufacture
of which specially lends
itself to inventions. Thus Leroy-Beaulieu notes : The man of
faahion, who is fitted for his clothes by a tailor, gains nothing
from the great reduction of prices which shops selling clothes
ready-made ofler to the less comfortable section of the population.‘‘ a He contrastswith these things “all those objects,
which the maas of the people have hitherto done without, but
which have nowcome into general use, and which contribute
either to better hygiene or to i n c r d deoency and dignity
in the horn- of the workpeople. Stockings,.handkerohfefs,
‘I

&@ Gf& &$dom^^ fX%th-2 POOr h W 8 , p. 909.
2 La Upaddtimdur riebaes, p. 37.
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more varied and more suitablegarments,curtains
for the
windows, carpets on the floom, a less exiguous array of
furniture, these things constitute democratic luxury, the fruit
of production.”’
of the development of mankind’spowers
Nor is this all. It has to be added, as Marshall has strongly
urged, thatthestaplearticles
of food mainly consumed
by the pooram, so far as this country is concerned, largely
brought from abroad, and that one of the most marked features
of recenttimeshas
been the development of improvements
in the machinery of transport, and the consequent heavy fall
intransport charges. To this may be added theimportant
improvement inthe machinery for retailing goods to poor
persons, which has been realised by co-operative stores, and the
consequent heavy fall in the cost of the service of retailing.
Of course the historicalfact that recentinventionshave
largely affected commodities, which enter directly or indirectly
intothe consumption of the working-classes, is not a proof
that further inventions will be predominantly of a like kind.
It is, however, open to us to urge that this historical fact is
conformable to a priori expectation, hecause. not only are the
openings for profit, and, therefore, the stimulus to invention,
exceptionally great among r‘ mass-goods ” of wide consumption,
but also, asMarshall haa pointedout,andasthehistory
of the motor car, culminating in the petrol-driven lorry and
motor omnibus, illustrates, eventhose impmvernenh, which were
originally designed exclusively for the luxuries of the rich,
areapt Boon to spread themselves to the comforts of other
classes.z These conaiderations lead to the conclusion that it
is less likelythantheargument
of the preceding section
alone would suggest that any given invention will injure the
real income of labour.
6. Yetanother
qualification must be added tothe
anslyais of $§ 3-4. That mdysia tacitly aasumed thatthe
invention, whoseconsequenceswere
examined,had no effect
on the quantity of new waiting, or cspital, whichpeople are
prepared annually to
This mumption, however, is
not warranted. Certain aorta of invention, by giving a new

5

create.

1

Lu Rtcporti4ian a b ?ii&
p.%
440. q
Cf. %m@h o f h k a m 9 ~ i a s p.
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field for “ spending,” may cause rich people to mve less and
SO to provide less new capital to helplabour
in production.
Theinvention of luxurious motor cars for privah travel,by
inducing people tospend more of their income on petrol,
chauffeurs’ wages aud so on,’ has probably had this effect, and
the impending invention of comfortable private air cars probNor is the effect necessarily confined to
ably willhaveit.
inventions which createopportunities for new forms of consumption. It may also follow from tho% that cheapen
consumption goods which are already known, provided that
theyare of highly e h t i c demand. People whocould have
saved andcreatedcapitalmay
be temptedto spendinstead.
On the other hand, inventions that
cheapen things for which
the demand is highly inelastic, by enabling people to get what
they want at lesa cost, will leave them a greater margin out
of which to make savings, and so will indirectly increase the
annual creation of new capitaL Whetherthe tendency thus
eet up by inventions is towards a decrease or towards. an
is madetocapital, it is
increase in the annual addition that
cumulative, inthe sense that in each successive year that
year’scheck to the flow of new capital is added to the total
checkimposed on the stock of all capital. For this reason i t
is more importantthan it might be thoughtto be at first
sight. When the indirect effect of an invention is to diminish
savings, it may injure labour even though it is capital-saving ;
and,when the indirect effect is to increase savings, it may
benefit labour even though it is both lahour-saving and also
concerned with some product which does not enter at all into
workpeople’sconsumption.
There is reason to believe that
effect
hithertothe general body of inventionshashadthe
of increasing, andnot of diminishing, theopportunityand
the will to accumulate new capital
’7. From these various considerations it isplainthat
no rigid and exact conclusions can be drawn.Thegeneral
impression created by our study is that, thoughinventions

5

This statement ia not inoompatible with the facts (1) that the rsourcea
devoted to making the motor car itself are turned into “ capital ” us% and
(2) that the existence of a privete motor car of given value may tend to push up
wagea (by druwing people inm serrioe with it away from other employment)
88 much 89 the exhbnee of B machine employed in industry.
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and improvement8 injurious
to
the real income of the
working-classes may occur, they will not occur often. The
great majority of inventionsandimprovementswillincrease
the real incomeof labour a well a8 the aggregatenational
dividend. Disharmony, aa a reault of inventions, is a pwsible,
but a decidedly improbable,
contingency.
Nobody
would
seriously propose to interfere with, or to obstruct, inventions
in order to provide a safeguard against it.

CHAPTER V
THE MANIPULATION OF WAGES

5 1. INthe latter

portion of Part 111. I examined at length
the conditions under which an enforced increase in the
wages rate paid in aparticular
occupation or placewould
injurethenational
dividend. We have now to consider the
effect that will be produced on the real income of workpeople,
and 80 of the poor, as a whole. For simplicity we may take
for examination-no difference ismade inthe substance of
the argument-the state of things contemplated in Part 111.
Chapter XVII. $§ 8-9. The wage rate waa there supposed t o
be forced upin an occupation where i t hadformerly been
both ' r fair " relatively to other industries and equal to the
of the work for which- it
value of the marginal net product
was paid. I t was assumed that no difference
was
made
either to employers' technique or to the capacity of the workpeople to whom the increased wage was given : and, on this
assumption, it wag proved that the national dividend must be
diminished. In what, if any, conditionswill the realincome
of labour aa a whole, nefvertheless, be increased?
2. The first step towardsanaweringthis
question is
to determineinwhatcircumstancesthe
enforcement of an
uneconomically high wage-that is R convenient term for
a wage that damagea the dividend--will
increase the real
earnings of theparticulargroup
of workpeople in whose
behalf it i B won. It should be noticed in passing thatan
uneconomic enhancement of the wage rate in m y occupation
may take the form either of a special enhancement of the rate
per unit of labour paid to inferior workpeop1e"c.g. such workpeOpl0 maybe given the =me time-wages aa competent workem-

5
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or of a general enhancement of the rate per unit of capacity
paid toall workpeople. I t is evident thatan uneconomic
enhancement of the former kindmusteitherthrowallthe
inferior workpeople out of work altogether, or n ~ u s tdiminish
the aggregate quantity of labour employed to exactly the
same exteut as an equal enhancement in the rate per unit of
capacity paid to all the workpeople in the occupation. Hence
i t is hound to havea less favourable effect on the aggregate
earnings of the whole group of workpeople concerned than the
latterkind of enhancement. I n what follows, therefore, it
will be sufficient to consider that type of uneconomically high
rate which affects equally the wages per unit of capacity paid
to all workpeople inan
occupation. To determine inthe
abstract the conditions in which the establishment of this
type of uneconomically high wage will increase the real earnings of this group of workpeople is perfectly simple. It will
increase them if the demand for the labour of the group has
an elasticity less than unity, and it will diminish them if the
elasticity is greater than unity.
This result--on the assumption, of course, thatthe workpeople concerned are not themselves purchasers to any appreciable extent of the commodity
they produce--is
an obvious arithmeticaltruism,
following
a t once from the definition of elasticity. To fill i t out in the
concrete,toinvestigate,
that is t o say, the conditions that
determine whether the demand for the services of any assigned
or a
group of workpeople is likelytohaveahighelaaticity
low one, is the task we have now to essay.
3. I n the fifthsection of Part 11. Chapter XIV., an
of elasticitywith
analysis wa8 given of thedeterminants
reference to the demands for different*classeR of commodities.
This analysis is applicable to the demands for different clasw
of labour also. In that application it may be set out as follows.
demand for
First, we have the general fact thatthe
anything is likely to be more elastic, the more readily substitutes for thatthing can be obtained. T h i ~fact has an
important bearing on the relation between
labour
and
mschinery ; for, in some industries, a very small addition to
the cost of working a proems by hand would induce employera
to adoptmechanics1 applienm. Aves, for example, quotes

5
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thestatement
of an ex-inapectress that, in the Victorian
clothing trade, where minimum wage determinationshave
unintentionally discriminated against home work, employment
waa transferred to factories using machinery, and “practically
all outside work waa stopped.”
I n likemanner,thetanners
of Victoria, commenting on the effects of the Wages Roard in
their industry, state : “ Labour-saving machinery is forced into
urn, so much so that the tannery trade has been practically
revolutionised since the Wages Board system was applied to
the trade.”
In circumstances of this kind the high elasticity
of demand for labour is, in effect, due to the fact that there is
areadilyavailableand
closely competingsubstitute for its
or, more strictly,other
services in the rivalfactorcapital,
labour accompanied by a greateramount of waiting. Since
it is easier to introduce this substitute after an interval than
immediately, elasticity in demand due to this cause is greater
from the standpoint of a long period than of a short period.
Secondly, we have the generalfact that the demand for
anything is likely to be less elastic, the less important is the
part played by the cost of that thing in the total cost of some
other thing, in the production of which it is employed. This
generalfactenables
us to point out certain mupationsin
which the demand for a particular class of labour is likely .
t
o
especiallyinelastic.
One of theseis
the occupation of
women in sewing on the mvem of racquet and fives balls.8
Another is that of makingtrouser-buttons.LordAskwith
writes : “The rich man’a trousers may be cut by an expensive
b e ,

1 RLport OR Wuqea Boards, p. 197. This“determimtion”
fixed both an
hour rate and a piece-work rate, compelling the latter to be paid to outworkera.
The intention wns that the two should be equivalent, but employers in p m t i c e
found the hour, or wagea, rate much the cheaper. The ex-inspactrasaadded :
‘ I When the wages rata and the piece-work rate were nearly the same, BI) in the
shirt aud underclothing W e , the trouble did not occur, and, after ten years’
working of the determination, these trades count many outworkers to-dry.” The
choice between an oat- snd an in-worker is affseted by the fwt that, when
employing outworkers, the employer e e c a p charges for working space, light,
firing, and so forth. ‘‘ The savings upon fwtory rent, upkeep, and,superintendence appesr to be larger factors in the cheapneaa of home work than the lownesa
of wag( B b k , M a k m af rmt C 6 o t b , p. 44). Cf. alsoMarconcini,
L’indmth clolrusliut sahriah ( p p 432-3).On
the other hand, of c w a e ,
econmiaa of wparintendenoe and, aometimaa, of power are. to be obtained in
factory work.
Bepd OR rpageSBoantP, p. 179. Cf. ante, Part 111. Chapter XIV. g 8.
3 Of. Lyttleton, C-q
&view, Februery 1909.
‘I
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tailor. , The buttons on thoss trousers may be m d e by sweated
industry.High
payment for thosebuttons would be buta
of the cost of the whole
The
engineerminute
part
ing work done by engineers engaged by building h s , since
these pereons are employed only incidentally and as a trivial
part of the total producing force, is in a sirnilar position. In
like manner, the part played by the original labour is m a l l
in commodities for which the addition to wholesale price made
by the work of the retailer is large. “ For example, when we
find that the maker of a lady’s costume is paid 1Od. or Is.,
whilethe article is sold for 25s. to 30a, it is obvious that
the wage paid is so small in relation to the retail price that,
evenwerethe
wage doubled, i t need n e e d y affeot the
pricebut
little, if atall”
Thiscondition, that the part
playedbylabour
in a particular act of productionshall be
often, andit is likelyto
small, is probablyfulfilledfairly
be fulfilled still more often as therelativeimportance
of
installations of plant and machinery in production increases.
One writer has even suggested that “ the labour cost of production in most industries is usually not sufficient materially
to affeat the price of the finishedarticle.”
It should be
noticed, however, that, in theimportant work of coal production, hewers’ labour constitutesaverylargepart
of the
total cost, and the condition stipulated for is, therefore, not
fulfilled
Thirdly, we have the generalfact&hatthe
demand for
anything is likely to be more elaatic, the more elastic is the
f
a
t makes
aupply of co-oprant agents of production.This
i t evident thatthe
demand for labour will be specially
inelastic in industrieswhichmake
use of raw materials of
highly
inelaatic
supply.
Apart from raw
materiala,
the
with
labour in any
principal co-oprant agents working
industry are capital instruments, managing ability and other
labour. From thestandpoint of a long period the supply of
these to any single industry is, beyond doubt,exceedingly
of (t short period or R
elastic. But, from thestandpoint
priod of moderate length, it is likely to be inelastic; for
1

ForMgMy Rmiw, Augnst 1908, p. 225.
W b q and Sham, Wi¶g
p,124.
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qmmahed machineryandmanaging
kill, and even other
labour, can neither be created or brought from elsewhere,
nor yet destroyed or carried off elsewhere, in the twinkling
of an eye. Here again,
therefore,
the forces making €or
elasticity of demand are stronger from thestandpoint of a
longperiod than of a short period. It should be added that
in some industries,notablycoal-mining,
Nature herself acts
factor
of production. In
as a very important co-operant
times of expanded demand new men have t o be set to work
on
much more difficult and less productive than those
ordinarilyworked'
Thismeam, from a short-period point
of view, a highly inelastic demand for labour.
Fourthly, we havethegeneral
€act that the demand for
is the
anything is likely to be more elastic,themoreelastic
demand for any further thing which it contributes t o produce.
This fact implies that the demand will be specially inelastic
for the. services of workpeople engaged inthemanufacture
of commodities of highly
inelastic
demand.
When
the
e h t i c i t y of the public demand for any commodity is given,
it is obvious that, from a short-period point of view, the
elasticity of the demand for new production of it will be
greater or less, Bccording aa the thing can or cannot be readily
made for stock. Apart from this, the circumstances u p n
which theelasticity of demand for various clasees of comi
moditiea dependa were diecussed in the fourteenth chapter of
Part IT. The most significant of them €or our present purpose
ie the presence or abeence of foreign competition. Thus a critic
mmmenta on some of the effects of New Zealand wage regulation :
" In mme trades employers have not been able to cope with the
extra cost of production owing to competition withthe imported
artiale.They
have, therefore,had to give uptheproducing
In
part of their bueinesa and increase theirimportation&
the tanning and fellmongering
buainesssome serious results
have followed the fixing of a minimum wage. I will mention
twoindancss.
Some years ago Q firm in the district of
Dunedin c l d down ita works and removed its plantto
Auetrdia, largelyowing to the conditions imposed by' the
Arbitration
A member of aChristchurch firm h a
of. Hooker, S
.Jownal, 1394, p. 636 R.

Court.
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informed me that, since the Court’s ‘award in the Canterbu y
district waa made about six years ago, a much larger proportion of sheepskins have been shipped to London, without being
handled by the local fellmonger, than waa formerly the case.
Hides, which should have been tanned here, have been shipped
raw. Priortotheaward,
my informant’s firm paid from
€10,000 to €15,000 in wages; now the wages sheet amounts
t o only about €5000. The number of bales ofwool scoured
annually by the same fim since the award came into force
has not been more than 2000 ; formerlythenumber
was
from 6000 to 8000.”1 I n connection, however, withthis
matter of foreign competition a word of caution is necessary.
a dozen industries in this
Let us imagine thatthereare
country, all of about the mme size and all subject in about
in the home market.
equalmeasuretoforeigncompetition
Looking at any one of these industries singly, we conclude,
perhaps, that the elasticity of demand for its product is such
that an increase of 1 0 per cent in the cost of making i t in this
reduce the demaud
country would stimulate importation and
for the home-product by 60 pex cent. It is natural to infer
that a 1 0 per centincrease in coats in all twelve industries
together would reduce the demand for the home-product in
all of them by 50 per cent. This, however, is
not
so.
Foreign imports collectively constitute the foreign demand for
British exports.When,therefore,
for any reaaon it become0
advantageous to increase the sendings of one kind of import,
otherkinds of importwill tend to fall off, theadjustment
being brought about throzcgh-but not by-a change in price
levels. Thus, when an extra flow of imports,stimulatedby
increased home-costs, helps tobringabouta
contractionin
home-product
in one industry,the
the demand for the
contraction will be, in &, ctctctctctctctctctctled by an expansion, made
possible by lessened imports, in other indmtries. In other
words, the demand for the wholebody of British producta
subject to foreign competition is less elastic than the demand
these produck It
for a singlerepresentativeitamamong
follows that,
other
things
being qual, the workpeople
immediately affected are more likely to be benefited by inter1

B d h c e d , Stake R t y u i d m o f L s ~ t
v Mcse Ztadad, p. 215.
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ference to rsise their wages if the interference is extended to
to foreigncompetitionthanthey
severalindustriessubject
would be if i t were confined to one.
3 4. With theseresults in mind we may proceed to
the nextstage in ourinquiry,and
ask inwhat conditions
the establishment a t one point of an uneconomicaUy high
wage, which raises the real earnings of the workpeople there,
willalsoraise
the realearnings of workpeople as a whole.
Let us still suppose thatthe commodity, tothe makers of
which an uneconomically high wage has been assigned, is
exclusively consumed by persons otherthan workpeople. It
maybe noted, in passing, that, when afactormaking
for
inelasticityin the demand for the services of the particular
group of workpeople in whom we are interested is inelasticity
of supply and, therefore, “squeezability ” iu some co-operant
group, a part of the gain to the first group will be offset by
loss to the second. For the purpose of a generalanalysis,
however, we may neglect this rather special point.
If the elasticity of demandforlabour in the occupation
where the wage rate has been raised is less thanunity,the
aggregate earnings of labour aa a whole, and not merely the
earnings in that occupation, will be increased,provided that
either thecasual method or the privileged class method of engaginglabour, aa described in Chapter XIII. of Part III., piel
vails in thal occupation. Under the casual method workpeople
will be attracted into the
occupation fromoutside until the
prospect of earnings per man inside and outside are brought
to equality; and, since the number of workpeople left outside
ia diminished by this drain, the wage rate there will be raised.
This proves that aggregateearniugsinsideandoutside
togethermust be raised. Under the privileged cbss method of
engagement no one will be attracted from outside and no one
w i l l be driven out. Hence earnings outside will be unchanged.
Since, therefore,earningsinsideare,
ex hypothecri, increased,
it again follows that earnings as a whole are increased. If
the preference method of engagement prevaila, conditions
are oonceivable in which earninga as a wholewould not be
incressed. For wme persons must be drivenout
of the
industry where the wage j, raised, and,though those left
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there will be getting more than they wem getting before, the
influx of labour into other industries might, if the demand in
theseindustries hadan elasticitylem thanunity,eolower earnings
outade as to outweigh the gain inside. Since, however, as was
shown in Chapter III., the demand for labour in industry in
general is highly elastic, the conditions necessary to this result
are not fulfilled. In real Life, therefore, the earnings of labour
as a whole must be increased whenever an uneconomically high
wage is enforced in a selected occupation, provided that the
elasticity of the demand for labour there is less than unity.
If the elasticity of demand in the occupationwhere the
wage rate is raised is greater than unity, analogous reasoning
shows that earnings as a whole cannot be increased, provided
that either the casual or the privileged clam method of engagementprevails inthe occupation. For someworkpeople will
be driven out of the occupation, and a new equilibrium will be
established, with an expectation of earnings for every one equal
to the earnings in other occupations; and these will have been
If,
made lower than before by an influx of newworkers.
however, the preferencemethod prevails, earnings as a whole
may be increasedeventhough
the elasticity of demand is
greaterthanunity.
Those who are left intheindustry
where the wage is raised will be getting more then they were
getting before; and, though everybody else will be getting
less than before, yet, if the demand for labour in other
industries is sufficiently elastic, their loss need not be 80 great
as the others’ gain.
§ 5. It ia now time to remove the assumption set out in 2,
thatthe commodity produced by the group of workpeople,
who= wage is being interfered with, is exclusively consumed
by persons otherthan workpeople. On thestrength of that
assumption we have been able, up to this point, to ignore the
distinction between effects on money earnings and effects on
real earnings. Where the assumption is unwarranted we are
not justified in doing thia An increase of money earnings
may*beassociated with a decream of real earnings, and may,
therefore, be delwive. Ifthe commodities produced by the
favoured workers are consumed by nobody except membera
of the working-chses, it mwl be delueive, for it .is bound

5
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to involve
a
more than
equivalent
loss to workpeople
(thoseinside
the privileged industryand
thoseoutside
it
together) intheir capacity as consumers. If the consumers
consist partly of workpeople andpartly of others, it is not
possible to say absolutelywhether the workpeople's gain a8
will
be greater. All we
producers or loss as consumers
can lay down is that,the more importantthepart
of the
consumption for whichnon-wage-earners are responsible, the
more likely it is that the establishment of an uneconomically
high wage ratewill succeed in bringingaboutanincreme
in the real income of workpeople as a whole. When, therefore, the main part of the product of any group of workers
is consumed by other workers, thoughtheestablishment
of
an uneconomically high wage rate may enhance the aggregate
real income of the favoured workers, it is not probable that
it willenhance that of all workers collectively. Thispoint
is important, because, in real life, it is rich people who make,
or otherwise provide, a great part of the luxuries of the rich,
while poor wage-earners make things for other wage-earnem.
Thus, Mrs. Bosanquet writes: " Nothingstrikes one more
forcibly in studying the
position of the lowest-paid workers
than that they are almost always engaged in producing goods
for the consumption of their own class. . . . Badlypaid
no richman would
tailors are makingcheapclothingthat
look a t ; badlypaidservantsare
rendering services that
would not be tolerated by any one of refinement and culture ;
while the real requisites of refinement andculture,
if by
these we mean such things as art, muaic, and literature, are
produced by professional people."'
Again : " f i e g r e a t
majwity of w a g e - e a m e r sa r ee n g a g e d
i n p r o d u c i n g ~ O Tt h e
Y ~ , have no direct connection
b e m j i t of otAer W ~ ~ E - ~ U T W and
with the non-wage-earning classes. Themajority of builders
are building houses for wageearnera ; the very large majority
inthe clothingtradesaremakingclothing
for the wageof food-preparers are preparing food
earners;thema&rity
for the wage-earnere. More especially of the sweated trades
is it literallytrue,almostwithout
exception, thatthey are
working for thewap-earners alone, andthat a rise inthe
1

Boeasquet, The S
t
~
q
t
h
of WU Pcoplc, p. 71.
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price of theirproducts would be paid by the wage-earners
classes
alone. How would it be poeaible thatthepropertied
increased price of ready-made
should pay anyshareinthe
suits, or cheap blouses, or shoddy boots and shoes, or Pink’s
jams 1 The burden must fall on the conmmera of these articles,
Mrs. Bosanquet would
andtheyarethe
wage-earners.”’
not, of course, pretend that there are no rich men’s luxuries,
towards which poor men’s labourcontributes an important
that not much of the labour
part. It wouldseem,however,
of poor persons inthe UnitedKingdom is devoted tothe
supply of luxuries of this sort.’ It follows thatthe establishment of an uneconomically high wage rate for aparticulargroup of workpeople is much less likely to involve
a real increase in the earnings of workpeople a0 a whole than
it appears to be when the distinction between money earnings
and real earnings is ignored? So far, however, the possibility
that it may involve this remains.
6. But against the realisation of this possibility there
is at work a corrective tendenoy. Ifthe real earnings of
labour in the aggregate are increasedby tbe manipulation of
wages inanyindustry,
asmallerportion
of the productive
power of the community is left available to provide payment
for the services of capital. Hadthere been no alteration in
the constitution of thenational dividend, this would have
meant a fall in the real rate of interest offered to new capital
The change in the constitution of, the dividend, consisting, as
it does, in a shifting of production awayfrom
itsnatural
channels,cannotprevent
this fall from
coming
about. It
would seem, therefore, that manipulation of wage rates cannot
benefit labour in the aggregatewithoutcausing
the reward
offered to savings to be diminished. Now, it is no doubt true

5

TAe Strength af Ihe People,pp. 284.5.
For examplmof t
h
i
n
@m a d e by ‘‘ aweated ” workera and consumed by
others than wage-earners, cf. Cadbury and Bhann, Swentifzg, p. 123.
8 The reason why this conflict between the interests of a partionlar class of
wage-earners and those of wage-earners aa a whole, when the particular clam
endeavoura to force up i t s rate of wages above the normal, is not generally
recognised may well be, aa Mr. H. D. Henderson suggssts, that most wage
movements are Psaocistad with t r a d e cycles. In conquerwe of thia, the wage
rates of different p u p generally move up and down together, and, therefore.,
to the crrsual observer, there appeara to be dr greeter harmony of intereat than
there really ia (SuppJg a d Demnd, p 167).
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that a fall in the real rate of interestwillnot
cause everyof those people,
body's savings to be diminished. The savings
whoseobject it is to leave a definite sum to their children at
death, will actually be increased ; and the savings of the very
rich, who merely put by what is left over after their accustomed
standard of life has been satisfied, will not be affected at all.
There can be little doubt, however, that, on the whole, a fall
to some extent,
in the rate of interestwilldiminishsavings
and, of coum,a diminution of savingscarries with it a
diminutionintherate
at which new capitalequipment it3
provided. In this way an indirect influence issetinplay
remuneration
of labour in
future
tending to make the
years decrease. Here,
plainly,
tendency
is
a
adverse to
disharmony. Furthermore,
this
tendency
is quantitatively
important. For suppose a policy t o be adopted, which, while
increasing the real income of labour at the moment, causes the
supply of new capital each year tobeone
percent less, not
necessarily than itwas before, but than it would have been apart
from the policy. In any one yearthe loss to theaggregate
stock of capital equipmentin the countrywill be small. But the
annual losses are cumdative. After, say, ten years, the capital
stock that is available to assist labour in its activities may be
considerablysmaller
than it would otherwise have been."
Moreover, the reductionof this stock is aggravated by the fact that
it must itself c8uw a reduction in the national dividend ; that,
therefore, the transference to labour of any given a n n u l sum
must throw a continuallyincreasingburden on profits; that,
therefore, the diminution(or check to the growth)of the national
dividend must be greater in the second year than in the first,
second, and ao on ;
greater in thethirdyearthaninthe
and that, therefore, the rate of fall in the capital stock must
be progressively accelerated. As this stock falls inamount
below what it would otherwke have been, the annual earnings
of labour a h fall continuously. I n theend it would Seem
that, a against any policy, which, in the first instance,benefits
labour at the expense of injuring the national dividend, this
cumulativetendency is bound to prevail, andthat,
there&pa, fromthestandpoint
of a sufficiently long period, any
1 ot ?&amhall, lkmmnics of huiuahy, pp. 872-8.
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disharmony that may have been set upmust
disappear.
Since, however, relatively to the stock of capital, the annual
consequently,
any
creation of new capital is amall, and,
probable
change
in theannual
creation
very
small,
the
harmonisingtendency will.workslowly.
This impliea that,
for some timeaftertheestablishment
of an uneconomically
high wage in particular occupations, disharmony may prevail.
§ ’7. Up to thispoint we have been concerned withthe
consequences of fixing an uneconomically high wage, as if
this were a single self-subsistent act.. In actual life, however,
it is inevitably mixed up withState policy as regards the
protection of persons in distress. -If theenforcement of an
uneconomically high wage in some occupation
throws
a
certainnumber of people out of work for alongtime,the
people. Consequently, if we
State will have to helpthese
count as a part of the real income of the poor what the S t a b
provides for assisted persons, their real income in this wider
sen88 may well be raised by a policy which lowers the earned
of the
part of their real income. Thus, by a forcingup
wage ratein
some occupations, we may rmppose thatthe
national dividend is injured, and that those workers who me
left in industry gain a little lesa than thoae who are thrown
between the effects
out of it lose. Thereisthenharmony
on the national dividend and on the real income of the poor
in the narrower Benee. But, if, in consequence of increased
unemployment, the expenditure of State aid to poor persons
becomes €1,000,000 b w r than it would otherwisehave
been, there may be disharmonybetweenthe
effect on the
dividend and the effect on the real income of the poor in the
wider sense. The way is t h m opened for a somewhat special
argument in favour of forcing up wage rates i n low-grade
both
the
national
occupations. It may be granted that
dividend and the real earning of labour a~ a whole will be
diminidmi But, it may be claimed, at all events if the preference method of engsgement prevails, that a number of people,
who otherwise would have earned too little to maintain independently 8 decent life, will now g8t adequate earninga A
number of 0 t h will, indeed, earn leas than bePore”pos3eibly
owing to the action of the State, they
nothing at &bat,
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need not receive lesa than before. Thus we shall have, instead
of a large body of people, all of them occasionally or partially
supportedby the State, one moderate-sized body fully Elfsupportingandanothermoderate-sized
body scarcely self, supporting at all.
From the point of view of economic
welfare a8 a whole, particularly if the conditions are such as
to make the fully self-supporting bodymuch larger than the
other, the latter state of things may be deemed the better, in
spite of the fact that it involves a smaller national dividend.
It may be objected, no doubt, that the persons now rendered
fullyself-supporting will really be sustained by thehelp of
what is, in effect, a special tax upon the people who purchase
thethingsthey
happen to make ; and thatthe
care of
is anobligation upon the whole
relativelyincapablecitizens
community, and not merely upon those members of i t who
buy racquetballs, or whatever shearticle may be. It may
be replied, however, that, in so far as relativelyincapable
of generalconsumption,
citizens are responsibleforproducts
or in 80 far as they do work formunicipalities or the State
in connection with commodities or services not designed for
sale, this objection loses the greater part of its force; and
tax musthit some
that, in any event,sinceeveryindirect
people “unfairly,” it is not of very great weight.Moreover,
since the workem who benefit will not think of themselves aa
being in any 8~1188‘(relieved by their customers,” there is no
danger that any injurious moral effect analogous to the “taint
of pauperism ” will be produced upon them. Plainly, an k u e
turning upon consideratione of this kind is not suaceptible of
anygeneralsolution.Whenever
it is proposed to enforce
an uneconomicallyhigh
wage inany occupation upon the
in this section,a
decision can only be
groondesuggeated
reached by A careful balancing of conflicting tendencies, after
all the relevant circumstances have been studied in detail

a

C H A P T E R VI
RATIONING

'

5 1. INChapter XIII. of Part 11. some discussion was undertaken of the policy of rationing, aa an adjunct to State control
over the prices of commodities produced under competitive
conditions. A brief study of this policy is now required from
another point of view. The rationing of essential commodities
to the better-to-do classes, whether coupled or not with price
control, may be advocated aa a means of ensuring that
sufficient supplies at reasonable pricesshall he available for
the poor. Prima facie i t wouldseem thatthis policy may
deet the size of nationaldividendin
one way andthe
absoluteshare of it accruing to the poor inanother,thus
involving disharmony. Thequestionwhetheror
notthis is
in fact BO will be examined in the present chapter.
2. In the special emergency of the Great War, suppIies
of causes which
of certain things were shortasaresult
could not have been got over, whatever prices mllem had
been
allowed
to charge. Price
regulation
and
rationing
did not,therefore, as was argued in Part 11. Chapters XII.
and XIII., substantially reduce the size of thenational
saved the poor
dividend Atthe
same timetheyjointly
from a disaster that could not otherwitw have been avoided.
The grant of large bonws on wagea would uot
have
to obtainessentialarticles
of which
enabled poor
people
the
supply
wae short
and
the
demand of the
rich
prices of these things would, indeed, have
inelastic.The
been forcedup,
buttherich,at
the cost of payingmore
money, would still haveobtained as much as before out of
theshortened supply, and would have correspondingly cut
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down the
share
available for the poor. Thus
the
poor
would have suffered enormously in respect of real income,
eventhoughtheir
moneyincome
hadrisenproportionately
to the rise in general prices, because particular things of vital
importance to them would have been practically unobtainable.
Moreover, the fixing of maximumpriceswithoutrationing
would nothave been sufficient; for the presumption is that
the rich,byvariouspulls,
would stillhave
skimmed the
war pricecontrol
market. From thejointfactsthatinthe
coupled withrationingdidnotinjureproductionanddid
benefit distribution it hm sometimes been inferred that the
same policy continuedinnormalconditions
wouldproduce
is the issue
the same harmoniously beneficial result.That
we have to judge.
5 3. I n attemptingto elucidate it we have tomake
clear, from the presentpoint of view, the relation between
rationing
and
price-fixing. Clearly in a brief period of
shortage it is possible, with given
a system
of rations,
to haveany
one of a large
number
of regulated
price
maxima, because, for the time being, the output and (within
limits) the amountoffered for sale are independent of the price.
But, when we arecontemplatinga
policy for normaltimes,
scale
the position is different. Snppose, first, that agiven
of rations is established unaccompanied by any price restriction, andthat
everybody is purchasing the whole of the
This
implies
a definite
ration
to
which he is entitled.
quantity demanded ; and there is, in general, onlyone price
that will call out this quantity. If the State fixes a maximum
price higher than this, the
sellers will not be able to realise
it,andthe
maximumpricewill
become otiose. If, on the
other hand, the State fixes a price less than this, not enough
will beproduced
to enableeverybody
togethisration
:
and, coneequently, if the rationsareto
be effective, inthe
sense that whoever wante his allottedrationcanobtain
it,
the whole ration ecale will have to be altered to fit the new
price. Suppose, secondly, that given
a ration
scale is
established, but that, while the a l e limits the purchase& of
some people, others are buying less than their ration allowance. Ba before, to whateveraggregate
quantity is being
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purchased there c o m p n d s one single price that will call out
that quantity; and, as before, if the State h e s a maximum
pricehigherthan
this, the maximum will become otiom.
If the State fixea amaximum
lower thanthis,
it aeem8
at first sight that a new equilibriummay be established, in
which some of those now buying less than their ration will
buythefullamount.But,
in fact, the lower pricemust
meana lower output, 80 that nobody can buy more,oreven
asmuch aabefore, unless othersbuy less. It musthappen,
therefore, that some of those whobeforewere
purchasing
now unable, althoughtheystill
wish,
theirfull
rationare
to do so. Here again,therefore,
theration
d e becomes
ineffective, and a new and lower rationmust be established
tofit the new price. Hence,generally,to any efeetive ration
scale only one price level can correspond; and i t is
impossible for the State to establish any other price level
without at the same time establishing another efatiue ration
d a This conclusion is very
a important
one for my
present purpose : became it makes i t unnecessary to etudy
both rationing by itselfand also rationing accompanied by
price
regulation.
The
two
things work out, when the
numerical constants are adjusted, in exactly the same way;
andthe whole problem isexhausted when the comequences
of rationing alone have been examined.
4. It is evident that any rationing system, which aims
at benefiting the poor, must be 80 designed aa to cut down
the consumption of the rich. Such fttcta a8 that, for example,
a uniform bread ration on a scale. tolerable to the poor would
not accomplish this, became, normally, poor people eat more
W0
bread per head than rich people, are not really relevant.
are not concerned here with technique,but withprinciple;
andany
rationing scheme, that pretends to increase the
supplies available for the poor a a body, must be 80 devi8edthe wale need not, of c o r n , be nniform-that it cuta dvwn
those available for the rich. So much being understood, our
analysis of rationing in normal timee m y proceed. It works
oqt differently for commodities produced under conditione of
deareasing s ~ p p l ~price
r and of inareaaing enpplp p&
f 5. With decreesing supply price from the standpoint
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of the industry, the ultima&
consequence of extruding from
the market a part of the demand of the relatively well-to-do
is necwsarily to contract the production of the commodity and,
therefore, since, aa was shown in Part 11. Chapter XI., too
decreasing supply
little of it is being produced anyhow,-for
price from the standpoint of the indtwtry usually implies also
darewing supply price from the standpoint of the community
-to leesen the national dividend. At the same time the rise
in price, which a diminutioninthe
6Upply
of
anarticle
produced underconditions of decreasing supplypricemust
involve, forces poor people both to buy less of the commodity
than they would have done and also to pay more for what
they dobuy.
Thustheyareunequivocally
damaged. The
of it alike suffer, and
aggregatedividendandtheirshare
disharmony is impossible.
6. With increasing supply price from the standpoint of
the industry the extrusion
of part of the demandagain, of
come, contracts the production of the commodity. If the
conditions aresuchthat
incressingsupply
price from the
standpoint of the industry implies constant supply price from
the standpoint of thecommunity,theamount
of production
that would take place in the absence of interferencewill
be the right amount to maximise the national dividend, aqd
an enforced contraction in it will lessen the national dividend.
If, on the other hand, the conditions are such that increasing
supply price from the standpoint of the induetry implies also
increasing supply price from the standpoint of the community,
theamount
of production that would take place inthe
absence of interference-will -as
was shown inPart
11.
Chapter XI.-be
too large to maxirnise the national dividend,
andan enforced contraction in it will, if it does not go
beyond a certaindefinite limit, benefit, andnotinjure,the
national dividend. In either event the price of the commodity
will be reduced, 80 that the p
o
o
r probably get more of it, and
certainly get it at a lower price. Hence the poor must gain.
In the second case distinguished above, therefore, if the slice
cut off the demand of the rich is not too large, t h e d is
harmony of an opposite sort to that which come8 about under
decreesing supply price ; the national dividend and the
slice

5
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accruing fo the poor areboth increased. But, if the check
to thepurchases of therich
is pressed beyond acertain
poor stillgettinga
benefit
point,thereisdisharmony,the
as a whole suffering loss. In the
butthenationaldividend
first case distinguished above there is disharmony of this sort
whatever the size of the check to the purchasm of the rich.
9 7. This analysismakes i t plain that conditions may
exist in which a spstem of rationing in normal times, if conductedwith
perfect ski3l andwithoutany
friction, would
yield anet social benefit. It does not prove,however, that
in practice the rationing of any commodity is in normal times
desirable. Not only is
the
skill
of government officials
limited, but also a large adverse balance of inconvenience
and irritation would have to be n e u t r a l i d before any positive
advantage could begin Moreover, it must be remembered
that, since the rich are relatively few in number,andtheir
consumption of common articlea-with the exception of coal,
the consumption of which is regulated by the size of a man's
house and not by his bodily capacity-a small proportion of
per calr;ta
the whole, avery largepercentagecutintheir
purchases would involve only a very emall percentage cut in
the consumption of thecountry 89 a whole, and an almost
negligiblecut, for mostthings, in theconsumption of the
world. In general,
therefore,
its effect in cheapeningthe
supplies to poor persons of articles of increasing supply price
would be scarcely perceptible.Thepractical
conclusion seems
to be that, while it may redound elightly to the general interest
for well-to-do persons voluntarily to restricttheir purchasee
of these articles, yet., in the preeent state of economic knowledge and administrative efficiency, it would, in ordinary times,
do more harmthan good for the State t o formthem to do
this by any system of compulsory rationing,'
1 It mud be remembered, however, that, if only 500 rich men cut down
their consumption of this type of article in a given proportion, the bendt
to the p r will be lesa than half' what it wonld have been had 1000 done 80 ;
becenee what one rich man voluntarily refrsins from wnsuming another rich
man, temptedby the rasnltsnt lowering of price, may be tempted to bid for.
This is, p r o b&, an argumentfor W I I I ~ ~ ~ E O(and,
~ ~
therefore, Univere~~l),
aa
a&&
voluntary, rationing.

CHAPTER VI1
SUBSIDIES TO WAGES

f 1. IN a community in whichwage-rates are everywhere
adjusted to the Conditions of demand and supply, so that no
wage-rates are uneconomically high and there ie no unemployment beyond whatis necessary to allow adjustmentsto be
made toindustrial
fluctuations, for theStateto
subsidise
the
wage8 in particularindustries must, in general,’worsen
distribution of productive resources and damage the national
dividend. A policy of wage subsidies applied to all industries
would not necessarilydamage the distribution of productive
reaources, butit could notimprovethisdistribution;and,
though in some circumstances it might incream the dividend,
it would probably only do so at the cost of causing too mush
work to be done, and,therefore, in a mannerinjurious,and
welfare.
Hence,
subject
to
not beneficial, to economic
qualifications which the readercanreadily
provide, we may
conclude that in a community, in which, apart from subsidies,
rates of wages would be everywhere adjusted to the conditions
of demand and supply, any policy of wage subsidies is likely
to prove anti-social.
2. In real life, however, it may happen that either in
particular industries or, it may be, throughout industry u a
whole, wage-rates are established at an uneconomically high
level ; that is to say, a t a level too high to allow the demand
for h b u r to absorb the Bupply, i n such wise that more people
are unemployed than are accounted for by the movements
they have to make in consequence of industrial fluctuations.
Thus there is some reawn to believe that in England during
1

Cf. Part I.

chap^. 1X.-XI.
8%
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the post-wardepression,partlythroughdirect
State action
andpartlythroughtheextra
bargaining strength given to
workpeople’s organisations by the development of unemploymentinsurance,wage-rates
over a wide area were set a t a
in the above aense. Where conleveluneconomiwllyhigh
ditions of this kind prevail and
where public opinion insists
that unemployed persons shall be somehow providedfor, a
policy of wage subsidies is no longer prim facie anti-socialJ
but needs more particular consideration.
3. Thepossibility of social gain is madeclear most
easily by means of ahighlysimplifiedimaginary
w e . Consider anagricultural community in whichfarmers own the
land and employlabourers, all of whom are of equalskill.
Let nothing elae be produced except wheat,and let wages be
paid in kind. Let
the conditions be such that, with wages at
all the labourers would find
onebushel of wheatperdayJ
employment,but that, when the rata is putat oneand a
quarter bmhels per day, 1 0 per cent of them are out of work
and the aggregate output of wheat, instead of being A bushels,
is cut down to ( A -a) bushels. Let the State insist, for
humanity’s aake, that a man out of work shall, nevertheless,
receive, say, one-third of a bushel of wheat for maintenance,
andlet i t take from fsrmerswhateveramount
of wheat ia
needed to permit of this. In such a cam it is easy to see in
ageneral way that, if a tax is imposed on the income of
farmers or on the rental value of their land, and the p r w &
used to giveasubsidy
of so muchpercent
on wages, the
labourersare bound togain, andthe farmers-when
their
loss through the tax is balanced against the extra output
of
wheat and their mvinga in respect of unemployed labourmay gain.For
a fullunderatanding
of thesituation it is,
however, helpful to make use of a few symbole.’
4. Let (x h ) workpeople be attached to a given industry,
whose products am not mpmted. Let to2 be the wage a t which
all of them would find employment; tu, fhe wage which is
actually established, and z the numberof men that are actually
emploped. If then things are allowed bo bake their “natural ”

5
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1 T h e analysis which follows waa suggested to me by Mr. Banmy of King’s
College, Cambridge.
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course, h workpeople will be unemployed in the industry. For
humanity's sake these must be somehowprovided for; so we
suppose that a payment r is made to each of them, and-to
a~ possible-that
the whole sum hr
make theasstrong
is takenfrom non-wage-earners. This is the position in the
absence of any subsidy. Now let a subsidy at a rate s =
(w, W J be paid in respect of each workman employed ; and
let the funds for it be raised by taxation imposed on nonwage-earners (e.9. income tax).
The
wage (including the
subsidy) paid to each workman will hereafter still bew,-the
workmen already in work will receive no more than beforebut it will now payemployers in theindustrytotake
on
(z+ h) workpeople instead of x workpeople. The output of
the new h workpeople taken on willhaveavalueequalto
some amount(dependent on the slope of the demandcurve
for labour)intermediate between hw, and hw, Let it be
{ hw, hc} ; which, in the special case where the demand
curve for labour is a straight line, = { hw, &h(w,- w,)} =
{hw2 +hs 1. From them data it is easy to calculate loss and
a8 a bodyobviously gain ; for h more of
gain.Workpeople
themare
employed atthefull
wage w, for which they
stipulated. Non-wage-earners neither gain nor lose in respect
of the x workpeoplewhowould
be employedanyhow.
In
respect of theothersthey
makeapayment
in wages plus
subsidy equal to hw, : they obtain an extra product of a value
e q u t ~ to
l (hw2 hc), which is leea than hw, ; and they save a
payment to unemployedworkpeopleequalto
hr. Theirnet
gain is, therefore, equal to { hw, hc hr hw,} = h(r c - s).
This is necessarily positive, provided that the rate of subsidy
of contributionwhich would
required is less thantherate
have been paid to unemployed workmen. When this condition
is satisfied it is obvious that both the absolutereceipts of
labour and also the nationaldividend as a whole must be
larger than they would have been had other things been equal
but no subaidy paid.'
,
5. The foregoing analysis waa explicitly confined to

-
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In t h e epeoisl ~ a where
e ~ the demand curve for labour is a straight line
the net gain is ~ p to ~h(r -l
; which is neoessarilp positive, provided that
the rate of wbsidy ie 1- than twice the rate of contribution to unemployed
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industries whose products are not exported. If the policy of
subsidies were applied to export industries, the balance of gain
and lose would work out less satisfactorily, because foreigners,
instead of domestic users, would get the benefit of the price
reduction duetothesubsidy;in
effect British non-wageearners would be paying a part of the costs of work done for
foreigners, which, had there been no subsidy, foreigners themselves wouldhave paid. Here, therefore, there would only be
a net gain to British non-wage-earners if the foreign demand
were so extremely elastic that employment would be increased
from 2 to (z+h) by asubsidy s, such that (z h)s is less
than hr. The case for subsidies as a means of mitigating the
ill - effects of uneconomicallyhighwage
-rates is, therefore,
for others.
substantiallyweaker for exportindustriesthan
subsidy device is
Even s o , however, it is clear thatthe
It will lessen the
applicable over considerable
a
range.
volume of unemployment in any industry (withuneconomically
highwages) to which it is applied ; and, so long a8 it is on
an appropriate scale and is confined to industries whose proit willcorrespondinglyincrease
the
ductsarenotexported,
real income of the country.
5 6 . The foregoing analysis is in principle favourable to a
policy of wage subsidies, at all events in industries other than
export industries, provided that the maintenance of uneconomically high wage-rates is taken for granted. When, however,
we pass from generalitiea to more detailed considerations,
pitfallsare revealed. The most obvious difficulty has to do
of workpeople in different
withthecomparativetreatment
occupations. If all occupations were rigidlyseparated from
one another, so that, not only could no one pass directly from
one to another, but also the choiceamong them to be made
byeachnew generation coming to industrial age waa rigidly
fixed, everything would be quite simple. Each occupation
could be treated as a single problem. I n real life, however,
differentoccupations are not rigidlyseparated,andaccount
must,therefore, be taken of possible effeds of a policy of
subsidies in modifying the proportions of workpeople attached
to different occupations. If exactly equal fiscal encouragement
were given to all occupations, no effects of this kind would

+
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tend to come about. I n practice, however, it can hardlybe
doubted that larger subsidies would be paid in industries with
others. For
lowwage-rates nnd largeunemploymentthanin
example, at the present time the relatively distressed engineering and ship-building industries would certainly demand more
As the
favourable treatmentthau,say, the railwayindustry.
demand for the products of any industry fell off and distress
becamemorepronounced,
higher subsidies, both absolutely
and relatively to those ruling i n other industries, would always
be called for. Suchpleas would often be acceded to. As a
consequence, too many peoplewouldbe
set to andkeptat
work in some industries and toofew in others. Extraordinary
strength and competence on the part of the Government would
be needed to prevent a policy of wage subsidies from acting
inthis way. If these were not forthcoming the resulting
social loss might well be large. There is also a second serious
danger. If the Government were in a position to control the
wage demands of the workpeople as well as the amount of
the subsidies, and if it were absolutely impervious to political
pressure, the adoption of the above policy would notlead to
anychange
in therate of wages demanded. In practice,
however,once the policywas adoptedand, as aresult of it,
unemployment reduced to a low level, there would be a strong
temptation to workpeople to demand higher wage-rates, while
employers, hoping to recoup themselves from an increased
In
subsidy, might not resist these demands very strenuously.
this way both wage-rates and the rates of subsidy wouldbe
subjected to acontinuousupwardpressure.Thistendency,
whichwould
exist even in a static community, would be
accentuated in the actual world; for in times of boom wages
would tend, FAS now, to go u p ; and,when,subsequently,
depreseioncame, there wouldbe
a powerful demand,very
of employers and workpeople
acting
likely on the
part
together, for an addition to the subsidy to prevent them from
fallingagain.The
annualrevenuerequiredto
provide the
subsidy would thus tend to grow larger and larger continud?y.
The burden imposed on non-wage-earners would be raised
above the benefitaccordedthem,
andthegap
would grow
always wider. Thesupply of the servicesrendered by them
c
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in workandsaving
would be discouraged;and in theend
both the national dividend and the red absoluteshare of it
enjoyed by workpeople would be diminished.
7. Thebroadresult then is this. If wage-earners insist
on maintaining a real rate of wages above the economic level
inthe sense defined above, and if no mitigatingaction is
undertaken by theState,anabnormal
volume of unemployment, with all the material and moral waste that this implies,
istheinevitable
concomitant. In principle it appears that
is susceptible of largealleviation, of a kindnot
thisevil
involving injury tosociety at large, by asystem of wage
subsidies. But in practice it is probable that the application
of sucha system would bebungled, and that acommunity
which relied upon it would lose more than it gained.

*

C H A P T E R VI11
DIRECTTRAh%FERENCES FROM THERELATIVELY RICE
TO THERELATIVELYPOOR

fj 1. WE now turn ta what is in practice by far the moat
important field of possible disharmony. In agreatnumber
of ways, and for a greatvariety of reaaons, poorpeople in
civihed countries are given help, in the main through some
State agency, atthe
expense of their better-to-do fellowin 1925 the contribution from
citizens. In GreatBritain
central government fundstowards social services, chiefly for
old-age pensions, education,unemploymentinsurance,health
insurance and housing, amounted to 113 millions, andthe
contributions from the funds of local authorities, chiefly for
education and Poor Law relief, to 79 millions.' Evidently -a
large part of these 1 9 2 millionsrepresentwhat is, in effect,
atransfer of incomefrom relatively rich for the benefit of
relatively poor persons. Prima facie the transference, which
thishelpimplies,
must increase, and it can certainly be so
arranged that it shall increaae, the real income available for
the poor. Hencethe questionwhether anyparticular form
of help to the
poor involves disharmony is oftenequivalent
to the question whether its indirect consequence is to increase
or to dimininh thenational dividend.Thisquestion,
in one
or another of its various aspects, will be the theme of the
next four chapters. But, before we embark upon it, a brief
-ent
needed upon two popular
arguments,
one
of
which
that no transference of resour088 to the poor
i~ possible, because, in effect, all money taken from the rich
is really taken from the poor, while the other asserts that it

of.~
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is not possible, because the benefici'aries willgiveback what
they have received by agmeing to accept lower wages.
§ 2. The position taken up in the
former of thesearguments is that any levy of money, whethervohmtaryor
compulsory,from the well-to-do for the benefit of somepoor
persons necessarily implies the infliction of asubstantially
equivalent
burden
upon
other
poor persons, through
the
reduction which the rich are compelled tomakeintheir
purchases of the services rendered by them.The
foundation
of this view may be set out as follows. It is obvious that
a great part of the expenditure of the rich involves, directly
or indirectly,theemployment
of labour ; andit is equally
obvious that, if the incomes of the richare diminished by,
say, S20,000,000 of taxation, their expenditure for consumption aud for capital investment together must be contracted to
a corresponding extent. Some persons, concentrating attention
upon thesefacts,immediately conclude that the workpeople,
whose services this expenditure would have celled into being
if the taxhadnot
beenthere-and
an exactlyanalogous
argument appliestoavoluutarycontribution-must
suffer
a loss of income approximating to the twenty milllon pounds
levied in taxation. To q u e thus, however, is to ignore the
fact that the twenty million pounds collected from the rich is,
ex hypothesi, transferred to the poor, and that the expenditure
of it by them is likely to be no less productive of employment
than the expenhture of it by the rich would have been. No
doubt, if we arecontemplatingtheimmediate
effect of the
addition of twenty millions to the taxation of the rich for the
benefit of the poor, it is relevant to observe that the men who
low Jobs on the one side will not be the same persons aa
thoae who find them on theother;andthat,
therefore, a
certain number of men, who have been trained to special
aptitudes, may find their immaterial capital of q u i r e d skill
renderedpermanently worthless. This ~OSS,however, is the
result, not of taxation, but of change in taxation, and would
in oomequenoe of a rdwbion by twenty
emergeequally
millions in impoata levied on the richfor
the benefit of
the poor. Our problem is not concerned with inUdenS of
this character. The comparison we have to make is between
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one permanent system, under which nothing is
collected from
the rich and handed over to the poor, and another permanent
system,
under
which
twenty
millions
is so collected and
handed over. To this comparison theincident we havejust
been dimussing is irrelevant.Speaking
broadly andapart
&om ~peoialcircumstances, we may say that it makesvery
little difference totheemployment
of, and w e g a paid for,
labour, whether twenty millions is annually transferred or not
transferred from any one class to anyother class. The idea
that reactions in this field will render attempts at transference
of no effect is, therefore, illusory.
$ 3. The latter of the two arguments distinguished above
asserts that, if anygroup of poor persons are accorded any
form of subsidy, they will, in consequence, be willing to work
s theiremployer,
for less thantheworth
of their ~ e r v i ~ eto
and so will, in effect, transfer back thesubsidytheyhave
received to members of the richer clasaea This view rests
partly upon a piwi reasoningandpartly
upon what is
called experience. It needs, therefore,a twofold&cussion.
The a priori rearuning starts from the fact that a Poor Law
mbsidy enables a person to m e p t lowerwages than it would
be p i b l e for him to w e p t otherwise without starvation, or,
at all events, serious discomfort;and
i t proceeds to ass&
that, if a pen1011 i enabled to work for less, he will be willing
to workfor lw. Now, no doubt, in certainspecial circcnmstances, when a workman, in receipt of a subsidy insuffcient
to enable him t o live up to his accustomed standard of life, is
confronted by an employer occupying towards him the p i t i o n
of a monopoliet, this inferencemay
be valid. In general,
however,where
competitionexistsamongemployers,
it is
quite invalid. A permn who, by savinginthepast,has
become possessed of a competence, is enabled to work for lese
than one who has not. A millionaire is d h d to work for less
even than a relieved pauper. So far from this ability making
itcprobable that he w i l l strike a worse bargain in t h e higgling
of themarket, it islikely, in general, to have the opposite
efPeot It is notthe fsct thatthe wife of a man in good
work is likelyto m p t abnormally low wages. On the contrary, the woman who, for this or any other m w n , can afford
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to “stand out,”
in general,amongthose who resistsuch
wagesmost strenuously.’ Let us turn, then, to the reaeoning
from what is called experience. Thisstarts from two admitted facts. Thefirstfact
isthat old and infirm persons
in receipt of a Poor Law subsidy veryfrequentlyearnfrom
private employers considerably less than the ordinary wage
per hourcurrent for the c h q of work on whichthey
are
engaged. The secondfact-given
in evidence before the Poor
Law Commission of 1 8 3 2”is that the refusal of guardians to
grant relief in aid ofwagee “ soon had the effect of making
thefarmer pay his labourers fairly.” From thesefacts the
inference is drawn that, where a Poor Law subsidyexists,
workpeople accept a wage lower than the worth of their work
to their employers. T h i ~inference, however, isillegitimate.
As
Thereis an alternativeand more probableexplanation.
regards old andinfirm persons, may i t not be that the low
wage per hour is due to the circumstance that the
work they
can do in an houris poor in quality or little in quantity ?
As regards the old Poor Law, may it not be that the unreformed system of relief, so long aa it prevailed, caused people
to work slackly and badly, that, when it was abolished, they
worked harder, and that this was the caum of the alteration in
their wages ? The view that the true analysis of experience
is to be found alongthese h e s , and not in the suggestion
that relieved persons workfor less thantheyareworth
to
their employem, is made likely by generalconaiderationa
It
has been further confirmed by recantinvestigations, which
tend to show that, where two peoplediffer solely in the fact
that onedoes, and the other does not, receive a Poor Law
subsidy, their wages are in fact the same. T h w investigatora
appointed by the Poor Law Commission of 1 9 0 9 ,a~result of
their inquiry into the efleots of ont-relief on wages, write :
Wefound no evidence that women wage-earners, to whose
familiesout-relief is given, cut rates. Such wage-earners are
invariablyfoundworking
n& the %8me rates of pay as the
much h
g
e
r nnmber ofwomen not in receipt of relief, who
entirely swamp them. . . We could find no evidence th8k

.

1

For m illuetration of thia among home-working tdoremes cf. Vesselitsky,
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the daughters of paupers accepted lower rates than others, or
earned less than others, because of theirindirectrelationto
in
pauperism.”’ Thisargument, therefore, likethatsetout
3 2, breaksdown. Thedirecttransference of resources from
the relatively rich to the relatively poor, by way of philanthropic or State action,whatever itsultimate consequences
mayprove to be, is a t leastnot impossible. Of course, this
conclusiondoes not deny that additionad work by assisted, or
any other, workers slightly lowers the general rate of wages?
But that proposition is quite different from the proposition
that assistance to persons who areworking anyhow has this
effect.
5 4. In view of this result we may proceed undisturbed
to our mainproblem - that of determining the effect of
various aorta of transference upon the size of the national
increase
dividend. Some eorts, it would seem,arelikelyto
that dividend and others to diminish it. We have,therefore,
toinvestigatetheconditionsupon
which the occurrence of
the one or the other of these opposing consequences depends.
These conditions can be examinedmost effectively by means
of an analysis in which the distinction between the effect of
the fact, and the effect of the expectation, of transference is
made fundamental Of course, when we havetodo
with- a
levy, which is made once and for all to meet some exceptional
need, and the regular continuance of which is not anticipated,
effects operatingthroughexpectation do not haveto be considered. I n ordinary times, however, the fact of a tax levy
imposedone year carries with it the expectation that it will
be continued in future years, BO that both fact and expectation
are relevant. I shell consider first the expectation of transferences from the rich; secondly, the expectation of transferemea to the poor ; and thirdly, the fact of transferences.
Rcpors of&
Royal C m m U ~ l the
l Poop. Laws, Appendix, vol. xxxvi.
pp. vi-vii.
Uf. a&, Chapter 111. 8 10. Dr. Hourwick, in his hook Iwmigrcslia a d
Laabaras., .seems to miss this point ; for, having shown that immigrants into the
Unitd States do not earn lesa wages for equally efficient work than wtive
Antericsaa, he traatu this conclusion aa implying that they do not q f d the wagea
of native Americans.

CHAPTEE IX
THE
EFFECT ON THE
NATIONAL
DIVIDEND
OF
THE
EXPECTATION
OF TRANSFERENCES FROM THE
BEJATIVELY
RICH

9 1. THE expectation of levies from the relativelyrich, as
from any other dass, acts upon the nationaldividend differentlyaccording aa the levy is voluntary or coercive. The
contribution of a voluntary levy implies that a new use has
been found, into which people wish to put some r e s o m s
more keenly than they wish to put them into other available
uses. This means thattheir desire to pcmess resouma is
enhanced, and, therefore, that the provision they are willing to
make of waiting and effort, in order to obtain resources, -is also
enhanced. Hence the expectationby the rich .of voluntary
for an increase
transferences from the rich is likelytomake
in the size of thenational
dividend. “ Though it would
have disastrous effects if the State should attempt to enforce
universal benevolence, yet only beneficial results would follow
if all menwere to become wisely benevolent.”
It is, therefore, important to consider briefly what scope there is in the
modern world for this type of transference.
0 2. Themost obvious form which it can and does take
is that of generoua conduct towards their workpeople on the
part of wealthy employers of labour. Since
these workpeople
spend a great part of their lives in buildings provided by
their employers and in conditions krgely under their control,
theemployershavethe
power to spend money intbeir
inherest with exoepbional effect. Acting in carah1 mUboration with chosen repremntetivea of the workpeople, they can
contribute conveniences, opportunities for reoreation and
&mer, SocicrE Jwtics, p. 142.
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opportunities for education, and can make it a condition of
employment for their younger workers thnt these thLgs shall
be used Thus Mesera Cadbury at Bournvillerequireall
their employees under eighteen to take part inregular gymnastic
classes and inregularandelaborate
c o u m s of education, in
part provided by, and in partpaid for by, the fim‘ The
special opportunities which they enjoy for effective action may
well create in wealthy employera a special sense of obligation.
This sense was admirably expressed by the well-known Dutch
employer VanMarken,whenhe
declared : “ It seems to me
theduty of an employer toaid his subordinates by every
means at his command-his heart, his intellect, his moneyto attainthat
higheststagewhich
alone makeslifeworth
living. My own conviction isthat in doing BO the employer
will make no sacrifices. But, if he needs must makethem,
be it from the material or the moral point of view, let him
mabe themup to thelimit of his capacity. It i~ his sacred
duty.”
With
the
education of opinion among
well-to-do
employers of labour we may look increasingly for a growth
of this eense of patronal obligation. Furthermore, thin sense
may be fortifiedandextended
by the egoisticconsideration
that generous treatment of workpeople is often a splendid
profih. On this
advertisement,leadingindirectlytolarge
point I m o t do better
than
adopt
Ashley’s excellent
words: “ Inetead of cynically pooh-poohing it [employers’
welfarework] for that reason, I thinkthis is a particulnrly
creditable to humannature.
encouraging fact, andhighly
I t shows that
there
is
such
thing
a
a8 a consumers’
conscience. The whole emno8 of the Consumers’
League
work in America and of theWhite Lists of the Christian
Social Union in this c o u n t y is to make i t ‘ good businew ’
to be known to manufacture under satisfactory working cond i t i w ; and, with increasingpublicity
and an increasing
fellow-feeling among dl o h , I expect that this is going to
be the c&98 more and more.”
§ 3. Voluntary transference of resources may also take

’

1

Cf. Cedbuq, EzpsrinmLs 6n Id&riol

3

Factwirs and ViZlnges, p. 27.
Prefaoa to C d b q ’ s EZpm-hmt.8 in Indzlsled Drganiaation, p.
&akin,

Organisa&m, p. 17.
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the form of generous conduct on the part of the wealthy to
common
thow &r persons who areunitedtothemthrough
citizenship of the same town. Here, too, thereis a special
relation and, consequently, a special spur towardsgenerous
action : for the wealthy donor of such things as public parka
and playgroundshas the satisfaction of choosing the form of
his gift, of directing the use of it in some meamre, and of
seeing thefruita of it developbefore his eyes. This localised
generosity may easilyexpand into a wider patriotism, which
interests itself, not merely in fellow-citizens of a common city,
butin
fellow-citizens of a common country. Purepublic
persom voluntarily to provide,
spirit often
leads
wealthy
partly in their lifetime and partly by legacies a t death, large
sums for the service of the poor. Often, too, publicspirit
is reinforced by the craving, strongin somemen, for that
sense of power which the fact of giving conveys.
Q 4. Thenormalmotivwpromptingmen
to theseand
otherforms of voluntarytransference of resources to public
ends are already of considerable force, and it is open to
us to stimulatethem
still further. “ N o doubt,”Marshall
writes, “men are capable of much more unselfish service than
they generally render ; and the supreme aim of the economist
is to discover how this latent social asset can be developed
mow
quickly
and
turned
to account more wisely.”’ Not
mucth hasyet been accomplished in this direction. It is well
understood,however, that Government, if it so chooses, has
power to harness to the nobler motives for generosity others of
a lower order. Much will be done for the sake of fame and
praise, and fame of a sort may be offered m a reward for private
munificence. Thus the transference of r a o u m from the rich
can be purchased, in a delicately veiled manner, by honours
and decorations that cost nobody anything. These things
are at once symbols and conveyers of reputation; for, when a
worthlerss man is decorated, those who-fed, or pretend to fael,
respect for the decorator, offer avicarious
respect to the
dewrated also. No doubt, in some degree, the issue of f m h
decorations m y diminish the value totheir
p m o r s of
those already imued. To confer the Order of Merit broadcast
I
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amongexcellentbricklayers
would annihilate its attractive
power for the class in whose behoof it wae originally designed.
This difficulty c a n , however, be overcome to a great extent by
the creation of new orders, instead of the extension of old
ones. It is not impossible, therefore, that,along these lines,
inducements
might
be
provided
adequate
to
secure
the
transference of a good deal of income from rich people, without
the expectation of the transference involving any diminution,
but, rather, 8ome appreciable increaee, in the waiting and effort
furnished by them towards the upbuilding of the national
dividend
5 5 . Unfortunately it is quite certain that,in present
conditions, voluntary transferences will fall verymuchbelow
the aggregate of transferences from relatively well-to-do
peoplewhich
the general Ben=of
the community demands.
A considerableamount of coercive transferenceis, therefore,
also neceastbry. This means, in one form or another,taxes,
and probably, inthe
main,directtaxesgraduatedagainst
the owners of large incomes andpropertiea
The taxes, to
which resort is in practicemostlikelyto
be had, aretaxes
taxes
on property passing atdeathIn
on incomes and
what follows attention will be confined to these taxes. It is
propoaed to examine thekind of reactions on thenational
dividend to which the imposition of the one or theother
kind is likely to lead.
5 6. Let us consider first an income tax in which there is
no diflerentiation against aaving. As I have shown elsewhere,
this means,broadly
speaking, an income taxunderwhich
either savings themselves or the incomes subsequently yielded
by these aavings are exempted.' Whensuch an income tax
is graduated so a to yield a substantial contribution from the
relatively well-to-do, in what way will the expectation of the
levies to be made unbr it react on the size of the national
dividend ? Three pasible lines of reaction may be distinguished.
Fmt, the knowledge that this tax is there might drive men
capable of earninglarge incomes by their work to liveFnd
work abroad rather than i n thetaxingcountry.
Secondly, it
might drive men with large powers of saving to make their
1
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investments abroad rather than in the taxingcountry. Thirdly,
it might cam men capable of earning large incomes by their
work, while continuing to reside in England, to work less (or
conceivably, m will be arguedina
moment, to work more)
thanthey mould have done hadthere been no tax. These
three lines of reaction will now be considered in turn.
5 7. If one country has a much higher income tax on large
incomes than others, this fact will certainly constitute some
inducement to men capable of earning large incomes to go and
live abroad. There is reason to believe, however, that residence
in theirnativeland
means so much to manyrich menparticularly since theadvantage of wealthis largely social
advantage-that it wouldneed a very large exmm of tax to
affect many of them in this way. Moreover, the movement
towards high income tax on large incomes has a widesweep,
escape
andtheman
who contemplatesleavinghis
hometo
taxes there must reflect that similar taxes may before long be
imposed in the country: to whichhe goea Along these lines,
therefore, the reaction on the national dividend ia not likely to
be very important.
8. At first sight it might seem that the second line of
certainto
be very
reaction is, on the otherhand,almost
important. For, whereas rich
a
man
will
dislike
moving
himself abroad, he will not, it wouldseem, as arule object
to sending his capital abroad.The
fear, however, that high
income taxes will, in this way, drive capital abroad in large
qwantities, mi-,
at all events 80 far as the United Kingdom
is concerned, from an imperfect knowledge of the exact scope
of theBritishincome-tax law. It is, no doubt, true thata
tax striking the fruits of capital, in 80 far as it impinges on
the investments of foreigners i n England, lemens the advantage
to foreigners of investment here, end, pro tanto, stimulates
to withdraw their capital,and
foreign
foreignindividuals
oorporations with plant abroad to withdraw their head offices.
This, however, is B minor matter, for foreign investment here
is admittedlysmallinamount,
The substantial fear is that
high income tax will drive Briitish-owned mpital to foreign
fidda This fear k not well grounded. Since the EnngJush
inmme tax, unlike the income taxa af &he colonies, is levied

5
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on incomes remiwed in England, and not
merely upon those
earned OT bwitt up there, high income tax here, in general,
constitutes no inducementtoanEnglishman
resident in
England
to
send h s capital
abroad
for investment. He
will have to pay income tax when he brings the income
derived from it home from abroad; and, under an amendment of the income-tax lawpassed in 1 9 14, hemust even
pay if he leaves it abroad for investment there. Nor is
thir, all. As things a a t present, the iucomefrom English
will often have to pay a foreign
capitalinvestedabroad
iucome or othertax 88 well as theBritish income tax; so
that a man, by sending his capital abroad, 80 far from eacaping
taxation, would actuallyencounter more of it. Hence, apart
from deliberate and purposed fraud, if English capital is to be
driven abroad, Englishcapitalistsmust
be driven there also.
Nor is it even true that the supposed indirect effect of high
income tax, namely, the fear of '' Socialism,"' could rationally
drive capital abroad without driving its owners abroad also ;
for, presumably, " Socialism " would not frtsten on British
factory-owners andleave British owners of foreignsecurities
unscathed. Hencethe samefact
thatlimitsthe
tendency
of highincome
tax todriveable
men to do their work
abroad-namely, the desire to live in their native land-also
limits the tendency to drive their capital abroad.
9. There remains the third line
of reaction-that, namely,
on the amount of work which those persona who are subjected to
a high income tax will do. This is a more complicated matter.
At first sight it might seem that the expectation of having to
pay any tax upon the fruit of work must in some degree d i e
cowage the performance of work. This, however, isnot so,
because, if a man's income is reduced by tnxation, the addition of a L to his income willsatisfy a more urgentwant
than it would b v e done had his income not been reduced,
and, consequently,though extra workwill yield a lese net
return of money, it may, under certain types of tax, yield a
greater net return of satisfaction. Proceeding on this linei of
thought, we observe that if an h o m e - t a x d e is so drawn
aa ta impme equal sacrifice on all tax-payers (of similar
ternpmment) whatever their inmme~, theamount
of work
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which they elect to do will not be altered a t all by the
expectation of it. As Professor Carver writes : The minimum
of repression (on industryand enterprise) is secured by eo
distributing taxes that an equal sacrifice is required of all. No
one is discouraged from the acquisition of wealth or alarge
income, or from entering this or that occupation, if there is
equal sacrifice involved in either case.” Now,
we do not know
enough about the relation betweendifferences in the sizes of
incomes and differences in the amounts of satisfaction yielded
by them to be able to say what scale of income-tax graduation
canon of equal sacrifice. I t would,
would
conform
tothe
however, be generally agreed that a proportionate income tax
would involve a heavier
sacrifice to poor people than to rich
rate
people, and that some degree of progression inthetax
could be introduced without making the sacrifice imposed on
the rich exceed that imposed on the poor. It isnotan
untenable view; therefore, that taxes on thebetter-to-do
c l k adequate to yield therevenue we require for transcontrived on equal sacrifice
ference to the poorcouldbe
principles, and, therefore, in a way innocuous to the national
dividend. In view of the fact that, when an ablemanis
actually engaged in work, alarge part of hisaim is simply
“ tmccess,” and that that
is notinterfered with by any tax
that hits his rivals equally with himself, it may well be that,
intheupper
part of the tar scale, afairly
steep rate of
prwession might be adoptedwithoutthe limits setbythe
principle of equal sacrifice being overstepped. It will be
easily understood, however, that the scale of progreaaion which
conforms to the principle of equal mmt@ is very much less
steep than that required to bring about minimum aggregate
sacrifice. Most people will agree. therefore, that a =le
eomewhst
steeper
than
that
yielding
equal
eacrifice is
deeirable. If such a scale is adopted, m e repressive influence
on the amount of work done and, therefore, on the cake of the
be exereid It ie important t o
national
dividend
must
realise, however, that, contrary to common opinion, the extent
of this represaive influence upon m y particular tax-payer
depends, not on the
abeoluh
amount,
or the a h l u t e
“

1
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percentage, of his income that he is required to pay in taxes,
but on therelation between thisamount orpercentageand
the amount or percentage which he would be required to pay
if his income were a little more or a little less.
10. When an income tax of atypethat
does not
differentiate against savings cuts down the national dividend
of themoment by checking work, it will also indirectly cut
down the dividend of future yeam, because, with the smaller
dividend of the moment, there wdl be less to invest as well
a~ less to consume. An income tax, whichisconstructed on
the same general plan and yields an equal revenue, but which
d m differentiate against saving, may be expectedtohave a
larger effect. We need not suppose that it will affect the
amount of work done and, therefore, the size of the chidend
o h h e moment otherwiae than the non-differential tax would
havedone. The non-differential tax lemens in a given degree
theadvantagethat
work yields, whateveris done withthe
fruit of work; the diflerential tax lessens in a smaller degree
the advantage which the part of it devoted to spending yields,
and-in a larger d e p e the advantage which the part devoted
to saving yields. The net effect on thequantity of work
done is likelyto be much the Bame ineither case.' I t may
be expected, however, that the differential tax will discourage
mvinga more seriously-in spite of the fact that it may cause
nonthe eavinga of certain persons to increase '"thanthe
differential tax, and, therefore, to contract more seriously the
dividend of future years. How far i t will do this it is
impossible, with our present knowledge, to determine. All
that can be said is that, if we take the point of view of a
fairly h g period, the succession of national dividends spread

5

1 If the desire for income to save is decidedly more elastic thuu the desire for
income to v n d , the differential tax can he rhown to ha more restrictive of work
titan the other ; in the convem w e it am he shown to be lees restrictive.
But we have no r w o n to rmuppose that the desire for one of t h w mea is, from
a longperiod s t a d p o i n t , much more or much leas elmtic than that for the other.
Of. a&, p. 1366. The pcraeibility that, for mmepeople,a tax on savinga
might amm more assings to be made is parallel to the possibility that, for some
peOpb, a tax on work might cause more work to bc done. The maximdm
amount that wuld in any cirepuuutancecr he added to savings OT to work ia an
-t
sn5eier~tto diachwge the whole tax, in such wise that the taxed person%
would be left with the =meamount of available income as they wouldhave
hadiftherahsdbnnotex.
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over a wries of years is likely to be damaged somewhat more
by the expectation of an income tax whichdifferentiates
against eaving than it would be by that of a non-differential
income tax yielding the same revenue,
11. The secondfiscal instrument, distinguished in 5 ,
through which substantiallevies on therelativelywell-to-do
can be made, is the system of graduated taxes upon property
passing at death. These duties, which are actuarially equivalent
to deferred income tax on income derived from property,plainly
differentiateagainst aavinp. Theexpectation of themwill,
therefore, check savings and 80 contract the nationddividend of
future years. Since, however, they do not BB a rule hit savings
till some years after they are made, this represaive effect need
not be very great. For let us suppose that twenty million S's
a year are to be raised. This can be done either bycollectifi'g,
say, $,El 0 0 every year from each of a group of 20 0,O 0 0 people
(income tax), or by collecting €2000 from each of them a t
death, my, ou the average, once in twenty yearn (death duties).
The choice between the two methods is indifferent to the State.
But i t is not indifferent to the persons concerned. Since these
persons discount future taxes precisely aa theydiscount d
future events, and since their concern in any event is largely
diminished if the event is known to fall due when they themselves are no longer alive, the expectation of taxes levied after
the second method will have the smaller restrictive influence
upon thequantity of capitalcreated
by them. Moreover,
there are additional remom why death duties should impose a
relativelysmall check upon the creation of capitaL A part
of thestimulusto
accumulationconsists in the power and
prestige that riches confer. In persons of only moderate
fortune, who have, or hope to have,children,thismotiveis
not, indeed, likely to play a domimnt part. A desire to provide for their children will be the main motive, and, if it were
removed, many of them would elect to r r retire " from work
much earlier than they do now. But, 88 Professor Carver
o k r v e a : " After onek accumulation has incfeseed beyond that
which is neaxmry to safeguard ow'e offspring and t o provide
for the genuine prosperity of one's family, the motive to f h h e r
accumulation c h e n p One then enin bnaineea enterpriees

5
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because of a love of action and a love of power. Accumulated
capital becomes then one of theinstruments of the game.
So long as the player is left in possession of this instrument
while he is one of the players, he is not likely to be discouraged
from accumulationmerely by the fact that the State,rather
In a Like
than his heirs, gets it after he is through with it.”
spirit thelate Mr. Carnegie wrote: “ To the class whose ambition
it is to leave great fortunes and to be talked about after death,
it will be even more attractive, and, indeed, a somewhat nobler
ambition, to have enormous sums paid over to the State from
their fortunes.” We may addthesimilarsaying
of Walter
Rathenau : “ The object of the businessman’swork,
of his
worries, his pride and his aspirations, is just his undertaking,
be it a commercial company, factory, bank, shipping concern,
theatre,orrailway.Theundertaking
seems to take on form
and substance, and to be ever with him, having as it were, by
virtue of his book-keeping, his organimtion, and his branches,
an independent economic existence. The business man
is
wholly devoted to making his
business a flourishing, healthy,
living
organism.”’
Hence
very heavy
death
duties
could
on such
probably be levied on large fortunes-particularly
the
parts of them as are left out of the direct line-without
knowledge that these taxes exist and will have ultimately b
be paidexercising any large influence in discouragingrich
menfrom wving.
12. The general result of this analysis is, unfortunately,
very nebulous. It is probable on the whole that, unlike the expectation of voluntary transferences from the rich, the expectation of coercive transferences from them by taxation will do harm
to the dividend, particularly if the taxation imposed is heavy
or steeply graduated. But we cannot determine the size of the
adverse influence, even when the quantityof revenue to be r a i d
and thescheme of taxation to be enforced i r e exactly set out?
1 h
g
9
. in Sock? Justiu, p. 323. Professor Fisher even writes : “ T h e
ordinary normal selGmade Ameriean millionaire is rsther d i a p d , I believe, to
look on the idmritanrre of his millions by hia children with mme m’8givij)g ”
(J&
of Pd&l h o m y , voL xxiv. p 711).
A. G. &ombert, 2% Q
a
p
i
t
c
t
ls
s
n
s
e
c
of C
a
p
M
k
,p. 173.
I) For 8 M1w discusaim of the comparativeeffecta
of varim forms of
taxstion, of. A Stud9 C Publie f i ~ mPart
, 11.
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CHAPTEIt X
THE
EFFECT
ON

THE NATIONALDIVIDEND
OF THEEXPECTATK)N
OF
TRANSFERENCES
TO THE POOR

tj 1. IN turning to examine the effect on the national dividend
of the expectation of tranderences to the poor, wecome at

once into contact with a widely held opinion. The experience
of the old Poor Law has made people very much afraid that
any expectation of assistance from public funds will tempt the
poor into idleness andthriftlmmess.
It is common-or
at
all events was common before tbe war--to hear propoaab for
State aid towards houaing accommodation, insurance premiums,
or even education,denounced on the ground that they constitute
relief in aid of wages, and are, therefore,a reversion to the
discredited policy of Speenbamlaud. This reasoning is baed on
defective analysis. Underlying it is the tacit wumption
that the expectation of any one sort of transference to the poor
acta in the same way a~ the expectation of anyother sort.
I n reality different types of transference act in different
ways, and nothing of importance can be said that d m not
take &ccoMt of this fact. The mein linea of division are
between transferences which differentiate against idlemw aud
thriftlessness, traneferencawhich
me neutral, a d transferences which differentiate in f s v o ~ rof idleness and thriftlwnm
5 2. The firat of thew groups is made up of those transferences which are caditional upon thta recipients making provision for themdveg on a ecale that ia fairly egpreaentative of
their individual capacity. These tranderenw can be arranged
au follows. Firet, the p o r n m
b
m d the oommunity are
Clasgified sccording to the amount of proviaion that they codd

m
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reasonably have been expectedh make ” for themsehes, apart
from any transference of raources in their favour. The
standard of capacity set up is, of course, different for different
sorts of people with different opportunities.
For example, the
incame from savings, which a man can reasonably be expected
to have secured a t a given age, varieswith his situation in
life. If, before the war, a man on 120. a week had secured
for himself an annuity of 1s. a week, his thrift was much more
real than if a man on 50s. had got an annuity of 3a a week.
The claeaification of diEerent people into different g r o u p with
degree of
different standards may be carried outwithany
roughness or exactness, according to the scope and skill of the
I n idealconditionsaseparate
various classifyingauthorities.
standardcapacity would be estimated for everyindividual.
Secondly, thestandardhaving
been set up, resources are
transferred to poor persons on condition that their productive
activity comes up to the standard aasigned to them, an extra
amount, perhaps, being transferred in recognition of any excess
above 8tandard to which they may attain.
I t is not, of course,
necessary that the eame grant should be made to all persons
who live up to their capacity ; and, in general, we may presume
that a poorer man satisfplng this condition will receivemore
than aless
poor man who also satisfies it. Thekind
of
m n g e m e n t which this policy embo&es has been advocated
for certain purposes by Marahall. “Shouldnot indoor and
outdoor relief, he asks, “ be so administered a~ to e m o u m y e
providenee, and to afford hope to those whose means are mall,
but who get desire to do right as far as they can Z
Practically
theadoption of this ideal would mean that persons coming
up to, or exoeeding, the standard adjudged reasonable for them
would be treated more favourably than similar persons failing
to do thia A roughapplication of i t is made inthe rules
go~eaning thegrant
of old-age peasions in Denmark. In
order to qualify for a pension, a man must have worked and
mved enough to keep off the rates between the agea of fifty
and sixty. Under this system, though, possibly, thrift, labour
and private charity are diecauraged, 80 far it8 they touch the
provision for maintenance. aftersixty, “on theotherhand,
”

1 &onoarjc Jowmtzl,

lSB1, p. 199.
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both thrift and private charity have been stimulated, 80 far as
they are concerned with provision for maintenance between
for maintaining
the ages of fiftyandsixty.Themotive
independence during these years is strengthened,andits
eff’ectiveness is greatly increased, by the conaideration that
a limited task, the completion of which is not EO distant and
uncertain as to deter men from attempting it, is all that is
now imposed on the honest and induetrious, though indigent,
person, or on friends, former employers or others, who may be
interestedinhelping
him. Manyshrink from tryingwhat
s e e m impossible of achievement, and mucheffort, which would
otherwise have remained latent, has been evoked by bringiug
the task within the reach of a wider circle of persons.”
There
can be little doubt thatopenings exist for a further application
of methods of this kind. It is plain thatthe expectation
of transferences to poor persons, engineered by means of them,
will stimulate, and will not diminish, the contribution which
potential recipients make towardsthe upbuildingof the national
dividend.
3 3, The second group, neutral transferences, is made up of
those transferences which are dependent on the attainment of
some condition, not capable of being varied by voluntary action
in the economic sphere, on the part of possible beneficiaries.
It thus includes schemes for universal old-age penaions (dependent only on the attainment of a certain age),the universal
endowment of motherhood(dependentonly
on the fact of
motherhood), or the universal gift to everybody of a rndeemed
sufficient to furnish by itself the eweutialmeans of subsistence.
These wide-reaching arrangements are, hitherto, nowhere more
than projecta. But less ambitiousexamples of neutral transferences have been embodied in d u a l law. Under them granb
of helpare made to depend,not on the perfomance of the
recipient, nor on the relation between performance and mtimated
1 “Denmark and ita Aged .Poor,” Yde R e v i e w , 1899, p. 16.
The following m h n m from the firat report on the working of the Britiah Unemployment
Insurance Seheme t of interest in thin conneation : “Twenty of our W e

Unions, with

(UL

mtimakl membership of over 86,000 in the (compulsorily)

Insured M
e
a
,have begun to make provieion for anemployment since

tbe

pauaing of the Act ; while other dseocietions making mch proviaion huve mnoh
inmaned their membarship” @I. 69661 p iv.) The help given towards
insurant% would thus eeem to haye stimulated privrte effort.
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capacity, but upon estimatedcapacityikelf.
The root idea
of this system waa approached in a Report made to the Poor
Law Authorityin 1 8 7 2 by Mr. Wodehouse, in whichhe
endeavoured to distinguish between relief in aid ofwages
and relief“in aid of earninga“Reliefin
aid of earnings,”
he wrote, ‘‘ is clearly inseparable from any system of out-relief.
Thus, inall unions, reliefis afforded to able-bodied widows
with children, and it is clear that all such relief is in aid of
an income obtained by the widow bywashing,charing,
or
othereimilar employments. So, again, in almost every union
that I visited,relief is given to old andinfirm men,who,
though pastregular work, are from time to time employed
on ocmaional odd jobs of various sorts. Relief to thesetwo
c
k of paupers may, I think, be distinguished from that
syetem of relief in aid of wages, which was so generally prevalent prior to the introduction of the present Poor Law.
A closer approach to the above idea is made in the treatment
which many B o d s of Guardians before the war accorded to
old andinfirm women and to widows with severalchildren.
They appeared to hold that, whereas most of the regular trades
followed by men provide persons of averagecapacity, in full
employment and without encumbrances, withfairlyadequate
earnings,most women’s trades do not do this. It is not at
all obvious thata
widowof
ordinaryability,evenwithout
children, ean, with reaeonable hours and so forth, earn enough
to “maintain herself and provide for the ordinary vicimitudes
of life.”
Hence we read : “Once a woman isput on the
roll (for out-relief), provided she is not guilty of immorality or
frequentintemperance,sheisnotdisturbed.Herearnings
may rise and fall, but the relief will not vary. The inquiry
ea to her earnings is made at her first application and rarely

”’

QRoted in Appendix, VOL xvii., to the &@ of tkc %a1 Cmnm&wion on 1Re
poor bazueEW. 4600], p. 865.
Cf. &@ @ Poor Law Comrnbba by Mr. Steel Maitlandand Mies
Squh., Appendix, vol. xvi p 6. The position of widows is, of course, eymidly
likely to be di&ult in districte whae there is no eetabliahed women s trsde,
h huoh dietrinfa ‘ I widows left destitute m e at once for poor relief and remain
throughout their widowhood on the rates.” W h e r e opportunities for home work
earist, pagperisfn may be poetpoaed-often at the expense of h o w far longer
then 8 proper interpmbtion of the minimum etendard, to be stipulated for in
chrrpkrr
would allow. (Cf. ibid. p. 182.)
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afterwards.
. One officer put the common practice into a
what the women earn.
fewwords : ‘ W e neverbotherabout
We know they never earnten shillings.They
can always
find room for half-a-crown.’ It follows that, in unions where
minute inquiry ia the exception-that
is to say, in most
unions-the
pauperworker is not discouragedfrom workingupto
her full capacity.”
TheFrench law of 1 8 9 3
concerningsick relief is of kindredcharacter.
It provides
periodicthatin every commune thereshall be drawnup
ally a list of persons who, if they become sick, w i l l be
entitledto assistance, the persons on the list being placed
ground
that
they
have not
the
capacity
there on the
provision against
sickness
for themselves.
Yet
to
make
again, the same principle is embodied in the English
system of exactingpayment(whetherthrough
recoverable
loans or otherwise) from persons adjudged capable of making
some contribution,to whommedical aid has h e n g v e n , or
whose childrenhavebeen fed by publicauthority.
A charge
is made, based, not on what the actual service rendered to the
poor man has cost, but on an estimate of the provision which,
apart from the hope of outsidehelp, hemight have been
expectedto
make. Thus Circular 5 5 2 of the Board of
Education urgea that, when theparentscannot
pay the full
cost of meals provided fortheirchildren, “ i t is better that
they shouldpaywhat
their means permit,ratherthanthat
meals should be given free of cost.”
I n other words, an
R q w t tu the Poor Law Omrnismbn by M k Williams and Mr. Jones,

’

Appendix, vol. xvii. p. 334.
h.
eit. Par. 4. The Board’s Report on t h e Working of the Act in 1010
showed that the amountof
moneyactuallyreoovered from parentawes insignificant.
([Oa.61311, p. 9.) This, however, was largely due to the facta (1) that many
local Education Boards deliberately limit tbeir provision of meals to ueoearitms
children, and (2) that, when they do not do this, parenta who can afford to
pay dislike sending their childmn ta meals where no distinction is m a d e between
payers and non-payers. (Cf. Bulkley, The Feedingof 3 W cltildren, pp. 107-9.)
In these circnmatancea not many children whose parents are capable of paying
anything are likely to be affected. In r
a
n
@of lunaticsthe conditions are
different, Bnd considerable oontributions From relatives are mllected. (Cf.
Freeman, &nmmk J o u W , 1911, pp. 294 st sq.4.)It maat be admitted, however,
that them am oonsiderable practice1 diffldtiea in the way of exacting payment
for a service whioh it is nndersaood will be rendered whetherpayment is
made or n o t Further objeotion is often taken to the device of “recc~verable
losns,” on the p n d t h a t they, divert esargy from industrial e&rt to attempts
a t evadingpayment.
AB Mm. Boaaaquet observes: “Many a shilling is

*
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attempt is made 80 to arrange the State’scontributionto
different families that it shall depend upon, and vary inversely with,theirestimatedcapacity
to make provision for
themselvea
4. The way in which the expectation of a neutral transnational
dividend
ference will rea.ct on the size of the
depends on thekind of things in which the transference is
made, As a general rule, of course, it is made in money. In
theae circumstances it might be thought at first sight that the
contribution of effort andwaiting which potentialrecipients
make, and, therefore, the size of the dividend, will be wholly
unaffected. This, however, is not EO. For, if a man of any
given pmumed capacityknows thathe will receive, sap, a
pound a week a~ a gift, independently of anything that he may
earn for himself, his desire for any nth unit of money earned by
himself is lowered. But his aversion to any rth unit of work
that he may do remains unaltered; or, since the extra money
creates new opportunities for a pleasurable use of leisure, may
even be kcreaped Consequently, if he continued to do the
same amount of work as before, his aversion to the litst unit
of work done would exceed his desire for the money T i v e d
expectation of a
in exchange for it. It follows thatthe
weekly grant will cause the recipient to contract the amountof work that he does, and, therewith, his contribution to the
nationaldividend.The
extent of this effect varies withthe
forms of (1) the schedule
magnitude of thegrantandthe
of money and
representinghisdesireforvariousamounts
(2) the schedule representinghis aversion from various m o u n t s
of work; but, in any event, 80nt.e contraction in his contribution to the dividend is likely, ceteris paribus, to OCCUT.
fj 5. The transference may, however, be made in the form,
not of money, but of thingaIf
these things art3 things
which, apart from the transference,arecipient
would have
purchased out of his own earnings, or if, not beingsuch
things, they are capable of beingsold or pawned and thus
.converted into money, the effect is the same aa if money had
bean transfed. But transference of objects not capable of

5

reckldy wasted, bemuse, if not spent, it will only go
(Eamapnie J&,
1896, p. 223).
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being sold or pawned, and designed to satisfy needs, which,
apart from the transference, a recipient would have left unsatisfied, have a different effect. Thelastunit
of money
which a manearns for himself in industry will be required
to satisfy the same needs, and will, therefore, be desired with
the same intensity as it would have been if no transference
had been
made.
Hence no contraction will occur inthe
contribution which, byworkandwaiting,hemakesto
the
national dividend. Thus public parks for the collective use
of the poor, or 0owers for their private use, can be transferred
to them, without the expectation of the transference reacting
injuriously upon the dividend. Thesameremark holds good
of general sanitarymeasure&ThegrantfiomState
funds
of the expenses involved in suchthingsis
on a different
footing from the grant of funds for ordinary medical treatment.
As the Poor Law Commissioners write : Sanitary measures,
for the most part, lie beyond the reach of the individual, and
are a common need, which must be provided for in common ;
while medical treatment is asentially an individual need, and
e a d y attainable by the individual.”
is, for themostpart,
Simi,lar considerations holdgood, in aome degree, of the gift
of free school education, or of a portion of the costs of itwhen the amount of education to be covered is authoritatively
fixed-to
thechildren of the poor. For some persons are
so poor that, if left to themselves, they could not devote any
of theirearnings to the purchsse of school education, and,
therefore, the free provision of it by the State does not lower
of theseearnings.
Since, when
their desire for anyunit
children are taken to be educated, their parent8 are deprived
of the wag- they might otherwise have obtained, it may be
that, even when to free education b e meals are added, there is
no net lightening of the coets of living to parent0, and, therefore, no diminution in the contribution of work and waiting
which they find it profitable to make. In tllsee circumstances
the expectation of this variety of neutral transference will
leave the size of the national dividendunaltered.
6. There remains the third possibility. There are some
commodities and mrvices, the demand for which is so correlated
‘I

3

1

Repi$ a f t k c

Royccl C o m m OR
~t
h Paor h,
p. 231.
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with that for certain other commodities and services that the
gift of them increases the recipient’s desire for these others,
thus incrmsing his desire for any rth unitof purchaaing power
that he may be able to earn, and thus, finally, increasing the
work and waiting that he is willing
to provide in exchange
forpurchasing power. It is claimed, for example, thatthe
some elementary
gift of medical treatmenttochildrenin
schools reacts beneficially on the energy of theirparents
by enlisting co-operation and
thought
from them.
The
following
possibility thus opened up isillustratedinthe
paasage from Mr. Paterson’s Across the Bridges :
At present the difficulty of school dinners centres round the
position of the mother. Her apathy towards the education of her
child, her severance from any sense of partnership with the school,
makes her sometimes ready to snatch advantages, but slow to bear
her proper share. Her lack of responsibility arises, not from the
fact that SO much is done for her, but that SO much is done without her. As long as the education of the boy is taken completely
out of herhands, EO long will shebe apt to stand aloof,regard
everycommittee as a natural enemy,andgrasp at all that she
canby any manceuvrehope to begiven.Theabsence
of home
work, visiting, reports, and all natural tieabetweenschooland
home are the real enemies of parental responsibility. No mother
is harmed by kindness done to her child, SO long as every such
kindness exacts from her a higher standard and eneures her active
co-operation with the school.’

A like auggestion is contained in the following extract from
the Letters of Octaviu Hill :

I sometimes dream about the time that shall come, “ when we
ehall try to keep up the spirit of our poor,” not by shutting up
their hearts in coldindependence, but by giving them others t o
help,and thus rousing the deepest of all motives for self-help,
that which is the only foundation on which to build our service
to others.z
An illustration of what is meant is furnished by thelate
Cmun Barnett thus:
The Children’s Country Holiday Fund, for inatance, by giying
country holidays to town children, and bymaking theparents
contribute to the expense, develops at once a desire for the peaoe
1

Lac. d.p. 110.

Loc. eil. p. 207.
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and beauty of the country and a new capacity for satisfying this
desire.When parents realise the necessity for such holiday, end
know how it can be secured, this fund will ceaee t o have a reason
for existence.'

is a field for neutral
transferences of resources, the expectation of which not
merely leaves thenational dividendundiminished,but,by
creating a new inducement for work andsaving,actually
increases it.
5 '7. We now passto thethird main group of transferences-namely,
those
which
differentiate
in favour of
idlenesa and thriftlessness by making the help that is given
larger, the smaller is the provision the recipients have made
for themselves.Some
resorttothistype
of transference is
involved in all Poor Law system that fix a state of minimum
fortune below which they will not allow any citizen to fall.
For, in so far 88 they raise to this level the real income of all
citizens whose provision forthemselvesfalls
below it,they
implicitly promise that anyreduction in private provision shall
be made good by an equivalentaddition
to State provision. It is plain thatthe expectation of thesedifferential
transferenceswill greatly weaken the motive of many poor
persons to makeprovisionfor themselves. For, whatever the
standard is below which the Stata hss determined that nobody
shall fall, any person, who could not provide BB much as this
for himself but could provide something, will be equally well
off if he providesnothing.
In BO far, therefore, aa what a
person provides for himself c a m p o n d s to what he contributes
to the nationaldividend,transferences
that differentiate in
favour of s m a l l provision threaten grave injury to the national
dividend.
9 8. A recognition of this facthas led m y pera0n8 to consider plans for limiting
the scope of this claas of differential
transference. Since everybody ~ ~ r e that
e s in a oivilieed State
no citizen shall be allowed ta stanre, thia ean only be done
by so enlmgng the mope of neutral transferences that the
elementary needs of p m c t i w all pmons, whatevertheir
income, are m3t through them. The movement in this

In undertakings of thiskindthere

I
?
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direction is well illustrated by the debate between advocates
and opponents of a universalid system of old-age pensions.’
If, saythe advocatea of this plan, all persons over agiven
age, irrespective of their income, are awarded a given pension,
there will be. no differentiation tempting people in old age to
earn smaller incomes than they are able to earn ; whereaa, if
only those persons above the given age who are in receipt of
a a income below some specified maximumare
awarded a
pension, there will be an inducement to all persons, who could
have earned an income between thismaximumandthis
maximum plus the pension, to earn less than
this
maximum: and an effect similar in kind,though
less in
extent, will be produced by sliding-scale pension schemes.
On theother
side,however,
it is pointedout,
in accordance withthe
reamning of the last chapter, that money
cannot generally be collected through taxation without some
produced.
injurious reaction on the nationaldividendbeing
This reaction is likely to be more extensive, the greater is the
amount of the money that is raised. Since, therefore, universal old-age pensions necessarily a t more than limited oldage peneions, theargumentin favour of theunivemal form
is confronted with an argument
of the- same order that tells
against it. Exactly the same issue, somewhat complicated in
this inntanca byeugenic considerations,’ is raised between
peraone who wish
confine State aid for mothers to those
families with youug children in which the parents are unable,
children
out of their own resources, to provide fortheir
adequately, and advocates of the “endowment of motherhood”
generally; and again between the advocates of free meals for all
8 c h d children in elementary schools and advocates of free
meals only to those whose parentscannot afford to pay for
them In this k t c & ~ ethere has ala0 to be considered the
eocial awkwardness in the Bchoola themeelves of distinguishing between two claaeea of children,and also the pmtical
di&culty of determining which parents can,and which cannot,

* Thia controvemy ia presented in a clear-cut form in the Baport of the
h
ip
r
t
m
m
dOommiWe on Old-Age Penmons [Cmd. 4101, 1919. The majority
of tha Committee reoomruended that the meam limit for penaim should be
a b o l i i d , bnt the minority d k n t e d from this recommendation.
CT. DER& ~JwM lf W ~
-, G pp 19-16.
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afford to pay.l To strikea balance between the con0icting considerations in controveraiea of thiskindis
a very
delicate task, and one that need not be attempted here. If,
however, the method of obviating differential transferences contemplated by the advocates of u n i v e r d pensions and universal
endowment of motherhood were itselfuniversalised, in such
wise that the minimum required for subsistence were paid out
by the State to everybody, whatever his income might be, the
task of balancing gain against loss would no longer be delicate.
I n these circumstances there can be little doubt that the type
of reaction described in 6 7 would operate so stronglythat
the dividend would be seriously injured. In any event, among
practical politicians the device of univerdsing grants to large
categories of persons, irrespective of theirindividual needs,
is no real question of pressing
isgreatly disliked.There
it far enough to do away with the need for differential transferences based directly on the poverty of recipients.
9. Theexpectation of thesetransferenwemust,
as we
have seen, damage the national dividend. If, however, t o the
receipt of the help they give deterrent conditions are attached,
the damage can be mitigated.Consequentlythequestion
arises, in what circumstances it is desirable, in the interesb of
the national dividend, to attach deterrent conditions to State
aid, and what form the deterrent conditions, if decided upon,
can best aasume. To answez this question correctly we need to
revert to the concluding sentence of 7, in which i t wm indicated that differentiation in favour of people who make small
provision for themselves injures the national dividend,ody in
80 fur aa what a pmom provides fw himelf colrespo?sds to
WM
he codributes to the platzosaal did&&. It is common
to amume thatthe
provision which a person makes for
himealf must correspond exactly to his contribution to the
national dividend, and thd, therefore, the contraction of
results from the
the aggregate proviaion thus made-which
establishment of a system of differential traneferencea ta poor
people-implies an e
q
d contraction of the national dividend.
This is aubatantiaily true of provision made through work
and through aavinp inveeted in industry and not aub1 CL B&r
W
a
i4o&if7JQ?Gkr,p 22ssbssp.
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aequentlywithdrawn. But it is nottrue of provision made
inthe form of a claim to benefit from amutualinsur&m
society, secured by thepayment of previous contributions to
thst society. Forwhatasick
or unemployed member draws
from this source is only in small partthe fruit of savings
productivecapitalinvestments.
that have been built up into
In themainit
consists of paymentsmadeout
of the contemporary earnings of other members-payments which
they
are willing
to
make in return for a promise thatthey
themselves shall, at need, receive similar assistance;but
payments, none the leas, whichrepresent
a transference of
r e d income, just as the gift
of a friend would do, and not a
creation of real income. I n practice the chief part of the
provision which poor people make for themselves, otherwise
than bycontemporary work, is made by way of someform
of insurance,though
it is loosely andpopularlycredited
to
8aving.
Consequently, we may conclude broadly
that,
transferences,
to
while any check, caused by differential
the provision that poorpeople make for themselves through
contemporary work involves a corresponding diminution of the
national dividend, any check to the provision they make
otherwise than through work involves a very much less than
corresponding diminution inthe dividend. It followe that
there is little to be gained by imposing deterrent conditions
upon thone recipients of State help who have failed to d e
this sort of proviaion.
f 10. But differentiation in favour of small provision
made through
contemporary
work is a serious matter.
If, for example, it is understoodthat everybody’s income
wil, at need, be broughtupby
State aid to, say, €3
m week, it will, generally and roughly, be to theinterest
of everybody capable of earning by work any sum less than
€3 e week to be idle and earn nothing. This m a t damage
thenational
dividend. How much it demages it will, of
coum, depend onhow
largethe s u m fixed on 88 a minicountry
w 4
mum is, and how many people in the
n d y earn by work less thanthat
eum. I f the s u m
exweds the normal earning power af a large part of the
wnmmity, the damage done muet n d y be very
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great. It is probable that thisconsiderationlayhehind
the
recamendation of the 1832 Commission, that " the situation
on the whole of able-bodied paupersshouldnot
be made
really, or apparently, 80 ehgible aa thesituation
of the
independent labourer of the lowest claw ""that is to say, of
the ordmarp unskilled labourer of full age and in good health.
proAtthat time unskilled labourem formed averylarge
portion of the population. To have guaranteed t o everybody
a situation better than
theselabourers could ordinarily earn
would, therefore, have threatened the nation with the withdrawal from work of a mass of people whose aggregate efforts
were responsible for an important slice of the dividend. It may
be observed, however, that to guarantee now a situation better
than that represented by the earninge of an unskilled labourer
injury
of 1832 would inflict a muchsmallerproportionate
upon the dividend, because the proportion of the population,
who are not capable of attaining a situation better than this,
to guarantee now a situation
has become much smaller. Even
repreeented by the situation of the unskilled labourer of to-day
would have a smallerproportionate effect,because the proportion of the dividend contributed by unskilled labour now
is smallerthan it was in 1832. Plainly, however, for the
State,tacitly
or openly, toguarantee
any standardhigh
enough to aEect R substantial number of people must threaten
therefore, there is
wnsiderable injury to the dividend.Here,
r e d scope for the associationwith Statehelp of deterrent
cmditiona Of course,there is no object inattachingsuch
conditions to help given to a man who is idle becaese he is
genuinely
unable
to find work. The
knowledge
that he
cannot get help without these conditions will not remove this
an object in attachingthem to help
inability.Butthereis
given to those who are idle because they are unwilling to find (or
to keep) work The deterrent conditions will make them less
unwilling. Until recently thepractical diBicu1t.y of dhtinguishk of geraons, conpled with a general
ing between these two c
and justified unwillinpees to deal hardly with &be former of
them,made it impossible to arrange these conditions 5atisfsetorily. A compromise was acaepted,undar which, instead
of no deterrence on the one clam and strict detefience on the
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other,milddeterrence
was imposed on both. Thisplandid,
indeed,save the innocentfromgross
tyranny,but at the
expense of leaving the guilty relatively immune and,therefore, inadequately deterred. Of late years, however, the establishment of employment exchanges has provided machinery by
which the truth of a man’s plea that he is out of work through
no fault of his own can be, in some measure, tested. In trades
where the jobs, once obtained, are of presumed permanence,”
if the employment exchanges are unable to find employment
for a man who applies to them, more particularly if that man
hasadefinite settled home, the plea that he is avictim of
misfortune, and not of laziness, may be provisionally accepted.
Thistest is, indeed, not easilyapplicabletocasualtrades,
whereworkpeople
continuallyalternate
between work and
idleness ; for in thesetradesamanmight
be prepared to
accept work for a day or so, whenever it was offered through
an employment exchange, andyetmight
deliberatelyspend
a much longer period out of work thanthere
was any
need for him to do. Thisdificultymust
berecognised ;
and it must be admitted, further,thatinthe
exceptional
period of freeinsurancegranted
by the British Governof November 1918, anumber of
mentafterthearmistice
persons obtainedunemploymentdonation
who might,had
they wished, have been employed. But, in spite of this, there
can be no doubt that the development of employment exchanges has made it possible, over a wide field, to distinguish
directly those who cannot from those who will not find work.
Consequently, since the former class can be withdrawn
altogether from the ran@ of deterrentconditions, it is now
f&ble so to stiffen up the conditions against the latter class
“people who are in needbecause they will not work with
reasonable continuity in private industryto make them
redly effective.
11. Some guidance as to the form that deterrence should
trzlre a n be obtainedfromEnglish Poor Law experience. It
is clearly s u p t e d , for example, that some degree of enfoxed
labour is anessentialingredient.Theimportance
of this
elemant ia well illustrated in some of the evidence given before
the Royal Commission of 1832. Thus one witness, in a
‘I

5
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Memorandum on Liverpool, stated:“Theintroductionof
labour thinnedthe
house very much ; i t was sometimes
difficult to procurea sufficient supply of junk, which was
generallyobtainedfrom
Plymouth; when thesupply was
known to be scanty, paupers flocked i n ; but thesight of
a load of junk before the door would deter them for any length
of time.”l In the same spirit, the Comptroller of the Accounts
for the township of Salford stated : “ Finding work for those
who applied for relief in consequence of being short or out of
work hashada
verygoodeffect,
especially when the work
has been of a different kind from that which they have been
accustomed to. In Salfordemploymentto
break shnes on
the highways has saved the township several hundred pounds
withinthelast
two years; for very few indeed will remain
at workmore than a few days,while the bare mention of
it is quite sufficient for others.They
all manageto
find
be
employment for themselves, and cease
for
time
a to
troublesome;although i t isasingular
fact that, when the
stock of stones on hand has been completely worked up before
thearrival of others, they have,almost to a man,applied
again for relief, and the overseers have beenobliged togive
them relief; but, so soon 88 an arrival of stones is announced,
they find
work
for themselves again.”
The
information
on the Poplar Union points in the
given in a later Report
samedirection.
But,though
enforced labour seems to be
an essential ingredientindeterrent
conditions, it is not by
itself sufficient. The chief reason for this is the extraordinary
difficulty of making a man work for the Poor Law Authorities
with anything approaching the energy that he would need to
put forth for a private employer. I t is practically impossible
to set relieved persons to work, each a t his own trade. Consequeutly some generalform of labour has to be required:
and it is impossible to fix, for a miscellaneous aaaortment of
, different people, any Bingle standard of performance.
Hence
the standard exaoted has to be meaaured to each man * with
due regard to his ordinary calling or occupation, and his age
and physical ability.” Since this cannot be tested objectively,
&
p
o
r
to j t h c P w Law Commitaim ~$1838,p.

Bid. p. 162.
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‘‘ no specified task can be enforced. Thecapability of the
personsemployed varies, and it can only be required that
each person shall perform the amount of work that he appears
to be ableto accomplish. . . Thestandard of accomplishment is practically fixedby
the unwilling worker.”’ The
fact that resortcannotbehad
tothe ordinarypractice of
dismissal leaves the Poor Law Authoritywithoutany
real
defence againstthis tendency.Consequently
potential beneficiaries are aware that the labour which will be imposed upon
them if, through unwillingnesa to work in private industry, they
hecome candidates for publicassistance, will not be severe
labour. Furthermore, evenif this difficulty could be overitscertaintyand
come, work for the Poor Law,because
continuity absolve those engaged in it from the risk, trouble
and cost involved in occasional loss of employment and the
need of finding a new job, might still provemore attractive
than
independent
labour. Thus, for effective deterrence,
Dissomething more than enforced labour is required.
franchisement (abolished in England in 1 9 18) and the stigma
of pauperismare, in the opinion of practicaladministrators,
quite inadequate.Consequently,for
those who needsupport,
be hadto
disbutwill not work to get it, resortmust
ciplinary measures. This implies
detention
under
control
without excessive leave of absence. On the Continent of
fail t o support
themselves
Europe able-bodied
men
who
because they will not work are subjected tolong
periods
of detention in labour colonies. In Belgiumsuchpersons
may be committed to the penal colony of Merxplas for not less
than two years nor more than seven yeara’ The cantonal law
in Berne provides for their internment in a labour institution
for any time between six months and two yC?arE3 The German
Imperial Penal Code has a similar pr~vision.~ Thepractice of
the Continent is coming to be proposed seriously for adoption
inthiscountry
also. Thusthe
Committee on Vagrancy
be
recommended “ t h a t a class of habitualvagrantsshould
defined by Statute,andthat
this classshouldinclude
any

.

1 Bepwt pf the Cinnmittm on D 6 t T e . s from Wmd of h p l o y m d , quoted by
bveridge, U~lesnpbymelzt,p. 153.
a Cf. D a m n , The P a p m y Problem, p. 136.
= 1M.p. 179.
I M . p. 193.
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person who has been three or more timesconvicted, during
of certain offences now
aperiod
of, say, twelvemonths,
coming under the Vagrancy Act, namely,
sleeping
out,
begging, refusing toperform.his
task of work in casual
wards, or refusing or neglecting to maintain himself 80 that
poor rata”
There
is no
he become
chargeable
to
the
reason-much
the contrary-why
the conditions of deterrence should not be arranged with a view to ‘‘ improving ” the
deterred persons, if that be possible ; for to a man wishing to
be idle the prospect of improvement, whether by training or
by educationor in any other way, will be aa deterrent anything else. Detention, however, is essential. I t s adoptionwhich the development of employment exchangea as a mearls
of separating the sheep from the goats has made practicablewould enable a far more effective system of deterrence to be
associated withState aidto the deliberatelyidle than is a t
present known in this country. We cannot, however, seriously
expect that the systemwillever
become perfectenough to
prevent the expectation of differential tramferences from contracting, in some degree, the size of the national dividend.
1

Report of the Departmentid Committee on Yaqmlley, vol. i. p. 59.

C H A P T E R XI
BOUNTIES ON TEINGS PURCHASED BY THE POOR

8 1. SO far we have been considering

hmferences of a direct
kind. There remain transferences through bounties or devices
substantially equivalent to bounties. These takethreeprincipal forms: first, bounties, provided out of taxes, on the whole
predomiconsumption of particular commdties whichare
nantly purchased by poor persons ; secondly, bounties, similarly
provided, but confined to that part of the whole consumption
which is actually enjoyed by defined categories of poor persons ;
thirdly, authoritative interferencewith
prices, 80 contrived
that the richer purchasers of particular commodities have to
bear part of the cost of what is sold to poorer purchasers.
The first of thesemethods is illustrated by the special subsidies which were paid on bread and potatoes during the Great
War to enableprices to be kept down to what was considered a reasonable levelThe
second andthird
methods
are only practicable in connectionwith
commodities and
mrviw which are non-tmferableinthe
sense explained
in Part II. Chapter XVII. The second isillustrated by the
Irish Labourers Acts, under which, not all house-building in
the dkbricta affected, but only house-building for labourers
waa snbsidiaed, and by the more generalprovisionswhich.
were adopted to meet thepost-war
house shortage. The
ia illustrated by specialarrangementsoften
thirdmethod
&e in connection withthe
services supplied by monopohtie “public
utilitiea”
Whether
these services are
acttlally produoed by private concerns or by the public
suthoritiea themselves, public authorities can, if they choose,
compel Bales to selected poor persona to be made at a
787
3B
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loss, and can arrange for this loss to be made good through
thau
would otherwise
charges to other persons higher
plan is adopted under a number
have been permitted.This
of TramwayActs,where provision ismade for aconvenient
service of workmen's cam at specially low fares. Thus " a
recent report of the HighwayCommittee
of the London
County Council estimates that the loss involved by running
the workmen's car service is €65,932 per annwn"The
by the (pre-war)
same policy is illustrated in another connection
practice of the municipality of Wiesbaden, where gas supplied
by means of prepayment m e t e r s - a more expensive method of
supply-was charged for at the same rate as gas supplied by
ordinary metera to all persons the annual rent of whose house
was less than 400 markaz I t should be noted that this method
ie not necessarily confined to commodities and serviw prod u d under
conditions
of monopoly. Provided thatthe
goods are, or can be made, non-transferable, it is open to
public authorities to fix a charge at which anybodyundertaking anamed
business or profession must eell whatever
quantity of service is demanded by persons in a given eategoy.
The result will be to limit the number of peraons entering
that business or profession, till the expectation of earnings
therefrom-derived jointly from sales to the poor and ta
other persons, for
whose
purchasesthechargesare
fixed
by thenormalplay
of demandand supply-becomes
about
equal to that ruling in other businor professions of
a similar difEculty and disagreeableness and involving an
equally expensive
training.
This,
of course, impliee that
the low chargesmadetothefavouredcategory
of persons
are aesociated withcharges to other categoriee higherthan
if the low chargee had not been
would
have
prevailed
. enforced.
3 2. To allthesemethods
it has been objected that
they necessarily benefit unequally different poor pentons whose
circumstances are substantially similar. Professor Knoop
writes, for example: It is
diEicult
to 88e why artisans,
&echanica, and day labourers, who havel in the early morning,
Hnoop, A.im.@e
of~
T~adiw,
p 366.
1 BA p. 21x1.

should receive privileges
which
men and women serving
in shops, clerks, and others, who are no better off financially,
do not enjoy.”‘ It may be replied that, if a thing is good
in itself, the partial realisation of i t cannotrightly be condemned on the ground that complete r e a h t i o n is impracticable. We are not, however,
concerned
with
the
validityeither
of this objection or of the different and
more forcible objection, from the side of fairness, which a n
be urged specially againstthethird
method,namely, that
it throws the cost of helping the poor upon particular persons,
instead of upon the taxpayersgenerally?
For the present
purpose it is enough to know that all three of the methods
distinguished abovehave, aa a matter of fact, been adopted
over a fairly wide field.
f 3. The first of the three n e c m r i l y , and, if the
categories are 80 c h w n that people cannotpractically
be
drawn by the bounty into a benefited category, the other two
also involve neutral transferences ” in the senseexplained
iu 4 3 of the last chapter, and not differential transferences.
Henoe the expectation of them operates on the productive
activity of the poor only through their e$’ect on the marginal
desirednees which money haa to them. But they differ from’tbe
kind of neutral transferences so far examined in one reapect.
Theywill check to asmallextent the contribution of work
made by the poor, if they arc granted upon things for which the
demand of the poor has an elasticity less than unity; but they
wil increase this contribution to a small extent, if they are
granted on things forwhich this demand haa an elasticity
greater thanunity.
For i n the former event the marginal
deairedness of money to the poor will be lowered, since more
is left over for other things; and in the latter event it will be
raked As a matter of fact, bounties are mostlikely to be
given on things of urgent need and, therefore, of inelaatic
demandThe
c h d to outputresultingfromthe
consequent
relaxation of effort on the part of potential recipients means
mmt.~,though probably a very mall, diminution of the national
&idand.
1

h o o p , Priacipks ofllleunieipaa Trading, p. 266.
a Cf. am&, krt IV. Chapter V. 5 7.
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8 4. So far it wouldseem that there is little to choose
between helpto the poorby bounties and by direct neutral
transferences. If theamount of the bounty-fed commodity
whicheach recipient is to consume is fixed authoritatively,
ea undertheBritiah
system of free andcompulsory elementary education,this isin fact so. It is 80, too, if the
amount is not fixed authoritatively, but is, for other reasons, not
p r
liable to change in consequence of the bounty.Thus
people are accustomed to buy some things through a common
purchase fund, so organised that the payment a member has
tomake does not vary withtheamount
of his individual
will
purchases. Sickclubsare arranged on this plan.There
be no inducement to a member of a sick club to increase
the amount of the doctor’s services that he calk for in a year
merely because the fixed amount, that he hasbeen accustomed to
pay for membership of the club, is taken over and paid by the
State. These conditiona, however, are exceptional. I n general,
when a bounty, or the equivalent of a bounty, is given on any
commodity, the purchasers, having regard to the bounty, will
buy more of the commodity than they would have done had
they received an 4uivalent subsidy in the form of a direct
money grant. I n this way reeourcea are diverted out of the
natural channels of production, and there is a presumptionwhich may, of course, 88 was explained in Part 11. Chapter XI.,
be rebutted by special knowledge-thatthis
diversionwill
i n a c t an extra injury on the national dividend, over and 8bove
in the preceding paragraph. If the bounty is
thatsetout
large enough, it may happen that the output of the bounty-fed
commodity will be expanded eo far that to the poor themeelves
the supply price, not merely in t e r m of money, but in terms of
mtisfwtion, exceeds the delnand prim, or, in other words, that
the economic satiefaction they get from the last incrementconwmed is less thanthe economic dissatisfactioninvolved in
pmducing it. I n gemeral the expectation of a tminsference to
the poor throngh bountiea on prtieular commodities is likely
to damage the wtional dividmd rather m m than the expeektion of a direct neutral transference of equal magnitude, In
spite of this, however, the bounty method may still sometimes
be better than the other, not only because there m q be apecia1
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economic or non-economic reasons for encouraging the consumption of the particularthing
on which the bounty is
given, 88 compared withotherthings,but
also because the
dement of charity ” is less obvious and, therefore, less &maging to the morale of the beneficiaries, when it is concealed in
a bounty than when it is displayed in a direct dole.
((

t

CHAPTER XI1
THE
EFFECT
ON THE
NATIONAL
DIVIDEND OF THE FACT OF
TRANSFERENCES FROM THE REUTIVELY RICHTO THE POOR

5 1.

INthe three preceding chapters we have been concerned
of the expectation
withthe effect on thenationaldividend
of transferences from therichand
of the expectation of
transferences to the poor. These things, we have wen, are
liable t o modify thedividend of any year by reactingboth
on the contribution of work provided during that year and on
the quantity of capital equipment made ready in former yeara
againstthe
needs of that year. The whole story, however,
hasnotyet been told In the year-any
year-that
we are
considering, the dividend, as determined by these expectations,
will be of such and such a size. Thereupon occur8 the fact of
k.amfert?nces from the rich to the poor. This, for the yeam
yet to come, superimposes upon the effecta we have been
considering 80 fara new set of effecta. For it involvesa
shifting, additional to anyshifting8 thatarebroughtabout
by expectations, in the w s towhich thedividend of the
year we are considering isput.Forthe
preaentpurpose
may be taken to be the provieion of
th0 acceaaible
uaes
goode consumable by the rich, the provision of machina to
miat futnre production, and the proviaion of goods wnsnmable
by the p r . When 8 transference of r88ources from the
rioh
to
the p r takes p h , the
third
of ththrea
divisions of thedividend
is increased a t the expeaae of
theother two. Our problem is to determine the effect of
this
alterstion
in
the
distribution among different wea
of tbe dividend of one year upon themagnitude
of the
dividend of later yeam
7lia
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2. If no transferencehad occurred, the portion of the
form of machineswould have
dividendduetowsumethe
dividend
in later years. The
contributed to enlarge the
portion devoted to the consumption of the rich, in BO far as
it aerved to make them more efticient producing agents, would
also have done thisto 8ome extent. Among rich penons,
however, i t is improbable that any practicable reduction of consumption-the effect might, of course, be different if a levy
were imposed ao large aa to bring down incomes from €5000
to €100-would diminish
efficiency in an appreciable degree.
Hence we may say roughly that that part of the sum transbeen
ferred t o the poor in any year, which, if it hadnot
transferred, would have been converted into capital, is the o d y
part that would have made a substantial contribution to the
dividend of the future. How large that part of the transferred
EUQ
I
is will depend to some extent on the method of taxation
that is employed. Under the income-tax method we may supporn that in one year twenty million€ iscollected from 200,000
people by a levy of € 100 on each ; under the death-dutymethod
that an equal 8 u m is collected from 10,000 people by a levy
of €2000 on each. Things could, no doubt, be so arranged
that thesetwo plans wouldcome tosubstantiallythe
same
thing. For underthedeathdutymethod
each person m i g u
furnish about €10 0 annually to insurance companies, to be
hauded overby them in payment of the death duties falling
due during the year,instead of furnishing it, asunderthe
income-tax method, to the Treasury. I n actual life, however,
it is not likely that a tax falling duefrom
any estate
every twentieth year wiU be fully provided against in the
untaxedyears
that precede or follow. Consequently it ie
probable that under the death-duty method a good deal more
than €100 will have to be furnished towarb the tax from the
muma accruing in the actual p a r of the tax, and a good
deal leas h m those amruing in other years. It is fairly clear,
however, that, rn the amount withdrawn from the m o u r n of
‘any year grows, p p l e will be less and l a willing, owing to
the wrench thfestened to their habits, to take it out of consumption. Conseguently there w
l
l
ibe a tendency for a hrga
pax-$ d it to come out of such part of the taxpayers’ reeourws
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aa would normally have been saved ; and, if these resources
arenot sufficient, for it to be raised by the sale of capital.
This b s t arrangement does not, of courae, imply the handing
over to the State in taxation of actual cnpital goods, but it
does imply that somebody else, whowould otherwise have
devoted resources t o building plant and machinery, will devote
them instead tobuyingtheexistingplantandmachinery
that the taxpayer is forced to sell ; with the result that the new
savings of thecommunity asa whole are contracted by an
amountapproximatelyequivalent
to theamount of existing
on themarket.
In general,
capitalthatthetaxpayerthrows
then, the fact that death duties consist of large leviea a t long
intervals in place of smalllevies at short intervals suggeets
that the reaourw transferredthroughthem
are likely to be
drawn from potential capital more largely than wouldbe the
caae if equal resources were collected through income tax. This
suggestion is confirmed and emphaaised by thefurther fact
that, under death duties, the moment chosen for tho tax levy
is one a t which theheir is entering into anentirely new
fortune. At this moment he will not have accustomed himself
to think of his new property aa I‘ belonging to him ” in the
ordinary sense: he will look upon what cornea after death
duties have been paid aa his “inheritance,” and will not be
spumed on to replenish with new special savings the gap that
these duties have made in its original amount. This incident
also makes p r o tanto for thepayment of theduties out of
potential capital.Thedistinction
between deathdutiesand
income tax in this respect is, however’, a secondary matter,
Even under death dutiee, when any given quantityof reeources
ia collected from the rich, it is practically certain that some of
it w
l
l
ibe taken (perhaps & insurance premiums) from that
part of their inoome which would, in the ordinary mume, have
been conaumed. This irnpliea that the pert which would have
become capital w i l l not be reduced by the whole amount of
the levy, It follow that any given trsnaference of resourma
from the rich to the poor ia bound, in itrself and apart from
ths reactions discussed in the preceding chapters, to inthe national dividend d the future, provided that the retarn
pi0Lded by investment in the poor, through additions to
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their industrial capacity, is not less than the return yielded
by investment in material capital-that
is to say, roughly, than
the normal rate of interest.
tj 3. Now it must be admitted at once thatthereare
certain classes of poor persons whom no trmference of
r e ~ o u m s could render
appreciably
more efficient. These
classes includethe
great mass of thorn who are morally,
mentallyorphysically
degenerate. The history of Labour
Colonies both st home and abroad and the experience of our
own special schools for the feeble-minded make it clear that,
for this class of person, realcure is practically impossible.
‘*Theofficials of the colonies, on being asked their opinion aa
to whether it could be said with truth that
any large proportion of the men sent to Merxplas were rehabilitated,
morally or socially, by their stay a t Bderxplas, replied that in
very few cases is such reclamation effected ” : and this is the
experience of more than onecolony elsewhere devoted to the
care of the worst class of thenon-criminal population.The
fact is that, i n the economic, as in the physical, sphere, society
is f a a d withcertain
a
number of incurablea For such
persona, when they are found, the utmost that can be done is
to seclude them permanently from opportunities of parasitism
upon others, of spreading their moral contagion, and of b w ing offspring of like character to themselves. Theresidue of
hopelessly vicious, mentally defective, and other unfortunates
may, indeed, still be cared for humanely by society, when they
come i n b being, and it would be wrong to neglect any method
of treatment that might rake the lives of even a few of them
to a higher plane. But our main effort must be, by edncation and, atill more, by mtricting propagationamongthe
mentallyand phy8ically unfit, to cut off at the m m this
atream of tainted lives.To
cure theminany
real senee
is beyond human power. The same thing is true of those
pemm whosuffsr from no inherent defect andhave lived
intheir
day the life of good citizens, but whosepowers
hsw been worn out by age or ruined by grave accidp&
Here again, from thestandpoint of investment, the soil is
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barren. The transference of resources to these persons, in
whatever form it is made, may be extremely desirable for other
reasons, but it cannot yield any significant return in industrial
capacity.
3 4. Fortunately, however, these c l w m constitute only a
With the poor
small part of the whole body of poor persons.
regardedgenerallythere
is no frozen fixity of quality,but
investment ie capable of real effect. At a first glance we
might, perhaps,expect
the marginalreturn
obtainable in
this field to be equal to what it is in industry proper. This,
a
adjusted
community
however,' is not so. In perfectly
education
and
capital would be invested i n thenurture,
training of differentpersons, no matterinwhat
class they
were born, in such wise that, given the existing state of
capital supply,the
existing
relative
demand
for servicea
requiring different sorts of ability, and the existingstate of
industrial technique, the values of themarginalnetproduct
yielded by it wouldbe equal everywhere. Thus, EW between
men withdifferent degrees of the same kind of &pacityinvested in
duke's sons and cook's sons alike-more would be
of
the abler than in the lessable ; and, as betweenmen
different kinds of capacity, more would (in general) be iuvested
in those whose kind was inkeener demand. There is, b w ever, reason to believe thatthe ordinary play of economic
forces tends unduly to contract investment in the persons of
the normal poor, with the result that the marginal return to
resources invested, not, indeed, in all, but in a great number of
the poor and their children is higher than the marginal return
to ~esouccesinveated in machines, The ground for this belief
is that poor pereons are without snfEcient fund8 to be able themelves to invest adequately in their own and their children's
capacities, while they are also so e i t u a t d h t other pereons,
who have sufficient funds, are, in great meamre, debaxred from
doing this for them. Under a slave economy, or under a mial
v
e
tm 80 organiaed that those, in whom alien money was inveated,could aomehowpledgetheir capacities as aecurityfor loans,
bhe case would be diffemL But in the actual world there ia no
easy way in which capitalists can enaure khat any conaiderable
part of the returnon money invested bykhehem in the q w i t i e s of
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the poor shall accrue to themselves. If they make a loan, they
if they invest directly,
cannot e&t security for repayment;
by providinginstruction for their own employs,theyhave
no guarantee-unless, indeed, they are manufacturers of proprietary goods requiringa more or less specialised kind of
kbour, which is of less value to others than to them-that
theee employs will not shortly quit their service;
and, even
is such
security,
the employers mustexpect
when
there
more
competent, will
that
the
workers, having become
endeavour to exact a wage increased proportionately to their
efficiency, and so to annex for themselves the interest on the
employer’s investment. In fact, investment in the persons of
the p r is checked in a way analogous to that in which investment in land tenanted byrich occupiers and ownedbypoor
men may be checked. The ownem cannot afford toinvest,
and the occupiers, living without proper security as regards
tenants’ improvements, and receiving, therefore, as private net
product, onlyaportion
of the social netproduct
of their
investment, are unwilling to invest aa much as the interat of
the nationaldividend requires. In view of these considerations there is strong reason to believe that, if amoderate
amount of resources were transferred from the relatively rich
to therelatively poor, and were invested 111 poor persoas
with a single-eyed regard to rendering the poor in general as
efficient a~ possible, the rate of return yielded by these resources
in extra product, due to increased capacity, would much exceed
the normal rata of interest on capital invested in machinery
and plant? Of come, however, in real life transferences from
the rich to the poor are not all made subject to the condition
that they shall be employed in the way mostproductive of
efficiency. It is, therefore, neceesary to examine separately
the effects of certain principal sorts of transference.
f 5. First, consider transferences in the form of industrial
training to selected persons among able-bodied adult workers.
In this class of persons there am alwaysa number who are
It should be noted that, if the transference is very large, the res&&
m
a
w capital may muse the mte of intereat to increase appreciably ;
and h
t then tbe Sdvaniage ofinvestment in thecapacities of the poor w
li
hsw to LW U u d again& the advmhge of investment in machines yielding
this inemad r*.
1
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making
exceptionally
low earninge, because they
are
illadjueted. to the job in which they are engaged, but who are,
nevertheless, ofgood natural ability. Resonrcas transferred to
these persona in the form of training are likely to yield a large
return. This fact waa recognised, not merely in the gpecial
arrangements made for demobilised o%cers and men after the
war, but also in the National Insurance Act
of 1 911. The
hundredth clause of that Act provided that, if, after test and
inquiry, “ t h e insurance officer considers thatthe
skill or
knowledge of a workman (who repeatedly falls out of employment) is defective, but that there is a reeaonable prospect of
the defect being remedied by technical instruction, the insurance o&mr may, subject to any directions given by the
Board of Trade, pay out of the unemployment fund all or any
of the expenses incidental to the proviaion of the instruction,
if he is of opinion that the charge on the unemployment fund
in respect, of the workman is likely to be diminished by the
provision of the instruction.”The
clam of persom to whom
this policy is especially applicable are workpeople not too far
advanced in yeam, whose special skill haa been rendered uselese
by mme invention enabling the work they have learnt to do
to be performed more economically byunskilledlabour
in
attendance upon anautomatic tool. They include, too, those
persons whom accident or illness haa deprived of eume
specislised capacity, 88 well asthevictime
of permanent
changes of fashion. Money spent in teaching these pmn~a
new trade in place of the one they have lost is likely to yield
a wbetantialreturn.The
same thing is true of instruction
given to those persom, if in practice they can be distinguiehed,
who, with an aptitude for one aort of occupati6nn,have amidentally, or through perrremity, drifted into another. In this
category should be included men bred in the country and well
fitted for rural life, who have been enticed by the glamour of
some oity ta abandontheir proper vocation It ia, however,
aseential thatthe
men
selected
for
sgricultursl k i n g
should be curefully chosen fromamong persons with a real
turn for agriOdtUral life. Frequently thier hSe mt been done.‘
1 On the continent of Europe, the Fsrm Oolodea, a8
p e d workhouaea, do not, in g e n e d , d v e t h e pnuine unerapbyed,
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The comparative failure which attended early British experiments i n farm colonies may have been due to that fact. The
wiculturaltrainingcentres
establishedby
theMinistry
of Labour st Brandon andat Clayton in Suffolk in 1 9 2 5
appear to havehadconsiderable
success.1 The usefnlness
of such centres might perhaps be enhanced if they were not
out of
confined to the service of persons who havefallen
employment, but were general training schools of agriculture,
open to members of the public, and so endowed withan
industrial rather than a remedial atmosphere.'
6. Secondly, we maydistinguish transferences inthe
form of medical attendance and treatment to persons suffering
from temporary sicknem If these pereons are not assisted
in t i m e 4 e l a y d helpmay be comparatively useless-they
may well suffer a permanent break-down in health. Resuurces transferred to them in the form of medical care and
appropriate food are likely to prevent a large loss of capacity.
Of MU-, in order that good resultsmay be attained,the
transferences must be adequate and the m e d i d attendantre or
supervision must not be ebandoned at too early a stage. On
this pointtheMinorityReport
of Poor Law Commissioners
made a mrious complaint against theadministration of English
Poor Law Infirmaries : No attempt is made to follow into
their homes thehundreds of phthisical andotherpatients
&barged every week from the sick wards of the Workhouses
and Poor Law InGrmaries, in order to ensure at any rate 8ome
sort of observance of the hygienic precautions, without which
they, or their near neighbow, must soon be again numbered
among the sick"
Given, however, thatthe tranplferences to
si& pwsons are reasonably made, there is good hope that, they
wiu lead to a large increase of capacity.
whoare out of work against their will. The great mnjority of the frequenters are
tha ehiftlese toefera, who, m the savemr seasons of the yerr or in times of apeeial
diskmas, Seeg the nhdter they offer rather than expose themselves to continued
want or run the riek of entering the penal workhouse " (EuUdin of the Unit,&
eB U ~ Ud - ~ , 1908,NO.76, p. 788).
1 Cf, Webb, E~qlkJzLocaE Umwmmni, vol. iv. p. 692.
2 Cf. &pert OR 2%
T m q f u m ~ eof Fwn&ims of Pwr Lao A M k
[m 89171 p. 26.
a-

010 %t

PLWTh w a , A f i d g JZepwt, p. 867.
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5 7. Thirdly, attention may be directed to transferences in
the form of training and nurture to the normal children of the
poor. Here there is immense scope for profitable investment. It
is just when their children are young, and, therefore, in many
ways afford the most fruitfulmil for investment,that p r
families find themselves in the greatest straits, and, therefore,
of
leastable to provide adequately for them.Theproportion
child~mwho pass their earlier years in great poverty is much
larger than the proportion of families who are in this condition at any one time. Thus, taking a standard of life analogous
to Mr. Rowntree’s poverty line, Dr. Bowley found, just before
the war, that “more than half the working-class children of
Reading,during
some part of their first fourteen years,
liveinhouseholdswhere
the standard of life in queation is
not a t h i n d ” ’ The aame point is brought out by Miea
Daviea’s observation about the village of Cowley, that “from
the insignificantone-eighth
of the householda in primary
poverty two-fifths, or nearly half, of all children in the parish
are drawn, and that only one-third of all the children are in
householda above theline of secondary poverty.”’ AB wm
obaervd in Part I. Chapter VIII. 6, the position in thie
matter haa greatly improved aince the war, partlythrough
the rise in the real wages of unskilled labour andpartly
through the falling-off which has taken p h in the average
number of children per family. Thus in 1 923-24 in Reading
the proportion of children under 14 livingin houses where
the etsndard speciiied above could not be reaahed had fallen
(assuming no unemployment)from 1 in 2 to 1 in 7.8 Even
yet, however, the position is sufficiently deplorable. Reviewing
the atatietios collected from the five towns(Northampton,
Warrington, Reading, Bolton and Stanley), Dr. Bowley
concluded in 1924 : ‘‘ More than 1 in 6 (of thechildren)
am in present circumstsncea below theline (hh kculttted
poverty h e ) at some period of their young livee ; a amaller
proportion am below it for many years conaecutively.”B
Properly arranged help for these childrenmay do much towards

5

1
2

3

Jourad @ fha Ragrd S t a k i e d &ekttg,Jnns 1913, p. 692.
Life in m Bnglbls Viuaqe, p. 2a7.
Htw P o w @ dimI pp. 844.
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building up, in the most plastic period of life, strong bodies
and minds trained,at least in general intelligence,and, perhaps,
also in mme form of technical skill.
Of wurse, if thesetransferences areto be fruitful,they
must be reasonably conducted. It is useless, for example,to
spend money on educating childrenwhile leaving them the prey
to demoralising home conditions. If theyarenot
properly
looked after at home, a part of the transferenceto
them
mu$t be utilised in boarding them out with carefully chosen
families, or in sending them compulsorily t o an institution or
industrial school. ThusboththeMajorityandtheMinority
of the Poor Law Commissioners agree that children, who are
neglected in the homes of parents in receipt of relief, should be
forcibly " eent to an institution or industrial school," and that,
for the children of " ins and outs," " power should be taken to
keep these childrenininstitutionswhiletheparents
are
detained in a detention colony."
Again, it is uselew, and maybe even harmful, to spend
money on educating children m ill-nourished that they cannot
learn and merely exhaust their
nervous system in trying to
do ma Underfedchildrenmust
be provided with meals as
well a,s with education,and, it need hardly be added, these
meals must be regular and not spasmodically offered b
different children twice or three times in a week. Pmbabiy
the meals ehould be continued during the achool holidays, for
0therwie-i much of the benefit will be lost. In like manner,
it ia use€wto spend money on educating children, if, at the
m e time or immediatelyafterwards, they arepermittedto
engage in oocupations which inquiry shows to be destructive
of whetever benefit educationmight
be expected to yield.
There is reason to anppose that many of the forms of unskilled
labour at present open to boys not merely fail to train, but
p i t i d y antrain, their victims. In areportpresented
to
the Boyd Commission on tbe Poor Laws Mr.Jackson well
writes : Mere Skill of hand or eye is noteverything.
It is
cbarsctglr and &nW of responsibilitywhichrequires
to be
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fostered, and not only morals, but grit, stamina, mentalenergy,
steadiness, toughness of fibre, endurance, must be trained and
developed.” But thesegeneralqualitiescanillwithstand
the
conditions, if these are unalleviated, of many forms of unskilled
boy-labour. Mr. Jacksonreports the view that “ the occupation of van-boys is very calculated to destroy industry,” and
adds that opinion is practically unanimous that street-selling
is most demoralising to children. It is not so much a question
of askilledtradenotbeingtaught
aa of work which is
deteriorating absorbing theyears of the boy’s life when he
most needs educativeexperience in the wider 8em”’ It is
plain that, if investment in the children of the poor is to be
trulyfruitful, it must be accompanied byprohibition, or a t
all events by restriction, of theright of entryintothese
occupations.
Yet again, a8 withthe sick, so too withthechildren,
the careexpendedon
themmust
be adequately prolonged.
“ It is not sufficient to send a child of fourteen to a situation
which may prove unsuitable, and leave it there to look after
In short, stupidly organised investments in children’s
itself.”
capacities-like
otherstupidly
organised investments-will
yield little return; but well organised investments, and, more
especially, investments adjusted in amounttothenatural
abilities of the various children affected, hold out large promise.
Nor is this promise exhausted when account has been taken
of the effect produced on average children. Among the great
number of working-class families there are sure to be born
from time to time ohildren of exceptional power. Investment
in the education af children generally should be credited with
the effect it produces i n these children. Thispointand
the implicetiom of it are put with ire& force by Marshall
in the following pawage: “ There is no extravagance more.
prejudicial to the growth of national wealth than the waateful
negligence which allows genius that happens to be barn of
lowly parentage to expend i t d f i n lowly wprk, No change
would conduce 80 much to a rapid increase of national wealth
ae an improvement in our schools, and especially those of the
l‘

1

Boyd Cm&n
3 ItO&

011

h
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-

tlis P m Lam,.Appendix, VOL xx. pp. 28-7.
Dp1
P m lam, R.qoFt, p 188,
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middle grade, provided it be combinedwith
an extensive
system of scholarships,which will enablethe clever son of
a working man to rise gradually from school to school till he
has the best theoretical and practical education which
the age
can give.”
8. Up to thispoint we have been considering transferences made in elected forms and to selected group among
the poor; and we have seen that forsuch transferences there
am openings,” in which thereturnprobably
obtainable is
very much superior to that offered by investment. in machinea
I t follows that the fact of these transferences, when they are
managed
by
competent
persons, is practically certain to
benefit the
national
dividend.
The
effect of transferences
made iu a general way, in the form of command over purohasing power, cannot be determined so easily. Themain
difhulty is that many poorpersons are unable, through lack
of knowledge, to invest resources in themselves or their
children inthe best way.Thua,
in a recent report of the
Board of Education, we read : A largeproportion
of the
badly nourishedchildren suffer from unsuitable food.rather
than from lack of food. It is probably no exaggeration to say
that the improvement, which could be effected in the physique
of elementary school children in the poorer parte of our l a r e
t o m , if their parents could be taught or persuaded t o spend
thesameamount
of money a8 they now spend on their
is
children’s food in a more enhghtened and suitable manner,
p b r thananyimprovement
which could be effected by
feeding themintermittently a t the cost of theratea”
In
like manner, Mrs. Bossnquet notes that some two-ninths. out
of Rowntree’s three-ninths, of poverty is “ secondary ” poverty.
She writes: ‘‘ The weight of the problem rests withthe
ignorance and careleeanem of parents who do not lack the
meam to do better; and this view is further enforced by the

5

1 Marshall, Prhipkd of Ecw&nica, p. 213. Furthermore, it&odd
be
noticed t b t such 8 policy will react to the advantage even of those membra of
the rmrnnal working claaa who are not direotly touched by the improved dacet i o d opportunitiem; for it w
l
l
iboth increase the demand for their aer6icea,
by m d o g the number of persona capable of acting aa businem managers,
and .Is0 diminish the anpply of their aervicea by withdrawing these men from
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large amount of evidence that most of the malnutrition is due
to misdirected feeding rather than underfeeding."'
To charge
the wholebody of the poorer claeses with ignorance and lack
of capacity for management would, indeed, be to utter a gross
libel A sharp
distinction
must be drawn between poor
families whoseincome,
thoughsmall,isfairly
regular, and
poor families where the fathers are in casual and intermittent
clam, disorganised in
employment. Familieu of thelatter
their mental habit no less than in their homes, never knowing
from day to day or week t o week what their income will be,
cannot arrangetheirexpenditure
well. But families of the
former class are in a position, if they choose, tobuild up a
fairlydefinite standard of life. Among them there are many
whom spending is even now arranged with extraordinary competence and wisdom ; and, if they were better off, EO that the
wife waa less burdened with work and WOITY, it may be supposed that their present high standard would be still further
m k d . Still,though, aa against some members of the poorer
classes, the charge of incapable management is ridiculous, aa
against many members it is undoubtedly true. Nor from the
nature of things could it be otherwise. The art of spending
money, not merely among the
poor, but among all chaes, is
verymuch less developed tbanthe art of making 'it. The
mlly
inveatments
which
people make in
industry
are
made with the help of specialiets, who are in competition
with one another and among whom bad judgment ultimately
meane elimination ; but the investments which people make in
their own capacities are conducted by themselvea-that is to
my, by persons who are not specialists, mting in circumstances
where the selective influence of competition is excluded. This
distinction GIM be brought out by an iliuetration dmwn from
withinthe businemsphereitself.Those
entreprenama who
produce g d for the market are subject, in general, to keen
competition among theimdvea The result is that the stupid
and ignorant tend to be extruded, and those only continu0 to
act as entrepreneurs, who approach fairly closely to the average
level of intelligence among their clam In occujpationewhere
1

'I

Phyaical Degenerationend the Poverty L a , " C - b h ,

1904, p. 72.
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commodities are produced, not for sale in the market, but for
domeatic consumption,and where, therefore, thecompetitive
struggle is relaxed, the standard of competence tends, other
thine being equal, to be lowered. Thispoint is well illustrated by the history of the English textile industries. Wool
andlinen,
a t thetime
of theindustrial
revolution, were
associated with the ordinary routine of peasantlife,butthe
Everywherea
treatment of cotton waa not so associated.
pmfemional employment, not a by-product, those who followed
it did 80 for gaX” Theresult
WM that improvements
developed and spread muchmore rapidly in cotton manufacture than in the other textiles. It ia plain that the conditions
under which the art of spending money is conducted are on a
par with thoseprevailing in domestic, and not withthose
prevailing in professional, employxnenta. It follows that
the. main stimulusmaking for competence andthe power
of wise choicabetween different ways of using reaources is
lacking. Thus, Professor Mitchell writes : “ The limitations of
the family life effectually debar us from making full u88 of our
domestic braina The trained intelligence and the conquering
apacity of the highly eacient housewife cannot be applied to
the congenial task of setting to rights the disordered houaeholds of her inefficient neighboura These neighbours, and
even thehusbands of theseneighbours, are prone to regard
critical
mmmentariee
upon their slack methods,
however
pertinent and constructive in character, as meddlesome interfemme. And the woman with a consuming passim for good
management cannot compel her less progressive sisters to adopt
wills, aa an enterprisingadvertiaer
hersystemagainsttheir
may whiphisreluctant
rivals into line. For themasterful
bsuaewife cannot win away the husbands of slack managers,
as the masterfulmarchant can winaway thecustomers of
the h able. What ability in spendingmoney is developed
among ~cattered individuala we dam up within the walls of
tbe eingle houaehold.”
The inevitable consequence is that
among dl olaesea, and among the poor along with the othm,
Cf. c b p b ~ mCaRllwidgc
,
Madern History,vol.

x. p 768.
The Bsakwsrd Art of Spending Money,“ Apnsrimpl &mnemic &rricro,
BO.a, p 274.
1

I

there is avery great amount of ignorance concerning the
aomparative (marginal) advantages of different ways of spending money. Consequently i t ieidle to expect that re80transferred to poor persons in the form of general purchasing
power will be employed by them exclmively in the openings
that are likely to yield the largest, return of oapacitp.
When the mistakes mad0 are very grave, the national dividend
may gain 1- from the improvements =ought in the capacity
of the poor than it loses by the withdrawalfromordinary
investment of that part of the transferred resources, which, if
&heyhad not been traneferred, would have been devoted to that .
um.1 There is adanger
that reeources transferred to poor
persons, in the form of command over purehasing power, will,
fiom the point of view of thenational dividend, be waated.
The R
a
p
1 Commisaioners on the Poor Laws complain, for
example, that out-relief, a administered in many p
rta of
Great Britain, mrvee merely “ t o perpetuate aocial and moral
conditions of khe worst type.” a Many l3oa.d~of Gutlrdiana
take no meaeures to sscsrtain what recipients do withthe
“ With significant exoeptions, Boards
relief granted to them!
of Guardians give these dolee arid d o w a n m without requiring in return for them even the mostelementary conditiona . . . Wehave men homes thusmaintainedont
of
the public funds in a state of indescrilwrble filth and negEect,
the abodes of habitual intemperance and dkd erl y living.”’
59. The practical inferencefrom t h k discurnion is that transferences to-thepoor, made in the form of oommand m e r pnrchse“g power, have a much better chance bf benefiting the national
dividend of the fnture if they areassociated with some degree of
overeight over the persona to whom the trsIM€emnwm are mcrda
This oversight, and whatever control it iwy be newmry to
oouple with it, mu&, of course, be very carefilly guarded. It
1 It m y possibly be objmtad that of €100 inv%sted in ii&stry, €50 or
more goae an wage% and, therefore, is ale0 inoested in the poor. This ie a
rnimanosption When SlOO ia in~eatedia incl-,
w d h of laboar and
toolsis devotsd to making m~~hitzery
: when it is invested in the paaona of poor
people, €100 worth of labour a d roola h devoted to making conaqmsble goods
for their m.

~Roydcm*rmuuPoor~~~“p1oft.
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should be based on a full recognition of the fact that people are
.speak of their
not machines, and that their industrial-not to
human--capacity L a function of their moral, as well as of their
material,surroundings.
If thearrangementsaresuchthat
persons hitherto respectable are compelled, for any considerable
time, to associate with vagabonds and ne’er-do-weels, their industrial character is endangered. If, on the other hand, the gift
of material aid is accompanied by the interest, aympathy and
counsel of friends, willingness to work and save may be largely
and permanently encouraged. Out of a full experience Canon
Barnett wrote: “Many have been the %hemes of reform I have
known, but, out of eleven years’ experienee, I would say that
none touches the root of the evil which oh?s not b i n g help^
a d helped ina0 f&ndly rdations.”
A system of administration, in which, aa in the Elberfeld and Bergen plans-copied
in msmtiale by the voluntary Guilde of Help now growing up
in many English towns ‘-the
elementa of personal cam are
largely utilised, is thus likely to prove, even from apurely
moaetary point of view, a better investment than one dependent on mechanical rules. This conaideration emphasises the
great importance of associating voluntary effort with the ofkial
d i n e r y of State aid to the poor.
9

B
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CHAPTER XI11
A NATIONAL MINIMUM BTANDARD OF REAL INCOME

5

1. WEEN we desire to determine whether the fact and the
expectation of the fact, taken together, of anygiven a n n u l
transference of resourma from tha relatively rich to the relatively poor arelikelytoinmeamthe
nationaldividend, dl
the variousconsiderations eet out in the p d n g chapters
must be takenintoaccount
There islittledoubtbutthat
plans could be devised, which would enable transferences,
of resource8, to be made with
involving a very large amount
results advantageomto production. Since thegenerality of
these transferencee will also increase the real incomes of the
relatively poor, they must redoundto the advantage of economio
welfare in a wholly unambiguous way. Transferences which
diminish the national dividend, on the other hand, are liable,
through various reaotiona whichhave been indicated in the
course of this discussion, to diminiah the real earning3 of the
relatively poor; and, if their amount is kept conatant,they
may do thia to BO great an extent that the
per year: of
the relatively poor plus the transference d e tothem will
Uttinuctdely be lem than their earnings alone would have been,
had no tmnderenoe been made. When this happens, theae
transferences also affect economic welfare in an nnambiguom
way : this time by injuring it. There remains, however,one
further mrt of transference, the d
t
a of which cannot be
unambiguous. I refer to a system of transferences vapid from
year to yefu in such a way 88 to compensste for any reduction
that may 'come about in that pfart of the inoome of the p
whioh accrues to themthrough
earnings. An afiangement .
of thia mrt is implicitly introduced whenever a government
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establishes. a minimum standard of real income, below which
it refuses to allow any citizen in any circumatancee to f a x
For the establishment of such a minimum standard, implying,
as it d m , transferences to the poor of a kind that differentiate
in favour of poverty, is likely to diminish the national dividend,
mme time, for an indefinitelylong
while it will, atthe
period, increamthe
aggregatereal income of the poor. To
determine the effect, which the establishment of this kind of
minimum standard is likely to exercise upon economic welfare,
involves, therefore, a balancing of conflicting considerations.
5 2. Before this balancing is attempted, it i0 deairable to
obtain a clear notion of what precisely the minimum standard
should be takento signify. It must be conceived, not a0 a
subjective minimumof satidaction, but as
an objective minimum
of mnditiona. The conditions, too, must be conditions, not in
mpect of one aspect of lifeonly, but in general. Thua the
minimum includee some defined quantity and quality of hbme
aummmodation, of medical care, of education, of food, of leisure,
of theapparatus of Banitary convenience and safety where
work is carried on, and eo on. Furthermore, the minimum is
a h l u t e . If a citizen can afford to attain to it iu all departments, the State cares nothing that he would prefer to fail in
one. It will not allow him, for example, to a v e money for. a
carouee at the cost of living in a room unfit for human habitation. There is, indeed, some danger in this policy. It is a
very delicate matter for the State to determine authoritatively
way poorpeople
shalldistribute scanty r w m s
inwhat
among various competing needs. Thetemperamentsand circumtancea of different individuals differ so greatly that rigid
rules are bound to be unsatbfmtory. Thus Dr. Bowley writes :
'' The opinion is quite tenable that the poor are forced (by the
affit of the law to enforce a minimum quality and quantity of
houaing amommodation) to pay for a standard of housing
bigher than they obtain in food, and that they would make
and better
more of their inmme if they wereworsehoused
fed." 1 This danger must be recognieed ; but the public spirit
b time demands also that it shall be faced. A man mu& not
of t
be permitted to fell below theminimum in one department
1
MemHmmat of s w Phcrtonana,p. 178.
'
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in order that he may rise above it in others. Again, if a
citizen cannot afford to attain the minimum in all departments,
but, by failing in one, can remain independent, that does not
justify the State in standing aside. The State must not permit
anywherehours
of child labour or of women’s labour or
conditions of housingaccommodationincompatible
with the
by resorttothem,
minimumstandard, on thegroundthat,
some given family could, and, without resort t o them, it could
not, supportitself;
for, if that is the fact, the
family
itself.
There
is no
ought not to be required to support
defence for the policy of “giving poor widows and incapable fathers permission keep
to their
children
out
earnings.”
Rather, the Comof school and
take
their
mittee on the Employment of Children Act are wholly right
when they declare : ‘I We feel,moreover, thatthe casea of
widows and others, who are now too often economically dependent on child labour, should be met, no longer by the sacriiice
of the future to the present, but, rather, by more scientific, and
possibly by more generous, methods of public assistance.” * The
eame type of reasoning applies. with even greater force, to the
common plea that women should be allowed to work in factories
shortly before and shortly after confinement, because, if they
are not allowed to do this, they and their children alike will
suffer ehocking poverty. I n them circumstances it is the duty
of the State, not to remit the law, but to defend those affectad
by it from this evil consequence.
§ 3. There is general agreement among practical philanthropiat~that some minimumstandard of conditions ought
to be set up at a level high enough to make i m p s i b l e t h e
of extreme want; and that
whataver
oczmencetoanybody
transference of resources Gom relatively rich to relatively poor
persons is necessary to secure thismust be d e , without
reference to poaeible injurious consequenea upon the magnitude of the dividend.’ This policy of practical phihnthrupista
1
3

Cf. Henderson, I&&&d
Iwrastcc i m & U n W S h , p. 801.
23tpn%,p. 15.
It is sometmee euggested that thwe very improvemanta in the csprcity

of labour, which have been d
e
i
o
d in previoos perts of this book, are
calculated to push aom men below t h e minimam e t s n d d It in h e , ae a
point of aaolpie, that i n d capcity of labour in, in eEeet, equivalmt
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is justified by analysis, in the Benee that it ca.n be shown to
be conducive to economic welfare on the whole, if we believe
the misery that resultstoindividualsfromextreme
want to
be indefinitely large ; for, then, the good of abolishing extreme
evils that may follow
want is notcommensurablewithany
shouldadiminution of thedwidend take place. Up to this
no difficulty. But our discussion
point,therefore,thereis
cannot stop at this point. It is necessary to ask, not merely
whether economic welfare will be promoted by the establishment of any minimum standard, but also by what minimum
Now, above
standard it wdl be promoted mosteffectively.
the level of extremewant,
it is generally admittedthat
increments of income involve finite increments of satisfaction.
Hence the direct good of transferenceand the indirect evil
resulting from adiminisheddividendarebothfinitequantities; and the eorrect formal answer to our question is that
economic welfare is best promoted by aminimum B t a K I d a r d
raised to such a level that the direct good resulting from the
transference of the marginal pound transferred to the poor just
balances the indirect evilbroughtabout
by theconsequent
reduction of the dividend.
4. To derive fromthisformal
answer a quantitative
estimate of whattheminimumstandard
of real income
established in nny particular country at any particulak time
ought to be, i t would be necessary to obtain and to a n a l p
a maaa of detailedinformation, much of whichisnot,
in
present circumstances, accessible to students. One practical
conclusion can, however, be SIzfely drawn. This is that, other
things being equal, the minimum can be advantageodp Bet
higher, thelarger is the real income per head of the commmity. The reason, of c o u r ~ ,isthat
every increaae in
average income implieg a diminution in the number of people
unable by their own efforts to attain to any given minimum
standard ; and, therefore, a diminution, both absolute and proportionate, in the damage to the dividend which an external
~

addition to its supply, and,therefore, involves a alight reduction in the
r e d wsge of a labour unit of given quality. In viev, however, of the elestio
chsracter of the demand for labour in general, the number of the unimproved
mea whom
ahane;B would pueh over the line of wlf-support would almost
certainly be very amall.

to
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guarantee of thatstandardthreatens
to bring about. It
follows that, when we have to dowith a group of pioneer
workers in roughand
adverse naturalcircuwtanms,the
minimumstandard may rightly be set at a low level But,
aa inventions and discoveries progress, EIB capital is accumulated 8nd Nature subdued, it should be correspondingly raised.
Thus it is reasonable that,while a relatively poor country
makea only a low provision for its ‘‘ deetitute ” citizens,a
relatively rich c o u n t y should
make
somewhat
a
better
provision for all who are “ necessitous.”
5 . In this connection it ie important that there should
be no confusion aa to what is meant by a rich county.
For
the present purpose country means, not Government, butpeople.
Them is a widespread impression that a nation’s duty to make
provision for its poorer citizens depends upon the amount of
money that the Government haa to plwide for other purposes;
andfrom this it is inferred thatthe great increase in the
BritishBudget required to meet the annual charges on the
war debt justifies, and, indeed, commands, large retrenchments
in social expenditure. This idee is, in great measure, illusory.
It is true, of course, that the indirect effect in checking production of the expectation of continuous taxation mfficient to
yield 800 million post-war €a annually is a good deal greater
thanthat of the expectstion of taxes yielding 200 million
But this,
though
important,
is a secondary
pre-war €6.
matter.The
essential €act ie that, when intereat is paid
to domestic
holdera-the
is, of course, different with
foreign h o l d e m f Government &ti-,
no part of the rea1
income of the country is directly wed up. Resonrcas are
merely transferred from one group of citizens to another. No
doubt.,when a nationhas to providefunds for a l a r e internal debt
in coa8&quen(48 of a war, this is a
that ~ ~ ~ U F Chave
B B been
expended on war that might have been expended on building
up oapital equipment and BO making the rea€ incoma larger.
It mu& nat‘ be forgotten, however, that a large part of the
that were lent, €or ezample, to the British Government by its crieizena in the Orreat War, waa R O ~withdrawn

4
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from what would have been real capital, but was the result of
economies in eonsumption and special activities in production,
which, but for the war, would nothavetaken
place. Even,
ther;efore, aa a sign of acountry's capacity to give help to
its poor, the magnitude of an internal wardebtis
of little
use. The true test of thiscapacity is the direct o n e - a w e gate real incomecompared with population. It is, indeed,
proper to subtract from this the resources which are necessarily used up inunproductive ways. Thus, when a country
is 80 situatedthat it has to 'devote an exceptionally large
to the upkeep of powerful
proportion of its realincome
armamenta, or to thepayment
of interest to foreigners,
who, in the past, have lent money to its Government, or
to machinery for preserving internal order, accountmust
be bken of thesethings.
As rule,
a
however, theyam
rdativdy unimportant.Theamount
of the aggregate real
income in relation to the number of thepopulation is the
dominant relevant fact.
6. For the United Kingdom the best available estimate
gives an aggregate national income, for 19 13-14, represented
atthen
prices by some 2250 million pounds. Deducting
aome 25 0 millions for rates and taxes and some 2 3 0 millions
for new investments, we have left a s u m suficient, if it couldhave been divided up equally without being diminished in the
procees, to yield an income of €1 62 to each representative
family of 44 parsone.' Of course, aa a matter of fact, it would
have been quite impomible to pool the national inoome in this
d
a and service,
way without a large part of the flowof p
which this money figurerepresents,disappearingaltogether.
Apart from greatimprovements in productiveorganimtion,
which may, perhapa, be hoped for, but certainly cannot be predicted with confidence, there is no reason to expect that the
real income per h d of the country-we need not trouble sbont
it8 swoUea reflex in the glasa of money--will be substantidly
greater in the. near future than it was in 1913-14. In view of
these fsete it ils plain that, wealthy aa this counliry is, as m i pard hr,h ,with itself in the past and with moat of its neighbourn in t$e present, it is not wealthy in an a b l a t e senm. As
IO^^^^,^^^^^^^^^^^^,^^^^^.
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things are it is literally irnpomible for it, by any manipulation of distribution, to provide for all ita citizens a d y
high standard of living. I n so far, therefore, 88 social
reformers rely uponimprovements
in thedistribution
of
wealth, as distinguished from improvements in production,
they are bound to chasten their hopes. Thenationalminimum may rightly be set now much higher than it could have
been set a hundred or fifty years ago. But, with the l a a t i o d
average no larger than it is, it is inevitable that the & i o d
minimum must still be set at a deplorably low level.
Ej 7. So farnothing h w been said of thewmmon view
that, i n determiningtheminimumstandardwhich
it will
establish for itself, one country must have regard to the policy
of other countries.
It is widely held that the prohibition
in England of mially undesirablepractices,such
88 the
employment of women at night,
the
UBB of unfenced
machinery, the building of factorieswithout proper sanitaq
arrangements, or the working of unduly long hours, involve
a hrger real cost to us if undertakenherealonethan
if
The reason
undertaken by all industrialcountriestogether.
commonly given for this view, that isolated action here would
cam a floodof
imports from abroaddestructive
of om
industrim, fa& to take account of the fact that, subject to
cartain well-known qulificrrtions,importg m o t expand in
the long period without exports expanding correspondingly ;
80 that our industries as a whole could not Buffer inJury in
It is true, however, that, if a
themannercontemplated
handimp ie imposed on productivemethods in one country
only, there will be a tandenoy for employing power, capital
and labour to leave that wruntry. If all leave i n equal proportions, the general d e of the country’s industry will be
~ ~ r r e u p o n d i ~ & m d u d , t h e rate of pay per unit of every
h
m
t
remaining much aa befozw The nationaldividend
need not fall 8% much aa production falls, becaase capitalists
may still live and receive inconm here while employing their
capital ekewhere.
Sin=, in fat, capital-& all evenba if we
e u p p the o h a e of double i n ~ e - k a xto be done away
with by intmutivual and intra-imperial agreement”ia more
mobile than hbour, &e pmsmption is that aapital will leave
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in a somewhatlargerproportion,
andthat,
therefore, the
earnings per head of work-people will fall. In whatever way
the detail of the movement i worked out, it isplain that
affected is likely to be
economic welfare in thecountry
leasend. The injury thua
inflicted on it cannot, i t should be
observed, be prevented by setting up a tariff against imports
from countrieswherelabourlegislation
is less advanced. On
the contrary,sucha
tariff, by interferingwiththenormal
distribution of the country’s resources among different occupations, would, in general, make the national dividend smaller,
If, however, thehandicap
andthe injury, therefore,worm
of thesehigh minima is extended to all important countries
by international labour legislation, the danger that our capital
will be driven abroad is removed-t
the cost ofaome slight
damage to us intheterms
on which our goods exchange
against foreign goods.
5 8. From these considerations it appears that the extension by international labour legislation of regulations,which
are bothdesirable
in themselves and also a real handicap
ta industry, is likely, though in a way differentfrom that
eommonly supposed, to lessen the burden which these regulations would inflict on any country adopting them in isolation.
To this extent it will, therefore, really be easier for a country
to rule out injuriow methods and processes, if it can persuade
other nations to move forward in company with it. Moreover,
when the injurious methods specially affect particular industrim,-an international agreement will really make it eaaier for
the persons engaged in those industries to accept a veto upon
injuriousmethods;and
it will almost always be thought to
d e this easier both for those persons and for the community
regarded as a whole. Hence the development of machinery
for international labourlegislation may be expected to acBomplieh m m t h i n g solid in speeding upimprovements in
indaatrial mditione. Theadvantageto belooked for is the
grater in that many improvements in method, which are not
redly bndiceps a t all, but, through their effect on efficiency,
wt benefits, me, mvertheleaa, popularly believed to be handi*a,
and are, therefore, unlikely to be adoptedbycautiona
atahmen without some outaide stimulus. International nego-
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tiation may often furnish
mch a etimulus and give strength
to reformers in a country where the social movement is slack
or the power of veeted interests strong. There can be little
of 1 906
doubt, for example, that the Franco-Italian treaty
led indirectly to a general improvement in Italian practice in
the supervision and enforcement of labour laws. A t the same
time i t would be a mistake to expect from the lever of internationalism
more
than it has power to give. Inevitably
international minima, if theyare to securegeneral or wide
ament,must lag behindthe pmtioe of the most advanced
nations. It would be diaastrous if acustomshould grow up
of regarding these international minima as national maxima ;
for that would check the forward movement of pioneer nations,
Juat a a I‘ good ”
and 80 indirectly of the wholeworld.
employer, while welcoming the Factory Acts, will keep his own
practice well i n advance of the legal standards, so nleo a cr good ”
nation will alwaysmaintainnational
laws more ambitious
than tho% which at the time have international aanction.’
3 9. One word should be added in conclusion. In spite of
what was mid inPart I. Chapter IX. abouttheprobable
reaction of improved fortunes upon the standard of livingit must
be conceded that the e&ablishment by the State of an effective
nationalminimum,since
it mustin effect, if notin name,
differentiate to some extent in favour of large families,may
somewhat increase the birth-rate among the poor. It is reasonable to hope that this tendency would not be very pronounced,
since the peopleaffected would be mainly t h w the size of
whose families is not determinedto any large extent byeconomic
cornideratiom. As much cannot be said, however, of an 888ociated tendency. The establishment of an efiiitiveminimum
standard, if adopted in one country alone, might well lead to
a Comiderable inmetux in the numbers of the population
through the immigration of relatively inefficient poor pemns
attracted by tha prospect of State aid. If it did led to k h k ,
the new imnipnts would consumemore
thenthey (3021The internstiom1 Labour h f a r e a o e of 1919, in h m h g ita oonventhn
WmeB’l3 &&plOp€Slt, rimad
P high etondud.
&I
ssoh Saprrnte
prpision of thehvention it fell behiad the praatiw of Borne eonntrits, but t h e
eristing law of no 00anh-y covered the whole requirement of .&e Cvuyemtion
(a.Heth-,
- X
h#ow
Pa 9 9
On
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tributed to thedividend;and,
as theirnumbers grew, the
native-born citizens of thecounty
concerned
would
be
more and moreheavilymulcted
to maintainthem.
It ia,
therefore, to the advantage of a State, which hasestablished
aminimumstandard
above that enjoyedby its neighbours,
to forbid the immigration of persons who. seem unlikely to
attain this minimum without help from the public funds. To
thisend idiots, feeble-minded persona, cripples,beggars and
vagrants,and persons over or undera certain age may be
excluded, unleas they are either accompanied by relatives able
to supportthem, or themselvespossess an adequate income
derived from
investments.’
Unfortunately, however, it is
exceedingly dificult to devise machinery which shall be effective
in excluding all “ undesirable ” immigrants without at thesame
time excluding some that are “desirable.”
1 For a enmmary of I ) number of laws on this matter, cf. Grimzel, Emmnnic
Frotcdiapim, pp. 281 ct q.
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APPE NDIX I
UNCERTAINTY-BEARING AS A FACTOR OF PRODUCTION

5 1. IT is customaryineconomicdiscussion to class together as
factors of production, along with the services of Nature, waiting
and various sorts of mental and manuallabour.
I n aworld in
which allfuture events wereperfectlyforeseen
this catalogue
wouldbe substantially adequate. But in theactual world some
future events are not perfectly foreseen.
On the contrary, in the
vast majority of enterprises, in the conduct of which resources are
waited for, they are also exposed to uncertainty ; they are turned,
that is to say, into a use, the result of which cannot be certainly
predicted. In thesecircumstances it is proper that there should
be added to the liut of factors of prodrwtion enumerated above a
further group comprising various sorts of uncertainty-bearing.
5 2. The principal reason why this arrangement is .not usually
adopted seems to be that, in practice, uncertainty-bearing is bound
up in such intimate associationwithwaiting that the possibility
of separating the two in analysisis not immediately apparent.
Reflection,however,makes it plain that the connectionbetween
them is not a necessary or inherent connection,-that they are, in
fact, two things generally found together, and not a single thing.
in possession of a vase,which, as a
Thus let us imagineaman
vue, is worth 3100,but, if broken, would be worth nothing ; and
let us suppose the owner to know that this vase contains something,
whose value is equally likely to be anything between nothing and
S260. If the owner breaks the vase, he is, then, equally likely to
lose any sum up to €100 or to gain any sum up to €150. The
actuarial value of hie chance is, therefore, L25,and, if there were
a million people in hie position, and they all elected to break their
raeea, the aggregate wealth of them all would probably be increased
by about &'25,000,000. In other words, the services of these
million people, in bearing the uncertainty of placing €100 each in
a position where it is equally likely to become anything between
nothing and $5260, are responsible for an addition of ~26,000,000
to national wealth. This example shows that uncertainty-bearing,
771
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though generally associated with waiting, is analytically quite
distinct from it. Nor was it really necessary to seek an illustration
so far removed from actual life. If a man contracts to deliver 100
bushels of wheat six months hence, with the intention of buying
them for that purpose on the day of delivery at a price which he
hopes will be lower than his contract price, that man, no less than
the breaker of the vase, provides uncertainty-bearing without providing any waiting. Uncertainty-bearing is thus seen to be an
independent and elementary factor of production standing on the
same level as any of the better-known factors.
9 3. In the way of this generalconception there are two
seriousdifficulties. The first of themcan be set out as follows.
It is well known that the ordinary factors of production are twodimensional, in the sense that a unit of any of them can only be
expressed as a quantity of stuff multiplied by a quantity of time.
Waiting consists in the provision of a given quantity of resources,
and labour in the provision of a given quantity of labour, during
agivenperiod.
Thustheunit of waiting issaid to be a yearpound, and the unit of labourayear-labourer.'
It wouldseem,
therefore, that, if uncertainty-bearing, as a factor of production, is
to stand on a level with waiting and labour, it must somehow bear
a relation to timeanalogous to that which they bear. Rut uncertainty-bring, unlikewaiting
and labour, isin its essence
independent of time,and, so far as pure theory goes, capable of
instantaneous consummation.Consequently,
the provision of a
given quantity of uncertainty-bearing of anysort for agiven
periodseems at first sight a mere phrase without substantial
meaning. The difficulty thus suggested is, however,obviatedby
the fact that, as a matter of practice, the consummation of any
act of uncertaint.y-bearing is not instantaneous, but involvesa
a
processintime.Theuncertainty-bearing,forexample,which
company promoter undertakes, is not completed until the public
hascome in and allowed him to unload, and this, of course, will
not happen till aconsiderable interval haselapsed. This circumstance enables us to fashion a unit of uncertainty-bearing on the
same planas the units of waiting and of labour. Thisunit ia
the exposure of a € to a given scheme of uncertainty, in an act
theconemmation of whichoccupies a year. The exposure of
a f,to a succession of like schemes of uncertainty during e year,
in acts the consummation of whichoccupieeon the average, say,
ten days,
will
thug
embrace
of these unite. We have in
this way obtained atwo-dimensional unit of uncertainty-bearing
analogous to the units of waiting and of labour, and the difiieulty,
which this section wm designed to disc-,
hse been overcome.
Cf. &, pp. 161-2, tootnOte.
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§ 4. The seconddifficultyis inthis wise. Labour and waitingare objectiveservices, the aversion to providingwhichmay
vary with different people, but which, in themselves, are the same
foreverybody.Uncertainty-bearing,however,
it maybesaid,is
in iteessence a subjective state, invoked,indeed,
by external
conditions but bearing a quite different relation to these conditions
for people of different temperaments and with different information. I t wouldseem,therefore, at first sight that the amount of
uncertainty-bearing involved in carrying through any operation
must depend, not only on the nature of the operation, but also on
the temperament and knowledge of the peoplewhobear the uncertainty. Suchaconception,however,is
fatal to the symmetry
of our analysis. If there is to be any realparallelwith
labour
and waiting, we must define uncertainty-bearing objectively. Thus
the uncertainty-bearing involved in the investment of any given
amount of resourcesmeansfor us the uncertainty-bearing which
that investment wouldinvolve if it weremadeby
a man of
representative temperament and with representative knowledge.
If the investment is actually madebyamanwhoneverfeels
subjective uncertainty, whatever the evidence, or byamanwho
~ O S M S S ~information
S
adequate to destroy subjective uncertainty,
we shall say, not that less uncertainty-bearing has been taken up,
but that a given amount has been taken up by a person, who, from
temperament or information,is an exceptionallyreadybearer of
uncertainty. There is, it must be admitted, anarbitraryand
artificial appearance about this method of defining our key term;
but there appear8 to be no way in which this can be avoided..
5 5. Up to this point wehave taken noaccount of the fact
that uncertainty-bearing, like labour, is a term embracing a large
group of factors of production, rather than a singlefactor.
It
must nowbeobserved,however,
that, just as there ar0 many
different sorts of labour, BO there are manydifferent sorts of
uncertainty, embodiedinmanydifferentschemes
of prospective
returns, towhich,in
the course of industry, resourcesmay be
of prospective returns canberepresented
exposed.Ascheme
OX
diagrammatically in the following manner. Along a base-line
mark off all possible yields that may result from the exposure of a
2 to the scheme in question; and, through each point on OX,
draw an ordinate proportionate to the probability, on the evidence,
of the corraponding return. Join the tops of all these ordinates,
as in the figureon the next page. Evidently any scheme of p r s
spective returns can be represented by a curve formed upon this
plan. Furthermore, the principal species of schemes that are liable
to occur canbe distinguished into certain broad group. Find
on OX a point B, such that OB represents the actuarial value
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of the chances of the returns indicated on the curve, or, in other
words, such that OB is equal to the sum of the products of each

several ordinate multiplied by the corresponding abscissa, divided
by the sum of the ordinates ; and let the ordinate through B cut the
curve in H. In like manner, find on OX a point M, such that OM
represents the most probable, or most “frequent,” return relevant
to the scheme of prospective returns under review; and let the
ordinate through M cut the curve in K. On this basis we may
distinguish, inthe first place, between curves which
are symmetrical,
insuch wise that BH and MI< coincide,andcurveswhich
are
asymmetrical. The symmetrical group includesschemes of such
a sort that, if r is the actuarial value of a pound exposed to any
scheme, the chance of obtaining a return (7 - h) isequal to the
chance of obtaining a return ( r + h), forall values of h. The
asymmetrical group includes all other schemes. The symmetrical

type is only possiblewhen the conditions are such that the exposure of a pound to uncertainty cannot yield a gain greater than
apound,since,from
the nature of things, it cannot yield a loss
greater than this. Secondly, within the symmetrical group we may
distinguish curves which are spread out, like open umbrellas, and
curveswhich are narrow, l i b closed umbrellas. The former sort
represent schemes in which a wide divergence, the latter schema
in whichonly a smalldivergence, of the actual from the most
probable returnis probable. Thirdly, within the asymmetrical
group we maydistinguish curveB inwhich MK liesrespectively
to the rightand to the left of BH. The former sort represent
schemes in which the most probable outcome is a moderate return
on the money inveated, but a small return is more probable than a
large one. A echeme of this kind would be embodied in a lottery
offering a great number of smell prizes and one or twoblanks.
A g i n , a .€ might be lent to somebody -: and there might be 96
chances of its return in full, 1 chance that 10s. would
be

1
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returned, 1 chance that 5a wouldbe returned, and 2 chances
be returned. The actuarial value of this
that none
would
schemeof prospect is ;E%#: the mostprobable return is 21.
The lattersort of curvesrepresentschemes
in which the most
probable outcome is a small return, but large returns are possible.
A lottery of the ordinary kind, containing a few large prizes and
manyblanks,affords an example of this sort of scheme. Within
each of the groups thus distinguished an indefinitenumber of
further subdivisionscould bemade.
Of coursea great many
schemes of prospective returns are not represented by continuous
curves, but by a fewisolatedpointswithgapsbetweenthem,
these gaps corresponding to returns which are not possible.
3 6. The existence of thegreat variety of schemes of prospective returns, each representing different sorts of uncertainty,
might seem a t first sight to vitiate the attempt, which was made in
an earliersection, to treat “the factor uncertainty-bearing ” and
“ the factor waiting ” on the same footing.
For waiting is a single
thing, while uncertainty-bearing is a group of different things. The
meaning of a change in the supply of waiting is, therefore, clear ;
but how are we to conceive of a change in the supply of uncertaintybearing 1 This di5culty, though it is a natural onetoraise,is
easily overcome. For, after all, uncertainty-bearing in this regard
stands in exactly the sameposition as labour.Labouringeneral
includes an immense variety of different sorts and qualities of
labour. This circumstancedoes not prevent us frommakinguse
of the general conceptlabouralongside
of the conceptwaiting.
In order to render this procedure legitimate, all that wenegddo
is to select in an arbitrary manner some particular sort of labour
as our fundamental unit, and to express quantities of other sorts
of labour in terms of this unit on the basis of their comparative
values in the market. In this way all the various sorts of labour
asingle
supplied or demanded at any timecan beexpressedin
figurq as the equivalent of so much labour of a particular arbitrarily chosengrade.
Exactly the samedeviceisavailable
for
uncertainty-bearing. The uncertainty involved in e x p i n g a
pound to a particular arbitrarily chosenscheme of prospective
returns can be selected as a fundamental unit, and the uncertainty
involved in other exposures can be reduced, on the basis of cornprative market values, to its equivalent in terms of this unit. so
soon as this is understood, an apparently formidableobstacle in
the way of assimilating uncertainty-bearing to the other factors of
produotion can be successfully overcome.
§ 7. When the assimilation is accomplished, and all the various
sorts of uncertainty, to which, in different industries,people
submit rwurces, aretranslatedinto
terms of the uncertainty-
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bearinginvolved in some representative scheme of prospective
returns, there will be a supply schedule and ademand schedule
forpounds to beexposed t o this scheme, just as there a r e a
supply and ademandschedule
for pounds to beexposed to
“waiting.”The
demandprice or the supply pricefor the exposure of any given quantity of pounds is the escetx of money
offered or askedabove the actuarial value of a X so exposed.
For different quantities of uncertainty-bearing the demand priceand
the supply price will, of course, both be different. For some quantitiesthe supply pricewill be negative. u p to apoint,people
willgamblebecause they like the excitement,even though they
know that, on the whole, they are likely to losemoney.
But,
though some amount of uncertainty-bearing, like some amount of
labour,wouldbeforthcoming
for industry, even if there were
no expectation of reward, in present conditionsmoreiswanted
than canbe obtained on those terms.
The main reason is that an
uncertain prospect actuarially worth $100 of money is much less
satisfactory than a certain prospectalso worth X100 of money.
This followsfrom the law of diminishing utility. Oneincome
of &90 plus one of X110 carry lesssatisfaction, other things
being equal, than two incomeseach of 2100. Thus,inrespect
of such quantities of uncertainty-bearing as are actually made
use of in modern industry, the supply price, like the supply price
of the other factors of production,is positive; and the general
conditions determining the value, or price, of uncertainty-bearing
are similar to those determining the price of those factors.
4 8. It must be clearly understood thatthe payment thus
asked and offered for uncertainty-bearing is bynomeans
the
same thing aa the exceptional profitsobtainedbypersons
who
havesucceeded in riskybusinesses.
An uncertain undertaking
is a risky undertaking. But the term risk is generally used to
mean the chance of obtaining a smaller return than the actuarially
probable return. Thismust be compensatedbyacorresponding
chance of obtaining a larger returnthan this. Even though no
payment whatever is made for uncertainty-bearing, the sweessfisl
undertakings in a risky business
would
still need to make
exceptional profits as an offset to the exceptional losses of those
which faiL Otherwise the whole body of investors in the bwiness,
taken collectively,would be obtaining less than normal returns
from investment in it. The payment for uncertainty-bearing, thera
fore, consists, not in the who18of the exceBs above nwmal profits
earned by these successful undertakers, but only in that (generally
small) part of this excess which is not cancelled by the correeponding losses of other undertakers who have fallen out of the race.
f 9. It hae next to be observed-and here we follow the line
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of thought indicated in 5 4"thatthe
supply of uncertaintybearing, as defined in the objective manner there set out, will be
increased by anything that enablespeoplewithmoreknowledge
to undertake riskyenterprises in lieu of peoplewithlessknowledge.
Every
form
of organisation that enables
risks
to
be
shifted on to the shoulders of specialists-theresort
of farmers
to speculators in grain prices through hedging on the produce
bill-brokers
in
exchange, the resort of bankers to specialist
negotiating the discount of bills, the resort of manufacturers
for the foreign market to specialist export houses, and so on,
has this effect. It maybeadded that a similar effect is produced
when risky undertakings are taken overbyrichpersons
instead
of by poor persons. For, if a man possesses (z + loo).€, to expose
$100 to a 5 per cent range of uncertainty is to accept an even
chance of having (z + 1 0 5 ) s or &(z + 95). But there is reason to
believe that, not merely the desire for an extra unit of resources
in general, but also the rate of diminution of this desire, diminishes
It follows that
as the number of units inourpossessiongrows.
the probable loss of satisfactioninvolved in accepting the above
even chance instead of a certain (z + 100)s is smaller the larger is
the value of z.
5 10. Like any other factor of production, uncertainty-bearing
may improve in technicalefficiency. The central fact, upon which
the improvements in it that have actually taken placedepend,
is that forecastsbaseduponexistingknowledge
are, in general,
more certain when they are made about collections than when they
are made about individualmembers of collections. If all the individual memberswere so linkedtogether that they necessarily
always acted in the sameway, this, of course,would not be so.
But in many collections there are some individual members that are
complementary to one another. Thus, on a holiday, it is uncertain
whetherindoor entertainers willmakea great deal of money or
very little money, because it is uncertain whether the weather will
be wet or fine. In like manner and for the samereason it is
uncertain whether outdoor entertainers will make verylittle money
or a great deal of money. Butthe amount that the two sorts
of entertainers together will make may besusceptible of nearly
accurate forecast.' The case is similar with exporters and importers betweencountries themutual exchange rate of whose
moneys is varying; the exporters and importers will be affected
in oppositesenses if the exchangemoves up or downbetween
the making andthe completion of foreign trade contracts. In
circumstancessuch as these, so soon as an organisation is set
upthat combines the twocomplementary
uncertainties under
1

CI. Marshall, I d u s t r y and T r h , p.

266.
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single
a head,
they neutralise or destroy one another. Nor
is it onlywhen uncertainties are complementary that combinationreducesthem.
The same result follows, though in aless
markeddegree,when they are simplyindependent.Themeasure
of reduction to be expectedfromcombinationinthesecircumstances is indicatedin the familiarcorollary to the normal law
of error,whichasserts
thatthe ‘‘precision of an averageis
proportional tothe square root of the number of terms it contains.”
This implies that, if there is an evenchance that the
investment of 2,100 in oneassigned venture willyielda return
greater than X95 and less than S115, there is an even chance that
32100 scattered among a hundred similar invest,ments will,if all the
causes affecting the different investments are independent, yield a
return lying between €104 and €106. If only some of the causes
are independent and somecommon, the range withinwhich it is
more probable than not that the return will lie will be greater than
that enclosed between 2,104 and €106, but it will still be smaller
than that enclosed between 2 9 5 and 2115. It follows, that, if out
of a hundred people, each ofwhom haa €100 to invest, every one
divides his investment among a hundred ent,erprises, the aggregate
amount of uncertainty-bearing undertaken by the group is smaller
on a
than it wouldhavebeenhadeveryinvestorconcentrated
singleenterprise.Thephysical
results of the investments taken
together must,however,be the same.Therefore,whenevermore
or lessindependent uncertainties are combinedtogether,agiven
result can be attained by a smaller amount of uncertainty-bearing,
or, to put the matter otherwise, the factor uncertainty-bearing has
been made technically more efficient.2 The principle thus explained
is fully recognised by business men, and haa long lain a t the root
both of insuranceand of muchspeculativedealing
on’Change.
Thus the segregation of the speculative element in certain forms of
bueiness and its concentration upon a relatively small number of
speculatorshave
not onlychanged
the distribution, but have
reduced the aggregate amount, of uncertainty-bearing required in
industry. In modern times the range overwhich this principle
can be applied has been greatly extended by threeimportant
developments. Of these thefirst is a legalchange,namely, the
concession to joint-stockcompaniee of the privilege of limited
liability; the second an economicchange,namely,
thedevelop
Bowley, Elementc of RtatislaeS, p. 305.
This oircumtance, of course, permits the release, partly for immediate
consumption and partly for investment, of resourcm which muat otherwise have
been stored. For example, the combination of the community’s gold m r v e s in
B ctrntral bank lowers the amount of eggregate gold m r v e ne-ry,
increeses
the capital available for investment, and p70 ta?tlo lowera the rate of intereat.
1910, pp. 743 st sep.)
(Of.H.Y. Brown, Qua7te71y Jotbpnal q-zix,

*
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ment of organised speculative marketa ; the third also an economic
change,namely, the development of the means of transport and
communication. The ways i n whichthese
three changeshave
facilitated the application of the aboveprinciplewill
now be
examined.
5 11. So long ad liability was unlimited, it was often against a
man’s interest to spreadhis investments; for, if he did so, he
multiplied the points from which an unlimited call on his resourcea
might bemade. The EnglishLimited Liability Act of 1862 and
ita foreign counterparts enabled investments to be spread without
evoking this danger. Furthermore, intermediary organisations,
themselvesfortifiedby
limited liability, havebeendeveloped,
capable of spreading investments onbehalf
of personswhose
resources are too small to allow of their spreading them for themselves.
Since
the minimum
share
in
industrial enterprises is
seldomless
than €1, the smallinvestor’scapacity
for direct
spreading is narrowly restricted. Savings banks, friendly societies,
trade unions, building societies,co-operativesocieties, trust companies and so forth-all of them limited liability associations-are
able,however, to put him in o. position 8s favourablein this
respect as is occupiedby
the large capitalist. Nor is it only
the spreading of investments that the system of limited liability
has facilitated. It hasalsomadepossible the spreading, or combination, of risksinawidersense.
For, in general, eachbusiness
dealsdirectly
or indirectlywithmanybusinesses.
If one of
them fails for a million pounds, under unlimited liability the whole
of the loss fallson the shareholders or partners-provided,
of
course, that their total resourcm are adequate to meet itbut under limited liability a part of it is scattered among the
sharcholders or partners of a great number of businesses.Hence
any shareholderinonebusinemcombineswith
the uncerhinty
proper to his ownbusinesssome
of that properto other businessesalso.
It follows that the range of uncertainty, to which
anormal &lo0 investedin industry issubjectedbyreason
of
failures,is stillfurther diminishedinamount.
This advantage
ie additional to, and quite distinct from, any direct national
gain which limited liability maygive to a country by throwing
a part of the real cost of its unsuccessfulenterprises
upon
foreigners.
5 12. The development of organisedspeculativemarketa
enables the producingclasses to shift uncertainty-bearingon to
speculators, in whosehands they in great part cancel out. Thus
the miller, who is contracting to deliver flour at a k e d price
some months hence, can protect himself by buying “ a future” in
wheat at the same time that he makes his contract, and afterwards
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selling the “ future ” pari passu with purchaaes of ‘‘spot * wheat of
variousgrades aa heneedsthemforhismilling.
In likemanner,
the farmer can protect himself by selling a future at an early stage,
and afterwards buying to cover it in the speculative market at
the same time that he sells his actual wheat in the spot market.
Plainly these processes involve a large reduction in the amount of
uncertainty-bearing that has to be undergone to accomplisha
givenresult.Thechiefconditionsneeded
to render any class
of products suitable to be handledin
the type of organised
market that permits of their usehavebeensuccinctly
stated by
Marshall as follows: “ (1) Thatthe
product is not quickly
perishable; (2) that the quantity of each thiug can be expressed
by number, weight, or measure ; (3) thatthe quality can be
determinedby
tests that yieldalmostidentical
results when
applied by differentofficials,assumed
to be expertand honest ;
and (4) that the class is important enough to occupylarge
bodies of buyers and sellers.”’
$ 13. There remains the development of the means ofcommunication. This facilitates the combination of uncertainties
inoneverysimpleway.
It puts investors into contact with
a greater number of different
openings
than were
formerly
available.
This
effect,
though
of great importance, is so
obvious and direct that nocommentupon it is required. There
is, however,amore
subtle wayinwhich
the development in
the means of communicationworks.
Dr. Casselhasobserved
the
that industrial firmshave, in recenttimes,beenlessening
quantity of stock that they carry in store waiting to be worked
up, relatively to their total businesa The improvement in this
respectapplies all round. As regards production, “there is, in
the best-organiaed industries, very little in the way of material
lying idle between two different acta of production, even if t h e
acts have to be carried out in different factories, perhaps at greet
distancesfromeachother.
A moderniron-works has no large
stock either of raw materials or of their product, yet there isa
continuous stream of ore and coal entering, and of ironbeing
turned out of it.”
In like manner,factoriea are coming to keep
a smaller amount of capital locked up in the form of mserve
machines not ordinarily in use. The eame tendency ia apparent
in retail trading. The ratio of the average amount of stock kept
to the aggregate annual turn-over is smaller than it used to be.
Under modern conditions the trade of the country is conducted
on a retail system whichis growing year by year. The practice
of keeping large stocks has almoet ceased, and goods are ordered
3

I Idwtry a d Truok,p 266.
TJu N a t w r c d New.~&y C#I&B-&, p. 126.
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in quantities onlysufficient to meet the current de~nands.”~One
reason for this is the improvementin the means of communication. “ The trunk lines of America, with their widespreading
branches,enablemerchants
in the cities and the larger towns
to replenish their counters and shelves
every
day. Stocks,
therefore, need not be so largeas
of old,when, let us say,
a whole
winter’s
goods
were
laid
in by
October.
. . . The
inter-urbanroads are extending these advantages to the village
storekeeper, who, in the morning, telephones his wants to Toledo,
Cleveland, or Detroit, and, in the afternoon, disposes the ordered
warmonhisshelves.”2Now,
prim fa&, this change of custom
wouldseem to beof little signi6cance. After all,areductionin
the amount of finished goods held by retailers,of reserve machinery
heldbymanufacturers,
and so on,does not necessarilyimplya
reductionin the aggregate amount of these things heldby the
wholebody of industrialists. On the contrary, we are naturally
inclined to suggest that the wholesaler and the machine-maker
must increasetheirstocks
pari passu with the decreasein the
stocks of their clients. AB a matter of fact, however, this suggestion is incorrect.Thereason
is that the wholesaler andthe
machine-maker represent points at which uncertainties canbe
combined. The development of the means of communication,
therefore, in so far as it directly transfers to them the task of
bearing uncertainty, indirectly lessens the amount of uncertainty
that needs to be borne. Uncertainty-bearing, in short, is rendered
moreefficient. The same result as beforecanbeachievedwitha
smaller quantity of it, or, what comes to be the same thing, with
a smaller quantity of waitingdesigned to obviate the need for
employing it.
1

Inglia, &pud of the Bmrd of Trade Railway Conferma, 1909, p. 33.
2 Iles, Inwnkm al Work, p. 483.

APPENDIX I1
THEMEASUREMENT

OF ELbSTICITIES O F DEMAND

5 1. WITHthe information a t present available it is not possible
to lay down any propositions about the elasticity of demand for
differentcommoditiesbeyond those generalpropositions that are
set outinPart 11. Chapter XIV. As hasbeen pointed out by
Marshall,' attempts to determine the elasticity of demand for any
commodity inany market byadirectcomparison
of the prices
and the quantities consumed at different times are exposed to
very greatdifficulties. If it could be presumed that the reactions
exercised by price-changesupon quantity demandedcame about
immediately, if the association
of
actual price-changes with
people's expectation of connected future price-changea in the Bame
or the oppositedirectioncould
be eliminated, and if allowance
couldbemadeforthoseupward
and downwardshifting6 of
demand schedules, for which movements of confidence and alterations in the supply of monetary purchasing power are responsible,
comparison
a
of the percentage
changes
of price
between
successive years with the percentagechanges
in consumption
about which
between the same years might, forcommodities
adequate statistics exist,yielda
rough numericalmeasure
of
elasticity for amounts of consumption in the neighbourhoodof
the average actual consumption.' It seems that for certain commodities the abovepresumptioncanreasonablybemade.
On
the basis of it Professor Lehfeldt calculated,immediatelybefore
1 Principlee of Emnumica, pp. 109 et q.
Professor Moore.in his Eeonouaie QcZea (chapters iv. and v.), makes ealeulations of the '<elasticity " of demand for certain commodities without resortto the
allowances stipulated for in the text. But,
&B he himself fully recognises, the
elasticity, which hismethodenableshim
to measure, is not the aame thing
na, and in not, in general, equal to, theelasticity of demand as defined by
MamhU and employed here. Marshall's elasticity, if known, would make
it possible to predict how far the introduction of a new came modifying snpply
in a given manner would d
eet pricee ; Profeseor Moore's to predict with what
price-chmges changes in aupply coming about naturally, in company with eueh
variona other changes aa have hitherto been found to accompany them, are
likely to be
That thin distinotion is of great practical importance
is shown by the fact that, whereaa the elmticity of the demand for pig-iron,
in h h s l l ' e sense, ie, of c
onme, negdive-that ie to my, an increase in
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the war, that the elasticity of the aggregate demandfor wheat
in the United Kingdom WBB about - 0.6.l But there is little
hope that many
elasticities
will
lend
themselves
to calculation in this direct way. It is, therefore, important to inquire
whether any indirect
method
of calculation
is
available for
overcomingdifliculties due to the slowness with whichreactions
work themselves out.2
5 2. Some years ago I devised a method, the basis of which is
a comparison of the amounts of a commodity consumed by persons
of different incomes a t a given price,instead of a comparison of the
amounts consumed by persons of given incomes a t different prices.
supply involves a Ea11 in price-the elasticity in Profasor Moore's sense, as calculated from his statistica, is positive. The reason for this is that the principal
changes in the price of pig-iron that have in fact occurred are mainly cuused by
expansions of demand(general
upliftsinthedemand
schedule), andnot
by changes in Bupply taking place while the demand schedule is unaltered. In
certain conditione it might be possible to deriw Marshall's elasticity from Professor
Moore's elasticity, provided that the reactions exercised by supply changes upon
prices could be prwumed to take place very rapidly.
Apart from this presumption derivation would be i m p i h l e , however ample the statistical material.
1 Ecomnnu Jm~mal,1914, pp. 212 et aeq.
The directmethodandanypossibleindirect
method are Berionsly
hampered by the fact that the elasticity of demand for a thing may be different
in respect of different amounts.
Thus suppose we start with a consumption A
a t a prim P: that the price rises by p per cent, and that this rise is the direct
end sole cause of a fall in consumption of a per cent. We cannot infer
that the
elasticity of demand either for consumption A or for consumption A 1 --!?

(

equal to

-

P

unless p

sma1l"strictly u n l mi t

is infinitesimal.If

,OJ

p is

not small, some assumption as to the relation of neighbouring elasticities must
be made before any inference can be drawn. One possible ~ssumptionis that the
demand curve is n straight line. On this assumption the elasticity of demand in
respect of consumption A will be - E: and in respect of consumption
9

it will be - ! %
. .'
p 100 - a
e h t i c i t y of demandisconstant

.

Anotherpossibleassumption

is that the

for all amonnta of consumptionfrom

A to

On thieassumption it can be proved, as Dr. H. Dalton. has

pointed out to me, that the said elasticity is not - E, but
P

Thia must lie between -!! and
P

-a 'O0+'
~

p'100-a'

. and ia

probably not far from
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Statistical data neededfor
this method are found in family
budgets.Considerable
attention has
been
paid
both by State
Departments and by private persons to the study of these budgets;
and anumber of tables have been printed to show the proportion of their incomewhichfamilies
in differentincome groups
expend upon the various principal sorts of commodities. It is
possible so to manipulate these dataas to derive from‘ tbem
information about certain elasticities of demand.
§ 3. Let us suppose that the data are betterthanthey are,
and that our tables give the expenditure of the group of workpeople whose wages lie between 30s. and 31s., of the group whose
wagesliebetween
31s. and 32s., and so on continually for all
wage levels. With thi6 close grouping we may fairly assume that
the tastes and temperament of the people inany two adjacent
groups are approximately the same. That is to say, the desire
for the zth unit of any commodity (or group of commodities), the
demand for which is not markedly correlated with the demand for
other commodities,is equal for typical menin the 30s. to 31s.
group and in the 31s. to 32s. group. Let the quantity of desire
for the xth unit of the commodity be +(z) : or, in other words, y
being the desire for the xth unit, let the desire curve for the commodityberepresentedby
y = +(z). Weare entitledto assume
further, in the absence of specialknowledgeas
to the existence
of correlation, that the desire curve of both groups for the commodity is independent of thequantity
of other commodities
consumed and, therefore, of the marginaldeairedness of money.
Let this marginaldesiredness tothe lower and higherincome
groups respectively be p1 and pB and the quantities of the commodity consumedby these groups z1 and x?. Then, since the
price paid for the commodity must be the same for both groups,
1

1

H

Pz

we know that this price p is equal both to --+(xl) and to -+(z.J.
These twoexpressionsare,therefore,
equal to one another. But,
if, as it isreasonable to supposewhen the incomes of the two
groups are close together, xz differs only slightly from zl,+(x,) may
in general be written +(xl) + (zZ- a,)+’(x,) ;

:.

1
+’(zJ = _ _ t””,’_+(z,).
- z1
P1

.

But the elasticity of the deaire curve in respect of any consumption
x1 is known to be equal toLet )
t h k elaaticity
be written

vw

It follows that

x+‘(z1)

-
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But,sinceasmallchange
in the consumption of any ordinary
commodity,onwhichasmallproportion
of a man's total income
is spent, cannotinvolve any appreciablechangein
the marginal
desiredness of money to him,l the elasticity of the desire curve in
respect of any consumption x1 isequal tothe elasticity of the
demandcurveinrespect
of that consumption.Therefore
the
elasticity of demand, as well as the elasticity of desire, of the lower
incomegroup,inrespect
of its consumption ofz1 units, maybe
represented by qq, when :
2 -x
TZl = L L - 2 . 21

P2

- H'

5 4. If

we knew the relative values of p1 and pp this equation
wouldenable us to determinethe elasticity of demand of the
lowest income group for any commodity, the demand for which is
not markedly correlated with the demandfor other commodities,
in respect of such quantity of the commodityas that group is
consuming.Similarequationswouldenableus
to determine the
correspondingelasticities of each of the other incomegroups. If
it is objected that our result would in practice be impaired by the
fact that the higherincomegroups are apt to consumea better
quality of commodity, and not merely a greater quantity, than the
lower income groups, the difficulty is easily overcome by substituting in our formula for the quantities of the commodity that are
consumed by the different groups figuresrepresenting their aggregate
expenditures upon it. This device escapes the suggested objection by
treating improved quality as another form of increased quantity.
In order to obtain the elasticity of demand for the commodity as
a whole, it would be necessary to calculate the separate elasticities
for all incomegroups and t o combinethemon the basis of the
quantity of purchases to which they respectively refer.
5 5. Unfortunately we do not know, and cannot ascertain, the
relative values of pl and ,+. Consequently we are estoppedfrom
using the above analysis to determine the elasticity of the demand
for any commodity in absoluteterms.2 But this doe8 not block
1 Strictly, of course,suchachange
must involve some alteration inthe
marginal deairednessof money, unless the demand for the commodity in question
has en elasticity equal to unity. If the elasticity is anything other than this,
n change in the consumption of the commodity will be accompanied by a transference of money from expenditure upon it to expenditure upon other things, or
viec w ~ m . This must effect the marginaldesirednesa of moneyspent on these
thinga, and its marginal deairednesa, if affected in one field, is, since it must be
the same in all, affected in all.
1 Profemor Vlnci, in his very interesting monograph L' e h s t i z i t d h
i eomumi,
suggests that the method described above can be extended to yield an absolute
mwure of elasticity byreferenceto the distinctionbetween nominal and real
prices. T h e money price paid by the higherincome group is the same sa that
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our investigation. For, by the process
indicated
above,
the
elasticities of demandin any income group canbe determined,
forall the things consumed in that incomegroup,inexpressions
into which pI and pz enter in exactly the sameway,namely,as

If, then, the severalelasticities

the term .l#-

be q2, qv, qt,

PI

and so on, any one of themcanbeexpressed
in terms of any
other without reference t o pL1 and pz. These
unknowns
are
eliminated, and we obtain the formula

This result, it should be observed, only follows directly from
the
preceding argument, provided that the commodities concerned are
bothsuch that only asmall part of a typicalman'sincomeis
normally spent uponthem.
I n general,
however,
though the
absolute formula for elasticities, from which the result is derived,
is only valid OR this assumption, the above comparative formula is
approximately validalsofor
two commoditiesonwhichalarge
part of a typical man'sincomeisspent,
so longas
thepart
spent on the one does not differ greatly fromthat spent on the other.
The reasonfor this is that the errors inthe twoformulaefor
absolute elasticities, which have to be combined, will tend to balance
one another. Our comparativeformulaisseriouslysuspectonly
when it is used to obtain the relative elasticities of the demands of
a group for two things, on one of which that group spends a large
proportion, and on the other a smallproportion, of its income.
Apartfrom this, the formula,whenapplied
tothe statistics of
quantities of, or expenditures upon,differentconlmoditiesby
neighbouring income groups, enables
us to determine numerically
the ratio of the elasticity of demand of any income group for any
paid by the lower income group. But the real price is, he holds, less than this,
in the proportion io which the income of the higher income group exceeds that of
the lower. Thus,
if the higher income group has 10 per cent more income, a n
by it implies a real price +Qths aa great ; and the elasticity
equal money price paid
of demand is obtained by dividing a virtual price difference of &th into m-hatever fraction represents the associated consumptiondifference (Zoc. cit. p. 22). This
procedure is, however, illegitimate, because, on theassumptions taken,the virtual
price of dl commodities to the higher income group is +@ha of what it is to the
Consequently, the difference in the consumption of m y
lowerincomegroup.
partic~~Zur
commodity ie not duesolelyto the difference in price of that commodity,
and cannot,therefore, in general, be inserted inthe formula for elasticity of demand.
Professor Vinci has, in fect,
tacitly assumed that themarginal desirednessof money
is equal for the two group-m asaumption which would only be warranted if
the demand of both for the aum of oommoditiea other than the particular one
under investigation had an elasticity equal to unity.
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onecommodity (in respect of thequantity of the commodity
actually consumed by it) to the elasticity of demand of the group
for any other commodity. This information will often be valuable
in itself. It is important to know whether the demand of workers
with 35s. a week for clothes is about twice, or about ten times, as
elastic as their demand for food. But the informationisalso
valuableindirectly. For, if we caninsome other way-through
the examination of shopkeepers’books or otherwise-determine
the elasticity of demand of any income group, or collection of income
groups, for onething, we havehere a bridgealongwhich
we
mayproceed to determine the elasticity of their demandfor all
other things.
5 6. In explaining the abovemethod I have, as indicated at
the outset, assumed that our data are better than they are. This,
I think, is legitimate, because there is no reason in the nature of
things why these data shouldnotbeimproved
; and,indeed,
there is little doubt that they willbeimproved.Even
then, of
course, any one attempting a detailed application of the method is
certain to encounter serious difficulties, among which, perhaps, not
the least willbe that of deciding how far to treat differentcommodities separately and how far to group them together according
tothe purposewhichthey jointly serve.When
put to the test,
these difficulties may, no doubt, in some applications, prove insurmountable. From the results of an experiment made upon figures
givenin the second Fiscal Blue-book(pp. 215 and 21 7), I am,
however, tempted to hope for better things. The figuresrefer to
the expenditure upon “food” and “clothing” of groups of workpeoplewhosewageswererespectivelyunder
OS., between 20s.
and 25s., between 25s. and OS., between 30s. and 35s., and
between 35s. and 40s. My
method
gave
the
ratio
of the
to that for food for the several
elasticity of demandforclothes
groups as follows :
20s.

.

From 20s. to 25s.
From 25s. to 30s.

.
.
.

under
Workmen

From 30s. to 35s.
From 35s. to 40s.

.

.
.

.
,

.

1-16
1.31
1.62
1.25
246

Apart from the
drop
in the
ratio
for workpeople earning
from 30s. to 35s.-and
it maybe remarkedinpassing that the
instances from which the averagein this group is made upare
only half as numerous as those in the two adjacent groups-these
figures are continuous and innowiseincompatible
with what we
should expect from general observation. It is natural that among
the very poor the demand for clothes should be nearly as inelastic
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as the demandforfood,andthat,
as we proceed to groups of
greaterwealth,
itsrelativeelasticityshould
grow. This small
experiment,therefore, is not discouraging,and it is much to be
a more extended
desiredthatsomeeconomistshouldundertake
study along similar lines.’
1 Cf. my article “A Method of Determining the Numerical Valneof Elasticities
of Demand,” Eeononic Jouma2 of December 1910.

APPENDIX I11
A
DIAGRAMMATIC
AND MATHEMATICAL
TREATMENT OF CERTAIN
PROBLEMS OF COMPETITIOPI’ AND MONOPOLY

THE purpose of this Appendix is to investigate certain matters
of pure theory whichcannot be handledeasily without the help
of some sort of technical apparatus.

I
NORMAL SUPPLYPRICE

5 1. I define the normal supply price of anyquantity of
output as the pricewhichwill just suffice to call out a regular
flowof thatquantity when theindustry underreviewis
fully
adapted to producing that quantity and no monopolistic action is
undertaken. Prima facie the supply price of an industry may fall,
remain stationary or rise, as the output of the industry increases.
According as it doesone or other of these things, the industry
will be saidrespectively to obey the law of decreasing, constant
or increasing upp ply price.l The same industry may, of course,
obey one of these laws in respect of some quantities of output and
another inrespect of other quantities. It isproposed tostudy
generally the way in which the relationbetweenvariationsin
normal supply price and the variations in quantity of output is
determined.
tj 2. Most industries are made up of anumber of firms, of
which at any moment some are expanding,while
others are
declining.Marshall,
it will beremembered, likensthem to trees
in aforest.
Thus, evenwhen
the conditions of demand are
constant and the output of an industry as a whole is correspondingly constant, the output of manyindividual firms will not be
constant. The industry as a whole will be in a state of equilibrium ;
the tendencies to expand and contract on the partof the individual
firms will cancel out ; but it is certain that many individual fims
1 Cf. ante, Part 11. Ch. XI.
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will not themselves be in equilibrium and possible that none will
be. When conditions of demandhavechanged and the necessary
adjustments havebeenmade,
the-industry as a wholewill,we
may suppose, once more be in equilibrium, with
a differeut output
and, perhaps,adifferentnormal
supply price ; but, again,many,
perhapsall, the firmscontainedin it, though their tendencies to
expand and contract must cancel one another, will, as individuals,
be out of equilibrium. This is evidently a state of thingsthe
direct study of whichwouldbe highlycomplicated. Fortunately,
however, there is a wayround.Since,when
the output of an
industry as a whole is adjusted to any given state of demand, the
tendencies to expansion and contraction on the part of individual
firms cancel out, they may properly be regarded as irrelevant so far
as the supplyschedule of the industry as a wholeisconcerned.
When the conditions of demand change, the output and the supply
price of the industry as a whole must change in exactly
the same
way as they would do if, both in the original and in the new stat,e
ofdemand,
allthe firmscontainedin
it were individually in
equilibrium. This fact gives warrant for the conception of what
I shallcall the epuilibrium j r m . It implies that there can exist
someonefirm,which,whenever
theindustry as a whole i6 in
equilibrium, in the sense that it is producing a regular output y
in response to a normal supply price p , will itself also individually
be in equilibrium with a regular output CC,..~
The conditions of the

v

Marshall’s statements about his “representative firm ” show that this is
conceived as an“equilibrium firm.” Rut it is alsosomethingmore.
It is a
firm of, in some sense, average size. Marshall pictures i t as a “ typical ” firm,
built on a ncale,to which actual firms tend t o approximate ; for some purposes he
suggests that it might be well to picture to ourselves several different typical
firms, one, for example, in the company form, another, probably smaller, in
the
private business form. That this conception is appropriate to actual conditions
is well shown by the studies of the sizes of a number of actual businesses carried
out in 1914 by Sir SydneyChapmanand
Mr. Ashton.
They
conclude:
“Generally speaking,there wouldseem to exist in induatries, or branches of
industries, of adequate size, undergivensets
of conditions, a typical or
representative magnitude to which businesses tend to
grow, typical proportions
between their
parts
and
typical
constitutions.
. . . As there is a normal
sizes
size and form for a man, 80, but leas markedly,aretherenormal
and forms of buaineaaes.” (The sizes of businesses mainly in the textile industry.
ShtistieaZ J o u d , 1914, p. 512.) This is notsurprising.
For, ifwe so far
abstract from reality as to suppose that there are large numbers of people of
each grade of managing ability, each industry will tend to call to itrr firms men
or that grade whose I ‘ companrtive efficiency ” is greatestthere.
If 1 be the
output of the induatry, x the output of the typical firm, and F(z,y) the total
coat to that firm of ita output, I? will be a definitefunctiondeterminedby
technicalconditions,and
for any assignedvalue of y, z will begiven by the
equation

For mymore

limited purpoae,however,

it is not necessary to postulate that
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industry are compatiblewith the existence of such a firm; and
the implications about theseconditions,which, whether it in fact
exists or not, would hold good if it did exist, must be valid. For
the purpose of studying these conditions, therefore, it is legitimate
tospeak of it as actually existing. For any given output, then,
of the industry as a whole, the supply price of the industry as a
whole must be equal to the price which, with the then output of
the industry as a whole, leaves the equilibrium firm in equilibrium.
The industry, therefore, conforms to the law of increasing, constant
or decreasing supply price according as the price which leaves the
equilibrium firm inequilibriumincreases,remains
constant or
decreases with increases in the regular rate of output-we are not
here concerned with short-period fluctuations-of
the industry as a
whole. In industries which consist,not of many firms but of one firm
only, the industry as awhole and the equilibrium firm are, of course,
identical, and there are nofirms other than the equilibriumfirm.
In what follows we are concerned (1) with industriesinwhich
theoutputs of the individualfirms are smallrelatively to the
output of the whole industry, which implies that z, the output of
our equilibrium firm, is small relatively to y ; (2) with industries
consisting of onefirmonly.The
di5cult intermediate case of an
industry inwhich x, isneithersmallrelatively
to y nor yet
equal to y-a case involvingsomemeasure of indeterminateness
-willbe
left out of account. It is assumed throughout that
outsiders are not excludedfrom the industry underreviewby
legal rules or clubbing devices.
I1
MANY-FIRM INDUSTRIES

5 3. Marshall'sdiscussion of internal andexternal economies
has made familiar in a general way
the idea that the long-period
production costs of an individual firm in a many-firmindustry sometimes depend, not onthe size of its own output only, but also on that
of the industry as a whole. Thisideaneeds,however,
to be set
outin preciseform.
Three stagesmay be distinguished. In the
simplest stage the individual firm's costsdependsolelyupon
its
own output. There are no external economies or diseconomies,
and such internal economies or diseconomies as there are ar0
whollyunaffectedbyvariations
in thescale of the industry as a
whole. If we write y for the output of the industry as B whole
there isany representative or typical Bize of firms.Firms
might bs of all
varieties of size, not concentrated about any norm. All that is required is that
one firm is"or,rather, that the conditions are such as to make it possible for
one firm to &"an '' equilibrium fum " in the sense defined above.
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and x, for the output of the equilibrium firm, the money costs of
the equilibriumfirm are measuredby Fr(xr). In the next stage
the individual firm’s money costs consist of two parts, one depending on the size of its own output, the other on that of the output
of the whole industry. Wemaycall
the former, if we will,
internal costs, thelatter external costs. Thelatter willconsist
of the firm’s expenditure on the materials,machinery and so on
which it buys, and the price of which will vary withvariations
in the demand for themon the part of the industry as a whole.
Here the moneycosts of the equilibrium firm are measuredby

F,(z,)

+ ?#(y).

In the third stage the relation between costs andthe
Y
individual and collective outputs are more complex. It is no longer
proper to regard the individual firm’s money costs as consisting of
two separate and independentparte.Thesecostswillundergo
different variations in consequence of a given change in it8soutput
according to the level at which the output of the industry asa
whole stands; and they will undergo different variations in consequence of a given change in the output of the industry as a whole
according to the level at which the individual firm’sown output
stands. The costs of the equilibrium
firm
are measured
by
F,(x,y).
This last formula,which
is ageneral one, of course
includes the two simpler formulae as special cases.
It will, therefore, be convenient inthe firstinstance to conduct our analysis
by means of it.
5 4. Let y be the output of an industry asa whole; x, the
output of the equilibrium firm; F,(x,.,y) thetotal costs of the
equilibrium firm ; and p the supply price of the industry’s product.
The following quantities have then to be distinguished.
First, the m r g i n a l additive cost to the equilibrium firm, i.e. the
differencemadeto
the total cost of that firm byincreasing its
output from z7 to (x, + h,),
the output of the other firms remain-

Secondly, the m r g i 9 d substitute cost to theequilibrium firm, i.c.
the difference made to the total cost of that firm by increaaing its
output from x, to (x, + Axr), the output of the industry as a whole
remaining unchanged (Le. that f i d e increase being balanced by an
equal decrease elsewhere),
=a-”

aFT(GlY)

a
x
,

*

Thirdly, the average cost to the equilibrium firm

=-.
Fr(%Y)
X,
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5 5. Whenafirmisconsidering what differencewill bemade
to ics total costsby adding to or subtracting from itsoutput
asmallincrement,
it willmeasure
the differencebymarginal
additive cost if it reckons that the output of other firms will not
be altered in consequence of its action, and by marginal substitute
cost if it reckons that ot,her firms will be driven by its expansion
to contract their output correspondingly, so that the output of the
whole industry, including itself, will be unaltered. It may reckon
that something intermediate between these two things will happen,
in whichcase it will look to something intermediate between
marginal additive cost and marginal substitute cost. If the total
cost to any one firm producing a given output is the same, whatever quantity other firms are producing,
these
two
sorts of
marginalcostcoincide.
In any event, so long as theoutput of
the industry as awholeislargerelatively
to the output of any
onefirm, they are not likely to differverymuch.Thetechnique
of the discussion will be slightly different according as we suppose
that the equilibrium firm reckons that a small increase in its output wouldinvolveanequal,
nil or intermediate addition tothe
output of the industry a6 a whole, but no difference will be made
to the broad result. Since,therefore, the analysisissimplest
if
the equilibrium firm thinks of smallchangesin
itsoutputas
involvingequal and opposite changesin the output of its competitors, I shallproceedon
the assumption that it infactdoes
this.Hence, so longas we are consideringmany-firmindustries,
no further reference will be made to marginal additive cost; and
the term marginalcostwill beused without adjective to signify
marginal substitute cost,namely,
~J(%Y>

as

-

fi 6. It is then easy to see that, if the supply price of the
industry were less than the marginal cost of the equilibrium firm,
sales a t the supply price would involve a loss
to it and it would
tend to contract. If the supply price were greater than the marginal
cost to the equilibriumfirm, that firmwouldgainby
expanding
at the expense of other firms,because,while
the cost of its old
output would still becoveredby the selling price-whichwould
be unchanged,since aggregate output is unchanged-thecost
of
i b new output wouldbemore
than covered.’Henceinneither
-0
would the equilibrium firmbe inequilibrium.Sincethen,
ex hypothesi, it must beinequilibrium,
the supplyprice of the
1

The argument here would havea slightly different form if marginalndditive

Boat were the relevant form of marginal mt, but the result would be the =me.
Uf. post, footnob (2) to $ 14.
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of the equilibrium

P-- aF?(%.c,,Y)
-.
axr

$ 7 . If the supply price were less than the average cost of the

' equilibrium firm, it isobvious that that firmwouldbe

makinga
loss and, therefore, would tend to contract, thus belying its nature
as an equilibrium firm. Therefore,
the supply price cannot be less
thanthe
averagecost
of the equilibrium firm. Again, if the
supplypriceis greater thanthe averagecost of the equilibrium
firm, outsiders will be tempted to come into the industry, forming
themselves into similarfirms and thus increasing the producing
capacity of the industry, until the supply price of an output y is
nolongerinexcess of the averagecosts of the equilibriumfirm.
Therefore the supply price cannot begreater than the average costs
of the equilibriumfirm.Hence
the supplypriceisequal
to the
average costs of the equilibrium firm,' i.e.

fj 8. Expressedin
words, this conditionand
the preceding
conditiontogether
statethatthe
normal supply price of the
product of a many-firm industry is, in respect of allquantities
of output, equalboth tothe marginalcostand
tothe average
cost of the equilibriumfirm ; costbeingunderstood,
of course,
in the sense of moneycost.Thesetwoconditions
are fundamental and of generalapplication. The resultant equality
aF4sr,y) - Fr(xmy)
axr

canalso be derived directly from the proposition that, when y is
given, 5 must be such as to make a-

minimum.

To obviate

xr

a possible misunderstanding, it may be added that, since xr is an
implicitfunction of y, the supplyfunction of theindustry as a
wholecan, if desired,beexpressed as a function of onevariable,
and is, therefore, capable of being represented by a plane diagram.
9 9. There are threesorks of equilibrium-unstable equilibrium,
is
in
neutral equilibrium,
and
stable equilibrium. A system
stable equilibrium if, when any smalldisturbance takes place,
forcescome into play to re-establish the initial position; it isin
neutral equilibrium if, when such adisturbance takes place,no
re-establishingforces, but also no furtherdisturbing forces, are
1 It will be noticed that neither the preceding argument nor the condition
aet out in 5 3, that the tendency of the various non-equilibrium firms to expand
and to contract must balance oneanother, necessarily implies that the supply
price is equal to the average cost of the industry aa a zohk.
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evoked, so thatthe systemremains a t rest inthe position to
which it hasbeen moved; it is inunstable equilibrium if the
smalldisturbancecalls
outfurther disturbing forceswhich act
in a cumulative manner to drive the system away from its initial
position. A ship with a heavykeelisin
stableequilibrium;an
egg lying on its side in neutral equilibrium ; an egg poised on one
of its ends
in
unstable
equilibrium.
Obviously
for
practical
purposes unstable equilibrium is no equilibrium at all : its presence
wouldinvolve
the system running down to oneinwhich
the
industry consists of a singlefirm.
In order that the equilibrium
maybe neutral, we require thefurther condition that aF,(xn!f)
~

azr

isconstantover a certain range : inorder that it may bestable,
the further condition that
a 2 F r ( G". , Y ) , 0.
"
"

3

ax;?

10. Let us nowconsiderin
turnthethree
casesdistinguished in $ 3. Inthe simplest of these,where the costs of the
equilibrium firm are dependentonlyon
its own output and not
a t allon theoutput of theindustry as a whole, the expression
F,(a,,y) degrades to F&).
The twoconditions of equilibrium
become
p = FT",
. (1)

andthecondition that the equilibriumshallbe neutral or stable
becomes
F,."(z,) = >O.
.
. (3)
In a many-firm industry condition (3) inconjunctionwithcondition (1) rules out the law of decreasingsupplypriceinrespect
of outputs equal to or greater than whatisbeing
actually sold.
For, if that law holds for the industry as a whole, it must hold for
some individual firm belonging to it, and such a firm, once getting
an accidental start, would cumulatively undersell and oust all the
others.Condition
(3) isnot,however,reallynecessary
to exclude
the law of decreasingsupplyprice.
For conditions (1) and (2) in
conjunctionexcludeboth this lawandalso the law of increasing
supply price. This iseasilyproved.
The twoconditionstogether
'

yield

Fr(3;) - F,'(z,).

"

%

Thisimplies
that zm andconsequently
F;(zr), are determined
independently of the output of the industry as a whole ; and this
implies in turn that the supply price of the industry is the same
whatever the magnitude of itsoutput.
In other words, the
industry is necessarilyconducted in accordance with the law of
constant supply price.
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§ 11. In this simplecase,since
the costfunction
of the
equilibrium firm canbeas of course it cannotin the more
complex cases-represented by a plane diagram which is valid and

Y

0

FIQ.1.

M

X

the same whatever the output of the industry as a whole, it may
be of service to persons
who
prefer diagrams to algebra to
set out the implications of the foregoing analysis by these means.

0

PIQ. 2

M

X

In the annexed figures the curve SS, represents the marginal coats
that various amounts of output involve to the equilibrium firm,
and the curve SS, the averagecosts.
Thew twocurvesare,
of
course, bound together by a rigid relation ; such that, if M be any
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point on Ox and a perpendicular be drawn through M cutting SS,
in Q and SS, in P, the area SQMO isequal to the rectangIe
RPMO, whateverbe the shapes of the twocurves. It iseaay to

91

S

0

M

N

x

FIQ.3.

see that, if either curve slopes downward throughout (as in Fig. l),
the other must also do this; and, if either slopes upward throughout (as in Fig. 2), BO also must the other. If SS, slopesdown-

4I
I

Ya
srn

S

0

M

X

FIQ.4.

ward at first, then turns upward and thereafter continues to rise,
the curve SS,will continue to slope downward until the point a t
which the now upwardmoving SS, intersects it, and will then
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itself turu upward.
This
case
is represented by Fig. 3. If
SS, slopesupward at first, then turns downward and thereafter
continues to fall, SS, will, in like manner, slope upward until SS,

4

S

C

"

A

FIO. 5.

intersects it, and will then itself turn downward.Thiscase
is
represented in Fig 4. Finally, if, either initially or after a point
of intersectionbetween the two curves, either of themhencefor-

0

M

X

FIQ.6.

ward moves horizontally, the other must coincide with it and do
the same. This case ie represented in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.1 The
1 We could, of c o r n , if we wished, draw more complicated figures,in which
the curves should reverse their direction of movementmore than once, but no
new prinoiple would be brought to light by this proceeding.
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conditions of equilibrium for the equilibrium firm, set out in the
quautity of
precedingsection,imply
that it isproducingsucha
output OM that an ordinate drawn perpendicular to OM cuts the
curves SS, and SS, at the samepoint.Hence
in the conditions
represented in Figs. 1 and 2 no equilibrium of any sort is possible.
In those represented by Fig. 4 there is a single point of unstable
equilibrium : in those represented by Figs. 5 to 7 there are ranges
of neutral equilibria : and in those represented by Rg. 3 there is
asinglepoint of stable equilibrium; the point, namely, at which
internal economies have reached their limit, in such wise that the
average cost of production is at a minimum. Unstable equilibrium
is,as we haveseen, for practicalpurposesimpossible.
If neutral

Y

equilibrium prevails, changes in the output of the equilibrium firm
may take place, but cannot be caused by associated changes in the
output of the industry as awhole. If stable equilibrium prevails,
theoutput
of the equilibriumfirmcannotchange.
It isfixed
rigidly, and changes in the output of the industry as a whole can
only come -about through an alteration either in the number of
firms employed or in the magnitude of the non-equilibrium firms.
In any event, whether neutral or stable equilibrium prevails, the
average (and marginal) cost of the equilibriumfirm, and so the
supply price of the industry, is the same for all outputs of the
industry : i.e. the industry conforms to conditions of constant
supply price.
fi 12. In the secondclass of case distinguished in 0 3 the
formula for the costs incurred by the equilibrium firm degrades to

SO0
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The two conditions of equilibrium become
p=F,'(gr) + -,
W

Y

-

.

(1)

and the condition that the equilibrium shall be neutral or stable
becomes, as before,
F,"(&) = >O.
.
(3)
As in the previous case, conditions(1) and (2) yield x
F (2 1= F7'(rr).
XT

So far, therefore, as the internal position and what we may term the
internal costs of the equilibrium firm are concerned, everything is
exactly the sameas it was in that case. Internal costs per unit
ofproduct are determined at afixedlevel
independent of the
output of the industry as a whole, and the size of the equilibrium
firm is alsoindependent of that output. In this case,however,
these results do not imply thatthe industry asawholemust
conform tothe
law of constant supply price. For, though
4

,
and, therefore,
is fixed independently of y, the element -+(Y)
FA4
x7

a
s

Y

are, so far as the present argument goes, free to vary up or down
as y varies. Thus, if a growth in the output of the cotton industry
ledto a rise in the price of its material, raw cotton, the cotton
industry as awholewouldconform
to the law of increasing
supply price ; if its expansionled t o a fall in the price of raw
cotton, to the law of decreasing supply price. To determine
whether in fact the price of materiels,machinery and so on
supplied to an industry by others will rise, fall or remain constant
when theoutput of that industry increases, we shouldneed to
step outside the industry primarily under review and investigate
the conditions of production in the others.
f 13. In the thirdand most general case distinguished in
5 3 it is obvious that the three governingconditionsimpose no
restrictions on the relations that may subsist between variations
in the supply price and in output.
It. is still true that, for any
given output of the industry as a whole, the output of the equilibrium firm must be such as to make its marginal costs and its
averagecostsequal.
But, as theoutput of the industryas a
whole varies, both the output of the equilibrium firm which will
make these two things equal and also their magnitude when they
are equal may vary indefinitely in either direction. Even,
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therefore, if the prices of the materials and machinery bought from
outside do not vary with variations in the scale of our industry,
its own supplyprice mayvary.Many-firm
industries of the
generalised type are thus perfectly free to conform to the law of
increasing
supply
price,
constant
supply
price,
or decreasing
supplyprice, or to any combination of theselawsinrespectof
different quantities of output. Fig. 3 on p. 797 still correctly
represents the conditions of supply in the equilibriumfirm when
th aggregatedemand is such that OM units arebeingpurchased f r m
that Jim at a price PM per unit. But now,when the aggregate
demand alters,the curves SS, and SS, alter also. They move
upwards or downwards, or they change their shape, or they do both
these things.After
the change, as before,equilibrium is only
attained when the selling price is equal to both the average cost
and the marginal cost of the equilibrium firm. The output of that
firm is still measuredby OM, where M is the base of a perpendicular drawnfrom the point of intersection of SS, and SS,;
but, nevertheless,both the sellingprice and theoutput of the
equilibriumfirm may be differentfrom what they werebefore
the change.
I11
ONE-FIRM INDUSTRIES

5 14. Let us now revert to the laws of supply price in relation
to an industry of onefirmonly.
Here the equilibriumfirmand
the industry as awholebecomeidentical,
so that there isno
need to employa function of two variables.Moreover,marginal
costis no longerambiguous : it mustsignifymarginal
additive
cost,since there isnosuch
thingas marginal substitute cost.
If we were to follow blindly the lead of the preceding discussion,
we should conclude that equilibrium requires that

p = F(Y)= Fyy).

y

This would mean that there can only be a supply price in respect of
one, or, if the curves of marginal cost and of average cost cross one
another several times, in respect of a few isolated quantities of output, unless the industry conforms to conditions of constant supply
price.Only then, it wouldseem,is the existence of acontinuous
supply schedule of the ordinary type possible. I t is not difficult
to see, however, that the foundation of this argument is unsound.
For the equilibriumfirm of amany-firm industry it is true that
equilibriumisonly
attainable if both its averagecost a d ita
marginal cost are equal to the supply priceof the industry. But
for the equilibrium firm ofaone-firm
industry that is not true.

3 F
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There can, indeed, be no equilibrium if the average cost is greater
than the supply price and the industry isselling at the supply
price ; for,insuchconditions,
there willbeatendency
to contraction. Likewise there canbenoequilibrium
if the marginal
cost is greater than the supply price and the industry is selling a t
the supply price; forhere,again,
there will be atendency to
contraction.
But,
since
we
have to do
with
one
firm
only,
equilibrium does not necessarily forbid average cost to be less than
the supply price.'Again,
if, whereaveragecost
is equal to the
supply price,marginalcostisless
than this, and the industry is
selling at thesupply price, there is notendency for outputto
expand, since any expansion would necessarily involve a loss, and,
therefore, equilibrium is not incompatible with this arrangement.2
Hence we conclude that in a one-firm industry the supply price of
any given quantity of output is equal to average costor to marginal
coat, according as the one or the other of these is the greater. So
far as formal considerations go, the industry is free to conform to
decreasing, constant or increasing(money) supply price. If it
conforms to decreasing supply price throughout, the supply curve
iscoincident with the curve of averagecost : if it conforms to
increasing s ~ p p l yprice throughout, with the curve of marginal
cost: if it conforms to constant supply price throughout, with
both thesecurves.
If it conforms to conditions of increasing
supply price in respect of some outputs, and of decreasing supply
price in respect of other outputs, the supply curve lies along the
curve of averagecostwhere
this is higher thanthe curve of
marginal cost, and along the curve of marginal cost where that is
the higher of the two.

IV
THE IDEAL OUTPUT IN A
MANY-FIRMINDUSTRY

0 15. I call the output in any industry whichmaximises the
national dividend, and, apart from the differences in the marginal
utility ofmoney to differentpeople, also maximisessatisfaction,
the ideal output. AB waashown in Chapter XI. of Part 11. this
output is attained-the possibility
of multiple maximum positions
It does not forbid it if the firm'a supply schedule is of the type depictad
and if OM in the figure constitutes a large proportionof thetotal
output which the market is capable of absorbing at a price PM ; for in those
conditions the one firm may makeanabnormalprofit
without calling new
competitors into the field.
"hi matter is beet elucidated by meansof a diagram. Let DD' be the
demand curve, 99, the curve of marginal costs, and 58, the curve of average
costa of a one-firm industry. Let OM units be produced
and sold at a
If the
price PBI, where P is the point of intersection between DD' and 59,

in Fig. 3

9J
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being ignored-when the value of the marginal social net product
of each sort of resource invested in the industry under review is
equal to the value of the marginal social net product of resources
in industries in general, or, more strictly, in the central archetypal
industry of Part 11. Chapter XI. 5 1. In this central archetypal
industry each sort of productiveresource will have a valuein
money perunit equal tothe value of thenet product of a
marginal unit of it. Hence the ideal output in our particular
industry will be that output which makes the demand price of the
output equal to the moneyvalue of the resourcesengaged in
producingamarginal
unit of output; in other words, it will be
industry were to increase its output beyond OM, sayto ON, the extra units
wouldcostless
than PM per unit to produce. But, nevertheless, onthe
assumption that all units are sold at the =me price, ON units could not be sold
a t a less price than QN without involving thc industry in a
loss. Since, however, the portion of D D that is to the right of P necessarily liea below SS, it

Y
D

S

0’

I

I

M N

X

Fro. 8.

is impossible for an output ON to be sold a t a price as high

aa QN. Hence, if
the industry expands its output beyond OM, i t will make a loss ; and, therefore,
it has no tendency to expand.When
the curves 85, and SS, represent the
circumstances of one equilibrium firm among many firms, the position is qnite
different. It L not now proper to draw a demand curve
of the form of DD.
The price in the market would be absolutely unaltered by an expansion on the
part of the equilibrium firm if its expansion mere balanced by the correeponding
contraction in other firms, and approximately nnaltered-the equilibrium
firm
being ~ ~ p p o ~small
e d relatively t o the industry a8 a whole-if the output of
other firms remained unchanged. Therefore
the equilibrium firm could expand
to ON and still aell a t approximately the old price PM. Thus it could sell an
enlarged output at more than the average cost of that output, and 80 make a
gain. Hence, for one firm among many others, a
state of things in whioh the
aupply price of the industry is equal to the average cost of the eqoilibrium firm,
bot greater than its marginal cost, is not a state of equilibrium

ao4
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and marginal supply price

to the m m u n i l y equal.

f3 16. Letthe quantities of the severaldomesticallyowned
ingredients (including, of course, factors of production), which are
required, directly or through things made by them, to produce an
output x, in the equilibrium firm of an industry, whose total
output is y, be respectively a, b, c, and the prices pl, p,, p,. Let
the quantity of foreign owned ingredient (e.g. imported machinery
or raw material) be q and its price p,. We may then, in a manyfirm industry, distinguish the following quantities :
First, the supply price e q d s
Secondly, the marginal supply price to the industry, i e . the
differencemade to the total moneyexpenses of the industry by
adding a small increment of output,

Thirdly, the marginal supply price to the community, i.e. the
difference made to the total money expenses of the community by
adding a mall increment of output, '

Fourthly, the rate nf changefrom the standpint of the industry in
tlw supply price as output increases

Fifthly, the rate of change from t b stamdpoint of the &mu&y
in the mpplg price M output incresees
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This last expression
is
derived
from
the preceding
one
by
eliminating the elements that representincrements of transfer
between the equilibrium firm in our industry and domestic owners
of the ingredients it employs.
4 17. The foregoingexpression (4) multiplied by y measures
the excess of expression (2) over expression (1) ; and the expression
(5) multiplied by y measures the excess of expression (3) over
expression (1). Hence :
(1) In all industries where the rate of change from the standpoint of the industry in the supply price,as output increases, is
positive ( i e . where conditions of increasing supply price simpliciter
prevail), the supply priceisless than the marginalsupplyprice
to the industry : in the converse case it is greater.
(2) In all industries where the rate of change from the standpoint of the community of the supply price is positive ( i e . where
conditions of increasing supply pricefrom the standpoint of the
communityprevail) the supply priceisless
thanthe marginal
supply price to the community : in the converse caee it is greater.
$ 18. It was shownin § 10 of Part 11. Chapter XI. that the
expression

is unlikely to be negative : and in
the expression

5

7 of the samechapter that

is extremely unlikely to bepositive.
We may take it that,
though exceptions are possible, both these inequalities hold good
ingeneral. On theother hand, the expression

dP, is positive : and, of course, the expression
may be positive if -

dY

for the rate of change from the standpoint of the industry in the
supply price may be either positive or negative.

Hence :
(1) In general the rate of change from the standpoint of the
industry in the supply price, 88 output increases, is greater than or
equal to the rate of change from the standpoint of the community
in the supply price.Hencedecreasing
supply price (simpE4citer)
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implies decreasing supply price from the standpoint of the community : but increasing supply price (simpliciter) does not imply
increasing supply price from the standpoint of the community.
(2) In general, except in industries that make use of imported
materials of increasing supply price, the rate of change in supply
price from the standpoint of the oommunity, as output increases, is
nil or negative, and the supply priceisequal
to or greater than
the marginal supply price to the community.
(3) I n the generality of industries the marginal supply price to
the industry is equal t o or greater than the marginal supply price
to the community.
FJ 19. The ideal output is attained, as was stated above,when
the marginal supply price tothe
communityisequal
to the
demand price.
The output proper to simple competition is attained when the
supply price is equal to the demand price.
Theoutput proper to discriminatingmonopoly of the first
degree is attained when the marginal supply price to the industry
is equal t o the demand price.
The followinginferencesholdgood
in general (i.e. when the
inequalities set out in 3 18 are valid) :
(1) Except in industries that makeuse of imported materials
of increasing supply price, the output proper to simple competition
is equal to or less than the ideal output.
(2) In any industry theoutput
proper to discriminating
monopoly of the firstdegree is less than the ideal output if the
marginal supply price to the community and the marginal supply
price to the industry differ, Le. if therate of changefrom the
standpoint of the industry in the supply price and the rate of change
from the standpoint of the community in the supply price differ:
it is equal to the ideal output if they coincide.
(3) The output proper to simple competition is less or greater
than theoutput proper to discriminatingmonopoly of the first
degree
according
as
the industry conforms to conditions of
decreasing or increasing supply price simplicitw.
(4) Whendecreasing
supply price simpliciter prevails, the
output proper to simple Competition falls short of the ideal output
bymore than the output proper to discriminatingmonopoly of
the firstdegreefalls
short of it. But, whenincreasing supply
price (simpli~ite~)
prevails, the output proper to simple competition,
while greater than the output proper to discriminating monopoly
of the firstdegree,maybe
either greater or lees than the ideal
output. In the former case the national dividendfares better
than it would do under discriminating monopoly : in the latter
it may fare better or may fare worse.
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3 20. The analysis of head (4)in the preceding paragraph may be
illustrated thus. Suppose that wheat-growing conforms to the law
of constant supply price from the standpoint of the community, but
to that of increasing supply price from that of the industry ( i e .
simpliciter), because, and onlybecause, the price of land israised
Inthis case the
whenmore of it iswantedforwheat-growing.
supply price is equal to the marginal supply price tothe community, and the output propertosimplecompetitionisidentical
with the ideal output. But, if wheatfarmers, who are supposed lo
hire their land from landlords, combine and exercise discriminating
monopoly of the firstdegree,theywill
cut down their wheatgrowing,because,by so doing, they willcause the rent per acre
that they haveto pay to fall. Theiroutput will then be less
than the ideal output, instead of being, as it was before, equal to
it. If wheatfarmers own their land, and do not hire it,the
distinction between the interests of theindustry
and of the
community disappears; and the output of wheat will be the same
under discriminating monopoly of the first degree as under simple
competition, ;.e. equal to the ideal output.
V
THE IDEAL OUTPUT IN A ONE-FIRM
INDUSTRY

9

21. In a one-firm industry when F(Y) > F’(y), and the supply
~

U

price of an output y is, therefore, F(y! the analysis of the preceding
U

’

discussion is applicable, the formal expression of it needing to be
modified only so far astoprovide
for the identity of x, and y.
In aone-firm industry, inwhichmarginalcostexceedsaverage
cost,somethingdifferent is needed. The marginal supply price to
the industry and the supply price are both equal to F(y). Therefore, if no transfer elements are involved, so that the marginal
supply price to the industry is equal to the marginal supply price
to the community, an output equating supply price and demand
price-which,
in this case,is theoutput proper alike to simple
competition and to discriminatingmonopoly of the first degreewill be equal to the ideal output, in spite of the fact thatthe
industry conforms to the law of increasing supply price. This case
in general can only occur when imported ingredients
of increasing
Bupply price are beingused.
If Bansfer elements are involved,
an output whichequatessupplyprice
and demandpricewillbe
less than the ideal 0utput.l
1 It should be noted that, when, in one-firm industries, ectual investment
differ9 from idealinvestment, the grounda for this divergence csnnot be
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VI
DEMANDPRICEANDMARGINALDEMANDPRICE

5 23. In the preceding discussion it has been tacitly assumed
that the demandcurve is also what maybecalled,byanalogy
This is not
with supply, acurve of marginaldemandprices.
necessarily so. The marginal demand price of a quantity J of any
commodity is the difference between the desiredness (as measured
inmoney)toconsumersin
the aggregate of annual (or weekly)
purchases of a quantity y and of a quantity (y + Ay) respectively.
The demand price of y units is the price that maintains an annual
(or weekly)purchase of a quantity y. Hence it isequal to the
desiredness (as measured i n money) of the least desired increment
(Ay) in a quantity y to the purchaser of that increment. If then
the purchase of the marginal unit indirectly increases or diminishes
the desiredness of their holdings to the purchasers of other units,
the marginal demand price and the demand price will be different.
For commodities the desireforwhichis
partly adesire for the
uncommon the curve of marginal demand prices, which, for a nil
purchase,
coincides
with the demand
curve,
will
fall
further
and further below it aspurchases increase: for commodities the
desireforwhich is partly adesire for the common the opposite
of thisistrue;
while for commoditieswhich are desiredsolely
on account of the direct satisfactiontheyconfer, the two curves
are identical.'When
the curvesdiverge,maximumsatisfactionthe parties concernedbeingassumed to ba similar in wealth and
temperament-is attained with an output that equatesmarginal
supply price, not withdemandprice, but with marginaldemand
price.
VI1
SIMPLE MONOPOLY A N D MAXIMUM PRICES

5 23. If the State, seeking to protect consumer8 against a
monopoly, fixes a maximum price at the level proper to free competition, it isobvious that, under decreasing or constant s ~ p p l y
price, the monopolist will gain by increasing his
output up to the
translated into terms of a differencebetweenmarginalaocialand
mar 'nal
private net products.Bince
there is only one firm these t w o net p r o f k t e
necessarily coincide. The ground of divergence, when such exists, i n that,
owing to the absence of competition, marginal private (which is here equal to
marginal social) net product is notequal to averagc!net product. If the one-firm
industry is making normal profits, the value of the average net product is equal
t o the value of the marginal social net product in the imaginary central industry
of Part 11. Ch. XI. 1 : and,therelore, t h e value of the marginalsocial net
product in the one-firm industry is not equal to that value.
1 Cf. Part 11. Ch. XI.
13.
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amount that would havebeenproduced under free competition.
If, however,conditions of increasing supply priceprevail,
the
amount which it will pay the monopolist to produce, namely, the
amount whichwillmaximise
output multiplied by the excess of
the regulatedprice of saleover the supplyprice,isnecessarily
less thanthe competitive output. It may be either greater or
less than the output that would result underunregulated monopoly. If the curves of demandandsupply
are both straight
lines, it willbe exactlyequal tothis amount.Thisis
readily
seen by inspection of a suitably drawn diagram.
§ 24. If, under conditions of increasing supply price, the State
fixesamaximumprice,less
than the monopolyprice but greater
thanthe competitiveprice, it
is probable in general that the
output will
be
intermediate
between the competitive output
and theoutput proper to un- V
regulated
monopoly.
If the R
curves of demand and supply W .
are both straight lines, this
result is cedaila. Construct a
diagram (Fig. 9)) such that PM
represents the competitive price,
NL
M
and OM the competitive outFIG.9.
put; while QN represents the
monopolyprice,and
ON the monopoly output. LettheStatecontrolled price, measured by OV, be greater than the competitive
price, but less thanthe
monopoly price. Through V draw a
horizontal lineVBT
cutting DD, in B and SS, in T. It is
easily shown that the monopoly output ON is one-half of the competitive output OM, and that the output, wbich it willpay the
monopolist to producewhen the priceisfixed
a t OV,willbe
measured by one-half of the line VT, drawn horizontally through
V to cut SS, in T, or by the line VB, according as the one or the
But, sinceOV is greater than
other of (these lengths issmaller.
PM, it is obvious that VT is greater than OM. Consequently onehalf of VT is greater than one-half of OM. Thisproves that the
output a t the controlled price is greater thanthe monopoly output ;
and, since VB must be less than RP, it is necessarily less than the
competitive output. That is, it lies somewhere between the two.
5 25. An extension of the foregoing argument shows that, in
the conditions contemplated, when the demand and supply curves
are straight lines, the level of controlled price, which will mike the
output larger than any other level woulddo,willbe
that which
muses the intersection point of VT and DD,, namely, the point B,
’
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to be identical with the middle point of VT, namely, the point H.
If the L SDP be B and the L DSP be 4, this output can be shown to
be equal to the output proper to simple competition multiplied by
tan B + tan +
the fraction
2 tan O+tan 4 .

VI11
SOME PROBLEMS OF DISCRIMINATING MONOPOLY

$ 26. Consider an industry in whichconditions of decreasing
supply priceprevail, but in which the supply curvelieswholly
above the demand curve, so that neither under simple competition
nor under simple monopdy can anyoutput take place.Draw
the demandcurveDD,
and the supply curve SS, as in Fig. 10.
Through S drawacurve
SS, such that, if aperpendicular be
drawnfrom
any point P on SS,, to cut SS, in Q, and the
figure becompleted as drawn, the area SQMO is equal,for all
positions of P and Q,
to the rectangle KYMO.
s
If DD, lies throughout
D
below both SS, and SX,,
it obvious
is
that no
output canoccur
under
monopoly plus discriminaS, tion of the firstdegree,
just as nonecanoccur
under simple competition.
It may happen, however,
Dl in some industries ofdecreasing supply price, that
DD,,
while lying below
O
M
FIG.10.
SS,, cuts SS, If it cuts
it once it must obviously
cut i t a secondtime. Let it cut it in R and Q. Then, under conditions of simplecompetition,no
output canoccur.
But under
conditions of monopoly plus discrimination of the firstdegree,
provided that the area RQ is greater than the area DRS, an
output OM willyield aggregate receipts in excess of aggregate
costs, and will,therefore,beforthcoming.
This result is more
likely to beachieved,
the more steeply the curve SS, slopes
downward (that is to say, the more strongly the law of decreasing
aupply price works); because, the steeper is SS,, the larger, when
the distance OM is given, ia the area PQS, and, therefore, the
greater is the range of demand curves that willmake the area
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RQ greater than the area DRS. Given the inclination of SS,, it
isalsomorelikely
to be achieved, if the demandcurvedoes not
slopedownwardsteeplyin
its earlierstages (that is to say, if
the demand is elastic till fairly low
price
levels
have
been
reached).
$ 27. Monopoly plus discrimination of the seconddegree, as
defined on p. 279, approximates in its effects towards monopolyplus
discrimination of the first degree, as the number of different prices
which it is possiblefor the monopolist to chargeincreases. This
result,whichisobviousingeneral,canbeworked
out exactly
in a particular case. Let the output proper to discrimination of
the first degree be a, and let n be the number of different pricegroups. On the hypothesis thatthe demand and supply curves
arestraight lines, it canbeshown
that, when the commodity
obeys the law of constant supply price, the output will be equal
n

to n-a+ l for all values of n. That is to say, if one price only can
1
be selected, the output willbe 2 a : if twopricescanbeselected,

2
-a, and so on.
3

When the commodityobeys the law of decreasing

supply price,the output, if n is equal to 1, will still be equal to
n
- -a, but, if n ia greater than 1, it will be somewhat less than

n+l

this.

$ 28. Our next problem has to do with the relative outputs
under discriminatingmonopoly of thethird degree-asdefined
on
p.
279"and of
9
simplemonopoly respectively. Let conditions of constant
supply priceprevail,
"
and let there be two S " - T
P
R
\ s'
markets only.
Then
if the curves of de4
mand both markets
0
2are straight lines,
W o . 11.
precise results can be obtained. Let DID, and D',D', represent the
demand curvesof the two markets,and let SS' be drawn at a vertical
distance OR above the base line, where OR measures the constant
cost ofproduction.Through
D', draw D',H parallel to SS', and,
through H, draw a straight line HT, such that PT is equal to RP'.
Then under diecriminating monopoly
the outputfor the two markets
willberespectively
4RP and BRP. Undersimplemonopoly,
pH 6 greater than HD,,theoutput will be 4RT. But, since

d
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P T is equal to RP’, 4RT = BRP + BRP. Therefore, subject to
the condition italicised above, the outputs under simple monopoly
and underdiscriminatingmonopolywillbe
the same. If PH is
less than HD,, the output undersimplemonopolywill,
in s m e
conditions, be gRP, and there will benoconsumption in the less
favoureble market. When these conditions prevail, BO that under
simplemonopoly nothing wouldbeconsumed
inone of the two
markets, the substitution of discriminating for simplemonopoly
increases the output; but except in theseconditions the output
is not changed.When
the assumption of constant supply price
is removed and it is allowed that increasing or decreasing supply
price prevails, the results reached above are not modified, since it
is only through a change in the quantity of output that increasing
or decreasing supply pricecan be called into p1ay.lDecreasing
SUpply price, however, opens up a possibility referred to in Part 11.
Chapter XVII. 5 13, and analogous to that examined in Ij 2 6 above,
to which the precedingdiscussion
has no relevance. This is
that, in some conditions under which neither simple monopoly nor
simple competition would have led
to any output, discriminating
monopoly may lead to some output.

IX
METHODS OF INDUSTRIALREMUNERATION

5 29. The central argument of Part 111. Chapter VIII. canbe
brought into clear light bymeans of adiagram. Let us suppose
the number of workpeopleemployed inanyindustryand
the
length of the working day to be given. It is then possible to
construct ademandcurve
representing the employers’demand
prices (in terms of product) for different amounts of exertion per
unit time from a typical workman, and a supply curve representing the workman’s supply prices (in terms of product) for different
amounts of exertion. Units of exertion are marked 05along Os,
and the demand and supplyprices(in
terms of product) of
different amounts of it along Oy.
Sinceeveryincrease
of exertion on the part of workpeople
enables employers to finish any given job more quickly, and so to
start their machinery upon some other job, the demand curve D D
will slope upwards towards the right. Since, if a man is at work
a t all, neither public opinion nor his own comfort will allow him
to do absolutely not,hing, the supplycurve SS‘ will start at R
* In conditione B U C ~that e simple monopoly would eel1 in market A only,
while a discriminating monopoly would d l in B also, it can w i l y be ehown that
the introduction of discrimination will affect consumption and price in A as
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point some distance along 02, and, thereafter, willslopeupward
somewhat steeply. Let it cut DD’ in P. Through p draw
PM perpendicular to Oc, and PR perpendicular to 0 ~ .
Then,
apart from
possible
injurious reactions on
capacity
that are
not here
considered,
the amount of exertion
by
a
typical
workman, which is most advantageous to the national
0’
dividend and economic ,
welfare,
measured
is
by
OM, and the corresponding
amount of his output by
the rec’tangle OMPR. If
the wagepaid
to him is
whollyindependent of his
exertions and consequent
output,the amount of hiR
exertions willapproximate
to OS, and his outputto
OSQK.
An amount of
exertion OM, and consequentoutput
OMPR, can 0
S
M
X
be obtained eithm by the
Fro. 12.
offer of a rate (inproduct)
PM for each unit of exertion(whichmeanseach
PM units of
output); or by the offerofan
aggregate wage (in product)per day or whatever the time-unit may be-equal
to OMPR, conditional upon the manproducing
OMPR units of output,.any
failure to reach this standard
involving
the payment of a
considerably lower wage.

X
THE MEANING OF EXPLOITATION

30. Let D D be the employers’demandcurve
for labour
and SS‘ the workers’supplycurve in any district or occupation.
Let PM be the wage that would result fromfreecompetitiou,
i.e. that is equal to the general rate of wages for workpeople of
thegrade
concerned; QM” the wage most
profitable
to the
follows.Underconstantaupplypriceboth
will remain unchanged; under
increasing supply priceconaumptionwill
be diminishedandpriceincreased
;
under
decreasing
supply price
consumption
will be incnesed and price
diminiehed.Theseconsiderations
are of practicalimportancetoagovernment
considering whether native cartale should be allowed to sell abroad at less than
the home prim.
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workpeople if they werecombined ; and R M the wagemost
profitable tothe employers.Then
the range of indeterminateness described in Part 111. Chapter VI. is constituted by all rates
between QM" and RM'. There
is necessarilyexploitation
if the
employerssucceedin
paying any
wage
less
than PM. Let 11s
suppose that they succeed
in
paying a wage Rhl'. It follows
that, if theyobtain
an amount
of labour represented by OM',
then the measure of unjaimess
in the wage is the excess of PM
over RM', but
the
measure of
erp:ploitatiion is the excess of K M
over RM. If the workpeople
succeeded in establishinga wage
FIG.13.
larger than PM,exchange
the
index wouldnecessarily fall on the demandcurve t o theleft
of P, say a t the point Q, and we mightspeak of an exploitation of employersbyworkpeople,measuredby
the excess of
QM" over FM".
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British CenslLs of Production, 1907, 37
British Trade Corporation. 154
Broadhead, Mr., on miuimum wage,
575 n.‘
Building trade6 and employment : I l i s missalmethod
i b 521,523 ; information agencies in, 513, 515 ;
nominally
high
wages in, 542 ;
seasonal variability in, 631-2
Burma, Co-operative Credit Societies in,
156
Burns’s Town-Planning Act, 195
Business finance : more publicity needed,
150-51 ; conducted byprofessionals,
152-4 ; couducted by banks, 154-7
Business organisatlons : grading insize
desirable, 204-5 ; small associations
of workers, 205-6 ; large iudustrial
combinations, 206-8 ; seieutitic
ulauagement,210-12 ; size of nuits
of, 401-4 ; standardisation, 206-10
Butter: price control, 236;trade
in
Denmark and France, 319, 320
Butterworth, Mr., Memorandum t o Railway Conference, 198
6

Cadbury, Mr., onpiece-wages, 487 n.
Cadbury, Massrs., and employees’welfare, 711
C a u d a : agriculture, State-encouraged,
in, 194, 327 ; Co - operative
Creameriesin, 327 ; dumping prohibited in, 350, 351 ; Industrial
Combines Investigation Act, 362,
363 ; Industrial Disputes Inveatiga;
tion Act,444-7,448,458,469
railways, State-operated, in, 390
Canadian National RsilwaynCompany,
390
Cannan, Dr.: on economics, 11;on linritations of self-intereat, 128 ; on rationing, 248 ; on term “law,“ 216 a.1 ;
on women’s lehour, 608, 589
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Capital : currency changes and value of,
44, 45
deEnkion of, 115, 658
determination of, 367-70
fixed and working, relation between,
47
interest rate of. and value of. 45
inventidns and,’671, 671,
678-9investment abroad of, 502 n., 662-4
owing to labour legdation, 764.5
owing to taxation, 714-15
labour upp ply and, 665-7
labour value of new, 47
maintenrnce intact of, 43-9
mobihty of, 502 m.
money invested does not t r d y repre
Sent, 44-5, 369-70
prices and value of, 44-5
reduced by opeuing of oommunicatior I
betweeu two markets, 146-7
replacement of, 43-9
as aocial memory, 115
specialisntlon of, 165
supply of, and mcome of labour, 658-9,
661-2
taxation and, 714-15
transferences and, 714-15,743-5,
746-7
units of, their size and complexity,
159-66
Capital-saving inventions, 674-6
Carnegie, Mr., 719
Carr-Saunders, Professor, on paradox of
population, 116
Carver, Professor, 39 2. ; on death duties,
718 ; on distribution of taxation,
716 ; on incomefrombargaining,
201 ; on unit of waiting, 161 n.
Cassel, Dr. : on decreasing s b c k q App.
I. 780; on
inventions,
6i5; on
unit of waiting, 161 m.
Casual method of engaging labour, 513544, 545-7. 555-6,
; how t682
o discourage, 547-8
Census of Production, 37
Chain method of price comparison, 7072

Chapman, Sir Sydney : on c d - de - sac
employment, 4 9 5 ~ ~on~ family
;
earninps, 87 m, ; on homework,
564 R. ; on short time nnd dismisJal
methods, 523 ; on specidisation in
cottonindustry,
219; on t y p i d
firms, App. 111. 790 m. ; on wagas,
advantagw of %xed, 621
Child labour, 560 n,751-3, 760
Children : free meals and education for.
724, 726, 727, 751, ; 763
training
and nnrtore of, 760-53
Chinese immigrrnta in New Zealand, 660
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Civil
service
organisation,
eficieney
and, 389
Clapham, Dr., 228 R. ; on
weaving
industry, 632 n.3
Clark.Professor
J. B. : on industrial
combinations, 343 ; on maintenance
of competition, 355 ; on marginal
increment of capital, 133
Clark, J. Id., on economies of combination, 258 nD1
Clay, Professor, on distribution of -pital, 663
Clayton Law, 337, 353, 355
Climate, hours of labour and, 463
Clubbing methods in business, 345-50;
legislation against, 350-55,356
Coal industry : combination in Germany,
263-4; pricecontrol in, 233, 234,
236 ; Sankey Commission on control
of, 390 ; strikes in, 411, 412, 417,
435 nm., 639 ; supply control in,
248 ; wageagreements
iu, 443-4,
641 ; wages on sliding scale in, 635,
639-40; wasteful working and consumption and, 28
Cocoa price control, 231
Coerciveintervention inindustrialdisputes :adjudlcatlou, 439-41;arbitration, 447-50, 456-9, ; extension
460
of agreements, 441 -4 ; Inveskpation
before strike, 444-7
Cold storage and prices, 629
Collateral security, increase of, 163-4
Collective bargaining, 463-4, 486
Colson, M. : on concessions, li7 ; on
railway
rates, 280, 303 n.‘
.
Combinations. See Industrial combination~
Commissione system for public operation
of Industries, 334-5, 383
Commodities of changing character, 74
Commons,
Professor,
on municipal
electric lighting, 400
Company promotion : by banks, 154-7;
by professionals, 152-4; inGermany, 154, 202 m.%
Compensation : for land improvements,
178-@1, 183; for unemployment,
628 m.l

I

:ompenation funds in family wage
s y h m , 604
:ompetition :
monopolistic, 266-8; advertisemeut
and, 196-9; anti-trust policy and,
338-9
obstacles to, 355-7
simple, 213, 269, ;270
= cost of service principle, 290 ; discriminating
monopoly of third degree and, 286289,307-8, 309-18
; marginal social
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and, 313 ; national dividend and,
Competition (C0aM.)and private net product and, 213,
307, 311-12
national
214-16, 2’21-5, 250, ;339
Costs :
decreasing, conatant and increasing,
dividend and, 223-5, 283, 318 ;
output under, 269-70, 283, 287-9,
215
joint, in railway service, 299 n.
309-11, App. 111. 806 ; price remarginal and average, of manystrictions and, 243 ; and railway
firm industries, App. 111. 796-9;
rates, 290-96, 308-13
unfair methods of, 268, 344-50;
of one-firm industries, App. 111.
legislation against, 350-55
801-2
Comte on the intellect, 5
prime and supplementary, 378
Costs of movement : bounties and, 147Conceeaions to companies, 176-7
; distribution of labour
Conciliation h
r
d
s
,
421, 422, 444,; 460 148, 509-10
and, 492, 499-506, 508-10, 527,
constitution of, 421-4;governmental
552-4; movement of rwou~ces
andnon-pvernmental, 435-8; referendum from, 430-31; and wages,
and, 144-8, 168, 159
; short time
and, 627-9; unfair wage8 and,
fair, 595-6
Conservation of reeources, 29-30
553-4
Constant returns, use of term, 215-16
Cotton Control Board, 247, 528
n.l
Constant supply price : diacriruinating Cotton industry : growth of, 756 ; price
control in, 238 ; “professional exmonopoly and, 282-3, 287, App.
perta ” in, 420 ; short time in, 522,
111. 811-12; output and conditions
523 ; specialition in, 219, 221;
of, 270, 282-3, 287, App.
360,111.
supply control in, 247 ; unemploy808-9, 811-12;private and social
meut fund in, 528
net product under, 221-2; Bimple
wages in : iLmargins” and, 697 8 ;
monopoly and, App. 111. 808 ; uae
profita and, 638-9; sliding wale a
of term, 215-17
failure, 442
Consumers, interference to raiae wage
Councillors and municipal undertakings,
rates by, 531, 637
388
Consumers‘ League, 711
Couroot and effect ofeliminatingobataclea
Consutners’
surpluses
not practicable
to movement of resources, 147 ; and
m m u r e of national dividend, 57
resourns under duopoly, 266
Consumption : and taste, 82-4,91-2 ; of
Crdley Heath nailmakers, 493
income, economic welfare dependent
Crompton,Mr.,onconciliation
agreeon, 89
menta, 424
Consumption income, 37
Currency, changes in, and capital values,
Co-operation : rural, 16 n?; and welfare,
44, 45, 369-70
15-16
Co-operatire
Creameries,
319-20, 326, Cuatoms and excise payments, 41
CM-throat competition, 268, 340, 346,
327
350-53; legislation against, 337.
Co-operative Credit Societies inIndia
350-63, 356
and Burma, 156
&-operative Stores, 206, 318-21;
Dale, Sir David, 428
economic advantages of, 321-6,678
Co-partnership, 474 ; in South Metro- Dalton, Dr. : on “arc” and “ point”
elasticityof demand, 258 %.*,665n.*;
politan Gns &., 646 ; workshops,
ou elasticity of demand and real
205-6
income of labour, 665 n.l ; formula
Corn Production Act
(Repeal).
1921,
for elsRticity of demmd, 583 R . ;~
444
on inequality of incomea and ea&Corporation tax payments, 4 1
faction, 97 n.
Cost of living : in England and Germany,
78, 79 ; index figure of, 640%. ; Darwin. Major, 336
Davias, Mina, on village poverty, 750
wagea and, 649, 563, 698-7,
596Dawmn, Mr. : on Germany, old a ~ r d
600, 603-4,640
modern, 13 ; on overorowding in
Coat of production: in Qovernment
Germany, 194 n.(
munition factmi-, 384 ; d parts
Desrle, Mr., on Landon building trdae,
and wholes, 683-4
613, 642
Cod of service principle in railway ratea,
SO-96,298, 307-8,312-13
;adjuet- Denth duties, 29, 41, 713, 718-10, i43-4
menta r e q u i d , 816-17 ; bonntiee b p t i ~ .nS to things far R&, 201-3

-

INDEX
Deereasing wpply price, conditions of
189-228 ; bounty s d ~ m t a g e ~
in~ s
225 ; equality of marginal net pro
dncb and, 139,221-2,222-3; aimplt
monopoly and, 270, App. 111. 808
discriminating monopolyand, 283
284,
286-7,
App. 111. 810, 812
rationing and, 696-7; use of term,
215-17

output under, 139, 216-20, 270,283:
360 ; diagrammatic
286,
287,
analysis of, App. 111. 808-9,810,
812-13
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Destructivedumping,
345 ; legislation
agaiust, 350-53
Dewing, study of losses due lo combination, 258 n.’
Dicl~iuson, G . Lowes, on European civiliaation, 13-14
Diminishing retnrns, 215-16 ; to
individual factors of production, law
of, 659

Diminishing utility, law of, 69-90
Discriminating
monopoly,
275 ; conditions favouring, 275-9 ; dagof, 275-82, 282-9 ; diagrammatic
analysis of,
App.
111. 810-12 ;
marginal social net products under,
284-5, 288-9 ; national dividend
and, 283, 289, 307-8, 311
of Bwt degree, 279, 280,309, App. 111.
810 ; national divideud and, 282-4
of second degree, 279,
281,
284;
App. 111. 810-11
of third degree, 281, 282, 284.9, App.
111. 811-12; output and nlaqgnal
social uet productanntler,
184-9,
309-10, App. 111. 806 ; and railway
rates, 307, 310.15 : simple competition md, 287-8, 288-9, 307-8, 309312; value of service principle=,

railway investments and, 310.11
from standpoints of industry and 01
community, 217, 219-20
Deferred rebates, 348, 353
Demand :
elasticity o f : “arc,” 258 n.p ; conditions determining, 259-62 ; and
elasticity of desire, 262 ; meaaurement of, 258, App. 11. 782-8;
monopolisstion and, 259-62, 283,
;
310; “point,” 6 6 5 9 ~ ~railways
and, 310
employers’, 626-31, 635-6, 637; diagram of, App. 111. 813-14
fluctuations of: c ~ n s e s of, 626-30,
290, 314
631-2, 635-7 ; prices
and,
378;
Disharmonybetween
national dividend
seasonal, 504-5, 520
.
and
earnings of labour, 645-6, 648 ;
new, in monopoly, 271
inventions and, 6f6, 679-80 ; rationslacknewof,methodsofmeeting,519.29
ing and, 694, 697 ; supply of capital
transferability of units of, 277-8
and l a h n r and, 656,
662,
664 ;
variations of, relative, in different
trausfemuees of resources and, 705occupations and places, 167-71 ;
709 ; uneconomically high .wages
industrial Combinations and, 168-9
and, 690.92, 693
Demand for labour :
Dismissal during industrial depression,
alasticity o f : factors determining, 682519-22, 523; disadvantages of
687 ; and aggregate income, 665-9 ;
method, 520-21, 524-7 ; trades snband low-pule labour, 615-16 ; and
jeet to, 621,622, 623
movement of labour, 554-6 ; and
Distiibutiou of labour, 488-511
wage fluctuations, 452, 615-16, 620artificial restrictions on, 506-8
022, 623.5, 625-83, 633-6, 682-7,
bounties and, 510
688
costs of movement and, 492, 499-506,
Huctuatiom in, 620-22, 023-5, 625-35
508-10, 527, 552-4
inventions and, 671-4
initialand aggregate,ignoranoe and,
Demand
price
snd marginal demand
492-9
price, A p p 111. 808
interference with wages and, 651.3,
Demand Rchedole, definition of, 279 n.
554-5,556,561,
601-3
l)emareatim of fnnctioq industrial disobstacles t o : ignoraace ofprospeaka,
pntes oyer, 415
492-4 ; of nptitudw, 494-6 ; of real
Denmark : co-opration in, 319, 323 n.,
advantages, 490-93 ; of fluctuations,
326 ; old-age pendons in, 721-2
490-91 ; of comparative demand
Depreciation, meening of, 46-8 ; replacepricas, 497-9 ; of employnaent
ment and, 43-9
opportunities, 512-18; methods of
Desire, elnsticity of, and elasticity of
overcoming, 509-11
demand, 262
kstrtbution o€ national dividend, 87-9i,
Desirednw, 23
645-767 ; economic
welfare
and
h i m and sotisfWtiOU4 23-30, 52 n.,
changed in, 8747,123, 124 ; among
64,6Z-3, 64-7, 69, 82-4
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Distribution of national dividend (mid.:
factors of prcduction, 656-70 I
quality of population and, 106-22 ;
among rich and poor,87-97,117,
645-6, 647, 648, 655, 666 ; its
reactions on numbers of population,
98-105
measurement of inequality, 96-7
Dividend, fixed maximum, 375
“Dockers’ romance,” 547
Docks, syltem of employment at, 515 n.],
544
Domestic sel-vanta, infertility of, 103
Domestic workshops, 533, 534
Doncsster, Dr., on heredity, 108. 111
Dumping, destructive, 345 ; legnlatiou
agahst, 360-53
Donraven,Lord, on Irish age distribution, 501 n.
Duopoly, resomes devoted to prodnction
under, 266
Durand, Professor : ou anti-trust legislation, 339, 343 m 2 , 3i9 ; on conciliation ;rrmngements, 423
Durham Wages Board, 430
Economic welfsro defined. 11, 31, 84
aggregatewelfare and, 11, 13-14, 18,
21-2, 117-19 ; defence and, 19-20 ;
desires aud satisfactions, discrepant,
and, 27-30, 83 ; disharmony and,
645-6 ; increased by investment, 30
labour and : hours of, 465 ; increased
supply of, 667-8
national dividend and : distribution of,
67-97, 123-4 ; size of, 50, 5 8 , 82-6,
123-4, 473, 474; variability of,
117, 123
poor’s share in national dividend and,
87-97, 93-105,117, 123 ; State aid
and, 669-70, 692-3 ; transferences to
increase,758-9, 760-61
taxation and bounties and, 224-5, 226227 ; differentiation against eavinga
harmful to, 28-9
Economics, 4-10, 11, 20-21 ; biology and,
106, 110, 112-13, 117-22
Edgeworth, Professor, 20 ; on dnopoly,
286 ; on railway rates, 311
Effertz quoted, 18
Etlicieocy : civil m i c e organisation
and, 389 ; dismissal method and,
521 ; fatigue sod, 462-7,470 ; hours
of labonr and,462-7,
470; promotion for, 578-7 ; public operation
of indnstry and,383-4,
386-91 ;
relative to cireamstances,589.90 ;
transferences tiom rich to pwr and,
744-5, 747-53, 756-7
wagen and, 477, 572-9,579-86,566-90,

Eficiency (&,)607-12, 615, 623-4, 632 VL.~,
i60n.3;
interference to raise wages and,
607-12, 682 ; piece-wages and, 458484,487, 559-86, 611-12, 620 12. ;
premium plans and, 480-82 ; taskwages and, 485.7 ; time wages aud,
477-8, 572-9, 612
Eichholz, Dr., on heredity, 1 1 2 9 ~ ~
Elasticity of demand. See Demand
Elasticity of desire, 262
Elberfeld welfare plans, 757
Electric supply :
nmnicipal : .dificulties in organising,
333-4 ; gas company opposition and,
188, 190, 191-2, 394 ; largemale
distribution schemes and, 334, 394,
401,402
rate3 for, 294-5; peak-loadcharges,
294. 295, 315 ; slidinu scales, 376
Blementiry rate-firing, 58i-3
Emergeucy T a r 8 Act, U.S.A., 352
Eminent domain and State intervention,
331
Employers :
Bssociations of, 199, 263-5, 469, 568
Employment Exchangea and, 616-18
and engagement of labour, 545, 546
exploitation by, 85, 556-71, 693, 594 ;
meaning of, App. 111. 813-14
and female labour, 507-8, 563-71
fluctuations of demand and, 626-31,
635-6, 637 ; seesonal, 504-5, 520
hours of labonr and, 464, 465, 466-7,
472
improvementa in methods and, 593
periods of depression and retrenchment by, 519-21, 528, 545
regulations evaded by, 533-5
seasonal fluctuatious and, 504-5, 520
wage disputes and, 451-3, 454 455,
459-60
wage systems and : fixed wage, 621 ;
piece-wages and cutting, 479-84,
536 ; slidingwale, 635-41
welfare work by, 476
710-11
Employment Exchanges. Scc Labour
Exchanges
hployment termination due, 547-8
&dowment of motherhood, 72!2,729,790
Engagement of Ilrhour, methods of, 541548, 554-6,687
hgineming : dismissrrl methods in, 521522, 623 ; fluctustions in, 632;
overcrowding of, 529 ; uaamployment in, 632
Cuglish land ayetern, 178-80, 181, 183
Environment :and economic satisfpctiona.
14-18; and h d i t y , 110-16, 117122 ; and inventions, 114
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Fluctuations, iudustrial, 169
Equality of returns, 142-3, 144-8
Food prices, control of, 231, 233, 236-7,
obstructions to : imperfect knowledge,
238
149-57; imperfect divisibility ot
Food supply: control of, 246, 248 ;
units of transactions, 158-66; obnational security and imports of,
stacle~ to movement aud, 144-8;
19-20
relative variations of demand in
Ford, Henry, on subdivision of industry.
direrent occupations and places,
568 n.
167-71 ; size and complexity of
Foreigncompetition : elasticity of deunits, 159-66
mand and, 685-6; industrial legislaEquality of aacrifice : graduated taxation
tion and, 764-6
and, 715-17
Foreign investment, 662-4, 666
; income
Equihbrium, stable, neutral and unstable,
tax and, 714-15
App. 111. 794-5
Equilibrium
firm,
conception
of,
216, Foville, M. de, 502
Foxwell, Professor,and personal relations
App. 111. 790 ; cost of production
In industry, 421
and, 220, App. 111. 792-4, 799-801
Excerur Profits Duty, 41,230, 231, n.240 Fraction of wages. 415, 417
Ekploitation of labour, 85, 467, 556-71,France : Employment Bureaus in, 543 ;
r ~; . ~
family wage system in. 604, 605
594 ; of female labour,467, 563-71
;
inheritance laws in, 652 n.]; moveincreased wages and, 609, 610;
ruent of labour in, 502 ; public
meaning of, App. 111. 813-14;
ownership of telegraphs forced on,
national dividend and, 561 ; use of
389 ; sick relief law in, 724
machinery and, 662-3
Franchises for public utility services,
373-5, 403n., 539
Factors of production: distribution of
Free meals
for
school
children,
724,
income
among,
656-8; law of
726, 727, 751, 753
diminishing returns to individual,
Free pl3y of self-interest: economic
659; margins1 net prodnct of,
welfareand,
127-30; equality of
delined, 133 ; marginal units of,
returus and, 142-3
defined, 133-4; relation of quantity
Fry, Sir Edward, 428
to reward of, 659-61, 661-2, 664-8
Full data measure of national dividend,
Factory and WorkshopAct, 1901,498
64-9, 72, 76-7, 80.81
Factory work by women, 187
Future, the, irrationsl discounting of,
Fair Wages Resolution, 532
28, 29
Families, size of post-war, 95
Family as the unitof migration, 166,505Galton, Sir Francis, on heredity, 108
506
Gaunt wage system, 485-6
Family budget, App. 11. 784
Gas companies, municipal: area of supply,
Family wages system, 604-6
402 ; and electric aupply, 188, 190,
Farm colonies, 748 n., 749
191-2, 394; maximum dividend
Farm family and town family, 15
fixed for, 375 ; sliding scale of rates
Farmere : co - operationand,
324 ;
of, 375, 376, ;391
standardearnings
solidarity of, 558, 561
for, 375
Fashion : motives of followers of, 226 n.
Fatigue and efficiency, 462-7, 469-72 3erm cells and heredity, 111-13
2ermauy : agricnltural policy against
Fay, Mr.,onco-operationandfarming,324
Britlsh blockade in, 19 ; bauks and
Fedarat8d Diatriets agreement, 641
companypromotion in, 154 ; coal
Feeble-mindednem : high reproduction
industry combine in, 263 ; company
rate and, 108-9; arecessive quality,
flotationin,
154, 202 n.a ; com109 n.
pulsory arbitration in, 448-9; conFeaa and businesa
expenses,
money
in,
cessions t o companies
income and, 42 n.
176 ;
consumption of, compared with
Financing o€ industry: by banks, 154-7;
Engliih, 13-4; cost of livingin,
by public, 151-2, 164-5
63-4. 78 ; curreucy instability in,
Fines on workers, 498, 499
369; Employment Exahapges
in,
Fisher, Profaor : on chainmethodof
510,614,517,518;
family wage ayeprice aomparison, 71 n. ; on index
tern in, 604 ; Labour Bureau, 545-4 ;
numberg 69 n.', 68, 69, 71 n., 77,
labour colonies in, 755 ; municipal
79 ; onmillionaire and his heirs.
government in, 333, 334 ; old and
719 a1; on national dividend, 35-7
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modern, 13 ; papercurrencyin, 164
piece-wark system in, 484 n.* ; rail
way rates in, 306-7 ; short-timc
methods in, 522 ; town-planning in,
186 %.I, 194 w . ~ 195;
,
unemploymenl
legislation in, 528 n.' ; wages in,
604, 622
Gibb, Sir George : on private and public
ownership, 398 ; on railway system,
400, 404
Glffen, Sir Robert, quoted, 27, 73
Gilbraitlr, Mr., and scieutific bricklaying,
210
Gilrnan quoted, 16
Goldmark, Misa, on overtime in canneries,
469 ?I..
Goodwill : compensation for, 181 ; valoation of, 368, 370
Could. Jay, telegraph line monopoly of,
346
Government : ne8 also under State, 192-5
bounties from. 147-8. 192.193. 194.
224,225,226,227;313;
381;492,
510, 538, 737-41
conservation of natural resournee the
duty Of, 29-30
contracts from, and fair wages,532,538
control of iudnstry by, 29-30, 240-41,
329-35, 336
coutrol of prices by,229-42,694.6
;
anti-monopolist, 359.61, 361-3,
366-6, 371-2.375-80 ; diagrammatic
analysis of, App. 111. 808-9;
dilficultim and expedients of, 231238 ; national dividendaud,229,
239-42, 249, 694
control of supply by, 244-50, 694
payments to, and money income,
41

Graduation of taxation, 713,714, 715-17,
il8
Creak Government and currant-growing,
107
Guilds, national, 17 n.%
Guilds o l Help, 757
Hadley, Principal, ou nilway rates, 308309
Hagg+.
Rider, ou oo-operative
dames 1n Detrrnark, 319
Hdsey wage system, 481
Harlan, Justice, on anti-trust legidation,
337
Hawtrey, Mr., on limitations of bureaucratic control, 388 n.2; on Bstisfac'
tions and welfem, 17 a
HeatMeld poultry trade, 820
Henderson, H. D., on Cotton Cantrol
Board, 688 T L ~; on wnge movernebts
and M e cyclas, 6CtO l t . O

%

Hepburn law, 280 n.a,862, 363
Heredity: economiccircumstances and,
106,110,112, 117-22; environment
and, 110-16, 117-22; germ-cells
and, 111-12 ; transmission of desirable qualitiea uncertain, 107 8 ; unfitneae and, 108-10
Heron, Dr., on birth-rateand
social
fitatus. 101 -2
Higgins, Justice, living wnge fixed by,
598
Hill, Octavia, on social service, 727
Hobson, Mr., on inventious and employrucnt, 672
Holland, family wage system in, 605
Home work : industrial fluctuations and,
523 w 2 ; labour regulations and, 533534 ; unfair wages in, 87 n., 553-4,
564 n.*, 708 n.; untrained person8
adopt, 564 n.
Hours of labour : climate and, 463 ;
economic welfare and, 467
; efficieucy
and, 462-7,470 ; employersnod,
464-5, 466.7. 472; income of
labour and, 668 ; industrial fiactuations and, 523
; national dividend
and, 85-6, 462, 463, 465, 466, 467,
668-9 ; overtime.469-72 ; rrgulations aa to, evatled, 533 ; wage rates
and, 87n., 468
Hourwich, Dr., on immigration and
labour, 660 n.l, 709 n.*
Hoxie, Mr., onscientificmanagement,
486 n.
Idealoutput, 2e4, 270,282,283,285,
287, App. III. 802-7, 807-8
1,porance :
distribution of labour and, 492-9,
512-18 ; aggregate, 496;initil,
492-9
quality of returns impeded by, 142,
144, 149.57
[mmigrstion: induwmeuta to, I04 ;
national minimum and, 767 ; oldage pensionsand, 104%. ; railway
raka for immigrants, 803 ; penhietions on,
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